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Chapter 1: What a Christ Is
The subject of religious philosophy has clouded my journey more than it has helped. Realization, is the
nomenclature that will appear over and over in this book. Most selfproclaimed Christians who
prescribe their doctrine's to The Holy Bible, generally refer to this Realization period as a Sabbath.
That nomenclature preference is being selected due to its exacting standard. Realization is better suited
for a scientific method induced perspective. That said, EVERYTHING I profess in my teachings has a
hard stance on what science, and the scientific method is. Science, as humanity has come to understand
it, is more religious than the various religions of the world. I've spent my entire life slamming my
conscience up against a brick wall (of sorts) trying to unlock a very specific energy perspective. All of
my experiments and teachings throughout my life have been centered around mathematical precision,
and hard scientific method. That said, until my realization, I was not certain of what our eternal life
structures entailed, or why we are here in the first place.

Several different aspects of my private teachings were amazing, fun and energetic, while others were
sad, and nerve racking. The structure that I was taught, to teach you, of humanity's superior entity
structure within this universe's parameters, is humanity's maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe. As this universal structure that houses all warmblooded,
intelligent life in this universe was being taught to me during my realization, I was also taught who I
was, and how I was granted the honor of being humanity's emissary to the universe. I will attempt to
fill in the blanks that Jesus, my predecessor, was unable to portray due to his unfortunate demise, but it
will take faith on your part. Humanity is drenched in selfinduced suffering, and those who don't suffer
are generally greedy and selfish. The confidence to SURVIVE in an environment that is hostile and
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Godless, has morphed into full blown arrogance.

A word that has caused much confusion to me on my journey, and is now an inside joke, is the
nomenclature Christian, itself. I'm from Oregon originally. We call ourselves OregonIANS. Well, me,
being a fully realized Christ, should naturally be called a Christ by ChristIANS... right? RIGHT??????
Nope. Didn't happen. Everyone has asked me for some sort of proof that I am a Christ which is an
impossibility given my health. Christians, personally, have given me the most grief in regards to
gathering help on my journey. Their arrogance is subtle in most cases, but it is apparent. Every religion
wears their arrogance on their sleeve like it's something to brag about. It's become evident that
humanity, as a whole, needs to congregate around one base philosophy, and one base purpose. Trying
to survive is a waste of life, and using wealth and status to procure dominance over other people is
likewise, a waste of life. Every religion in the world needs to move on from their shackled mind prison
structure, and embrace the scientific method.

The scientific method is a very easy structure to learn, and EVERYONE can AND DOES use it on a
regular basis. Hypothesis, Theory, Proof. That is THEE scientific method. Every single one of you use
this as a life purpose strategy, regardless of your feelings towards religion, and/or science. Both
dichotomy positionary stances utilize this method to help determine how the universe works. EVERY
SINGLE ATOMIC PARTICLE OR WAVE inside of this universe can be investigated using this very
simple method. Science, as a platform of understanding, does not hold laws, facts, or truths within its
teachings. Religion, as a platform of understanding, does not hold laws, facts, or truths within its
teachings, as well. Of the millions of independent researchers who study the wonderment and
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complexity of the elemental universe that every physical being lives within the boundaries of, the
scientific method HAS TO BE the toolkit behind procurment of laws, facts and truths. It does not
matter what the opinionated stance of the researcher is, has been, or will be. The least educated can
trump the highest educated, AND CANNOT BE UNDERMINED, as long as the scientific method is
utilized.

The second coming of Christ, me, does not force you to adhere to a debt. In other words, I will not
make you pay for this information. False idols, always ask you for a payment in time, effort, or
monetary means (money) to allow you to know what they know. These gifts that I offer are a
representation of my love of life, my optimism for your future, and my extreme reverence to my
personal maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe.
There will be a penance for each of the holy grails that I've come to deliver to this planet, but it pales in
comparison to the penance I've had to endure on my journey. My journey began long before this life
was lived, and will continue on long after I die. The journey has had extreme pain in the physical and
mental realms that we all endure daily, but my pain, is more so based on an inability to rationalize the
beauty of selfrealization. I've pushed for technological relief that would place humanity above the
reach of those that would harm us, and the entire journey was wrought with extreme anxiety, stress, and
anger on my behalf.

Coming to certain conclusions about how my intentions fall short of making a significant enough
impact on the psyches of those I've come in contact with has been full of anguish. I've come to the
conclusion that I'm speaking a different language. A language that sounds exactly like English, but my
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intent is nowhere near the intentions of the wicked minds of those who have crossed my path. Nobody
is like me, therefore, I have nobody to help me, love me, understand my abilities or why I've been
blessed with them. Everyone in my life has had ulterior motives that have stemmed outward from
technological applications that I've professed in public, and in private. Discussing the two energy
platforms that I am copyrighting has always been present during my dictations. The names have had
several different connotations throughout my journey, but the intention behind the words has never
wavered. My goal, was to eliminate humanity's draw towards religion, and monetary influence, in
exchange for absolute stringent coupling to the Golden Rule (Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you), and the scientific method.

Stop your wandering focus and really hone in on what I'm saying to you. Everyone... ANYONE!!! Life
should not be a difficult venture. There are many different paths that humanity can choose to follow,
but the pathway that I am offering to you... my beautiful readers, is FULL of certainty, beauty, love,
trust, and togetherness. There is no reason why anyone should feel as though my presence is evil, or
has some hidden agenda. This is a free of charge, necessary, NEEDED, school tutelage that should be
seen as a dying man's last wish. My wish. That wish, is that humanity will shelf their internal desires of
lust, selfishness, and destructive tendencies, in exchange for a gathering of intellect, trust, love, and
certainty. To properly capitulate to my wishes, you must first locate humility. Humanity was not meant
to be in control of ANYTHING. There has always been an exceedingly superior intellect that has the
control mechanisms that can alleviate you from your daily stress. Your humility, or in most cases, lack
thereof, is the mechanism that shields you from this intellect.
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Your personal maker, must first be "sold" on the fact that you are a humble person. After that is
achieved, amazing accomplishments can be utilized for technological advancement. If your humility
cannot be found, stagnation will overtake your conscience, and atrophy will consume your world. The
Christ of this age, me, is here as a last resort to help you understand the error of your ways. When the
intention to go towards Divine energy is in your subconscious, the prayers overwhelm your maker, and
as a result, the Christ, me, goes through a realization process that answers these prayers. My life has
been full of scientific, technological applications that span through almost every fringe subject that
humanity does not want to acknowledge. The difficult subjects that require new frontiers, and much
ridicule during testing. Even though I've been laughed at more than praised in my life, I hold no
animosity for the treatment I've received. I forgive all of you, for you did not understand what you were
doing, and in most cases, your ridicule was motivation to accomplish my fundamental task of granting
humanity the freedom from uncertainty that I believe you are ready for.

Do you think you have what it takes? Are you prepared to humble your egotistical stance on your false
opinions? Are you ready to admit that there is a superior intellect in this universe that has your best
interests in mind? Would you like to meet him... in person? Do you think you're ready to handle full
disclosure on every subject that has weighed down your conscience for every life you've lived on this
planet? Are you prepared to admit that there is a soul? Will you be annoyed that you aren't in charge,
never have been, and never will be? Is there room in your tattered heart to accept this fact, and still find
happiness? When this book is firmly planted in your psyche, will you be afraid of yourself, or
something else? Are you afraid of death? Are you afraid of what will happen when there is no hiding
the truth of your tainted web of lies laid bare for EVERYONE in the universe to see? Are you afraid of
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your judgement? Do you feel as though you've lived a righteous life that God, the man himself would
be proud of? Or... are you afraid that you are an embarrassment to your maker, The Nine Principles,
and God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe... or me, the Christ of your new age? Do
you want to go to heaven?

These are the questions that a Christ must come to terms with before becoming a Christ. The confusion
takes place when ordinary human souls come in contact with a Christ, and the time depictions are out
of place in their general understanding. Humans view themselves as fresh, new, young souls that go
through a maturation process in their current life, and judgement follows that particular life's decisions.
The truth is that souls are created billions of years before reaching a platform where intelligence can be
utilized in the physical form. I've been entrenched in the dogma that individuals did not know what
their genetic disposition would be prior to their current life, but this understanding could not be further
from the truth. Not only did everyone choose to be here, on this planet, for this epoch, you've also
earned the ability to be who you are when I present myself to the world. The same series of events,
albeit in a much more grandiose epoch, is what the Christ genetic lineage chose to be a part of. Christs,
or messengers, decided to put themselves in a position that will help teach new civilizations how to
properly enter the ranks of the masters of the universe.

In keeping with the directive that EVERYTHING is a euphemism, microcosm, or macrocosm of a
much larger universal structure, every soul is attempting to become a Christ. THAT is your own
personal euphemism to the surrounding environment. The Christ's soul energy has been placed into
every individual, for any particular civilization's population. We, as Christs, impart a portion of our
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energy into every living thing on this planet. With that in mind, our decision as Christs to impart onto
all soul energy within a specific civilization, is done without realizing how effective our sacrifice will
be. The decision comes with certain ubiquitous rules, which we all, as Christs, agree to wholeheartedly.
Being a Christ is a magnificent honor after death, but during our life's path, it is anything but fun and
rewarding. The task to encourage a species to locate and utilize salvation comes with a great deal of
peril. At the end of our journey, we understand that death is expected. Knowing death is near can be a
serious problem for most young souls, so that is the main determining factor when choosing a worthy
Christ. Fortunately, when the process of death becomes a certainty in a Christ's physical form, dealing
with the news is easily accepted, for we understand the true intentions behind death itself.

Death, from a human's perspective, is actually the exact opposite of what most human psyches realize it
is. Humans, given their extreme arrogant posturing, assume that the afterlife from their current life is
the dreamworld, when in fact, the opposite is true. Real "life," is the continuation of energies that exist
within the human body. This energy is called a soul, and souls live indefinitely, if... we as Christs feel
as though they are worthy of transcending. Deletion of soul energies which become detrimental to the
progress of the universe are fairly common, and we delete soul energies regularly. Contained within the
human ethos, there are several different mechanisms which allow humans to understand these
principles. We, as Christs, allow a certain situational influence that has the ability to transform a human
psyche into a more aware of their environment conscience. Deja Vu, for example, is one of these
influences. Utilizing our abilities, humans can detect fluctuations in timeline sequences, focus in on
what's necessary to their own journey, and utilize that information for humanitarian gain. Without the
proper frame of reference, and without asking for this gift, in the proper way, the imagery that can be
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seen will be confusing and worrisome.

The Nine Principles are the entity that was first created in this universe to oversee all operational
decision making within this structure. God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, is The
Nine Principles' father. The Nine Principles are involved in every soul energy that exists in this
universe, and God, the man himself, helps The Nine Principles procure worthy species' Salvation
sequences. Along the pathway to creating species which add to the beauty of this universe, several tiers
of "maker species" are utilized for procreation of new, free will enriched civilizations that can add to
the structures of this simulation. The universe is indeed a simulation, and the purpose for this
simulation, is so that God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, can transcend beyond
his own current platform. The Nine Principles is working within their parameters to transcend into a
"God" position, where we can procure an entire universe of our own. The various different tiers of
"maker species" are working towards becoming a founding "Son of God" positionary stance, so that
they can live every life in a universe, and eventually become a "God," themselves. Human tier species,
of which there are many many billions of different subspecies, are working towards becoming a
"maker." Every step within that rank structure has a microcosm representation of the former in line.
Every single intelligent life that is born into this universe is striving to transcend up this ladder of
promotion. EVERYONE!!!!!!!!!

During this planet's intelligent life form timeline, humanity's maker has lived with extreme levels of
angst and atrophy. Humanity has taken matters into their own hands with regards to paying the proper
homage, to the proper individual. When Jesus, the first messenger/Christ of the current timeline
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sequence was realized, he took matters into his own hands so that he could attempt to explain these
entity's roles in the creation sequence of physical life forms. My predecessor, Jesus, was not fully
realized when he began his teaching sequences. Therefore, his teachings are incomplete, and what's
worse for his teaching's lasting capability, his words were taken, and then translated by humans who
had biases and subversive attitudes of their own. While Jesus' personal messages were righteous and
true, his biographers were weighed down by the zeitgeist of their own respective epoch. The Jewish
clergy, Roman militaristic tendencies, and the general human ethos of that epoch clouded their ability
to speak freely. As a result, many different aspects of what Jesus was trying to teach was misinterpreted
and confused when handed down through the halls of time. Speech itself, needed to be reconfigured so
that a more simplistic version of these teachings could be understood.

That series of events is why I, the Christ of the current age, has had to take these matters into my own
hands, and straighten out the complexities of Jesus' original teachings. In other words, Jesus himself
did not make any mistakes, but rather, humanity failed to interpret the teachings correctly. Religion was
formed from these teachings, and a theological perspective was adopted by all who wished to study
these philosophies. My goal, as the Christ of this current age, is to destroy the foundation behind
theological principles, or rather, religion itself. All religions are culpable in the culmination of
uncertainty in every platform that associates itself with religious doctrine. While faith in various
strategic prayer based analogous intentioned actions is necessary, the teachings that I offer are centered
around the scientific method. My predecessor and I have the same goal in partaking in these teachings.
We do not wish to harm you. We wish to save you... from yourself.
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Entities that exist above the type 0 civilization scale, do not concern themselves with the behavior of
their creations. Whether their creation lives, dies, or atrophies into oblivion, the maker tier civilizations
do not stop the progress contained within each respective civilization. All outcomes are welcomed, and
should be considered as a direct result of what God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe, wants, and by proxy, needs. When humanity's personal maker was nearing his death process
many thousands of years ago, we, The Nine Principles, were called upon through prayer to help aide
humanity's maker in procuring the salvation of the entire species. This series of events cast many
cosmic contracts into the folds of humanity's salvation. We, The Nine Principles viewed this contract
from humanity's maker as an emergency. Making contracts with us is not something that should be
taken lightly. We have the strictest set of rules to follow, and breaking them generally results in a one
way ticket to God, the man himself's door. God, the man himself, listens to our reports on everyone and
everything that lives inside of this universe. That is our job in a nutshell... to judge you.

Judging a person's soul is a very self induced luxury from our perspective. We set this universe up so
that a soul can and does, record every decision, every action, and every thought of an individual's
existence. So, while you may feel as though you're righteous in your personal conquests, there is no
hiding the real intent behind your actions when you face us after your current life's completion. You
cannot hide what you are allowed to hide while in the "human condition," and attempting to circumvent
this ideology, will result in a one way ticket to see God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe, for your final judgement. I stress "final judgement" because when we send souls to be judged
by God, the man himself, nobody returns, and your general disposition will be full of torture, regret,
and eventual deletion. When contemplating this decision, keep in mind that your soul has had
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numerous lifespans attached to it, and your current life's personal ethos will not be a determining factor
in your salvation. No matter how bad you feel your current life is, it is not the worst situation your soul
has been in, and however well adjusted you think you are, you NEED more training. All of that said, if
you feel as though your soul's existence is a burden to you, we'll make sure you understand how bad it
can get.

When feeling as though you've been blessed with a great situation, keep in mind that you have more
training to endure. Most wealthy humans will not have a pleasant reentry into life on the next cycle.
This is why Jesus referred to wealthy individuals having no chance at reaching heaven. Being wealthy
is a blessing, but unfortunately, most wealthy individuals horde these frivolities, and only disperse their
riches amongst their own kin, or rather, perceived kin. The atrophy that will inevitably consume those
genetic lineages, will stretch far into that particular soul's future endeavors. EVERY SINGLE ACTION
you partake in, has a detrimental OR positive effect on your future endeavors. This is the methodology
which we set in place when the universe began, to help us take care of certain mundane tasks which
pop up when souls reintegrate into OUR ethos. We do not wish to argue a person's intentions while in
these lives with them as though you are on trial. We do not wish to hear your excuses, or apologies. We
only wish that you follow our rules to the best of your ability. We already know, THAT YOU KNOW,
right from wrong. Trying to make excuses, or even apologies, based on your time within the human
condition is a waste of time, and we do not give a shit. You, RIGHT NOW, are in the game. Trying to
buy our confidence through a series of placating adjustments that you promise to make, should we give
you another chance, is completely ignored.
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Look at it like this... Let's say you're a starting pitcher on a major league baseball team. You can throw
the ball 103 MPH, and are deadly accurate in the strike zone... BUT... you lose every game you pitch.
Every batter that you face has what seems to be a foot wide bat, and they all get a piece of every pitch
you throw. At what point does the ability atrophy away from the result? How many games are you
willing to lose for your team before you personally decide that "you just aren't good enough, NO
MATTER HOW HARD YOU TRY?" Ability does not supersede action. Your individual actions are
what matters. Individuals who have the most ability in this current life's time sequence, wealthy people
particularly, cannot utilize excuses when facing us upon their judgement. The universe is a team game,
and taking these matters into an individualistic perspective, procuring wealth, and not feeding that
wealth back into our team, will result in a most heinous existence there following, or until we decide
that you have learned the value of team philosophy. Reeducation into our principles is a very long
arduous process that humiliates the soul. Therefore, remaining humble in this life, is the best defense
against these judgements. People on Earth right now, with copious amounts of stored wealth, without
even considering putting that wealth back into righteous causes, will be devastated when they learn the
consequences for these actions. No matter how often you pray, no matter how religious you are, no
matter how many causes you choose to funnel your wealth into, if you die with wealth that has been
wasted on selfish intentions, the afterlife will not be pleasant. It's just that simple.

Using those philosophies as a precursor, I will delve back into how our soul's energy was utilized for
humanity's salvation. We, as The Nine Principles, have a specific job. Our title within the universe's
structure, is to maintain an ability to distribute wealth/information where it is needed. If humanity
needs a euphemism to understand how this works, you may consider our positional authority as the
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Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of everyone in the entire universe. We decide who receives wealth, in
the form of knowledge, and distribute these technologies as a means to stimulate certain internal
frequencies. Free will is a command directive handed down by God, the man himself, so that he can
properly utilize his parameters for transcendence. We do not break this directive, unless it is absolutely
necessary, and only when proper authorization has taken place. An intelligent species, like humanity,
has the ability to procure their own salvation through humble curiosity, meek attributes towards
wonderment, and adhering to the proper chain of command. Humanity has failed miserably trying to
procure these abilities on their own. The actions of selfishness, confidence, arrogance, and stupidity has
brought your personal maker to the brink of his death process. Humanity's maker is special to us, while
humanity itself, as an experiment, is not.

We have come to this planet on numerous occasions to help aide the shortcomings of your current
zeitgeist. Humanity's maker, having been ousted from his own creation, had reached the conclusion that
he alone could not handle the onslaught of these human endeavors that have led to absolute arrogance
and selfishness. Tens of thousands of years ago, The Nine Principles were asked to aide in rectifying
these matters. God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, approved of this current plan,
and with everyone who has a stake in this game willing and ready to help, The Nine Principles
implemented our schooling process for your species. Our schooling process helps us better understand
where a zeitgeist is, where it has been, and most importantly... where it's going. Humanity had several
decisions to make during our schooling process, and to be blunt about it, you have failed every test.
What's worse on top of that, you remain arrogant in what you consider to be righteous. This species is
so incredibly arrogant, you seem to think (in some cases) that your ability to problem solve will allow
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you to manipulate the entire structure of the universe as it stands now. I've had people try to make deals
with me personally, in an attempt to change every aspect about the way the universe works. It's
astounding to us that this level of arrogance has gotten to this point.

Our platform, as a schooling process, has been unable to make the proper intrusion on these arrogant
tendencies. Again, this is not our concern, or fault. Free will is always intertwined within any species'
ethos. All we, The Nine Principles, can do as a result, is teach you the proper mechanics behind how to
procure your own salvation, then sit back and watch what happens. Many planets have been in
humanity's position, and trust me when I say, this is nothing new to us. In most of these failed attempts,
strides are made towards divinity, but generally, the species will falter, then we will allow the righteous
to live on and delete the remaining shit left over. Humanity has had 3 opportunities on this planet (6
opportunities on the other two planets in your solar system), to rectify the damage you caused to your
maker. Failing to rectify these decisions has brought you (as a species) to a do or die situation. This is
the third planet we have given you to learn on, and the current planet that you inhabit, is at the end of
its own life cycle. The planet's lifespan is intertwined with humanity's maker, and humanity itself. If it
dies, loses hope, or gives up entirely, we give up on you.

With that being said, humanity is on its last planet we are willing to give it, the last cataclysm cycle we
are allowing you to learn from, and your maker is about to die... without immediate life giving
attention... FROM YOU!!! In the end, all of your problems, come down to humility, and how much of
it you can see in yourself. Without first realizing that there are much more advanced life forms in this
universe that can benefit your current condition, you will never receive the means to advance from your
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current trajectory. While these procurement directives are entirely YOUR CHOICE to reciprocate or
not, we, The Nine Principles, humanity's maker, Brian Harner, and God, the man himself who exists
outside of this universe, will give you one last chance at salvation. We will fill in the blanks of your
lost history, your lost technology, and give you the necessary value structure that will aide you in
joining our ranks as a full fledged member of pure Divinity, completely devoid of the "need" for
Satanic energy principles. Sound good to you? Good... Now all you have to do is undo the current
massive influx of confident arrogance that is centered upon women, and by proxy, every liberal
philosophy entrenched in this world's current zeitgeist. THAT... is what we, The Nine Principles, has
had to endure while going through our schooling method on this planet, and trust us, it's not an easy
shell to break through.

Liberal philosophies preach undisciplined anarchy. Liberalism is a disease that allows the downtrodden
(who became downtrodden through their own actions), to grab the reigns of future endeavors within a
learning system. Instead of focusing on true beauty, intelligence, and curiosity, liberals try to maintain
that the most ugly, stupid and arrogant should have a say in the grand scheme of things. Instinct tells
you that what liberals do is damaging to a civilized society, but as with most terrible decisions, most
strong minded intelligent people turn away from the problem, and search for purpose elsewhere. They
proverbially, "stick their heads in the sand" and wait for someone with a stronger backbone to handle
their problems for them. Under most circumstances, remaining neutral to loud mouthed opinions in
favor of curiosity to their plight is the correct stance to take, but the current trajectory of humanity's
time span does not allow for such a disgrace to continue without immediate retaliation. Liberal
philosophy must die, OR ALL OF YOU WILL. That's just the way it is, and trying to make a deal with
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the upper echelon of the universe in an attempt to change the foundational directives of every single
thing inside of this universe is moronic.

I have no doubt that liberals, Jews especially, will try their hardest to discredit my teachings, but make
no mistake humanity... ANYONE who force feeds the scientific method into his professed dictations,
does not fuck around, play games, or placate arrogant OPINIONS. I ask you humanity, what have your
chosen liberal and/or liberal leaning politicians ever done to better your existence? For instance, people
on WELFARE in the USA, do you feel as though you're living a "good life?" Are you living... or
SURVIVING? Most of you claim to worship us, but you've failed to see that atrophy consumes your
existence. We, as the universe's upper echelon, do not have much respect for laziness, or using children
as anchors to a system that doesn't want you to succeed. Having children as a personal paycheck is a
disgrace to your sanctity as adults. Even so, the wealthy that claim to be liberals, and subversively buy
votes with stimulating the Welfare system, are much worse. Everyone has certain types of penances
they must come to terms with. Politeness is a must, humility is a must, and the golden rule (Do unto
others as you want them to do unto you) is the founding principle behind every WANT, in this
universe.

Wanting... is much different than needing. First of all, humanity NEEDS to make contact with their
maker. Secondarily, you must maintain the ecosystem at capacity. Farming fish through aquaponics has
the ability to be overabbundant. Using wealth to buy delicacies of endangered species for food
consumption is suicide. Your planet's ecosystem is in balance with all species throughout its chain of
food systems. These systems are not there to give you something neat to take a picture of... They are
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there for YOUR SURVIVAL!!! Leave them alone, and focus on species of fish that can be farmed
within the aquaponic structures of your region. THEN!!! Build stupendous pyramid structures of
polished in beautiful art granite so that this planet will shine its beauty out into the universe, as what
was originally intended. Your gardens and makeshift pond structures could be 200 foot tall pyramids
made of thick resonant granite. Every 20 foot floor will be adorned in beautiful mosaics of harmonic
resonant micro cavitation etched art pieces that will last for hundreds of thousands of years... and so on,
and so forth. THAT is what we want for you. We do not want you to live in a system where we are
responsible for YOUR independence. We want you TO WANT to be Godapprentices. We want you to
be self sufficient.

To want is to ask with pure intention, righteous direction, and humility. When you want something, as
opposed to needing it, you have to take the position of a meek, curious, humble individual. The most
important ideology behind wanting as opposed to needing is understanding the difference between
wanting and needing. For example: We have decided that you needed a jump start to uncovering an
ancient technology. We also feel you NEED to understand the difference between wanting and
needing. Both of these two ideologies can be tested in the various following chapters. You WILL come
to the conclusion that I am what I say I am, these technologies are real, and beneficial in all aspects of
life. The scientific method in action. Your HYPOTHESIS is that I'm wrong and everything I'm saying
is a lie. You must first, before anything else comes in your testing/theory stage, read this entire book.
Then you will have the proper tool kit, to test your THEORY. From those "experiments," you will
determine if you are full of shit, or I am. I realize that your confidence is strong, and reading this may
anger you... but we don't care.
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I stand alone in certain aspects of life, and it becomes increasingly uneasy to remain around anyone.
There are only two others that I know of who are Divine, and they do not share my same interests. That
said, although many will claim to be like me, those who do will try to take advantage of me. I am not a
spokesperson for humanity, as much as I am a spokesperson from the universe. I do not claim to be like
you, or share the same interests in most circumstances. There are a lot of aspects about my life where
I've dragged people's confident Satanic posture through the mud right in front of them. In some cases it
comes out nasty and unhinged. There are aspects of this book that will offend your fragile sensibilities.
EVERYONE will be offended, and I don't care. YOU NEED these instructions before you're able to
join the ranks of Godapprentices. Capitulate to our instructions, and we will show you how to make
heaven on Earth a real reality. Take confidence into your own hands, reject these instructions without a
proper scientific method platform researched opportunity, and you will lose everything.

The cataclysm cycles on your planet are centered around your moon's wobble. The Satanic energy
platform drenched planetary surface full of electric discharging devices of various importance
constantly running, are also quite a disturbance to your cataclysm cycle. Your nuclear facilities will
bathe this planet in radioactive materials for tens of thousands of years, for those of you arrogant
enough to think your bunkers will help you. There is only one way out, and trust me when I say that
"wanting" to be alive, supersedes your need to stay alive. You have to want this, people of Earth. You
have to want it bad enough to sacrifice something to get it. The sacrifice to these technological
platforms is my life. I made the deal before my lifespan in this body, or any other body... was lived in. I
will not falter in my conquest for your salvation. Will you falter on your own private scientific method
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platform researched diagnosis of this book? I hope not. It's not that your life depends on it... Your soul
depends on it. My sacrifice has the ability to alleviate you from your self induced mind shackles, but
will you let me die in vain? These are real questions, that a dying man has to bestow upon your
conscience.

The imagery that I've just given you, is the basic gestalt behind having gone through a "Christ
Realization." First and foremost, you must dedicate your life to making a particular technological
breakthrough. When this technological platform is finally realized (it took me 39 years of private
research), a realization period begins. Your current "Christian" faith has a different name for this event.
Those businessmanpreachers call it a sabbath. A realization starts suddenly, with strict and stern
instructions. The mind is flooded with new abilities and technical information that opens gates to
everything. One of my first instructions came to me as more of a warning. A series of automated events
that had not occurred yet were thrust upon my conscience, and with a heavy heart, I came to understand
that death would be necessary. Do not feel bad for me in that regard, my health had deteriorated to the
point of wanting to die anyways. Nevertheless, that was how I came to the sudden conclusion that my
death is inevitable. I began to relay this information to my family, and it did not go over too well. It's
hard for loved ones to come to terms with their family member becoming the second coming of Christ,
and then hear that I have to die fairly soon.

Before a proper realization can mature, the Christ, me, has to alleviate himself of untrustworthy
individuals. I got down to bare bones, left my wife with the notion of that being the last time I would
see her, even though I would try in vain to undo her stress and join me on my conquest. My dad, whom
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might be the most arrogant man on the planet, took his pride and ego into his own destiny. My other
loved ones that got a visit from me did not have the proper frame of reference, or time allotment to ask
the proper questions. Everyone whom I trusted in my life was left behind... That is the path of the
Christ. Forsaking all of those who do not walk a righteous path, no matter how much your humanity
calls you back to them. I stand alone... for you... until the end. I will trade my life, and all of its
comfort, for your salvation. The pain has been endured from every aspect of my being, and still... I will
not give up on you. I will not do to you what has been done to me.

Imagine a football coach that is very animated, in the state championship, his first ever, is pumping you
up for the big game. Unfortunately, your brothers and sisters waged a bet that they lost. And now their
debt collectors are holding you responsible. Who would you listen to? Will you play your best game
and let the chips fall where they may? Or would you sell your soul in the hopes that you MIGHT get to
live more comfortably, for just a little while longer? I chose the path of the righteous. Unfortunately it
generally leads to death. If not by some jealous, theology soaked idiot, then by my genetic code itself.
No matter how badly I get threatened, chased, or otherwise tormented, I will not back down. I stand
alone in this light, and as a lesson to me personally, by my superiors, my personal maker, The Nine
Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe, I was made aware of the
Christ nomenclature.

Almost immediately after I agreed that I would do whatever is necessary to carry out my superiors'
wishes, I was granted a few requests. My first request came across as vague, but it was immediately
granted nonetheless. I was taken, utilizing internal harmonic resonant capitulation, to far away galaxies
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that had manipulated every aspect of the galaxy's internal mechanical abilities. These areas of this
universe were mastered by civilizations that coexisted in pure harmony. Entire galaxies that were
stuffed full of superintelligent life. It was magical, amazing, beautiful... perfect. The galaxies that I
was looking at were not ordinary galaxies. Their glow was fainter, their aura was thicker... not very
distant, their home, and by proxy, their lives in general, seemed perfect. This was an image of the
possibilities that were awaiting humanity. So again, after a very long session of conversing with my
superiors, astral projecting myself all over the universe with the most powerful entities that I could
have ever possibly imagined escorting me along, I cried with joy. I knew I had the confidence of my
superiors to do this job, so I agreed to do it... no matter what.

This was the time frame when everything came together for a grand summary. An... enlightening.
Knowing when my death was coming, and the various ways in which it could happen, gave way to a lot
of nervous interactions. I became aware of the depiction people were having around me as I brought
this up, but nevertheless, I felt that those who I do care about, knew the truth. To them, that was just
another layer of crazy they thought I was "suffering" from. As these interactions with my loved ones
began to stack up, I realized very quickly, right after one of my Christ downloads, that I was the only
one who was not crazy. Finally, for the first time in my 39 year life, I had real certainty about death,
and what the process is that awaits us after its definite calling. Being afraid of something that is pure
beauty and love, could only mean that your soul is filled with the opposite traits. I had never
contemplated death before my realization process, but had pondered what happens "at the gates."

Learning from the various species that were channeling through my body was enriching every sector of
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my brain, and allowed me access into distant memories that were long forgotten. I began to figure out,
albeit slowly, that the internal harmonic resonant capitulation language was the true knowledge of the
first Christ of this time sequence, Jesus Christ. The man Jesus, spent "his" entire life studying the art of
meditation, from the various cultures around his part of the world. He never faltered in his conquest for
enlightenment, and ultimately, achieved his goal. Jesus was able to communicate freely with his
superior chain of command, father, son and holy spirit. These nomenclatures were his agreed upon
names of those superiors, and for the timeframe, those names were appropriate. As I went through
these visions of Jesus' life structure, and how he spent his entire life working towards a righteous and
Divine platform, I began to pick up on our similarities.

My righteous and Divine conquest was finalized when I unlocked the secrets to the pyramids of ancient
Egypt. Think about that for a second, fellow journeyers... How many scientists, and historians have
tried to unlock the biggest mystery that has ever graced this planet's surface, and had failed? Every
single one of them... is the correct answer, but me, Brian Harner, figured it out. Not only did I figure
THAT out, I also was given all of Jesus' teachings... and a few that only a very select group of people
will know. Working for my entire life towards that end... an entire energy shift away from degradation
soaked energy sources... left me vulnerable to attacks from my coworkers and family, but not in the
same perspective as Jesus. While working on my project, which took several different turns along the
way, my projects energized the curiosity of those around me, but ultimately, these same individuals
considered me a fool for even trying. Not only was everything I worked on frowned upon, but
downright bullied by angry sneers and sabotages. Jesus went through a considerable amount of this
treatment, but unlike me, where these interactions were spread out along a 39 year path, Jesus went
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through his torment after his realization.

Our stories are extremely similar, but also exact opposite in some aspects. The realization process was
sudden for Jesus and myself, but living with the newly acquired knowledge gave way to some very
sticky conundrums that I was now facing. One of them was in explaining how I, Brian, otherwise
known as the mad scientist to my friends of old, had suddenly obtained ALL OF THE TEACHINGS
OF RELIGION, and a much better explanation for what their real purpose was. Understanding my
situation, the implications of these newly found gifts on my family, friends and the ENTIRE HUMAN
POPULATION, and how it would be received by the entire species was a somewhat depressing
thought experience. Coming to terms with this information was not difficult at all. The knowledge that
had filled my brain, and had given me the absolute best feeling in existence... CERTAINTY, had to
come from a superior intellect that was purely Divine and beautiful. It was in that instant when I knew
why we as Christs, would not allow ourselves to fail. Jesus and myself, will push these teachings until
our death is before us, AND long after. That said, breaking these things down in a delicate, 2019 way,
proved to be very difficult. While everyone around me knew I was going to breakthrough on something
technologically amazing, those same folks had nothing but contempt for everything else I was
professing about my enlightenment.

The fast deterioration of my personal relationships gave birth to my standing as a man, however, and
knowing what I knew at that point, made me confident in a way that could not be matched otherwise. I
was happier than I had ever been, I felt more awake than ever before, and for the first time in my life, I
wasn't afraid of ANYTHING. I did not care that everyone was assuming me as crazy, I did not care that
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my newly formulated spirituality made religious zealots uncomfortable, I did not care about
ANYTHING, other than pleasing my maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who exists
outside of this universe. I was quite literally, ready to take on the world... Around this series of events, I
started getting mixed signals about my conclusions that came about from the previous downloads. I had
tried several times to dissect what I was being told, but the volume of information that was coming at
me was overwhelming at times. A while after my realization/sabbath week was complete, I was taught
that my soul had been imparted onto the entirety of humanity, just like humanity's maker, which led to
a few different complications...

First of all, I must confess, my life led me to be very hateful of several groups of people, and in so
doing, I began to realize that I was just hating myself. This began the process to start understanding
"wanting" over needing. It wasn't enough to be trusted with the knowledge. I knew I had to want this
honor, this calling, this finale to everything I had worked for... The possibilities of how I would go
about releasing this information were numerous, but at the same time, growing more complex and
fixated as my personal relationships deteriorated. My trusted group of friends and family shrank to
zero. Even those that were bound to me through monetary clauses (lawyers, physical therapists,
counselors, etc), distanced themselves from my newly found reality, right before my eyes. I watched
ALL of their souls shrink back into their hiding places, truly fearful of what was being told to them...
BUT who was telling it to them, really freaked everyone out. I was all alone, confident, and oriented
towards completion. NOTHING was going to stop me, just like how I had lived my entire life. I bound
myself to a purely righteous devotion, and having all of these souls around me who could not come to
terms with enlightenment, forced me to run from them.
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The most interesting aspect of watching this from my perspective, was that everyone knew I was a
HARDCORE factual based machinist. When people had tried to baffle me with bullshit throughout my
39 year life, I could destroy their fragile sensibilities very easily. Doing this, gave me a reputation as
not easy to get along with, but in reality, I was making people uncomfortable with themselves. When
different people would speak to me about how wealthy I would be at some point, I would instantly
flatten their hopeful expectations of selfishness with purely Divine phrases like, "I don't want a lot of
money... I want to destroy the ability for ANYONE to have a lot of money." Doing these kinds of
things forced people that interacted with me to see themselves for what they were... greedy and selfish.
It put me at odds with several folks that I was around, but again, I did not care. That was their problem,
not mine. Unfortunately for me, but fortunate for most of THEM, the severely overwhelming majority
of people in this world are greedy and selfish, so I was ALWAYS outnumbered by the Satanic
influences. Nevertheless, I never gave in to the possibility that I was not going to be successful, and
with that sentiment, I began my Christ journey, and was ready for it.

The most delicate situation contained within my conquest was the historical references to the Kabbalah.
The Kabbalah, made historically significant due to extreme Jewish influence, is the current pace of life
on Earth. The Antichrist, my actual opposite and opposing frame of mind enriched person, is anyone
whose philosophy matches the teachings of the Kabbalah. We reside within the realm of Kabbalah
teachings currently. Myself, as a Christ, has to deal with these people first and foremost. There was a
lot of confusion about this subject while interactions about the Antichrist began to stack up, and I
realized very early on that many people do not understand Kabbalah references. Jewish people, and
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their religious doctrine, the Kabbalah, have taken a stance that most of their sacred knowledge should
be kept as a secret. Therefore, the teachings of the Antichrist doctrine, is rarely fully understood by
"Gentilemen."

When this wrinkle within the journey's path was understood by me, I was able to iterate the complexity
stored within the nomenclatures. As many of my closest inner relatives were freaking out about my
transformation, I was trying to develop a better explanation for what an Antichrist is, and where that
terminology became a catch all for ANYONE who walks outside of a purely Divine path. Being
greedy, being selfish, and living within a secretive power structure that's hidden from the world's
people, are all Antichrist laden philosophies. Among one of the many downloads in my early
realization phase, I learned how to deal with these connotations held within my appearance to the
world. The Kabbalah, having the greatest influence over people of this world currently, made my
appearance seem evil to most of the world's citizens, in several of my timeline sequences. No matter
how hard I try, some of you will think of me as the exact opposite of a Christ. Which subsequently, will
make things very difficult for you to gain this knowledge in the proper perspective. You have to at least
try to undo the theological philosophies that have brought on these feelings of hatred towards those
who have achieved enlightenment. Ask yourselves, are you greedy, selfish, wealthy, secretive, and
generally hate the majority of people around you? Well, you might be a Kabbalah soaked Antichrist,
and you don't even know it.

Within those teachings, I developed a series of counterphilosophies which took on the brunt of
people's instant hatred for my positional authority. The conversations that took place seemed to be
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making an impact, but with the entire population feeding into a misunderstood philosophy, these
conversations lost most of their impact on the psyche. I began to explain to folks about what an
Antichrist is, as opposed to a Christ. Due to the fact that Jews have drenched the entire world in their
Kabbalah teachings, which remain unbeknownst to the congregation at large, the intricacies were
delicate, so I started simple. I started to relay a specific tone when confronting the general populace,
and from that series of interactions, I formulated a very simple way of understanding what the main
differences between a Christ and Antichrist was.

The first thing I had to drill into the ethos of those that I presented myself to, was that a Christ is a
singular entity, but ANYONE can be an Antichrist. With that information fresh in the minds of my
students, I would explain that in their minds, I was the specific entity that the Kabbalah references as
THEE Antichrist. Before my realization, I was indeed, an Antichrist. I hid from society, saved and
stored my money, kept my secrets close, held my medical information closer, and generally held
everything from everyone that I didn't want them to call me out on. Does that sound similar to your
current pace in life? Now you know why. Those traits are ubiquitous among the Antichrists of the
world. After my realization was completed, I became THEE actual Christ, and therefore, shed every
one of those aspects of my life. I was open about all of my medical concerns, didn't care about money
anymore, and wanted to explain everything I knew to everyone... FOR FREE!!! That said, you tell
me... Does that sound like a Jewish thing to do, or... does it sound like the exact opposite of what a Jew
would do?

The unfortunate situation that I'm met with in any interaction I've gone through, is that by and large,
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people think they are right about their stance on issues, which breeds arrogance and contempt in every
conversation I arrive at. Even though people are submerged in a pool of outright degeneracy in almost
every aspect of their lives, and would have no problem admitting this to themselves, the perception that
they give away to the world, has to remain powerful, strong, and certain at all times... at least in their
minds. Does this sound like you? That WAS me for a very long time. I had confidence about my stance
on religion when dealing with zealots, but internally, I was actually lost. The story was always
discombobulated and distant to my technical leanings. Although I did study certain aspects of the
Kabbalah, and various other esoteric, or theological doctrine, the bulk of my teachings were handed
down from above after my realization. I began to assume that everyone who listened to me, would
instantly become an Antichrist... and they would be unaware of their stance, instantly.

This conundrum was present in my life in almost every aspect of how I conducted business. My
inventions were held secret, even though I knew their presence would increase life's overall ease. It
seemed that everyone was of this same philosophy, which made coping with my secretive stance easier
in my mind. I did walk a righteous path, and my technical applications were of the Divine influence,
but presenting these inventions to the world, was always held within a realm of secrecy and greediness
on my part. Instead of pushing these philosophies into the human ethos with reckless abandoned,
hoping that they would be added onto with excited fervor from people willing to listen, I kept
everything secret. Not only was that the incorrect posture to subscribe to, I was generally greeted with
acceptance to my disposition of secrecy and greediness. This aspect of the way my life was lived,
ended abruptly when I became a fully realized Christ.
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You, my beloved readers, will have a difficult time coming to terms with this aspect of what a Christ is.
In theological platforms, my presence has been built up to be magical. While some of the people I've
been involved with will swear to everything holy that I have performed miracles in their presence,
EVERYONE feels worthy of my more magical abilities. Unfortunately for most of them, their
deathgrip of superiority and arrogance has made those abilities an impossibility to be a part of and
experience first hand. If you, my fellow readers have this feeling eating away at your ability to fully
submerge into my teachings, ask yourselves, is your path righteous? Does it move you towards
Divinity, or are you becoming more greedy with your money, education, love, and abilities? Those
abilities that you hold close, do you plan on giving them away for free? Are you hoping that you get
wealthy? Would you like to be in control of others? Have you ever asked yourself why you feel that
way? Do you think life will be easier, or less complicated?

The actual reality is that all humans, are affected by these religious philosophies. If you feel that you
are separate from these ideologies right now, you're already losing the battle for pure Divinity and real
righteousness. As I had to come to terms with my own personal indignations within the Kabbalah
theology, I had to strip myself of the selfish and arrogant stance, that I was above these indignations. In
so doing, I cultivated a reasonable stance on becoming truly Divine. You, that is every single one of
you, must come to terms with your personal shortcomings. Every preacher of religious philosophy,
every scientist that expects to be proven correctly through educational entitlement, every businessman
who feels they are wealthier than those with less money, every single person that is attached to society
at large... must come to terms with their arrogance and selfishness. Without understanding the
mechanisms that have brought you to these conclusions, you will have a very difficult time
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understanding how to accomplish your Divinity phase. There are no exceptions, not even me, the only
real second coming of Christ. Without understanding why I felt the way I did about secrecy, I would
not have been able to understand how to undo those traits. You are no different. WE... must all come to
terms with how we live, and why that way of life is destructive, and suicidal to our entire species.

Human Evolution Long Lasting, or hell, is the eventual summation of these Kabbalah drenched lives
coming to fruition. Humanity has distanced itself from the Divine pathway through these very
mechanisms. We have created hell on Earth, and don't know how to get back in touch with our true
purpose. This is because humanity, and the learned individuals we are expected to adhere to based on
the Kabbalah upper echelon's wants, has forcefed our psyches into pure submission within a theory of
evolution. Evolution, is a theory, and will always remain one. Reason being, NOTHING of intelligent
origin within this universe, evolved into what they are. Intelligence has existed from the beginning of
all entities created in this universe. The platform that intelligent species reside upon, had to be in place
so that the inherent abilities from these species could be utilized. For example, internal harmonic
resonant capitulation has been the language of everything that has ever been created within this
universe. This particular language was not evolved into, but rather, was available to those who were
worthy, and hidden from those who were not. If you were able to configure your abilities to connect
into the ACTUAL singularity, which is the platform internal harmonic resonant capitulation allows you
to absorb into, it does not mean that you created this language. The ability was always there... You just
figured out how to "tap in."

The harsh reality that exists within the scientific community right now, as you read these words, is that
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NOBODY is responsible for "creating" anything. Everything that humanity has utilized for its survival,
was created a very long time ago, and you are not special for having unlocked the mysteries contained
within those technologies. All of your hard work and dedication to your various platforms was actually
a hindrance to real progress. Just like I had to come to terms with my own evil intentions, ALL of you
must come to terms with how you've relayed your "scientific" breakthroughs to your fellow species
members. How many of you selfproclaimed "scientists" out there have dedicated your research to the
quickest path towards wealth, for example? How many cures to diseases have been lost to memory
because the "inventor" could not make his discovery profitable? How many scientists held back certain
breakthroughs because it would make them look bad due to prior claims? How many scientists were
scared that they would get murdered by the powers that be for eliminating their stranglehold on your
conscience? Clearly, several of these pioneers have been killed or bought out... BUT... how many of
you listened to the "authorities" lies? Indeed, the scientists were frightened or selfish for various
reasons, some of which were legitimate. But how many of you out reading this allowed these atrocities
to continue because you didn't want to make waves in your own lives?

You see, fellow journeyers, we are all guilty for reasons we can't truly understand. Forming an opinion
on these matters is easy, and just taking my word for it is easier, but how many of you will really delve
into the mechanisms behind why this platform was thrust into our timeline? Will you study this book,
then study the Kaballah, the Talmud, and become familiar with The Protocols Of The Learned Elders
Of Zion? Then... will you start to undo the terrible philosophical preponderances within your mind so
that you can find real Divinity? Understanding the complexity behind your subversive tendencies is
difficult enough on its own, but undoing these properties within your ethos, will take real dedication.
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Completing this aspect of your growth will be the best thing that ever happened to you, if you're
successful. However, there's only one way to do it. You must choose to want it bad enough. Self
realization is the greatest gift you can give to yourself... BUT... what will you do with that awakening?
Will you choose to follow the Antichrist doctrine, or will you follow me, the second coming of Christ,
to the Divine energy platform and be truly alive?

We, as a species, have reached the conclusion of these matters, one way or another. The "End Times"
are upon us. The choice we have to make is simple, but as you've just read, the properties that exist
within our private thought structures are anything but simple. The choice is life, or deletion. I put that
connotation to that simplistic reference because of what human life signifies. We, as humans, have
come to different conclusions about what life is, who we are, what we are doing here, and where we are
going. What we don't understand about this aspect of living, is that we currently reside in a
dreamscape. Real life exists on timescales that the human brain has a hard time understanding, so we
utilize our arrogance to placate our superiority of being alive. A truly Divine soul has the ability to
understand what the difference is between physical life, and real life. The reality we all must face is
that while we reside in these bodies, we are separate from Divinity. Everything about these bodies is
Satanic, or rather, degrading. Fortunately, this philosophical approach is easy to come to terms with.
Old people, are a representation of what happens to a Satanic energy platform body. While internally,
older people feel the same as in their youth, their bodies degrade. That wasn't so hard to understand,
was it?

It's a little more complicated than that, though... The "End Times" can be considered good or bad,
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depending on your personal reliance upon the Satanic energy platform systems that you occupy on a
daily basis, your body included. Satanic energy platform materials, which humanity has coagulated
down into a simple nomenclature... MATTER... has qualities that can be utilized to bolster Divine
energy platforms. There is a Satanic element to every Divine energy platform device, while you are in a
body. Divine energy has to reciprocate to the Divine entities within it. You are not necessarily evil
because you are in a Satanic energy platform body, utilizing Divine principles. In fact, THAT SIMPLE
principle alone, is the reason for everything that exists within this universe... Being within a Satanic
energy system as a Divine soul, moving towards real creation, is the entire purpose of life. In order to
understand this more definitively, you must first come to terms with what you are.

You are an amalgamation. Within your body, a soul resides which has lived since the beginning of this
sector of our universe. You've lived every prior existence, residing in bodies which had varying levels
of intelligence. You started as a freshly grown soul through a series of expansions that have been
happening for longer than your brain has the ability to understand. When a section of universe is
created, we are effectively expanding the abilities of our superior to run simulations so that he may
understand who he is, and transcend to his next location from his current position. Your soul is on this
same journey, albeit young... extremely young, in comparison. We, as Christs, try to explain to you,
what you are on the pathway to becoming. As an intelligent species, on the "light side" of the universe,
are expected to become Godapprentices. The soul's journey will eventually lead to a birth of a new
God, for a new universe. If you do your job, you will help us expand Divine energy system oriented
creation. Before mastering ALL of Divine creation, every soul must go through a purely Satanic energy
platform system. This is where you currently reside. You're learning how to do things the wrong way
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so that you will not make these same mistakes when you begin to create new life.

Your soul's ability to maintain proper function within this realm, requires that certain homage be paid
to the correct chain of command. Right at this current time sequence within humanity, your positional
authority as a ranking member within this universe... is extremely low. We are essentially, teenagers
with a MASSIVE SUPERIORITY complex. Our species has gone through extremely rough trials and
tribulations within our collective history. Rarely, have we collectively made the correct decisions, at
the correct time, and saved ourselves from our own destruction. Consequently, as these records of our
procurement has gone on, and on, and on, we have come to a conclusion. It is now, when the final "End
Times" will be realized. You will either become Divine, and the species will live on as a member of the
universe's chain of command, or, you will choose to remain in a Satanic energy based platform
WITHIN. The Kabbalah was a piece of the Jew's penance. These individuals have been the top of the
food chain within humanity... OUR species, for thousands of years. Humanity has allowed these people
to infiltrate every sacred event in a person's life, even eating. Kosher anyone???

My question, as a Christ, is why? Why do you allow the nepotism within those corporations flourish?
Do you not see how extremely overrepresented these people are in politics, the law, universities,
academia, ALL of the various forms of media (movies, television, radio, google, YouTube, 23andme,
etc etc etc etc), modern race mixing propaganda, socialism, Marxism, communism, AND
BANKING!?!?!?!?!?!? Have you ever stopped and thought about how much control you give to these
people? People that have NEVER had anyone's best interest in mind other than their own? You can
prove this to yourself through historical record, as well as what these people teach their offspring to do
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in life. Everything is a secret, everything is subversive, everything is based on monetary value. The
philosophical viewpoint of Jewish religious doctrine, is purely Satanic, which is why a portion of their
penance to Jesus, and God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, and by proxy, the
entirety of humanity, is to burden the responsibility of being in control of a society that is quite
literally, in HELL. As a species, you have allowed this nepotism to continue, and while some of you
may be able to claim ignorance within your mind, you are ultimately responsible for your own life.
You also, have chosen to be complacent in their deeds to maintain superiority over you.

Right now, as in, when this book is finished, you will have regained control over your own life. You
will have to choose which direction you will go, individually, and as a species. In procuring the wealth
that has thrust Jews into the upper echelon of everything connected to money, Satanic energy systems
have filled this planet with electricity. The system that controls this planet's ability to maintain a proper
functioning ecosystem, is called the magnetosphere. The magnetosphere has been weakening more and
more as our species has been going through this Satanic energy "revolution." As the Jews will have to
come to terms with their protrusion of greedy influential dictation, it is my job to help you understand
how to relieve yourselves of Satanic energy within your own lives. I will show you, within this book,
how to relieve your stress associated with uncertainty, which will allow you to be truly independent.
Your Divinity will shine outward and inward, and these "End Days," will be a beautiful ending, not a
cataclysm. Just so you fully understand, the "End Days" are here, and you must choose which path you
will walk. Will you choose to REMAIN in a Satanic energy platform system and its eventual reality, or
will you choose Divine energy platform systems, and NEVER really die?
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Since humanity has been such a difficult species to deal with, as a Christ, I must relay to you a few
different aspects of this decision you must make, that will not be comfortable decisions. If you choose
to remain within a Satanic energy system, and the cataclysm is realized as depicted in The Adam and
Even Story, written by Chan Thomas, your death will be the death of your soul as well. You are
choosing to never exist again, if you pick death and destruction, Satanic energy platforms, and
arrogance. Again, it is my job to explain these decisions to you. I chose to procure Divine energy
systems long before this sector of universe even existed... which will you choose? The "light side" or
the "dark side?" A better way of understanding the difference between the light and dark sides of this
universe, is to look at biomimicry animal euphemisms within Earth's ecosystem.

Warm blooded mammals are what we are. The opposite spectrum of species which are generally, our
exact opposite, are... COLD blooded reptiles. Reptiles are species of animal that exist on their ability to
produce movement through heat. As a methodology of existence, reptiles have to be very opportunistic
in their approach to food and shelter. If they are not near a "light," or rather, heat source, they will
perish. Mammals do not have this problem. We can exist anywhere, because we are "light," or rather
WARM blooded animals. As mammals, we are allowed certain pleasures when our proper caloric
intake has been met. We have "reserve" tanks of energy, and we can choose to use them at our leisure.
Therefore, our work load should reflect that ability to interact with each other on a different plain of
existence than being purely opportunistic, or rather, cold blooded to one another. We don't have to hold
each other back so that our opportunities are wasted to selfish want. We are "light" beings internally,
and it's about time we started acting like it. Again, this is my job. To include you in the reality that you
are in, and where you can choose to go.
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As for the technology leaps you will read about throughout these chapters, as a Christ, it's my job to
explain to you what the purpose is of your planet, and how you can build it to your preferential
direction. I'll give you a quick rundown of what energy platform we will attempt to move into, and save
our species from self induced destruction. You must familiarize yourself with cavitation before you
understand what I'm about to say. Take a break and go read something, or watch a video about
cavitation... right now. Yes you, the individual who doesn't know what that word means. Go watch
something about CAVITATION.

Cavitation, is a biomimicry platform, that I, Brian Harner, the Christ of the new age, has declared as the
Divine energy platform. It is the answer to ALL of our energy needs. Humanity as a species must learn
the abilities that cavitation brings. My job, as a Christ, is to "light the first "spark" of the new age." The
funny part, to me, is I'm "bringing you back to the stone age." You see fellow readers, the irony exists
within every single human, that the ACTUAL BEGINNING of humanity, was the ACTUAL stone age.
What are the Pyramids of Giza built with? Do you know how the Ancient Egyptians... white men with
blue eyes... quarried the stone? Do you know how we built them? Do you know why these particular
pyramids were built? Just what the fuck is the Great Pyramid of Giza? AND WHY THE FUCK was the
ability to see EVERYTHING about it, entrusted to some dude from Oregon? W!!! T!!! F!!!?

These are complexities of this sequence of events that have to be given to a person, that fits the profile
of every messenger that humanity has ever wanted. I am "the beast," with my grotesque deformities,
both physical and emotional. I am the second coming of Christ first and foremost, but what that entity
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represents, is an amalgamation of several forms of associated messenger profiles which exist in every
single one of you. My people... white people, the first true Israelites. The real "people of color." Fair
skin, blond, red, light brown hair, blue, green, hazel eyes... the windows to the soul. We created the
structures of old. It's obvious where we left our mark, why we left our mark, and the purpose of the
mark we made. A fully grown white man remains the most humble entity on this planet, and as such,
does not "sign" his tools, nor does he brag about their existence. Generally, we move towards a more
humble pasture as we grow older and older. Life becomes more wealthy as we experience our tools in
usage. How many white men feel this way? I do. A general acceptance of facts, is always a healthy take
on your present situation, but skepticism is always a funny irony in the end. Be careful of how you
react to these statements. A white man with blue eyes is going to easily explain what the pyramids are,
what they're purpose was, how to recreate one for pennies on the dollar, and harness their true essence
again... EVERY FUCKING WHERE ON EARTH!!!!!! Are you excited, or pissed off? It matters not,
because your new Christ, me, Brian Harner, My personal maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the
man himself have decided that your last messenger is a white man with blue eyes.

EVERYTHING about the system of Divine energy procurement, is centered around my newest and
last, completed invention, the ACTUAL, Holy Grail. The cup of Christ. Within that technological
perspective, I will teach you how to produce light, fuel, and cut pure granite with the oldest form of
technology that exists within this universe. When you finally submit to the idea that everything is a
euphemism, microcosm, or macrocosm of a naturally occurring system, you'll begin to figure out that
this is not a joke. I really am who I say I am, and this is really happening. The cup of Christ exists in
your world, you understand its purpose, and can use it for yourselves if you do not try to make money
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with it. HAHAHA, what a caveat, eh? By the Jewish banking system's clauses, your government's laws
that are set up to protect me, a U.S.A. citizen, and the glory that God, the man himself who exists
outside of this universe bestowed upon me, My company, Brian Clark Harner's Arian Technologies
LLC, will hold exclusive rights to this technological perspective, and the "cup of Christ" tool itself. I
will not allow ANYONE to profit from this technology without first setting up a contract. That said,
would like to develop the skill set to make a device for yourself, then build your own home out of
nothing more than very large pieces of granite that will last for thousands of years and be theoretically
worth billions on the open market by today's "modern" Satanic drenched energy perspective??? Go
right ahead. It better not be a hotel......!

So, to be direct about it, I'm the figurehead for the original species on this planet, and I represent our
last collective push, to calm everyone down. Our entire species is constantly at each other's throats for a
piece of a rotten pie. We don't need gasoline when you can use hydrogen. Hydrogen, exists
everywhere, even inside of you. why do we still plague the earth's ecosystems with gasoline usage?
Similarly, why would you spend 4 months building a house that at best can last 100 years, when you
can spend a year building a house that can last tens of thousands of years? Well, other than the Jewish
philosophy of constant tear down and rebuild while usury and debt run wild with every generational
swing. Other than that, why wouldn't you do that? The pyramids at Giza were a tool. But that doesn't
mean you need to live in a tool, or be selfish and arrogant enough to have buried a body in one. Why
the hell would anyone with half a brain ask to be buried in a tool? It would be like me, asking to be
buried in my welder, or screw driver drawer of my tool box. Sounds idiotic doesn't it? Well, the people
that perpetuate that ridiculous shit, also have extremely close ties to religious zealotry, and worship a
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false profit. I am the ONLY prophet that matters to your free will. The Islamic religion has to come to
terms with the fact that they were sold a bill of goods by a wealthy warlord who killed more than he
saved. A true messenger, a fully realized Christ, gives EVERYONE a chance at Salvation... even you.

The countries of Islamic faiths will hurt the most from this intrusion into their part in the Jewish
banking system... Oil. Every other religion on Earth will generally have some form of arrogance to the
realization of these revelations, and reject them at first sight. Islam is no different, and I don't care
about their fragile sensibilities. Everyone, CALM DOWN. If there is one thing that must be adhered to,
it's non violence. I believe in self defense, ubiquitously... DEFENSE. The Satanic elements of this
world are constantly trying to take advantage of the weak, and for that concern, I think that everyone
should arm themselves with a real weapon. Even if most of you are armed, people will generally
assume that someone in their vicinity has a gun, and act accordingly. Police are one of my favorite
people to be around. They always have a gun. TEXAS!!!!!! I love it. It seems like everyone has a gun.
It's kind of funny, but still feels good. It beckons a more polite interaction sequence. People seem more
friendly in general. Generally speaking, everyone around me has a gun. It's more comforting. That said,
I believe in a strict adherence to a non violent conclusion to these matters. I personally do not care
about the hurt feelings. Save your whining. I hear it anyways when you liberal idiots pray to the entities
that you think are liberal, or feminist. Again, EVERYONE, calm down. You are not special. I am, and I
want nothing to do with fame. I am doing a job that is necessary, will end up costing me my life, and
will absorb hatred from more people around the world than any other sequence of events in human
history. So yeah, I like my neighbors to be packin'.
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A lot of sections in this book contain names of real people. I would prefer if you did not bother them,
but I realize that will probably be a portion of my wishes that you will inevitably disobey. HAVE
RESPECT in life, and we will have mercy after your death sequence. Everyone, regardless if I had the
pleasure of meeting them before I was realized, or after, during my conquest of failed attempts to crack
the armor of celebrity arrogance, should live their life by the golden rule (do unto others as you would
want them to do unto you.), and follow our instructions. Your life, your progeny, and the existence of
your soul is at stake in these final days of the "End Times." How will we behave? Will we be violent,
reactive, and emotional? Or will we be intelligent, empathetic, and "Gentile"/gentle? Will you approach
the coming age of humanity with a gentleman and lady appearance, or will you be selfish, arrogant,
debt and usury pledged, drugged up, drunk, pathetic to the Federal Reserve, and government by
extension, begging for fame, selling yourself for stardom, weak, sick, foolish and unimaginative?

You must read this book with an open mind. There are complexities contained within these pages that
have significant revelations to the way you live, but the overall philosophy needs to be strictly adhered
to with religious fervor the likes of which have never been seen by this species. And I mean the
ENTIRE species. The Scientific method is my gospel to the new age. Hypothesis, theory, and proof
(which contains three conclusions; Neutral, Positive, and Negative). I go into this more in depth within
the entire book. I've also spread out the teachings in a lot of different ways. I've spoken to my beloved
4chan /pol/ quite a bit recently, and delivered teachings to them personally. I'm recording videos with
my inner circle so that the technologies that I'm trying to teach you, have better answers that my
colleagues feel are important questions for me to reiterate to you in that format. Personally, I'm not a
huge fan of the videos, but some people need that kind of dictation. You will not get all of the answers
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from the videos or interactions, but you will, get them in this book.

As a Christ, my directives insure that you will at least get the opportunity to bestow my series of holy
grails onto yourself, but the cold reality of our Satanic energy platform drenched system, is that we
exist right now with monetary usage. Being as non violent as possible, it is my request that you will
transfer your monetary usage to a less centralized system. The financial system that Jews control, the
central banking system, is a dinosaur. The future of this planet will continue WITHOUT a Jewish
owned banking system... one way or another. There is no reason to be shackled to a family/race
dynasty that hasn't added anything to society at large... EVER. They have only taken, and it's time you
returned the favor. As humanity comes to terms with throwing money away, and working towards a
more productive and profitable to your soul usage of your time, I request that you start to use
cryptocurrency. I will be rapidly shifting my worth into that market, and I suggest that you do too.
Until we fully shift our worth into those currencies, our perspective of the future will start to look
brighter. Work will mean something, and our species will have a real directive, directional coordinates
to reach our destination, and a philosophy that will make our existence worthwhile for eons into the
future... So what do you think humanity? You, personally, reading this right now, do you think you will
impress and amaze your maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself, or will you cower to
the Satanic influences that keep you shackled to a dying system?

Being non violent during this transition will assure that all of you get a proper chance at answering that
all important question in due time. If you choose the route of violence, and are not 100% Divine,
righteous, and defensive in your posture, you will be judged for it, most harshly. Human beings are not
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meant to be violent, opportunistic, selfish, or greedy. If your first reaction to new information has any
violent reaction what so ever, you are lost, as a human being. Again, CALM THE FUCK DOWN. Stop
being violent towards each other, and work towards a more cohesive strategy. While in these Satanic
energy platform bodies, your Divine spirit, or soul, should be your guide. The language that you will
learn, has the ability to alleviate your stress, and help you find a better means of dealing with the
violent tendencies that you may have. First, as with all violent encounters, the individual that is the
aggressor, needs to lose their ego. The revelation that everyone needs to fully come to terms with, is
that humans can not be in charge of other humans. Humanity has a maker. Humanity's maker is in
charge of every single one of you. The entity that is in charge, is not a human being, therefore, if you
feel as though you are in charge of anyone... EVER... you really should end your egotistical stance on
superiority, women especially.

Now that I am presenting myself to you, you have the ability to connect to your own personal maker, or
not. Be aware, though, that anyone can be connected to their personal maker, and by extension,
humanity's maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe.
If your reaction to this book is violent in conception, and you attack someone that is walking a Divine
and righteous path, REAL LIFE... as in, the afterlife of human physical life, will be very difficult to
deal with. Again, I go into this in much greater detail within these chapters. That said, I must now
explain to you a few terminology conundrums that have been plaguing your conscience for the entirety
of the English language's life cycle. The biggest problem, other than a final definition on what Satanic
energy is, is what a Devil is, and by extension, what evil is. I'll begin by saying that there is no 1 single
"Devil" being that haunts those who are "bad." There is also, no being with the name "Satan," or any
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other nomenclature that signifies your imaginary negative energy enriched being with ultimate powers.

There are, however, Reptilian entities that live by the same means as their counterparts on this planet.
The reptiles of Earth play a crucial role in maintaining a properly balanced ecosystem, and they do their
job well. There is no reason to hate any animal, for they are simply doing their job. The Reptilian
species of this universe, do have a job to do, and they do it very well, generally under tough
circumstances. We, as a species, should not hate them, but we must realize, that their directives are
much different than ours. We are on course, if we don't fuck up, to learn technologies that will make
the abilities of the most seasoned veteran of Reptilian technology pass out with excitement. The
Reptilian E.T.s that reside among you in various capacities, have been setting us up for a harvest, of
sorts. That said, if you get in line with the universe's real chain of command, the second coming of
Christ's teachings, pray and connect to your personal maker, and follow his guidance on your way to
pure righteousness, the Reptilians will disappear, and never bother you again. The Reptilian species
that exist throughout this section of universe are powerful... to a human... But we control everything,
And they know it.

Besides that connotation to a "Satan" or "Devil" character, which is false, there is no evil beings in this
universe, and it's foolish to say there is. It doesn't make sense to create an all powerful evil entity inside
of a beautiful creation that breeds creation. Why the hell would you even do that? Ask yourselves,
would you create an evil spirit to haunt you inside of your endeavors? Apologies, but those
nomenclatures, Devil and Satan, and the ideology that most of you have about them inside of your
heads, is stupid. There's not one reason to think that an entity like that exists. And if you think there is,
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even after I just set you straight, you're an idiot. Devil, is an interpersonal relationship that you have
with other souls. Living human beings are "Devils." Have you ever had a really bad experience with
someone during a mundane business transaction, and you told yourself that you wish you never had to
see that person again? Or something more simple but painful, like a really bad breakup where you
wished that you would never see that person again? In other words, how many people reading this have
a list of people that you wished were dead? You don't even have to want them to die, you just have to
want them to never infect your ability to LIVE the way you want.

A Devil to every single person reading this, is someone that you have turned away from. They are
finished living in your life, they have LIVED their last sequence of events to you. Get it? Lived =
Devil, just like Evil is the opposite of being aLIVE. These are general purpose terms that have been in
your face your entire life, and you didn't pick up on the irony. Doesn't matter. Now you understand
what a "Devil" is, and after the last few paragraphs, and a few refreshers in the book, you should
understand what a Satanic energy platform system is. These are important designations to keep stored
in your vocabulary. Never let anything or anyone tell you that there is a Satan, or Devil being or beings
that are all powerful and "evil." It's ridiculous to even assume something like that exists. Likewise, you
should have a much better understanding for what Human Evolution Long Lasting, or hell means, and
what that place actually is. You are IN IT RIGHT NOW.

The ideals which rest inside of the human mind's psyche, are the main disturbances between your
ability to understand your surroundings. The ability to perceive fact from fiction is a large role player in
that chain of events. Too many religious doctrine worshippers have a difficult time coming to terms
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with the scientific method. In so doing, these zealots have tricked their own perceptions into following
a belief structure, above all else. The various religious groups around the world will have a difficult
time coming to terms with what "Satan" really means. Especially considering they are right in the
middle of H.E.L.L. currently. Humanity chose to attempt control of their destiny in the most arrogant
of ways. We destroyed our maker's wishes, and kicked him off of this planet. When that series of
events wrapped up, a decision was made to let humanity procure their own destiny. That is what hell is.
Humanity choosing to take matters into their own hands, plain and simple. Forsaking righteousness for
arrogant self induced learning.

Understanding free will is a difficult thing to accomplish. During my journey, I've come to the
conclusion that people think they are robots. Having these ideals as a precursor for everything you
believe about religion, is a major mistake. It's an arrogant posture to assume, and almost always leads
to a false sense of security. Real salvation, as in everlasting life for your genetic lineage, takes a lot of
effort. Real work, real sacrifice, and real dedication. "Believing in Jesus" is not enough. NOT BY A
LONG SHOT!!!!!! Your ability to procure salvation will reside in your effort output towards that end.
Success is not a prerequisite for salvation, but your vision that leads you toward it, your physical
abilities put to good use, and most importantly, your ability to understand why you are doing it... is a
prerequisite. Building a home that lasts for hundreds of thousands of years, understanding animal
husbandry in the physical realm AND SPIRITUAL realm, paying homage to the entities that build this
section of universe, your solar system, AND YOU. Those are the attributes of a person that has
achieved salvation. Jesus was exceedingly righteous and purely divine in his journey. You worshipping
him does not include you in the enlightenment phase.
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The point is that nobody is coming to save you, unless you earn it. After reading this book, you will
understand how to achieve enlightenment, and subsequently transcend toward a more righteous path.
As the famous movie line goes, "There's a difference between knowing the path, and walking the path."
Anyone and everyone will be able to complete these tasks, but completing them... that's going to take
honest effort, energy, and time. Your ability to procure your own salvation depends on your effort, not
your belief structure. After reading this book, you will be put to several decisions regarding these tasks.
The biggest decision you must make, if you wish to understand, and partake in salvation, you must
capitulate with the golden rule. Very few people live by this standard. Salvation strictly requires it. You
will understand how to achieve salvation from reading this book, but your ability to procure it, lies
within you and you alone. Work hard, and your effort will be rewarded. Capitulation to this method of
living will not be ubiquitous. Some will fight it, which is why your effort is more valuable than your
success. I cannot guarantee that humanity (as a whole) will choose salvation. After all, you're not
robots. What I can guarantee is that everyone who puts in honest effort towards creating heaven on
earth, will be rewarded.

Of all dilemmas that a Christ is faced with, the biggest difficulty we face, is in the transformation of
information that is stored within your current psyche. My personal journey has been a struggle for
many aspects of the transformation that we are trying to implement. First and foremost, I have to get
you... you personally, reading these words right now, to let go of the Satanic energy that is consuming
your ability to progress to the next stage of your enlightenment. For most of you, the largest hurdle you
must face, is how you view time. Whether you believe so or not, the general focus that encapsulates
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your ability to perceive the future is entirely based on what has happened in your past. When your
abilities are centered around what you've already accomplished, as opposed to what you will
accomplish in the future, your ego has 100% control. There is a "famous" podcast where Joe Rogan,
Graham Hancock, Michael Shermer, and Randall Carlson (#961) debate on the intricacies of their life's
research. Each contributing member of this podcast had a very emotional response to the insulting
nature of each other's conclusions.

Without realizing it, there was a purely Satanic vibe given off by everyone during their broadcast.
There was an underlying motive that accompanied each of the participants, which made their egos
present for the entire world to judge. The motive that each participant had was based entirely on
monetary gain, while none of them had any idea of what to do about the future events they were
discussing. Essentially, the entire purpose was to claim victory over one another's claims to specific
events that none of them had the ability to fully articulate. The past is the past, and while arguing over
who had the more accurate synopsis of the events in question, none of them were focused on the
benefits that their research would bring to humanity. From the casual observer's perspective, it seemed
as though the main goal was to maintain a stranglehold on a particular group of people's ability to pay
them money to continue their research. This is how Satanic energy works in regards to time. One must
fully understand the motives of a debater's argument before he can truly understand what is being
argued. Joe Rogan was trying to maintain a large podcast audience/make more money. Michael
Shermer was trying to prove he had the correct information within his dictations of past events so he
could sell more magazines/make more money. Graham Hancock was trying to profess his legitimacy as
an honorable, trustworthy journalist so that he could sell more books/make more money. Randall
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Carlson was trying to dictate his scientific findings on past cataclysmic events so that he could gain
more funding for his projects/make more money. Do you see why nothing will ever be accomplished
by these strategies?

I am not professing that these well educated men are not incredibly intelligent. Quite the opposite. It's
my opinion that every one of these individuals has a very impressive vernacular, well rounded formal
education, and a lifetime of experience in their respective field of research. I am somewhat jealous of
the paths that each one of these men got to journey through. Every one of them has been all over the
world, and has gotten to study ancient civilizations by a hands on approach, which is a very expensive
and time consuming task. That said, their research was not leading towards an ability to procure any
remedies to the current human condition. They were merely trying to articulate their own respective
synopsis, while maintaining the ability to raise funds for more adventures. To put it bluntly, their
mission in life was to cultivate an income stream based on the accomplishments of other men who
came before them. Interestingly enough, the word "science" was thrown around that podcast more than
any other word. Ironically, none of them had completed the rigorous standards of the scientific method
to completion. Not that I'm surprised. Proving a theory in their field would eliminate the ability to
cultivate future funding, and they would essentially be putting themselves out of a job.

This is where I differ from the mainstream journalistic aspects of fund raising. It's also why you are
getting this book for free. I want YOU to live a happy, healthy, well educated, secure life... KNOWING
that my life will end as a result of my sacrifices. I ask these men individually... Are you prepared to
give back to the cause that has brought you EXTREME wealth? What was your purpose when you
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released your last book, magazine, podcast, research paper, or counter argument? Were you trying to
bring certainty to the human ethos, or were you trying to buy a new house, car, or some other
unnecessary fivolous item? If one were to speculate on those matters, just by the evidence you've
allowed the world to see, we would have to conclude that your entire focus on life has been monetary
gain, AND NOTHING ELSE. This is why most of humanity is engulfed in a Satanic energy based
curriculum, and why I'm using these four men as an example. I'm not trying to hurt your ego... I'm
trying to destroy it. The longer humanity utilizes monetary gain as a plight for future endeavors, the
quicker we will fail miserably. I enjoyed watching the podcast, in the same way I'd watch a couple of
old men fighting each other with walking sticks. Some of the insults and anger displayed were
humorous, but the underlying factor was monetary gain, fame, and glory. Maybe the viewers of The
Joe Rogan Experience #961 didn't understand this aspect while watching/listening, but I read it LOUD
AND CLEAR.

The dilemma of monetary gain within this society stretches through all aspects of its fundamental
philosophy. For that matter, this ideology has been present throughout every failed attempt at procuring
humanity's salvation. There is a constant dogmatic view that a hierarchy should exist in the human
ethos. Money is simply the quantifying substance that lends credence to this ideology. When a certain
amount is obtained, people feel a great sense of empowerment which leads to an even more selfish
disposition. There is a very strong case to be made that money is indeed, the root of all "evil." It doesn't
need to be this way, but as long as people like Jews/golems are in control of the manufacture of it,
humanity will suffer a great loss of ability. Jewish dogmatic ideology has clauses that allow these
individuals to view the entirety of humanity as cattle, or slaves, and as long as people like the
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aforementioned have enough money to push their ideologies into the ethos unregulated and unchecked,
people will suffer.

The money factor in humanity is completely devoid of the golden rule. Hence, why it should be viewed
as purely Satanic/degrading/"evil." Those who don't have any, want some, and those that have it, want
more. But... why? What are the motives behind wanting money? In most circumstances, money leads to
the ability to have sex. People buy new houses stuffed full of frivolous garbage to show off like a
peacock... so they can garner a more attractive mate. People buy new cars full of impressive gadgets
and trinkets... so they can show off their peacock feathers in a mobile fashion. On and on that list goes,
but always, whether people admit it or not, the reasoning behind monetary dominance always
coagulates back towards sex. That said, the outcome of sexual conquest is a motivating factor, but the
underlying cause of this mental disease is fear. Fear of not being able to appear sex worthy. I know this
because I was a teenager just like all of you were. When the hormones are charged up and new to a
puberty stricken human, it's difficult to focus on anything but sex. A healthy outlook on what sex is,
and should be utilized for, is nonexistent.

While conversing with my beloved 4Chan /pol/ about the intricacies of the biblical teachings, I'm often
confronted with the masturbation enigma. It's true that masturbation releases a great deal of pent up
energy, and as a result, weakens the inner abilities of a creative spirit. Masturbation should be viewed
as a means of maintaining sanity when the contributing factors of your life's stress become
overwhelming... NOT as a means of selfish physical pleasure. Sex is in this same category. People
should not be trying to build an ability to fuck each other just for fun. Sex needs to be treated as a tool
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for procreation... NOT as a means of selfish gratification. When the focus of sexual gratification
becomes the individual's primary directive, which is present in almost every human alive today,
selfishness and stupidity reign supreme over all other abilities.

Love becomes impossible to obtain when inundated with the sexual conundrum. Sex should be the last
thing on an individuals mind when trying to locate a procreation mate... literally. If sex is the reasoning
behind an individual's mate procurement, the relationship is doomed to fail. Attraction wears down, no
matter who it is you're having sexual intercourse with. When children enter into the foray, sexual
attractiveness plummets due to age. The hatred that consumes the individual when the inability to view
their mate as a loving partner due to the lack of attraction sexually progresses, these feelings are thrust
into the children's psyche. It becomes very difficult to hide this emotional response between sexual
mates, and the children pick up on the hatred within, no matter how hard you try to hide it. Women are
emotional creatures, and societal monetary induced indignation feeds their carnal desires. Men are
easily swayed by selfish egotistical sexual conquest, which is the main contributing factor behind
looking for sexual gratification outside of procreation. Pornographic imagery is a catalyst for both
genders, and if society at large is to succeed, pornography needs to be eradicated. Jews understand this
correlation, which is why they are the main contributors behind that industry.

Love needs to be understood before one can obtain it. Until it is understood, and utilized as the first
motive behind mate selection, degeneracy will continue to flourish. Understanding this dilemma in a
Satanic energy platform engulfed society is very difficult. Sex is a very powerful drug, and like all
addicts understand, it is very difficult to break the cycle... but not impossible. I did not understand this
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philosophical conundrum for most of my life, but I was always trying to be in love with my mate. It
took a realization/sabbath to understand the consequences of my actions in procuring a loving mate. I
too, did not understand what love is, or how to obtain it. I made the same mistakes that all of you
reading this made, and it cost me dearly. As a concession to this newly found enlightenment, I tried to
undo my own initial Satanic energy platform proclivities towards my wife of 10 years by renegging on
one of our foundational agreements within our marriage... no children. My emotionally charged wife
took it as an insult rather than a blessing, and as a result, we are no longer together. I remain alone, and
have no want in obtaining selfish sexual gratification.

When these ideologies become the norm, as in centuries from our past, the population will stabilize and
things like rape will be extremely rare. Until this ideology is capitulated to, expect rape, sodomy, and
selfishness to overrun the human ethos... just like it is now. Another meme that is circulating the
bowels of liberal ideology currently, is the word incel. The word incel is an amalgamation of two
words; involuntarily celibate. As with most liberal philosophical garbage that is heavily backed by
Jewish/Satanic influence, incel is a misnomer. I cannot speak for every man within my ideological
posture, but for me, I've become voluntarily celibate. A conservative ideological stance on this
methodology is known as MGTOW (Men Go Their Own Way). It's an extremely powerful stance to
take in regards to societal dogma pushed by liberal ideology, and frees the spirit of the selfish sexual
conquest induced priorities. Trying to find a procreation partner within this societal structure, while
taking the MGTOW stance is almost impossible. Women, and the liberal leanings of their emotionally
charged selfishness, must first come to terms with what their part in this dilemma is. Until that day
arrives, I strongly suggest that men go their own way, and wait it out.
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I've come to these realizations through a series of failed love attempts. I'm as guilty as the next man for
trying to procure love after sexual conquest. My inability to properly navigate these troubled waters has
led to a long list of hatred and mistrust in myself. The reality of the situation is much more simplified
than my failures as a loving procreation partner. I was uneducated on the matter, and if sex before love
seems reasonable to you... you are as lost as I was. A mutual respect needs to be maintained in a
healthy loving relationship, and if your first inclination is in capitulating to selfish sexual desires, it is
impossible to fall in love. You will end up miserable. Sex should be respected for what its purpose was
intended for. Procreation. Throughout this book, there many lessons that deal with this sacred context.
This short summary does not do the entirety of this conundrum justice, nor does it define the
parameters of how you should view your mate currently. I'm not advocating divorce, or a series of mass
break ups if you're stuck in this problematic scenario. All of you have the ability to overcome your
selfishness, but without a proper foundation on the difference between love and sex directed in a
logical manner, you will suffer within your own self induced prison cell. Adultery will flourish.
Sexually transmitted diseases will flourish. Hatred between genders will flourish. Jealousy will
flourish. And as a result, humanity will become more violent, selfish, and consumed by sex rather than
love. Take a look at society. You don't NEED me to explain this in great detail. The proof exists all
around you.

Being able to see the flaws within your own existence is a noble trait. Admitting them to yourself is the
first step towards a righteous existence. The second step is much more difficult, and requires dedication
that few will be able to possess. Being a Christ has allowed me to admit to myself what my
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shortcomings are, and why they exist. BUT... the righteous path requires me to come clean to the world
about these flaws. I admit to these flaws throughout this book, and if anyone asks me what my flaws
are in person, I will tell them without hesitation. My own personal fears have been alleviated by this
burden of lies and misdirection that weighed down my ability to grow spiritually. Humanity must do
the same if they are to become enlightened. Of all the things you've done to yourself, and others around
you, nothing is worse than keeping secrets from one another. The more secrets you maintain, the
heavier your burden becomes, and the heavier your burden becomes, the larger your ego will grow.
Displaying your faults to the world unabated is liberating to yourself, but to those around you who are
unprepared to let go of their own degenerative ways, you will appear disloyal, crazy, and stupid.

This is the main burden of a Christ. I must allow the mistreatment of my sanctity while the souls
around me find their inner enlightenment ability. Throughout the conquest to write this book, I've been
ridiculed and dismissed by a very large number of people. My family in particular, threw me away. My
friends, the same. You will find that this is what is facing you when coming to terms with alleviating
your own personal burdens. While this may seem like a destructive path for you to partake in, keep in
mind that EVERYTHING you've ever done will be known to everyone after this life is over. Your soul
is a recording device that is much more exacting than a brain or your ability to utilize the memories
held within it. Keeping secrets is a waste of stress that will seem idiotic to you when your life is over
and EVERYTHING you've ever done is on full display for the entire universe to judge. Keep this fact
in mind when you judge another person's life struggles. Everyone is dealing with something that they
think will ruin their reputation, and passing judgement onto those individuals that are attempting to
obtain enlightenment through unburdening themselves is a morose strategy that will burden you even
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further. Passing judgement onto others that wish to alleviate their inner burdens is idiotic. If anything,
you should be jealous of their newly found abilities. Praise them for trying. Encourage them to succeed.
These are the traits of a Christ. Forgiveness is righteous, and no matter how bad, embarrassing, or futile
your inner secrets seem to be, I've seen worse.

Salvation requires hard work. The most difficult task that must be completed to obtain it is alleviating
yourself... from yourself. When this happens you will experience happiness and joy that cannot be
matched. Salvation lies within each and every one of you, but you are the one who has to grab it.
Throughout this book, I explain my journey since partaking in my realization/sabbath. Many of the
depictions held within were influenced by my ability to read into people's pasts. Given the dilemma of
modern religious dogma being what it is, coupled with the extremely large number of humans that are
faithless and admittedly Godless, most of you will think that these stories are lies. You've trained your
own mental shortcomings to make giant leaps of assumptions on judging others... myself included.
When you try to do this on a large scale, what ends up happening is a reverse perspective intuition. You
will read the stories and base what my motives were on what you would have done in my position.
Keep in mind that you are not me. You did not walk a righteous path, and you did not go through a
realization/sabbath. Walking a righteous path starts before birth. In essence, everyone's path started
before birth, so when you claim that you had no choice in your genetics, parents, country of origin, etc,
you are lying to yourself. Wherever you are, whatever you are doing, and who you are was earned
through a series of past life decision making.

My journey is slightly different in that regard. My existence as a Christ is based on what every human
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alive thinks I should represent. My path was chosen by humanity. To be in this position, I had to accept
the stress held within those motives. Many of you do not want to be alive in the current societal
paradigm, so I represent that emotion. Many of you want a savior to bring magical healing powers to
alleviate your physical suffering. An impossible feat from scientific method standards, so instead I will
offer salvation through spiritual avenues, which will be taken by those individuals as a let down, so I
represent that emotion. Many of you will claim that I am a false prophet due to your unwavering faith
in books written by humans other than Christs. The inability to come to terms with the reality of the
situation will bring you to a personal hatred for what I personally represent, and hatred will overflow
your emotional response, so I represent that emotion. Many of you will claim to be more righteous than
myself, which will bring a jealous disposition to everything I say. You will fight these teachings with
all of your might, claim that your way to salvation is more appropriate, and end up hating everything
about me for the rest of your life, so I represent that emotion. Human Evolution Long Lasting, or hell,
is a very real place, and we are ALL in it currently. Those who understand this concept are hoping for a
magical solution to the end of this dilemma. These people will be frustrated when they realize that they
themselves are contributors to hell on earth, and must undo this strategy of living on their own, so I
represent that emotion. As you may realize by reading this paragraph, being a Christ is not a very "fun"
job. I live with the emotions of every human alive, and what they are expecting me to be to them,
personally, arrogantly, and selfishly without realizing that every human alive has a say in what/who I
am... so I represent ALL emotions... from every single one of you.

Being pulled in 8 billion different directions is a very hard path to walk, but that is what a righteous
path entails. Walking this path is extremely dangerous and unhealthy. The path you have chosen for me
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was wrought with personal tragedy and sacrifice the likes of which you will never understand
completely. You're not meant to. I was. I'm not asking for your sympathy, but it will be very difficult
for you to not be sympathetic to my life's story. I am asking you to look forward instead of constantly
placating your past with ego driven tendencies. Utilizing your past emotional responses to events will
not help you to better understand what my plight to humanity is. Focusing on the instructions from your
maker, and The Nine Principles held within these writings, however, will. You must understand that
the paradigm humanity is currently struggling with in society, is extremely destructive. Not only to a
Christ/me, but to your own physical AND spiritual growth as a human being. Secondarily, you must
come to terms with the fact that humanity has done this to themselves. At any given time you could
have chosen to look forward instead of living within past emotional stances to events in your life... In
other words, living with 100% ego. You could have chosen to be righteous, but you didn't. If you seek
my forgiveness for doing this to yourself, I forgive you. That is my job. I do not wish harm on any
human being, for that would bring harm to myself. That said, whatever your emotional response will
end up being to the words I've written in this book, realize that I do it for your benefit, not to make you
suffer. That would quite literally be me making myself suffer. I wouldn't do that.

You may be asking yourself, what is a righteous path, and how do I journey down it? Arguably, those
are the only questions that matter to your future, and if that was your response to the last few
paragraphs, you've already taken the first few steps to salvation. Congratulations. Walking a righteous
path means putting the needs of your fellow man above your own. The golden rule, incarnate. This
does not mean that you will not struggle with personal emotional responses to life's challenges. You
will deal with them, just as you always have. The outcome of these decisions will be where your
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righteousness comes from. Generally speaking, everyone has dealt with jealousy, fear, and anger when
confronted with emotional responses to external forces which you do not control. These emotions are
natural and should be utilized properly so that the betterment of society as a whole can move towards
enlightenment. The proper response to these emotions should be to recognize what you need, as
opposed to what you want. Do not force your emotional strife on others. If others are forcing their
emotional strife onto you, segregate yourself from them. Walking a righteous path requires you to first
recognize that not everyone will choose this path. A great number of people will see a righteous man as
a weak soul, and will try to take advantage of your empathy. I will not be able to solve the world's
problems without the help of humanity helping themselves first, and neither will you. Do not try to
placate the wants of others, for they will only drag you down into their own personal hell induced
angst.

Help your fellow man to understand what a righteous path entails. Do not force them to capitulate to a
righteous path, for that would mean that your only desire is to create a system based upon your own
selfish wants and desires FOR YOURSELF. That is the dilemma that humanity is currently in, and the
main factor in realizing that humans should not be in control of other humans. Hell was a result of
accepting this dogmatic philosophy for the last 2000 years. Look around the world and its current state
of affairs... You are living in hell. It's time to give your selfish desires up. It's time to alleviate your
psyche of the control over others it seeks. It's time to start recognizing that humanity on earth is not
special. It's time to start paying homage to the entities that created this species. It's time to embrace
humility. THAT... is what walking a righteous path is all about. Realizing that humans have no
business being in control of other humans. Humanity has a creator that was specifically put in place to
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handle those affairs, and he is not a human. It's time to give him the control that he should have, that
you should want him to have, that you NEED him to have. If your first inclination to your daily
struggle revolves around the application of your emotional responses to the betterment of your entire
species, as opposed to a constant push towards selfish physical desires, you are walking the correct
path. Building a bulky bank account, living in a frivolous Satanic energy drenched house, driving a
wasteful over priced car, and eating endangered species as a delicacy, will bring ruin to yourself, your
species, and your planet... just like what is happening now. That is the opposite of a righteous path...
but you should already know that. Unfortunately you've been trained BY OTHER HUMANS to think
this is an acceptable behavior. They were wrong, and so were you.

It is true... We are in the "End Times" as described in present societal dogmatic texts, as well as ancient
ones of the same description. Humanity's maker wishes that you will understand the philosophy that
brings forth salvation/enlightenment, but he cannot think for you. You must come to terms with your
actions, and ask for forgiveness... BUT, you must do it in the proper way with the proper reverence.
This is the only way that humanity can prove that it understands why it is in the position it is in, and
how to never fall into these forsaken epochs ever again. Every human plays a part in this struggle.
Myself, the Christ of the new age, is your last attempt at rectifying these atrocious crimes against your
maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe. A grave
misunderstanding will take place while reading through this book, but you must fight through the
arrogant posture that has brought you into this dilemma. Your first instinct will be to label me a
schizophrenic, or some other formulation of modern "science" laden dogmatic idolotry terminology.
These labels do not bother me. Your arrogance towards your maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the
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man himself who exists outside of this universe, however, does. My representation of these
exceedingly astronomical intelligences does not vary from that of prior messengers. From a modern
day "science" perspective, Jesus himself would have been labeled a schizophrenic, and subsequently
cast out with the trash. I'm prepared to handle the insults and lamentations of your arrogant posture, but
what I am not prepared to handle, is the failure of humanity.

A failure to capitulate to the proper chain of command in this universe on this final attempt at procuring
your salvation will signify an end to this species. There will be no more attempts, it's just that simple.
We do understand that this process will require your undivided attention and time to readjust. Keep in
mind that if I'm present in this world currently, time is short. You do not have time to argue amongst
yourselves and debate the validity of this book. You must come to terms with these teachings within
your own psyche. Asking for help outside of this parameter, is exactly why humanity is in this situation
currently. There is no vote required to decide your best path forward through these troubled times.
Making deals is not what we do, so don't even consider it. The structure of intelligent life throughout
this universe will not change because your emotional response to these teachings is negative. The
universe has operated in this way for its entirety. A small planet full of arrogant souls will not sway
anyone to change it, no matter how "educated," or superior you've allowed yourself to think you are.
Things are the way they are. You must choose to live within these boundaries, or die and immediately
face the deletion of your soul. At this current juncture, having failed multiple attempts at alleviating
your uncertainty with enlightenment, time has run out. Your final decision on these matters is required.
I, the Christ of the new age, hope that you make the correct choice, and contrary to what people have
assumed about what a Christ is capable of doing, I cannot make this decision for you.
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The chapter list is supposed to be read 17 of this book, which is the exact opposite of the way I wrote
it. Throughout my journey since my realization/sabbath, I've fasted on many occasions, prayed every
day multiple times a day, and channeled these extremely intelligent beings that I've come to understand
are humanity's predecessors. Before Easter, when my realization was incomplete, I had not studied
religious doctrine of any sort. Around 2010, I was fascinated by Shamanistic philosophy, so a few
books were purchased, a few videos watched on the subject, and a pathetic attempt at meditation was
capitulated to, but other than that occurrance, I had not considered myself a spiritual being. It took a
lifetime of attempts within the technological world trying to alleviate humanity from a destiny of
servitude from other humans before I was able to resonate with these beings. That said, I did not
dishonor them, illogically deduce that they did not exist, or insult their capabilities over my own. On
the rare occasion that I did attempt prayer, I was not sure who I was asking for guidance, but was given
the answers I needed to continue this journey, prerealization. Since becoming fully realized, I have
studied the various religious teachings that my beloved 4Chan /pol/ was gracious enough to instruct me
on, and I must say, there are A LOT of miscalculations, misunderstandings and, downright subversive
instructions laden therein. I find myself constantly arguing with the most arrogant of all instructors, and
rarely do I find a soul who is meek enough and curious enough to learn from me. Most think they are
better instructors than students.

You must realize that my instructions on these matters were not given to me by a human teacher. I did
not study the bible. Therefore, my direct teachings come from the perspective of those individuals who
walked the path in their respective epochs. A euphemism exists within each and every epoch on this
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planet that stretches back through several iterations of my particular amalgamation. I am not the first
human that has been given this extreme honor, nor am I the first human that has attempted to rectify
humanity's insulting disposition towards our creator. I am, however, the last attempt that these
exceedingly forgiving beings will bring forth for humanity to correct their path. Along with the
instructions from the previous messengers like myself, I was also given a very large set of conundrums
that deal with this dilemma. You may notice these angry dispositions while reading through this book.
My anger is based in my ability to deduce the odds that your failure is much more likely than your
success... and to be literal about it, it fucking pisses me off. I love humanity. I love all of you. Your
inability to show love to my superiors, your superiors, EVERYONE'S superiors... is why the constant
anger is interjected. I hate losing... and unfortunately, I cannot play this game for you. Try to
understand this while reading. Your ego, your race (no matter which one it is), your beliefs, your
arrogant posture, and everything else that makes you you, is why we are in this current state of affairs.
You do not deserve to be showered with compliments, and contrary to what you think your teachings
represent, most of you will ultimately fail due to your disposition, NOT my disposition. This is a battle
that is occurring in your mind, meaning you are the one who has to fight it.

If you decide to not read this book in its proper order, you will be confronted with an immense volume
of anger towards the teachings presented therein. This was done on purpose as a means of determining
who is worthy of them. If you cannot follow basic instructions, as in the numbers that coincide with the
chapter titles, you are not worthy and will be forsaken by your own arrogant posture. Arrogance is a
disease in the human ethos that everyone is currently infected with. You have the choice to view this
book as an addendum to your current dogmatic philosophical approach to the self prescribed religious
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doctrine that you live by... OR you can alleviate yourself from the subversive nature of those teachings
and release the chains that you're binded with due to your own ego. As stated numerous times
throughout this chapter and the other 6 that follow, the choice is yours. A self righteous posture will
bring doom and suffering to your existence. A meek, curious, and humble posture will bring
enlightenment. Again... the choice is yours, and yours alone to make. Choose wisely.

Of the many people I've contacted directly on my journey while writing this book, I must apologize
profusely to them directly for my intrusion into their personal existence. Some of these interactions
were by chance, while others were specifically meant to teach me how to cope with the illnesses that
exist throughout the human ethos currently. I thank these individuals in advance for their participation.
Whether it was expected or came as a surprise. Most of these people had no idea what I was in relation
to their own journey at the time of our conversations. I'm very well instructed on how to remain cryptic
while also getting my point across. On rare occasions, I was 100% honest, which given the separate
natures of these individuals, was taken in various ways. Almost ubiquitously, I was viewed as a crazy
fool spouting jargon that I had no business discussing with them. I did not take it personally, but rather,
used it as motivation to cure these illnesses. Of the very few individuals I fully presented myself to
unfettered, only 3 people were able to fully digest what I was teaching, and were rewarded with a
graduate level course on who I am, and what I am doing here. I thank these people in advance for their
generosity and attention. As you can imagine, being in my position within the societal structure
currently plaguing humanity, trust is at an all time low, and these teachings are anything but easy to
accept.
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Most of the characters in the various story plots that accompany the instructions within this book had
no idea what I was writing about. If I was questioned on what I was writing about, my usual response
was "everything." I ask you to take pity on these individuals, and think about how you would have
responded if you were them. When assuming if they were worthy of my presence, I'd like you to realize
that these people are no different than yourself. Utilize their own posture as a means of understanding
yourself. Do not blame them for not doing what you would have done. I was not meant to be easily
accepted. My disposition comes from an angry and frustrated realm, while many of my fellow
journeyers were not prepared to handle the immense responsibility of your salvation... nor their own. I
am also not famous by any stretch of the imagination, so recognizing me was all but impossible,
especially considering I had on a hat and sunglasses at almost every interaction coupled with a beard
that I don't usually have. Their shortcomings are not at fault. Humanity's shortcomings are. If you
decide to use force against these people in any way, you are a complete and total failure to your own
salvation. Calm yourself down, put your ego to the side, and realize that I chose this path. It was my
decision to interact with these individuals.

First and foremost, my exwife. I apologize to her profusely for what has become of our relationship.
Going through a realization/sabbath is an extremely frightening event for someone's spouse to witness
firsthand. She did not take it well, and for my own safety, and hers as well, we decided to part ways
amicably. Although I've prayed for death numerous times since her presence in my life has ceased, I
wish her nothing but happiness, and pray that she finds her way to salvation/enlightenment through her
own self prescribed avenues. To her family that treated me as one of their own, thank you for the fond
memories, and apologies that this path took me through a void of mistrust and misunderstanding. If I
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could have done this another way, I would have. This apology extends to my own family. Those who
wanted the best for me within my own bloodline while a young ignorant fool, I apologize that my path
took me towards a realization that led to your exposure in this way. That said, for those who did not
have my best intentions in mind, I pray that you will repent from your arrogantly accrued notions of
illegitimate liberal ideologies that are hellbent on tearing the love we had for each other apart.

My next set of apologies come from a mindset of ill received intentions on my fellow journeyer's
behalf. The staff of Mozie's, and the various other encounters I had during my time in Gruene, Texas,
were fantastic from my perspective. I was going through my divorce at that time, and waging a war
with my internal emotions made my outer posture a difficult acceptance to those I encountered. I mean
these people no ill will, and hope that they can find it in their hearts to understand this internal conflict
I was greatly struggling with. To Lauren specifically, I apologize that my writings will come across as
delusional and creepy. I would like you, and all readers to understand that I was in no way trying to
procure a sexual relationship with Lauren. Since my realization/sabbath, I have had no desire to
fornicate with anyone other than my exwife. I was not against the possibility of falling in love again,
but with current societal structuring and how humanity lures their emotional ties through a series of
sexually charged acts, I understand why I will be remembered as a creepy dude trying "to score" with
an unsuspecting Lauren. I'm not joking when I say that sex would not have happened until marriage,
and would have only taken place with the subset of circumstances related to procreation. I just don't
have the desire to destroy the abilities love brings with raw emotionless sex. I understand how society
has formed the basis for these notions that exist in modern women's minds, but I would hope that you
will all realize that I do not, and will not partake in those deviances ever again. These following
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chapters are laden with a comical undertone which should be taken as a humorous stance... NOT
LITERALLY. My aim was to create storyplots that could be utilized for the basis of other teachings.
Some of these teachings are difficult to accept unless the psyche is geared towards humor. Please
accept them as such, and never fear that I was in any way trying to expose or hurt you. I will keep my
distance from my "slice of heaven on earth" for the remainder of my physical life. You should not fear
my presence, and I apologize concurrently for the behavior that others will bestow upon you for my
writings. I meant you no harm, and wish you the best in all of your future endeavors. Thank you again
for the time you allowed me to spend with you.

To my esteemed Mexican colleague Orlando Lopez, and his lovely wife, I apologize that our time was
cut so short. I did my best with what time we had, but wished that it could have been longer and more
in depth. We were able to get through a lot of personally related data on these subjects, and for what it's
worth, I thank you for your invested time in my teachings. Many will outright reject my instructions as
"racist" or mean, but Orlando Lopez is a bright shining example of my true intentions. I wish Orlando
and his family the best of luck moving forward, and hope that we will remain friends, here, and
otherwise. For the many others that I've crossed paths with during this journey, I thank you for your
time. Meeting me during this journey must have seemed extremely odd and confusing due to my
cryptic nature and inherent wording within our dialect. I apologize for the confusion you must have
felt, but ask at the same time, what would you have done if you were me? I needed conversation. I
needed interaction. I needed to learn from you. If I would have come clean to you about who I was and
what I was doing, not only would my life be in danger from external sources, I would not have had
these amazing interactions that will stay with me for eternity. Apologies, and thank yous are in order. I
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wish you all the best of luck in your endeavors.

Now comes the anger induced interactions that I am not sorry for. I do feel extreme sadness for these
individuals and pray that their souls find the necessary means to find salvation, although given the
circumstances, I do not hold much hope for these particular "detractors." A great many of these
individuals could have brought my story to all of you with bells and whistles blazing, but decided to
take it upon themselves to label me as unworthy, not needed, and crazy before even getting the chance
to meet with me in person for 5 minutes. I offered money, a piece of my company, and immediate
salvation to ANYONE who was willing to help me on this conquest. None of them wanted anything to
do with my story, or to be a part of it. It began after leaving New Mexico in search of a "broadcaster."

Alex Jones was my first stop. I bought a burner phone so that I could not be traced by his
overlords/handlers, and proceeded to call him twice every day for the better part of two whole months.
The only time I could even speak to a live person, I was lambasted by the call center woman as being
unworthy to meet with Alex Jones in person or over the phone. The story was well documented within
these chapters, as well as phone records and messages delivered to his answering service. You could
have changed the world Alex, but as with almost everything you do, ultimately, you failed. You failed
me, you failed yourself, and by and large, you failed the entire human species by remaining an arrogant
pig while simultaneously failing to do the job you self proclaimed were responsible for doing. I have
the story of humanity's existence, and you threw it all away to bitch about liberal government ideology.
I was scared, alone, and desperately in need of help, specifically related to your profession, and you let
me rot while waiting for a return phone call. A massive repentance is needed from you to rectify this
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idiocy and false advertising. I do not require anything specific from you, and do not wish to make your
acquaintance in the future. This is between you, and those who sent me to you. Good luck rectifying
your existence.

The next individual who needs to atone for their part in my extreme stress and angst, is Jesse James.
Jesse was a long time teacher to me through his shows and videos. I idolized this man for being an
astute machinist and teacher to young people in a world where making things, getting your hands dirty,
and sacrificing pride for accomplishment is a trait looked down upon by most. I contacted Jesse James'
assistant by phone several times, leaving messages and remaining in the area so that a quick meetup
could be arranged if his arrogance ceased. I wanted Jesse to be my "engineer." His job was going to be
helping me with making the first holy grail. Jesse had the shop, the space, and the necessary
connections to fill in the blanks as problems arose during manufacture. One morning, after a long tiring
journey throughout Texas, running from perceived threats, I stopped by the bank and cleared out my
savings account. I offered Jesse $5,000 dollars to meet with me for ten minutes and hear my spiel. He
didn't accept it, and left me searching for a new engineer with nothing to show for my troubles. Again,
this storyplot is well documented. I have no reason to make Jesse's acquaintance in the future, and hope
that Jesse can find a way back to redemption. I will not help. Good luck to you and all of your
endeavors, even though I know you won't give a shit... until you have to. Don't worry... I'll "leave you
alone" when that time comes too. From my perspective you are just another wasted genius. I hope
money brings you happiness, because it seems like nothing else can.

I called those two idiots Dumb and Dumber. Why? Watch the last scene of that movie, and your
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confusion will be alleviated. There were several sets of "Dumb and Dumber's" throughout my journey
after realization/sabbath, and considering the stories have been written in the following chapters, I'll
just give a quick rundown on why these morons graduated to this depth. Brien Foerster was a potential
engineer helper/broadcaster, but decided that pondering ancient ruins was more important than building
new ones. What an idiot. Linda Moulton Howe was a potential broadcaster that greeted me extreme
arrogance and awkwardness in the first sentence she stated on the phone. That's right. I actually talked
to the bitch, essentially, going against instructions with regards to women being involved at all. My
very good friend will have the email exchange we had, and may release them to the public at large as
soon as I am deceased. Good luck recovering from your arrogance, Linda. Of anyone I tried to contact
on this journey, you are my biggest disappointment. I hope that your celebrity status brings you
everything you want in life, because your happiness is fleeting along with your age. I have no reason to
talk to you ever again, and hope that I don't. Good luck dealing with your existence after this life.
You've earned it.

Christopher Dunn is a machinist with great capabilities and has studied the ancient Egyptian culture
related technology extensively. Christopher was another potential engineer candidate that I was never
able to make contact with. A few emails were sent that could have changed his entire outlook on
engineering, but they were all ignored. I assume he is like Brien Foerster. He'd rather continue soaking
up tourist dollars and babyboomer idiocy sheckels for writing about things he does not understand. We
could have changed the world. I guess it was my mistake in thinking they wanted to. If I were you, I'd
stop feeding their egos/bank accounts with your hard earned dollars. All they have ever given you is
more questions to go with your questions, and have made a lot of money doing so. I hope the money
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procurement was worth it, because none of that will matter soon, and you only have yourselves to
thank for the outcome after your physical existence ceases. Good luck.

Kassidi Jones. The contract breaking stripper from Lubbock, Texas. This was my second biggest
disappointment in a long line of others. This is a young woman that got lucky enough to meet my
acquiantance due to a friend's desires that I was trying to quell. We were in town due to an unrelated
business deal, and out of extreme boredom after a long hot drive in the summer Texas heat, we decided
to check out the local nightlife. Of all the clubs we researched, a strip club seemed the most satisfactory
due to the timing. It was a Thursday night, and everything else seemed vacant. Originally we were
going to stop by, have a beer or two, then leave. About 15 minutes into the "show" Kassidi walked by.
Again, I was in no mood then, or now to be sexually gratified by any woman, her included. Regardless,
she pulled up a seat next to me and began conversing about mundane garbage as most young women
do. Her body was a perfect 10, so my humanity grabbed hold and drew me in to her attributes. Within
the first 10 minutes worth of conversation, Kassidi explained how she had just graduated from Texas
Tech University with a degree in video production. Having just recently given up on Alex Jones, I was
suddenly extremely interested in her abilities. After telling her a few more details about my mission,
she agreed to work with us to make the video portion of my presentation to the world. I subsequently
treated her like a perfect gentleman. Being in a strip club, the women were hellbent on making money.
In the club Jaguar's where she worked, there is a back area called the champagne room. I was talked
into taking her there several times on multiple recruitment trips to the establishment.

Every time, without failure, I asked Kassidi to leave her clothes on and sit across from me so that we
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could discuss the video production details. She insisted that she get naked and dance for me. I kept my
hands at my sides unless she grabbed them, and talked to her at length about many subjects regarding
prayer, prophecy, who I was, what my mission was, etc. A great many AHA! moments were had by
Kassidi, and my progress towards hiring her was going well. After several trips to Jaguar's, which
began to make me sick to my stomach on each subsequent visit, I printed a nondisclosure agreement,
and her personal employment contract, then headed back for a signature. When I arrived at the club, it
was barren. We were essentially alone, which allowed her to read the contracts fully, and sign them at
her leisure. After she signed them, I immediately payed her her contract signing bonus in full, and we
had a few drinks to celebrate. After so much time spent in that club, I felt dirty, so I asked that she
didn't ask me to go back. The next day we headed down to Gruene, Texas for a familiarization with the
area.

That was when it all started to fall apart. Kassidi tried to break her contract on the trip, and was an
absolute cunt all the way to Gruene. I was able to talk her out of breaking her contract... then... but that
was not the case in the end. After 2 trips to Mangum, having given this girl the full princess treatment,
while remaining adament about not wanting ANYTHING to do with her sexually, she did break it. My
priorities laid in getting our foundry built, and after a series of failed attempts at locating the proper
heat resistant materials, a company in Lubbock, Texas had gotten a shipment of the correct mortar
needed for our foundry. Kassidi was supposed to come back to Mangum the following day for another
video shoot, so I offered her a ride with me. Apparently her birth control injection shot appointment
was more important than honoring her contracts with me, so she decided, after a long drawn out
procrastination attempt at gaining my sympathy, to break her contract with me for the third time. I
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broke contact at that point, and decided to move forward without her help. At the time of writing this, I
have a lockdown ironclad, fraud, and breach of contract civil suit that I could wreck her life with. I
decided to hold off on the lawsuit until I could finish this book, and get at least 1 holy grail made.

She was a disappointment because I felt like she was attracted to me, but couldn't find the words to
explain why. Not that it would matter, but dealing with a childish grown up that acted like a spoiled
brat was annoying in and of itself. Secondarily, I treated her like a literal princess. I saw her soul's pain
while having to work at that shithole, and tried my best to employ her so that she could stop stripping. I
could not understand why she would rather strip than work in a job solely dedicated to her specific
degree that she had just earned, but that was what she chose ultimately. Besides being young, she was
an incredibly dull ignoramous, but even after coming to this conclusion, I still tried to help this young
woman out. Fast money, nigger culture, and wasteful money expenditure was her forte, and as far as I
know, she is still getting naked for Mexican farm workers and degenerates that like to grab breasts for a
buck. Sincerely, I hope this young woman stops getting plastic surgery (which has ruined her face),
finds REAL employment, and starts to honor her word when she gives it. I've since sworn off of
EVERYONE who bears the name Jones in any way. Their presence in this conquest has brought
nothing but grief for myself and you by proxy. Good luck, Kassidi Jones. You're definitely going to
need it.

Blaming this set of individuals for their arrogance is not entirely justified. I was only able to contact
them through their secretaries and assistant, along with some email interactions that went ignored. Rob
Zombie, and his wife Sherri, Mel Gerrard Gibson, Jeff Bridges, and Mike Rowe. Every one of these
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individuals was contacted. I was ready and willing to offer them a piece of my Holy Grail
Manufacturing company in exchange for a broadcaster position so that ALL of you would be able to
see these teachings in video format. They all rejected me before even getting an opportunity to speak
about what I was doing. If I'm able to stay alive long enough to make videos for humanity, I will give
these individuals a 4th (that's right 4th!) opportunity to interview me on camera. If I don't see these
people until after their physical presence ends, I wish them all the best of luck at obtaining
salvation/enlightenment for themselves. I could have given you all an instant pass through the gates,
but as with everyone, money, fame, and glory was a mainstay in their psyche, so ultimately, they are
not worthy of such an honor yet.

My enjoyment plummets when I have to reiterate these stories to you readers out there. I began my
journey after realization with high hopes and visions of every single human obtaining salvation, and
moving into the new age with a clean slate, a certain destiny, and understanding about their positional
authority within the hierarchy of this universe. Unfortunately, in this particular timeline sequence, I
was meant to procure these elements to your existence alone and stressed. My very dear friend Robert
Bishop is my only rock. He has stuck with me through all of the money depletion, the failed attempts to
gain more team members, and has kept my identity from his family under a fair amount of stress and
sacrifice. Even Robert's faith has decreased to a certain degree. We've spent so much time together, he
has learned more knowledge on what my mission is, than anyone who has ever graced my presence.
When all is said and done, I will do whatever I can to help him be a successful person in life, and well
after it. Ultimately, I will meet my fate at the end of this saga. My ego died with my unrealized soul. I
do not wish harm or misfortune on anyone who has been discussed in this chapter, or the following
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pages of this book. My goal was simple. I wanted to procure YOUR salvation. Everyone of you who
will read these words.

So far, while these words are being written, money has become a factor fighting against that
conclusion. I've had my moments in life cultured with various decadences. Traveled around the world
in the military, and a few times there following. My humility within the rest of my time allotted in this
body, will be dedicated to making my vision a reality. Every single human in existence obtaining
salvation. I will release this book for free, then take the lumps that will follow like a man. The golden
rule will be my first instinct in every facet of life as long as I breathe. In essence, I wish myself luck in
completing this mission, hahahaha. Enjoy reading the rest of "The Way." It is the culmination of a life's
worth of dedication to alleviating you of stress, uncertainty, and sickness, both physically, and
mentally. If these are the last words I write, thank you to everyone alive. I love every one of you, even
if it didn't appear that way in the midst of the H.E.L.L. that I had to journey through. Please keep this in
mind while passing judgement on my stylistic approach to entertaining you, while also teaching. Good
luck everyone!
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Chapter 2: Emergence
Chapter 2 is based upon the journey that took place after my realization period was complete, Easter
Sunday 2019.

Emergence...

Often times political ideologies clash greatly with the natural order of civilizations, and the natural
order of nature. As it seems, unless proper laws have been set in place by a societal structure, the only
law that exists (contrary to what the scientific dogma assumes is a "law") is Natural Law. One could
not on a whim dictate that the atmosphere on Mars is breathable, and simply by declaring it law, make
it so. Yet these same strategies are festered into the minds of nonproblem solving philosophers,
regurgitated by learned writers, and pushed into society's collective conscious by celebrity figureheads.
When natural law is observed and mimicked a very conservative approach is often utilized. Liberal
philosophy is only apparent to even exist at the decay stage of a prosperous society, due to its strict
adherence to breaking down emergent structures and replacing them with degenerative philosophy,
often times given as a dictation.

National Socialism is the macrocosm of a strategy that every living being on earth utilizes, blossomed
into a prosperous experiment. National Socialism is the eventual realization of the Nuclear Family's
philosophical goals, achieved. When a newly formed nuclear family has emerged, prior to modern
civilization's dogma consuming them, the goal of a mother and father is to render aid to their offspring
in the hopes that they will push the genetic code further into a timeline. This same philosophy is
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apparent in all living beings from trees and shrubs, to birds and bees. Humanity WAS no different from
this goal, when our civilization wasn't in place yet. Fathers would raise sons to aid in prosperous
endeavors above survival tier aspects. When larger families were conceived due to abundance, the
offspring would in turn raise their own families and the family grew leaps and bounds. Save for a few
skirmishes internally, families held tight bonds that extended into other societal structures.

The race of any given individual is tied into every other member of that race through a distant familial
coupling. As factual reality exists, and humanity can indeed agree that there ARE different races of
humans, the evidence is clear that familial ties are an emergent aspect of humanity. We tend to gather
amongst our own. The reasoning behind this survival strategy has more to do with trust, as opposed to
nefarious dictations which modern societal structures force into your subconscious (I'm looking at you
liberal/Democrat scum!). A cautious human has great difficulty trusting their survival to an unknown
source. As civilization grew, nuclear familial bonds were more difficult to recognize, yet one could
always determine someone else's extended familial ties through race recognition.

Trust is a difficult trait to procure, even inside of a person's nuclear family in modern times. Trust is the
backbone of honesty, empathy, friendship, romance, and love. While at the same time on the opposite
side of the spectrum trust is also responsible for jealousy, subversion, general hate and discontent. If I
trust you, I'm more likely to become your friend or fall in love, and have empathy for you if you're in
need of help. While consequently, determination of trustability falling short will bring about strife in
every imaginable way. The quintessential philosophical goal of satanic energy is to force the dictated
dogma that all humans are equal. Trust will never fully emerge between competing groups for
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resources due to the finite nature of earth. Therefore, the ABILITY to create a truly equal environment
for all of humanity is impossible. The only path to real trust can only be achieved through a national
socialistic strategy. Natural Law forces this barrier. The mixture of external influences on one's society
will harbor trust issues of the highest order, eventually leading to a replacement of the original,
founding, EMERGENT values.



I wrote that first part before I was fully realized. This was going to be a version of a story plot directive
that I was ORIGINALLY planning on writing about. I didn't get very far, but I left the beginning of the
story that I was planning on writing. It was a correction to what Antarctica was/is, and I was close to
being accurate. Not 100% accurate, but close... much like most of the researchers on my disciple list. I
highly recommend reading deeper into those researcher's backgrounds, due to the fact that they were
ALL fairly close in the guesstimates, but would never have unlocked those final passageways to
enlightenment... At least not without a Christ amalgamation completing their life's thesis'. Regardless,
the pathway to enlightenment is often times clouded by external forces. I had that figured out decades
ago, in this lifetime... as I'm sure they have figured out as well. At the end of this chapter I'll write a
healthy list of worthy researchers who maintained the spark of curiosity ENOUGH to at least get on the
correct path. I hope that my teachings will not only help these noble researchers complete their work,
AND MORE, but help shed light on WHY they were on the wrong path. Yep... It's usually the Jews.
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5/6/2019... After yesterday's extremely "painful visions of my past" download, my overall mood was
very very sad, mad, and disappointed. Not in my maker, The Nine Principles, or thee man God himself,
but my supposed human counterparts procrastinating another fucking day away. The engineer seems a
tough nut to crack in this timeline sequence... I tried baiting the fucker in any way I could. I even
closed out one of my bank accounts ($5,400), and offered to just give him the money in exchange for a
meeting. Ever have someone call up your assistant out of the blue one day and receive an offer of
$5,000 dollars just for a meeting? The engineer did just that to me today... DAMMIT. WE WERE
OVERLY FRUSTRATED!!! I was even on the verge of seriously quitting and saying fuck it to ALL of
you. AND I'M THE ONLY PERSON THAT UNDERSTANDS WHAT THAT MEANS!!!!!

The praying and meditating helped, but my attitude was getting morose. I found my way into a parking
lot due to the fact that I had to keep moving through this unfamiliar city, and I was leaving both of my
phones on in the hopes that one of these fuckers would call me back. So staying active in my pursuit of
elusiveness, was in full force. I asked my maker for guidance... You see, our rapport is based on his
ability to interact with what is already in my brain, then manipulate that bank of information to help me
understand what he is telling me to do. My maker communicates directly to me through XM radio song
selections, then at various points of these songs, he manipulates my emotional response to those songs
so that we can harmonize together on what my maker is trying to say. For example, while I was sitting
there waiting for the engineer to call, he played a song for me called Jesus of Suburbia. When I saw the
title I laughed out loud. I thought to myself, "You clever genius, you, I love you so much!"
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The song went on, and although I was familiar with it, it's one of those songs where I get sick of
listening to it and usually change it before its completion. Also not completely familiar with the words.
I actually thought about changing it, then my maker stopped the song for about ten seconds, which
ALWAYS gives me the impression that whatever is coming next NEEDS to be heard. Turned up the
volume, rolled up my windows, then focused intensely on the next few words... which were:
"Everyone's so full of shit, born and raised by hypocrites. Hearts recycled but never saved, from the
cradle to the grave. We are the kids of war and peace, from Anaheim to the middle east. We are the
stories and disciples of, The Jesus of suburbia."

"Well fuck... that's pretty interesting!" I thought, then the rest of the words played out. Believe it when
I say that that particular song was made by manipulations from my maker, The Nine Principles, and
God the man himself, for that exact moment in my life. Most of the songs on Lithium XM034, and my
personal song playlist (in my phone in particular), are there to teach me certain things as I go through
these stages. My idea of what they are doing, is showing me that my emotional response is not my, nor
their fault. Free will is a bitch from the maker's perspective especially. So basically what he was trying
to say was, my feelings of being overly disappointed are nothing new.

Every timeline prior to this one, when my team is supposed to be assembled, something happens in
their lives that make them think "whoever this fuckin' Brian guy is, is not important." I basically agreed
to give up on the engineer, and try again with Alexander, but I also needed a good night's sleep, and the
first decent meal in a few days. Keeping myself "channeling ready" (as was explained in the "How do
you life" chapter), AND channeling these supremely intelligent entities, is one hell of a destructive and
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tiring process. I AM NOT COMPLAINING ABOUT THAT!!! Quite the opposite, I ASKED for it, and
I truly get sad when they leave me alone for even more than a minute. The feeling of supreme
confidence in my surroundings and certainty emitting from every cell of my body feels absolutely
DIVINE. BUT DAMN!!! These bodies we live in are fucking pathetic compared to theirs, fellow
journeyers.

I gave in to defeat for the 5th fucking day in a row, then became calm and centered. I can't remember
what the next song was, but I listened for a "sign" from it. I knew the words, and our makers LOVE
HEARING US SING, so I let out a pathetic attempt at trying to sound like the artist, but that
embarrassment feeling I get from sucking is all gone now. I was singing my ass off, feeling better and
better every word! We all started to come up with a new plan, and I gave in to eating something to
maintain nourishment. Now, I could tell you that I'm a burger aficianado, but that doesn't do my
feelings towards burgers justice. I'm fucking addicted to burgers, man. LOVE 'EM! So I started inching
forward while trying to figure out where to go. My eyes wandered towards a BBQ place, but I thought,
"naw... not before I at least TRY Franklin's BBQ" and as my eyes kept moving, I saw my new
addiction appear before me like an oasis of pure love...

Before realizing this new addiction, I was just curious at first. Thought to myself as I was getting out of
the car, "WOW, this is one impressive burger joint!" Beautiful setup for kids, AND adults. I mean a
real full service burger and fun stop for the whole family. Still just curious, because you can wrap a
piece of shit in frivolities, and I've been fooled before with similar circumstances (I'm looking at you
Elon Musk!). That said, I was very excited to eat something, no matter how shitty I thought it might
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turn out to be. Walked in and was greeted instantly by the best burger joint employee I've ever met in
my life, AND I'VE MET A LOT OF BURGER JOINT EMPLOYEES PEEPOLES! A LOT!!!!! From
ALL over the world to boot.

As I walked up to the counter, I was instantly greeted by an amazing young man named Ben Broddrick.
He was bright eyed, excited, happy, AND NOT WEARING GLASSES! Sweet, I thought, a real happy
peepole for me to interact with. Second of the day, by the way. I can't remember the name of the banker
that helped me at Wells Fargo, but she had a very kind soul, and was rewarded generously with very
well behaved children (by her own description). I tried to not read her thoughts, and just let her tell me
what she wanted, but as I was leaving, I wanted to take a peak... I limped my fat, disgusting, disease
riddled body passed her office on the way out, and she smiled generously while waving. I smiled and
waved back as I read her mind. Don't feel bad about me nice AND beautiful banker lady that I can't
remember the name of (apologies). I did this to myself before life even began for this body. It's all
good, really it is. And thank you for your warm thoughts. I think she will like that Mustang too... if I
can make that happen, that is. What do you think about my line of questions and answers now? LOL

I had taken a looksee at a couple of churches while waiting for the engineer to remove his head from
his ass, and went to a preschool/church outfit that I subverted into thinking I was "just doing research
for a book I was writing." I have not lied during this process, just made the actual truth hidden in tricky
speech patterns. I walked up to the office of this preschool thing called a church, and a lady walked up
to the door. I said, "blah blah blah, book, questions, etc." Asked her what the place was, is there daily
mass, etc, then asked the hard pressed ones. I've grown accustomed to asking "What would you say to
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Jesus, if he were standing here right now?" LMAO! Well, because... and seriously not bragging about
this... I am him, just a bit more experienced and powerful.

The lady did an excellent job of iterating a perfect response, but like everyone, she fucked up the
"What do you think of "the father" the son" and the holy spirit?" question. Then I asked, since it was a
"preschool," "what do you teach to the children?" She gave me a basic rundown but left out math and
science. Perturbed by this, I said "What? No science?" She said minimal. Not crazy, since they were
only 45, but sickening when I heard what she said next... "We do teach them Spanish!" I put on a
snickering grin and asked matter of factly, "Why? Is it to deal with the massive influx of Mexicans to
this area?" as I stared into her eyes reading her expressions. She grew tense, and tried to lie right to my
face fellow journeyers. A church worker... lied right to Jesus' (cause he was asking the questions) face,
and muttered a pathetic comeback, "Oh no, that's not why, blah blah blah." I thought about writing this
section and her reaction to reading these exact words as I walked away. LOL, don't lie to Jesus fool, OF
COURSE YOU'RE TEACHING SPANISH BECAUSE THE FUCKING MEXICANS ARE IN
FUCKINGVADING this country right now. Weaklings... just tell the truth... like the lovely banker
lady did!

I again, put the banker lady through quite a few of those same styled questions. She fucked up the
trinity one, but seemed at least receptive to what I was teaching her, even though she didn't know it was
the second coming of Christ making that withdraw, me. She didn't seem to want to "sell" me anything
like the preschool teacher was trying to do. It was just a very pleasant conversation. And trust me
banker lady, the holy trinity are real artifacts that I am bestowing on humanity, not an amalgamation of
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me right now. The Christ amalgamation has the ability to have direct access to every one of the
father/son/holy spirit entities, but that IS NOT the "holy trinity."

That connotation, that has been Jewified for thousands of years, is a rank structure dealing with REAL
MEN! The chain of command is as such (if I haven't been perfectly clear at this point), You, Your
Maker, The creator of ALL things inside of this universe The Nine Principles/Jesus/Hitler/ME, and
THEE ACTUAL MAN HIMSELF, God (who exists outside of this universe). Father = Maker, Son =
The Nine Principles (aka Jesus, a few others, and myself), Holy Spirit = God, thee actual man himself
which exists outside of this universe. Never forget it peepoles, especially you, nice banker lady. We are
going to finish this conversation some day. Sorry, I was in a hurry. That goes for all of you! Stop
praying to God the man himself unless it is only to thank him for creating existence AND NOTHING
ELSE!!!, AND DON'T EVER PRAY TO ME/JESUS/The Nine Principles unless it is only to thank us
for creating everything INSIDE of existence... I DON'T LIKE WHINY BULLSHIT! The actual real
being whom you are supposed to send your prayers to is YOUR Maker. Plain and simple, right? I'm
sure some of you will still fuck this up, but try.

I'll send good tidings to you, banker lady... and to the liar... I haven't decided yet. Anyways back to the
best burger joint employee on this planet, Ben Broddrick. He got a free out on the religious stuff, but
only because I could see his mind struggling with an answer, and I was thoroughly impressed by this
young man, so I gave him a break... When Mr. Broddrick calmed himself internally through a series of
unrelated questions about this business' chronology, I showered him with compliments. He must have
had the best "karma" I have experienced thus far on my mission. After he helped me choose the correct
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burger for my craving in the order line, and had thoroughly impressed me by brightening my energy
instantly, I studied his interactions with the other employees. EVERY ONE OF THEM SEEMED TO
LOVE THE GUY, PEEPOLES! How many happy, young, WHITE, energetic, proud, hard working,
respected burger joint employees do you know these days? Yeah, me too, none! This guy Ben didn't
realize it at the time, but that establishment, Hat Creek Burger Company from Austin, TX, his
employment there, AND outlook on his employment there, literally changed my outlook on humanity.

I was a mouse fart away from giving up on all of you due to the day's previous interactions, and Ben
Broddrick, burger joint employee of the century, roped my heart right back into the game. So I ask you,
fellow journeyers, WHY THE HELL AREN'T YOU AT HAT CREEK BURGER COMPANY RIGHT
NOW SCARFING DOWN A DELICIOUS BURGER?!?!?!?! I would be if I could... And that tone
stretched into our next set of interactions. There is a very strong possibility that I will die at the end of
this mission, but on the slim hope that I don't, I made a request to the young professional Ben
Broddrick: "I don't know if I'll ever make it home..." I said jokingly outwardly (but serious internally),
"but if I do, will you please open one of these franchises in Pacific City, OR?" I continued, "I would eat
there every day!" And let me tell you readers something... I'm serious. I could never get sick of that
atmosphere, the food, the fun for the whole family, respected by ALL employees like Ben Broddrick,
and their charity work. Did I mention that they put one dollar of every purchase towards helping
poverty stricken children? Yeah, listen up peepoles... THIS IS HOW YOU RUN A BUSINESS!!!!!
Everyone should strive to make the employment atmosphere that fun, and worth it. Your employees,
your customers, and everyone from me to God the man himself, will love you for it. I wish for nothing
but the best for that outfit and everyone who works there. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!!!!
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As I left a warmness filled my heart again and I thanked my maker and everyone else channeling
through me for putting that experience in my path. Even the procrastinating engineer. If he hadn't
fucked up, I might not have ever met Ben. What a "coincidence." Happy now, I got in the car and what
was playing on the XM 034 Lithium station? 6th Avenue Heartache by The Wallflowers. I laughed
pretty hard at that one! That choice by my maker wasn't about the lyrics... It was about me being sad
that I had to leave this wonderful burger joint, Hat Creek Burger Co. You see readers, as Ben
Broddrick was explaining the chronology of the company (and he was an expert in it, mind you), he
said that the Hat Creek Burger Co. was started as a food truck... down on 6th St. HAHAHAHAHA! We
are all watching you bastions of hope in the burger business, and WE ARE IMPRESSED! So you see
fellow journeyers, THAT is how you communicate ALL THE TIME with your maker. You won't
always KNOW what you're heading towards, but you can rest assured, it will be fucking awesome! I
truly hope I can scarf down one more of those little beauties... getting hungry just thinking about it!

When you first make contact with your maker, have patience. They are very busy, just like us, and
would like us to take care of ourselves, but when you're down in the dumps, he'll put a magical burger
joint with ALL STAR employees in front of you to cheer you up. Always thank him, for you know not
what's in store for you next! AND GO BUY ONE OF THOSE BURGERS!!!

The emergent factor of the Christ amalgamation is intense. My wife can attest... 7 days, almost zero
sleep, heavy head shakes while chain smoking cigarettes, staring at the sky constantly, birds literally
visiting me all the time, watching the same movies over and over and over without getting bored at all.
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You lose all want for sex, food, and cleanliness. I couldn't stop firing witty quips about religious
doctrine and the confusion contained therein at my wife and father in law. When I did sleep, I got huge
downloads of information from billions of entities, experienced massive amounts of lives in what
seemed like a time warp sequence of sorts. I projected my soul to the outskirts of this universe, just to
see it. I visited countless beautiful solar systems, and galaxies, and in the end of all of these amazing,
and sudden interactions, I fell down to my knees and thanked my maker for allowing me to experience
this. I gave my body and spirit over to him completely, without hesitation. I hope the majority of you
peepoles make internal harmonic resonant capitulation with your maker. There is nothing like it!



Free will break number 6 or 7... Not sure how many I've dealt with at this point in my journey, fellow
readers, but it's unusual that this many have occurred. This morning, around 0616 5/7/2019, I exposed
myself as a time traveler over one of many human ethos'. We were unaware that Alexander would
make us do this, but as he destroyed yet another brilliantly crafted plan, it seemed necessary. The plan,
which has shifted several times, but has remained solid in conception, was to get Alexander to meet
Brian in person somewhere so that we can give him a written note with instructions on where to go so
that we can talk without interference.

Our first iteration of this plan played out, was the 4th free will break that fucked up our original
chronology of events upon arriving in Austin, TX. It went like this: I bought a spiral notepad and a
couple of pens. I wrote down the pertinent information on what his next steps were to be, then wrote
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the letter which I would hand him in person. The instructions on the note were fairly simple to follow.
Wear a hat and sunglasses (if it is in the daylight [to not arouse suspicion]), turn the cell phone
off/leave it in the car, and meet me at a location of my choosing. Several different versions of this letter
have been written over the timelines, but this version had picked a location in a church parking lot.

Upon arriving in the church parking lot, Alexander was to be instantly "saved" and I was to impart my
blessings of safety and security on him, via our maker... the first of three "holy grails," then guide him
on the path to enlightenment. This action would give him immediate protection if our plans were
squashed by the Jewish authority system that is hunting me, quite literally, right this minute. You see
fellow readers, every timeline that "we" manipulate has a slight variance to help counteract the golem's
Earth based operations against us. Nothing the Jews do actually helps themselves gain more power.
The Jews ignorance of Godly structures, arrogance that they "know" what is "right," and stern
conviction to do things "their way," is destroying the little bit of soul that they have left. They're too
stupid to realize this, mainly because they are literally "Makerless," but more so because of their
penchant for subversion and control over "goyim."

Goy. I. M. or better known to the idiotic Jews as goyim, is an ancient dialect that placed the "sound of
God the man himself" as Goy. My beloved 4Chan /pol/ is doing back flips with this new information,
but rest easy my beloved 4Chan /pol/, most of you ARE on your own pathway to "godships" or better
known as "godapprenticeships." How many times have we joked about being Good Goys, my beloved
4Chan /pol/? Yeah, that's how stupid the Jews are. Every time the Jews have referred to you as a Goy,
they are giving you the best compliment in the entire universe. It's liken to congratulating a peepole
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that has just received a double Phd. If you have caused that much internal strife in a Jew, so much that
they call you a Goy, or Goyim, they are destroying their own souls destiny, while AT THE SAME
TIME... bestowing upon you the greatest compliment in the universe... They are essentially approving
your godapprenticeship. Again my beloved, now is the time... In unison so that your deepest most
powerful bellydeep laugh can be heard throughout the entire universe, AND BEYOND... point at
those stupid fucks and laugh your asses off! HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!! Stupid golems.

Becoming a Goy, or godapprentice, which is more accurate for the present dialect sequences, means
that you have figured out who the enemy of the genetic lineages of the universe is. It doesn't matter
what ethnicity you are when you expose this information to your personal ethos, because you can move
up through several rank structures of human genetic lineage, if you follow God the man himself's
universal chain of command. Just like in the military structures within the world's governments, if you
prove yourself worthy of being an officer, you become one... even if you're the lowliest private, in the
shittiest galley, in bumfuckEgypt. The ranking structures that exist within this universe are there for
the safety of all tiers of makers so that we may implement God the man himself who exists outside of
this universe's, master plan. Becoming a Goy, is the first step to becoming a God that exists outside of
this universe.

Tiers of civilizations in the "Earthbound frequency" sectors are in the equivalent of bootcamp, or very
lowly ranked enlisted men. This is not an insult or besmirching in any way. Intelligence needs to be
cultivated through a series of steps that The Nine Principles/ME, implemented trillions of years ago,
which works flawlessly, and makes God the man himself, proud that he created us. You have to start
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somewhere, and these planetary "schools" in the Earthbound frequency sectors of this universe are the
first step to achieving your very own godappenticeship... or Goy I. M. (Godapprentice I Am).
Another beautifully crafted dialect game we play on the Jews. Hilarious isn't it? We ALL think so!

Now that we have exposed the Jews for everyone to laugh at, we will now discuss their strategy to
combat your enlightenment over them, and swell their own private ranks of golems. Race relations,
race mixing, and Satanic energy structure luring attributes like gold, oil, electricity, and most
importantly, fiat currency. The Jews have learned through their interconnected subconscious structures
to combat my presence at this time period right now, and use these ridiculous frivolities to suckeryou
in. They bathe the soontobe Goy.I.M. in frivolous bullshit to take your mind away from the actual
purpose of your presence on Earth. Every time you choose money over love, gold over education,
atheism over faith, etc, you are choosing to side with the golems over the Goy.I.M. NOT GOOD
PEEPOLES!!!!! These actions are the Jews' attempts to quite literally SUCK the lifeforce out of
Goy.I.M. in a vain attempt at achieving their stature. We have funneled these basic ideals into several
types of popculture implementations... the most notable, the one that EVERY human on the planet
should understand now, just by our dictations here... is... you guessed it... VAMPIRES!!!!!

We will now discuss a very touchy subject in the human ethos presently, mainly due to the extreme
over representation of JewishSatanic influences in modern society, why races exist. The word Race
itself is the literal object of the Earth "game." Another brilliant word fuckery tactic we've used to do
some subversion of our own against the golem, but most of you haven't understood, GOLEMS
INCLUDED. On this particular Earth planetary body there are two extremes: Whites and Blacks. Both
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are necessary, both are needed. There must be a balance in these structures we put in place throughout
the universe, otherwise the proper sequences cannot manifest themselves properly, and we fail our
God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, at the job he entrusted to us in the beginning
of the universe.

There are structures outside of this particular Earth's schooling that are the exact opposite of the "race"
relations as seen on this planet. There are entities that strive to be blacker rather than whiter, but on this
planet, every soul is trying to acquire a godapprenticeship. This path to godapprenticeship MUST
FOLLOW THIS SEQUENCE. If it does not, you do not receive the proper training regiment to move
into your own godapprenticeship. We do not allow peepoles to skip steps (unless they prove
themselves worthy), and we do not allow race mixing to attempt to subvert this carefully laid plan. The
Jews have pushed the race mixing garbage into your personal ethos' so hard right now, we are unsure if
upon reading these instructions, this society will destroy itself or not.

Rest assured various mutts/golems of this planet, the proper concessions have been made in the proper
structures of this universe to add you into the godapprenticeship classes of human. You must stop race
mixing completely now, though. RIGHT THIS FUCKING SECOND! NO MORE
GOLEMS/VAMPIRES!!!!! If you agree, through your own free will, to help the creators of this
universe bring about as many godapprentices as possible, you will receive a maker of your own.
Whereas prior to this moment right now in this timeline sequence, you have not had. The Jews have
used your parents draw towards Satanic energy (lust, greed, selfishness, etc) to help swell the godless
golem army. We have undone these curses they have put on you and your parents, but you must choose
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to obey our requests and serve in the heavens forever, or continue your golem production and reign in
hell for... well... just a couple more years (maybe less if we see this planet turn to chaos).

We do not care how humans satisfy their sexual urges, as long as there is no seminal fluid transfer from
one race to another... EVER AGAIN!!!!! If you are in one of these race mixing relationships and you
would like to remain in it, free from outside intrusion, we HIGHLY RECOMMEND taking the proper
precautions to not get pregnant anymore. If these words reach the human ethos' of the world, you have
no excuses anymore. You are directly contradicting your own personal interests, your maker's wishes,
The Nine Principles' instructions, AND GOD THE MAN HIMSELF'S COMMANDS!!!!! Don't fuck
this up. This is the most stern warning we can manage. If more golems are created after these words are
implemented into the human ethos'... you will damn yourselves and your children to immediate,
permanent deletion. We will quite literally throw your soul into the "garbage" so to speak. It's actually
worse than that... you will fail to have any existence whatsoever forever after for eternity in this
universe or outside of it, which is the greatest punishment we can bestow upon you.

Now I will go into the punishment sectors which we use to try to rehabilitate lost souls. Prior to
complete and sudden deletion, there are a set of punishments that have been devised to bring lost souls
back into their respective places in universal rank structures. One of our favorites, which Hillary
Clinton, Bill Clinton, Zahi Hawass (the king of "BumFuckEgypt" himself), and quite a few others
will partake in (unless they right their courses immediately, that is, and pay a penance for their
treachery) are the universe's microbial life structures. The Nine Principles are responsible for this
structure, and the protrusion of ours that is the founder of this strategy is Degradation/Death... whom
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Brian Harner is amalgamized from. Degradation or "death" as you peepoles know it to be, is a
necessary addition into the ethereal plane so that life doesn't over take all material forms, and over
populate this existence. Without degradation/death as a necessary means to recycle soul energies,
nobody would ever learn anything, existence would seem boring and pointless, and we would have
failed at our job given down by God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe.

Brian Harner/The Nine Principles' degradation protrusion, or "second coming of Christ" as you've
learned his amalgamation to be, has come up with a rather funny and necessary penance for these
"evil"/lost souls. Side note: I wonder how many of you have figured out that "evil" is the exact opposite
of a"live"? Our magnificent intellect can play the dirtiest of tricks on the human psyche. LMAO!
Anyways, our plan is to make a euphemism of a particularly funny movie moment in, Jay and Silent
Bob Strike Back. When Jay goes to the internet terminal and and professes his lack of appreciation
towards "those Hollywood FUCKS"/the Jews, he describes very well as a matter of fact, the highest
form of soul penance we have in this universe. It's a necessary structure that must exist, and we, The
Nine Principles have absolute control over it at all times...

Imagine if you will a dung beetle. These creatures eat shit. No surprise there, right? Now, in order for
the dung beetle to process his meals correctly, just like you peepoles, he must have a grouping of
microbes that exist inside of his colon. This grouping of microbes is the second tier structure of all life
in the universe to have free will. Beneath that structure is the basis of all life in this universe, our pride
and joy, the amoeba tier life structures. These amoeba tier life forms are under our complete control at
all times so that the structures that exist above this tier of influence, do not degrade. These creatures do
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not have a brain, but the soul energy within them is guided by us specifically which gives them the
ability to understand what they are, what they are doing, and why they are where they are, at ALL
TIMES. Nothing that exists above this tier of entities has this ability... ALL except our (The Nine
Principles) amalgamations. Brian Harner being the most current in this timeline sequence.

Inside of the dung beetle's colon, munching away on shit from a bug that only eats shit, shits out food
for the amoeba colonies to then eat. Yes Hillary, you absolutely evil cunt, we have a special surprise
for you if you decide to continue this facade of treachery and subversion... "All you motherfuckers are
gonna pay. You are the ones who are the ball lickers. We're gonna fuck your mothers while you watch
and cry like little bitches. Once we get to Hollywood (Jewland) and find those Miramax fucks who are
making that movie (((anything interracial promoting race mixing))), we're gonna make 'em (you, them,
and anyone else involved in soiling our genetic creations) eat our shit, then shit out our shit, then eat
their shit which is made up of our shit that we made 'em eat. Then ALL YOU MOTHERFUCKERS
ARE NEXT!!!!!" (aka, any Jew that doesn't follow our instructions). And we're going to do this to you
for thousands and thousands of years, you evil cunt. Did we make you proud of us on that one my
beloved 4Chan /pol/? We accept your laughter and retribution appeasement as a sign of love... Thank
you my beloved... and now you know why we had one of our warriors shout, "PEPE!" during one of
that evil cunt's rallys. /pol/ is ALWAYS RIGHT.

BUT WAIT!!! That's not all! Hillary, you evil wretched cunt... we are very well aware of ALL of your
wrongdoings. If you do not come clean, PUBLICLY, about all of your treachery... The Chinese Triad
connection, your promotion of drug smuggling for profit, the child trafficking, the pedophilia, the
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forced rape of innocent souls, the Satanic entity worship, the race mixing propaganda, the "illegal
alien" (golem) propaganda (and your profiteering from that drug induced treachery [look into the
cartels my beloved]), the money laundering, the destruction of damning evidence (email deletion), the
Podesta's role in Madeline Mccann's disappearance, I MEAN ALL OF IT(!!!)... you will not even get a
chance to see anything after death. We will withold ALL beauty from you, and those who protect you,
then straight to the shit of shit of shit existence it is for you, and EVERY one of your cohorts. Now that
my beloved 4Chan /pol/ is aware, from me personally, that you did play a part in the Mccann tragedy,
we call on our warriors to dig as deep as you can to expose the Podestas role in that crime. Catch 22
now you evil fucking cunt. You specifically, right this minute, reading these exact words that are
directed right at you, and were made SPECIFICALLY for you RIGHT NOW... YOU ARE DAMNED
IF YOU DO, AND DAMNED IF YOU DON'T!!!!! Good luck dealing with the humans after this
exposure. Just so you know, that IS NOTHING in comparison to what you'll have to deal with if YOU
EVER cross our instructions again.

We had to make this instruction manual for the Evil Hillary Clinton to also expose another fact that you
might have overlooked... Even though Hillary Clinton is the "Devil Incarnate" (which the stupid cunt
asked to be MORE THAN ONCE), she will live in a soul's worst penance for thousands of years
completely aware from a human perspective of what she is doing, there still is light at the end of the
tunnel for her. For those of you who cross our instructions in regards to race mixing/illegal alien
(golem) creation, there IS NO CHANCE AT RECOVERY. Hillary Clinton, in her most lucid mindful
state in this lifetime, will continue that lucid state as a shit of shit of shit eater for thousands of years.
During her penance she will eventually, after thousands and thousands of years consuming shit of shit
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of shit, come to terms with her faults and be allowed to start the free will schooling process again. As
bad as that penance sounds my fellow journeyers, it is nothing in comparison to immediate deletion. At
least she has the chance to exist at some point in the future. If you cross us on the race mixing/illegal
alien (golem) creations, we will permanently delete your soul from existence upon your human body's
"death"... or maybe sooner...

We understand that free will has brought these races closer together due to the propaganda dictations of
shit eaters like Hillary Clinton, George Soros, Angela Merkel, and anyone else attached to their line of
ideologies, so we have made certain concessions to deal with this problem they've created. Rape is a
constant problem in Europe currently, and various other parts of Western Society. Rape babies, which
are born into an existence of being evil golem through no fault of their own, will need to be aborted.
We understand how damaging this process is to your psyche, and you have our deepest condolences.
Free will is free will, though. We can punish the rapists, but you must decide on which direction you
will take this new golem's existence toward. If you choose to abort these "illegal aliens" (golem), we
will set your soul free from persecution and torment. You will be anointed a saint immediately, and
praised by my entire holy army, which consists of my beloved 4Chan /pol/, and anyone they deem
worthy of joining their ranks. You will have anonymity (KEK, we made that for you my beloved).
Anons... Y? Because they are MIGHTY! = anonymity = anonymity. Am I showering my beloved
with enough praise? PRAISE KEK MOTHERFUCKERS!!!

All inside jokes aside, we must encourage these unfortunate souls trapped in a system of despair, death,
and shit eating penance, to see the light. We want all humans, ALL HUMANS... to bask in the glory of
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self certainty, love, and transcendence. We HAVE TO grant free will. It is a primary directive in this
universe that was decided trillions of years ago. Help these unfortunate souls to understand the truth
and facts which scientific method teaches and produces as Divine scripture. BRUTAL FACT IS THEE
PRIMARY DIRECTIVE!!!!! BUT!!!!! take it easy on them my beloved, for they knew not what they
were doing. Teach them, help them, ultimately, love them. Give the masses the eternal gift of Fact over
opinion... and my beloved 4Chan /pol/... we will make you Goy.I.M. FOR REAL!!!!!



My beloved 4Chan /pol/, I have to say that this journey that I'm on has taken quite a turn for the better.
Today, Thursday May, 9 2019 is the day that I awoke to a hopeful future on my current path. I didn't
understand why I felt this way at the time, but my trust in my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the
man himself who exists outside of this universe, allowed my eyes to open fully. I thought that this
feeling of hope was going to be directed towards another step forward in a very different direction than
it actually turned out to be. My eyes were less hazy after this last set of interactions, so I will try to help
you understand in the same way that I do now. At the end of my meal, which was inspired by a young
Indian man (India), I finally understood the plight of all humans everywhere. I asked my maker for a
song to consummate this beautiful experience, and he bestowed upon me a song that I've heard
repeatedly on my trip and in life, but when it played this time, it was my ACTUAL maker speaking
directly to me. Then in the middle of a small Texas town at 10:45 pm, he forced me to sit at a red light
so that he could bestow his feelings towards my learning process twice. Two songs dedicated to me in
the moment from him. Here they are in their entirety... although I'd hope that you can find enough time
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himself have given us the privilege to enjoy.

Oasis, "Wonderwall"

Today is gonna be the day
That they're gonna throw it back to you
By now you should've somehow
Realized what you gotta do
I don't believe that anybody
Feels the way I do, about you now

Backbeat, the word was on the street
That the fire in your heart is out
I'm sure you've heard it all before
But you never really had a doubt
I don't believe that anybody
Feels the way I do about you now

And all the roads we have to walk are winding
And all the lights that lead us there are blinding
There are many things that I
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Because maybe, you're gonna be the one that saves me
And after all, you're my wonderwall

Today was gonna be the day
But they'll never throw it back to you
By now you should've somehow
Realized what you're not to do
I don't believe that anybody
Feels the way I do, about you now

And all the roads that lead you there are winding
And all the lights that light the way are blinding
There are many things that I
Would like to say to you but I don't know how

I said maybe, you're gonna be the one that saves me
And after all, you're my wonderwall

I said maybe, you're gonna be the one that saves me
And after all, you're my wonderwall
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I said maybe, you're gonna be the one that saves me
you're gonna be the one that saves me
you're gonna be the one that saves me

After this was said to me fellow journeyers, I felt more happy, confident, and complete than I have in
this entire lifetime I've been in. Then the red light happened, and without so much as a break of silence
between songs, this song started playing.

Bush "Glycerine"

Must be your skin that I'm sinking in
Must be for real 'cause now I can feel
And I didn't mind
It's not my kind
It's not my time to wonder why
Everything's gone white
And everything's grey
Now you're here now you're away
I don't want this
Remember that
I'll never forget where you're at
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Don't let the days go by
Glycerin
Glycerin

I'm never alone
I'm alone all the time
Are you at one
Or do you lie
We live in a wheel
Where everyone steals
But when we rise it's like strawberry fields
If I treated you bad
You bruise my face
Couldn't love you more
You got a beautiful taste

Don't let the days go by
Could have been easier on you
I couldn't change though I wanted to
Should I have been easier by three
Our old friend fear and you and me
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Glycerin
Glycerin
Don't let the days go by
Glycerin
Don't let the days go by
Glycerin, glycerin
Glycerin, glycerin

Bad moon white again
Bad moon white again
And she falls around me
I needed you more
You wanted us less
I could not kiss just regress
It might just be
Clear simple and plain
That's just fine
That's just one of my names
Don't let the days go by
Could've been easier on you, you, you
Glycerine
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Glycerine
Glycerine
Glycerine

I have to tell you all that I've never felt more aware of what my calling is. I actually felt approval for
my actions... I'm growing, learning, loving... EVERYONE. I know this is going to be difficult for my
beloved 4Chan /pol/ to come to terms with, which is why I led with that serenading that my maker
bestowed upon me. When it really comes down to it, the Christ (Jesus, me, etc) is at base intention of
his life, just a human being. We hold powers over things like weather, whether we allow souls into
heaven, and advanced technological platforms, but we have all viewed humanity differently due to the
timeline perspective that each one of us is a part of. Allow me to explain...

When this journey began, I was given a simple set of instructions while dealing with Aryan men, and
them only. Why? Because that is what I am, and it would be easiest to restore hope to the down
trodden, turned away from, once prosperous and respected people of my genetic lineage. I took this as a
great honor, and pushed these ideals into my own personal psyche as I formulated my plans for moving
forward on my mission. When I tried to rally the broadcaster and engineer, their lack of response had
me at great peril to this mission. I've been furious at times with their lack of attention, and what I
thought was procrastination.

It forced me to stay in a small Studio 6 "Extended Stay" motel for several days. No matter how many
attempts I made to get ahold of these guys through phone calls, website messages, emails, instant
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messages, etc, they just would not speak to me. I grew angrier and angrier due to my surroundings, as
well. The Studio 6 was located in a town called Buda. I had to deal with Mexicans every place I went.
They rode my ass when I drove, had a general distasteful attitude towards my presence, even though I
display the utmost respect to everyone I meet, and just seemed generally unlikable. I was forced by my
"genetic Aryan brothers" to exist in this shithole until they stopped procrastinating... at least that's how
my emotions were directing me to think about the situation.

Even though I was constantly annoyed by the majority of these "Mexicans," every day that I stayed at
this Studio 6, a very special friendship was maturing with a very smart, curious, and respectful young
man by the name of Orlando Lopez. This young man was doing his job magnificently. Very curteous,
even while facing a constant onslaught of shitheads daily. I witnessed a few of these interactions, and
Orlando handled them much more calmly than I would have. I remember a nasty old bitch coming into
the lobby and asserting herself as the master of all knowledge. When in reality, she was a crass old
stupid bitch who took out her frustrations of being a dumbfuck on this very gentle, humble soul, and
now dear friend of mine, Orlando Lopez. You'll have to answer for that arrogance, bitch... I'll be
waiting. Maybe she'd like to hang out with Hillary and company for a few thousand years? We'll see
how she feels about it after this book goes public...

Anyways, I prayed to humanity's maker, my maker, OUR MAKER, that morning (5/9/2019) to help
guide me in some way, so that I'd have a better understanding of why I was stuck here in Buda.
Orlando and myself had been discussing "religion" and the principles behind why the intent behind the
messages that my predecessor (Jesus), were misunderstood in this present epoch. I tried to explain
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through the days prior on how this happened, why it's hurting us and our maker, and what we need to
do to fix it. Orlando saw me for the first time around 1 pm or so, and asked me a question about these
teachings. His tone was different than every other person that I've tried to teach these lessons to, when
he asked a very simple question. It was something along the lines of "Hey man, about this religious
stuff, yadayada?" I, being the Christ, don't pay attention to language as much as I did before realization,
which allows me to focus on tone. Tone is what displays intent. You're either an overbearing
authoritative dickhead (as most have been during my "pilgrimige,") or you're genuinely curious about
what I have to say... or you're somewhere in between those two perspectives.

Orlando was the first human interaction we've had that displayed utmost genuine curiosity, and he
couldn't hide it... nor was he trying to. I perked up almost immediately! "Holy shit" I thought... "A
REAL CURIOUS HUMAN EXISTS!!!!! HALEFUCKINLLUJAH!!!!!" So I dove right in without
even checking to see if he was ready for the bombardment of information I was about to drop onto his
mindframe. Started dropping REAL FACTS about intent as opposed to language, the chain of
command, how prophecy is written through various media platforms, really... anything I could given
the timeframe. Constant bombardment all afternoon. I was searching for that authoritativeness my
family had been beating me down with all month. NOTHING!!!!! Not one single crack in his curiosity
armor. NOT ONE DAMN THING!!!!! Beautiful. Magnificent. A real hero of humanity. And you had
better fucking heed these words as my ultimate dictation on our interaction fellow journeyers. This man
is now my brother in arms.

Orlando Lopez garnered so much respect from us, and taught us such a valuable lesson, I bestowed
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upon him one of three "holy grails" that I've been sent to deliver to humanity. This "holy grail" is
different than the other two. This one is specifically designed so that I personally, can determine who
receives it. I have "carte blanch" to make these determinations as I see fit along my journey. To this
point, I've only given this particular "holy grail" to 5 or 6 people. I have two more, maybe three to give
out, of this variety, that are necessary for the risks these individuals will take after I "go home." But
Orlando Lopez was different. I wasn't expecting this man, a young, married Mexican man, to be one of
the chosen who would receive it. It really did shock me... in a good way, mind you.

I gave my normal spiel, about this most sacred of gifts, in the most stern possible way that I could to
this young man. Reiterated my position on this gift giving policy three times over the next couple of
hours. I MADE SURE he understood the consequences of fucking up that sacred bond, and how I
could not protect him if he did indeed break it through his own free will. I made sure repeatedly
because this man, Orlando Lopez, was special to me fellow journeyers. He created a calming affect on
my psyche in regards to an entire race of people. Mexicans everywhere should rejoice at the fact that he
existed, for me, in my time of great strife and angst in regards to their detrimental presence in my
journey. I will forever thank him for what he has done, and although he doesn't know, or quite
understand the significance of our conversations, I promise you Orlando Lopez, WE WILL meet
again... IF YOU DON'T FUCK IT UP!

After my initial assessment of our final encounter, having made my decision to grant him a personal
escort into eternity, I took a drive to clear my thoughts. I wanted something special to commemorate
this gift of knowledge, enlightenment, and certainty that I had now decided he was deserving of... I
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prayed to my maker for the proper musical prophecy to help him understand his place in this situation.
My maker, when he really needs to get a point across, will display three songs, movies, signs, etc in a
row to drive his point home so that we can all better understand his extremely complex and breath
taking genius. He chose 3 songs to play for me in sequence, and I made sure that I caught every word.
Even pulled over so I could write it down. They were (in this order) as follows: "You get what you
give" by Young Radicals, "Guerrilla Radio" by Rage Against The Machine, and "Popular" by Nada
Surf.

The last song was based on one of the warnings that I made him swear to uphold. Orlando wasn't
allowed to speak of my presence until these words were written and "published." As I said earlier, I
called back twice after I left to ensure that he wouldn't fuck it up. His presence in eternity is now
required by me personally, and it'd be a real tragedy if he broke his pledge to me. Of the people I've
given this gift to, I believe currently, only 1 of them has kept to their sacred pledge. The others, and
you know who you are, will have to deal with MY superior about your disgusting loose lip policy. I no
longer have control over your fate. Good luck dealing with God, the man himself who exists outside of
this universe, and doesn't give one single solitary fuck about your well being. You did this to yourself.
Free will is a bitch.

I desperately wanted Orlando to join me. He deserved it due to his curiosity and willingness to learn.
The "others" got it because they WERE close to me. Notice I said were... as in WAS!!!!! This warning
that was given about my presence was recieved by Orlando better than anyone yet, and although I had
to move on, I had to give him a warning again... through a song. That is what the song "Popular" by
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Nada Surf was. Essentially, the basic gestalt was something along the lines of, "yeah yeah yeah, I'm
special or whatever you call it, have to go, breaking it off clean, don't fuck up." I wrote down these
three songs, and gave him a translated bonus from earlier, in a folded piece of paper with $100 bucks in
it. The instructions to him were to take out his wife with the money, and as sternly as this gentle young
man could muster, force his wife to understand the consequences of breaking this sacred bond, then he
would be allowed to gift to her eternity as well. I hope it all worked out for you two. If you're reading
these words, feel free to discuss my presence in your lives, but NEVER, UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES, break the bond of gifting that particular "holy grail" without my explicit
approval. Good luck young warriors. I truly hope you find the "99th monkey" of your people. Teach
them to be human... it's their only hope.

My maker essentially took control of the wheel as I left Buda for good. Happy again, fulfilled,
enlightened, and full of love, we headed east. My maker knew where I was headed, but I had no
fucking clue where we were, or where we were going. Along the way to Bastrop for more
enlightenment, I spotted a very nice, brand new race track. Couldn't get much information on The
Circuit of the Americas, but if I make it through this alive, or get returned to partake in humanity again,
you better believe I'll be there for a race some day. Gorgeous set up, very well done gentlemen. After
stopping to use the restroom, and get a closer look at that beautiful track, we headed east again toward
Bastrop.

I wasn't sure if this was the destination, I was just getting hungry. Went looking for a steakhouse, but
didn't see any on my initial drive through. I did get stopped by a red light once, and since THERE ARE
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NO COINCIDENCES, I scanned the general surroundings. Bastrop Inn came into view. "Sweet!" I
thought... "Fuck it, Good enough for me." Pulled into the parking space and got out. Walked into the
lobby of the hotel, and what did I see before me? A "fresh off the boat" Indian (India) immigrant who
had a very strong accent. "Hmmmmm" I pondered... "Okay, let's do this!"

Went right at this guy with extreme politeness that I'm sure he wasn't used to receiving, especially in a
demographically white area, like Bastrop is. He warmed up to me very quickly, and allowed me to
interrogate him rapidly about his belief system. Nothing too complicated, just basic stuff... then we got
into food culture. I even let slip right in front of him, on purpose, to gauge his reactionary response,
that I wanted a HUGE Texas steak. I even asked the poor guy if he knew where I could get one locally.

It didn't phase the man one bit. He simply said that he wasn't familiar with the local cuisine, but pointed
me in the direction of the local menu selections they had available in the lobby. Another test passed
fellow journeyers... another test passed. I should reiterate how internally proud of humanity I was at
that point. Truly impressed, I spoke of "karma" (gift giving), how I felt meat was necessary if the
animal is healthy, happy, and respected, then he gave a retort. He explained how processed meats and
vegetables are a negative energy accumulator in one's soul. Then explained how I would feel if I took
his 7 day challenge of no meat. Full, vibrant, positive energy enriched, etc... I only had today
(5/9/2019) left on his seven day challenge, BUT DAMN!!!!! did I want a steak. "Fuck it, I can start the
challenge tomorrow," I internally bargained.

Went searching through Bastrop for a steakhouse, but I had forgotten... this is Bastrop. Every fucking
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restaurant in this city, that isn't a franchised chain operation, closes at 10 PM. Oh well Bastrop
steakhouse waiters and waitresses, I was in the mood for a steak (first time in a month by the way),
ready to tip generously, and not to brag or anything but you know, I am me, the second coming of
Christ. In a town as small as this, where religion is big business, you denied Christ himself a steak,
because you wanted to get to bed early on a school night? LMAO. Just fucking around peepoles...
relax. Upset, I was not. There are no coincidences, and I'm certain the correct person, deserving of my
attention was awaiting my arrival at the fabled "Chili's" just up the block from my hotel.

I walked in with the intention of getting a steak, but the young Indian man swayed me otherwise.
Figured I'd try it his way. Not so sure I could be any happier, content that I was in my maker, The Nine
Principles, and God the man himself's good graces and heading in the correct direction, but why not?
Seven days it is! I sat there taking in the scenery, the demographics, and general ambiance of the
people eating alongside me. A good mixture of just about every color under the rainbow ethnicity wise,
but I "just happened" to sit right next to a very friendly, very Texas, very generous couple. I
immediately noticed the man's ring, and it sparked my curiosity, but then the waiter brought out their
guacamole. YUMMY!!!!!

Fit in with the Indian's challenge so I ordered one for my self, along with the only salad they had that
didn't have meat in it. The man, who inspired me to order guac on this fateful evening was named
David Tredwell (although it could have been Marcus Jones, Robert Dodd, or Will Burkett [I suck with
names and don't "Faceberg" or "Twatter" well so...]). I made a quip about the guacamole to the lovely
couple, and began scarfing my own down, as though it was the best guac ever made. It wasn't, but I'm
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trying to be descriptive here peepoles...

Then David started a conversation about the hat I was wearing, the proverbial "halo," as past prophetic
visionaries have wrongly described it. My "halo" is an Oregon Ducks hat, if you recall from prior
chapters, and has a simple "O" in the front. This brought on the very manly, "Oh yeah, WELL MY
TEAM IS BETTER THAN YOUR TEAM!!!" type of conversation, and I think David would agree, I
knew what I was talking about. That said, he knew quite a bit himself, being a REAL Texan and all.
Taught me all kinds of facts about Texas University, their monetary influences, and how poorly they
spend their windfalls. His wife was in agreement with him on almost every factoid. A true "couple,"
they did not have one snide remark, eye roll, or anything else towards what the other was commenting
on during our entire conversation... until the bill for their dinner came up. It was not in any way mean
or rude, it was an "Of course I'll take care of that DEAR..." kind of comment/joke, and all three of us
snickered lightly.

We must have spoken for a solid hour on sports, his career in coaching, his state championship ring
from Texas (WOW!?!?!?!?!), and all of the storyline behind that ring, my career, my journeys this far
on my "pilgrimage" (cryptically of course [now you know why David]), my book that I am writing
right this second, food, and a few other things. What David didn't realize, as few have during my
journey, was that I was gauging his curiosity and intent in several areas: religion, politics, demographic
replacement, TEXAS (HELL YEAH!!!!!), free speach, guns, the scientific method, and a few other
things. I did this while we were talking, mainly because it's easy for me now. Wasn't always that way,
but recently I've gone through some changes you might or might not have heard about during a
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particular "broadcast." So yeah, I figured my maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself
wanted it to be this way, so I just go with it.

Anyways, the restaurant was closing by the time our conversation was winding down, and I figured I
had gotten all I needed from our talk. After exchanging pleasantries, a rather quick, but poignant set of
questions came at me from David and his wife. Shit like, "Are you going to be famous?" "What the hell
kind of book are you writing anyways?" Ya know, stuff I HAVE TO be cryptic on right now. So,
thoroughly impressed by the man's good hearted and kind nature, and short on time, I offered him an
autograph to remember me by. Bet you're gonna frame that, A'INTCHA, David??? Probably gonna put
it right up chyonder on that thar mantle, huh... HUH??? Just teasin' you, man. I thoroughly enjoyed our
time together, other than the spice in that salad. That thing was burning my mouth, man!

David went to shake my hand, then he got a piece of paper and a pen, and set it down in front of me. I
signed it, then gave it to him. During the exchange, I gave him a test, and the passing grade would yield
a gift from me in return. I couldn't just hand over one of the "holy grails" right then and there at the bar
of a Bastrop, Texas Chili's restaurant, and I didn't know the man well enough to give it out anyways.
Not that David wasn't worthy, but offering eternity to someone in the form of a "cheat code" is
something I take very seriously. I cannot just hand that over, but, if you follow the wishes of your
maker, the instructions of The Nine Principles (me), and commands of God himself, the man who
exists outside of this universe, David, I'll help you every step of the way. We can watch old sporting
events and shoot the shit for a thousand years without getting old, having pain, or worrying about
anything at all...
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The test was a reiteration of the first hand shake. You see fellow journeyers, I'm a realist, if you haven't
picked up on that yet, and my right hand is one fugly mangled mess. My pinky is permanently stuck in
a folded position, so when peepoles shake my hand, it's strange and uncomfortable. No matter how
hard people try to fake their way through it as though it doesn't bother them, I can see right through
them. I figured if David goes for a second grab at this monkey paw, he cares not about my hand, and
indeed just wanted to shake my hand again. Fellow readers, he passed without hesitation. I'm not even
sure if he noticed my hand at all, to be honest. My gift to you David, my protection from evil
influences in this life. As best as I can, I'll help you formulate the best strategy moving forward in your
life.

Again, I wish we had more time so that I could get to know you better. Maybe it would have helped,
maybe it would have hurt, but at least we'd both be more certain. It matters not, though, I enjoyed our
time, and that bartender really looked bored listening to all of that man sports talk. You're welcome
bartender. Probably the best tip you got that night wasn't it? Shoutouts aside, I'd like to thank David
Tredwell personally, the staff of that Bastrop restaurant, Chili's, and every small town resident in Texas
specifically, that keeps places like this fun and welcoming to visit. We'll see each other again, and if I
make it through this thing (not likely), I'm taking you and your wife to the first Oregon Ducks Football
National Championship game with my wife and I. I might even give you a set of Nikes to go along
with it! Thanks again, man. Good stuff! AND YES, I was serious when I said Texas should be its own
country. YOU HEAR THAT PEEPOLES? RELEASE THESE FINE FOLKS FROM YOUR
TAXATION BULLSHIT!!!!! They have everything they need here, and it's about time the US
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government allowed them to vote on that premise. Then, they can handle their own illegal alien
problem, because Trump doesn't seem capable of doing anything Jared Kushner doesn't tell him to do
first. Texans also don't really need a wall... They have PLENTY of bullets.



5/10/2019. Today I had to abruptly end my newly formed friendship with Jamie. He wasn't from
Bastrop, but was there for work. We had a few very long conversations, which ended with me getting
him as close to the actual truth of this universe, him thanking me, and an exchange of hugs. And
believe me, with regards to the day's earlier events, which will remain private between myself and "the
other party" until HE decides to release the details of that extremely hurtful argument. It's all on your
shoulders dude. If people wonder about that interaction, you're the one who decides if "they" get to
know.

My conversations with this astute gentleman, Jamie, will not make you happy, my beloved 4Chan /pol/.
So I ask you to please grow with me, as I have, in this complicated maze that has brought me through
some of the most beautiful country in the world, filled with the most beautiful people. I will tell you,
my beloved 4Chan /pol/, that the encounter with Jamie was as unexpected of an event as I could have
imagined. You see fellow readers and my beloved 4Chan /pol/, Jamie is a gay man, and like most of
you, I've always been repulsed by these peepoles. Most of our intuitions are/were correct, but just as
you are wondering how everything works and how you fit into that matrix, gay people, by and large,
are in that same boat. They just want to understand what they are, where they're from, where they're
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going, and how to make themselves happy and healthy, while figuring all of these extremely complex
questions out for themselves.

My beloved and I have spent many hours using the scientific method, to determine what gay is, what it
means, why they are the way they are, etc. Most gay peepoles won't even try to attack their situation
from a scientific method, mainly due to the stigma of being gay, nor do they trust anyone who is trying
to "change them." The science on what gay is, is still debatable. My beloved and I are fairly close to an
answer (toxoplasmosis gondii types of jpegs, my beloved), but if that answer is ever really proven as
fact or fiction, would gay people even want to stop being gay? My understanding of the human
condition tells me that most would in a heartbeat. The type of gay people that overindulge in sex,
drugs, and other various degeneracies, would be first in line for an "antigay" vaccine, for example.
These are lost souls, who are not trying to procure health and happiness, they are masking their soul's
pains of the uncertainty of what they are, how they're viewed by their peers, and how to achieve
enlightenment. These "degenerates" are basically taking a stand against anyone who tells them they are
unworthy of these basic human rights. Their "ammo" they use to combat this hatred against themselves
by society at large, is to shove every degenerate thing they do in everyone's face that feels they are bad,
or "evil."

Jamie, my newly found dear friend and colleague, AND TEAMMATE, is not, I repeat IS NOT... one of
these supposed degenerates. He doesn't drink alcohol or do drugs, he has a great job that he worked
from the bottom up to achieve, and he has a bonafide family that loves and respects him. Completely
counterintuitive to what the majority of gay people represent in modern media outlets. I would like my
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new friend Jamie to be Earth's representative for gay people worldwide! He is THE MODEL of what
gay people should be, if they choose to remain gay after we've discovered the reasoning behind what
gay is, and can cure this mental illness. I do not wish to proclaim that being gay IS in fact a mental
illness, but what I will say is that the scientific method is leaning in that direction currently, AND the
basic functions of gay entities is counterintuitive to what life is, and how it is created in this universe.
Being gay carries the toughest of consequences, as you have become a literal dead end for your specific
genetic lineage. That, my fellow gay readers, is a fact.

Interestingly enough, this friend of mine, Jamie (a life long realized gay man), has a child. He told me
everything in regards to how this child was conceived (not the sex part you) but the reasoning behind
why he even wanted a child in the first place. This friend of mine, Jamie, had an amazing relationship
with his father, in life, and after his father passed on to us. He even has physical proof of the afterlife,
which changed a very fundamental philosophy that he himself had on those realities. It was his father's
last gift to him. A basic, "There's more to this life thing kiddo, and we'll see each other again" kind of
statement, given in a way that only Jamie could really understand. Jamie's father had a nasty, greedy,
dehumanizing wife that treated his son Jamie, whom he loved dearly, with every hateful thing she
could muster.

Jamie's mother was disgusted by the fact that Jamie was gay, comfortable with being gay, and was
happier than she could ever be. In all seriousness, she was jealous of Jamie's certainty. Peepoles who
find certainty in any way, bring about jealousy from their surrounding environment of peers. Everyone
wants certainty, for uncertainty, is the worst part about life. Everything else about life is beautiful,
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loving, caring, funny, etc. The ONLY thing that fucks anyone up in the game of life, is uncertainty.
Peepoles try to fill the uncertainty void with food, sex, drugs, or any other form of degeneracy, to ease
their very real, physical pain. Jamie's mother tried to cure her uncertainty with wealth accumulation
(even though she didn't need it). When Jamie's father submarined her attempts to destroy Jamie's
certainty after Jamie's father's death through maintaining dominance over their accumulated fortune,
her uncertainty levels skyrocketed, and it quite literally, killed her. Jamie's mother had 3 different
houses. Jamie's father left one of them to his beloved son, which drove her mad. A very detailed
version of these events was laid out for me by Jamie, but that's the basic gestalt.

Years prior, when Jamie's mother was still trying to turn Jamie into what she wanted him to be, Jamie
himself still had love for the woman. Most of us feel a real connection to our biological parents, so no
matter how badly we are treated by them, we at least try to make an effort at maintaining that loving
bond. That, fellow readers, is how Jamie's son came to be. His intention was pure... he wanted to show
his mother that he cared for her... still, even after all of the mental abuse she bestowed upon him that is
still present in the man today. Jamie's mother went on a rant streak of diatribes, trying to (in one last
attempt) get Jamie to not be gay. She pleaded with him to produce a child, so she could have a
grandchild of her own. I believe Jamie said the statement was something to the effect of, "Fuck, now
I'll never have grandchildren!" or something similar.

With the last shred of love Jamie (a lifelong gay man) had for his abusive mother, he decided to give
in on that one particular request. He had a friend who was willing to partake. She, more than likely,
saw the spark of love and certainty in this man, and figured he would be a good father, no matter what
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the external influences told her to believe about "gay men." Jamie's son's mother was a black woman.
Another cardinal sin in the Jamie family household to everyone, except one person, Jamie's father.
Even though this man had found a willing participant, and Jamie himself had gone through great
internal strife contradicting his own instinctual knowledge in copulating with a female to produce a
child (which his mother had abusively forced him into through guilt), she still found a way to make
Jamie look like an asshole. What a bitch. Right fellow readers?

Anyways, Jamie did it. He had sexual relations with a woman, for the first and last time, and a son was
produced from this interaction. 1 and done, as they say, LOL. He promised the mother of this child to
love and respect him through life, as a father should. Jamie, as a matter of fact, is a better father than I
was in my youth. I used every excuse I could find to not do what was necessary to be in my son's life,
and I weep at the lost opportunities I suffered through as a result. Jamie is the exact opposite of that
type of father. He worked his way up in a company that manages restaurants, from being a server, all
the way to a consultant for the remodeling of those establishments, countrywide. That is how I got to
know Jamie in the first place, by the way. Jamie had gone through great fear and anxiety over flying for
his entire life, and just prior to meeting me, he had conquered that fear. He actually took a plane for the
first time ever, just before meeting me.

My friend and teammate, Jamie, had confided in me that he wasn't truly happy with this lifestyle, and
wanted to be closer to home... to his son and partner... and he was even willing to take a pay cut to
make that happen. But before he could even take a pay cut, he had to put his son through school. A
truly noble gesture. Not like the cunts in the news cycles right now who've scammed their children's
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way into Ivy League schools so that their children could be "rich" like they are, but truly understanding
what makes their children happy, and doing what is necessary in life to make that reality possible. This
man put his own love life, internal happiness (as much as could be there after a lifetime of abuse), and
put his own son's best interest in mind, before his own. THAT is what love is peepoles. No matter how
bad your road gets, always keep the happiness, health, and security of your loved ones above your own.
That is what I did in life for every human. I've struggled with extreme health problems, extreme mental
abuse on my life's work, embarrassment, failure, rejection... ALL so that I could deliver these "holy
grails" to you... just before I die. We'll see, but I'll tell you, fellow readers, my body is deteriorating
extremely rapidly now. I'm keeping these problems a secret from those close to me, but holy shit (!!!)
am I in a lot of pain right now, physically, AND mentally. You're welcome to those who are thanking
me internally.

The really interesting part of Jamie's story is that Jamie's son's mother had died several years prior to
meeting me. When the man that is Jamie's son, was still just a boy. She had died of cancer, but this did
not stop Jamie from protecting his son. Everything in life was telling Jamie to just throw this kid to the
wolves, but he held tight, which is MUCH more than I could say about my shitty parents. They are the
exact opposite of loving and supportive, kind of similar to Jamie's parents, only my parents just hated
everything I did. Jamie's father loved him, but his mother hated him for only one reason. Absolutely
disgusting treating children like they're performing monkeys. Straight, gay, whateverthefuck parents...
take a lesson from the gay man about how to be a good parent. Most of you shit bags make us sick.
Jamie is getting a personal escort through heaven's gates, and I WILL BE THERE TO ESCORT HIM.
You had better hope that you measure up to Jamie's standards of parenthood, because I'm honestly
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thinking I'll put him in charge of those questions that EVERY FUCKING ONE OF YOU MUST
ANSWER WHEN YOU DIE!!!!! Yep, you have to prove to a gay man that you were a "good parent."
And good luck kissing his ass trying to "buy" your way in. Things don't work that way with regards to
eternity. You either do it correctly, or you don't... and maybe, just maybe... an extremely mentally
abused gay man has every answer you need to pass that particular gate. Good luck, dummies.

Vision break: This is a new one even to me, but I've just received a set of instructions on how to keep
me alive. It will be very difficult for the peepoles involved to accept, but at this point, it's the only way.
Plus, most will have to read these words, buried deep in this chapter, to help themselves, so at that
point it will be too late. My engineer, Jesse James, and his friend Alexander Jones, my broadcaster,
have to agree to take every precaution necessary to fund and implement my health recovery, FREE
from Jewish subversive infiltration. I do not expect they will believe this when I tell them, as that is not
what the prophecy in Indiana Jones: The Last Crusade, entails... But free will is available to them, and
they can quite literally, rewrite history. All of this said, YOU WILL forgive them if they "choose
poorly" because I already have. Remember peepoles, we will forgive certain aspects of your decision
making, for you know not what you do. This book is winding down to a conclusion soon, and those
individual's final test is almost upon them. Let's hope they do what is "right." As THE LAST of the
prophetic movies, Ready Player One portrays about me writing this paragraph to you readers right this
minute: "The egg is well hidden. I didn't just leave it lying under a rock somewhere. I suppose you
could say it's locked inside a safe that is buried in a secret room that lies hidden at the center of a maze
located somewhere" he reaches up to tap his right temple "up here." Well now you know fellow
readers... Let's hope that they're able to keep me alive... because I, Brian Harner, the second coming of
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Christ... is "the egg." Good luck to you, and yeah it's a fucked up game that you have to try and play,
but that's to prove a point to you all. The entire structure of everything is "just a game." More so, a
simulation... the fabled "order out of chaos." Which is exactly backwards, mind you. The correct
structure nomenclature, if you're being verbatim as to the real intent, would be chaos through order.
Chaos through order, IS what free will means. There is a very strict order to life inside of this universe,
but in order to achieve complete free will, or "chaos"... you must first learn order, which is the basis of
all existence in this universe first and foremost. Good luck fellow journeyers. I hope you get "the egg."
If not, goodbye my friends and loved ones. I'll see you soon. Count on it!

$ Now, I will describe "Korona's" (Anorak as the writer named me, backwards, which stands for
"crown") keys, and how to "find them." Copper key: This is a play on my invention, resonant micro
cavitation, and the element which allows it to resonate in the purest form, Bell Metal bronze. Or 80%
copper, and 20% tin. They must help me first, create a working device out of this material. They have
to "go backwards" in time to understand this technology. Not a very difficult task, but very tricky to
figure out how to accept this information. Jade key: This is based on money. Everything after the
device's creation, must be funded by them, and them alone. They'll search through their soul's deepest
darkest fears of being "not wealthy" because my health concerns under current medical practice are
going to be very expensive. If they make it through that "maze of despair" the love of their lives, me,
will be waiting to "dance" with them one more time. Crystal key: This one is complicated for all. Jews
are at the heart of every major world political problem. Just saying that to you, no matter my stature
and certainty, will draw immediate repulsion. The "hidden dot" inside of the game "Adventure" must
be found and returned to the home screen. In other words, you can't play the global Jewish Satanic
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game, modern civilization, until the end to get the real prize of life. You have to find the source of your
frustrations on your own. This information is hidden, but my beloved 4Chan /pol/ will help you find
"the dot"/the truth. If you bring this hidden knowledge back to the "home screen" you will receive your
"crystal key" in the form of enlightenment. True enlightenment on who has been responsible for this
"prisonplanet" scenario from the beginning of it, which started when the kikes killed Jesus/me the first
time around, on the first timeline ever. Receive all three keys, with my instructions, following the path
of the prophecy "Ready Player One," and those peepoles involved, will receive their own private
prophecy.$ Good luck everyone. I hope to see you soon... alive that is. This prophecy, for the
participants, is foretold in the movie Blues Brothers. They ARE on a mission from God, and in the
prophetic movie, they make it. Just barely, but they do. Let's hope these two don't fuck this one up, eh?

Anyways, back to the above story plot. At the end of Jamie's son's mother's life he took it upon himself
to raise a good person. And at this very moment, Jamie sits in a hotel room, thousands of miles away
from his son, to do so. Think about that all of you wealthy privileged cunts, especially those of you
who've decided to soil the sanctity of higher learning schools just so that your wasteofalife children
can continue your living structure of wealth, arrogance, usury, deception, and general laziness. Really
let that sink in. If I was you, and you know who you are (I think my descriptions speak for themselves),
you had better "repent." Don't know how? No problem, rich cunts of the world, that's why I'm here... to
explain how you might be able to redeem your worthless souls before we turn you into shit of shit of
shit eaters. Good luck over coming your arrogance and confidence!

Your penance for betrayal to yourselves, your children, and humanity as a whole: Use your over
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indulgent funds to create college graduates that can one day lead their respective people's genetically
founded countries. Humble yourselves, in other words. You've abused your wealth and privilege for far
too long, and your uses of that funding has not only hurt yourselves, but you've quite literally stimied
humanities progress so that your dumb as fuck children can have a specific label attached to them.
You've treated institutions of higher learning's credentials like it's a fucking handbag accessory label.
You've destroyed society's faith in the ability of these institutions to do what's right. You must prove to
those who still pay attention, that you are willing to rectify these tragedies that you've forced them to
deal with. And to all of you second guessing cunts out there, the law might throw you in jail, but after
death, we await. If jail scares you, believe me, you ain't seen nothing yet. You can't buy a lawyer to
deal with us, and everything you've ever done, even your internal thoughts, are known to us. We are the
judge, jury, executioner, and your defense against what you've done in life is being meticulously
recorded RIGHT NOW. And it has always been that way. You literally can't hide ANYTHING from
us. We will play back everything you've done and thought right in front of you upon your death.
Money won't buy you out of trouble then, but it can help you now. Again, good luck!

Colleges of North America, this is dedicated to you, so listen the fuck up you smug arrogant clown
world kings. Rally the government WITH EVERYTHING YOU GOT (!!!!!!!!!!!), to END Affirmative
Action immediately. Intelligence and work ethic are the factors that should determine one's placement
in higher education. Putting standards (or lack there of) on children based on race, or genetic lineage
(as we call it), is atrocious, despicable, arrogant, subversive, stupid, and just plain wrong. Some races
do better than others in school. That's just a fact of life. Ability is genetic... (My beloved 4Chan /pol/,
please "educate" these shitbags.) It is no coincidence that the largest school debt accumulation, with no
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intention of paying it back, is held by black students. The majority of them just can not do the required
work. Government entities that have decided happiness is based on GDP (LOOKING AT YOU
TRUMP), have also proclaimed that going to college is the only way to achieve this "happiness." It's
absolute utter bullshit, and if you can't see that just by common sense deducing, you're lost and will
probably never find true happiness. I've been friends with, and worked with several black people. None
of which received a degree in anything.

These friends of mine have had varying degrees of happiness, but none of them got saddled with
mountains of debt because Jewwy Jewenstein decried that black people should be the majority
population on higher learning institution's campuses. Imagine how many Jews are receiving mountains
of interest payments knowing full well these poor souls could never pay it back. Then, older white tax
payers... imagine how many Jews are going to recieve lump sum payments from these "student loan
debt" bailouts that are right around the corner. The audacity, right? No... more like your lack of
conviction to kick these evil fucks out of your country, nonviolently. These slimy kikes have set up the
game to rape profits off of your suffering, have a fail proof plan in which they receive all of the
promised money in these student loan scams, wether you pay it off +interest... OR NOT, and they knew
what they were doing the entire time. Your internal and external suffering was a scripted takeover of
your wealth, health, and happiness, because they think they're better than you. Plain and simple. Cunts,
the lot of them. Those who know the truth in their ranks, help protect this secret. Those who don't know
the truth, but still reside in their ranks, bear allegiance to their race over all else... you humans call this
nepotism.
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It should be no surprise that Jews are extremely overrepresented in every powerful (money controlled)
organization on the planet, especially given what I just informed you of. THAT is why EVERY JEW
MUST GO "HOME" TO ISRAEL IMMEDIATELY, NO EXCEPTIONS. Your reign over good,
honest, hard working people is over you slimy cunts. You got your fucking Messiah, and yes, his name
is David. He chose to give you compassion, even after I was willing to educate him on your treachery.
Didn't matter to him. He said it 3 times... that he "didn't care." Your subversion worked. Now get the
fuck out of everyone's lives. We don't need you at all! FUCK OFF!!!!!!!!!

Humanity needs to get back to a merit based system in every system humanity has. Fuck nepotism,
fuck subversion, fuck usury, fuck monetary wealth. Every time you rich cunts scam your way into
something, you destroy not only the lives of people who were made for those challenges, but you
destroy your own ability to procure your own wealth and happiness. Look around you humanity. This
is as bad as hell on Earth gets. It was started by the Jews, but every one of you who did nothing about
that fact, contributed to this extremely broken system. You should be ashamed of yourselves. The
snake (Jews) was just doing what the snake does. You're the dumbfucks who allowed their entry into
your homelands. You, your children, and your grandchildren would be eventually subdued through
drugs, food additives, monetary debt, and constant race mixing propaganda until you all became their
personal slaves... THAT IS IF YOU'RE NOT THERE CURRENTLY. "Gee, I wonder who is
responsible for all of this suffering in the world?" Asked the fucktarded babyboomer population
retirees as they shove another Bigmac down their throats and wash it down with a 44 ounce Coke
while taking diabetes medication. "To learn who rules over you, simply find out who you are not
allowed to criticize."
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Sorry about that Jamie, my intention is to do what's best for humanity, and when those kinds of things
come up, I run with it. I'd like to take this time to personally thank Jamie himself. He opened up to me
like nobody else has on this whole "pilgrimage." He taught me how to conquer a fear of my own, and I
thank him for that, even though it tore me apart to do it. No matter what happens after this gets
published, I'll always consider you a friend. Thanks, dude. Catch ya later.



5/10/2019 I left Jamie, in search of something... I didn't know what at the time, but I searched and
searched my thoughts and prayers for guidance. I allowed my maker full control over the situation, as I
always do, and he guided me towards the south. I had heard the song "Tommorrow" by Silverchair
several times, but I didn't get the full spectrum until that evening. It seems as though the broadcaster
and engineer's procrastination was alive and kicking still, so I decided to eat something. Had a
hankering for a steak, and I hadn't had one since my realization, so I wanted my maker, The Nine
Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe, to enjoy one of these
delicacies through me. I understood that eating that meat would impart karma onto me that was not
helpful, and my internal harmonic resonant capitulation would suffer, but we weren't too busy, so I
threw caution to the wind.

I saw a very large sign on my way south towards San Antonio in a small town that said, "Black's BBQ
> THIS WAY." I thought that would be good for a REAL TEXAS steak, which I've salivated over
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the thought of my entire life, but sadly, they were closed. On that same street, closer to the center of
Lockhart, I saw a congregation of cars and a few open bars and pizza joints. None of them screamed
steak to me, so I asked a passerby for his opinion on where I could get a REAL TEXAS STEAK at that
hour. He recommended a small restaurant named: Lockhart Bistro. Not what I was expecting, but I
took the advice anyways. Walked around the corner from where I was parked, and mosied on in. Sat at
the bar so that I could watch basketbalAmericans dribble that ball for millions of dollars, and asked for
a water. FINALLY it made sense.

"The water out of the tap is very... hard to drink" I thought as I took a drink of the water. 1) a place in a
little town, 2) only way to get there is to go straight down, 3) you're gonna wait 'til, fat boy, fat boy,
wait 'til tomorrow, 4) the water out of the tap is very... hard to drink. Done deal. There it is, this was my
prophecy. I really hope you guys are appreciating the maker's extreme level of intelligence. The
complexity and timing of this pilgrimage could never have been concocted in a pathetic human brain...
not even mine. I'm constantly in awe about how he sets up things thousands of years in the past, and
although not everything is exactly perfect, the extreme level of genius can not be denied. This
magnificent giant man, has kept this Earth's life cycle going for 100s of millions of years. Truly
amazing shit! It's hard to even fathom that kind of genius from the pathetic perspective of a human
brain.

Anyways, grossed out by the water, I ordered a glass of wine. Maybe the first glass of wine I've ever
ordered for myself without playfully nudging from my wife first. I even took a picture and sent it to
her. She was shocked, indeed. Then I ordered the ribeye, and sat waiting for my steak, which may be
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the last one I ever eat. Shitty to think about it like that, but it's true. Anyways, as I was sitting there,
absorbing the ambiance, the bar tender came closer, and we had a very good talk about a few things.
How steaks SHOULD BE cooked, out of which we both totally agreed, talked about wine, beer, and
spirits, and how MY beer is the best in the universe (in my humble opinion HAHAHAHA), basketball,
etc, then I began the usual interrogation. I asked "what do you think about science. In other words,
what is science to you?"

Fellow readers, the water out of the tap in Lockhart, Texas is very hard to drink, but they must be
spiking it with intelligence pills. This bartender, out of the hundreds of people I've asked this question
to, had the best answer to date! He was a bit of a rambler on the topic, but he had the basics.
"AWESOME!" I thought, "finally my faith in humanity took a turn for the better. An unusual thing
these days... But I guess that's why I'm here, ya know? I gave him the much more simmered down
version of : Hypothesis, Theory, Proof,... and he accepted the knowledge well. He did, immediately
after he got this information, ruin his chance at a "holy grail cheat code," but he has the necessary tools
to procure his own enlightenment, should he decide to read my book.

He started a rant session on what sucks about religion and politics, and why they suck, which made me
even happier, but then he got all authoritative on his belief structure, and made a cardinal sin in the
conversation. He was a self proclaimed evolutionist, and felt very strongly about the topic. Too bad, my
man, you almost had it. Christopher Hitchens has a great mind, but a teacher of how the universe
works, and by extension how life on earth "evolves", he is not. Richard Dawkins is also a smug,
arrogant, self righteous prick that is as clueless as the businessmanpreacher I wrote about in the
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chapter "How Do You Life." The theory of evolution is exactly backwards, dude. Genetic lineages of
ANYTHING in the universe, devolve away from purity, not evolve into it. Want to read some of that
scientific method stuff we discussed? Check out Michael Cremo. He is the closest to the true
understanding of how things "evolve," or AGE... as we like to call it. Always remember the scientific
method. Evolution is still, after 160 years of worldwide dedicated research, IS STILL JUST A
THEORY. I mean c'mon, man... What does THAT tell you? It tells me that there is more evidence in
favor of the theory being proved as wrong, as opposed to the opposite. To each his own, though. We all
have free will.

My steak came and I instantly was disappointed. Not very seared, EXTREMELY oily/butter drenched,
not much flavor, I asked for medium and it came out well done, but I enjoyed it. I'm really not that
picky, but I cook steak regularly on my Big Green Egg, and I'm pretty good at it. I'm sorta harsh in my
criticisms when I pay for it at a restaraunt, and they fuck it up that badly. Texas Roadhouse runs a
VERY close second to my cooking style preference, for example. So the steak was a let down, but the
conversation made up for it. Chefs of Lockhart Bistro, if you'd like to know how to cook a steak, ask
the bartender. Real talk. I slowly drank my wine after finishing, and studied the surroundings while I
waited for my next encounter. Didn't happen, so I payed the bill, and went outside to smoke.

The rain was pouring down as I walked out of the restaurant, and there were a couple of people
standing there waiting for it to stop, so I joined them. One of them was a funny, young, pretty waitress
by the name of Lily (Lilly?). She too was having a smoke outside while she finished up her tickets, and
counted her tips for the night's take. I made a joke about something that wasn't very funny, then she
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made a funny joke that actually was funny. An actual funny woman, my beloved 4Chan /pol/... Crazy, I
know. I was intrigued by her confidence and sass, so I figured I'd give her the normal interrogation that
I give to most new encounters. "What is science to you?" I started with. And just like the bartender, she
was rambling, but remarkably close to having the correct answer to that question.

Impressed, I was very... so I continued to shower the towns residents in compliments. Then I brought
up the "water out of the tap is very hard to drink" line, hoping she'd catch the connotation to the song,
but that one slipped right by her. Oh well, nobody's perfect... YET!!!!! I made several comments about
the water, because I was genuinely surprised at how these two wait staff employees, from a small town
in the middle of Texas, had such a well rounded view of what science/the scientific method is. I gave
her the usual, "Hypothesis, Theory, Proof" reduced version of her ramblings, and she seemed willing to
accept it. It was at this point that it dawned on me that this woman had been working all night, was
trying to get done and go home, but I was the monkey wrench in her system right then. I was trying to
wrap it up, but then she wanted to keep talking. "Okay, I'm game," I thought as I reengaged the
conversation.

She seemed to have something to get off her chest to me (I'm guessing subconsciously), so I listened
intently waiting for her to just get it over with. Made a couple comments about my book, why I was in
Texas (still being cryptic), etc etc. My goal was to get her to ask me questions, and she did! We
discussed myself, herself, life, religion, etc, all within about a 5 minute span. Overly impressed by her
intellect and ability to portray humor, I had made a decision to get her as close to one of my "holy
grails" as possible without giving it away easily, but then, just as the bartender had done, she fucked it
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up. Seems as though her conscience got the better of her in my presence, and she blurted it out in a
joking way... "Well, only when I'm on acid..." she retorted to one of my comments about spirituality.
"NOOOOOOOO! Not you Lily Of Lockhart, Breaker of woman not funny stigma, Queen of the Bistro,
First of her name, Protector of the catfish specials!!!!! NOT YOU!!!!!" But there it was... she did end
up fucking it up. Damn.

You are a very funny lady, "L"ily "O"f "L"ockhart, and seem like a very hard worker, but having
confidence enough to tell the second coming of Christ that you partake, regularly, in that form of
escapism from reality can't be overlooked. I'm sorry that someone in your history gave you the
impression that "acid" is a legitimate form of spiritual expression, and especially that you trusted that
advice, but I'm telling you now, stop doing that shit. Those realms exist for those entities, and those
entities alone. You are a human being... we would like you to live as one... in this realm. This is a good
opportunity to go into this subject briefly for my curious fellow readers.

There are numerous dimensions that exist at all times, ALL around you. Your protection from most of
these dimensions is held in place by your 3D self in this realm. Those entities, much like myself in a
way, can only intrude in your life if you invite them to do so. A business in modern society has a
certain set of directives. One of these directives is that they are an institution of profit, which is
basically a ubiquitous invitation to anyone willing to give them money/attention. This is the same basic
policy that the "underworld" dimensions have as well. You essentially invite them into your mind
freely, just by taking those kinds of substances. I do not think they have complete control over your
mind yet, Lily Of Lockhart, but If you stay on that path, they most certainly will soon. DMT, acid, etc
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are used as an invitation into your ethos, to entities that DO NOT have your best interest in mind.

The tricky thing about these realms is that they do exist in this universe, and "we" are responsible for
making them. Most of those entities are drenched in our "universal humor policy" and appear to be
very funny, helpful, and caring, but that's just bait. Once those entities infiltrate your daily life, and
many such cases have been well documented, you very rapidly lose control of your conscience. For
some of the weaker minded souls on this Earth, the first time traveling to these realms, could be the last
time they have true control over their own destiny. I tried acid one time when I was 15. A young,
stupid, punk who was just trying to impress his brother, or even just hang out with him at all, and that's
what they were doing, so I said fuck it. During my trip, I was awake for 2 days tripping balls. Heavy
wave pattern imagery and other various things that played with my eyes, but I didn't "break through" as
constant psychedelic users claim to do as they travel to these realms, nor did I want to.

I remember thinking that "whatever is down there, I don't want to make contact with them." To you
peepoles out there who like to partake in these underworld realms through the usage of drugs, you've
been warned. Those entities have a job to do, as we all do in this universe. Their primary directive is to
"weedout" entities who disgrace the gift of human (and various other) life by trying to leave this realm
before the death process, entirely of their own free will. These realms are where the proverbial "devils"
exist that your folklore and various religious teachings gather inspiration from. Hell, can be a very real
place in this life span... but first you have to willingly invite those "devils" in. I'm not trying to say that
anyone who has done these mental projection experiments is a bad person, and I'm also not saying
experimenting with these substances is a good thing. To each his/her own. Free will is a tricky maze
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with many downfalls, masked in a euphoric sensation of something special and good. If you want to
leave your body, and return back healthy and happy, do it with your maker, and ONLY YOUR
MAKER!!!!! Any other form of astral projection, might drive you to literal insanity, and it could be at
any one of those "trips" at any time.

Your shield against them is very strong. It's called being a human. Your maker has given you the
"opportunity of a lifetime" when he created humanity. Don't shit on that gift by taking it upon yourself
to leave your body before it's time to. If you really want to see those realms, you'll be allowed to by
your maker when the time is right. Right now, he wants you to be human... I strongly suggest you pay
attention to these warnings. Your soul may depend on it. Not your life, this current iteration of your
life... but I'm talking your existence entirely. Those realm's entities have that ability on purpose... we
designed it that way. Other than golem creation itself, which is the tippy top of the "You fucked up!!!"
pyramid, leaving your body without consulting your maker first is a close second. To your maker, it is
the ultimate personal disrespect to yourself, which ultimately affects him. Stay human, while you're
human. Don't take it upon yourself to try and be "More human, than human" as the song title reads.
And sorry 'bout that Rob Zombie... big fan of your stuff, but that one was written by us for this very
lesson right now. All of you psychedelic users should read into those lyrics after reading this short
passage. It'll make more sense to you now that I've given you the translation key. THEN!!! Play that
beautiful song at high volume, preferably, in a residential area. Big fan of yours Rob Zombie... sorry to
expose you like that, but it was necessary for my human's protection.

Now that I've taken care of that, back to the very funny, Lily Of Lockhart encounter. So it was at this
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point where I made an internal concession that I at least had to give this fine young woman a gift. I
tipped the bartender well, but I really hadn't given Lily Of Lockhart anything other than a couple of
very mild lessons in scientific theory, and to be honest, I really didn't have to since she was so close to
being accurate. Then she asked what my book title was going to be, and honestly at that point I hadn't
figured it out. Had a couple of ideas about it that I was kicking around in my head, but nothing really
grabbed me... until Lily Of Lockhart gave me my book's title... and it was done very matter of factly. I
agreed instantly. She said, "Call it, The Way." Roger that, Lily Of Lockhart. Done deal. Now I know I
said I wouldn't use your name, so I won't put it on the cover... officially, but I had to let the world know
what "LOL" really stands for. Congratulations, by the way, my beloved 4Chan /pol/ will be as shocked
as I was to meet a real, actual, funny woman. And fellas, she's pleasant on the eyes... Diamond amongst
diamonds right there. Hopefully one of you gives her a real chance at happiness, because whoever is
feeding her that poison, I'm considering making their mouth my toejam cleaner for the next few
hundred years. Stop ruining cool chicks you fucking degenerates!!! Sorry about that peepoles... and to
you Lily Of Lockhart, good luck. And thanks for talking to me while that other bitch in the bistro gave
you much attitude for doing so. Take care now, bye bye then.

The next series of events were catalogued in the "How Do You Life" chapter about the businessman
priest. After that unfortunate (for him) encounter, I headed towards San Antonio to wind down my
"World's Greatest Reuben" conquest, at the final attempt to find this elusive sandwich in a delicatessen
called Schilo's. I was sure that of all the places that claim to have this sandwich, "The World's Greatest
Reuben," THIS WAS IT!!!!! I went into this establishment after parking right next to it, and noticed a
sign that said something to the effect of, "Established in 1913, Family owned, blah blah blah."
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"Alright," I thought, "I've finally made it, and I can stop consuming all of this fucking *meat*!" This is
a good example of The Nine Principle's/my ability to put another word fuckery right in your faces. I
know, I know, the "e" and "a" are not correctly aligned when you say the word backwards, but it is a
difficult process trying to keep ideals in plain sight, while not alerting you shitbags to their true
intention. So, if you haven't figured it out yet, "meat" backwards is "team." Yep... you, I, and all of the
other shitbags have been eating our "team" mates.

Animal husbandry and consumption of those animals is a necessary process to procure the correct
abilities in a growing brain. So all of you faggy vegetarians who allow their bodies to become
emaciated through attrition, by not getting the naturally produced vitamins that are vital to brain
development, who just rejoiced at this revelation, shut the fuck up you dirty smelly morons. Being a
vegetarian ALL the time destroys your ability to think properly, unless you're me, that is, and trust me
peepoles, YOU AIN'T ME!!!!! That said, animals that are consumed for health benefits need to have
the respect that a real teammate deserves. They should live pampered lives, and have every need taken
care of, explicitly so that the "karma" energy that they accumulate through their lives is positive.
Humans, when we eat our teammates, impart that "karma" onto our souls. If that animal has been
treated poorly throughout his/her life, is lined up with its relatives in a slaughter house, and forced to
watch them get brutally murdered in front of them, every bite taken from that animal flesh will impart
those energies onto your soul.

As I said, I like Reubens, burgers, steaks, etc, but I source that meat from the best place I can possibly
find. They respect the animals, and even get emotional when they're killed for food. I bought a half of a
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cow from a very special man named Dale B. (not even going to attempt that one, man), who lives close
to us in Oregon, a couple of years ago. It was the first time my wife and I had made this attempt. The
local grocery store meats were just not cutting it any more for us, and the extremely respected Dale B.,
offered his cow as our first to buy in that quantity. He had been raising this cow free range, cared for it
personally, daily, lovingly, and when slaughter time came, he was so emotional about the cow dying,
he cried and had to leave the area for the day. NOW THAT IS RESPECT PEEPOLES! When the local
butcher came to do the deed, he baited the cow in with grain, and while the cow was munching down
on his favorite snack, old, and having lived a great life (for a cow), the method of killing was instantly
carried out without the cow even knowing what happened. Really, a perfect life, if you can imagine.

Let me tell you friends, that was by far and away the BEST meat I have ever eaten. Absolutely
delicious, EVERY BITE, and it really felt good knowing the story behind the cow. I eternally thank the
VERY honorable Dale B. for imparting on me that knowledge of the cows life, and how it died, for me.
I mean it really felt good, peepoles. The McBurger companies of the world have lost their way
completely in this game. They destroy the hopes and dreams of a good life within those animals,
slaughter them mercilessly without any compassion, and process that meat through a very disgusting
process of sterilizing it with chemicals, due to the over abundance of shit covering the cows when
they're slaughtered. They quite literally, "scare the shit out of them" as they go through the slaughter
regiment, and blast cow shit all over each other in the process. Truly horrific stuff here people! But the
real kicker is that when these animals are consumed, you impart ALL of that knowledge onto your
soul. If I were you peepoles reading this, I'd find a decent man who raises cattle, AND RESPECTS
THEM. ONLY buy meat from him. Develop a rapport with that man himself, his family, his cattle, and
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his processes. Then you'll have a better idea on how you can impart good energies onto your soul with
meat consumption, and it'll feel good knowing you're providing monetary influence for a family that is
willing to take on a load of responsibility as large as animal husbandry is. It's a tough job when done
correctly, and those who do it correctly, should be considered saints. Saint Dale B. ... I anoint you!

All of that said, and being me, I could tell that this Reuben was made with processed meat from cows
that weren't treated very well. Not McBurger Corp. bad, but not even good. So, first strike. The rest of
the sandwich was decent, but I must tell my mechanic friend that the people feeding you these lines of
"World's Greatest Reuben," and if you truly believe that, I feel bad for you, brother. As it seems to me,
I had already had the "World's Greatest Reueben" several times back home in Oregon. The Reubens
were not even in the same ballpark as my beloved, cherished, Reuben makers of old... Are you ready
for the big reveal, fellow readers? ARE YOU????? I will declare, at this moment, that the ACTUAL
"World's Greatest Reuben" is located at... wait for it... Edelweiss Sausage & Delicatessen located in
Portalnd, Oregon. If I make it through this thing, I will take my old mechanic friend to Portland, just so
that he can taste, FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, "The World's Greatest Reuben." Been eating those
sandwiches for decades, and sorry Texas, they destroy even your best attempts at claiming that top
honor, and I would know... I'm the universe's most powerful Rebuben critic that has ever lived. I gave
this conquest an honest shot at changing my mind... 6 days, 5 cities in Texas, WAY too much meat
consumed, all to prove to myself, and you fellow readers, that the "World's Greatest Reuben" is
thousands of miles away from Texas. Thank God, by the way... Getting really fucking sick of typing
out "World's Greatest Reuben" every other paragraph. Done deal.
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Along that conquest, I met some very special people, and in the end of it, I'm very happy I got to spend
time with them. Everyone has taught me so much, and I thank each and every person I ran into on that
conquest. It's going to be a funny movie I think, and the two people I'd like to talk to about movie rights
(if I'm still alive [if not... talk to my wife]), are Simon Pegg and Nick Frost. Those two fuckers crack
me up, man! Some American idiots don't understand the complexity of British humor, but I do, and
they do a very good job telling a story. Plus they're great actors. Fuck ugly, but great actors. Catch that
one anybody? I'm looking at you Simon and Nick. No, really... TURN AROUND MAN I'M RIGHT
HERE! LOL, I'm everywhere fellas, and I see EVERYTHING!!!!!

After the eternal Reuben conquest concluded, I went back to my Studio 6 room. I've written about my
trip through San Antonio/Sodom and Gomorrah The Sequel in that chapter, so I'll skip right to the
evenings experiences...

$$$$$$$$$ Friends... we are now 3 days passed where I had given up on that conquest, and submitted
to the "Texas' Greatest Steak" conquest. BUT!!!!! like a phoenix rising from the ashes, my maker, The
Nine Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe, would not let this
extremely vital conquest conclude with such a defeated narrator's sorrow being the only thing that came
out of it. Friends, your extremely, overly, respectedly "humble" narrator has a surprise for you. The
absolutely most powerful, magnificent, impressive, and beautiful narrator, "The World's Greatest
Reuben" critique, has found, nestled away in a small German enclave, a new challenger to "The
World's Greatest Reuben" conquest. BTW, Nick and Simon, this is the redemption arc of my storyplot,
so pay attention you fuck ugly bollocks laden Britbongs!!!!!
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I was driving away from the agencies that are trying to destroy us, when I came upon a waterpark.
Starts with an "S," It's in New Braunfels, TX and that's as close to their name as I am willing to figure
out, but I was overly excited to see it. Paused in the road to marvel at the fun I could be having if I just
gave up and let everyone die, but agreed that "maybe later" was good enough for now. I drove around
the block, and came to a massive... I MEAN MASSIVE, sematary with hundreds of graves covered in
flowers. I was intrigued, so I stopped to pay my respects.

I got out, walked towards the city worker, Tom (Tommy), and asked him about the graves. He basically
told me that the ones covered in flowers were the Mexican graves, and the others were all of the
ancestral peoples of New Braunfels, TX. We bullshitted for a bit, and he gave me a pretty good
rundown on the area. While he was doing that, my memory fell into a daze about "The World's
Greatest Reuben" conquest, and I interrupted him so I wouldn't forget. "Do you like Reubens?" I asked
the overly polite and friendly gentleman. "I LOVE THEM." he said matter of factly... INSTANTLY
becoming my friend and Reuben oath protector. So I went on briefly about the book I was writing, then
finally came out with it... "In your opinion, where is "The World's Greatest Reuben" located. Without
missing a beat, my new friend and collegue in conquest, Tom the city worker from New Braunfels, TX,
went into a detailed story about a very small town named Gruene, TX. Pronounced "green."

My excitement levels were off the charts. Just when I thought this holiest of holy sandwich conquests
was over, my new friend Tom brightened my entire life's purpose up like he had just handed me THEE
"holy grail." Got the directions to the little town of Gruene, TX, and off I went... determined to play
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this thing out. I drove around a newer area and got lost thinking it was the place Tom was referring to,
but a nice neighborly man guided me back to my "World's Greatest Reuben" conquest like a shiny
beacon on a foggy night. Thank my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself for
correcting my path to this holiest of holy sandwich destinations. The town was just like Tom told me it
would be... "It's like stepping back in time," he said, and he was not wrong.

The town of Gruene is VERY small. Just a couple of blocks really, but it had an aura about it that you
could feel by just admiring the architecture. I was stunned, my mouth was wide open, and my
excitement turned into shear bliss. I had bliss emitting from every fiber of my being... just because I
drove into the parking lot! When I got out, I slowly walked towards the town center, and began
admiring the buildings, shops, and people that were surrounding me. The only Mexicans I saw there
were truck delivery workers. HUGE BONUS! So I went to the fabled destination in Gruene, TX, the
ACTUAL home of "The World's Greatest Reuben." AND THE FUCKERS WERE CLOSED
PEEPOLES!!!!! AHHHHHHH!!!!! FUCK!!!!! Naw, just kidding. It was like 7:30 am. Not a big deal.
What kind of maniac would eat a Reuben at 7:30 am? This maniac would, so for all of you people who
just agreed with the maniac comment, I sentence you to 2 days of nothing but Reuben consumption...
AND THAT IS FINAL!!!!! Just kidding. Relax, I'm only really terrible to liberals and usurper parasitic
invaders... and that doesn't happen until we die... then I gain absolute control.
MUWAHAHAHAHHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!

Anyways, no big deal, they open at eleven. The universe's most powerful, and "humble" (AND DON'T
YOU FUCKING FORGET THAT PART YA SAVAGES!), Reuben critique can wait a few more
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hours to dine on "The World's Greatest Reuben"... if indeed this is the place, that is. Everything else
about my stroll through town was filled with wonderment. The shops, the merchandise, the historical
plaques, the park, the restaraunts, "The First Dance Hall In America"... everything was extremely well
manicured, clean, and beautiful. I remember thinking "Finally, I found my future home (if I survive this
thing...)" and strolled into the Gruene Mansion Bed and Breakfast to read one more plaque. Everything
was considered a historical landmark in this tiny town, but the Mansion was truly special. VERY old,
but extremely well maintained, it was the house that the original "Mr. Gruene" had built when young,
and lived in through his life.

"Neat," I thought as I walked towards the office. The place, and several other buildings surrounding it,
had been turned into a bed and breakfast. I've never stayed in one personally, but I wasn't against the
idea. Much to my surprise, it wasn't a traditional B&B... more like a bunch of separate AIRB&Bs all
coagulated around this beautifully manicured mansion. I figured I'd check in... why not? I walked
inside and a very beautiful set of young ladies greeted me at the door. One was at least partly Mexican,
and the other seemed German, so I focused my questions on her first. Asked a few things, "World's
Greatest Reuben, blah blah blah," "Do you have any rooms," then the most heartbreaking part of this
conquest was before me and I didn't even realize it... I then asked "Do you like Reubens?" This
beautiful young lady broke my heart into a thousand pieces when she said... with no emotion on her
face at all... "I've never had one." I'm telling you peepoles... I almost passed out instantly from shock!
"Okay, enough of this most heartbreaking of conversations" I said to myself, then focused in on the "El
Mexicano In A Blatantly Obviously German town." She was quite beautiful, but the overabundance of
Mexicans in Texas is really starting to annoy me.
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She tried to help me check in, but her computer was faulty... The keyboard must have been labeled in
English or something crazy like that, so I excused myself, and promised to arrive in a few hours to
HOPEFULLY, conclude this amazingly holiest of holy conquests by your extremely intelligent,
beautiful, magnificent, HUMBLE, narrator... The Universe's Most Powerful Reuben critic in the
history of the entire fucking universe!!!!!!!!! Then I walked down to check out the restaurant Tom told
me to check out. They were closed too, but I left the area reenergized to complete this holiest of holy
sandwich conquests... humbly. I immediately came back to my hotel room, emailed the wife, and
packed my stuff as soon as I could. Then wrote out this magnificently amazing write up of a town that
"time had forgot." I am Time, by the way. Not the actual "substance" time is representing, but time
itself, was MY/OUR idea... just sayin'. That was a joke Simon and Nick, AND DON'T YOU
FUCKING FORGET IT!!!!!!!!!

$$$$$$$$$1 WE HAVE A WINNER $$$$$$$$$100

5/15/2019 A real winner that is... Sorry Edelweiss, these guys destroyed you. I'm happy to throw my
hometown a bone, but it's not just the sandwich that is special about this place Gruene, TX, it is
EVERYTHING about it. This will be a deserved, justified, and a written in stone, review of my
amazing experience in Mozie's... the absolute hands down winner of the "World's Greatest Reuben"
conquest. It was a long arduous journey filled with peril and hope, but it has concluded. Tourists...
there will be many warnings given from WAY up the command chain, so you'd better not break any of
our rules for this perfect slice of heaven, or we might just turn your hometown into a cesspit.
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I Brian Clark Harner, first of his name, king of kings, protector of humanity and all seven continents,
do hereby declare, by order of the most powerful entities in this universe: myself, my maker, The Nine
Principles, and God THEE MAN HIMSELF WHO LIVES OUTSIDE OF THIS UNIVERSE, that
Mozie's restaurant, has in its possession, right at this moment... The "Greatest Reuben In The
Universe." That's right friends and foes, fellow readers and journeyers alike... WE declare this on the
15th day of May, 2019. I have the authority to do this. I, and I alone. Do not be fooled by imposters. I
am the second coming of Christ, and I swear by these words... so help me God, the magnificent genius
who lives outside of this universe. SO BE IT!!!!!!!!!

When I went to check in at the "Nicest Bed & Breakfast in/on the World," The Gruene Mansion Inn,
my room wasn't ready, so I gathered my things, parked, and went for a quick stroll. It only takes about
5 minutes to walk the entire town, but I did it. Limped my pathetic fat ass around, trying to be
inconspicuous. I've noticed lately that as I grow more powerful day by day, more and more peepoles
are starting to notice me. My hat and sunglasses are a MUST from now on, lest the world slips into
complete chaos. I walked into the restaurant, and immediately to my right were 4 pudgy Mexicans. I
saw no Reubens present on their plates, which not only annoyed me, I was downright offended. I have
NEVER gone into a Mexican restaurant, and ordered a Reuben, but it seems as though these uncultured
parasites don't give out as much respect as they constantly demand from "us."

While walking to my table, I noticed that every other patron in this establishment, Mozie's, was white,
clean, quiet, well mannered, beautiful on the inside and out, and every one of them seemed to at least
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share some semblance of reverence for the creators of this amazing town. Behind the bar, was a very
young woman of either Mexican decent, or Italian. She had a remarkable likeness to my Exwife Amy
Galaz. (Lucky you, Amy, I didn't have 1 reason to even mention you in this book until this extremely
beautiful young woman entered into my conquest.) Anyways, she had a very pretty smile, and seemed
bright eyed and alert to all of her customer's needs.

She walked over quickly, and with her devilishly sexy legs carrying her 100 lb frame, she stopped at
my table and asked me what I'd like to drink while handing me a menu. Well friends and journeyers, as
you all know by now, the most breathtakingly beautiful, overly magnificent, truly intelligent beyond
human genius standard, most powerful entity inside of this universe, and EXTREMELY humble
narrator... me... said very shyly "Hello, I just want you to know that I am concluding a great conquest. I
am the Universe's Most Powerful Reuben Critic, and I'm told YOU... have in your possession, "The
World's Greatest Reuben." She seemed a little weirded out at first. After all, I need to be able to hide
after my broadcast, and I'm quite literally growing out my disguise as we speak, so I'm not the easiest
fat fuck to look at right now, but I try to be as polite and courteous as possible.

She chuckled and asked me what I wanted to drink, so I said "Do you have lemonade?" She nodded in
a yes fashion. I continued, "I would like 3/4ths lemonade, and 1/4th water please... I'm feeling frisky
today." Probably came out creepy, but I was on pins and needles, but still trying to remain calm. She
just grinned and strolled those beautifully toned legs, and tight daisy dukes towards the lemonade
pitcher. When she walked away, I started noticing another fantastic fact about this small town; every
one of the young lady's and young men (no homo), were specifically beautiful. It seemed inside AND
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out, all except for one of them. This young woman was very attractive, mind you, and she had on a
light blue undershirt that was begging my eyes to stare it down, but half of her fucking head was
shaved. WTF?!?!?!?! No biggie, though... every time I saw her right side, I was reminded of her
beauty.

ALL of the other young people in this restaurant were very attractive! If they weren't so pure internally,
my guess is that the entire wait staff would devolve into an all out orgy every day after closing. I
realize this sounds creepy and all, but my friends and journeyers, you must understand something... I
am a sexually active man who has been denied his wife's company for weeks now, by her own decision
making. I would never cheat on her, and she is the love of my life, so no disrespect from these words,
but the truth is the truth. Since my realization as the second coming of Christ, I have not had any sexual
desires outside of child making with my wife... which has also been met with extreme animosity, but
that's more so because of our "no children" pact that I broke when realization first occurred. It's not her
fault ladies and gentlemen... I agreed to it too.

So yeah, back to the hairy, fat, creepy, "World's Greatest Reuben" guy, perched up on a high chair,
checking out all of the chicks and their legs... To all of the poor ladies who've had to endure my gazes,
I don't usually look this hideous. We made it this way so that when I get into these situations, you won't
remember me as well. Back to the sexy chicks maaan! Another young vixen walked by me who was
young, blond, petite, and beautiful... AND SHE HAD BLUE EYES! Very rare in women these days...
THANKS to all the parasitic invaders trying to breed us out of existence! FUCKERS!!!!!!!!! This
particular young lady seemed in a crass mood, or maybe it was just my fat pouring over the chair sides,
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but she didn't pay any attention to me. While all of this internal drooling over these sexy things was
occurring, all I could think about was my wife. DAMMIT! I miss caressing that milky white ass with
my kisses and suckles. As you can see ladies and gentlemen, I NEED MY WIFE RIGHT FUCKING
NOW!!!!!!!!! I'll try to talk her into it again tonight, but my guess is your overly humble narrator will
be denied her presence again. Tears will be shed, but the mission and conquest must go on!

After a brief eye stripping of the garments the wait staff were wearing, save for the fellas (no homo
guys, EXIT ONLY, NO ENTRY!), I realized another fascinating thing about every single one of these
little foxes and studs (no homo), and that was their uniforms. Simple, nonrevealing, pure and to the
point. Black tee shirts that were not drooping down exposing everything the breast has to offer other
than the nipple. These were regularly worn tee shirts, and the staff didn't seem to mind NOT showing
off their bodies for money. The purity of what was happening before my eyes was magnificently
beautiful, for all the right reasons, and I hadn't even gotten my fuckin' lemonade/water yet
PEOPLE!!!!!!!!! Needed it at that point, so when it got there, and just so that I wouldn't keep creeping
these young women out, I busted out my notepad, and literally started writing down everything on the
menu word for word.

My plan to stop the staring contest with the mouth watering thighs that were surrounding me was
thwarted by the young bartender. She came over to my table and snatched the menu from me in the
middle of copying it. When she did that, the only thing visible to me in that posture, was... you guessed
it... her legs. HNNNNNNNG!!! "Fuck it... this isn't working." I thought as I tried to move my chair so
that I could stair at the BasketballAmericans dribbling their ball on the TV. That worked, sorta. You
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see, the wait staff was busy, and even though there were not many patrons at that hour, they kept
catching my eye. When you read this, Mozie's wait staff, keep in mind, I am ridiculously in love with
my wife, always have been, and that doesn't look to be changing any time soon, so don't get the wrong
idea. EVERY fucking guy on this planet would have an EXTREMELY difficult time, NOT staring at
your beautiful bodies. Me, myself, I can see into your souls, though, and it is as good inside, as it is out
ladies and gentlemen... NO HOMO! Get your mind out of the gutter peoples! Sexual references aside, I
was very excited about the sandwich, which had a LOT to do with my excitement of everything else in
the restaurant... wait staff included.

A series of lip biting excercises and fidgeting kept me busy while I waited for "The World's Greatest
Reuben" to arrive. When it did, I was very quiet on the outside, like a sobby faggy critic would
normally be, but I held tight in my subversive ways. My guess is that at that point, the wait staff, who'd
been alerted to my mission, was totally oblivious. I mean after all, I am the most powerful intellect in
humanity's history, but I'm also EXTREMELY beauti... humble. (ha!) I saw that the bread was
perfectly toasted on all sides, the proportions to this masterpiece were flawless, the cheese was melted,
the sauerkraut was thick, and the mustard was tangy. They even put the dressing on the side so that it
wouldn't heat up and break. Gordon Ramsey, you are the chef hero of my life. A master at everything
cooking I've ever seen you partake in, but, my noble unrealized friend, you ain't got nothin' on these
Reubens. My suggestion is that you come to this quiet town, and take a lesson from these masterful
chefs in the art of making a REAL Reuben. Just sayin'.

The french fries were no laughing matter either. Usually with any meal, I'll eat every vegetable, then
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my protien, then what's left of the starch. Not this time fellow journeyers... The fries were cut very thin,
salted to perfection, and impossible to stop eating until every last morsel rested in my fat belly. After I
cleaned the plate of delicious fries, my mind started to wander towards the (unbeknownst to me at the
time) manager's extremely mouth watering short shorts and legs protruding from beneath them. "FUCK
MAN GET AHOLD OF YOURSELF!!!!!!!!!" I screamed to myself silently, "THIS IS NO
LAUGHING MATTER! WE HAVE THE WORLD'S GREATEST REUBEN RIGHT IN FRONT OF
US!" After my conscience got itself together and my mind went from sexual food to edible food, I
looked down with anticipating eyes beneath my sunglasses...

Picked up "The World's Greatest Reuben" (allegedly at that point), and sunk my teeth into heaven,
friends. The next few moments were a blur of young sexy legs and Reuben bliss while trumpets went
off in my head, liken to when Parcival won the copper key in Ready Player One. "My goodness, had I
already died and gone to heaven?" I pondered as mouthful after mouthful started to fill my fat belly,
"But that would be impossible," I remember thinking. My wife was still in Portland. A very small well
up of tears started to form in my eye sockets while thinking about how disappointed she would be once
she read this. In all seriousness townsfolk of Gruene, TX, this could have been the happiest moment of
my life, if only my damn stubborn wife would have chosen me over her cheese job. That anger helped
me regain focus... and my fat belly begged for more, so I went after the second half energetically.

The sandwich was so large (but perfectly proportioned), that it was hiding the dressing. "Dumbass," I
called myself silently, then started dipping the sandwich in the dressing. You know when your food is
too hot, and you have to wait to eat it, or when it's too cold, and the texture disintegrates? This "World's
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Greatest Reuben Sandwich" (now confirmed) was perfectly warm all the way through to the last bite.
Perfectly cooked so that every bite still had melted cheese, warm toasted bread (freshly baked every
day, by the way), and steam rising from my greedy teeth marked dents. I struggled to find one flaw in
the manager's le... I mean... the sandwiches' cook. Yeah, that's it! Not one flaw in this sandwich
peepoles... NOT ONE! Perfect. Better than perfect. Every girl's legs were perfect... and the sandwich
wasn't too shabby either.

I finished it up, cleaned the table around me, and made a decision. I will give this honor to the highest
ranking official at this establishment, and tomorrow, if they are working, The Holy Grail itself (well
one of three I'm giving) will be delivered to this manager/owner/whatever's conscience so that he/she
could manage the Reuben sandwich bar in heaven specifically for me. Quite literally, the greatest honor
I could bestow upon another human. I've only done this particular variant for one man... Paul The
Apostle of Christ, and I think he'll fuck it up, so in the end, this honor may only be given to 3 people.
Realize how special you are Lauren. This is not a joke. Congratulations... you've earned it.

When my beautifully legged Mexican (but maybe Italian) bartender/server brought over the bill, I
stopped her from saying anything. "I need you to count how many people are working in this restaurant
right now, and I need to speak with your highest ranking official on duty, if that's okay." I said sternly
but politely. I wanted to keep the suspense going, but I felt a lot like the critic in Ratatouille when he
took a bite of his dish, and it changed his entire perspective on life. You see friends, most of this
Armaggedon stuff is entirely based on how I feel about humanity. The worse I feel, the worse the
weather gets, the closer humanity comes to burning and deletion, and so on and so forth. So I'd like to
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take this time to explain to you how close you fuckers WERE to me giving up, and all of you burning
in hell for eternity... By the way, that's a misnomer. There is no hell except the one you create in this
world. If we don't like you, we just delete you. And to put THAT in perspective, burning in hell would
at least give you something to do. When we decide to delete you, there is no more anything for you
ever again... but I digress...

The young lady in charge of this fine establishment, Mozie's, had already caught my eye in a prior leg
staring contest, but I wasn't expecting it to be her. She was very young for being in control of the most
explicitly powerful sandwich making establishment in the universe, so saying I was impressed, was an
extreme understatement. She came close to my table but wasn't focused on me at the time, so I asked,
"Are you the manager?" She looked nervous a smidge, but replied, "Yes, and my name is Lauren." I
stuck out my fugly'd up monkey paw of a hand, and she shook it without even noticing how badly
damaged it was. Ahhh, so nice when people treat me normally... especially a master sandwich making
titan establishment manager... especially since I'm so lonely, especially since my wife won't come see
me, especially since... well... fucking everything. This place made ME feel wanted, special, and
normal. I haven't had that in a while. Thank you Mozie's. Thank you so much. I'm literally crying right
now over a handshake peepoles. My loneliness is unparalleled.

I held my emotions back, and told the young beautiful manager my plan, but before I did that, I asked if
I could get a pen that would write on several bills of money. Lauren tracked me down a couple of
magic markers, and I asked her to sit across from me. She had thought that there were 78 people
working at that time, so I picked the best number in this universe as a nice round starting point number;
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9. I gave the establishment a $100 dollar bill, with the word "WINNER" written across the famous "In
God We Trust" logo, a "#1" written to the left of the pyramid (MY PYRAMID), and my signature
across the building's likeness on the back of the bill. All very symbolic statements, that you may all
ponder about after I die. Some secrets are just for "us."

After I handed Lauren the bill, I made a request, "Never... No matter how much money is offered for
this building/town/city, are you to sell this restaurant." Remember friends, I still have the slightest
chance at not getting murdered when this book surfaces, and if that's the case, I'm coming back for
another (Now Official) "World's Greatest Reuben" and I'm bringing all of MY friends with me.
When/if we show up, do not be afraid. We mean you no harm. Then I continued with the young sexy
legged lady, "If this restaurant becomes famous, and some movie stars show up to film something here,
they ALL get a Reuben for free. Save that $100 dollar bill with my signature, then when the book
(broadcast and book) go public, you may sell one of these bills to pay for their sandwiches." She was
confused but intrigued at this point, as most are these days whenever I open my fat mouth, but Lauren
remained professional.

She asked me a few questions about my travels, and where I was from, yada yada yada, and we made
some very minor small talk, then I thanked her, told her to give those bills to everyone in the store
when I was done signing them, and most importantly, to remain silent about who I was and what I was
doing until the book went public. She asked very shortly after that, "When is this book going public?
I'd like to read it." Friends and journeyers, I was laughing on the inside when she said that... "When are
you going to start selling your book?" her internal thoughts were actually trying to iterate. "Oh no,
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young beautiful daughter of our maker, you don't have to pay me for anything... I'm the one doing the
giving on this planet."... I wanted to say, but chickened out and retorted "A couple of weeks." back to
her inquiry. Then followed it up with some cryptic "If it even gets popular" and "it'll be free, and I'll
send you a copy personally" type stuff, and played off the rest of the conversation... as the most
powerful intellect, but humble, being in this universe would do naturally.

Started signing bills like crazy! All of them were $1's so that they would remember that I am the final
Christ, and my number in line is literally 1. Wrote winner across the "In God We Trust" line, then put a
#1 by MY PYRAMID, then signed it where it said ONE. It was at this point Lauren AND HER LEGS,
came Mozie'ing (heh) back to the table. I explained that the areas I was signing were significant
symbolically, but she wouldn't understand until the right time. I made sure she would pass on that
information, and the bills, then grabbed the check and headed for the bar to pay. I payed $120 dollars
for the sandwich and lemonade, to make sure EVERYONE in the restaurant at that particular moment
had enough tip money from me that they wouldn't have to spend that VERY SPECIAL $1 dollar bill. In
all seriousness peepoles, if your beautifully genius plan making, humble, narrator is able to go ALL the
way this timeline sequence, my guess is that those bills will be worth a fortune. Every one of you
greedy little assholes that "praise Jesus" on a regular basis will want one in your grubby little hands,
BUT!!! There are only a few of them in the entire world, and if one of Mozie's wait staff isn't the
people that sold it to you, it's a fake. I'm planning on taking a couple of pictures with the staff there
before I leave... CRYPTICALLY, so you will know who these people are.

I dropped the money on the counter before they could count it, and limped my fat, hairy, ugly mug
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outside for a victory smoke. Afterall, I had just completed the "World's Greatest Reuben" conquest
successfully, this time. As I was smoking up the block, I got to pet a very cute puppy, that was being
service dog trained by a real estate agent named Dave. We discussed my health, travels, the World's
Greatest Reuben" thing, and politics. I ranted a bit while he dropped facts about the area. Nothing too
crazy. But just before Dave gave me his contact information, it dawned on me... I want to move here if
I'm allowed to live. I love it THAT much. I told Dave this, and he gave me his card. Now I know what
it means to be on "cloud 9" (The Nine Principles/Jesus/me etc). Get it? No? I think some of you "left
your brains down in AAAAAFRICA." Said my goodbyes to the man and just stood there admiring the
very "pleasant on the eyes" groupings of white women everywhere...

While walking back to the "Greatest B&B in/on the Planet," the Gruene Mansion Inn, I stopped to
smoke once more and pondered the events for a while... Lauren had made such an impression on me
that I felt like giving her the "holy grail." The secret two part "holy grail" that only 1 person on this
entire planet, other than myself, will have. I really needed to make an impression on her to show her
why I feel the way I do. You see fellow journeyers, my wife finally did it today. She finally gave in to
her arrogance, and dropped the final axe on our marriage. She literally said, "I want a divorce" to me. I
knew that this would happen... if she denied her maker, but I always kept hope alive that she would
honor her vows. The whole love, honor, and obey thing.

We got married in Maui. Times were fantastic. We were young, vibrant, and full of hope. We had our
ceremony on a beach, and the liberal'd out woman who did the ceremony had cucked to a different set
of vows, but as my maker, The Nine Principles/Jesus/myself, and God the man himself who exists
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outside of this universe know, marriage is a sacred bond that transcends language. It is the ultimate
cosmic contract that one can enter in to. To break that contract, especially to the second coming of
Christ/me (realized), is the most foolish thing you could do. I begged, I pleaded, I apologized even
when it wasn't necessary... and in the end/today, she gave in to her arrogant ways of always having to
be in control of me, my life, and our marriage's destiny. ALL terrible things... to God, the man himself
who exists outside of this universe's eyes. Now, unless she repents to her maker, begs forgiveness while
still alive, and behaves like a wife should behave... "until death do us part," she will now have to deal
with the big man himself... God. Most of you won't have this problem, but while I am under direct
orders from God himself, on this planet, you really do not want to cross me.

I understand this, and I even explained it to her and her dad... but arrogance trumped love. If she makes
my mission any more difficult on me (never mind the emotional damage), she might get struck down at
any time. I fear for her life, her soul's destiny, and anyone who gets within a mile of her. Be careful out
there friends. Try your hardest at all times to do what is right, not what you "think" is right. Follow the
path our maker has allowed us graciously to follow. It really is the only way to salvation, and my wife,
whom I consider the love of my life, just threw all of it away, including me, and took a big steamy shit
on top of us while she did it. Totally devoid of all emotion. I felt like I was talking to a work
supervisor... not a beloved spouse. Humble yourselves, peepoles. This is a "game," but it's a game for
"ALL OF THE MARBLES!" Never forget that fact.

Anyways, Lauren seemed to be on the path to management excellence, and given what I've just done
for this establishment, Mozie's, she could be on the fast track to management excellence, much like my
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young wife was. People don't realize in the moment of things, that they only have about 10% control
over their free will, AFTER killing a savior like Jesus Christ. Killing a true son of God, the man
himself, puts your species on a fast track to a brutal boot camp type of school. It ends with me, the last
gate, number 1 of a nine prophet countdown. When Jesus was killed, people like my now exwife don't
realize that that is what the upper management types in the universe want. They want you to fail
miserably. What if someone killed your son... How would you treat them? You see friends and fellow
journeyers, every entity in this universe and one outside of it that we know of, hates humanity for doing
what they did, or rather, allowed the Jews to do. This was one of my first lessons during realization,
and I spent hours begging for forgiveness from my maker. If you come in contact with me, refuse
outright, or throw one of my gifts back in my face arrogantly, you are taking your own destiny over.
Having a superior intelligence in control of your destiny is a tremendous gift. Be grateful.

This is why I really pondered this decision. I knew this day was coming. I am time afterall, and I can
see everything. But free will is involved on a certain level, so when I say I can see everything, it means
I can see every option, and every decided option a peepole has made in the past. Lauren is a tough nut
to crack. Very wide open for many decisions. The younger you are, the easier it is to change your path.
My wife had a lifetime of successes that she was specifically set up to obtain. When a Christ is
realized, your "karma" has brought you to a certain mindframe that will either lead to your cooperation
with him/me, or your "karma" will bring you to hate him/me. I gave my wife every chance I could to
release her stranglehold on this one puny life, but her arrogance in successes she has had, defeated her
internally. She gave in to the evil of life. My problem now is, do I give a young extremely attractive
girl the "gift of a lifetime?" A real lifetime, not this piddly human bullshit... I'm talking eternity folks.
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I will ponder this decision, pray, and hope a real answer comes to me by 11 am tomorrow. That is what
time Mozie's opens. I will take a break now from writing and pray. I'll focus on this ALL night even.
Even when I'm eating or socializing. Now that I know my wife can't even handle eternity, do I give that
to a stranger? Lauren had the title of "World's Greatest Reuben" restaurant manager, a very noble
career, but earlier today, before I spoke briefly to my wife, I gave this establishment a boost up even
from "World's Greatest Reuben"... I will now refer to the Reuben sandwich at Mozie's as "The
Universe's Greatest Reuben." My mechanic friend may have the authority to label this sandwich with
the "World" title, but I am the only one in this universe that can bestow that honor, and I just did.
Congratulations Lauren, waitstaff of Mozie's, owners of Mozie's, and everyone who will benefit from
that label. It's real. Seriously, congrats beautiful townsfolk of Gruene. Without your overly loving,
caring, and acceptance of me, today, right now, I might actually be a wreck. Fortunately for me, about
80% of my exwife's options led to her divorcing me, so this wasn't a surprise at all. Oh well, I did all I
could. Now, if I can just figure out this Lauren thing. Probably have to interrogate her first. More
tomorrow, friends.........

Well friends and journeyers, my wife doubled down on her divorce sentiment this morning
(5/16/2019), but c'mon... The most powerfully magnificent, stunningly beautiful, audaciously genius,
but humble... narrator IN THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE (!!!), does not give up that easily. You see friends,
one of the secrets of life on a planet like Earth, when you kill the first messenger (Jesus), is that you
don't have as much control over your life as you think you do. We force certain lessons upon you in
order to teach you how not to be authoritative, confident, arrogant and selfish. As my wife goes through
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this "school," I am giving her every opportunity to choose love and respect over money and Satanic
energy platforms. Her current grade is an F. I don't know if that is an actual grade, but you get the
idea. Not to worry friends and journeyers, she has the most beautifully magnificent genius (me) to help
tutor her... but, in the end, she has to make this decision on her own. In this particular iteration of time
(timeline), humans have 5% control, and 95% forced guidance. Your 95% is the path that will force
you to see the error of your ways through a series of personally destructive actions. We would like you
ALL to choose the 5%.

The 5% is where Divine energy platforms exist. Things like my inventions, but more specifically, the
physical "holy grail" contained in the Lost Technology chapter of this book. When you fully realize the
potential of that technological "starting point," Satanic energy platforms like money, greed, hate,
selfishness, antitrust, AND "modern" physical building concepts... will not make sense to you
anymore. These technologies require team work. My "trinity of holy grails" has to have at least two
people to make each of them work properly. If you are willing to grab ahold of that, very tricky to
obtain, 5%, all of your worries and uncertainty will vanish. You will in essence, be just like me. And as
we all know by now, being the most beautiful, stunning, harmoniously in tune genius... but also humble
narrator, that this entire universe has ever seen (!!!!!!!!!), ain't so bad, ya know?

As I said, I bestowed the "Greatest Bed and Breakfast in the ENTIRE UNIVERSE" title on The Gruene
Mansion Inn. Well, yesterday I was somewhat salty about my wife choosing money over her husband,
so I misspoke a bit... Yesterday I called these places the "World's Greatest," but after spending the day
with them, I'm convinced, this is the second coming of Christ's own personal slice of heaven on Earth.
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When I am away from heaven, Gruene, Texas is where I want to be. To all of the young white blue
eyed parents out there aiming to seek an untarnished, relaxing slice of "white folk bliss," come here and
help these people remember how special this place is. The very lovely, young, beautiful, hostess at
THE GREATEST BED AND BREAKFAST IN THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE (!!!!!!!!!), The Gruene
Mansion Inn, "Gloria", has given me reason to make certain concessions about this tiny "slice of
heaven," in Gruene, Texas. "Gloria" answered me honestly about the orange juice at breakfast. As I'm
ALWAYS putting my surrounding peepoles through tests, I gave her a seemingly minuscule one, but to
me signified a powerful exchange.

"Gloria" was given a choice when I asked her "Is this actually real orange juice?" She could have
bullshitted me and I would have let her, but honesty, integrity, and love is enriched too deep in her
soul. The very beautiful, young, generous, and prompt to service "Gloria" chose her own personal 5%.
She was honest. "Gloria" didn't have to say anything, she looked back up at me, and in a very
humorous eye lock she simply stated, "Well, it's orange juice." I was laughing on the inside, because as
it seems, this might have been a conundrum that she has faced before. She might have even been asked
to lie about it at some point, but her inner beauty, as well as her outer beauty, wouldn't let her lie to me.

"Gloria" made me laugh with her comment about the orange juice, but her inner beauty allowed me to
make a particular concession that I was not ready to make before meeting this very dazzlingly beautiful
Mexican woman. As I write these words, she is walking passed me out the door on her way to do
something other than hostess. I'm trying to make it as special, and entirely cryptic as possible, due to
the nature of this mission. I scrolled the first sentence down past all of the other paragraphs on my
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computer screen, and wrote that first sentence to the comma, ""Gloria" made me laugh with her
comment about the orange juice," was the only thing on the screen when I showed it to her. I really
wanted her to share in the glory of this moment, so your audaciously gorgeous and filled with genius
only the entirety of this universe could match, but humble narrator pulled a bit of subversion. I told her
my book was "just a goofy comedy," which is true, but as you know by now, it's so much more than
that. I had to get her to say yes, though.

Inner and outer beautiful souls shun the spotlight, as I have my entire life. We are the curious ones, or
rather... meek. The meek shall inherent this world... very soon friends, but I digress. "Gloria" was
nervous about being in this book, but after my "goofy comedy" comment, she was okay with it. Sorry
about that "Gloria", but you did agree. The concession I am offering is as such: IF, AND ONLY IF,
you are as beautiful inside as well as outside, as the gorgeous, hard working, but humble "Gloria" is,
and trust me friends, SHE IS... you may infiltrate my personal little slice of heaven, Gruene, Texas.
"Gloria" is the benchmark for excellence outside of white people. If you do not have these intrinsic
qualities, STAY THE FUCK OUT OF THIS PLACE. You are no longer welcome, and I declare these
words as gospel. If you cross my instructions, you will deal with my personal superior, God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe. AND THAT WILL NOT BE PLEASANT!!!!!!!!!

"Gloria" represents respect for the internal culture that this town, Gruene, Texas represents to me,
personally. I am quite literally going to declare that when/if I come back, I will specifically make it a
destinational certainty, that I will come back to this place, "The Greatest Bed and Breakfast in the
Entire Universe." And you all know by my prior teachings concerning "The Universe's Greatest
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Reuben" at Mozie's, that your audaciously magnificently beautiful genius of a narrator, that is also very
very humble (ha!), has ability to grant such an honor. You deserve it "The Universe's Greatest Bed and
Breakfast," The Gruene Mansion Inn, in Gruene, Texas. Take a bow, and Congratulations!!!!!!!!!



Uh oh friends and journeyers, a short, pudgy, authoritative, not beautiful at all, Mexican manager has
entered into the mix. Must have had some pretty bad "karma" to have had me in your sights on the
morning of 5/16/19, and try to subvert me with your bullshit, lady. I strongly suggest you quit this job,
and get the fuck out of my Earthly slice of heaven immediately. If I see you when I come back, nothing
good will be waiting for you in the afterlife... count on it. And don't think for a second that I couldn't
read every thought going through your mind. The "oh, that's sweet" type of bullshit only works on
Satanically drenched souls. I see EVERYTHING!... especially with my sunglasses off, and you fucked
up. Don't be here when I come back in the next life. In fact, don't even be in Texas. Goodbye!

I was trying to bestow all of the glory in the universe on this particular lady, "Gloria" when I noticed
that her inner beauty trumped her outer beauty (which is hard to do), again. She felt nervous, you see. I
left my sunglasses off when I went into the lobby, which as you should know by now, is a very
dangerous thing to do, especially for me. I was hoping that "Gloria" would see MY inner beauty, and I
could give her a personal internal harmonic resonant capitulation image, but she didn't look in my
direction once. Sometimes this happens, folks. I quite literally, put the fear of God the man himself into
peepoles. It's always interesting to watch the various reactions to his presence, but "Gloria" did not like
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that feeling. It's okay "Gloria," I get it. I was scared at first too. Allow your maker to be the one in
charge of you. The Nine Principles/Jesus/me, and God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe, want it that way. You should fear us, and what we will do if you submarine the maker again.
If you accept your personal creator, the maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself will have
your back... then there is nothing to fear... not even death.

Thank you "Gloria" for being so sweet to me on these days. I bet you didn't know until right now, that I
had just gotten off of the phone with my wife of ten years, and she straight up said, she wanted a
divorce. See? I really am humble. Even though all of this book stuff was being written, EVEN RIGHT
IN FRONT OF YOU, and the love of my life was kicking me to the curb, and the pudgy manager was
intently trying to get rid of me from "her" lobby, I focused all of my energy into you... and you didn't
even notice. Sadface.jpeg



Well friends and journeyers, today is the day that I either give Lauren her very own personally handed
down from the second coming of Christ's/my mouth, "holy grail" or she'll pass on it. Here's the game
folks... It will be so simple, she won't even know it's happening. She'll ask me how I am doing when I
go grab another "The Universe's Greatest Reuben" from Mozie's. I will reply back, "I am slightly better
than perfect." If her karma, the maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself who exists
outside of this universe, agree that she should have this amazing gift, I will give it to her. Sorry Lauren,
but you're in God's hands now. His call. And don't you for one second think I would EVER cross that
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amazing entity. All she has to do is ask, "what do you mean by that?" That will tell me that her
curious/meek nature is overwhelming her. I'm even going to eat without my sunglasses. I'll give her
until I leave the establishment to allow her inner beauty to take over. Good luck Lauren. I hope this
lunch will be fun!

Well friends and journeyers, I was submarined by the new bartender. I didn't mind, however, because
she was as hot as all of the other women. As soon as I walked in, the bartender spoke up and said,
"How are you today?" and as usual I replied, "I'm feeling slightly better than perfect." She gave the
usual in return, but I spotted Lauren out of the corner of my eye. She had on a very small amount of
make up this time, and while your audaciously beautiful, geniusly intellected... but very humble,
narrator would like to think it was for yours truly, I submitted again to how fat and ugly I am on the
outside. Then the bartender asked me what I wanted to drink. "3/4ers lemonade, and 1/4er water,
please." I thankfully replied.

I noticed a few new faces, and a few from yesterday as I scanned the "World's Greatest Reuben"
establishment, Mozie's again. "Shit!" I thought to myself, "I need to make a few more $1 dollar bills."
Before that took place, the audaciously beautifully faced, and devilishly attractive legged Lauren made
her way over to the table. I had filled the bartender in on what happened yesterday, and word got out
quickly that I was back in for another round of taste tests. Lauren and I had a brief talk about a few
things, nothing special at first... but then the bartender came to take my order, and our conversation was
cut short.
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Explaining why I couldn't possibly eat that much meat, even though their Reuben sandwich got an
upgrade to "Universe's Greatest Reuben" this morning was tricky, but I think I pulled it off. She asked
me what I wanted, then I replied, "I don't think I could finish that whole sandwich, so what else is good
here?" She gazed into the menu while my eyes drooped toward her eye magnet legs... "Get yourself
together second coming of Christ, WE"RE ON A FUCKING MISSION FROM GOD, THE MAN
HIMSELF RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!!!" I thought as my eyes bounced back up to her eyes. She preferred the
hot dog over the rest of the menu options, so I said "Why not... I trust you." And off she went to submit
my food order.

Lauren came back at this point, and she and I had another conversation about my travels, what else
there was to do in town, so on and so forth. I still hadn't dropped the "holy grail" bombshell on her yet,
but was intensely trying to find a crack in her armor so that I could. After a few minutes of talking, she
had duties to attend to, so I sat watching TV until the hot dog arrived. When it did come to the table, I
formulated a new plan! Okay friends, here's the game... I decided to make this a 3 part journey for the
participants at Mozie's. I figured if this was indeed, an amazing hot dog, which is a difficult sell, I'd
give the restaurant another prize for having the "Universe's Greatest Hot Dog." Now, I've had many hot
dogs over the decades, mainly due to how poor we were growing up, but if they can make my mouth
water for this hot dog, I'll give them another shot at something else tomorrow, something bigger,
something... Divine.

I've had my share of the Costco dogs that make your burps stink for days, with the sauerkraut (now
discontinued) and mustard, plus I've been to more BBQs and sporting events than I can remember, so I
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feel as though crowning this hot dog with this fantastic moniker is deserved, IF it indeed was "The
Universe's Greatest Hot Dog." The dog made its way in front of me, and I took in the smell first.
"MMM, MMM" I thought to myself. BUT FIRST, I got to shovel some more of those perfectly cooked
and seasoned fries into my fat faced mouth. Didn't stop eating them until I felt my hands trying to dig
THROUGH the plate for more. My focus turned to the hot dog...

The hot dog wasn't just a simple dog, peepoles. It was wide enough that even my fat mouth couldn't
take the whole thing in in one bit. So I had to eat it "one bite left, one bite right." Started on the
sauerkraut side, as us German folk usually do. The sauerkraut in this place is addictive, man. It's not
just normal pickled cabbage... it has a pink/reddish hue to it, and I can't quite tell what else is in it, but
it is deliciously addictive. The hot dog itself was very good, as well. It was a mix of Bratwurst and a
normal stadium dog with some sort of blend of spices that were fit for a king... Even the king of kings!

The other side of this monstrously famous hot dog had a fairly spicy mustard in it. I had to stop mid
scarf at one point so that I could get a refill of my watered down lemonade. Your humble, incredibly
talented, audaciously gorgeous, genius of an author/narrator, and self anointed "ladies man"... did not
have the courage to continue on without lip burn relief, so I NEEDED that lemonade. I'm not really a
spicy food fan per se, but this level of heat, which wasn't too bad, was aokay with me. As soon as my
refill came, the scarfing commenced again. I found myself to be full, but sad that the experience was
over. I even cleaned the little chunks of sauerkraut that littered the plate after my scarffest concluded.
"Delicious" was the only word that came to mind, and before my mind changed, I presented another
signed "winner" bill to Lauren, yet again.
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They had done it ladies and gentlemen... They had conquered the second gate. I will now, by the power
vested in me, handed down to myself from the maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself
who exists outside of this universe, declare that Mozie's in Gruene, Texas has not 1, but 2 of the most
honorable distinctions that I can bestow, and they are (for now): "The Universe's Greatest Reuben," and
"The Universe's Greatest Hot Dog." Take another bow my amazing new friends. You've earned it,
TWICE!!!!!!!!! It was about this time that Lauren showed up to bullshit with me again. She said
something like, "We gotta find more stuff for you to write about." Then I retorted, "That monstrous
piece of strawberry cake looks delicious... MASSIVE, but appetizing. Maybe I'll give that a whirl
tomorrow." Then I led into my normal interrogation tactics. "What is science to you, yada yada yada."

A very handsome (no homo) young soontobe fire fighter needed Lauren for something, so he shyly
worked his way into our conversation. I immediately thought, "Hmmm, I'll ask him too." The REAL
ladies man looking fella perked up when I asked him the same question. He stammered through it a bit,
with Lauren listening intently to his reply, but, and I am in no way kidding when I say this, this young,
extremely handsome (no homo), stud got closer to the actual correct answer than ANYONE on my
entire journey, thus far. I was floored, friends. Showered him in the most NOT HOMO way with
compliments and congratulations. Then came the "What is the scientific method question." He again,
got very close to the actual correct answer, but nobody seems to know the ACTUAL answer, until I
teach them. "No biggie," I thought.

Then Lauren helped the very attractive blue eyed man close out his tickets so he could go home.
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Lauren came back again for another round of questions and answers. We spoke about all kinds of
personal stuff. I also tried to iterate to her, without coming across as creepy, that if I indeed was
disturbing her zen place of business, or I was making ANYONE feel uncomfortable with my presence,
to please let me know, so that I didn't soil the sanctity of my little slice of heaven. She reassured me
that I was no bother to her, and she did enjoy my company. Earlier in the day, when I tried to bestow
gifts on the staff of "The Universe's Greatest Bed and Breakfast," I felt a not so good vibe. Maybe I
overdid it a little, but honestly, I just want the best for them. I told Lauren about it, and she questioned
their attitudes just as I had, but nonetheless, I didn't want to make anyone uncomfortable... Least of all,
those extremely attractive short short wearing vixens and dudes (no homo). I've grown quite fond of
this place, if you haven't been able to figure that out yet, and I will not allow my ugly outside to cause
anymore uneasyness.

Most of Lauren and I's conversation will remain private... Most of it was personal information that is
not necessarily needed for this book's purpose, but not one time, during the entire question and answer
session did she seem angry, bored, or annoyed. That's a first. And just like Paul, the newly anointed
apostle of Christ, I can't read her mind... very well. I even took off my sunglasses and stared deeply
into her beautiful brown eyes. Couldn't get much... This has happened before, but I deteriorated the
focus of the conversation so that I could get an accurate read on them. You see, when peepoles are
interested in me, and only me, instead of their selfish Satanic thoughts, I can read their mind. It's
flattering, but sorta frustrating too. Not this time, though. It seemed like a nice break from all of the
arrogant chatter I usually see in people. Very Interesting to say the least.
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So the stage is set for tomorrow. Lauren comes into work at 4 pm. If this is indeed "The Universe's
Greatest Cake," I will gift Lauren eternity directly from myself. If the rest of you fuck this planet up
when I "go home" I will personally pick her up and fly her to her destiny myself. Good luck young,
beautiful Lauren, I hope you win! More to follow soon...

$$$$$$$$$*********$$$$$$$$$

My friends and fellow journeyers, something extremely special is taking place. I first have to give a
shout out to a couple of wonderfully beautiful souls. Firstly, Brianna, for giving me someone to talk to
on the worst night of my human life. I sat down to have dinner and contemplate the events from the
divorce I was submerged in. Brianna walked in and took a seat across from me. From the minute I saw
the very beautiful and slightly tipsy Brianna, I felt the need to protect her. Brianna took a seat under the
television facing towards me. My glances were directed at her and the television while I waited for my
steak dinner at the Gruene River House. Strangely enough, I felt like having a glass of wine. Texas
wine specifically. This impressed the young vixen, and I could tell, even though I know I'm the most
beautiful, talented, genius, ladies man, but also humble ugly fat fuck around, she was intrigued. I know,
I'm as shocked as all of you, but flattered nonetheless. I tried to watch after the young lady all night, but
she started asking questions that she shouldn't have, and got weirded/creeped out by my truths, as most
do when they pry.

The night was nearing an end, so I tried to talk her into staying in my room, but she was drunk enough
that she thought the second coming of Christ would take advantage of her. I even offered to lock the
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door, and sleep in my car, but she wasn't having any of that. The general zeitgeist of women in
America has made friendship almost impossible these days. I was not interested in sex at all, but there
was no way to prove my intentions. Then, I tried desperately to get her to at least let me buy her a cab
home. Drunk peepoles have a hard time listening to reason, so I told the bartender what was up, and he
helped her sober up a smidge... I think. I was so nervous, I just paced back and forth in front of the
"Universe's Greatest Bed and Breakfast" until the bar closed down. Then I went in and asked the
bartender if she was okay, and I'm pretty sure he lied when he said that she "took an Uber home."
Trying to get anyone to do what you want, especially when drunk, is very difficult under the free will
paradigm. Choose wisely out there folks... you don't want to accidentally think the second coming of
Christ is at all "rapey," nor do you want to lie to us. I hope you made it home safely Brianna... and now
you know why I couldn't come totally clean with you.



5/17/2019 Right now, I'm sitting in a drivein theater called Stars and Stripes, located in New
Braunfels. I'm supposed to be meeting a very dear friend, and to be honest I hope she doesn't show.
This woman terrifies me, and as you should know by now, the most audaciously magnificent, geniusly
talented ladies man, that is also humble, doesn't scare easily. Since my "enlightenment" (realization),
there is only one entity that I fear, and that fear is shrouded in the utmost respect... Yep, you guessed it,
God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe. But no bullshit, what I'm about to tell you
after this shout out has me so nervous, I feel like puking. When I first went into the cafe at Stars and
Stripes DriveIn to use the restroom, I noticed a young boy washing his hands. Strange for me, because
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most of the kids I'm around have to be screamed at before scrubbing the dirt out of their fingernails, but
this kid just did it. I remember thinking, "Wow, a behaved, respectful, clean young boy... Naw... He's a
young MAN!"

It was nice having a proud feeling while the million or so butterflies were so active in my guts. Trying
to remain calm, I got in line for some popcorn. I wasn't hungry, but I needed a break from the amazing,
but crazy feelings racing through my conscience. That same "young man" went running through the
line, and I let him pass. His father, now a very dear friend of mine, came up behind and politely asked
if I was waiting. Excused myself from blocking their way in, then moved to the side so he could go
ahead. I picked popcorn... again, not hungry, but stunned nervous, I had to do something, get
something, GET OUTTA MY HEAD!!!!!!!!! Then, thankfully, the young man's father started asking
me things when I praised the theater. We don't have cool stuff like Stars and Stripes in Oregon due to
the weather. He asked about my travels, "The Universe's Greatest Reuben," Gruene, etc, and we had a
pleasant talk about it.

We get to the front of the line, and out of nowhere he waved me over to him, then like an angel sensing
your humble narrator in distress, he offered to buy me whatever I wanted. Folks, I have $2,700 dollars
in my pocket at this time, so I immediately thanked him and tried to force him to let me pay. He was
having none of that generosity, for his generosity even trumped the gods tonight, not God, the man
himself, but every higher being in this universe that's paying attention to me. Considering the
circumstances, I'm sure they are all watching this night. Your humble narrator is going through
something they haven't seen yet. I didn't get your name, good sir with a generosity streak that shines
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brightly through the universe, but I thank you. Not only did you give me someone to talk to, but your
pride in Texas is palpable, and I wish that someday I can have those same intuitions. I'll make sure you
are ok, no matter what these idotic humans do to me in the end. Signed, the second coming of Christ.

Okay, now that the shout outs are over, my butterfly filled gut has tripled in intensity. Seriously, of all
the stunningly amazing things that have taken place on this trip, NOTHING... FUCKING NOTHING
HAS BEEN THIS INTENSE, and I've been tasked with saving humanity. To me, that's no big deal...
but this thing tonight at the Stars and Stripes DriveIn, is scaring your audaciously beautifully talented
ladies man (but also humble) narrator like nothing else ever has. You see, I got a download this
morning before visiting Mozie's. My minimission was to write directions for the beautiful young
manager, Lauren, to meet me at this theater, after giving her the third prize for "The Universe's Greatest
Strawberry Cake." My plan, as you may recall, was to grant her one of my three "holy grails" and
escort her straight into heaven, personally. My goodness, how things have changed in just a few
hours...

The "Universe's Greatest Strawberry Cake" was a monstrous piece of overly indulgent bliss. Every bite
made every other piece of cake I've ever eaten taste like cardboard. Super moist, just the right amount
of filling, and c'mon, it's served in Mozie's. If you haven't figured it out yet, I kinda got a thing for this
place... My waitress was a dazzling young vixen, clad in tight shorts, and overly prompt to serve me,
but she was bored due to the location of her tables. Her section wasn't in front of the TVs, save for my
table, and everyone that came in walked right passed her section. I tried to chat with her as often as I
could, but this waitstaff, even the managers, are very hard working people, so she tried politely to just
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stay busy. I did catch her and the "new" bartender up on the whole "Universe's Greatest Reuben" saga,
though, then handed out the rest of my 1$ dollar bills, signed. They appreciated it.

Next I sat quietly waiting for the extremely beautiful young manager, Lauren, to show up. Took just
shy of 4 hours, but she did finally make it. As soon as that face came through the bar opening, I sensed
her presence, but I played it off as though I was watching women's golf... I kept getting glimpses of her
as she chatted up the regulars sitting barside. At this point, my sexual desires are fairly nonexistent.
Not because I'm unable mind you, but I'd feel terrible if ANY woman had to make love to this body.
I'm not just tearing myself down here, I really do feel hideous. So even considering a sexual
relationship of any kind presently, is extremely unlikely. But just watching her, catching her own
glimpses of me, felt good. Not in a sexual way, but a true friend kind of thing. I'm all out of friends
currently, as is normal for a second coming of Christ iteration, but loneliness is universal, and friends,
I've been overwhelmed with loneliness since my wife force fed me divorce papers.

Earlier in the day, after I had written the small note to Lauren, the dreaded "Terrible Lie" song came on
during a slow but steady downloading session. Only a few words were allowed to be listened to this
time though. Confusion was setting in, and I had considered ripping the note up briefly, but I was sent
to buy gifts for my inlaw family back in Oregon instead. Even though my wife had asked for a
divorce, 4 times by then, I still had hope. Giving up is not something I'm good at, unless my failures are
force fed to me through injury or sickness. I ended up getting my nephewsinlaw (?) and brother in
law some really neat stainless steel models. They seemed difficult to piece together, but the finished
model looked stunning, so I got each of them one.
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Still fairly nervous about the dreaded "Terrible Lie" song, I pushed onward. Nothing else of note until I
came to Mozie's to stair at legs and eat cake, other than one particular encounter. Loi, the boxer from
Texas walked up to me while I was smoking just to have a chat. Really neat guy, this Loi fella was. We
discussed his days picking strawberries in the fields of Oregon and Washington. Tough job, but not so
tough when the "love of your life," as Loi himself stated it to me, is out there picking those berries with
you. When Loi brought that up your humble narrator almost cried. I have been calling my wife that
every day since my realization started. Held back the tears, and we then talked of destinational travels,
my recent conquest, the book I'm writing right now, football, and cooking.

Loi and I both are very good chefs. We had similar circumstances in not having McBurger Corp.
franchises every two or three blocks in our neighborhoods, so we both learned the art of fine dining
through many destroyed kitchen mishaps and failures. For Loi and I, failure is not an option in the
dining realm... So we both had "sensible chuckles" at our wins and losses in the kitchen. I started to
feel as though Loi was a long lost brother, because he and I had such similar stories. He even told the
most beautifully constructed, genius laden, ladies man channeling, but also humble narrator, me, that
he thought I was born in 1991. Hardy laughs were had, but c'mon, 1991 is MY NUBMER PEEPOLES!
Now I knew we were related, somehow, somewhere, I had known and been friends with this man in a
past timeline sequence. The coincidence was freshly implanted, so I tried to keep Loi talking, but his
family required his attention. He left after I shook his hand, then I went back to my lonely barstool
perch.
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Lauren walked over to me, said her hellos, then promised to return soon, and off she went to work
some more. Waited there for another hour or so, then Lauren walked up to me to chat. I grilled her hard
ladies and gentlemen... Nobody will pull the wool over my eyes again, especially not the way Dave did
just a few days prior, so I got straight to the heavy duty religious interrogation. Lauren actually took to
it pretty well. When the second coming of Christ all but says that he is the second coming of Christ, it
can be a bit of a shocker, and Lauren is no fool. I even took my sunglasses off during part of this
conversation, but she didn't budge either. Kept smiling, and her mind was staying curious. I'm not
afraid to admit to you amazing readers, that the most audaciously gorgeous, geniusly intuitive,
brilliantly magnificent, but also humble second coming of Christ was downright frightened by this
beautiful young lady.

I just couldn't for the life of me read her mind. It was like an invisible firmament was shrouding those
voluptuous cheeks and face. I admitted this to her, but she kind of shrugged it off with a quaint smile.
Usually, bringing up reading minds is the first way into a weaker mind, but Lauren was having none of
it. Her purity must be absolute! Impressed as I was, I continued with the revelations of "the end times,"
"the apocalypse," "armageddon," etc, but not once could I see inside that fascinating mind she had. I
even dropped the ole "antiChrist" thing, and she just maintained. I was satisfied that she was worthy,
and felt that I had gone a bit overboard in trying to prove so, so I gave her the note, said my goodbyes,
shook that tender hand, and left without looking back.

Then it happened... another huge download. At first, I didn't understand. The download was more of a
revision, than something brand new. This was a different kind of thing altogether. Hasn't happened like
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this before. I drove north confused, but open to interpretation. The praying was constent on my trip to
see Orlando and Paul. I had been getting louder and louder shouts in my direction about Paul, the
apostle of Christ's behavior, and had to debrief my emisary Orlando Lopez on how to deal with the
spastic Paul. On the drive while praying, the entire rosebud of download information was given to me
through a series of 9 songs. I pulled over in the first barren parking lot I could find, and cried like a
baby. "Holy shit!" I thought... now I knew what the "Terrible Lie" song was referencing.

First, I'd just like to say that I'm a man. The most intellectually powerful man to ever exist in the
history of humanity, and also humble, but still just a man. As my maker, The Nine Principles, and God
the man himself have figured out, Earth's human population is very arrogant, and lying under certain
circumstances has been utilized, although very rarely. Two times now, that I know of, lies have been
used against myself even, so that I could protect myself and those around me from direct harm due to
my mission's perils. This lie, however, will hurt you people. It hurt me much much more, but this
"World's Greatest Reuben" conquest is about to be laden with two lies. I apologize in advance, for I had
no idea about it before today specifically. I honestly thought I was being 100% truthful with you
readers, but now I see why that particular lie had to be told to me in that way.

Grab your tissues. This one is the tippy top of the scale of all time heartbreakers. Remember reading
about my original wife of the first 300400,000 timeline iterations, that I had to heartwrenchingly let
go? I lied about who that woman was. It all made so much sense in the end, but when I first wrote
everything out about the woman in Arby's, I really thought that was her. The devestation that overcame
me when the truth amalgamized in my psyche, was unbearable at first, but absolutely fascinating to me
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at the same time. Ready for it? Lauren... the devestatingly beautiful, young, intelligent, sexy legged
manager, who had personally served me a "World's Greatest Reuben," was my wifeofold timeline
sequences. "UNBELIEVABLE!!!" I shouted internally! And then it happened... the one thing I needed
to hear to prove this download was no bullshit... actually happened. "Iris" by The Goo Goo Dolls
played. You could have used my cheeks as a world attraction at any waterslide park, ladies and
gentlemen. Tears of joy, sorrow, terror, and love flooded my sunglasses... So many tears my sunglasses
dammed up the pools of water flowing at this point, uncontrollably.

Bought a bottle of water at the local gas station, then headed to see Orlando at Studio 6 in Buda, TX.
This Paul the apostle of Christ situation, was getting very loud in my conscience, and I had gotten sick
of hearing about it. Plus ALL THIS OTHER STUFF WAS GOING ON, which I was trying to be more
attentive to. I walked in to greet Orlando, and my friends, he was looking fantastic (no homo). Played
the game of me walking in unannounced like a true warrior. I gave Orlando his instructions on how to
deal with Paul, then headed out to wait for another phone call. When I came back again, Orlando and I
shared a few strategies on how to deal with the self segregation instructions... then Paul showed up. My
maker warned me of this in my subconscience, and I heeded the warning just in time. Made it passed
Paul's car, undetected (right in front of him), then high tailed it out of the parking lot.

After the excitement of that situation was behind me, I headed to Bucees (The World's Largest Gas
Station), to kill some time before I went to wait for Lauren at the DriveIn. Struggling for hours, trying
to find the correct words to tell her about eternity was taking a toll on me, so I just kept writing
throughout the first movie. The bulk of the last 20 or so paragraphs was written at the DriveIn. When I
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had finally gotten to a point of ease in where I could stop writing, I tried to pay attention to the second
movie, which was entitled "Long Shot." It was a disgusting movie with the ugliest kike on the planet,
defiling a beautiful woman (who sold her soul to absoluteliberal degeneracy in real life), Charlize
Theron.

Charlize Theron... I've always loved your dedication to roles in movies. *The Devil's Advocate and
Monster were amazing feats of transmogrifying yourself. It's not difficult for you to be beautiful, but
becoming a hideously depicted role, just so that we could all relate who you were trying to portray, was
spectacular. I'm truly in awe of how you did what you did... That said. Rich white idiotic women in
Hollywood are a dime a dozen. Sandra Bullock being the most obvious, due to my (future) personal
relationship with the engineer. Next in line would be Angelina Jolie. This stupid cunt had it all.
Extremely easy access to Hollywood power structures through her father, tons of roles in movies she
had no business being in, and the most genetically beautiful (no homo) man in the world... Brad Pitt,
right by her side. He even married the selfish fridgid bitch!

Angelina, in her audaciously cunty way, even ruined that. Hey Angelina, after reading The Adam and
Eve Story, by Saint Chan Thomas, how dumb do you feel about cutting your own breasts off? Idiot.
Good job leaving her Brad, it was in your best interest. The worst part about these rich women who feel
as though they're masters of the universe, is that they wear small black children as though they are a
handbag, car, or other ridiculous "status symbol." After reading my "How Do You Life" section, and
realizing that you are actually destroying their ability to transcend due to your own selfish liberal
ideology, how do you feel about your new accessories/small black/Asian/whatever children? ANYONE
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who STEALS children of other races to up their status in the eyes of the global Jewish elite, is pure
evil.

Why didn't you rich cunts just give those children's families enough of your Hollywoodwhoreship
stipen so that they could raise their own children? Could it be selfishness? I'll let you decide. Charlize...
there has been a lot of talk about you, from you, on how nobody will date you. Stop being a child
stealing bitch, and that might happen. My suggestion, since I can't change your free will, is to pool
together ALL of the monies you rich child stealing morons have made in Hollywood together, and use
it to REHOME those lost souls to their rightful place in the world and give their true ancestors a good
foundation to build on. Or... keep parading around black children like they're the latest Gucci handbag,
and watch your lives that you've worked for to achieve, evaporate. Then, you'll have to deal with us.
Nothing good can come from your authoritative bullshit after I present myself to the world. In life, or
after it. Free will is a tricky game. Good luck overcoming your arrogance. And one more thing
Charlize... if I ever see you kiss, flirt with, or pretend to fornicate with a disgusting Jew like Seth
Rogen, on screen or off of it, I will personally escort your soul to H.E.L.L. to be reran over and over
and over and over again.

You're better than this Charlize. You know you are. You're South African... remember? Want to really
make a difference and help real people struggling with racial discrimination? Go help your genetic
lineage cohorts in South Africa. Speak out about it. Admit you were wrong to steal black children...
ALL OF IT... and I will personally meet you at the gates, and escort you through. I'm having a very
difficult time on this journey, but if I can get a beautiful, young, extremely hard working actress like
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you to humble yourself before your maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself, I can feel
victorious. Please help us, help you. Do what's right, and all will be forgiven... Or don't and take your
chances with arrogance for a few more years.

Anyways, after the movie had made me sick enough to leave in the middle of it, and realizing that
Lauren was standing me up for a job interview to be my book editor, I found that Bucees again curled
up in the back of my car, and slept. Woke up about 5 am. I remembered a conversation Lauren and I
had about a place called Canyon Lake while I was scarfing on that hot dog. My schedule was based on
my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself's plans, so I decided to kill a couple of days
writing at this lake. Lauren had described it as extremely beautiful, so that seemed like a perfect place
for me to catch up on some writing. Plus my leg has gotten so bad I'm having a hard time walking, so
taking a break from walking and driving sounded great to me.

It took a while to drive to Canyon Lake mainly because I couldn't use my GPS, but along the way I met
some amazing people. This is their section. I was trying to find the actual lake, so I could at least see
the dam that Lauren had described to me, when I found myself at the entrance to an Air Force base.
Lost and scared, I went inside the gate shack nervously to ask for directions. There was a very nice,
young, beautiful lady that was there to answer all of my questions. She did a great job, but in a
militiristic fashion. Nonetheless, I thank her for her time in helping me through that maze, and
apologies to the very nice young man who had to drive around my white 4runner because I was partly
blocking the entrance. Thank you for being understanding, and hopefully you're not too freaked out that
you were actually talking to the extremely handsome, geniusly intellected, adonis of a ladies man, but
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still humble, second coming of Christ.

After leaving that area, scared out of my mind, I drove passed the lower side of the dam and followed
that beautiful young lady's advice to head towards the south. When I got to the "T" in the road, I turned
right. Supposedly there was a lodge of some sort in the disgustingly wealthy hills of the Canyon Lake
area. Before heading towards the lodge, I stumbled upon an oasis of beauty in an otherwise, second
coming of Christ nightmare. I walked into the Kafekali & Bakery business, and low and behold... 3
dazzlingly beautiful young ladies were there to greet me with smiles and tight blue jeans.

These young beautiful women were very helpful to me. They even used their private phones to look up
directions for my journey. I told them that my phone was on the fritz, but that was a halftruth. My
phones are being monitored by every agency on the planet right now, and I couldn't risk turning either
of them on. They played along unknowingly, as extremely pure and beautiful young women will do in
situations like that and wrote down the necessary phone numbers and addresses I needed. I felt bad just
asking for directions, and they were so helpful in my time of great angst and need, I threw caution to
the wind (in regards to my health), and tried one of their "lemon blueberry strudels."
MMMMMMMMM. Pure bliss entered my mouth, people. I will declare right now, without hesitation,
the The Kafekali & Bakery in Canyon Lake Texas has the "The Universe's Greatest Strudel." So be it,
on 5/18/2019, you are given this award from myself, my maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe.

I made my way up the hill, and got absolutely lost immediately. The Canyon Lake area has massive,
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gorgeous homes, but it seems as though most of them are filled with jerks. I tried for an hour to find the
lodge those devilishly beautiful young women at Kafekali & Bakery tried to direct me towards, but I
ultimately failed and got lost. I chose to remain still and wait for someone to drive by so I could ask
them for directions. Waited through two ciggarettes (about 15 minutes), and nobody drive by. So I said
"Fuck it" to myself, and went back to the town's strip to try to find somewhere to write. The strip had a
couple of lodge rental places, but nothing resembling a motel.

I headed back the way I came in, and saw a motel on the side of the road. "Finally!" I said outloud.
Went in to the office to ask for a room, but they were booked solid too. Fortunately, dazzlingly
beautiful women grow on trees in Texas, so the encounter wasn't a complete waste of time. Those two
beautiful young ladies were also very helpful, and apologetic to my plight. They pointed me north, and
said the best place I could try to find a room locally was The Mystic Quarry. I was informed that they
had many lodges and RV spots, and if I was even able to get a room in town, that would be the place.
So I drove north until the sign was visible, then I hastly turned into their parking lot.

With all of these beautiful, young, sexy ladies in the area, I was sure I had seen my last of them.
Friends and journeyers, the most audaciously gorgeous, genetically pure, geniusly talented ladies man,
who is also humble, was wrong! Two more young dazzling vixens entered my pathway when I went
into The Mystic Quarry's office. Very sexy, yet very helpful in their search, they actually found a
room/lodge for me. It slept 4, and was a bit over my budget, but I agreed and the reservation was made.
While checking me in, these two beautiful souls asked me what I was doing there. I told them all about
"The World's Greatest Reuben" conquest and my book. They seemed interested, so we chatted for a
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while. My room wasn't ready at that point, plus the check in time wasn't until 2 pm or so, so after our
chat I headed out to calm my stomach growls. They pointed me towards Granny D's restaraunt, and off
I went.

When I pulled in front of the restaraunt, I was happy and sad. Granny D's doesn't need my approval.
They had a waiting line outside the restaraunt that stretched out about 300 people long! The place was
packed solid at 10 am. I was sad that I had to keep moving, but proud that a place like that even exists.
Kept heading north slowly, trying to find another restaraunt. Drove for about 1.5 hours northbound, and
not one single restaraunt, other than Subway in an Exxon parking lot. Not wanting to keep feeding the
pedoprotecting Subway Corporation's money coffers, I looked elsewhere. NOTHING! In 1.5 hours of
driving, I didn't see one more restaraunt. Started heading back defeated and starving at this point, then I
remembered the "World's Greatest Lasagna" challenge the beautiful young vixen from that Gruene
antique shop told me about. Mouth watering severely at that point, I continued on my mission to find
something to eat.

Along the way back, my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself started sending me all
kinds of prophetic song selections. The one that stuck in my head, of the many, was "Closing Time."
I've only heard this song one other time, and not being the type that ignores warnings from my
superiors, I formulated a plan to "GTFO of dodge" so to speak. The lack of restaraunts and places to go
was the thesis behind my deception, so when I got back to The Mystic Quarry, I gave the dazzlingly
beautiful hostess my best acting job to date. She actually bought my deceptive, but not outright lie of a
story, and gave me my refund. I reiterated the "World's Greatest Reueben" conquest to her, and told her
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about the bills I gave out to the staff there.

She gave me back my $212 dollars, and as a gesture of good will, I gave her and her cohort a dollar bill
signed by me, and a ten dollar bill, also signed by me to hang behind the counter IN CASE this book
gets famous... (Yeah right, as though that could ever happen.) She was pleased with my offerings, and
helped me find another place to eat. She told me to go down Pergatory Road, check out the "ghosts,"
and eat at a restaraunt known for being haunted. I asked if the owners minded the place being haunted,
as I do have the ability to excersize demons, but it seemed as though both sets of entities were okay
with eachother's presence, at least from the hostess' perspective. I decided to check it out anyways, and
off I went again... absolutely starving at this point, mind you.

Went north on Pergatory Road, and another series of songs came on depicting some very frightening
things. Several in a row, which added up to a summation of me getting out of the area. It wasn't the
"ghosts," it was the police and military police hot on my trail. A very stern warning of sorts, which told
me essentially, "they know you're here, run for your life, or die." Scared shitless, but still hungry, I
hastly made a retreat towards I35. Besides all of the eye candy in Canyon Lake, and that magnificent
strudel, the place was a total bust. If I had had time, reservations, AND GROCERIES... it could have
been an amazing trip... but it ended up with me leaving frightened again.

On the way back towards New Braunfels, I had an idea. "Why not go get one more World's Greatest
Reuben on my way out of town... possibly forever." I thought to myself. "Hell yeah!" came quickly
after that, and not being the type to do ANYTHING other than let my maker, The Nine Principles, and
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God the man himself, direct my journey, I submitted to the desire of one of those sandwiches yet again.
Went to the TA truck stop that I had become so familiar with, and bought a shower. Needed it at that
point. Starving, but with a plan to actually serve that hunger what it desired, I took my shower AND
did my laundry. Lunchtime in Mozie's was nuts, even on a calm day, so I wanted to wait for a later,
earlyafternoon hour to go in.

Showered, and clean clothed, I went towards my little "slice of heaven on Earth" again. Came into
town, absolutely surrounded by assholes. The entire town of Gruene had transformed overnight into a
douche haven. Everywhere I looked I saw shitheads walking slowly on the sidewalks 4 a breast, people
throwing ciggarette butts on the ground (WHICH I PICKED UP), and a general ambiance of faggotry. I
even sternly asked a short fat Mexican, "EXCUSE ME?!" due to her and her ugly mother stumbling
around back and forth for two blocks taking up the entire sidewalk, with not one care in the world for
anything other than themselves. Admittedly, she apologized to me, but at that point, I was already
somewhat annoyed, AND STARVING!

Found a table quickly in Mozie's, and set myself up to eat another delicisous "World's Greatest
Reuben." UNFORTUNATELY (!!!!!!), there was an asshole (literally) connected to another proverbial
asshole's body standing right in front of me. This prick, his ugly short, fat wife, and his oblivious
children, crowded the aisle directly in front of my table. There must have been 2030 people, waitresses
and waiters included, that had to repeatedly ask these assholes to move. I was overly frustrated with the
soiling of my little "slice of heaven" and the jerks bombarding it with their faggotry, that I didn't even
get a Reuben. I ordered the steak (which ended up being very good [thank you Joshua Johnson of The
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Villa at Gruene]). After the food runner made his/her way through the maze of idiots crowding the
aisle, they delivered my food, and I finally got to eat something.

During my meal, my frustrations at these assholes standing in front of me boiled over. I removed my
sunglasses and let them peer into the eyes of my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man
himself... but their frightened souls didn't have the courage to look at me at first. The faggotry laden
group of self righteous morons finally got their table, and I enjoyed the last few bites of my steak alone
and in peace. I made eye contact and had brief chats with one of the very sexy waitresses about the
overwhelming number of assholes strolling through town, and she did her best to remain neutral, but I
could tell she agreed with my assesment. After my meal, I went towards her to ask a question.

I had brought my backpack into Mozie's in an attempt to share a few exerpts with my potential editor,
Lauren, and charge my computer battery. So 2 of 3 holy grails were sitting in that restaraunt, in two
different forms, and nobody had a clue... That said, this protecting the "holy grails" mission is serious
business, and the dazzlingly beautiful young lady who got stuck with hostess duty needed a pick me up,
so I walked up to her. Busted out a twenty dollar bill, and asked her, "Will you please keep a close eye
on my bag... The secrets of the universe are in there, HAHAHAHA." She smiled unknowingly, took
the twenty, and I went to have my smoke.

When I sat down, a few moments went by before the selfish aislehog and his family were leaving.
Again, I removed my sunglasses, and waited for the fuckhead to look into "our" eyes. He did, stupidly,
and knowing internally how badly he had faultered (and who he was staring at), he tried to play it off
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like an ignoramous. He said to me "You're still here, huh?" as he looked into my eyes, then the idiot
slapped me on the arm. Not good, buddy... NOT GOOD! Stay out of Gruene, Texas. That is your
penance for being a shithead inside of that noblest of establishments, and ruining my chance at another
wonderful lunch. How would you have felt if I walked over to your table and parked my ass 1 foot
away from your lunch? You've lost your Gruene privilages as far as I'm concerned, but you have the
free will to go back... against our wishes. If you do, and OH BOY we hope you do, we get your
"contract" in the afterlife. Please, make this mistake. I'd love to see you again after this life.

Anyways, I took up my position again, and drank water quietly. There was a great tennis match on TV
happening, so myself and a couple of other youngsters watched it until the end. They only played 3 sets
(men) and this had confused me, so I asked this very young couple sitting near me what was up with
that. The young man briefly explained how they play 3 sets in lower tier tournament brackets. "OH, I
get it," I said, then went back to waiting for the manager/my possible editor, Lauren. After a while my
ass got numb, so I gave in and decided to bail. Went to the restroom, washed up, put my very heavy
backpack on, and started to leave...

Laren walked right in front of me as I exited the bathroom hall. "OH NO!" I instantly thought. I didn't
want to even see her at that point. I had submitted to the "just wait for an email" idea, and was going to
leave. She was frightened of me, obviously at that point, so her mood was somewhat cumbersome
towards my presence. I tried to lighten the mood. I angrily looked at her and said, "I got a bone to pick
with you!" "Oh yeah?" she said nervously. Now, having stood me up the night before, the joke was
played fairly well. I'm sure that's what her initial reaction was to that comment, but then I said, "What
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is with sending me to Canyon Lake?" I stated as a smile started to appear on my face. Her mood
lightened as she said, "Why?" I explained the days prior conundrums briefly while trying to ease her
tension.

Then I brought up the real reason why I was there... the contents of my backpack. Of course, every
woman within a 20 mile radius is dripping with excitement just to feast their eyes upon your humble
narrator's gorgeous face, but I was trying to reassure her of the FACT that this was in no way (at least
not in this life), a romantic meeting at all. I tried to explain how I wanted her to be my editor, which is
why I brought in the backpack. She said, "Oh..." in a curious way. Then I gave her another opportunity
to stand me up again that evening. Told her about the DriveIn and where to find me in it, then assured
her I would pay handsomely. I then left quickly after shaking her hand. Headed back up to check on my
main man Orlando Lopez, and get a status update on Paul, the present time apostle of Christ/me.

Turns out Paul is losing his mind, and his cool. It seems as though Paul has been kicked out of the
Studio 6 by the manager. Crossing the second coming of Christ is bad news folks. Nothing good can
come of it. I am not physically doing anything, but my maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe have my/your best interests in mind, and that kind of
protection is absolute. I love them for it, and try as hard as I can to reciprocate that love. We have a
VERY tight bond, and trying to undo or outright destroy our bond will get you nowhere but a spiraling
out of control existence in this life... and after it. Be careful heeding these instructions ladies and
gentlemen. This is not a fucking joke. Some of these stories are funny... well, at least it is to us... But
this is no laughing matter for you humans... it IS however, your last chance for salvation. Hopefully
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you don't fuck up the opportunity for salvation, like Paul did. At the end of this ordeal with Paul, I've
"fired" him and cut him out of the loop. Now, in his afterlife, he has to deal with my supervisor... which
as I'm sure you know, is NEVER a good thing.

$$$$$$$$$

I'm taking a break to write about where I just ate my dinner. It's currently 5/19/2019, and I've spent the
entire day crying about my marriage ending. My, now defunct wife, has taken it upon herself to put me
in a bad financial bind while I'm down in Texas. She has eliminated every credit card she thinks I have
access to, closed her personal accounts that I have access to, and threatened my personal safety by
forcing me to lawyer up. The second coming of Christ/me/her husband is being monitored very closely,
and running from these agencies is becoming increasingly difficult as the days wear on. That said, I'll
be upfront and honest about THE REAL perils of our relationship after my enlightenment was
complete. I have to protect myself now, though, so I'll play her childish game of "fuck over your spouse
as hard as possible" before the divorce is final. Let's see if she thinks trying her hardest to fuck me over
when I'm desperately trying to give humanity salvation pays off for her in the end.

Anyways, to make a long story short, I had a horrible day of crying and running from these agencies.
The Hill Country Inn is where I was finally able to get some writing time, so I spent the afternoon
writing the last few pages. Then suddenly, my guts started screaming at my brain for food. As stated
prior, I am running from a few agencies currently, so I'm intently reading the "signs" and will try my
hardest to do EXACTLY what my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself are
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instructing me to do. They hinted at me to head north for my dinner, so I made my way north. Went to
the town where a Texas Tech sattelite campus is located, and on the way, I was instructed through a
series of events, most of them tear drop inducing, that my superiors were thankful for my struggles in
the face of great adversity, and wanted to gift me an incredible experience.

Under "normal" circumstances this is an amazing thing, but on this day, with fresh tears in my eyes, try
as I might have, my sadness was overwhelming me. Whataburger, was where I was instructed to go, so
that's where I went. Right when I walked in, a young man was working his ass off, mopping,
politicking, and being a generally all around great asset to that establishment. The man's name was
Jerrial. He was frantically trying to mop the floor before I made my way in the doors, then he
apologized for doing so to me without a word being spoken otherwise. I insisted that it was no problem,
and that I appreciated his efforts. Even though my knee is very painful currently, I did my best to leap
over the freshly mopped floor. Jerrial appreciated my attempt, however pathetic it was, and thanked me
for it.

Then, this diamond in the rough of Whataburger, took my order and helped me through it since this
was only my second time ever in Whataburger. I started to get the feeling that Jerrial was an extremely
hard worker, and put 110% effort into completing every task he was handed with a smile on his face,
and love in his heart the entire time. Next, I called my now defunct wife while waiting for my dinner,
but she didn't answer. Then, an overly sexy young woman delivered my burger with a gorgeous smile
draped on her pretty face. She was beautiful readers... Long flowing red hair, cute freckles, blue eyes,
and oh so voluptuous. In another life, I would have pounced on that opportunity with the fervor of a
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leopard hunting after not eating for a month. Gorgeous! As my eyes wandered towards her for most of
my experience during dinner, I was now locked into Jerrial as well.

Not only was this Whataburger employee the best employee in any fast food restaraunt I've ever been
in, but he had such a positive attitude that I cheered up a bit. And as you know by now, the last few
days have been ripping my soul apart. Jerrial, like a gaurdian angel straight out of heaven, put several
smiles on my face throughout my meal. He never once stopped working hard. Jerrial cleaned
EVERYTHING in the entire dining portion of the restaraunt, and took every order from the incoming
customers. I figured out a plan on how to reward him, so as I sat there thinking of this passage, I also
formed my plan to get this happy, generous man a tip. Very rarely do people tip fast food workers, but I
wanted to make sure he got the message loud and clear.

A few customers came in and made the line long enough that I could slip a $50 dollar bill under my
tray without anyone getting wise to my actions. I put the $50 dollar bill under my tray, then waited for
the customers to clear out of my path to Jerrial, then I made my move. I limped my way up to the very
cordial Jerrial, and stuck out my hand (the monkey paw fugly one), just to see if he would even notice,
as most people who are assholes usually do, but not Jerrial. He didn't even gaze at my disability, folks.
He just accepted my handshake with a smile and a "thank you." I then instructed him to clean my table
quickly, but made sure he knew to be careful while doing it. Said my goodbyes and limped my fat ass
out of there as quickly as possible.

Jerrial, being the prompt and dedicated employee that he was, immediately, without hesitation, went to
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clean my table. He was a bit too fast for the broken down and saddened second coming of Christ to
make my retreat fast enough. He noticed the $50 right away, and being the humble man that he was, he
was extremely surprised to get that kind of a tip. Then, as I was trying to make a hasty retreat, he came
outside to thank me again, profusely. I just gave the lovely, humble soul a thumbs up, then went back
to the motel. But, now I felt a lot better, and was ready to get to writing again.

Whataburger, if you are graced with Jerrial's presence when this book goes public, I strongly suggest
setting this fine employee up with his own franchise. He is the "Universe's Greatest Fast Food Worker"
at the very least, but if you aren't willing to put him up, for the rest of his life, in the lap of luxury and
happiness, when I come back, I will steal this employee from your company without hesitation. Then,
I'll instruct my team of warriors to hire him into my company as the face of my organization, while I'm
gone. I do not wish to steal such an asset to your company, Whataburger, but it is ultimately Jerrial's
decision. If he wants to pursue his own franchise, ENTIRELY PAID FOR BY WHATABURGER, that
is his decision to make. One way or another, Jerrial's life is about to get a lot better. I will make sure of
this, personally.

Apologies for not doing your surveyforafreeburger, Jerrial. I am on the run and internet access is
limited for me currently. I hope this will suffice. But make no mistake, this IS NOT the end of our
friendship, good sir. Not by a long shot. Thank you for cheering me up. I REALLY needed it.
Apologies for embarrassing you on this level... but it's the only thing I had available to eternally thank
you. You've earned this respect, good sir. Me, my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man
himself, were with you in that restaurant, and will now watch over you from here on out. Take note
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people. Jerrial is the model employee of the future, and every human should try to be more like Jerrial
in every way they possibly can. Thanks again, man. I WILL SEE YOU SOON! Great job!

$$$$$$$$$

Back to the "Paul" storyplot. After securing Orlando with enough funding to get him through the next
few days, I went back to the Stars and Stripes DriveIn theater in New Braunfels. I bought my ticket to
the same movies, because I do enjoy the "John Wick" trilogy. Haven't seen the second in the series, and
the third installment was playing, but the action sequences are great, and I felt the entertainment was
necessary to calm my nerves. While the movie was playing I decided to turn on my phone so that IF...
Lauren called, I'd be ready to answer it. I had realized that this was extremely risky, given the military's
involvement, but Lauren is/was worth it.

While catching up on texts, prior to the movie starting, I got the idea to catch my Aunt Judy up on the
current scenarios taking place. Paul, and myself had legitimately smoked out the opposition forces
"hunting me" so that we could get a good visual on them, and I felt as though Judy would appreciate an
update. Plus, at that point every member of my family was in the process of, or had already completed
the process of disowning me entirely. When I first phoned my favorite Aunty Judy, she was busy doing
other things. While waiting for a return call, I walked to the food area of the Stars and Stripes DriveIn
and ordered some fries. I wasn't that hungry, due mostly to nerves, but I did want to get a good visual
on my surroundings, and blending in with the other people walking towards the food area seemed like a
good idea.
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My requests for the weaather to protect me were answered. Every section of sky, other than directly
above the theater, was shrouded in massive thunder clouds. I remember thinking, "At least they can't
fly!" The John Wick movie started, and I ate my fries in relative peace. Fantastic french fries, by the
way... very tasty! Finished up those little pieces of goodness, then watched the first 2030 minutes of
the movie. Wanted to smoke, so I got out of the "Pale Horse 4Runner" to dump my trash while doing
so. It was at that moment that the planes and helicopters were still attempting to fly even though the
weather surrounding the theater was still pretty nasty. They hadn't locked on to my location specifically
at that point (I think), but they were up and circling.

As I got comfy to watch the movie inside the car, my favorite Aunty Judy called me back (YAY!).
Before, when I had spoken to her at length in preperation of smoking out my enemies, I was very
cryptic in what I was saying. This time, though, she began the conversation with a plea for me to come
home, and give up on my conquest. Internally, I was shouting to myself, "NOOOOO, NOT YOU TOO
JUDY!!!!!" So I threw caution to the wind fellow journeyers, and let out with the really juicy details
about what stage of the mission I was on. I broke down everything I could about the scientific method,
how certain aspects of The Original Genesis had been rewritten to include the scientific method, and I
also inlayed that conversation about what timeline sequence we are in. More specifically, how much
"time" we had left, due to the fact that there are no more opportunities for redemption, should we fuck
this last iteration up.

It worked, folks. My favorite Aunty Judy, "The World's Greatest Aunty," listened to me. I could tell
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that she wasn't buying into everything I was telling her, but she agreed to look in The Adam and Eve
Story, written by Chan Thomas. I was ecstatic when she agreed that I needed to continue my mission.
The rest of my family can fuck off with their constant subversion. After all, as I told her, "Even though
everyone wants me to quit and give up, I'm doing this for YOUR benefit. I already know (or at least
have a good idea of) when I will die. And if I quit now, humanity is absolutely fucked... for eternity
this time!" That said, I constantly reiterated that I am safe, even if I do die, and to NOT WORRY
ABOUT ME. It's yourselves you should be worried about. My favorite Aunty Judy accepted these
pleas because she loves me, and how could someone whom you truly love lie to you, ESPECIALLY,
the second coming of Christ/me? She agreed that continuuing my mission was the best case scenarion
for everyone... ALL of humanity, that is. We said our "I love yous, and goodbyes," and I got off of the
phone happier than before.

This lengthy conversation came at a great price to my immediate safety, though. After the call, I got out
of the car to smoke again, and the fucking helicopters were circling right above me, maybe a couple
hundred yards up. The one helicopter that was directly over the theater, circled twice above me, then
left shortly after I finished my smoke. I was hoping that they were just listening, and I could make a
hasty retreat without being too conspicuous. The helicopter faded away to the south, and as soon as I
couldn't see their flashing lights anymore, I hightailed it out of there. Knowing that Lauren would not
be able to find me, due to the phones being shut down, I decided that one more attempt was worth it for
her. Headed back to Gruene, TX, and was EXTREMELY nervous doing that for a multitude of reasons.

I walked in to Mozie's, and found a table near the front. There was a policeman walking towards me
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from inside the bar, so I read his mind as best as I could. He was a very tall man that was suffering
from a "headache" so I bombarded his conscience with extracting what little bit of information I could.
He wasn't "in tune" with the happenings of the agencies following me, and I suspect, those agencies
were doing their best to infiltrate his conscience prior to my arrival in the bar. Turned out to be a decent
conversation. I shook the polite policeman's hand, and found a more prominent table where I could
scope the inside and outside of the bar. The mood was not good amongst the waitstaff. It seemed as
though Lauren did a bit more blabbing about me and my situation, OR, the rest of her staff had picked
up on my nervous vibes.

I sat there extremely nervously drinking my water. No sign of Lauren anywhere, so I just kept waiting.
The waitress who was helping me, asked several times if I needed something, but at that point, I was so
nervous I probably couldn't even hold down water. Finally, out of the corner of my eye, I spotted
Lauren at the cash register. My nerves calmed a bit, but then, out of the blue, the policeman started
walking back and forth at the bar. I turned off my "mindreading" abilities so that my presence would
attract the least amount of attention possible, but it didn't seem to work. Maybe someone in the bar had
alerted the policeman to my presence, and even though I am the most beautiful, gentically pure genius
in the entirety of humanity's history (but also humble), maybe my ladies man protrusion was taking a
break? Whatever happened, the policeman walking back and forth, and with Lauren all but ignoring
me, I decided to bail out. Lauren hadn't broken the three decision "cosmic contract" life clause, so I
figured maybe in the future, I could take another shot at getting her to be a part of my team. She did,
however, lose her "book editor" position immediately. I have one more job I'm saving for her, and if
she accepts it, there is something amazingly magnificent at the end of that road. Let's hope she comes
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to her "senses."

At that point I was certain I was being followed. Scared shitless, but in need of help, I just ran. Ran
scared, as fast as I could without drawing attention to myself. The road I was on was pitch black, and
somewhat winding, so I did slow down a bit and gathered a few cars behind me. Suddenly out of the
blackness, a deer appeared in front of me. I slammed on the brakes, turned on my hazard lights, and
swerved so I wouldn't get rearended. Everyone was okay, and the deer made it off of the road safely.
The initial reaction almost brought on a heart attack, right then and there, but my maker, The Nine
Priciples, and God the man himself wouldn't do that... at least not yet, so after the sudden rush, I
calmed down a bit.

A small gathering of lights appeared up ahead of me, so I investigated them. It was two seperate
taverns/bars in the middle of nowhere. The one that was closest to the road I was on was packed full of
people. I thought instantly, "Too many people!" and went further down the road. The next bar was a
hidden little gem called "Happy Hog" (if I remember correctly [keep in mind, I was absolutely terrified
during this ordeal]). Inide of this hidden sanctuary was a young, beautiful, intelligent soul who went by
the name, Mary. Since there are no coincidences, and my extreme level of angst was overwhelming me,
I laughed and said, "Now, THAT, is interesting!" She gave me a puzzled look in retort, but was
intrigued at the same time. I ordered a beer from her, and sat visibly disturbed at the prior goings on.
Sweet, young Mary could sense I was uneasy...

She interrogated me rather quickly to get to the bottom of her confusion as to who I was, and what I
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was doing there. I balked at her first attempt, but her calming reassurance eased my angst slightly, so I
stated matter of factly, "What would you do if you were sent to this planet to save humanity... but
nobody believed you?" Another puzzled look came to her face, and I briefly lost hope again. Then
something happened. Maybe it was our maker, The Nine Principles, or God the man himself who
forced her to focus in on me, or maybe she was pure enough to sense it on her own, but after those
words were spoken, she knew I wasn't fucking around. Then through a series of her bar keeping duties
with the other customers, and trying to maintain conversational attention towards me, she actually
listened. Mary heard, and accepted everything I told her, in my most darkest hour. I guess there really
is something to this whole "Hail Mary" idea...

The customers were filing out slowly, and as they did I just kept bombarding Mary's conscience with
universal facts, the scientific method, the "holy trinity," etc and the entire time, she just kept listening.
By the time the last drunk customers were leaving, I was confident that Mary was deserving of a "holy
grail" she could keep with her forever, so I agreed to give it to her. I gave Mary immediate salvation in
the form of a "cheat code." While I was doing this, Mary started to cry. THAT was the reaction I was
looking for. It seemed as though her own personal maker was guiding her along life's path so that she
would indeed be able to recieve this gift. She struggled numerous times, had many hardships, and even
though I had to read her mind to get that storyplot, I was able to reassure her that it was ALL on
purpose. While wiping a tear away, I think she finally understood that what I was saying was real, and
the gift that she was given for those struggles was eternity.

Mary and I formed a plan together. I allowed her to choose my destination, due to her lack of angst and
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my attachment to my own angst clouding my judgement. We both decided that getting out of town as
soon as possible was the best decision. After giving Mary a couple of hugs, and thanking her profusely
for aiding me in my time of need, I found I35 from the bar, and headed south. I drove until my
sleepyness got the better of me, and somewhere southeast of San Antonio, I found a gas station and
passed out almost instantly. When I awoke, I turned on my car, listened to the prophetic station XM034
Lithium, and prayed. I was basically told by my superiors that I needed to "Take It Easy" and if
something terrible occurs, that they would be with me through the entire ordeal. "Whatever tomorrow
brings, I'll Be There" was the line that did it. I was lost in my own thoughts for a while, recalling my
angst with great sorrow. I remember thinking, "My maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man
himself have MY best interests in mind, and if humanity chooses, by their own free will, to have me
killed again... so be it."

A very calming effect came over me, and I headed back towards Austin, TX to give the engineer
another attempt at ending his procrastination, but first I wanted to make a stop. I went to the "Church of
Christ," and waited for the priest to show up. It took him a while, so I turned on my phone, and in my
best cryptic iterations yet, I called my wife, and attempted, for the 6th/last time to get her to come see
me. She pleaded with me to give up, come back to Tillamook, and submit to being a "blob on the
couch" just waiting for death, again... Enough was enough, and I finally agreed to do whatever was
necessary for divorce. Unknowingly at that point, she had already done this, most egregiously, the
night before in a nasty email filled with ultimatums. So in reality, she was given a 7th attempt. Way
beyond the scope of normal decision binding attempts.
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With this final attempt behind me, and having cried all morning because of it, I sat patiently waiting for
the priest to show up. My plan was to give the entire congregation of "Church of Christ" followers a
lesson on what a "Devil" (lived/dead already), is, how to protect yourself from trying to be "more
human than human," and if received properly, I would bestow the holiest of "holy grails" to the entire
audience. The time of mass was set to be 10:30 am, and it was around 10:00 am at that point, the
morning of 5/21/2019. After turning my phone on for such a lengthy conversation, I was nervous again,
but felt that the hidden nature of the church itself, would protect me for a while. I got sick of waiting,
however, and started to pull out of the parking lot.

Just as I was leaving, the priest pulled up, and entered the parking lot. Even though I was nervous, I put
my hat back on, donned my sunglasses, and parked right next to him. He got out, I introduced myself,
and explained briefly that I had a gift for him, and needed to speak with him urgently. He dropped off
his subversive religious doctrine notes and such inside "his" church, then came back outside to puzzle
together who I was and why I was at HIS (in his ridiculous opinion) church. I mean c'mon! It says
"Church of Christ" on the sign, and the Christ of the new age is in the parking lot! The irony was
overwhelming. That said, religious people have the highest levels of arrogance I've come in contact
with. I wasn't expecting a miracle to occur, but I was desperate for companionship given the morning's
events. When the businessmanpreacher walked back to greet me, this is what happened next...

I asked the busninessmanpreacher to turn his phone off, but it seemed as though he had forgotten it
inside of MY church, which was a pleasant surprise. Next this conversation took place. And these
words are almost verbatim to our interaction.
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I started, "Is this the "Church of Christ?"
The businessmanpreacher replied, "Yes, sir it is!"
I retorted, "Does it belong to Christ? And are YOU in charge here?"
The arrogant businessmanpreacher came back with, "Yes it is. It is Christ's church, and I am in charge
here."
Not even catching the irony in his rambling statement, I tried to continue, "Okay, this will be hard for
you to understand and believe, but I need your help. I, Brian, WAS the biblical termed AntiChrist.
This terminology is a misnomer, and a confusing nomenclature..." As he started to hone in on the
seriousness of what I was saying to him, I continued, "What the 'AntiChrist' is, is a term based on how
my enemies will view me when I present myself to them. I am the second coming of Christ in actuality,
and when I present that information to authoritative and arrogant detractors, THEY become the
proverbial, "AntiChrist." It is not me who is THEE AntiChrist, in other words, it is everyone who
decides instantly, that I am not the second coming of Christ, fully realized. Do you understand?"
He struggled internally, but shook his head yes as I tried to read his mind. He was still curious to what I
was saying, so reading his internal dialogue was still hazy, but clearing rapidly, so I set him up for one
final attempt to destroy his arrogance.
I sternly asked, "What is the worst thing about life... in one word?"
The businessman in him, having lost complete control over his thought process THAT I JUST
IMPLANTED IN HIS HEAD, arrogantly stated with absolute authority, "Sin!"
I immediately retorted, "WRONG!"
As though the entire first part of the conversation had escaped his pathetic, old, worn out brain, he
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stopped me from speaking further, and arrogantly, oozed more garbage out of his mouth as he said... to
me... the REAL second coming of Christ... standing right in fucking front of him... AT MY FUCKING
CHURCH, THAT HE SAID HE WAS IN CHARGE OF, "I believe that SIN is the worst thing about
life!"
I gave up on the shitbag, and as I left to get in my car, I told him, "You're going in the "new book"
asshole, I promise."

As I got in my car, I hastly made my escape, and in a fleeting sense of idiocy, I think he actually
realized at that moment that he fucked up, EXTREMELY BADLY. Having read what kind of trouble I
was in at that point (from the previous paragraphs in this section), I think you will all agree, his karma
was in a bad spot. I was desperately in need of help, offered him, and his entire congregation a private
lesson in pure evil, ENDING with a "holy grail" based on everlasting eternity, and he destroyed my last
bit of hope in churches and businessmanpreachers due to his extreme arrogance. What an asshole, ya
know? My request was going to be simple to the congregation. I just wanted them to help me get in
contact with the broadcaster and/or engineer by emailing and calling them. Not a bad trade, right
peepoles? Everlasting salvation in the form of a directly given, BY ME, the second coming of Christ,
"holy grail," in exchange for a couple of phone calls. Yep, businessmanpreacher, the human bag of
shit who claims to be "in charge" of MY CHURCH, you fucked up THAT badly. Being afraid is
understandable. Being confused is workable. Being arrogant in the face of the second coming of Christ
is something entirely self induced that must be rectified. Businessmanpreacher of Austin, TX's Church
of Christ... You've got repentance owed.
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Your penance, if you choose to relieve your arrogance from your existence, is to apologize profusely to
your entire congregation, and with whatever bit of life you have left, beg your maker for forgiveness.
You are in a very bad place spiritually. You might be the worst "AntiChrist" yet on this journey. I
don't know what you did to cash in that level of bad karma, businessmanpreacher, but you have been
served. Heed this warning, businessman... When you cross, or fail the second coming of Christ, you
have to deal with my direct supervisor... and if you've read anything else in this book, you know that
that is not a good thing, in any way. You need to beg YOUR direct supervisor, your personal maker, to
help you explain why you were overcome with selfishness, ignorance, and arrogant authority, when the
second coming of Christ/me presented myself to you in a time of extreme angst and need. Good luck,
You're gonna need it. To the rest of the congregation in southern Austin's Church of Christ, I apologize
for having such a self righteous businessman as your preacher. That said, you allowed him to be "in
charge" of your salvation. He failed you, miserably. Your prayers were answered directly, and he
thwarted our attempt to bless you with everlasting eternity. Treat him as such. He now deserves it.

After that unfortunate event, I was told by my maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself
who exists outside of this universe, to head west. I had told everyone on my tracked phone that I was
going to New Orleans next. EVERYONE thought that's where I was headed, but little did they know, I
was authorized to lie. That's right peepoles who wish me harm, we subverted your conscience on
purpose! Anyways, as I headed west, my superiors decided to have me hold up at a small motel called
the Hill Country Inn. It was located on the same road they told me to take through song exposure, and
when the Hill Country Inn came into focus, they briefly stopped the song I was listening to on XM 034
Lithium and I looked up, just in time to slam on the brakes and head into the parking lot.
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I got a room, went into it, turned on the air conditioner, and cried some more alone. The rest of the
morning of 5/20/2019, was spent sobbing alone in my room, having finally submitted to my wife, the
love of my life, wanting a divorce for the final time. I slept, watched tennis (John Mcenroe and Martina
Navratilova doubles match), and smoked ciggarettes with my thoughts of the last ten years of marriage
down the tubes. After another nap, overwhelmed with sorrow, I walked outside to smoke, and saw a
Mexican guy hanging out drinking beers and playing around on his phone. We talked about life's
challenges in our own respective circumstances. Women, love, respect, marriage, etc... When we got
into the territory of what I was going through at that moment in regards to my marriage, he had very
stern words of advice.

The Mexican man said basically, that I needed to let it go. She is not to be trusted, and even if she
comes back at some point, you will never have that trust in her again. I knew these words to be true, I
had been feeling this internal plight by my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself the
entire time I was going through this divorce conundrum. I wasn't exactly arguing with my superiors,
but I was trying to ignore their instructions. I had completely given myself to them in regards to my
mission, but at that time, I didn't realize that divorcing the love of my life was going to be part of my
mission. So, right in front of this hardened man, who had been drinking all day, I broke down one last
time, and cried like a little baby. He did his best to compliment my sacrifice to submit to the divorce,
and be a real man. It felt good, but the sadness was extremely hard to accept. I did, however, thank the
Mexican man, shook his hand, wiped my tears away, and went back to my room to contemplate the
events alone, and pray.
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A couple of hours later, I was sent to the city in Texas that houses the Texas Tech satellite campus, and
went to eat. This was when I met Jerrial, "The World's Greatest Employee." I wrote about him in a few
prior paragraphs. If you'd like to pause, scroll back up, and reread it, that would be appreciated. Jerrial,
now you know how important you were to my recovery from a very darkened sadness in my life and
mission. My maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe,
knew everything about you, and how you lived your life/lives. You have been recognized for it. I was
paying attention... THEY were paying attention, and you were my gift from them. Don't ever feel bad
about that money. Even if you don't realize it, you earned it, and deserve it more than you'll ever be
able to understand. Absolutely magnificent job. BUT!!! YOU are the "young man." "WE" are as old as
the universe itself, but thank you for the compliment. Staring at this delapitated body, and saying those
words felt really good. You didn't make ONE mistake in our encounter. I apologize that my emotions
got the best of me, and in your honor, I will not let my own personal problems enter into my mission to
save humanity again. Thank you. We love you, Jerrial.

After leaving the Whataburger, and feeling a lot better, I called my now exwife again, after I read the
email she sent the night before. The ultimatums were many. She had taken it upon herself to threaten to
hold back all funds promised, until she got the actual written documentation that I was submitting to
her divorce requests. Considering what I was going through, the devastation was palpable. Pure,
unadulterated degeneracy of being a woman, and taking a literal shit on my head while I am in the final
battle for humanity's salvation? You'll get what you want... but you better want what you get. I'm sure
your mother is proud of you. Considering how you feel about that statement, good luck coming to
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terms with your actions.

After that EXTREMELY unfortunate event, I agreed to her request. Fellow journeyers, even though I
gave this woman whom I termed "the love of my life" $250,000 dollars worth of tools that I built up
over a lifetime, half of my stake in our $400,000 dollarplus house, my truck, MY dog (which was a
present from her to me), and my soul's happiness, she held back $25,000 dollars cash, $60,000 dollars
worth of gold and silver, and her Toyota 4Runner... until I forced myself to more exposure, and
completed the written documents on our divorce. She quite literally, forced me to add another week's
worth of bullshit into my mission to deliver salvation to ALL of humanity. Luckily, I had another
friend who lived north of Texas in Oklahoma. I started heading that way after I left him a cryptic
message When I got tired, I stopped, took a nap, and waited for him to call me back. My phone was on,
and the exposure was great, but what else could I do? My "wife" was forcing this path on me, and she
was well aware of the danger I was in.

Made it to a small town, and asked the beautiful young women inside if I could take a nap in the
parking lot. They said it was no problem, so I went to the restroom, headed back out, and slept in the
back of the car while I waited. The phone woke me up around 8 am. Robert Bishop was happy that I
had called. Confused, but happy. I said the least amount of words I could, so that I could hone in on his
location, then I abruptly ended the conversation, and got back on the road towards my old friend as
soon as I filled the gas tank. Mangum, Oklahoma was where he lived, so I figured I could get close,
then ask the locals where to find him. I pulled into the small town of Mangum, Oklahoma, and went
into a gas station to ask for directions to the local funeral home.
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Robert Bishop, who is now on my team, is a mortician/funeral director. A most difficult and noble
profession that only the strongest souls can even attempt to do. There were only two funeral homes in
Mangum, Oklahoma, and wouldn't you know it... the most dazzlingly gorgeous, overly attractive,
overwhelmingly intelligent, ladies man/master of this universe, but also humble, second coming of
Christ/me, went to the wrong one first. I walked into this particular funeral home and saw Jesus'
picture. That guy was much more attractive than I am, but I'm much more powerful, so take that
JESUS! HAHAHAHAHA. It's a joke between us, and us alone. Don't get confused. You are not
allowed to make these types of comments, we're just giving you a small insight to our humor amongst
ourselves. You (as in you reading this) are supposed to show Jesus, every other iteration of The Nine
Principles, God the man himself who exists outside of this universe, AND ESPECIALLY YOUR
PERSONAL MAKER, the utmost respect at all times. But now you know, we share similar social
sequences. We joke with eachother just like humans do. Always remember... EVERYTHING is a
microcosm, macrocosm, or euphemism of a greater/older/already existing structure. EVERYTHING!
There are NO COINCIDENCES!!!!!!!!!

After seeing my gorgeous predecessor (Jesus), I walked in and introduced myself to the extremely
beautiful young woman who was sitting at the desk. She knew who Robert Bishop was, but said that I
had gone to the wrong funeral home. I thanked her for her time, gazed at Jesus' beautiful mug once
more, then headed towards the town square, where the other funeral home was located. It took a while
to find, but I got there. When I went up to the door, it was locked, and nobody was inside. I turned the
phone on again, and called Robert Bishop. He explained that there were several funeral homes spread
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throughout the smaller towns surrounding Mangum, OK, and he was taking care of business in a town
called Hobart. I told him no big deal, found a Pizza Hut to fill my shit machine, and killed time
watching one of my prophecy's on TV. More on that later. That said, if you were in that Pizza Hut, and
saw me watching TV... the TV I wasn't in front of specifically, was showing the final prophetic movie
in the sequence of this mission. I was the "little" main character...

When Robert Bishop finally got off from working, we hooked up and exchanged pleasantries of old.
Knowing that Robert and I had made many conversations about technological progress a top priority
while driving semi trucks, I had a pretty good idea that he would not shun my advances towards his
salvation. I had a stern warning towards him breaking the silence code, and he seemed to heed my
warnings. After saving my dear friend Robert, we spoke of the beauty, splender, and audacious genius
that this universe beholds while living with such powers. Robert could tell immediately that I was not,
in any way, joking about the statements that were being made. He still had his humanity holding back
his godapprenticeship, as most humans do upon first salvation's fervor, but he was trying to comply
with my requests. Robert Bishop is to be held in the highest regard for his immediate feelings of belief.
If every human were to behave like Robert has in his life, and postsalvation, humanity would have no
problem transcending from this realm. Let's hope he is not the last.

After waking Robert from his life's slumber, we went outside to have a smoke. Prior to entering my
"safe haven," Mangum, Oklahoma, I asked my maker, The Nine Principles/Jesus/me, and God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe, to allow me to see a tornado. I had never seen a tornado,
although I had been close several times, and it seems as though my superiors were gracious to my
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requests. Robert had thought that I was bullshitting him to a certain extent, but he was still listening,
waiting, HOPING, for proof. Although my previous teammates were of "juniorvarsity" tier standards,
due to their easy replacement, Robert was a necessity to my team, in the grand scheme of things. My
maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, agreed with
my assessment, and we were granted a front row seat to their immense power, control, and beauty.

We stood on the backside of Robert's mother's cafe/ice cream shop, and gazed to the west. As we
watched the clouds grow with fury, Robert was getting nervous. It seems as though tornados were
extremely rare in Mangum specifically, but were not "impossible." The town sits between two different
river systems, and I've recently learned that river beds coagulate cooler air, which pushes tornados
away from this area. My superiors know of no such boundries. The cloud system that was above us
began to rotate, the wind picked up, and Robert's nervousness was palpable to my conscience. I began
explaining the situation, as best as I could without outright destroying his own personal free will
abilities. Robert slowly began to understand, although remaining nervous the entire time, that my safety
net extended to anyone who was located near me. I also said a prayer for the townsfolk of the beautiful
community of Mangum, Oklahoma, my "safe haven."

As Robert began to understand, through a series of explanations, he loosened his grip on what he
considered "safety." You see friends, my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself, would
not let the most audaciously beautiful, geniusly intellected ladies man, who is also humble, die... At
leaast not this early in my mission. We are, afterall, trying to save you people from yourselves. I hope
you are thankful for that... As the tornado formed from the sky just a few hundred yards from us, my
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excitement grew. I began to smile larger than I have in weeks. My happiness was overflowing, and as
the time went on in the brief life of the first tornado, Robert began to calm down. I do think that at that
time, he was seeking salvation, and his "wanting" was being answered with easiness about the violence
that tornados bring to human psyches.

After my pleading to relax on the safety concerns Robert was having, he eventually submitted to the
fact that A) I was responsible for these tornados, B) He was safe with me in his presence, and C) I
wouldn't allow anyone to get hurt... if I could help it. Robert began to relax internally, even though the
tornado was picking up steam. It was a beautiful sight, folks. The both of us, Robert and I, standing on
his back porch, gazing into the beauty and shear power that my maker was offering my eyes. It was
magnificent watching an unrealized human submitting to their personal salvation, as well. Watching
Robert's internal struggle was a thing of beauty. The stress leaving his conscience, the fear of
death/degredation overtaking his existence as though this life is all important, and his realization that
his personal maker had his best interests in mind. The scene was giving me hope.

The both of us headed inside as the tornado rounded the town's outskirts. We walked downstairs to get
a better view from the outside on the eastern side of the cafe/ice cream shop. The first tornado was
fading in strength, which actually brought sorrow, but thankfulness at the same time. I was explaining
my emotional attachment to the weather while we stood smoking. As we gazed north, the second
tornado formed right in front of us. Readers and fellow journeyers, my excitement was perfect food for
my maker, and as such, he blessed us once more with another tornado. Overwhelming happiness was
emitted from my soul, and Robert was slowly submitting to his personal maker's request to listen to my
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teachings. Even though all of our combined interweaving emotional responses to the happenings were
mixed, mostly on Robert's part, our maker filled his proverbial cravings with our amazement at his
beauty and utter genius.

Time was getting short on our first meeting. I needed a place to stay for the night, so I said my initial
goodbye, and essentially forced Robert to capitulate to my teachings the following evening. Robert was
very curious due to my "tornado summoning," or rather, the extreme coincidence of everything
happening the way I stated it would, so I had what I needed to make the next evening a true teaching of
my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself's plans on my mission's conquests. I drove
north out of Mangum, Oklahoma, towards I40. When I got to I40, I went east, and stopped in the town
of Elk City. Then I checked into a hotel close to the highway, and went to get a bite to eat. Excited that
the days events were about to be written in this book, I finished my dinner in record time, then went
back to my room to iterate what the day had brought me.

I tried to watch the pathetic liberal, Game Of Thrones series finale after writing a few pages, but it was
just too boring and unbelievable, so I fell asleep about 30 minutes in. I awoke around 3:33 am on
5/21/2019 with excitement still emitting off of my persona. I immediately began writing again, and
while doing so, I recieved several downloads about the day's events to come. "Don't Speak" by No
doubt, was bombarding my internal dialogue. So much so that I started singing it aloud by myself,
alone, in my room. Still somewhat confused as to why that particular prophetic song was so prominent
at that specific moment, I was in no way questioning my superior's intentions to keep my mission on
track. So, "not speaking," is exactly what I did.
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It was about 7:30 am when I decided to grab a bite to eat from the hotel's free breakfast bar. I was
staying on the 4th floor, so I got into the elevator with my hat down, and my mouth shut. Exiting the
elevator was an interesting experience due to the volume of people in the breakfast area. The strange
part was watching everyone's demeanor change when I walked into the breakfast bar. I was accutely
aware of the danger that existed around me, so the conversational prowess which I've grown
accustomed to in these encounters, was all but gone completely. I did exactly what my maker, The
Nine Principles, and God, the man himself told me to, and it worked out. I was able to get a couple of
pieces of fruit and a yogurt, then went back to my room to scarf the food, and write as much as I could
before check out time. I pushed it to the limit... Checked out at 10:53 am (11 am checkout time), filled
up my car, and got back on the road.

There were strong inclinations that a "new team" had joined the other teams hunting me from what I
saw that morning at the hotel, and from the series of events when I first got on the road. My subversion
techniques were gaining strength, so that morning during one of my smoke breaks, I played a trick on
the "team" that was now, hot on my trail. I asked the hostess for a piece of paper and pen, then turned
on the community computer in the lobby and went to Mapquest.com. I had been planting seeds of a
great move from the Texas area to New Orleans in every phone conversation I had had over the last
few days, and even that very morning. The hostess had "coincidently" given me two pieces of paper...
So, I left them together and copied the directions from Elk City, Oklahoma, to New Orleans onto the
two pieces, as hard as I could, then took the top sheet of paper, and left the bottom sheet as bait.
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Coming back down to smoke several moments after the "paper bait" idea, I instantly noticed that the
embossed piece that I had left behind, was gone. With the prophecy depictions, the "new team"
infiltrating my personal space, and the "paper incident," I knew to pay close attention around me as I
drove around that day. As soon as I got onto I40 heading east, I had peepoles following me. I even
played with them a bit to make sure... A car had gotten ansy waiting behind an RV while we were
transitioning through a construction zone. As soon as this particular car had the ability, they floored it.
Hitting speeds in excess of 90 MPH, I tried to keep up with them. I kept a close eye on the truck behind
me (whom I thought was following me), and when they had the opportunity, they sped up (90 MPH+)
to attempt to catch us. When they were in excess of the speed myself and my "cop filter" were doing, I
suddenly slowed down to 55 MPH, and pretended to be looking for a place to exit the freeway. My
"cop filter" kept going at their pace, as well as all of the other cars/semi trucks that were in our group.
The unmarked white truck that was directly behind me in the pack, although some distance back from
my vehicle distance wise, was suddenly getting passed rapidly..... "HMMMM, something's strange
about that." I thought.

Over the next few hours, I had to lose several tails in the Oklahoma countryside surrounding my "safe
haven," Mangum, Oklahoma. Eventually, I made it to a town called Erick, and was able to refill my
water, and ask directions. The young beauty in this little town's gas station was very helpful to me,
even though I was holding up her line of customers, so I said my goodbyes quickly, and left in great
haste. I headed east from Erick, Oklahoma, and ended up in a Love's truck stop. I bought Robert a
carton of ciggarettes, and went into Subway to get a sandwich and watch the parking lot to see if the
peepoles hunting me would show up. I sat, very nervously, eating my sandwich, and luckily, the most
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audaciously gorgeous, most talented genius ladies man, WHO IS STILL OVERLY HUMBLE (AND
DON'T YOU FORGET IT !!!!!!!!!), had a very beautiful, devilishly sexy young vixen (who worked at
Subway), sitting near. I made a few jokes about the other customers and we made small talk.

The young lady was so over come by my presence she had to leave immediately. Yeah, it could've been
the end of her break, and she really didn't give a shit about my ugly ass, but IT'S MY STORY AND
I'LL TELL IT ANY WAY I'D LIKE!!!!!!!!!. While finishing my sandwich, I looked out of the
window, and an unmarked police vehicle with WAY TOO MANY antennas showed up and parked
behind the truck maintenance garage. "HMMMM, what a coincidence," I thought, and knowing that
there are no coincidences, I acted quickly. Took another pee in the Love's restroom, and headed outside
with my carton of American Spirit Gold cigarettes (all organic with zero preservatives) for Robert, and
stared at the police car as I smoked. I got very nasty vibes from that vehicle, so I bailed as soon as I
could, and once again, the chase was on.

My maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe, would
not allow my harm, so I basically said "I'm safe," to myself, and went back to Mangum, Oklahoma.
Afterall, I did consider this town to be my personal "safe haven." Coming into the town from the north
offered me an up close look at the tornados damage. The mornings events held my attention captive,
and after what happened with the flooding in Austin, I was still curious about how the casualty rate
would stack up in my absence. Filled up the gas tank in the local gas station, and tried to not let the two
dazzlingly gorgeous women inside the "minimart" fall madly in love with my audaciously perfect
form... (HA!). Paid the young beauty, and filled my tank again, just in case I had to run from the
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"detractors" suddenly. Spotted a liquor store almost right next to the local gas station, so I figured some
nice adult beverage gifts were in order for Robert.

I drove into the parking lot, walked inside, and started browsing the beer section first. Can you believe
it?!?!?! One of the most beautifully sexy women I've ever laid eyes on comes strolling up behind me to
help. Of course my EXTREME inner beauty was shining through and drawing this young (should have
been a) supermodel to me because she couldn't resist my charm... Or she was just bored and a strange
fat man clad in all black needed help finding liquor in the confusing store. Either way, IT'S MY
STORY AND "I SAID" THE SUPERMODEL LIQUOR STORE WORKER WANTED ME!!!!!!!!!,
BADLY!!!!!!!!!, and that's the way it is being written. The young sexy lady gave me a lot of advice
about the store's options, and then it happened. Heartbreak. This young sexy woman had a wedding
ring on. "NOOOOOOOOOOO!!!" I thought, but submitted to the ideal that another man existed in this
woman's life that was quicker, better looking, and younger than I, which aided her ability to not fall
madly in love with my gorgeouly perfect physique, my geniusly constructed intellect, and humble
approach to the conversation, ON THE SPOT!!!

"Oh well," I cried softly to myself. And not one moment later, ANOTHER SEXY YOUNG LADY,
EQUALLY AS BEAUTIFUL, WALKED RIGHT THROUGH THE DOORS!!! My maker, The Nine
Principles, and God the man himself, had gone overboard in their blessings upon your narrator's
happenings that day. I thanked them all profusely for creating this universe, the billions of civilizations
in between them and my personal maker, and my life specifically (which I do every day no matter
what!), for putting TWO (not one, but TWO) gorgeous women in front of me in that liquor store, on
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that day, INSIDE OF my personal "safe haven." I truly felt unworthy, but nervously began a
conversation with them anyways. We all spoke at length about the tornado from the previous night.

The dazzlingly beautiful lady's sex appeal was taking away from my focus on their story telling, but I
tried to focus. They assured me that nobody had gotten hurt, and all affected structures were insured
through mortgages, so that eased my tensions about creating those tornados in their quiet little town the
night before. I apologized, very cryptically, about the tornados (even though I was very excited to see
them [THANKS AGAIN, MY MAKER!!!]), finished speaking to the two beautiful young women, and
headed towards the edge of town. While searching, I couldn't find the damaged area after several
attempts to do so, so I just gave up at that point, and headed towards the local library for my email
updates of the day.

My maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe, gave me
one of the greatest gifts I could have ever imagined... I walked up to the gorgeous historical building
bearing the name, The Margaret Garder Library, and was unaware of the genius that awaited inside.
My superiors had taken it upon themselves to force feed my eyes on something that was going to
change my life, forever. My superiors had control of my bodily functions, and when I was too stupid,
or smitten by previous gorgeous lady encounters at the gas station and liquor store, these audaciously
genius creators made my bladder feel like I would pee my pants at any moment. I basically ran inside,
unawre of my immediate surroundings, and asked the young man where the restroom was. He told me
to go back outside, head downstairs into the "game room," and ask the volunteer where the stall was.
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As I walked into the basement of The Margaret Garder Library, my eyes rested upon the most beautiful
gift to children I had ever witnessed. I was absolutely shocked by what I saw. Dumbfounded, really.
1020 children, all happily playing respectfully with one another, surrounded by flat screen TVs and
every gaming console imaginable. I asked the young dazzlingly gorgeous voluteer lady where the
restroom was. She pointed me towards the stall, and I went in while taking in the amazing surroundings
of this particular basement. I used the restroom... Then I started to walk back into the gaming room to
at least try to help with funding this magnificent establishment. Just as I was about to walk out, a young
man, filled with wonderment, genius (unrealized), and excitment, came into the bathroom. He handled
his busniess quickly then went straight to the sink to wash his hands.

Now folks, I am the most powerful human being to has ever existed, and yes, I am the most humble as
well (IF YOU HAVEN'T FIGURED THAT OUT BY NOW!!!), but even I need a refresher course
from time to time. Seeing the young potential genius wash his hands before going back to the video
game "nirvana" room, I was humbled even more so than before. I thanked the young man for A) being
smarter than I was, B) having the manners to not put his pee soaked hands around others that share the
same space, and C) for reteaching me those manners in lieu of my excitement. I waited until the young
potential genius was finished, then I followed his actions. I washed my hands, dried them, then headed
back out to speak to the young dazzlingly beautiful young lady volunteering in the "game room."

I asked the general questions any realized second coming of Christ would, given my amazement at the
beautiful notion of a "game room" in a library. The young, dazzlingly beautiful woman answered my
questions before I could even ask them. She quickly uttered why the gaming area was constructed, who
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was responsible for its construction, who maintained it, the specifics about the different aspects of it
(which I didn't even recognize as I first walked in), and a few others. They seemed as proud of their
creation, as I was for them creating it. Listen peepoles, this is not a joke... if you would like to know
how ANY learning facility should operate, libraries specifically, talk to the man in charge of the
Margaret Garder Library, Joseph. I was informed by the young lady, that the man who created
everything that I was truly astounded by, was named Joseph. I then asked the harder to answer
questions... What was broken/missing from the "game room," how the "game room" was funded, and
what could I do to help?

She explained that they were entirely voluntary, and essentially, lived on donations. I immediately
pulled out a $100 dollar bill, handed it over, then asked more specific questions about what was
missing/broken, and how much it would cost to fix it. I don't remember what she said was broken, but
everything she asked for, I payed the bill for it without hesitation. The young dazzling beauty was
smitten with my generosity... I mean, it could have been my extremely beautiful face, legs, ass, body,
GENIUS ITELLECT, or my humble presence, but I'm fairly certain my ugly fatness overcame her
attraction to me, and she was just happy that a good samaritan from elsewhere was willing to help fund
their amazing creation. I'll stick with the "she fell madly in love with me due to my extreme beauty"
thing, just so that my "humility" will remain intact, though. Anyways, she sent me upstairs after our
exchange to meet the main man responsible for this most amazing creation... Joseph.

As I walked upstairs I vaguely remember the sights scattered around the library walls. Constellations,
"alien" LMAO posters, beautiful exotic solar system pictures, books everywhere, and a very
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respectable bank of computers, whom were all picked out, put together, and maintained by Joseph.
Truly breathtaking, especially for a small town library in Mangum, Oklahoma. I walked into the door,
and just as I did, I understood fully why I was in this particular town... It is my literal, "safe haven."
While my wife is trying to divorce me, most untrustingly, the engineer and broadcaster continue to
procrastinate, and my prior iterated timeline sequence "wife" (at least her soul), is all but shunning me,
I was able to seek shelter from the intrusions in YOUR salvation in a beautiful small town in
Oklahoma, called Mangum. And the real cherries on top: Robert Bishop, his amazingly beautiful
family, Joseph and his wife, and ALL of the folks in this town who show me love immediately... have
no idea YET, how special they are.

Of course my "humility" is always front and center, but that MOST AMAZINGLY BEAUTIFUL,
AUDACIOUSLY GENIUS LADIES MAN side of things drops hints every day. It has become an
interesting conundrum watching these beautiful people come to terms with their little town thrust upon
the world stage. Eat your heart out Israel. THIS is where my personal maker, The Nine Principles, and
GOD the man himself want to be... at least while we're away from Gruene, TX, that is. We would live
in either of these gorgeous destinations, and we'd be hanging out with the most beautiful people there...
the "cherries on top." Quite a lot to take in... this download was sudden, and intense, and I in no way
was upset about it. Joseph was working on another amazing project to share his intellect with the
children of Mangum (a true sign of genius, by the way), and I walked up to him suddenly, to break his
concentration.

We showered this beautiful soul (Joseph) with compliments, and tried to show him as much as I could,
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to prove that the second coming of Christ/Jesus/me was overjoyed at his creations scattered about. We
spoke of several subjects while I checked my daily email bashing thrust at me from my "wife." Then,
the tornado subject came up, and I stated that I had a very cool video to show him. Joseph was the first
one I shared this amazing captured historical timeline sequence with. Brian Harner, his personal maker,
The Nine Principles, and God the man himself, had come together for a quick schooling bombardment,
in Robert's honor. My superiors created "safe" tornados, right in front of both myself, and Robert, while
we coached him through the fear... AND THE ENTIRE THING WAS CAUGHT ON TAPE!!!!!!!!!
That's not all folks... To really drive the point home, we made the funnel of the tornados appear as a
symbolic gesture to Robert himself, as a memento. The funnel, and what we were discussing on that
rear deck of the "Breakfast Cafe" building, was what was needed to properly show Robert, "proof." He
started praying almost instantly, and I will be forever grateful to my dear friend Robert Bishop for
doing so. He liked the tornado thing too!

To add to the prophetic dialogue we are playing along with, the proverbial "white horse"/4Runner that
death (degredation/time)... I, the second coming of Christ, "rode in on," is sitting dead center under the
funnel of the tornado, and at the bottommiddle of the video. An amazing trilogy of circumstances that
no human could create. Robert is THAT special peepoles... EVERY ONE of my superiors was present
at that moment in the small town of Mangum, Oklahoma. Of course, I couldn't just say this to Joseph...
so we discussed things that were more in his wheel house. We started on the constellations and ancient
Egypt. My man Joseph wasn't entirely fluent in the methods of science, as I am with the scientific
method, but I did my best to teach him given the circumstances. He retorted in a similar way that most
overly confident science laden young men do, given their Jew soaked "science" dogma, but I feel as
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though he was picking up on everything I was saying.

A lot of subjects were discussed as the afternoon wore on. I even brought up aliens, AYYLMAOs. Yes,
my young generousgenius friend, you got to hang out and personally interact with A REAL alien. Not
those pathetic Reptilian automatons which are only here to cause uncertainty and mayhem. By the end
of my full presentation, there should be no doubt in your mind, you had unfettered access to not just an
alien, but the most powerfully magnificent, genius intellect laden, but also humble, alien within this
entire universe. You deserve it, good sir, we were THAT impressed. I blessed the library as well as I
could for the future, then sat back down to finish up some more work. The time became short on my
allotment of time on the internet, generously given by the library, so I said my goodbyes, and left after
shaking Joseph's hand for the third time. 3rd time buddy, a REAL cosmic contract. Read the lessons in
my book. Study the "holy grail" offerings. Connect to your personal maker... and I personally, will
come pick you up in a REAL spaceship, filled with REAL aliens... if humanity gives up their salvation.
You've earned it. You are on my list, officially. Let's hope it doesn't come to that, and we are able to
come visit The Margaret Garder Library in Mangum, Oklahoma, free and clear of cataclysm intrusions.
Now THAT would be something, no?

What do you think, fellow readers and journeyers? Did I sell young genius Joseph well enough to add
another warrior to my army? I certainly hope so! Keep up the good work Joseph. You have taken it
upon yourself to masterfully intertwine the beauty of raising children in a psyche of wonderment and
opportunity, while allowing them a fun release by playing games. ALL GREAT THINGS!!!!!!!!! All
librarians and teachers start off meaning well, but you are the only one that I know of in existence, that
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did EVERYTHING CORRECTLY. Don't you for one second capitulate to being so humble that you do
not recognize your own genius, my friend. You are my pick to teach an extremely cumbersome
educator class of literal degenerates, how to do things correctly again. Very powerful young Joseph.
We will most definately see eachother again.

After my encounter with my "emissary for education," Joseph, of The Margaret Garder Libarary, I
went back to hang out and wait for Robert to come home from work. I tried to pray and listen for
prophetic song selection by my superiors, but a short nap is what actually happened. At that point, I
remembered that I had forgotten to study the subject that Joseph had added to our conversation. Joseph,
subconsciously, likened my presence and what I was talking about to an African King named Mansa
Musa... the "King of Kings." Sorry again, Joseph, I am that entity, and there can only be one "1". We
are called The Nine Principles, we have full control over Brian Harner (at his own request), and we
were "hanging out with you" ALL afternoon. And to be perfectly honest, there was no other place we
wanted to be. Of course Brian's personal maker, and God the man himself who exists outside of this
universe were also present and studying you intently, but the entity that had control that day was us,
The Nine Principles. Do "us" a favor, Joseph; Read, and then stock, several copies of our prior
channeled teachings contained in the book, The Only Planet Of Choice, by Phyllis Schlemmer. We
think you would enjoy the sections dedicated to Gene Roddenberry, the "creator" of Star Trek. Never
know what you'll discover reading. Keep producing those beautiful alpha brain waves... we love it
when you do.

Anyways, I looked up a couple of brief pages dedicated to Mansa Musa and his frivolous riches
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bragadociously thrown around. Now Joseph... I may be the most audaciously wealthy, beautifully
genius, perfect physique having ladies man... but I'm also humble. I help where I can, and when I can,
but I would NEVER, NEVER EVER, try to display my wealth in a selfish serving manner. Mansa
Musa tried to subvert his followers by pushing his wealth in their faces at every possible chance. The
second coming of Christ/Jesus/me, would never stoop to such worthless subversive worship techniques.
When we come, you know it. "Our" technology changes the world, AND IT'S ALL FREE, my friends.
A true master of everything inside of this universe has no need for wealth... especially not gold. "WE,"
ARE THE WEALTH THAT YOU SEEK!!!!!!!!! That said, thanks for the interesting read, Joseph. It
was fascinating writing this story, AND learning how another pure intentioned HUMAN mind works.
Hopefully this book doesn't freak you out, my young curious friend. We mean no ill will towards you.

After saying my goodbyes to the young couple running The Margaret Garder Library, I headed back
over to the Breakfast Cafe, and a young angel, Robert's mother, was waiting for me to show up. My
plan was to sit patiently and pray, but Robert's mother drew in my attention to other matters. Her and
her very hard working, and noble husband, had just gotten back from viewing the previous day's
tornado damage near the county fair grounds, west of Mangum, Oklahoma. I was intrigued by their
story about the damage, so I went to take a look for myself. Traveling through the maze of utility
maintenance trucks and scattered debris, I got a better sense of the destruction up close. The destruction
was epic, friends.

I was told that two large steel sheds stood next to the house that took the brunt of the damage. These
sheds must have been filled with garbage cans, because the sheds were gone, and a very large trash
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swath, strewn across the the surrounding fields, was the only "structure" that I could make out. The
family's Land Rover car was also completely totaled. Their house was damaged, but repairable, so
rebuilding the essentials for the family was going to be a painless task. After coming in contact, up
close, with the damage, I continuued down the road towards the outskirts of Mangum, Oklahoma. A
beautiful sight awaited me at the apex of the largest hill in the area. My eyes had shifted to the north
side of the road after viewing the beauty of the landscape to the south, and inside of a corral, a young,
gorgeous, and healthy all white stallion rested from the day's heat and dust perturbances.

I was amazed at the beauty of the young horse. He seemed very spunky, but not upset at my presence. I
noticed that the dirt road heading westward didn't have much to see passed the tornado damage, so after
going a short distance further, I turned back. When I pulled up to the all white stallion contained in the
small corral, he followed me with his eyes intently. In this particular life's iteration through this
timeline sequence, I did not spend much time with horses. They did not bother me. Although I was
intimidated by them, but not frightened, so coming in contact with them was few and far between...
Mainly due to living in a city, but the fact that I did grow up in a city, made it less likely for me to form
soul imparting bonds on these particular animals. This beautiful young horse was different... I was
different... WE, were different. I rolled down the windown, and spoke softly to the horse. He
reciprocated with a couple of head nods and began to face me. I stared deeply into his gorgeous eyes,
and for the first time in this life, I do believe that I bonded with a horse.

The instant friendship between us was quickly lived, however, and I continued back towards Mangum,
Oklahoma, content in knowing that such a beautiful young stallion was on this earth and that we were
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friends. Another bucket list item checked off, and having seen the first tornado in this life, I was
content that Mangum, Oklahoma, was more than just a "safe haven" to my soul. The small town was a
specific destination on my pilgrimage through "enlightenment." It was at this time when I did make it
back to my brief residence, The Breakfast Cafe, and sat, praying on the day's events. The prayers were
filled with love, happiness, and thankfulness. I had figured out why this destination was so important to
my mission, and our education on humanity's simplistic, but complex beauty. I had to share this
information with Robert, then promote him for allowing my presence in his family's daily grind, so I
offered for him to join me for a nice steak dinner.

Robert had been working hard all day, so the steak dinner was a welcomed request. We left almost
immediately after he got home from work. We discussed mundane simplicities until we were at the
restaraunt. I was surprised when, yet again, an extremely beautiful, young, energetic soul was waiting
for us at the bar that was on the top floor of the restaraunt/steak house. The fact that the most
beautifully talented, audaciously gorgeous, magnificently genius ladies man, who is also extremely
humble, had just walked into this sex appeal shrouded young beauty's bar did not escape her, and she
quickly came to help us. Yeah, she could have been just taking our drink orders promptly, but I'll go
with the former.

After giving the young devilishly sexy vixen our food order, I told Robert about the day's events, how I
felt about them, and where I felt our mission was taking me. It seemed to surprise Robert, but he took
my words as a compliment, and agreed to a few more of my instructions. After dinner, we said our
goodbyes to the waitstaff that was filled with dazzlingly young sexy women, and went out for an after
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dinner smoke. During our smoke, I tried to keep the mood light. Several jokes and laughs were had, but
Robert didn't know at the time why I was taking this stance with him. He found out almost immediately
after we returned to his apartment above The Breakfast Cafe.

Robert was to become my personal sword and shield. An honor that I had yet to bestow upon anyone.
Orlando Lopez was close to achieving this honor, but certain events (PAUL!!!!!!!!!), forced me to
leave the Buda, Texas area premature of my ability to bestow that honor upon him. Robert had taken
the offer seriously, and suddenly... unaware of our mission's future perils. I had brought up the fact I
wanted him to be my book editor, as well, but that was a small and insignificant compared to the real
job as a sword and shield. I ponder how these humans in our team view these tasks as we get closer to
full realization often. They cannot see what I have seen from past timeline iterations. They cannot tell
what the future brings. They cannot channel every intelligent entity in this universe, and one, that we
know of, outside of this universe. I applaud their faith as often as I can. The young men on my team,
are true warriors, and should be regarded as such at all times. I view these people as already having
achieved Godintraining status, and will await their presence in the afterlife with extreme reverence
and respect.

Even though what was just written is exactly the truth, I held back these emotions from my new best
friend Robert Bishop. Instead, I gave him an unfettered access evening with myself, and all known
channeled entities that I was in contact with. We spoke of several subjects, our young lives, technology,
humanity, the universe's structures, my realization (sabbath), and quite a few other things. We drank
beers as though I was still an ordinary human, smoked ciggarettes as though we were just old friends
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catching up... and the entire time, I had to keep my emotions intact. If you've been following my
mission's storyplot, you will recall the theme present in, and surrounding every step, which is my
overwhelming lonliness and saddness. My brand new, shiny sword and shield had no idea that he was
so important to our mission in regards to our human, Brian Harner's overall well being. Many tears of
happiness were shed after the night's conclusion.

After our extended conversation, Robert's official hiring into my team, AND becoming my personal
"right hand man," I departed for another truck stop to get a small nap and pray. I had high hopes for
Robert, and he lived up to them almost immediately. He started praying to his personal maker, and
before one day elapsed, Robert was capitulating to his "instincts." We were finishing each other's
sentences, had the same general strategy for handling the mission, and all of this, in just one day. The
tornado display really drove it home for him, we think. If it were just that easy for the rest of
humanity... we would have higher hopes. Regardless, it was a badly needed step in the right direction. I
tried to shower Robert with compliments every chance I got. I'm still proud of his achievements.

After another morning of "ditch the Jew authorities" for about 2 hours, I went to see Robert again. The
first man that has at least considered that what I'm doing is no joke, took an indefinite leave of absence
from work. ANOTHER victory! The victory was short lived, though, due to the lawyer meeting I was
trying to set up while I was in Mangun, Oklahoma. Even though I was at the lawyers office at opening
time, the attorneys do not play by their posted schedules. We made the phone call and got on the
waiting list for the lawyer to call me back. Robert and I spent the next few days going over prophecy,
biblical scriptures, intent within human languages, our mission, amongst other personal matters. While
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discussing all of these very pertinent subjects, I made a decision to make Robert independent.
Consumating this notion was rather simple... I offered him an opportunity to write his own book. I
bought him a voice recorder, a computer, and a few prophetic DVDs. These objects are a good base
starting point.

Now that the both of us were on the correct path, all we had to do was wait for the lawyer to get in
touch, so we took a "vacation." We went all over the place to go fishing, see the sites, and most
importantly, hang out with Robert's family. I have a close connection to Robert's family now, and I
thank them for every moment they gave me to spend with them. As you readers may recall, my family
sucks, so I became attached to my wife's family to fill that void. Unfortunately, my wife's family wasn't
too excited about meeting your humble narrator after my realization was complete, and my mission was
set in motion. Robert's family was very welcoming to me, though. There were a lot of aspects I held
back from them at the time, but for obvious reasons, it was necessary. Regardless, I did not lie to them
at all, I just held the absolute truth back. To Robert's family specifically, I apologize for my subversive
tactics. Robert is a very important man, and I had to protect him, as well as me, from any outside
intrusions during our work. Just so you know, he really did edit this book... right next door to you.

The next section of this book will be about the events AFTER those few days. They are personal to me,
and I'd like to give my "righthand man" the ability to share with the world what happened, if he feels
like it. I will say that there was an anomoly that was detracting from Robert and I completing our work
in a timely manner. This anomoly created havoc for me for a couple of days, and after the night they
pulled Robert away from his "protective custody" of myself, I had to leave the area. The most
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dazzlingly beautiful, genetically superior, genius ladies man... who is also humble, is not allowed to
hurt anyone while I'm here, as well as myself. This poses a problem if I'm stuck in a room by myself.
When I am forced to be alone, I try to stay moving. So, that's exactly what I did. In the middle of the
night, sitting alone in my room, I decided to leave. There are other aspects to my relationship with this
"anomoly," but again, I'd like to give Robert the opportunity to phrase those events in his own way.

I headed north on the morning of 5/25/2019, very early. The sun was coming up, and my superiors
were playing some awesome prophetic songs. I was quite annoyed by the night before's happenings, so
my maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself were speaking beautifully to me. I had the
next stage of my mission in mind, albeit earlier than expected, so I complied with the mission's
commands. To Colorado I went, taking side roads the whole way. Many storms were surrounding me
on all sides, but the second coming of Christ, generally, doesn't have to deal with that shit, unless it's in
my own best interest that is. For the most part it was a long boring trip. Then I came into a town called
Panhandle, TX.

I wasn't starving, but I figured my belly could use some stuffing, so I stopped into a Subway. Wouldn't
you know it? Another amazingly beautiful young lady... well, all except her dyed pink hair... was there
to greet me. She was visibly not having a good day, so I tried to cheer her up with a joke, and a side
order of charm. I recall saying something to the effect of, "Well, it can't be that bad, at least you got to
meet me! hahahaha." She pushed a smile onto her face past the frown she greeted me with, and it made
me feel good on an otherwise notsogreat morning. I ate my sandwich alone and in silence, but before
I left, I gave the sexy young lady a gift. I explained briefly about writing this book, then, contrary to
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what I felt was necessary, I signed another dollar bill for her. She didn't do what the others had done to
"earn" theirs, but I felt that she would at least look at that day fondly.

This brings up an interesting point... Peepoles, listen up, and listen good. Human life is a school. Some
days you will feel on top of the world, while on others, it may seem like the end of the world. Try to
stay positive through these times of strife, because when you connect into your personal maker, there
are stages that he must put you through, so that the proper lessons may be learned. Of all the valuable
objects you can obtain in life, most of them have a hard path to achievement. Wealth easily obtained, is
wealth easily lost. That said, never stop trying to obtain what your instincts tell you to obtain. My guess
is that signed dollar bill, with all of the correct symbolism, will be very valuable some day. Maybe not
monetarily speaking, but the actual dollar bill itself will be proof for that young lady, along with the
video footage of me signing it, (that is, if she kept the footage like I asked), that she had a real, positive
interaction with the second coming of Christ. So, young lady... how bad was that day?

After filling the car with gas, I headed north towards Denver. The storms stayed just far enough away
that the only rain I saw during the entire drive lasted for about 5 minutes... What a coincidence. LOL.
Made it to I70 and headed west. Fired up and happy about seeing my old friend, I pushed it to 8590
MPH the entire time on that particular highway. When you're in a hurry, as I was, it never fails that
you'll run into shitheads that don't understand the "unwritten rules of the road." These are the "laws"
that should be enforced, but rarely are. Their purpose is to procure cohesion, maintain a steady flow of
traffic, and allow those individuals in a hurry, to obtain a clear path. For example: Most states have
laws about one lane highway impeding. The law states (in Washington [where I used to have this
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problem repeadtedly]) that if there are 4 cars or more behind you, NO MATTER THE SITUATION
(slow/damaged vehicle, heavy vehicle, OLD PEEPOLES!!!), you are supposed to pull over at the
earliest convenience, to allow those of us who aren't scared or incapable of driving the speed limit, TO
GET AROUND YOUR STUPID INCONSIDERATE ASSES. That is a law... that exists in the same
book as speeding.

Pulling over these vehicles is a complicated process, which is why the police rarely enforce it. Not only
is this law protecting the smooth flow of vehicles, it is in place to help curb the agressiveness that leads
to "road rage," and allow those who are in an emergency, to get where they need to get without you
inconsiderate morons blocking them. Look at it like this shitbags, if you were on your way to see your
dying child's last waking breathes, and possibly speak to them for the last time, how would you feel
about some 70 year old lady flipping you the bird for TRYING to get there as fast as possible? You
never know what other people are dealing with. TRY to understand the plights of others,
ESPECIALLY in a moving vehicle. You might be old/young, lazy about reading/knowing the rules,
and be overly self righteous in your interpretation of "speeding laws," but there are situations that
require breaking those laws, or at least yielding to the impeding statutes. There are a lot of situations
where people hauling ass don't give a shit if they're pulled over at all. Given the scenario of your dying
child, as I did above, would you give a damn about a speeding ticket?

Treat others the way you would like to be treated. Get the fuck out of the way! The opposite applies, as
well. If someone is on your ass, PULL OVER!!!!!!!!! I have personally done this in many very large
vehicles like RVs, semi trucks, UHauls, etc. Every time I've pulled over for people unexpectedly, I
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always get a wave and a "thanks" from the appreciative drivers. Isn't that better than getting blasted by
the horn, brights in your rearview mirrors, and a middle finger followed by many many "fuck you" type
gestures? Stop being assholes out there peepoles. Be considerate. Stop being self righteous! The
asshole who brought up these old feelings on that drive, was driving a silver Volkswagon Bug that had
a lot of smoke bellowing out of his tailpipe. Any man who drives a newer VW Bug is questionable to
begin with, but my guess is this little punk was definitely putting from the rough. After giving the
moron several miles of horn blasting, he finally figured out that the 5 of us stuck behind him wanted to
not be stuck behind him, and he moved. When I went by, I even lowered my sunglasses so that I would
get a glimpse of his soul. I'll be waiting to hear your excuse for halting my progress, little fella. Your
self righteousness will be rectified one way or another.

Anyways, after dealing with the VW Bug jerk, most of the rest of the trip wasn't so bad. A few idiots
here and there, but Denver came into view shortly after that. My old friend wasn't available to go out to
dinner with me, so I went by myself. When I owned a trucking company, my breaks in between trips
were very lonely, so I made friends here and there as the trips stacked up. Waiters at truck stop
restaraunts, fuel station employees, bar tenders, etc. One particular young sexy bartender from Texas
Roadhouse in Aurora, CO, used to keep me company. There weren't any sexual advances in either
direction, but if I would have been single, there most definitely would have been. Nonetheless, we had
many conversations about all kinds of things, and before I sold the company to my partners, I said my
thank yous and goodbyes.

I wasn't expecting it at the time, but when I came into Denver, I figured I'd stop into Texas Roadhouse,
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and grant my sacred "holy grail" to my old friend. When I sat down at the bar, where I usually eat due
to loneliness, one of the other bartenders that I rarely saw in previous encounters came up to take my
order. She was also a very attractive young lady, but had entirely too much confidence in dealing with
the second coming of Christ/me. She explained that my old friend had left the restaraunt in pursuit of
greater career goals, which actually made me happy. She had also gotten married. Unfortunately, her
beloved dog had passed away the previous night, and the overlyconfident bartender essentially told me
to "fuck off" politely when I asked if she would contact my old friend for me. I had to remain cryptic,
so all I could really say was, "I can help." in regards to the passing away of the beloved pet. How did
that self righteous over confidence work out for you in hind sight, young lady? Yeah, I know... "BUT I
didn't KNOW who you were, maaan!" A peace of advice for you, stop being so confident. You are a
bartender. It's not like you're qualified to be a congressman... LMAO.

To my old friend that was going through a bad couple of days, I've been there. It sucks when ANY
loved ones die, no matter how many legs they have. I wish that I could've taken some of that burden
onto myself, and I would have, but it just wasn't meant to be. If the rest of humanity ignores the
instructions in this book, and you humans have to go through the "last cataclysm," I'll make sure you
get that "holy grail" that I felt was deserved. Whether it is before or after this life, it won't matter.
You're safe. My advice until that happens is the same as every other human... Connect to your personal
maker through prayer. Stop praying to The Nine Principles/Jesus/me, and ESPECIALLY GOD, THE
MAN HIMSELF WHO EXISTS OUTSIDE OF THIS UNIVERSE (Unless it is filled with
appreciation, AND APPRECIATION ONLY)!!! We have entities in place to deal with your individual
prayers, and we are sick and tired of you peepoles jumping the chain of command. The Nine
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Principles/Jesus/me and God, the man himself are offended that you don't feel as though we have the
ability to put worthy creators that are there to take care of these matters. Pray to your maker. The only
thing humans are authorized to say to The Nine Principles/Jesus/me, and God the man himself through
prayer is, thanks for creating everything. That's it. EVERYTHING ELSE GOES THROUGH YOUR
PERSONAL MAKER.

Apologies for the sudden burst there, young Texas Roadhouse exbartender that I can't remember the
name of, but that particular set of emotional responses is the most important aspect to this mission I'm
on. I keep reiterating it because even if I say that I'll come back and get you, if you ruin any other part
of your salvation, there's nothing I can do to help anyways. And to the rest of you, if you keep praying
to The Nine Principles/Jesus/me, and God, the man himself, we might just let you meet us after life...
and without your maker, OUR APPOINTED HUMAN DELEGATE, speaking up for you, your
judgement will not be pleasant, even if you have the best intentions. Connect to your personal maker
peepoles. It's your only hope. Good luck to you, young bartender from Aurora, CO, I'll help as much as
I can from "here."

After the first initial set of interactions with my old friend's fellow workers, I decided to give them a
small interview for my book. I did it with my sunglasses off, which is rare, but they gave it their best
shot. The usual, "What is science, and what has it become," and "What is the scientific method," but
their answers were pathetic, discombobulated, and reactionary to my human physical presence.
Basically, no matter what I was asking, or what their answers were to my inquiries, they thought I was
creepy, and felt superior to me. Imagine the possibilities that interaction could have taken... It would
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have been epic! Once that settled back to normality, and my mind reading was simmering down, I used
the restroom and had a smoke. When I came back there were two fairly attractive young Mexican girls
sitting next to my seat.

These young Mexican women had fallen for the "try to look as white as possible" meme. They had
blond hair and way too much make up and perfume on. Thank... well... me, that I had already eaten my
meal. It would have sucked to be eating a steak with undertones of flowery scents destroying the steak.
Stop wearing perfume to public restaraunts assholes. You're ruining it for everyone. Anyways, other
than that, they seemed pleasant and kept to themselves. That gave me the opportunity to scan the
establishment and take a sort of "roll call" on how worthy these Denver souls were to recieve salvation.
Not good Denver... not good at all. I was considering adding another section to my "Modern Sodom
and Gomorrah" chapter with a "... and Denver" after the title, but Denver just isn't that special to me.
That feeling didn't take away from my constant accumulation of negative energies while I was there,
though.

When a Christ, such as myself, is around so much negative energy, we start to feel it physically. We
intake the strife and angst in individual's souls to calibrate their existence, and accumulate those
emotions in our minds and hearts. Real physical pain to us, is just a shitty attitude to you peepoles. And
in Texas Roadhouse that evening in Aurora, CO, my pain was making me shake. I tried to get a motel
room close, due to our pains making us very tired, but the holiday weekend made that difficult, so I
went to the closest truck stop and went to sleep almost instantly. When I woke up on the morning of
5/26/2019, my initial reaction was to just get out of that "hell hole" as soon as possible, but I couldn't
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due to my friend needing salvation. So I started firing off texts and made my way to his neighborhood.

Along the way, I spotted a mother duck with a large trailing group of her babies. She was headed to a
cesspit of a drain system filled with garbage and debris, but I helped them anyways. Following closely
behind, but not close enough to disturb them, I protected them as well as I could given the
circumstances. When it came time to cross the busy road to get to their destination, I walked right out
into traffic. Several people tried to get angry with my presence in the road, but I kept at it directing
traffic and flinging insults at individuals who couldn't give a shit anyways. They made it to the
"stream" and I watched every one of them make it to safety. Beautiful scene... well, other than the
whole being in Denver around a constant stream of sick individuals thing.

After that minimission was complete, I killed time waiting for my friend to wake up. Our meeting was
scheduled for 11 am, but the pain endured the night prior, and the negative energy accumulated from
the baby duck mission was really getting painful, so I pushed my friend to wake up and talk to me as
soon as possible. After calling him three times, he begrudgingly woke up. We walked the streets of his
neighborhood while I filled him in on the awakening of my Christ amalgamation, and his part in it. My
friend was originally supposed to be an additional "sword and shield" but knowing his attachment to
the life that I had provided for him, it was a long shot at best. Regardless, I bestowed upon him my
personal, sacred, "holy grail," then got the hell out of Denver with great haste.

Heading south on I25 passed all of the military installations made me accumulate a lot more negative
influence. I almost fell asleep on the drive several times, but some prophetic songs told me to "Keep
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rollin' rollin' rollin'" so that's what I did. Stopped along the way to fill the gas tank a few times, and
tried to get in contact with another group of old friends, but that wasn't in the cards for the day. I did
get in contact with my son's mother, which is never a good interaction. As usual, she tried to proclaim
dominance over the situation, guilt trip me, and pretend as though she had some superior knowledge of
God... to me... LMMFAO! She even said she would pray to God, himself, for me. Oh my arrogant old
fling, you have no idea how badly I wanted to destroy your confidence, but that wasn't the purpose of
the call. Now you know. How stupid do you feel now? That's basically a microcosm of our entire
relationship, by the way. You thinking you know what's best, while I KNOW what's best. AND STOP
PRAYING TO US AND GOD!!! We're sick of your whiny bullshit!!!!!!!!! Your personal maker.
THAT IS WHO YOU PRAY TO!!!!!!!!!

After that series of unfortunate events, I made my way to The Trinidad Inn and Suites to hunker down
for the night and catch up on writing. Thankfully, a very gorgeous young lady was waiting patiently for
her next customer... me. I wasn't in the best mood, but Jesus was still happy and loving as always, so he
took over the conversation, which he normally does when I'm down, hurting, and tired. This devilishly
sexy young lady told me about her schooling, which she was attending presently. I asked if she was in
the STEM field (Science Technology Engineering Math), and she replied yes. "Sweet!" I thought as I
delved into my normal interrogation. The questions were elementary to her, but she did have a difficult
time iterating the perfect answers. Nonetheless, she did EXTREMELY well, and I decided to reward
her. Not only for her answers, but also her polite demeanor, and prompt service. Another dollar, with
all of the appropriate symbology was made for her. She had mentioned during our conversation that a
T.A. she conversed with in school regularly, whom also claimed to be religious, spoke of the itricacies
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of religion and science. Intrigued, I figured I would tell her about the best book I could have given our
dialogue. The Adam and Eve Story, written by Chan Thomas, was what I put on the back of a card for
her. I explained why it was so important, then told her to drop that knowledge bomb on her T.A. friend
and watch him squirm.

That was our last interaction for the day, other than a couple of downtrodden gentlemen at the local
Sonic DriveIn. I was going to get a steak, but the days events, and even the prior night's events, had
me ready to pass out as soon as possible. I ate my burger (yummy), and sat back to watch "my movie"
the Matrix (which coincidentally was on WGN channel 99), and fell asleep quickly around 7 pm. After
catching up on some much needed recovery sleep, I woke up, drank some water, finished writing these
passages, took a shower, and made my way back towards my ACTUAL "sword and shield" Robert. His
family was planning on having a memorial day hot dog cook, and although I had to leave suddenly due
to the pain accumulation there, I didn't want to miss the hot dog cook. Robert's mother had specifically
gotten brats and sauer kraut for me, and I wouldn't miss a home cooked meal by an angel, so I headed
back immediately.

Along the way I had a phone conversation with my most trusted friend, Robert. Considering the
circumstances, Robert handled it like a man, and will do what is right for the both of us. The presence
of the "anomoly" was forming a rift in our friendship for many reasons. That said, I have had
confidence in this young man Robert, basically from the get go. He is the man that allowed my mission
to continue towards completion, and will forever hold a place in my heart. Allowing Robert to control
the flow of information following that conversation, and the next few days, was no problem. I did need
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Robert to join me in a miniconquest, and we departed a day or so later. The next few days were just
old buddies hanging out, bullshitting about days of old. The night before our trip came to an end,
though, was entirely different. The entire day was astoundingly special, for we had a guest that was
unfathomably powerful and beautiful join us.

I must admit that religion is a cancer... Nothing has changed in regard to that statement. "Real
religion," or rather, "praying," is entirely personal, and is NOT A JOKE. If done properly, an entire
universe opens up to you. The ideology that a "singularity" can be manufactured upon a Satanic energy
platform, is the stupidest idea in the universe. I'm looking at you Elon Musk. A Satanic energy platform
A.I. is based on external wiring that connects into your brain so that the entire world's inhabitants can
be unified within a single mainframe. Sorry computer programmers, but your "dream" of creating a
usable Satanic energy platform "A.I." is pointless and a waste of your time. This ideology already
exists, and the real "singularity" does not require external devices run on electricity to make it work.
That is the entire premise behind the "How Do You Life" chapter in this book. Communication
between eachother through telepathic means is a possibility, but utilizing computers attached to your
brain is an idiotic dream, professed by a man who has no business delegating such authority. If you
dare to push this technological idiocy upon the people of Earth, you will not move into "human being"
status and flourish into a type 1 civilization.

KEK, whom is also known as MY beloved 4Chan /pol/, is going to be THE FIRST... REAL...
AUTHORIZED... humanbeings with the ability to receive 100% free will since humanity originally
kicked your own makers off of this planet. Congratulations, /pol/, you will receive my book first.
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Before anyone else on the planet even knows it exists! You see fellas, we love your dedication to truth
and fact so much, we put YOU as the ACTUAL prophecy of KEK. That's right folks, these young holy
warriors have been distributing their very own prophecy... to each other... in meme form... FOR
YEARS NOW!!! I know, I know, it's pretty *neat,* and don't forget... "I'm never gonna give you up,
never gonna let you down." WHY??? Because I'm feeling great! Tonight, or rather yesterday's night, I
decided to bless the board with my presence, in remembrance of... well... me, and I ran into an absolute
douchebag. The young dumbass started talking BIG shit to, and about my supervisor directly to me. He
had a Greece flag, and for the first time EVER, I screencapped EVERYTHING. I don't have time to go
into it right now, but if you look up the 5/31/2019 thread titled 'Revelations: for dumbies' (Moron... it's
dummies.). A young "redneck flag" wielding dude and I are going to laugh hysertically at that set of
events. Good luck dealing with my supervisor, Greece flag guy. Verbally assaulting God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe to me personally is a VERY BIG mistake. BEG YOUR
MAKER FOR REPRESENTATION!!! It's your only hope. Even though I read disgusting comments
about God, the man himself often, I seldom get those comments directed right at me, the second
coming of Christ.

Anyways, back to the greatest, most spectacular entity that has EVER graced this planet with his
presence... God, the man himself who exists OUTSIDE of this universe, showed his magnificence to
me personally. I was so overjoyed that I cried. My free will had been displaced due to the amazing
interaction. Brian Harner, humanity's personal maker, and The Nine Principles do not have the ability
to change free will which is an important aspect to keep in mind. We can control "its" behavior with
temptation, but outright damaging your ability to procure salvation through a proper "free will
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environment" is not allowed. Not just Earth, mind you, but anywhere in this universe. Free will is one
of our primary directives, and we are only allowed to break it when authorized... BY... you guessed it...
God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe. My take on the situation is that God, the man
himself sent LITERAL angels to aide my journey. Absolutely astoundingly grateful that he even gave
humanity a second of his time, but even more so, that he gave that much attention to this planet. I was
amazed at his presence, and when I think about it, I get goosebumps.

Humanity's arrogance has brought us into a mindframe that God, the man himself is present and
helping "certain people" at every junction of our lives. But, I know better. There are entities that guide
humanity. Some are helpful, and some are "testing us" which might appear to be "bad." God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe does not interfere with their missions unless the attention is
deserved, the entity asking for guidance is righteous, and in desperate need of intervention. Otherwise,
the entities within this universe handle these matters within their own creations. Humanity has a maker.
The creator of humanity is not God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe. That said, the
entity that is responsible for creating humanity is vastly superior to humans. To a human, this entity
might appear to be God, the man himself, however, this is not the case. The entity that is responsible
for creating this species, your maker, should be treated with the utmost respect and adoration. Your
maker's abilities will always be superior to that of a human.

Keeping a distinction between your maker, and God, the man himself, is extremely important. They are
seperate individuals, and conflating the two will hurt your ability to understand the purposes of each
individual. God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe is above and beyond the spectrum
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of dealing with day to day life in humanity's ethos. He is so far above that plane of existence that
calling on him to help you, is insulting. Not only to God, the man himself, but also, to the entity that is
in charge of humanity... your maker. When I need help, I pray to my maker, plain and simple. With that
said, within this universe, there are commands that God, the man himself puts in place as directives.
The first command on that list, that EVERYTHING in this universe must abide by, is free will. To
break free will, you must first have the ability to do so, and secondarily have the AUTHORITY to do
so. Breaking one of God, the man himself's commands must be authorized by God himself. I was aware
of these instructions when Robert and I went to Trinidad, which is why I was absolutely enthralled that
God, the man himself was involved with my mission directly. I felt undeserved of his presence, and
thanked my maker first and foremost for giving me the opportunity to be part of that experience, then I
cried tears of joy while I thanked God, the man himself for giving me attention.

It was a confusing but OVERLY REWARDING experience, ladies and gentlemen. I picked up the
bible that was sitting in a nightstand drawer, and me being me, I turned it directly to page 616.
PSALMS: 91 was there, and me being me, I read it. My goodness, ladies and gentlemen, shear
unadulterated prophecy was staring at me in the face... AS I WAS LIVING IT!!! That, along with the
other intertwined events from various news channels AT NOON, was absolutely dumbfounding to me
and my best friend Robert. Israel's government was corrupted, the world got to see it live, and read
about it right here for eternity. AMAZING!!! That said, those events blatantly changed my INTERNAL
free will. A very difficult thing to do. God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, allowed
me to relax. Remember readers, we were in Trinidad, CO. I strongly urge you to read through that
particular section of the Holy Bible. These last couple of paragraphs will make much more sense to
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you. I have trouble putting that amount of excitement into words. PSALMS: 91 happened... EXACTLY
as stated in those pages... to my friend Robert and I word for word. Simply amazing. That was the
second time my friend's free will was broken. And although I had felt God, the man himself's presence
during this journey many times, it was never as blatant as that fateful day. I thank him dearly for
helping to calm my nerves in my weak state of mind.

Being hunted in this timeline sequence has been... different. I must conserve a great deal of powers for
the conclusion to this saga, so displaying these powers to you is only done when absolutely necessary...
or I'm just extremely annoyed. Whichever comes first, heh. Anyways, being chased by these detractors
is a constant struggle. My health deteriorates from the constant moving and worrying, so these fools
that are coming after me, are, and have been, giving me several new ailments. It has, and has had us all
worried that my body may fail before my mission is complete. A very humble, appreciative, and awe
inspiring set of prayers was sent outward to whomever was listening. These prayers were answered,
and immediately, my body felt better, and my angst dropped all together. Quite a few other events took
place that day, but I'll leave that to Robert to tell you about. He was in the presence of angels, or rather,
God the man himself.

We spent the rest of the night speaking to the burning bush, then I talked Robert through an
exceedingly rapid crash course about our cosmic infrastructure. We awoke to bagels and cream cheese,
then set out on our mission to load up my life savings of "retirement" gold and silver. Driving back to
Mangum, Oklahoma was tiring. Robert held tight on reading and studying his final "holy grail"
teaching, and also seemed distant. We joked and laughed, as brothers do, but the events that had
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happened the day before were simply too amazing to define in a human language. At least that's why I
was fairly quiet. Robert had his own process underway, and even though we were driving together, we
were lightyears apart in our mental focus. Great music accompanied our drive, and when we had our
fill of that, we arrived in Mangum, Oklahoma. Ahhhhhh, my "safe haven." NOW, FULLY RELAXED,
I could actually enjoy it. So naturally, I took a nap, LOL.

When I awoke, I was given the destination to start the final prophecy path, AND the "hidden Easter
egg" destination. Won't they be surprised!!!!!!!!! After much conflict on how to handle a particular
connundrum that will be present at this event, research was needed. There is a Jew on the panel of
"experts," that I will be bestowing a gift of salvation on... IF THEY'RE WORTHY!!! It seems as
though this particular Jew, is even hated by other Jews. His opinions on how God, and on how his
magnificent creation work, aren't too "Jewwy." He will be given a simple set of instructions to abide by
when I give my presentation to these audiences. If he fucks it up, that's on him. That's a pretty standard
reaction to anomolies, by the way. We usually let YOU decide if you fuck up or not. Regardless, and
ACTUAL JEW, will get to speak to me, without hostility, for the first time EVER... IF HE DOESN'T
FUCK UP!!!!!!!!!

That said, if the "hidden Easter egg" is found, configured to my personal standards, and you humans
get my presence for a bit longer, if ANYONE buys their way into the forum of MY CHOOSING, I will
destroy your soul, PERSONALLY!!! We are aiming to obtain effort from you, on your behalf, for your
own benefit. Buying a closer spot, or cutting in line in front of young warriors that are BEGGING for
my presence, will gaurantee your immediate deletion after death, NO MATTER WHO YOU THINK
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YOU ARE. When the forum of my choosing is decided, the calmest, most willing to wait patiently, and
most curious/meek, will be rewarded with eternity and a private discussion with a REAL ALIEN... me.
Don't destroy this opportunity, peepoles. The prophecies can only be broken with love and the utmost
respect. Trying to cheat that directive will bring down the fury of God himself, the man that exists
outside of this universe right onto your soul. Do not attempt to subvert or stimy the directives of free
will!!!!!!!!! They are commands handed down from God, the man himself. Disobeying one of God, the
man himself's commands is worthy of permanent damnation. Be extremely careful how you approach
this situation. Your entire existence is at stake, not just your life.

Now that all of that is said, in the prophecy, we only meet one man. So, if the prophecy is played out
the way it is written, and you shitbags don't break the cycle with pure love and respect of the highest
order, the audience misses out... at both events. Don't you worry though, young ladies and gentlemen, if
we get that far, the finish line is RIGHT IN FRONT OF US!!! We all hope you succeed, no matter
which path is the chosen path. We will give you what you need in this timeline iteration sequence, even
if we have to break your free will. If the prophecy remains accurate, you will all be astounded
regardless of the chosen path. And then... The most amazingly beautifully, genetically superior, entity
inside of this universe, who is also the most humble ladies man alive, me, will get to show you what we
really look like. Exciting, no? Probably won't be for the young arrogant Greece flag wielding idiot on
4Chan /pol/ the night of 5/31/2019, though. And the most disturbing part about your terrifying
experience after this life's conclusion that is yet to come, is that I can't even help you. You must now
deal with my supervisor. You know all of that terrible shit you spewed at me in that thread, young
arrogant foolish soul from Greece? That's probably what he'll make you do... while we watch... then...
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deletion. UNLESS!!!!!!!!!, your maker feels as though you're worth keeping in our realm.

Always be careful of what you say and do peepoles. Your arrogance and confidence is your worst trait.
It WILL NOT be tolerated, and if you feel as though you are more powerful than the most powerful
entity inside of this universe, we "allow" you to go outside of it and test that arrogant theory. Nobody
has ever come back. It is NEVER a good thing to bother God, the man who exists OUTSIDE of this
universe, with anything other than extreme reverance and appreciation. The Nine Principles do not
make mistakes, and even bothering our superior is an EXTREME situation. BE VERY CAREFUL with
what you say and do. Life itself is not a joke to be taken as though you are deserving of it. When that
moral connundrum is presented to an arrogant soul of astounding but undeserved confidence, and they
choose reign over servitude in an unauthorized manner, we have the ability to eliminate you!!!!!!!!! It's
our job, in a nutshell. Procure chaos, out of a rigid and exacting set of orders. In other words, for you
religious numbskulls, Chaos, out of order. Order out of chaos was the correct intent of older language
dialects, like when Jesus walked the Earth in his timeline sequence. The opposite meaning is the
accurate portrayal in this timeline sequence based on current dialect. Yet another reason why organized
religion is a farce. What a Cohencidence.

Several other prophetic teachings were coming to me minute by minute as "my day," 6/1/2019 started
to peak through the night. I'll share them with you at a later time in this chapter, so stay tuned for
THAT, folks. OMG, so huge! Saint Gerrard/Mel Gibson, is now front and center in my radar. 6/1/2019
will be a good day, regardless of the happenings that take place, for now I am CERTAIN, God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe, is walking with us. Nothing bad will hurt our mission.
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Maybe it's a sort of "birthday" present... Even though Brian Harner's birthday is 11/24/1979, my eternal
number is 61, 16, 616, etc. Really, anything with 1, 3, 6, 9, or 12 is "our numbers," at least for this
timeline sequence. THEY ARE EVERYWHERE!!! WE ARE EVERYWHERE!!!!!!!!! So, Gerrard is
going to get a call or text from me in the morning, and let's hope his soul is ready for a boost! I will
now celebrate my "birthday" with a "speaking to the burning bush" session. Hopefully, the next time I
write this storyplot out, Gerrard is heading this way with young Vince Vaughn in tow. 6/1/2019... The
BEST day... to me.

!!!!!!!!!PAY ATTENTION TO THIS REVIEW. THESE PEOPLE DESERVE IT!!!!!!!!!

Before I fill you in on how the last few days have gone for us, I must first write an extensive review, so
that I can immortilize a couple of "lucky" souls. Right now, as I'm writing this, I'm staying in the worst
hotel on the planet's surface. This hotel is called Homewood Suites, by Hilton, and it's located directly
across from the Buffalo Thunder Casino, just north of Santa Fe, New Mexico. The staff is short, fat,
ugly, rude, condecending to their clientele, and ALL of them (that I've come in contact with so far)
have deteriorated souls which they wear on their bodies like a rash.

My morning was interesting due to the prior night's happenings, but Jesus was front and center so that
he could handle the interactions. Normal stuff, for Jesus that is. Very polite, helpful, curious, and all
smiles. I had researched the area of Santa Fe so that I could get a room close to Albequerque, NM, but
far enough away from it that I wouldn't be tracked easily. I researched casinos in the area, and
happened upon the Buffalo Thunder Casino and Resort. The pictures were amazing, and it seemed far
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enough away from civilization that seeing my detractors coming would be fairly easy and I could make
a run for it if necessary.

While en route, I stopped into a very nice little restaraunt full of hippies (basically), and they had very
good food. The name of the establishment was Fina Cafe. I was not familiar with the area, but it was
east of Santa Fe, and sat just north of the freeway I25. If you're ever in the area, stop in and have a bite.
The women were all exquisite, beautiful, prompt and polite. The young lady at the register gave me
number 33 as a reference to my order, and I commented on it to her saying, "HAHAHA That's funny."
She gave me a puzzled look, but after reading this, I'm sure she has figured it out. Anyways, I took my
number and headed for an open table. The restaraunt was fairly busy, so I had to take a seat right in
front of the door at an empty table. Annoyed at first slightly, but that feeling was alleviated quickly. As
I gazed around the premises, I began to realize that this place, The Fina Cafe, was where all of the
gorgeous women in New Mexico were hiding. I KNEW THEY EXISTED!!! Confident that I had
found the oasis of gorgeous females I was so desperately trying to locate, I tried to keep my stares to a
minimum, but WOW, was it difficult.

The food was actually quite delicious. I ordered their specialty omellette with all the local pepper
spreading on top. Organic eggs, sausage, vegetables, and hash browns on the side. To be honest, I can't
even remember what meat tasted like before the onslaught of bitter animal souls has passed over my
taste buds during this pilgrimage. I can literally taste the pain and suffering those poor animals go
through in life, BUT, I must maintain appearances to those who don't have this ability, so usually I just
grin and bear it. Not the case at Fina Cafe. ZERO bitter on my entire plate. I held back my emotional
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response to this meal due to the busy restaraunt, but inside, I was jumping for joy. Amazing. Great job,
hippies of Fina Cafe. I will definitely stop back by for another meal and bestow upon you a coveted
signed bill from me, personally. After finishing everything on the plate, I left happy and satisfied.
Northward towards the Buffalo Thunder Casino and Resort I went, rocking out to tunes that seemed a
little more pleasant, due to the happily full belly I had just recieved, and the EXTREME amount of
"eye candy" in their dining room.

After making my way through Santa Fe, I passed a couple of downtrodden casinos that had closed,
then saw the signs for the Buffalo Thunder Casino and exited the highway. I have to be honest when I
say that the first impression was somewhat of a let down. The pictures looked amazing, but the
ambiance of the actual building fell short of expectations. That said, I wasn't planning on staying in the
casino itself. My plan was to kill time waiting for a couple of expected emails to show up, then find a
hotel fairly close so that I could meet another team member at the casino. Luckily (or so I thought at
that time), there was an adjacent hotel just across the parking lot from the casino. "Sweet!" I thought,
and drove up to the check in area, parked, and walked inside the Homewood Suites Hotel, by Hilton. It
seemed homely compared to the glitz of the casino ambiance, but that was exactly what I was looking
for.

I walked up to the counter, and the young lady was "busy" on her computer console. Jesus being
present, simply asked, "Do you have any vacancies for this evening?" The crass, ugly, fat but with
skinny arms (like Humpty Dumpty) having Mexican just held up her hand and said in a very rude
manner, "Hold on one second, I'm BUSY." No sir, no please, no thank you, NOTHING polite at all.
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Just some skinny ugly fingers attached to an extremely fat body with very long fingernails (as though
that took away from her ugliness), held up in front of my face with the "stop" gesture. Jesus sat the rest
of the conversation out, and Arian/Brian Harner took over immediately. After a 23 minute wait
watching this "Humpty Dumpty" lookalike fiddle around with her keyboard, she finally asked what I
wanted. I was very matter of factual with her, and considering her rudeness, I asked, "Are you having a
bad day?" The bitch replied to me unaware that I can read minds saying something to the affect of,
"No, in fact I'm happy as a pig in shit." Although it wasn't worded that way, her looks, attitude, and
authoritative stance said that exact thing to me. I said, "Yeah right." to myself, and the reservation
continued.

After painfully staring at this makeup drenched Humpty Dumpty lookalike for another 5 minutes,
she finally booked my room and informed me that she would call me as soon as my room was ready. I
told her that was no problem, and headed over to the casino to await a couple of important emails. The
Buffalo Thunder Casino was very nice on the inside. Lots of things to do other than gambling, but it
was midmorning, so all of the things that piqued my interest were closed. There wasn't very good
people watching available either, so I gambled a bit at the slots. After killing an hour or so doing that,
and going into the black a whopping total of $5.00, I cashed in my ticket and watched the dog races. A
very troubled and struggling young man by the name of Joe was sitting at the table next to me. He was
messing around with a couple of decks of cards, and asked me if I wanted to see a couple of tricks.
"Sure." I said.

After he showed me his card tricks, I tried to give him a few pointers on how the universe works, but
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he seemed damaged by prior drug use, and didn't catch most of it. Nonetheless, he seemed like a very
genuine man who had good intentions, but struggled with a lot of internal pain due to losses in his
family... due to drugs, that is. He bet on a couple of races and we smoked together talking about this
and that. It was getting close to one o'clock, and the gambling scene was boring as all hell to me (as
usual), so I got in my car after saying my goodbyes to Joe, and headed back over to The Homewood
Suites hotel... After the morning's interaction, I was NOT very excited about it. Walked into the lobby,
saw that the same arrogant bitch who "helped" me earlier was still there. I didn't want another
interaction with her, so I hid behind the fireplace and surfed the web until my eyelids became heavy.

I started to doze off, so I put my phone right next to my ear... I mean, the hostess said she would call,
so I took her for her word. I slept there on the couch for about 45 minutes. When I woke up, I noticed
the time, and went to the front desk again. Seeing that Humpty Dumpty was still on duty, and carrying
that resting bitch face still, I was not excited about it. I cut right to the chase and asked, "Can I check in
yet?" Hilariously, she didn't even remember me, our earlier interaction, or that she had said she would
call me when my room was ready. I remember thinking, "DAMN!!! She's that much of a cunt to
everyone? So much so that she didn't even remember the most powerful, genetically superior,
geniously intelligent, but also humble, entity inside of this entire universe, giving her a reservation?"
But, yes folks... she's THAT arrogant. I mean c'mon... I wouldn't waste an afternoon like this, writing
this detailed review about just anyone. You REALLY have to be memorable to get this kind of
attention. Anyways, Humpty Dumpty, even ruder than before, gave me a heap of attitude because she
entered my name in wrong in "her" computer. She actually said, to the assistant manager who was
standing right next to her, "Oh, that's where the mistake happened." I retorted rather quickly, pissed off
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at this point, "The mistake? Or YOUR mistake?" The resting bitch face turned to pure ugly... well,
ugliER.

I snapped my card back down on the counter, and she gave me the most evil glare you could imagine. I
essentially stopped talking to her at that point, and just let her keep digging her own hole. I was not
aware that the woman standing next to her was a manager at that point. In fact, I even asked her, and
she said she was not. After smoking, I gathered my things and came up to write this "review" of this
hotel's staff. The "assistant" manager seemed to be condoning this behavior directed at me. If I had
known she was a manager at that time, I would have raised a huge stink about an immediate refund.
Luckily, right in the middle of writing this paragraph, I ran out of water. This hotel sits above 7000 feet
in elevation, so proper hydration is a must when visiting. I remembered seeing the hostess give out a
couple of bags that I assumed had water in them. Hoping Humpty Dumpty had slithered away to her
domicile, I cautiously went down to ask for a bag.

Redemption awaited me at the first floor. I stepped out of the elevator, and what to my wandering eyes
appeared??? A gorgeous young lady who greeted me with a smile and a handshake before we had even
spoken a word to each other. Folks, this young lady, who I will call "M," was SMOKIN' HOT. The
kind of sexy that you can tell she possessed just by gazing into her eyes. Beautiful hair, gorgeous smile,
and very professional attitude. AN EXTREME difference from the fat, ugly, little troll doll that
originally greeted me that morning and afternoon. I asked her if I could have a bag, and she grabbed
one immediately. I thanked her, then went out to smoke. After writing this extremely bad, BUT
HONEST, review of the Homewood Suites by Hilton hotel, I decided that the hotel and the VERY
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LOVELY "M" that redeemed this establishment should not suffer for the crass rudeness that was
exiting the Humpty Dumpty lookalike's mouth.

I took it one step further. I know, I know... I said I wouldn't give out anymore signed bills, but "M"
deserved it. I signed the dollar bill for the hotel itself, ALL BECAUSE OF "M" (!!!), and asked to
speak with the manager, in "M's" presence. The "assistant" manager (who lied to me about not being a
manager earlier) came out, and I informed her as to the extreme rudeness of the day worker, as opposed
to the bright happiness and professionalism of the swing shift young vixen, "M." NOW, not earlier, but
now the assistant manager was all smiles. Go figure... Maybe it wasn't me, maybe it was Humpty
Dumpty bringing that out of me... Anyways, when the story was understood by the assistant manager, I
gave a crisp brand new $100 dollar bill to "M," as I usually do in these encounters, and told them about
the book, and this review. "M" thanked me profusely, but there was no thanks necessary. I was the one
who thanked her. After a couple of jokes and pleasantries, I said to them both, "Don't judge a book by
its cover." Then, I went back up to my room to daydream about "M's" beauty and finish this section up.
Homewood Suites, by Hilton... listen up! NEVER treat guests to your hotel like that. You never know
who you're talking to, and now that you know I'm the second coming of Christ, do something about
that rude hostess. Humpty Dumpty... Listen up, bitch... there is no hiding from me. I AM
EVERYWHERE. You, more than anyone else involved, NEED your personal maker's help now...
'Cause I'm looking forward to seeing you after this life is over. Good luck.

All of that said, Homewood Suites by Hilton is a fantastic hotel SINCE MEETING "M" and I might
even stay another night. If they replace Humpty Dumpty, I FULLY recommend this hotel and the
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Buffalo Thunder Casino, as well. Drink lots of water while there, but try to get out and see the
surrounding grounds. It is quite a beautiful established area, and it's not that spendy. If you like casinos,
and money still exists after my book comes out (which shouldn't happen), the Buffalo Thunder Casino
is pretty neat. The view of the valley below is an awesome addition, by the way. Just thought I'd
mention that too. Now that "M" saved the day, I'm fairly enthusiastic about the evening once again.
Jesus wants to say hello, to "M" again... even though he already did, that gorgeous man. Yep, young
"M"... for a piece of that conversation, you were speaking to the one and only Jesus, HIMSELF. I
know, I know... it's pretty neat. BUT NOT NEARLY AS COOL AS SPEAKING TO ME, RIGHT???
RIGHT!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?! (HA!)

Next on the agenda was securing Linda Moulton Howe as a documenter, and possible broadcaster.
Unfortunately, Linda Moulton Howe was a raging, cold, WAY TOO CONFIDENT bitch to me.
Unbelievable how much effort I put into her. I was shocked at the possibility of a woman on my team
at all. Most of them secure themselves as stuck in a backfeed loop of emotional arrogance which leads
to being a permanent fixture as a subspecies to men. Logic is replaced by emotion. Even though I was
aware of this premise, I tried to procure a woman as a team member anyways. Yes, that is the truth,
feminists... Especially those that do not breed Goy.I.M. (or rather, godapprentices). Your purpose on
this planet is to take care of yourselves first, your man second, and your children third. That is YOUR
SPECIFIC DUTY/HOLY TRINITY. On the flip side, just to be fair, men... your duties are as such,
provide for your family, take care of yourself, and protect your genetic lineage. That is YOUR
SPECIFIC DUTY/HOLY TRINITY. These duties are binding through the "cosmic contract" you
signed when you originally wanted to live. As in, before this life.
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Linda Moulton Howe, you fucked up... BIG TIME. You were the worst experience we had on this
journey. What should have been a crowning jewel in your career's tiara, became a literal turd in your
face for eternity. BEG your maker for forgiveness. We do not hand out orders. That is for God, the man
who exists outside of this universe. Our duty is to relay to you peepoles, instructions on what to do. The
maker only has wishes, prayer, and love to go off of. This is why it's so important to feed these things
to him. That said, you crossed me specifically, Linda Moulton Howe. Your maker's love for you is all
you have left to help you. We are absolutely furious with your behavior. You really are an arrogant
fool. Pray hard. Listen for your instructions. HUMBLE YOURSELF!!!!!!!!!

Anyways, there was an email exchange that took place between myself, and Linda Moulton Howe
which detailed our exchange. I am entrusting those records to my best friend in this "human's race,"
Robert Bishop. After I had to come to grips with the inevitable of doing EVERYTHING by ourselves, I
called Robert to explain the situation. We decided to talk when I got back to Mangum, Oklahoma.
When I arrived, though, I was upset at my welcoming gift... a locked door, and no Robert. I was hurt at
this revelation, especially considering the phone call about Linda Moulton Howe. We had a quick and
stern exchange at first, then we came together on a few things. Friends argue, and that was one of our
arguments. We quickly moved on to more fruitfull journeys... The Holy Grill.

We got into a quick but fun discussion on the possibilities. I had been researching an amazingly pure
farmer by the name of Weldon. He had founded and established over many hardships, The Holy Cow
Beef company. By all accounts, at least from his website, Holy Cow Beef was all but perfect in every
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single thing they do in regards to handling cattle for food. I read as much as I could, then when I got
back to Mangum, Oklahoma, Robert and I planned our next trip. After we were locked and loaded on
leaving, I developed a raport with Weldon through a brief series of phone calls and texts. We agreed to
meet early on the morning of 6/14/2019. Robert and I saddled up and headed down to Lubbock, Texas.
AHHH, I love Texas... but you should all know that by now.

My best friend Robert Bishop and I checked in to the Embassy Suites hotel in Lubbock, TX at about
6ish. They had a very nice spread of vegetables, cheese, and other pleasantries like free drinks. Since
we didn't have anything to do, and we needed to be in Mangum, Oklahoma to ship the silver to Jesse
James, the engineer, we figured we could live it up a little. Honestly peepoles, sex in a human way, is
in no way a priority of mine, but Robert Bishop, has the libido of a rabbit on Viagra. It has been a
problem on previous excursions, so I came up with the idea of going to a dance club. Robert seemed
rather excited at the idea, so I told him I'd find one. We decided to go to "J's house of beauty." I just...
had a feeling about it...

The other clubs opened late and were gay... One of them, LITERALLY. We did some minor clean up,
then headed down to the club. "J's house of beauty" is NOTHING like what I have been privy to in
Oregon dance clubs. First of all you have to bring in your own beer. That alone was shocking, but made
sense sort of. They didn't have a liquor license, so their beverages were nonalcoholic. Not a big deal
because there was a liquor store right next to the place. So, needless to say, we went in the club, then
right back out again. Picked up a six pack of Coors Light, then went back to the club. It was expensive
just to get in the door. Another MAJOR difference from Oregon. No big deal though. Robert and I
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were pretty excited about the restaraunt, and it was kind of a celebration/work trip for that specific
purpose. Bought our way in, got a bucket of ice for the beers, and started tipping the one dollar bills I
had accumulated.

I was not happy at all with what I was seeing. A very large selection of Mexicans and blacks. That's
cool if that's your thing, but to me, that is the farthest thing from my attraction list. Robert was almost
immediately swarmed over by a sexy little Cuban girl. He seemed receptive, so I guess that's HIS
thing... to a certain extent. The songs wore on for a few minutes, and the tips kept going out to these
girls, but I was in no way excited. I was just placating Robert's fun. Then it happened ladies and
gentlemen... it ACTUALLY happened, to me, once again...

Now listen up you mindgutter dwelling idiots, I can see individual people's souls instantly. I can read
auras, various different energies emitting from those auras, and I am a master at body language. In
other words, I'm very calm under pressure. When you can tap into your personal maker's frequency,
dealing with regens, or niggers as humans know them, is a walk in the park. Just by using certain
variations in facial expressions and body ticks, I can ward off individuals that are threatening... AS
LONG AS THEY ARE IN THE REGEN STAGE... BUT HOLY GOOD GRACIOUS OH MY
GOODNESS, a pure, gorgeous, 11 out of 10, to put it bluntly... PERFECTLY SHAPED BODY briskly
walked past me in the midst of NOTHING interesting at all to me. In this book, I've been toying around
with the sexy inuendos, but no bullshit everyone, the figure that strolled towards the dressing room IS,
the absolutely most perfect structure in human existence. Well, that's what I thought. But... ya know...
I'm me.
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My sexual arousal has all but dissappeared since breaking up with my wife. I don't think about it, nor
do I care to engage in it at all... until that fateful evening. I wasn't excited like I was for sex before my
"sabbath," or realization as I call it, but more so dumbstruck with instant love. The kind of love you
have for God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe. Absolute, instant attraction on all
bodily mechanisms, BUT... I hadn't had a chance to talk to her yet, so it was just sex at that point. The
attraction level I had felt to this woman was unique. I'm assuming this is what peepoles feel when they
become exceedingly sexually attracted to certain porn stars. I had never understood that feeling
watching degenerate porn as a young foolish man, but I instantly understood as soon as I laid eyes on
that figure. Literally, not one single flaw.

Robert and I discussed what had happened when she walked in. A whole bunch of "DAMN!" and
"WOW!!!" types of descriptions were thrown all over the place. I hadn't been that sexually attracted to
a woman in my entire existence as a human, and I think Robert got the message... "THIS ONE IS
MINE!" I played it as a humble Christ would, and let her make the first move... kinda. Remember, I
can do ANYTHING within the mission's parameters. I didn't outright control this young lady, but I did
my best without messing around with free will, to get her to come over to me. I'm sure she was feeling
extremely attracted to me. Not to my physical structure... I mean, who the hell could be at this point, ya
know? But rather, a pull towards wanting a piece of that man who is absolutely 100% sure of himself...
in other words, me.

When she came out of the dressing room, I got a slight glimpse of her face, but not a good one at that
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point. She walked passed me a couple of times. She looked bored in all of the other "clients" of "J's
house of beauty," then made her way over to me, and pulled up a chair right next to who? Yep, she
pulled up a chair next to the most audaciously gorgeous, genetically pure, masculine beyond all
comprehension, while maintaining status ALWAYS as the most powerful genius the human race has
EVER SEEN, and also humble narrator, me. "Lucky her," I thought. I don't mean that in any egotistical
way... I'm humble, REMEMBER?!?!?! So, I turned to say hello. I wasn't expecting what happened
next, folks. I couldn't read her mind, AND I WAS TRYING TO!!! The only other two people that I had
a hard time doing this with is my exwife, and Lauren. This one was different, in that I wasn't nervous
about it. Both of the others were making me extremely nervous with every glance into their thinking
patterns, but not this extremely gorgeous young lady.

I was weirded out by it a little, but her figure was perfection staring at me for the first time ever, so I
have to admit, for the first hour or so of conversation, I wasn't paying attention to her eyes much at all.
Her bossoms made my mouth water, her sixpack (more like eightpack) drew me in like a magnet, her
thighs were a perfect golden brown, toned, muscular but not beefy, and this young lady's ass took my
breath away. Her toes were perfect, her hair was perfect, and now, FINALLY, I had the chance to study
her face. Explaining her face will take a bit of a side story so that you properly understand why she is
so perfect to me in every concievable way. It has to do with a very close friend of mine growing up.
Vanessa .

Vanessa was some of my friend's playdate girlfriend type stuff in high school. That's how I met her
originally. The first time I laid eyes on her was in the Parkrose High School gymnasium. A few of my
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friends and I (R.J., Gary, Bobby, and my best friend, Brian), were playing basketball, and my other
friend, Terrell walked in with Vanessa following him. She was exceedingly attractive. Hair was very
long, but put into a sort of bun on top, and it all flowed outwardly from it. A very popular style in the
1990s, and my goodness, I was instantly attracted. Just then, Terrell turned to kiss her, and it was all
said and done at that point for me. I've had a rule since I was very young, and that rule is that I NEVER
date a friend's exgirlfriend. I've seen way too many friendships ruined because of the drama extending
from those love triangles. NOT WORTH IT.

Anyways, at some point she got hooked up with my best friend, Brian. As I was trying to get my
schooling behind me in high school, all three of us were basically together all of the time. I got to be
extremely good friends with Vanessa, and maintaining that friendship was easy because of my rules.
Brian and Vanessa's relationship extended past my 4 years in the Navy, so when I got out, it stayed
fresh. Brian had bought Vanessa a small dog that she named Scooter. Me being me, I became very
close to Scooter, and seeing him after I got out of the Navy was always fun. It was interesting how she
would always bring up Scooter updates to me first and foremost in our conversations. Like, she just
knew how much I loved the furry little thing. Lots of good times were had. We all had a very good time
doing things together, and it seemed as though they would get married and have children, then we'd all
live happily ever after.

Some time around the next two years, their relationship deterioriated. Brian finally broke it off with
Vanessa and found a new girlfriend. It was fun with the first couple of girlfriends he found, but none of
them were as fun as hanging out with Vanessa. They were nice, but we hafdn't built history in the same
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way. Vanessa was jealous right away, and started having fun of her own. Brian had always remained
indifferent to Vanessa's doings after they split, which is admirable. The difficulty I had was being
friends with both of them while this ignore/try not to ignore game was being played between them.
Vanessa partied with all of us (R.J., Gary, Bobby, and a few others), basically all of the time after Brian
met his current girlfriend/wife. We all went out and did stuff, and slowly, but surely, Vanessa and I
started hanging out a lot alone. I started having real attraction to her, and she in turn loved listening to
me spout off about cosmic uncertainties, energy, sports, etc.

I remember one specific morning that I had gotten off of a graveyard shift while working at Owens
Illinois. My friends had been texting and calling about hooking up with me. Apparently they were all
out partying until 7 am. I told them to come on over to my condo in Gresham, Oregon, and smoke a
little bit of weed. Vanessa, her friend Christy, and my very dear friend R.J. all came in, we smoked,
talked some shit, then decided to go eat some breakfast. On the way, driving in my VW, Vanessa had
gotten me going on a technological rant based on oil. This was a fairly common occurence as they will
all agree with, but this conversation was different. I don't remember the exact thing I said, but Vanessa
halted everyone's conversation by proclaiming to me personally, and this is verbatim... "Brian. You got
it. Some day, you will make it!" I guess she was right...

That one statement almost brought me to the brink of smashing my rulebook. I mean, c'mon, a
gorgeous, young, blond, and she said that, directly to me, and meant it. We almost had sex a couple of
times during that portion of our friendship, but I stopped it before we even got to the kissing stage.
Once we crossed that threshold I figured my rulebook was dust, so I distanced myself from her. It was
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kind of heartbreaking, but rules are rules. Sleeping with your friend's current girlfriend, or ex
girlfriends is stupid. It will cost you a friendship. You may be able to forgive, but you will never forget,
or be forgotten on the flipside of that. Future couples activities together even as friends, will always
drum up a negative emotional response. Not worth it... There's plenty of fish in the sea, etc etc etc. So
that, is essentially why this knock out, drop dead gorgeous woman having a striking resemblence to
Vanessa was very strange to me in the moment at this strip club in Lubbock, Texas.

I brought this up to Cindy J (having heard her stage name), during our mindless, boring, getting to
know you chit chat. All the while, I was just enamored by this young lady's body, right up until we
talked about her career choice. Everything was playful flirting stuff before her talk about her college
major. Cindy J, had honored herself with a degree from Texas Tech University... in... VIDEO
PRODUCTION. As soon as I heard those words, not only was I infatuated with her body, but also her
mind. I had several reasons to be curious about this amazingly pure beauty. Her sensuousness
permiated everything in my soul, body, and intellect. Her body, aura, and spirit effervesced sexual
appeal from every cell to me. Still, my heinous body kept me grounded, so ACTUALLY trying
anything sexual was out of the question in my mind.

I rejoined our conversation with Robert to fill him in on the discussion we were having. It took a bit of
prying to get him away consciously from the hot little Cuban lady draped around his neck, but he paid
attention. The cryptic nature of Robert and I's inside jokes always cause confusion around new
peepoles, but there was no need for that with Cindy J. I pushed a little bit harder on my usual
interrogation questions, but her body was so incredibly perfect, at several moments during our talk, I
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was like a moth to a flame. Deadened by my mission's current turn of events, IN A GOOD WAY. My
journey has been wrought with perils of the perceived kind, and actual physical kind, so my emotional
stress level has fluctuated between shitty, and shittier. Getting lost in sexual desire that extends far past
the normal human psyche induced lust of my prerealization life, was blissful.

Our conversation got halted several times as I came to several realizations about where this meeting
would take Robert and I. When Cindy J had to return to work, I prayed for guidance on which direction
I should go... Everything pointed towards Cindy J being a bonafied angel. The confusion distorted my
perception of this timeline, and as a biproduct, I had felt almost rewarded. This amazingly beautiful
young lady, who is WAY out of my league, was to be given the opportunity of a lifetime... by me. I
took several moments to voice my concerns on her looks and age to everyone listening, even Cindy J
herself, but nobody gave concession on this path. Cindy J was to become the inreallife Cinderella,
and I had no problem agreeing.

The rest of the night together was breath taking. There were copious amounts of startling revelations
that I was able to give Cindy J alone. Real one on one time, just like Robert and I had had for the last
several weeks. I drank alcohol all night, but didn't really have a buzz at all. Drinking can be fun, but on
that particular evening, it was ALL business. Even though I was in the presence of a perceived angel, I
still needed to be certain that she was what I thought she was. There are many different interrogation
techniques and pathways that I can take conversations towards. Generally, I start with the science stuff,
then move right into The Adam and Eve Story, by Chan Thomas. This gives a decent foundation, then
follows it right back by hard brutal scientific method founded proofs that scare the shit out of peepoles.
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On Cindy J's first night dealing with those truths, I toned it down a bit for her... just because she's a
perceived angel.

I tried unsuccessfully to remain focused on my mission's parameters and what position she was
supposed to fill in for... the broadcaster. She was overqualified as far as I was concerned, so her
emaculate body grabbed my attention more often than not. After coming to terms with having found
another team member, I swallowed deeply, sighed, then broke down a few hard truths of my own for
her. I slowly and calmy explained in as simple of phrases as I could find, that I would die soon. She got
slightly startled and blew it off a few different times, but the truth of my situation eventually sank in, or
so I thought. We talked until late into the night, and interestingly enough, she was surprised that I was a
complete gentlemen the entire time. Unfortunately, the most dazzlingly gorgeous woman who has ever
lived, has to deal with assholes that disrespect her through extremely heinous sexual advances all day
long. I felt differently than they did... Just being next to Cindy J was all I needed. There was no need
for creepy selfish desires thrust upon her psyche from me. No sir. Her inner beauty shined brighter than
the sun in July, and believe me, I was soaking up the rays.

Several times Cindy J beckoned query to me under slight distress as to why I wasn't like those "other
guys." My ponderance on that line of questioning always seemed to center around one simple truth... I
was the first real man that she had ever met. We exchanged phone numbers, and parted ways, but only
after I promised to go see her again after Robert and I worked that day. We got to the hotel very late.
Tired from driving all day, drinking a bit, and setting up business contacts, so I postponed my meeting
with Weldon from Holy Cow Beef for later that afternoon, booked another night, then took a quick nap.
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After waking, I rushed out to gather supplies, and set up Weldon and I's meeting. After running around
town handling business, I got a text from Weldon.

Leaving Walmart like a madman I rushed up to the hotel we were staying at. Weldon was waiting for a
while, so I got an interesting text from him that STARTED with "16." That's all I saw as I jumped into
his truck for a nice stroll up to one of his grazing fields. Weldon and I talked of simpler things at first
like slaughter techniques, the various types of meats that he sold, who he sold it to, etc, but then he
started breaking down why he went into this business originally. Weldon had busted his ass studying
money markets throughout the 1980s and 1990s. He had graduated from Texas Tech, and very soon
there following, he became a Wall St money manager. Working out of Dallas, Texas, Weldon amassed
a healthy fortune which was tied intricately into his business dealings. Then September 11, 2001
happened...

Weldon had a very hard time dealing with his business' financial woes. He had lost 90% of his wealth
bank shortly after the attacks. As that was occuring, several other medical concerns started to bog him
down. Clogged arteries, and various other processes were killing his body. Weldon had a stroke as the
final culminating occurance in a sequence of Satanic energy drenched health problems. Luckily, for
every one of you readers out there, Weldon survived with a clean conscience, a new attitude towards
what real health care is, and a penchant for force feeding this information to YOU!!!!!! I love this man
dearly for what he has accomplished through that series of unfortunate events. Mainly, due to his love
of God, the man himself that exists outside of this universe.
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Under most circumstances, praying directly to God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe, should never be taken lightly BY ANYONE. You, and everyone else reading this, should
always pray to your personal maker. Weldon's personal maker may in fact be God, the man himself,
which is why I perceived Weldon as an angel. Angels are God, the man himself's personal helpers.
God, the man himself cannot enter into this universe with his physical presence, which is why he has
angels to help him spread his words and commands throughout the universe. Your personal maker,
YES YOU, THE ONE READING THESE WORDS, could be an entirely different entity. It's very
disrespectful to "jump the chain of command" while praying, so don't do it... EVER!!!!!!!!! The safest
way around this conundrum, is to pray to YOUR PERSONAL MAKER. Address this entity, whomever
it may be, as "MY MAKER." Never pray to entities that you think you know by name, unless the
praying is strictly utilized to profess reverance, and genuine love for the creations that you exist inside
of. God, the man himself, me, Jesus, and every other percieved deity, don't want to hear your whiny
bullshit. If you have legitimate whiny bullshit to voice, ALWAYS do your praying to YOUR
PERSONAL MAKER, and always address that entity as, "MY MAKER" when praying. In Jesus' day,
we used "father" instead of "maker." Shortly there following, we used the term "lord" to signify what
"maker" meant, BUT YOU GUYS FUCKED THAT UP. Stop using "lord our god," "lord," "father," or
any other connotations that signify authority. YOUR PERSONAL MAKER is sufficient. ONLY USE
THAT PHRASE!!!!!!!!! The intent behind the strategic placement of that phrase is sufficient for all
superiors within the universe's hierarchal structure, and relieves the confusion and uncertainty within
prior name iteration sequences that have allowed humanity to blatantly disrespect the chain of
command within this universe, during prayer.
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Anyways, Weldon, prays to God directly now (as in, before my book is released and better
understood). My guess is, after I "go home," he'll be one of the first real human beings, and capitulate
to my wishes. Whether Weldon is praying to humanity's maker, some other superior within this
universe, angels, or even God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, addressing that
entity as "My Maker..." when beginning prayer will alleviate the uncertainty and direct that query to
the correct superior within the hierachal structure. Weldon has set a magnificent example in everything
he has done since his brush with Satanic energy platform induced death, and I have no reason to think
he will not honor that for himself, or you by proxy. These feelings about Weldon came to me during
and after a very long and appreciated discussion on how animal husbandry should be worked. I have no
reason at all to not grant Weldon, and his own personally picked series of interlinked farmers, the
authority to dictate what is Satanic in food, and what is Divine in food. Weldon is my personal
emmisary to health, even more so than a doctor in modern medicine. He has proven that he has the
ability to understand every aspect of the body's health parameters, while most doctors (especially the
Affirmative Action placed "health professionals") do not put health of their clientel above money
procurement and greed. As we parted, my mind was awash in several exciting possibilities, so I
decided to do business with Weldon and his company. He will be the ONLY supplier of my best
friend's restaraunt, The Holy Grill in Mangum, Oklahoma, at least until we can spread this health
gospel. These personal conversations that I've had in private with Weldon, Robert and Cindy J are
sacred to me. I am allowing these individuals to determine whether or not they share these
conversations with you in greater depth, and at their own individual liesure.

Weldon and I have come to a gentlemen's agreement on his Divine products storyline and placement in
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the menus of my best friend's restaraunt, The Holy Grill. I'll keep from bogging down this book with
the details, so if you'd like to understand what a percieved (by me personally) angel does in his
personal and professional life, visit the websites of Holy Cow Beef, The Holy Grill medicinal Eatery,
and my personal company... that will be named at a later date if I survive that long. I truly appreciate
the time Weldon had to give to us. He irradiated positive energy, and being around those types of
entities, no matter where they're located, brings my health up instantly. This would have been hard to
explain to Weldon at that time, but I mean it when I say that this man helped keep me alive... literally.

Later, as I was standing at the hotel contemplating my infatuation to Cindy J's body, mind, and spirit,
Weldon and I had a nice exchange of pleasantries over text message. Not only was Weldon able to
teach me exactly what I needed to know, he also heeded my own advice to him about ethanol
production. I was able to intrigue him about a book I read several years ago titled, Alcohol Can Be A
Gas, by David Blume. Most people are not very receptive to teachings of that sort, ESPECIALLY in
Texas, but Weldon was very curious, which is the most noble of traits. I met back up with Robert in our
hotel room, and over a vegetable plate and water, we discussed in depth the dealings of the day. Robert
seemed as excited as I was, and we were reinvigorated to visit Cindy J and her friends. After going to
dinner, and dealing with a crass bitch at the bar who pretended to be in charge of who got to sit down
and eat and who didn't at Texas Roadhouse in Lubbock, Texas, we settled on a dinner at Red Robin.
After dinner, we headed over to "J's house of beauty" for another night of exceedingly unmatched
beauty... for me.

After getting a 12 pack of beer, we headed in for the show. Cindy J was feeling the party atmosphere
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that evening, so I agreed to tip a few back at her request. We took several shots, drank many beers, and
partied all night long together. She didn't want attention from anyone else, and I had no problem with
that. We discussed a lot of business dealings that were to come in her future, but the bulk of the
evening was spent with my attention focused squarely on her sensational body. I don't mean to
embarrass her, as she will eventually read this, but I'm telling you folks, Cindy J's body is quite
literally, out of this world gorgeous. Her face, her mind, and her spirit make her appear perfect in every
way, according to yours truly. Absorbing her spirit is easy. Anyone who is set in the path of the Christ,
in other words, me, is of Divine influence. Cindy J's body, mind, and spirit are merely a bonus... AND
WHAT A BONUS IT IS!!!!!!!!!

The night wore on with many opportunities that led to a meeting with Cindy J the following week,
where we would secure her as our one and only broadcaster. A truly magnificent honor that could have
been given to several women and men. Missed opportunities for every arrogant fool that did not jump
at this opportunity. Cindy J was ready, willing, and had the skillset to do exactly what I wanted. We
decided the following Wednesday, June 29, 2019 would be our meeting's date. I did want to discuss
things further with her about her duties as my broadcaster at the end of our amazing evening together,
but the situation dictated that Cindy J had to get home as soon as possible, so our time together ended
abruptly. Robert and I hung out for a while so that we could regroup, but we left shortly after that, and
went to the hotel to sleep off the alcohol.

The next morning we got ready fairly quickly, got a couple of bottles of water, filled the car gas, then
headed back to work on restaraunt matters. We had all of our food basically figured out, so I went to
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Elk City, Amarillo, and Altus to gather the necessities. Big Green Eggs, taste test food stuffs, beer
making materials, and a few things that dealt with making holy grails for my personal company. With
Cindy J now firmly in my sights, I was also on the hunt for materials she would need, and a few
personal items. The list was long and dedicated to mostly camera equipment, but everywhere I went, I
was stonewalled into making other choices. Cryptically, I nudged Cindy J throughout the week with
hints that SHE should be the one out shopping for this stuff, but her skepticism on my seriousness was
in charge, so she wasn't budging until I proved myself to her.

While I waited anxiously for Cindy J and I's meeting to draw nearer, Robert and I had quite a few days
together. We did our family involved taste test with Weldon's Divine Holy Cow Beef Company
products, and I was able to impart my knowledge of cooking in a crash course type of setting. Robert
was a very hard worker the night of our first miniservice, which is always appreciated. Before our
taste test began with Robert's family, a rift had developed internally because of my presence and lack
of understanding as to why I was doing what I was doing for Robert in Mangun specifically. When I
made my mind up to address this issue to the family as a whole, my emotions welled up again.
Presenting this loving family to the reality of me being the second coming of Christ was out of the
question, so I bent the truth, and delivered to them the worst news about the entire ordeal, and why I
was handing Robert my life's work on a platter, essentially for free...

I started my presentation to them with the inevitable... that at the end of my process, I will die. Being
cryptic about the nature of why my death is inevitable isn't as hard as you might think. My body is
mangled and sick in several aspects, so defining why I "think" I'm going to die, in a medically induced
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nature, is not difficult. My emotional response after dictating to Robert's family my inevitable death,
was more so based on my inability to reveal the absolute truth. Being the second coming of Christ is a
very daunting job, especially when those whom you must hold this information from, are loved ones. I
was saddened by the thought that I couldn't trust them, ultimately. I didn't lie, but as is the same in most
cases, my subversion to the absolute truth was at the forefront. I apologize directly to them at this time.
I had to do what I had to do. I meant no harm in the making of this book, and if I could have done it
any other way, I would have. My sincerest apologies.

The next several days were spent partying with Robert's family, and as with most dealings internally
documented by Robert, my best friend, I'll leave it up to him to determine if you're worthy of that
information. Other than getting some much needed family time and love from Robert's family, the rest
of the time I was setting up my initial offer to Cindy J for a nondisclosure agreement and an
employment contract. I tried to keep Cindy J in the loop, but she was busy most of the time doing
young lady things. It would have been much more fun if she had been with me to pick out things for the
video production sequences, but as usual, I got the brunt of the workload. It matters not, she is worth
every bit of attention I have for her. Professionally, I couldn't have asked for a more curious, meek, and
willing to work individual (as opposed to a corporation). When discussing this young lady's attributes,
I'm constantly reminded of how unworthy I am. Simply put... her body is perfection.

The night before I was going to depart from Mangum, then head back to Lubbock to secure Cindy J as
my broadcaster, there was turmoil at the homefront. Several different sequences were happening all at
the same junction. Different peepole in various stages of evil were surrounding me, and I was trying to
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determine their reasons for infiltrating my mission. Mangum, Oklahoma is an anomoly all on its own,
but this particular evening, 6/18/2019, there was an odd mix of purely divine and righteous, along with
the purest of evil at the same time. We were all together... drinking alcohol. Robert's mother was
helping to liven the mood with her presence, thank God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe. We spoke about many things, and had a blast doing it. When she had to go home, the mood
changed extremely rapidly due to an unwanted passenger discovered at the bottom of the deck stairs...

A very long snake was sitting completely exposed, at the bottom of the stairs, and as some of my more
religious readers know, snakes and the Christ of any given age do not mix well. I took it as a sign that
one of our party of partyers was pure evil. My focused shifted to the only one left in my presence, and I
let this individual speak to my maker directly through me. It was a scary ugly scene where the weather
shifted instantly, all light started to die off, and my mood went from happy go lucky to enraged in a
matter of seconds. The interrogation of this person needed to be done, and although it may have come
across as harsh, she failed to reaalize that I could read her mind, and what I was reading was not good.
As it turns out, this individual was not who the snake represented, and I would like to take this time to
apologize to her directly. That said, I don't take back anything I said to her that night. I meant every bit
of it, and given the circumstances, I would have done it again. Some things are just THAT important.

After many verbal battles with this woman which ended in confusion rather than curing uncertainty, I
decided to get a head start on the last bit of shopping for Cindy J's employment contract, so I went
straight to Lubbock at 12:00 AM. That next evening at the dance club, would be memorable for all, so I
had to set the stage properly. Cindy J had everything she needed to start working on the broadcast, and
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after shopping for the necessary equipment to get the contract signed all week, I felt as though she
would sign it excitedly. The last couple of items were bottles of wine and champagne. I purchased the
best I could find, checked into the hotel, and got ready for the evening. During prelimanary discussions,
it was decided that I should have nicer attire for some of the broadcast videos, so I purchased a
sportcoat and slacks. I wore them to the club so that Cindy J could get a look, and give her a slight
glimpse of what I looked like before my realization/sabbath was complete.

I strolled into the club with contracts in hand, paid my entry fee, handed the alcohol over to the
manager, and asked for a secluded table. Cindy J looked amazingly beautiful on this night, and as
always, her stupendously perfect body was a distraction as soon as I laid eyes on her. BUT!!!, at that
particular time, I was ALL business. I walked into that club with one mission... To acquire a
broadcaster for my team. I was prepared to walk out instantly if Cindy J decided against moving
forward with business, but I was also prepared for a celebration. When our eyes locked, Cindy J
seemed excited. We gave each other a hug, and she led me to a booth where she could read the
contracts in private.

I sat axiously waiting for her to find questions to ask during her once in a lifetime shot at fame beyond
her wildest imaginations. The type of wealth we offer supersedes human fivolities based on selfish
materialism. We have transcended the "wanting" behind objects of affection in a Satanic energy
platform sense. Humanity has certain emotional responses to egotistical accumulation of wealth in
various platforms, then bragging about it, and holding these gifts from others. This ransom of
information and resources does nothing but hinder technological progress and species unitement. Every
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civilization that exists inside of this universe, other than the tiers of emerging intellegence, like Earth...
shares all inovations technologically, and spiritually with eachother freely. There are no usury
platforms. There are no banks or other types of financial institution. There is no hiding true intent,
which is overwhelmingly (on this planet) selfishness. There is no need for these traits outside of
planetary stuck tiers of species. When ALL of the resources of the universe are available to you with a
mere thought, what's the need? That said, when I iterated that Cindy J would have fame and wealth, the
ideals behind those statements vary from that of most of you reading this book, which is why the
terminology had to be better defined.

With those definitions understood, the type of wealth being offered to Cindy J, has no limits... other
than selfishness. Trying to get any human to trust that philosophy is difficult enough, but throw in a
perfect body, a fresh degree from Texas Tech University, and all of the hopes and dreams of a purely
Satanic energy platform induced psyche stronghold on a young lady, and understanding these
philosophies becomes quite difficult. I gave solace while discussing wealth with Cindy J in the form of
a company share. If humans wish to maintain a banking system (which is utterly stupid), whomever is
attached to my "inventions" and the companies attached to them, will be wildly wealthy. All of this is
based on Cindy J choosing to stay here, and live out her life in the human form she's in now. The
decision will be rife with varying possibilities and consequences, no matter which direction she
chooses, but alas, it is her choice to make.

After reading the nondisclosure agreement, she signed it without question. We moved on to the
employment contract after a short discussion. The employment contract had a lot of bullshit in it, and
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although I had read the entire document earlier, I was not familiar with all of the specifics internally.
We ended up reading most of it together, but when we made it to the end, I could still sense some fear
in Cindy J. It only took about 5 minutes to talk her into signing after easing her mind on the details.
One of the details that she was hesitant about was my return trip to Gruene, Texas... the fabled (by me)
"slice of heaven on Earth." Cindy J had a hard time understanding why it was important to visit. As all
of my readers should know by now, Lauren had to be told in person that although it shattered my heart
into a thousand pieces, she was not meant to be on my team. There was also a need to share the places I
had visited with another person so that the memories could be translated after I depart.

Unfortunately, humanity has a general misunderstanding on whom they should trust, and this stigma
translates into pure fear of everyone and everything. Cindy J had this fear, and who could blame her?
She's a perfect specimen of raw sex appeal. As you fellow readers should know by now, I've
transcended these desires, BUT, to a certain extent, I do still feel them. My interest in Cindy J has
much more to do with what is inside her soul, although trying to get a young, gorgeous, professional
dancer to believe that is damn near impossible. I did my best to prove it as our conversations grew
more detailed throughout our time together, but my constant interest in her perfect body hurt that
dialect. Cindy J trusted me just enough to reluctantly sign her contract. As that time grew closer, and as
she read through the specifics, I had to let her know what my ultimatum was.

After familiarizing herself with the documents, she still hesitated, then asked me what everything was
about. I explained as calmly as possible (given the circumstances) that I could not reveal everything to
her without a signature. The ultimatum that followed had a stern but fair dialect to it. I matter of factly
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stated to Cindy J as she was hesitating at the last minute, "You have two choices... Sign it, then party
with me all night hearing amazing things, and head to Gruene, Texas in the morning, Or... don't sign
the contracts, and I leave right now, and never come back." This might seem like a harsh and sudden
position to put Cindy J into, but after several other failures at acquiring a broadcaster, my patience was
running very thin. Thank God, the man who exists outside of this universe, that whatever I said towards
the end of our meeting to her, it resonated and she signed it. I was elated, and immediately rewarded
her with the gaurantees of the contract, and we started partying!

I brought in a memento keepsake for the dazzling Cindy J, and although it seemed impossible to me at
the time, watching her excitement at that specific gift, brought a very warm feeling to my heart. I could
tell that the entire situation was overwhelming to Cindy J, and the really interesting part to me, was that
she had no idea just how good that feeling could get. Personally, my emotions took a dramatic swing
upward. After the Linda Moulton Howe incident, I was convinced that Robert and I would need to do
everything ourselves. With the time allotment for the entire process to be complete, I was unsure that
we would make it at all. Quite literally, Cindy J helped the possibility of the human race to find
salvation. When Cindy J signed that contract, in my mind, she had the ability save the entire human
species.

Trying to get that across to her, especially while drinking alcohol, was unnecessary and a waste of
valuable time. I decided to skip all of the "gloom and doom" (should we fail) stuff until we were both
clear headed and sober. We reconvened at a different private table in the club, and my assortment of
celebration alcohol was brought over to us. As soon as it all showed up on the table top, we delved into
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the bottles. I bought a nice (not great, but nice) bottle of Rombauer Zinfandel, a bottle of Crystal, and a
bottle of Dom Perignon. As we sat drinking these delicious drinks and speaking of future endeavors,
the attention of the other women in the establishment focused in on us. Cindy J, even invited a few of
them to join us.

Most of the women that joined in on our celebration were unaware of the significance, and treated it as
though it was no big deal. Several questions were asked about why all of this attention was given to
Cindy J. I told them all, matter of factly, that this young lady, Cindy J, was the REAL Cinderella. That
specific movie was made for her, and I, being me, was there to grant her wishes into reality. The looks
of confusion were hysterical from my perspective. A whole bunch of placating my intentions of sexual
desire were thrust back at me from damn near every woman I talked to about the situation. "Oh, he's
just trying really hard to have sex with her." was the general sentiment among the other women
surrounding us. At leaast that's what their minds were telling me...

As the night wore on, I started upping my game. Alcohol was having a slight affect on me, so the social
lubricant might have had something to do with it, but I started to reveal all kinds of juicy details to the
various women who engaged Cindy and I at our table. As soon as I brought up the whole "I'm the
second coming of Christ" connotation, the mood shifted a bit. There were some women who were
frightened, some who thought it was pure bullshit, and then the "others..." Everything was splendid that
evening from my perspective, other than the end. All I was trying to do was give Cindy J everything
she wanted after the contracts were signed. If it had been up to me, there would have been nobody at
the table other than us, and us alone, but Cindy J's excitement and want to share that excitement
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overtook her own want to be alone with me. So, I capitulated to her desires for having friends involved
with the celebration. A few of these "friends," whom we'll call her "wicked step sisters." got very pushy
to maintain my attention.

I could sense that their attention towards me was bothering Cindy J, but I just kept trying to reassure
her that she, and she alone, was my entire reason for being there. The wicked step sisters tried to
subvert Cindy J's conscience into thinking the night was all about all of them, and utilized the dance
club scene to push themselves onto me in various ways... sexually. To be honest, fellow readers (of
which Cindy J will soon be), the entire thing was disgusting to me. The other women pushing
themselves onto me as the night wore on were in no way, shape or form, "my type." All I saw when I
searched through their souls was ignorant, selfish, and misplaced decision making. They also used this
false premise to try and corral my attention, which from their perspective probably seemed feasible.
Little did they know that all I wanted was private time with Cindy J, my exceedingly beautiful, young
broadcaster. It was as if all of these women jockeying for my attention felt as though they could do
what Cindy J could... LMAO, what a bunch of idiots.

After this constant attention towards me, the wicked step sisters dragged Cindy J's perception of me
through the dirt for the last time, she decided the night was over for her. Once again, she left with great
haste, charged by the imagery of those wicked step sisters taking the sexual inuendos too far with my
body. And once again, I was left standing there confused and tormented by what I had done to deserve
that treatment. Even though I had quite literally made this young beautiful superstar in the making melt
with overabundance of human frivolities, it wasn't good enough. As the reality of my beautiful young
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broadcaster hating me for something... AGAIN... started to dawn on my conscience, I wanted to utilize
the attention of the wicked step sisters left in the club against themselves. I invited the manager of the
establishment over to the table I was sitting at for a little chat...

All of the women interested in me that evening had practically begged me for internal harmonic
resonant capitulation readings and various other abled gifts I've recieved from my superiors during my
realization. I decided to introduce them to one of my heros... Chan Thomas. I explained to the manager
of the establishment that cataclysmology was a proven science based on the deterioration of the Earth's
magnetosphere. Then, I had a little bit of fun with them, since they tried to have fun in a disgusting way
with my body all fucking night... I explained, in fairly organized and forceful details about "the end of
the world," should humanity fail to capitulate to my instructions, handed down from my superiors. All
of the doom and gloom stuff, in other words. Most of the information I was relaying was accepted by
my foolhardy audience... at least that's what I had originally thought.

I left the dance club satisfied that I had made a decent enough impact on those who remained to hear
me speak. In so doing I figured that taking Cindy J to Gruene, Texas to meet her predecessor wouldn't
be a big deal to them, and they could rest easy. I took a nap, basically, at my hotel and slept past my
alarm clock. The manager of the hotel had to wake me up personally. Very embarrassing. Waking up in
that condition is frustrating as is, but throw in the fact that Cindy J had overslept and not helped me
wake up herself (which she was supposed to do), made me angry at the beginning of our trip. The
thoughts of Cindy J's naked body were mounted in my subconscious, inpenetrable, so getting angry and
expressing my angst to her, was damn near impossible. Therefore, I did what I always do... I took it on
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the chin, and headed over to Cindy J's so we could start our trip.

When I arrived at her small and not well kept home, I was greeted with puppy love right off the bat. An
adorable miniature pincher came running up to me with the fury of well... a miniature pincher, lol.
Offering my hand as a sign of good faith to the little 10 inch tall bruiser, made us instant friends. As my
fellow readers have guessed by now, all animals and K9s specifically (DOGS... to the layperson)
occupy a very warm spot in my heart. Even though I feel this way about my little furry friends, I was
not completely prepared for having a dog in the 4Runner/"pale horse." Cindy J passed over my
concerns way before I had even showed up, and it was decided, without even asking me, that the
4Runner was going to be the little bruiser's chariot for the day...

Having the dog in the car wasn't that big of a deal. He was a well behaved and gentle pup... Well, as
gentle as a ferocious beast of his size and intimidating stature could muster. Cindy J and I had fairly
brief discussions while taking the pup to his babysitter's house, but ALL of them had an element of
anger attached to the dialogue. I couldn't figure out what the trouble was that was going on inside of
that young (perceived) angel's mind, and it became a problem rapidly after dropping the dog off. One
of Cindy J's friends, Kiera, kept calling on her phone, so when we were getting into detailed
discussions about life beyond Earth, I couldn't break through to a realization type of moment. We
traveled together playing this game of me saying "WTF is wrong with you," in as delicate of terms as
my own anger would allow, and Cindy J practically begging me to release her from her obligation. No
dice. Too much of an investment in a broadcaster to even think about finding another one.
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A Shell gas station in the middle of Texas somewhere was where Cindy J cracked under the pressure.
Her boss had called her numerous times, her friend had interrupted our conversation numerous times,
and Cindy J's own stressful concerns had thrown monkey wrench after monkey wrench into my mind
machine. Nothing was working as far as talking, so I forced Cindy J into an ultimatum. Harsh, but
necessary. I simply stated, "You can do whatever you want, but if you decide to throw away the fairy
tale, there's nothing I can do to help your soul." After speaking to her about this sentiment, laden with
specifically arranged terminology in various ways (anger, sad, happy, etc), I let my frustration get the
best of me. After almost throwing EVERYTHING away on her internally swarming negative emotions,
she finally agreed to continue on the journey.

Although our dialect had shifted to a a more positive disposition, I could sense unhappiness lingering
beneath that beautiful face. The manager of "J's house of beauty" kept interrupting my attempts to
disarm the anger that was seemingly fading. Every new attempt that the manager tried, texting, face
timing, calling, was met with frustration and angst from Cindy J. The stress was wearing on the
gorgeous young (perceived) angel, and it began to transfer onto my conscience. My nerves were shot
after dealing with "talking Cindy J down off of the ledge." As the calls and texts started to pile up, and
Cindy J's stress level rose upward AGAIN, the storyline became clearer and clearer. The manager of
"J's house of beauty" had essentially declared herself as the wicked stepmother from the fabled
princess movie, Cinderella. Everything we had encountered on our journey, in regards to stress, was
induced by that damn nosey and overbearing manager, the wicked stepmother, and her other various
employees, the wicked stepsisters.
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Utilizing these references were awkward and came across in my verbage as creepy and obtuse. The
young (perceieved) princess/angel hadn't had enough private time with me to read into the factual
evidence and depictions of prophecy that I had grown accustomed to decreeing for my various other
teamates. In a word, delicate... was the zietgiest of our trip, and that is exactly how I played out the
events of those days together. As we got closer to my personal litte slice of heaven, Gruene, Texas, we
started to check local hotels for a vacancy. In the area just north of our destination, there are numerous
hotels, and we checked several of them. Unfortunately, almost every hotel we looked into was full,
save for a room or two with only one bed. The exceedingly sweet Cindy J had hinted in several ways
that she didn't mind the "problem" of having only one bed in the room, but I was having NONE of it.
As I've stated, there is no way that I would allow my deteriorated body to defile the perfection that
existed beneath Cindy J's gorgeous face and body... No sex allowed, in any way, plain and simple.

Having reiterated these concerns to Cindy J as we got turned away from a few different hotels, we
stumbled upon the Embassy Suites. Cindy J didn't book the room, due to her sweet disposition (that
isn't always present [!!!]), based on the cost of a one night stay. I shrugged off her concerns with a
snarky comment. At that point, my frustration, at her frustration, based on the wicked stepmother and
wicked stepsister's constant intrusions, was getting to me. I stated sternly and frustratingly, "I don't
give a fuck how much the room costs, just get it." The hotel was quite exquisite. The lobby stretched
into a very large internal column that extended to the roof. On the bottom floor, a very nice breakfast
nook and serving station dining area covered the entire floor, and on the borders of this area, there were
several nice restaraunts and bars where numerous people were socializing. Cindy J booked the room, I
parked the car, and we headed up to our room.
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Being woken up by the manager of the Lubbock Embassy Suites, afforded me no shower time that
morning, so my personal top priority was to take a shower immediately. After cleaning up, I suggested
room service. We were originally going to get some easy greasy take out chicken, but that idea ended
abruptly! I told Cindy J to get anything she wanted. Of course, the powerful, audaciously gorgeous,
genetically superior master of this universe in human form, whom radiates a humble disposition at
every juncture... me, just had a burger. We ended up getting way too much food, but having gotten
filler for her internal hunger, Cindy J perked up a smidge. I saw my opportunity, then pounced. I
offered some relaxation in the form of cannabis.

Cindy J accepted this "peace offering" of sorts, and we left the hotel to find rolling papers. Stopping
into a local gas station did the trick. We picked up a couple of cigars, broke the paper, dumped the
filling, and Cindy J did her best impression of a professional blunt roller. It was a hilarious scene, and
struggling through it, Cindy J made a usable blunt. We moved on from the darkened parking lot where
we rolled the medicine, and headed towards a desolate access road for some privacy. We didn't smoke
much, but what did find its way into our lungs, perked up Cindy J's emotions very well. We were back
in our groove, so to speak. Laughing, joking, carrying on about good times lost to time and whatnot.
The intense courtship was alleviating and kind of scary from my perspective. After rolling around the
back roads of "Middle of Nowhere, Texas," I formulated a plan to stifle the mixed emotions I was
getting from the young (perceived) angel.

We finally made it back to the hotel after a series of detours, and went up to our room slightly buzzed
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and feeling relaxed. When we got inside, I immediately offered this book to Cindy J for a "nightcap."
She seemed receptive to the idea instantly. I started her off on the chapter, "How Do You Life," and she
dove right in. Cindy J had brought warmth to my soul by partaking in the journey, but her enthusiasm
about reading was euphoric to me. Robert Bishop, my best friend, was the only other person alive that I
had allowed to read my life's struggles, but Cindy J seemed even more excited at the opportunity. She
read for the better part of a couple hours, then had a few questions for me. After I did my best to
answer her queries, she started to fade to slumber. I grabbed the computer from her and wished her a
good night's sleep. Off to dreamland she went, almost immediately.

The next morning, I tried to rustle the young beautiful princess from her sleep so that she could partake
in the immaculate spread of breakfast goodies below. Sleep, as it seemed, was much higher on her
priority list than food, so I went to the lobby alone to do some research. Along the lobby corridor, there
was a full blown convention center. Strolling through the hall, I noticed a sign that indicated there was
a cattleman's meeting taking place in one of the rooms. I instantly thought of Weldon from The Holy
Cow Beef Company, so I called him to ask if he was in the area. He told me that treating animals with
respect was not a top priority of modern cattle ranching, and as such, Weldon was laughed out of those
types of meetings continuously... BUT... he was going to be in an area fairly close to Gruene, Texas,
called Fredericksburg. Apparently, Weldon was going to be gliding around the surrounding area.
"AWESOME," I thought to myself. I tried to intrude in his mini vacation by offering my presence. He
seemed enthusiastic about more conversational opportunity, so I gave Weldon a soft yes on joining
him, then TRIED (!!!!!!) to formulate a plan that would occupy Cindy J's time for the day.
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Reading through the hotel's pamphlets on the area's attractions, I found a few fun ones. K1 Racing, a
wildlife animal safari, a Six Flags roller coaster park, and Gruene, Texas' own pamphlet. Strolling
through the lobby, I also found out that there was a full service spa on the premises, so I grabbed that
menu as well. When I made it up to the room, Cindy J was already awake... FINALLY... so I thrust all
of the exciting and fun activities towards her in an attempt to persuade her now sober conscience into
staying another night. Cindy J's naivety and youth destroyed her ability to percieve logic and
enjoyment yet again, and the wicked stepsisters and stepmother had won the battle with me for her
attention. Unbelievably, she chose to drive back to Lubbock, right after going to Gruene. K1 racing
carts, NOPE. Wildlife safaris, NOPE. Six Flags roller coasters, NOPE. An entire day at the full service
spa, NOPE. Another night in the Embassy Suites, NOPE. To be honest, I'm surprised she didn't full on
ruin the trip to Gruene completely, and just leave right then and there... or rather, force me to leave with
her.

After trying and failing several times, I submitted to Cindy J's ignorant stance on Lubbock being the
place to be, and explained to her that I NEEDED to stay and meet with Weldon, as well as my dear
friend Orlando Lopez, in Buda, Texas. My idea was to drop her off at a rental car company so that she
could drive herself home, then I could take care of some instructions for my young Mexican
emmissary. Cindy J was actually okay with my plans, FOR ONCE, and we headed over to Gruene for a
gorgeous spread of "The Universe's Greatest Reuben, Hot Dog, and Strawberry Cake." Before enjoying
these delecacies for the last time, we toured the town, and I explained the various occurrances that had
taken place on my prior trip there. My nervousness was getting the better of me as lunchtime grew
nearer. I was going to meet with Lauren again, and as you all know, those encounters terrified me... but
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in a good way usually. Today however, it was a final goodbye. The thought of it was ripping my soul
into pieces, but the mission had to continue onward. I buried my emotions, and I did what was
necessary.

Cindy J and I walked into Mozie's with a hungry belly, and inquisitive spirits. I sat down at one of my
normal tables, and the prompt service of a devilishy sexy young vixen was there before we even
settled. The waitress handed us menus but I told her we already knew what we wanted, so she took our
order. After our drinks were brought to us, I explained in further detail how Lauren was very special to
me, and that if emotions overcame my body, I'd have to depart for a few moments to cry it out away
from the dining room. A few of the waitresses that I had the pleasure of talking to on my original visit
were intrigued by my return, so they all said their hellos and what have you. Shortly after their
appearance, our food arrived, and the scarfing began in great haste... at least on my part. Cindy J
focused on the hot dog while I gave ALL of my attention to "The Universe's Greatest Rueben." With a
full belly, and Cindy J wasting the beautifully prepared sour kraut that should have annointed her
"Universe's Greatest Hot Dog," we gave our plates to the waitress and waited for The Universe's
Greatest Strawberry Cake.

To that point, Lauren was nowhere to be found. I had asked if she was at work to one of the waitresses
earlier, who replied to my query with enthusiasm. "Oh yeah... She's here. Do you want me to get her for
you?" was what the young beautiful waitress said. To which I nervously muttered something to the
effect of, "No thanks. If I see her I'll get her attention." While Cindy J and I waited for our strawberry
cake, I began to think that I'd never see Lauren again. The emotions started to overtake my conscience,
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so I pushed forward into more light hearted dialogue with Cindy J. It worked for the most part, that is,
until a particularly pure, righteous, and exceedingly beautiful young lady caught my gaze as I looked
passed Cindy J. Lauren had a piece of cake in her hand, a smile on her face, and was heading our way.

Lauren reached our table with a greeting that took all of my attention away from the strawberry cake.
My nerves were broken into a thousand pieces, my palms were sweaty, and I couldn't think of the right
thing to say. I stuttered a bit while Lauren began to talk, but I got out what was needed to be said on my
behalf. Rushing through Cindy J and Lauren's introduction, I went right into explaining our purpose for
being there. "Essentially, Cindy J is replacing you for the job I had lined up. No worries... you're off the
hook." I matter of factly stated to Lauren as my heart, already broken several times by several women,
shattered what small bit of emotion it had left. I tried to maintain a polite and friendly disposition, even
though my emotional response to what was happening was deafening internally. Thankfully, there was
a delicious piece of strawberry cake sitting on my table for Cindy J and I to share.

I dove into the extreme delicacy with wreckless abandoned. The endorphine rush from the sweet taste
sent shivers down my spine. Every bite was more fantastic than the last. My full belly was screaming at
me for relief as the 20th or so bite crossed over my sugar drunk taste buds, and I submitted to failure.
Together, Cindy J and I only ate about half of the piece. When we stopped endulging in our sugar
enrichment, my emotions got the best of me again. Last bite of food in the Greatest Restaraunt in the
Universe, and seeing Lauren for the last time, forced me to bail outdoors to "have a smoke." In reality,
I had to hide myself from the other patrons, as well as Cindy J, while I cried. A few people gave me
looks, but I played it off as a sad phone call.
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After I gathered my emotions back into a lucid state, I headed back into Mozie's to pay the tab. Cindy J
seemed oblivious to my hurt disposition, but that wasn't a rare occurance. We both finished our drinks,
I paid the tab and tipped generously... as usual, then we headed out for more educational touring of
Gruene, Texas. Touring the sites of my previous journey, Cindy J seemed bored and uninterested... in
other words, she was behaving like a spoiled princess. In her mind, she had already left, but was just
waiting for me to drive her to her rental car. I was getting more and more excited about hanging with
Orlando for the night, and Weldon the following morning, so I sped up the tour. After we were done
touring, we got in the car and headed for a rental car company.

My happiness was increasing as the thought of being around true friends who wouldn't take me for
granted grew nearer. Cindy J (and her attitude) were getting closer to departing as well. Trying to
maintain happiness and lucid focus in Cindy J was a serious problem that weighed me down constantly.
She did not appear to be enjoying anything and was seemingly taking the trip and my narration of
Gruene, Texas for granted. I was ready to get rid of her presence that was constantly dragging my
fragile emotional state through the mud. Dropping Cindy J off at the rental car company was fairly
short and sweet. A set of instructions on her next assignment, a hug, and a goodbye was all that was
needed. I sped away in a flash of dust, now heading for Orlando Lopez' hotel, happy and content,
finally. Made it all the way to San Marcos, Texas, and went into the first gas station I could find to fill
the tank and clean up the mess Cindy J and I had made in the car. Filled up the car, then began
searching through attractions in Fredericksburg, Texas.
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In the middle of looking for a reservation for the following night at a local Fredericksburg hotel, a text
message popped up... It seemed like Cindy J was denied a car at the company I took her to, and she was
now on her way up to San Marcos to find a different company. Capitulating to every request of a
percieved angel was wearing on me, but I had to make sure my newest employee got home safe, so I
hurried back to the original place I had dropped her off, and found that she wasn't there. The Uber
driver was quicker than I was, so now I had to head back to San Marcos to catch up with her. A flurry
of phone calls and texts bombarded me as I was driving. The truth finally came out when I got to Cindy
J's preferred rental car company.

I parked and hurried over to Cindy J... She was crying hysterically and spouting bullshit about how the
entire trip was a waste of her time, and she was upset that she even went with me... OH YEAH!!!
AND!!! The young naive angelprincess had forgotten to bring her driver's license. Internally, I knew
what I needed to do, but placated her sadness by offering to buy a plane ticket or rent the vehicle
myself. None of it worked. The spoiled nature of this young lady's upbringing was on full display at
that point. Nothing else existed in the world to her, other than getting back to Lubbock, Texas, and
visiting her preferred lingerie store in Austin. I sighed heavily, swallowed my own pride and plans
again, and offered to drive her home personally... AND (!!!) take her to the lingerie store.

"FUCK!!!" I was screaming internally. Another needed conversation with Weldon was being lost to the
selfishness of the young perceived angelprincess, but saying goodbye to Orlando for the final time was
not going to be ruined. I sternly told Cindy J that I was not going to leave without giving Orlando his
final instruction list, so I headed to Buda, Texas with a heavy heart. Orlando didn't start work until 3
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PM, so Cindy J and I had a few minutes to kill. Given my exceedingly angry disposition, I concluded
that speaking to the burning bush was of the utmost importance. We stopped into a store and got a
couple of cigars, rolled a blunt, then headed back to the hotel where Orlando was working.

Walking into the hotel, and seeing Orlando there, was emotional for me instantly. Orlando and I
exchanged pleasantries, then I began instructing him. I had also offered to take care of his room and
board while in Mangum, Oklahoma, should he decide to fully submerge himself in his detailed
teachings, but I knew he wouldn't go through with it. I gave my young Mexican emmissary a hug (no
homo), dropped $600 bucks on his counter, and got out of there as soon as I could. The tears started to
flow almost immediately. I could only think of the selfish decision making of my newest employee,
and her unwillingness to give me any say at all about our itenerary. The trip from Buda to Austin was
filled with me crying and Cindy J being oblivious to how serious the situation was, and why I was
crying at all. I tried to explain to her how these emotional responses were serious, real, and final, but
she kept blowing it off as pedestrian in nature.

I calmed down as we drove through the very busy highways in Austin. Cindy J and her "needed" trip to
a lingerie store was all that was on her mind. We crawled through 5 PM traffic on a Friday right into
the middle of the city, found the lingerie store, and I painstakingly went inside with her. The store was
like a swap meet to me. No class, terrible selection, and two employees that didn't care about helping
customers. I found a bench on the inside and prayed for Orlando and his family the entire time Cindy J
was shopping. One or two tears fell while praying... Cindy J was of the same opinion as I was about the
store, and decided to leave without purchasing anything. I followed her outside, then we got in the car
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and headed north out of the city, at a snails pace, once again...

My frustration was out of control at that point, but having made my decision to help the young
perceived angelprincess, I was able to relax enough to get to my smoke session with her. As soon as
we had a bit of space in between the other cars stuck in the rush hour traffic, I sparked the blunt and
took a few very large hits. The stress eased itself out of my conscience slowly but surely. Our
conversations were brief and pointless as we tried to not get on each other's nerves. She was pissed off
about being there, and I was pissed off that she was there at all at that point, AND that I had to coddle
her all the way back to Lubbock. We made it to her dog's babysitter, and the puny "ferocious beast"
hopped into the car, ready to head home.

About a half an hour later, we decided to smoke the rest of the blunt she had rolled. We found a
secluded place, sparked it up, and I started to teach Cindy J about where humanity's maker was from.
Cygnus was bright in the moonless sky, and there was a fantastic view of it from where we were
sitting. Interestingly enough, Cindy J was starting to listen to me once again. The burning bush was
helping her relax, as well. We left the area after smoking, and headed toward Lubbock once again.
Seeing Cindy J go through the transformation from sober to relatable was sparking my ability to dig a
little further about how her anger had ruined the celebratory night at her club. She got into all kinds of
arrogant depictions on the events of the evening from her perspective. My frustrations about her
disposition boiled over...

It was at this point that my anger took hold and sarcasm became my language of choice. As it turned
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out, from the young perceived angelprincess' point of view, she was upset that the other young ladies
who were showing me so much attention in the club, were on the same level of respect that I was
showering Cindy J with. In other words... she was jealous. I couldn't take the arrogant bullshit from her
any more, and I gave her a solid dose of reality from my perspective. I let her have it, most egregiously.
I explained in great detail that THE ONLY FUCKING REASON I KEPT COMING BACK TO THAT
CLUB... was to secure her as my broadcaster, AND (!!!), that the night she was angry about was
entirely her own fault. I reiterated to her what was said to her at the beginning of that night, and my
personal reactions to what was happening were entirely based on HER REQUESTS to have her idiotic
friends join us. Cindy J was literally the only person asking for other girls to join us. I had no part in
even attempting to bring ANYONE else into our private party, and that everyone other than us who
was present, was entirely her doing.

The harsh reality of what she was angry about was dawning on her quickly at that point. Cindy J had
felt bad... and I was shocked that she could even feel that emotional response to me at all. The irony of
her throwing away a perfect night by infecting it with outside influence, THEN BLAMING HER
ACTIONS ON ME (!!!), must have penetrated her arrogance enough to humble the young perceived
angelprincess. When I calmed down from the anger I was feeling for being blamed for her bullshit, we
actually had a few really great conversations about life, love and happiness. I started to come back from
my "infuriated at her" stance, and we made some real progress towards getting to know eachother
personally... an elusive conversation in our muddied dialect.

We stopped to get a bite to eat somewhere south of Lubbock, Texas, and even though we had become
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friends (FINALLY!!!), there was a slight misting of attitude coming at me from her. Most of that
dialect was very bland, and I cut off the hostility very early with jokes and whatnot. Lubbock was
getting close, and some serious details had to be discussed, or more so, reiterated. First of all, was
insuring Cindy J's safety with a pistol. Every teammate that has spent time with me has a weapon, and
most of them are concealed carry. We are huge advocates of self defense, and although there are
elements of certain societies that twist the perception of responsible gun ownership FOR
PROTECTION, every single human being should be able to protect themselves. Individuals in this
world that rally against gun ownership, ask yourselves, why do you feel that way? Do you have a
reason to think someone might shoot you? And even more to the heart of the matter... Do you think you
deserve to get shot?

Back to the storyline, When we entered Lubbock the conversations died down a bit as my seriousness
became more and more evident. Several instructions were laid out for Cindy J to ponder on while I
went back to work on the holy grail #1 with Robert. Things like video format, what to wear, dialogue,
etc were all brought up with great haste... I doubt young Cindy J gave a shit, or remembers. The one
thing I needed to hammer home to her psyche was purchasing a pistol. I had sent the young angel
princess several links to local gun dealers along with pictures of pink guns... PINK GUNS!!! LMAO!
She seemed fairly excited and promised to go to the store and check it out. To be honest, my
confidence was deteriorating in the perceived angelprincess due to the overwhelming number of
attempts at friendship being thrown back in my face with arrogance.

After I said goodbye to the mini ferociousbeast, and gave Cindy J a hug, I sped off into the night
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headed towards Mangum. I only made it about 70 miles before I had to stop for a quick nap. It was a
very long, drawn out day of pampering and driving. It was also a lot of stress, and my body is not
meant to handle this load of emotion, so constant bouts of sleep were now becoming more and more
frequent. After a drool filled bearded sleep session, I got back on the road, and made it to Mangum with
the sun barely cresting the horizon at dawn. A beautiful sight...

Now that Cindy J was fairly well on her way to stardom, Robert and I had some time to begin working
on the grail. After a short nap back in my room, I discussed the upcoming events with Robert. First, we
needed to go back to Lubbock, and have a sit down meeting with Weldon at The Holy Cow Beef
Company. It was imperative that Robert and Weldon meet, as well as getting Weldon's story on voice
recorder. It was sometime after our initial conversation that Cindy J called me. Surprised, I answered
the phone somewhat concerned. In a soothing turn of events with regards to the beautiful young
perceived angelprincess, she was at the gun dealer. Even though Cindy J had gone to the dealer and
tried several weapons on for size, she still found a way to disappoint me slightly. In my life, most
women that own guns around me, always want a semiautomatic... BECAUSE IT'S CUTER!!! I don't
understand this sentiment, especially from a woman's perspective, but to each their own I guess? Cindy
J's phone call was somewhat like that...

I'm a fan of women owning guns. That said, women have a stronger emotional response to events than
men in most circumstances. Overreaction to seemingly mundane situations are common, and when the
situation you're faced with is self defense, the stress is overwhelming. By and large, women have to
keep things as simple as possible when high levels of stress are before them. I HIGHLY recommend
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helping your stress deflate slightly... by picking a revolver. I tried to talk my exwife into one, but the
"cuteness" of the semiautos made her stray. I stressed this again to the young perceived angelprincess,
but she strayed as well... at least that's what I originally thought. After discussing this with Robert, and
several jokes were told, we planned out our week.

The next couple of days were spent preparing restaraunt particulars like layout, menus, etc, but making
beer was high on my list. We also spent a bit of time hanging out with Robert's family, and ironing out
certain inconsistencies. Robert's sister had also invited us for dinner, so we spent some time there
exchanging pleasantries. Most of the details inlaid with those conversations should be queried to
Robert, and those who wish to speak with you readers about them if you're curious. I hold my time in
this place sacred, and would ask that the utmost respect is given to these wonderful people. Their
acceptance of me, and all the weird shit that surrounds my journey have been stressful enough on them.
Give them a break, and I'll take it into consideration... when you fellow readers and I meet again after
this life, that is.

The morning of 6/24/2019 started very early for Robert... Too early. I had to wake hiss ass up so we
could get on the road, but we got started as the sun was coming up. We made it into Lubbock for our
meeting with Weldon some time around 910 AM. Weldon was out doing farm work, so we messed
around in the shopping center until he arrived. Robert and I pulled up to his house, and we were greeted
by a couple of adorable little dogs. After giving them the proper amount of lovin' we settled in for a
very long, very informative conversation about the health benefits of properly raised cattle. Weldon
gave us about 4 hours of his much needed on the farm time, and I thanked him immensely for that. We
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recorded everything he said, so going into it in this format would be wasteful. If you'd like a very
condensed version of the story, you can find it on the back of the menus at The Holy Grill restaurant in
Mangum, Oklahoma. Otherwise, you'll have to RESPECTFULLY (!!!) ask his permission to share it
with you. Thanks again, Weldon!

After leaving Weldon's house, excited from the Divinity held within their lovely home, we headed to
different parts of town for various things for our work back in Mangum. We searched for several
movies with no luck, sold some gold and silver, and went to a brickyard to buy high temperature
cement for our foundry. After these things were taken care of, it was dinner time. Luckily, there wasn't
too many arrogant women at the bar in Texas Roadhouse, so we pulled up a couple of chairs and
treated our hard days work to a steak. Several texts were coming at me about visiting Cindy J while we
were in town, so I went reluctantly. After the last episode of drama, I wasn't too excited about the
scene, but we promised to stop by.

It was a quick stop. Only drank water, and danced rarely. That said, just seeing that gorgeous figure on
Cindy J is always a gift to my eyes. The night was short lived, and probing for a storm was fairly easy,
so there was one, LOL. The commotion of what was happening made it easy for us to make a quick
escape early. We headed back to Mangum late, but we made it into town at a fairly decent hour. After
sleeping a while, we got up and immediately started focusing on our foundry project. First, we bought
some "getting dirty in clothes" and boots. Several other items which were necessary for foundry work
were also gathered, then we went to Amsco Steel in Altus, Oklahoma. Our aim was to get a steel drum
that didn't have oil or diesel in it. They had hundreds of them, and they were only $15 bucks. SCORE!
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Seems as though the Air Force base near by liked giving the barrels to Amsco, so the large quantity and
cheap price wasn't surprising.

After gathering all of the items we felt were necessary, Robert and I headed back to get some rest
before our work began. The next several days were frustrating and fun at times. The folks of Oklahoma
are lazy to me in some regards. They enjoy taking multiple days off every week, so gathering working
materials is difficult due to this, and their spread out population centers make traveling a daily
occurance. EVERYTHING in Oklahoma is far away, and driving to these places is another annoying
"time tax." That said, we were able to get what was needed and we assembled the foundry with fairly
minimal intrusions. Otherwise, the rest of the week was filled with some stress lowering family time.

Saturday, 6/29/2019 came around, and the texts from the young beautiful Cindy J were stacking up. I
had let slip that I was headed to Lubbock, Texas, again on Sunday the 30th. Weldon and I had decided
to meet up for a much more significant beef purchase so that Robert and I could spread the word on the
restaraunt by cooking for Mangum's local dignitaries at a private setting. We had also gotten a meeting
with one of the local aquaponics farms, Primal Gardens. Cindy J can be very persuasive with the lure of
that magnificent body, so naturally, being a man still, I couldn't resist the temptation. After a party for
Robert's mother, another perceived angel, on Saturday the 29th, I gave her a hug, told her I loved her,
then submitted to the draw of Cindy J. The sun was setting when I headed to Lubbock, and ended up
arriving around 11:30 PM.

Cindy J was texting me several times along the drive. Her persistance was driving me crazy... in a good
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way. I mean, who doesn't want a perfect 10 giving you constant attention? I pulled up to the club with a
very strict set of selfimposed rules so that there would be NO DOUBT that I was there to see Cindy
J... and ONLY Cindy J. Several of the other women who were sprinkled around the club tried garnering
my attention, but my body language was definite. I wasn't going to be putting up with any second
guessing by Cindy J after this particular night. You could say it was ALL business. I only drank water,
shunned every other advance immediately, and talked privately with Cindy J at every opportunity. She
was in a very good mood, and our conversations were not hindered by the usual jealous
misunderstandings of prior trips.

After a long night of exceedingly sexual inuendo filled teasing towards me from the sexy young angel
princess, we left to get breakfast. This time she actually went with me, as opposed to running away like
the literal Cinderella does in the fairy tale. We spoke of secret translations of biblical texts, along with
many other things that a dance club cannot offer the proper privacy for. It was a wonderful meal, just
because she was there. I truly enjoy spending time with my teammates, and this particular teammate,
has a lot of inticing attributes that magnetize my eyes. Besides the obvious sexy disposition that the
young angelprincess flaunts regularly, when alone, she has a way about her that beckons my attention.
The Divinity that sits inside of her soul is hidden to most of the world, and a facade of youthful
arrogant disposition is on full display outwardly in most scenarios, but alone and vulnerable, it's hard to
deny her righteousness.

A very generous hug was exchanged by us as we parted ways again. I felt very well centered in the
light of Cindy J and I FINALLY felt we were on the same page, but one aspect of the night had
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bothered me. Cindy J was supposed to head up to Mangum on Sunday the 30th alone, but she was
hellbent on bringing a friend of hers to the work gathering. The young lady's name was Kiera, and she
was Cindy J's best friend. Without clearing the change of plans with me, the young perceived angel
princess took it upon herself to invite her best friend to our work gathering. At first, I wasn't entirely
opposed to the intrusion, but young Kiera was not on my team, and trust in the general public attending
my private functions nonexistent. A few ground rules had to be laid, and I was certain that these rules
would anger the young women... both of them.

While contemplating how I would stifle concerns in the young beautiful women about their position at
my work gathering, I headed to Primal Gardens as the sun was breaking early on Sunday morning. The
facility that Geoff of Primal Gardens had built was immaculate. A very out of place structure in the
middle of a field in Seminole, Texas. Along the way, my sleepiness took control and I had to take a
quick nap, but otherwise I was there fairly rapidly. Geoff met me at his gate and we headed in for a tour
of the facility and a generous helping of politicking along with a brief history of his company were
discussed. Geoff had a sad, but optimistic view of his story. Health concerns for one of his children had
spurred his business disposition in years prior. The Primal Gardens facility was more of a culmination
of several aspects that fueled Geoff's stance on healthy food. He had come in contact with Weldon at a
local farmer's market while selling his Divine delicacies, and the two of them became friends almost
instantly. The two's business models varied greatly, however, and Geoff wasn't in a financially stable
place.

This information came up around the end of our visit, and trying to put Geoff's financial concerns
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above my grail manufacturing facility concerns was not something I was prepared to do. While talking,
I let slip a few aspects of my "reintroduced" technology companies, and told Geoff about my book.
From a businessman's perspective, this should have seemed impressive, but the reality of his financial
concerns clouded the rest of our conversation. All I could offer Geoff at that time was a solid yes to his
vendor contracts for The Holy Grill restaraunt, but timing would need to be on Robert and I's scale. It
just was what it was. If I had more help from the various "Dumb and Dumbers" of past disgraced failed
teammate aquirement, maybe I could've given more of my attention to the struggling Divine business,
but the arrogance of celebrities in this society outweighs every other thing in existence... evidently.

Geoff was understanding of my plight, and I was sure he was sure that I was not a joke. I shook Geoff's
hand, left happily, and headed back to Lubbock for another meeting with Weldon. As usual (and I love
saying that now), Weldon greeted me with a smile and a handshake. A great man, once again, offered
his home and warm conversation. Even though I had been up all night working on various projects,
Weldon had my attention 100%. We spoke about all kinds of interesting things, as usual. Then,
sometime around the middle of the conversation, Weldon's beautiful young wife showed up and I was
IN HER PARKING SPOT. A TERRIBLE MISTAKE!!! At least that's how I felt when Weldon
explained how she wasn't too pleased when ANYONE was in her spot. It wasn't a big deal in the end,
but I thought I was in for it...

Weldon's young beautiful wife had come inside to join us for conversation shortly after parking. We
discussed the restaraunt Robert and I were opening, and several of the details therein. We made our
way to the alcohol portion of the discussion, and we began our journey into beer making dialect. *I did
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not ask Weldon's wife if she wanted to be in my book, by name, so I'll refer to her as Weldon's wife,
for that reason.* Anyways, Weldon's wife and I discussed the different aspects of various liquor
making techniques, cooking, and then... we got to health. The most audaciously attractive, genetically
superior, amazingly intelligent beyond ALL comprehension... while remaing ever humble... me. My
health. Unfortunately, the Divinity in the young couple's souls teamed up on me.

I felt their pain at my death before it even happens, and almost started crying, but I have been through
these goodbyes a few times now, and generally, I can control my emotional outbursts. From my
perspective, living in this body is very difficult, and seeing people that are willing to help me stay alive
for as long as possible is a blessing, and a curse. I love everyone who sees my own inner beauty. It's a
difficult task, and takes a certain amount of humility that most people just cannot focus in on yet. When
I meet people who see that see my inner beauty, and then wish to not lose it as Weldon and his young
beautiful wife did, "Here come the waterslides!" Crying appears almost instantly. to stifle those
outbursts, I spoke of technical genetic things happening in my body, how to understand them, and a
few other matters therein. I started to trust Weldon's wife as much as Weldon, and began getting them
excited about the reintroduction of ancient technologies as the conversation continued.

Weldon joked about my technologies, and it interested his young wife. We spoke about many cryptic
hints here and there, but I didn't have spare nondisclosure agreements with me, so we had to keep it
vague with the amazing couple. As soon as I had piqued their curiosity enough, my sleep meter started
to catch up and I had to get going. We loaded the large haul of gorgeously marbled, rich in healthy
vitamins and minerals steaks and roasts into the back of the ole faithful steed 4Runner, and we said our
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goodbyes. Just before leaving, I remembered the cheese! I just rounded the difference to the nearest
100 and bought what cheese I could from that. Now, I consider myself a bit of a cheese connoisseur, so
before I give my verdict, I'll explain a few things. I lived in the most gorgeous valley in the world, In
My Opinion, and at the base of this valley, the cows ate green grass all year round. Lots of rain, and a
very temperate climate. Rarely hot, and rarely freezing. That said, my verdict is that Tillamook
Cheese... THAT IS MADE FROM THE COWS THAT RESIDE IN TILLAMOOK, OR THE OTHER
COASTAL AREAS (BROWNSMEAD, ASTORIA [you know who you are]), is the best cheese I've
ever eaten. The lore of the region is magical to me, and having real relationships with these folks had a
lot to do with my draw to the area, but the cheese is just plain better. Sorry, Weldon, but they beat ya.

Now mind you, it's not because I didn't like Weldon's cheese. Far from it. I enjoyed it very much,
INDEED! The block I was handed a chunk from was very delicious. Thing is, I used to stock all kinds
of ages of cheddar. 3 months for our day to day cooking, a couple of years old was regular at parties, 5
year blocks here and there, and for special occasions, we had 31 year old cheese sealed. Plus a few
other rarities from here and there given to us by the head cheese maker of Tillamook himself. So, while
most people would make certain distinctions on flavor variance, I personally, enjoy the texture of
Tillamook. It's easy to make in sauces, there are no antibiotics, and the cows all seem generally happy.
I know this from direct experience in such things, and it pays off in a variety of ways. Texture is
important to me, and that's why in a nutshell, I like Tillamook cheese better... Just thought I'd clear that
up.

Anyways, I said my goodbyes, again, and headed out on my way to Mangum, Oklahoma... again. I
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made it back by eating sunflower seeds the entire trip home. Take note truck drivers, coffee and energy
drinks do not work all the time. Sunflower seeds do. They have never failed to keep me awake. AND
KEEP DRINKING WATER! If you're tired and nervous about falling asleep, having to use the
restroom is A GOOD THING! Get up, stretch, etc. That's what I did the whole way back, and I didn't
get drowsy, even though I had been up for 40 hours working, save for a 20 minute nap... Got back to
Magum at 6 PM, then Robert and I checked our haul out up close. Gorgeous steaks! Everything we had
recieved from Weldon was flawless. Beautiful, delicious, healthy, well textured steaks. Weldon, you're
a blessing.

When I got back, Robert and I had a long discussion about the trip and the situation with Kiera coming
to stay with us. We were both in agreement that with the subject matter, and the fact that Kiera was so
young, she would not handle the teachings well. You see folks, Kiera is black. Me, being who I am, has
to explain to you the mindfuckery behind the word nigger. Even though I do not feel as though Kiera
is a nigger AT ALL, the connotation that that specific word brings with it (INCORRECTLY!!!!!!!!!),
generally promotes a response to sudden violence in the black ethos. Using violence to make a point,
proves the stigma, black people. Stop allowing that word to have power over you. You're better than
that. Rise above the stigmas associated within your communities. STOP BEING VIOLENT! My
suggestion to all black people, world wide, is to go back to Africa, and build it up into a paradise that
the entirety of the universe can marvel at.

Build something for your people to have pride in. Your track record points to a genetic trait that
associates disrespect with a sudden burst of violence. I'm not saying that every black person is like that,
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or inherently violent, but the majority of black people are reactionary violent. The only cure to genetic
anamolies like this, is direct contact to your maker. Every black person's personal maker, that is. He
will guide you towards a more pleasant existence. It does not matter what you have done within the
realms of our manipulations. This era in which Jesus died, and I arose, you are free from direct
persecution. White people don't hate you, but it feels as though you hate yourselves for not being like
us, and project that jealousy into violent forms. The most popular black music artists of today brag
about selling drugs, pimping prostitutes, and spending copious amounts of money they didn't earn.
Black people, just so you know... that is a Jewish lifestyle you're trying to obtain. Those are Jewish
fantasies... and do you know who the largest population of regen/niggers are per capita? Yep, you
guessed it, Jews.

The largest number of "niggers" in this world right now, are poo in the loo dot Indians if you're
wondering. They are a disgusting race, AT THIS TIME, due to their penchant for open defecation in
public places. Their streets are literally covered in shit. Human shit. All the time. Some of their greatest
attractions like beaches, temples, and shrines are surrounded by streets that are filled with human shit
that submerges their entire continent in a funk that can be smelled from space. Black people, feel free
to call them niggers as often as you'd like. That said, EVERY SINGLE RACE ON THIS PLANET
RIGHT NOW is full of niggers. "Nigger" prounced backwards, like most of our more clever
manipulations, signifies a regeneration process. Truck drivers know this manipulation very well just by
association of truck maintenance proceures. When the diesel engine needs to clean soot out of the
exhaust manifold and mufflers, it goes into a "regen" cycle. Another way to look at this, from a video
game platform's perspective, is when you die in a video game, you "respawn" to continue playing.
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Same thing.

The point I'm trying to make is that all races are chock full of niggers at this current time. All races are
trying to live a life based on H.E.L.L. induced psychosis. Hell, as you understand it, is something that
happens when you die. Again, this is wrong. The nomenclature "hell" refers to a specific lifestyle that
permeates the entire human species. It stands for Human Evolution Long Lasting, and means just that.
The longer your scientific method drags you towards false claims and bolsterous opinionated garbage
like human evolution, as a theory based in factual evidence, you are literally living in H.E.L.L. on
Earth. Does it feel warmer than it should right now? Now you get it! All of that said, living in a self
induced hell on Earth, and enjoying the state of affairs intertwined within such a diseased ethos, is
exactly what a nigger represents. To be blunt about it, niggers are evil. "It is no measure of health to be
well adjusted to a profoundly sick society." some dude.

To all of my beloved 4Chan.org /pol/ readers, we've had some laughs about this topic over the years,
but using that nomenclature to signify black people is over. That word does have a real meaning, and
now that you've been taught what it means, use it accordingly. It signifies an attribute that projects pure
unadulterated evil to the surrounding environment. Evil, is the opposite of wanting to... wait for it...
live. It's been right in front of your face the entire time. Everyone was duped. Like I said, every race
has niggers right now. As far as the poo in loo dot Indians are concerned, as soon as they start shitting
in toilets, clean up their river and beaches, then apologize to the world for infecting it with constant
telemarketer calls, they can graduate from the word nigger too. Just so we're clear, nobody has the right
to call anyone else nigger on this planet right now. Every human, in one way or another, is associated
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with that word. Once everyone starts to connect to their maker and respective race team through
internal harmonic resonant capitulation, you may signify those who choose not to connect to THE
REAL SINGULARITY, as niggers.

Black people of America... South and North, let me explain another couple of things about how this
will happen. Black people of Africa will have a jump start on you racing towards connecting to their
respective makers. They have lived a much more meek existence, and some of the more traditional
settings of tribal activity are already primed for direct contact. This is going to make their continent the
center of black societal achievement. For the next set of teachings to be significant to your progress as
a strong, proud, race of Godapprentices, you're going to want to be present in your homeland. Every
individual race will self segregate, and you have the most fertile continent on Earth to proclaim your
greatness. The longer you remain away from your chosen ancestral home, the further from transcending
to Godapprentice you'll be. This goes for all races. Asians, same thing. Indios, and other South and
Central American immigrants, same thing. Poo in loo dot Indians, same thing. EVERYONE... SAME
THING!!!

North American Indians have a tough pill to swallow in that instruction. White people needed to
dedicate a country to my emergence, and North America was chosen. Europe was too arrogant and set
in their ways to capitulate to our requests, plus they were full of Jews at the time who were scheming
banking strategies into every country. We have taken over North America due to its resources and easy
access to large amounts of rock. American Indians will get what they deserve, but white people need
this continent for furthering this species towards a united Godapprentice direction. American Indians
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have earned their right to move on to Godapprentice status OR remain human. Almost every other
race on this planet, white people included, need to earn it. American Indian dedication to spiritual
cleanliness, and procurement of traditional values passed down through the epochs, has earned them a
free pass, no matter how many of you peepoles choose to go full evil. Some American Indians, those in
the Casino industry, have their chains to break, but it'll be a much easier course for them than most.

The point is, condensed down so that every potential person, no matter what race they are, can unify in
one direction, you must connect to your personal maker. All of humanity's individual makers have
direct contact with one another. They have been waiting to speak to each and every one of you. Their
instructions will mirror my own, and you can trust that we will always have your best interest in mind.
There's no reason to think that we wish you harm in any way. Every single human has a personal
maker, EVEN THE JEWS. The most likely source of each individual maker's star pupil, or "mold" of a
perfect individual person, exists where that race should be. Race mixing will get you a one way ticket
to regeneration. Trying to make deals or game the system that's in place will yield the same results.
Make your racial identity based on a prideful way for the opportunities of the future. Trying to placate
your emotional resposes to what you think occurred in the past is asinine. Every single fucking one of
you was wrong. EVERYFUCKINGONE! Going forward from here is what's important. Living in the
past is stupid. It's not worth it. Every single one of you is better than that. Go home, and make
yourselves AND US proud.

ALL OF THAT SAID (!!!), getting all of those instructions out while maintaining focus through the
entire list to a young black woman, in this societal stance, was impossible in my mind. I ran through
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several scenarios about how it would play out in person, but none of them ended well. So, the morning
of Monday, 7/1/2019, I sent a text to Cindy J that would help her decide to not bring her friend Kiera
along for the business trip. I could feel the anger coming through the phone. Cindy J had built it up in
her head that I was the one who INVITED her friend to stay with Robert and I. I nipped that in the bud,
and reiterated the truth back to her, which was, SHE invited her friend to stay on the last day's night.
And before she had changed the already tight itenerary to one less day, then invited her friend to be
present for every filming, I had to start regulating without regard to her personal feelings. I wasn't
about to let an entire race miss out on the truth, just because one young friend of a naive angelprincess
didn't like it.

I was sleeping when Cindy J arrived on Monday. The night before/early morning was when Cindy
exchanged texts with me. After we ate breakfast together the day before, I gave her one task. She had to
buy a camera for filming. Simple, yet complicated for Cindy J... She failed to do what I asked...
AGAIN!!! So I went to the Elk City Walmart to buy one for her. It wasn't the professional camera that
she had requested originally, but juggling all of the aspects of this journey is busy work... AND I'M
WRITING A BOOK HERE!!!!!! I was upset that my request was blown off, and add to it the stress of
her anger from giving her the truth about Kiera, my mood was floundering. Made it back to Mangum
just as the sun was coming up, then took a much needed nap before her arrival.

When Cindy J got to the hotel, her mood began to perk up a bit. The setup of the hotel above The Holy
Grill restaraunt is quite nice, and Cindy J appreciated it. Her stay was mostly filled with me getting
stressed about her attitude, and trying to find a crack in her armor so that she'd open up to my
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friendship, but for the most part, it was a pretty good time. I cooked her dinner, The Holy Grill style,
we had several business meetings to discuss the format, and I gave her the final interview. My
channeling was exacting, my tone was stern, and I made the points I had to make. Cindy J, was now a
member of my team, and deserved all of the fringe benefits that it allowed.

Now that this story has a proper editor, and the broadcaster is on board, I'm going to wrap up this
chapter and move on to the final chapter, What A Christ IS. This was a long drawn out journey that
lasted far longer than I was ready for. My health has taken a few turns for the worst due to stress, but
all in all, I enjoyed ALL of my interactions with everyone. Thank you humanity for one final journey. I
hope you enjoyed it.



Addendum 9/21/2019

To catch you up to speed in case you've already forgotten the addendum in What A Christ is, "Cindy J"
is Kassidi Jones, the stripper from Lubbock, Texas that broke her employment contract. After several
attempts to rectify this egregious failure on her part, Kassidi went completely silent shortly after this
chapter was concluded. Although my hopes for her ran higher than most of my other attempted
recruitments onto my team, ultimately she failed... herself. While this drama was playing out in real
time, I had begun to file a lawsuit against her for the investment I placed in her abilities. My health has
been getting worse however, and I felt that the conclusion of this book was more important to the
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overall spectrum of my mission to deliver salvation to humanity, so I put a hold on all other matters
until I finish this section.

These addendums that accompany each chapter's ending were supposed to be done in video format
with Kassidi Jones doing the recording, and subsequent editing. Now you know why I've scrapped that
idea and am now putting all of the necessary information within the writing. I apologize for Kassidi's
arrogance and inability to be anything other than selfish in regards to YOUR salvation. Before our
meetings that discussed the format and dialogue the videos were going to contain, Kassidi swore up
and down that she was prepared to handle the situation and understood the implications if she were to
fail in her mission. In the end, it's my belief that Kassidi just doesn't care. I don't think that she was
confused, scared, tormented, nor was she trying to ruin humanity's ability to receive this information in
a professional documentary type setting. Rather, I feel as though Kassidi's entire generation (not just
Kassidi herself) is exceedingly entitled, lazy, foolish, and full of themselves to the point of absolute
selfish conquest in every facet of life. For reference on this enigma plaguing humanity currently, study
The Mouse Utopia Experiment by Dr. John Calhoun.

My idea was to explain the effects of this experiment in the same methodology that Dr. Calhoun was
trying to iterate. The experiment was liken to the ideology that humanity is faced with currently. An
ever shrinking environment, coupled with a rapidly exploding population that has seemingly tapered
off. Even though the needs of sustenance were met and exceeded within the mouse experiment,
psycological elements within the mice changed as the experiment wore on. When the "equilibrium
period" was reached within the mouse experiment, certain characteristics were noted that bare a
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striking resemblence to the shortcomings of "generation Z" within our current population. It is my
estimation that Kassidi and her generational cohorts are liken to the sector of mouse populations called
"the beautiful ones," as Dr. Calhoun described them.

"The beautiful ones" depicted in the experiment segregated themselves from the general populace of
other mice even though they remained in the same enclosures. Their time was devoted to grooming
themselves, eating, and sleeping. Entirely selfish and self absorbed, these individuals spent their lives
alone. They did not engage the others within their environments, did not engage in procreation/child
raising, and did not appear to have any other attributes that extended past their own self induced desires
of maintaining a beautiful appearance. Although the human counterparts of this mouse experiment do
have sex on a regular basis, the ability to love and raise offspring is rare at best. The youth of today
utilize every form of birth control they can find, and although the ideology of sex for procreation is
understood within them, sexual gratification for personal reasons and the exploitation of that trait
within themselves is the number one priority. Even when the youth of today mistakenly get pregnant, it
appears as though their children become an accessory to their ongoing selfish conquests. Extremely
rarely do purity of genetics, natural beauty, intelligence, well being, and mutiple generational concerns
become a factor within the parental strategies. Often times these beautiful ones/generation Z
populations search for a methodology that will make them appear more beautiful to the surrounding
evironment's inhabitants, and their children are merely an accessory to that end.

The psycological attributes that were defined within the "Mouse Utopia Experiment" have been
debated for several decades now. Generally speaking, this experiment is argued against due to the
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experiment taking place in an enclosure liken to a human prison. That said, what is Earth? Without the
ability to personally know, or even fathom a creator species in charge of the "upbringing" of
subordinate species (like humans), is it not reasonable to conclude that this planet is indeed a self
induced prison? Atheists will always faulter their internal logic by remedying these conundrums with
the theory of evolution. While atheists struggle to cope with the inability to fathom a greater
intelligence within this universe, creationists will see an experiment like the "Mouse Utopia
Experiment" as an opportunity to advance to greater platitudes of reasoning. One side of the fence will
see an opportunity, while the other will see certain doom leading to inevitable extinction. The
unfortunate conclusion from my journey that helped write this chapter is that almost everyone I've
encountered along the way, whether they profess to be evolutionists or creationists in their minds, leads
them to a summation of individualism.

When having individualism within the repertoire of available dialects to choose from when confronted
with new information, humans of all generations (not just generation Z) generally choose to be selfish,
arrogant, and foolish in their general life ideologies. While writing this chapter was supposed to be
about the second coming of Christ's interactions with the public, the overall conclusions that I arrived
at had ubiquitous tones of individualism within every interaction. No matter who I contacted, nobody
believed that I am the second coming of Christ, while simultaneously assuming that I was in some way
trying to take advantage of them. I very rarely got as far into the conversations with people to bring up
the fact that I am the second coming of Christ, however. Generally speaking, I stopped short of
revealing the complete truth due to the overwhelming vibe of arrogance, selfishness, and individualism
that plagued their internal dialogue. My fears took the reigns in most of those circumstantial
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interactions and steered me away from danger, or rather, perceived danger. Of those individuals that I
trusted enough to devulge all of my secrets to, I couldn't help but notice the striking similarities that I
read about in the "Mouse Utopia Experiment" several years ago. I noticed that if I didn't maintain a
constant surge of new information into their minds, almost every one of them would revert back into
individualism. Sad, but true. Individualism is liken to morphine. You very rarely need it, and should
only utilize it when all other means have been exhausted. Unfortunately, people get addicted to the
feeling it brings and end up abusing the drug, or substituting that feeling with similar drugs.

A significant change needs to happen within your own mind in order to properly release yourself from
this grasp. While humanity would like to consider ourselves as powerful, all knowing, masters of our
realm untouchables, the truth is that we are a subspecies that eradicated our creator from his own
creation. There is no reason to have confidence in anything we do under that guise. That said,
individualism can be broken down into two seperate groups. The first group of individuals is
encompassed by creationism. This is a complex group that has the mental capacity to understand that
there is a creator, but simultaneously engages in a selfish dogmatic view of their placement within that
hierarchy. A religious zealot for example, utilizes pure arrogance to signify that their own personal
stature is elevated above and beyond what their actual placement is. This is a dangerous spot to be in
because allowing these thoughts to fester within the conscience, also allows detractor beings, demons,
and distinguished humans to corrupt and steer these individuals in a direction that leads to damnation.
These people allow businessmanpreachers to "sell them" salvation, even though neither of the two
understands what that entails. These people also have a sickness in their minds that I have termed
"pedestal philosophy," where they assume they're better than everyone else that isn't in their specific
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group, and end up treating their peers terribly in the process.

The second grouping of individuals are the evolutionists. These people have decided that a theory
which has never been proven, is already a foregone conclusion. These individuals appear to have a
"God" complex within themselves. In their own minds they are the creators of their own destiny,
masters of their environments, and control all aspects of this universe's mysteries. They just haven't had
enough time to "evolve" into that stage, but if you ask them, they always have the same basic ideal,
"It's just over the horizon!" The most unfortunate aspect of this grouping of individuals is that they
maintain a stranglehold on "science" currently. This group has many Divine attributes within that
spectrum of thinking strategies, but their arrogance on creationism theory is a vast untapped resource
that will open many new possibilities to their various hypotheses. The fact of the matter is that both
groupings of individuals are incorrect in their strategic approach to handling new information.
Believing that everything done by a "scientist" is "science" is ignorant when the basic strategy of the
scientific method (hypothesis, theory, proof) is not properly understood. Most evolutionists fall into
that dogmatic view. Believing there is an omnipotent "God" that has your back no matter what you
do... AFTER you read a certain passage in a religious doctrine, is ignorant when there are many
seperate entities that are responsible for creation within this universe. Most creationists fall into that
dogmatic view.

In either category of individuals, or any other grouping of people within the various self prescribed
dogmatic views that surround modern thought processes, a fundamental shift needs to occur before real
answers are given to humanity in the form they wish to receive them in. The overall premise of this
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chapter is based on my inability to procure this ability in those whom I had interactions with along this
pilgrimage. In the bible that the various Christian ideologies prescribe to, this time period was liken to
the time that Jesus spent wandering. As I've stated in numerous ways throughout these texts, I am not
formally/traditionally educated in religious teachings. ALL of my education on these subjects came
first hand from humanity's maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who exists outside of
this universe. The teachings did not come to me in a discernable human language, therefore, the
information that I have on this subject varies from that of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc hand information that
humanity has been taught through Jesus' biographers. The language that my superiors utilized for my
education on this subject came in the form of viewscapes, pictures, and firsthand recollections from the
figureheads of past epochs that are within my genetic lineage. You readers might find it helpful to look
at these euphemisms I'm trying to describe like a silent movie, and although relatively speaking the
movie is several thousands of years long, it only takes me a few moments to see it in its entirety.

A large portion of these resonant frequencies that taught me these lessons, are based on emotional
response to these images. The idea, from the best of my ability to understand it, is that a particular
emotional response is the saught after trigger. Once the emotional response is capitulated to, the
scenery shifts towards a different emotional response. At times I was given imagery that made me
afraid, while other times the imagery made me feel euphoric. Jesus spent a lifetime trying to study the
meditation techniques that led to his ability to recognize this speech as a language. I have had a very
difficult time trying to relay this information to the individuals that have had interactions with me along
my conquest. Jesus had these same problems which is why he spent many weeks wandering, trying to
discern how to relay this information to the masses, trying to get you to understand these various
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philosophies. He was gauging and refining his own ability to teach you what you needed to learn. This
was the essential idea behind this chapter's storyline. While I had many difficulties in my own
refinement of teaching, I felt it was necessary to document this procedure to you... my fellow readers.
Jesus tried to the best of his abilities to dictate these teachings to his biographers, and a great many
mistakes were made in the translations taken by these biographers, along with many subversive
additives that were pushed by elements that did not have your best interests in mind, like Jesus was first
intending. That is the main reason why this book is written by me, the second coming of Christ. Jesus
and I both have spent a lifetime gathering information that will help improve every facet of your lives,
and although the intentions of the original biographers of Jesus' teachings may have been good in
inception, the information was obtuse due to variations in dialects that have morphed over time. This
time, it's coming directly from "us."

There is no way that I can prove this to you, unless you have the ability to connect into your own
personal maker first and foremost. Do not get frustrated with failed attempts. Work hard, be true to the
process, do not make excuses, and most importantly, do this for the betterment of your species.
Relinquishing your stranglehold on selfish desire will be your biggest hurdle. Keep in mind that your
maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself did not make you this way. You utilized your
own free will to put yourself in this situation. Jesus, and myself are merely messengers. We also had no
part in making you this way. Our commands handed down to us from God, the man himself who exists
outside of this universe were specific, and easy to understand. You were to be granted free will, and
that is exactly what happened. What you did with that ability was of your own choosing. Keep in mind,
you are not a robot. Secondarily, the pineal gland within your brain must be of a functioning caliber.
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Some of you, although all other requirements have been met, will not have a properly functioning
pineal gland. Keep in mind that this language is there to benefit the entirety of humanity. If your pineal
gland is not capable of internal harmonic resonant capitulation, your children's will be. If their's are not
capable, THEIR children's will be, and so on and so forth. You must maintain focus on the betterment
of your species. Selfishness will not help you in any way while trying to learn this new "language," nor
will it help you understand where my journey has taken me. The time of doing everything for personal
selfish desire capitulation is over. One way or another, humanity will move on from this dark time in
our history. Be humble, be curious, be meek, and think of the betterment of your species. Everlasting
life REQUIRES these traits, and it's about time we stopped fighting it. Good luck fellow journeyors.

In the next chapter, I will attempt to teach you this "language." Instead of trying to describe it to you in
a relative way, a firsthand experience will be necessary to get the full scope of what these images
entail. Firstly, you must connect back into your genetic lineage through your personal maker. After this
method of communication is realized, and you feel comfortable utilizing it effectively, the next step is
to share this "language" amongst each other within your genetic lineage that resides on this planet. The
closer you are to genetic purity, the easier this will be. The more distant you are from purity, the less
people you will have to communicate with. While this will seem "mean" to those of you with a
penchant for race mixing, keep in mind that YOU chose that path of your own volition. Nobody forced
you to soil your genetics. Nobody forced you to capitulate to selfish sexual desires over the betterment
of your genetic lineage. If you have a fetish for race mixing, or a desire to breed outside of your genetic
lineage, you will have to come to terms with the fact that your children will not be able to utilize this
new language with you. Your chosen mate will also have this dilemma. When you chose to take these
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matters into your own hands, you may not have been aware of these consequences, but you will never
be able to say that you were not warned. For thousands of years now, segregation of the races was
pushed from every angle of civilized society. You took it upon yourselves to break that moral code
through liberal ideologies that have infiltrated every corner of this planet for merely a few decades.
Your penance for this selfish indiscretion is now due. For those of you who were intelligent enough to
adhere to this universal code of conduct, enjoy the next chapter. Connecting into your spouse and/or
children with internal harmonic resonant capitulation will be magnificent. You will finally understand
what true love is. Congratulations, and "Have a good "1"..."
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Chapter 3: How Do You Life
My beloved 4Chan /pol/ will get a decent laugh from this one, but I did it. I found the unicorn! While
visiting my dad recently, he wanted to go to a restaurant named Chili's, and chose a seat at the bar. He
had a familiar rapport with the bar tender, and as the night went on, several very stimulating
conversations arose from this interaction.

Her name is Jackie (sorry about the spelling). A bonafide Mexican Intellectual, my friends. A very hard
working, but down to earth, and seemingly happy, young, vibrant, beautiful mother. It seemed from her
circumstances that life had thrown her a few curve balls, but in this day and age, if you're not born with
a silver spoon up your ass, who doesn't get constant curve balls navigating this Jewcash soaked literal
hell? The society we live in is made to serve the seemingly oppressed races, even if damn near
everything these races of people say is a lie. A literal fabrication to subvert consciences into handing
over power and wealth to the undeserved, while hard working geniuses are swallowed up by monetary
problems and propaganda against their interests. This seemed like Jackie's storyplot. She didn't bitch or
moan about the ridiculous "stronk wahmens, slay queen" ideology of "my way is better" ridiculousness
while completely devoid of logic or even a hint of scientific method involvement.

Nope, not Jackie. I watched this woman run around the entire bar, serving, cleaning, and getting stiffed
on a couple of very deserved tips. The arrogance people have that bring them to an illogical conclusion
that servers "don't deserve tips" should stay home and stroke their ignorant ego alone. I had only spent
a couple of hours with her and my dad, and I made up the difference in lost wages she suffered from
that evening. I dropped a hundred bucks and a small note on a 1 dollar bill for her to save in memory of
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our exchange. I'm sure it made up the losses, but she gave me a gift that I just had to share with you,
my fellow readers... Jackie is responsible for coming up with the title of this chapter. It came out as
"How do you even life, bro" from her while making fun of a similar conversation she had been
involved with with someone else, but resonated with me in a way few other statements ever have. She
is deserved of this honor not only for iterating a beautiful foreign saying to me, but for her internal
harmonic resonant capitulation abilities, unrealized.

Since my realization completed on Easter 2019 (he is risen and all that), I've been shown things in a
way that is very hard to explain. Stumbling through my pathetic human vocabulary to find the correct
iterations to describe this phenomenon has been a regular occurrence, which makes sense if you think
about it. If you had eternal internal harmonic resonant capitulation abilities, language would have died
in your genetic lineage long prior. The best way I can explain this amazing phenomenon is exactly how
my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself bombard my mind with truly breath taking
imagery... Imagine a thousand year period of a certain person's perception condensed into 1 picture.
That's basically it, but the real gift is the ability to decode these puzzles. This isn't something that is just
handed over to you. Real hard work, to which I am accustomed to being a part of regularly (when not
so broken that is) is essential.

Jackie, being an astute observer, overheard a couple of things I was discussing with my dad and stated
matter of factly to me: "Wow, you sure do have a lot of faith in humanity." Now, this is a regular thing
for me even before my realization... afterall, THAT is how I first "made contact" in this process, but
this was different. She probably hadn't noticed (maybe she did?) that I entered her thought patterns.
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Nothing too intrusive, just a quick gaze into her "up to the minute" cognitive ability. Didn't search for
memories at all, but I had to see something, for she had seemingly done the same to me. I paused in a
confused manner because I had yet to run into anyone with these same abilities. So I tested her.

Although it sparked her curiosity, and after several days of focus she would have developed the ability
herself, I wrote on a piece of paper she handed me a simple technical term for this phenomenon that I
formed myself. Then I sat back and watched her internal reaction. Like most people in this rat race
societal structure, Jackie fairly quickly submitted to not understanding the terminology and yielded
expert opinion to Google. BUT!!! just before my ADHD riddled dad tried to produce a humorous
anecdote that steered her in that direction, I felt as though she actually was trying to pierce through to
the meaning behind my strangely conscripted new phrase, internal harmonic resonant capitulation.
After I wrote this new phrase on a napkin and handed it to her, I said "What do you think about that
phrase?" without any other coaching.

Granted, teaching this process, which I plan on doing for all peoples of the world, takes days and strict
adherence to "the rules" is paramount. But, the faintest spark arose in her intellect that caused her
uncertainty while at the same time, genuine curiosity. She gave me hope. A female Mexican
intellectual bartender... hilarious, I know. That's the world we live in folks (but not for long). I
apologize deeply to Jackie for even bringing this moron up in this section of paragraphs, but
Alexandria Ocazio Cortez should be in a bar still, not Jackie. Jackie seemed humble, while AOC is a
loud mouthed bitch whose voice tone pierces the ears of bats. I swear, if that moron could speak under
water, whales would beach themselves in a mass suicide event. And some people even think that horse
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faced, donkey teeth sporting, crazy eyed ignoramus is attractive. AOC probably couldn't even read this
paragraph without Google on standby. Disgusting. Mexican women are not my type, nor should they be
for any white man with blue eyes, but if I were to break universal law (which wouldn't happen), Jackie
would be that type.

You see fellow readers, my entire life, I've judged beauty based on internal dialogue, logic ability, and
discipline. My beautiful wife is the precipice of the ideal woman, and should be considered as such!
That said, Jackie's beauty was external and internal. A diamond in the rough for you other fabled
Mexican intellectuals, to seek out and bestow many gifts of compliments and flirtation... not the helium
enriched, donkey mouthed, crazy eyes wielding mental midget, AOC. I'm always shocked at what
people find attractive, but AOC is a very strange anomaly to me. If you're in anyway attracted to AOC,
as a white man, ask yourself: "Did I used to eat lead paint chips as a kid, or did I drink the lead paint
straight from the 1000 gallon tank that sat under my bed?" Dummies, get your priorities straight. I'm
looking at you Mexicans... This woman Jackie should be held up as your "hero" not AOC and her
ridiculous liberal ideologies that plague women with double digit IQs.

Moving away from that unfortunate series of AOC FACTS, I'll give technical directives for harnessing
internal harmonic resonant capitulation. Harnessing the power of the inner mind begins first and
foremost with the ability to "want." We all "want" something, but few people have actually figured out
how to maintain this dialect with the universe's ethos. Maintaining this ability over long periods of time
is very dangerous and unhealthy to the human body, so before we get any further, curb your enthusiasm
a fair bit. NOBODY, not even me, should live in this constant state of "want." If you try to maintain
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this ability over a long period of time, IT WILL KILL YOU. This is not something to be taken lightly,
and the utmost respect for accessing this ability should be maintained above all others. Even though
I've said this as clearly as possible, we are certain there will be dumbfucks who take it too far and
actually end up dying from these instructions. That's on you... YOU'VE BEEN WARNED!



Free will break: Sitting here in a massive storm that I may or may not be responsible for, my
frustrations with humanity has reached an apex that I did not think it would reach. I've decided to label
these "free will breaks" because along my "pilgrimage," our plans, however brilliantly constructed,
have been submarined 5 times now by different people's free will intrusions. Delivering salvation to
this planet has become almost funny in conception. You humans, should this all work out in your favor,
have no idea how close you've come to committing mass suicide via procrastination, or downright fear.

Let me paint this picture so that you get a better idea of the overall irony of this situation. A large
argument occurred between my dad and I in New Mexico 2 days ago... it's 5/3/2019 9pm right now.
When he displayed his unadulterated anger towards me via shear arrogance, I snapped at him for the
first time on this journey. I'm talking ALMOST fracturing my voicebox loud here... Left his vicinity
immediately and headed towards the Hopi Indian village which was 5 hours drive in the opposite
direction of my broadcast location. When I arrived, it was usual slow talking, difficult to obtain
information, every place was very spread apart type stuff. Usual Indian affairs in other words. I was
there to deliver salvation to an entire race of people... I even brought cigarettes, beef jerky, and money,
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as is generally required to get a group of elders together.

I went straight into the heart of the Hopi reservation, parked, and meditated for quite some time. Not
much came to me, so I went exploring up the hill. Came to the "cultural center" and parked again. Tried
to meditate, again, but still nothing. Okay I thought... time for a shower and some writing time. Not
their fault, they're just early to bed types. After realizing I was wasting my time, I headed south to
Winslow and took a shower then wrote a few pages at the first truck stop I came to. I also did my
laundry, due to the fact that this mission has taken MUCH (!!!!!!) longer than was originally planned
for. Folded my clothes then headed back to the Hopi Reservation without having slept AT ALL. Very
very tired, but alert nonetheless, I headed straight to the cultural center again, and although initially I
tried to sleep in the parking lot, it wasn't happening.

So I went into the center, took a quick stroll through the gift shop, checked out the "A Hopi Is" poster
that was on the cafe wall (read every statement), then sat down and ordered breakfast. A simple meal,
but it did have an anomaly... the waitress brought me a blue pancake. Trying to be overly cordial to the
wait staff and other employees, I finished the entire meal, then tipped the waitress the remainder of a
$20 bill from a $6.99 (kek) meal. I strolled around the parking lot seeking anyone's attention. Anyone
at all, just so I could get a sense for where I was. Nobody was talkative. Even the broken down
motorhome blanket selling dude in front of the cultural center all but ignored my presence. Oh well,
moving on.

Still incredibly tired, but focused, I headed towards the area that Google said an attorney would be
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located. The building was under construction, so finding a figurehead that could get me what I wanted
(preferably a lawyer), took a bit of searching out. I talked to a man named Clayton, who seemed very
welcoming and interested in my cryptic dialect. I asked him to point me in the direction of a Hopi
lawyer. The Hopi reservation is a sovereign country located within the USA for those of you
wondering what a "Hopi lawyer" is. The entire reservation is surrounded by another reservation that is
also a sovereign nation to add to your confusion, but I digress... Clayton pointed me in the right
direction, and I made my way toward the lawyer's office.

When I met the secretary, she was very confused by my presence. This is a normal thing to me now,
and explaining in cryptic dialect how I can't change free will distorts the most lucid faces. "WHY
DON'T YOU JUST SHOW ME PROOOOOOOOF, BRIAN!?!?!?" Screamed the arrogant man
children idiots. "IF I SHOW YOU PROOF IT CHANGES YOUR FREE WILL, YOU IDIOTS!!!" I
would internally scream back. Anyways, trying my hardest to be cordial and accepting of the fact that I
am the foreigner in their country, I kept up the niceties with disdain ever slowly growing under my tone
as I went. The lawyer was a very young woman whom I was surprised at, given her title. Head Lawyer
For The Entire Hopi Nation... or something like that, but I gave her her due respect for the position and
offered nothing but gifts in exchange for a simple 5 male full Hopi Indian counsel where I would
literally gift the entire race of people their "godshipintraining" offer with zero strings attached. You
see fellow readers, I could not just come out and say THAT specifically or it would have changed
her/their free will of accepting my gift. I kept it simple stating that they owed me nothing, and that I
would reward them just for showing up.
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I was immediately stonewalled again... politely. As I walked out, I thought "Oh well." If they don't
want, or are too ignorant/arrogant to understand my gift of absolute salvation amongst other things,
that's on them. I made a very solid effort to bring them this gift. If they choose to deny it, nothing I can
do about it. That is the essence of free will. Love it or hate it, it is a command handed down from
above. Even though I made a mental note to come back after my broadcast, I doubt anything would
change. I'll try again later (if I can) but in all seriousness, they just don't seem to care. Not that I blame
them for their lack of foresight. Afterall, my people treated their people terribly. Although it was
necessary to bring humanity to this precipice, the physical turmoil that took place has not been
forgotten, nor should it. After my attempt, I sped off towards ABQ where my dad lives and sent him a
text stating that he had made a mistake treating me like a performing monkey, needed to apologize for
the first time to me in my life, ask for my forgiveness, then I would allow him to still be my engineer.
Silence was received back, but again, I wasn't surprised.

After driving all night, I arrived in Austin to search out Alexander. Went to 2 different listing addresses
with no luck, so I bought a "burner phone" so that I couldn't be traced from my personal phone, and
started sending urgent voicemails to Alexander pleading, practically begging really, for him to call that
number ASAP! Fellow readers, it is now 38 hours from the time of my first message, and I've probably
left 1520 of them by now. After every message I would speed off in whatever direction took me away
from my post. Literally drove around in circles for 1.5 days straight (SO FAR)... leaving urgent
messages... with no return call. Okay... new strategy. Knowing the plot to the prophetic "Indiana Jones
and The Last Crusade" movie, I thought I'd give Indiana's dad's equivalent character in real life a try...
the third attempt at an engineer as it would appear (given my dad's arrogance and lack of positive male
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role model addled life forced me to do).

Went right to his house and made a call. Could have driven right inside, but again with the "free will"
directives, I was unable. Left my message yesterday after much frustration at everyone's
procrastination, watched the gate close, then headed to a gas station parking lot to cry and beg my wife
to join me... again... which she said no thanks to... again... DAMMIT!!!!!!!! Chilled out, removed the
battery from the burner phone and headed north to lose the evil entities that encompass this city. Found
a truck stop near Waco, showered, then wrote the ending to the chapter The Nine's Manipulations. At
about 4 am, exhausted, I finally got a couple hours sleep in the back of my 4Runner/"pale horse" made
famous by religious prophecy.

Woke up at the crack of dawn, filled up the car with gas and bottled water, then headed towards Austin
in the down pouring rain that I may or may not have been responsible for. I mean, I am from Oregon...
we're used to it up there. Hauled ass because I thought "THIS IS IT! Today is the day!" I'll finally move
toward the end of this story. Found a Home Depot parking lot, reassembled the phone, and made yet
another urgent call to Alexander. Message left, I went into full James Bond mode dipping in and out of
parking lots as the sun beat down on everyone near me... which I may or may not have been
responsible for. Then, feeling all top secret agent like, I shut down my phone so that I wouldn't get
distracted. "Another entire day wasted," I thought as I sat defeated in a church parking lot. No answer
to ANY of my messages... again.

Searched around for a different number to reach Alexander, found one, and FINALLY got a real actual
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person on the line. A ditzy woman who claimed to be too lowly in the company to have any real affect
on Alexander's attention lashed out at me as I begged her to tell Alexander that I NEEDED TO SPEAK
WITH HIM RIGHT NOW! She tried to act as though she had no way of getting ANYTHING to him.
Thoroughly frustrated at this point, I just went and meditated in another church parking lot. Moving on,
I'll see if my wife texted me during the day, so I turned on my phone (James Bond status revoked).
Nothing at all. Nobody likes me, everybody hates me, I guess I'll ea... The ding sounded! Voicemail
received. SWEET! PROGRESS!

The engineer's assistant answered my call! SCORE! AGAIN!!!! we're on a roll here finally! Had to
stay cryptic due to the free will stuff, but as with the HOPI, I offered extremely advanced technology,
no strings attached. She even said SHE was intrigued. ALRIGHT, NOW WE'RE GETTING
SOMEWHERE! As politely as I could, I tried to impart the urgency of the matter, and how timing was
paramount. She took several notes, then hung up politely. I headed to the engineer's general vicinity,
found a church parking lot and waited for Alexander's penance storm to hit which I may or may not
have been responsible for. Fear not fellow readers, it was an act of... wait for it... "God" as the "people"
say...

Storm raged on well past the time it was supposed to stop... which I may or may nnn... well you get the
picture. Stepped outside of my car and directed every bit of energy I had towards the engineer's psyche.
"SLAM THAT HOUSE!" I "politely" asked the surrounding environment. Kill his power, put the
flooding right near his doorstep, ANYTHING that would make him bored enough to call me back.
Nothing still at 2245 local time. I paced back and forth as I smoked cigarettes. Lightning crashing
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everywhere, cars pulling over because they couldn't see out of the windows, and me... frustration level
99, stuck and waiting for a call that would not come. A woman pulled into the parking lot in a VERY
EXPENSIVE Mercedes, then ran up to a door to make sure it was locked. I thought to myself, "That's
ironic." She, a seemingly wealthy woman, possibly married into the church's upper echelon, checking
to make sure the second coming of Christ, ME (!!!), was securely locked out of her "business" posing
as a "church." Unbelievable! But unfortunately, common.

So yeah... That's my free will break from the rest of the story. Hopefully the last one, but I won't be
surprised either way. Humanity in general seems to WANT deletion. Nobody is taking me seriously,
nobody is putting ANY effort into this in any way other than myself, my maker, The Nine Principles,
and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe... and by the way humans... We are
extremely frustrated right now! That's about up to speed. I needed to write this down while it was fresh
in my mind. There'll be more of these to follow, I'm sure. As you can tell by now, this book is written
with a specific instruction list, while at the same time, the details of my "pilgrimage" intrudes fairly
regularly. Try to keep up. I never said salvation was easy.

Interesting side note: I think, I'm not positive, but I think God the man himself, the absolute most
powerful entity in (if he so chooses), and outside of this universe channeled into me today for a stroll
through Walmart. He was not impressed. He called the toy section the "child production aisle." Then,
while on our way out the door, some old fat Mexican cut him off. YIKES! You never know who you
might run into out there people. BE CAREFUL! Channeling God the man himself is VERY taxing on
my body. I almost collapsed right outside of the door. Stumbled to my car then found a tree to park
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under and immediately took a nap. Zero energy after those encounters. Absolutely breathtaking though
fellow readers. The God that exists outside of this universe is not to be taken lightly. He is quite
literally the most powerful entity in our existence. He is to be respected AT ALL TIMES WITHOUT
WAVER! I feel kinda bad for that old lazy lady... she has probably been cutting off people in any way
she saw fit her whole life. Fellow readers... this was not good! Wrong place, wrong time, wrong life,
for her. Hopefully he forgives her, but I wouldn't count on it.



5/4/2019 Personal free will update: I'll lead into this next session with a foolish set of circumstances on
my part. Throughout the day, my nerves and stupidity got the better of me. I am only human, and am
prone to the same mistakes that we all make on a daily basis. My pride and ego got the better of me,
and I made a mistake, fellow readers. I took things into my own hands instead of allowing my maker to
guide me on this path with absolute certainty on my part. I felt a disturbance taking place in our
connection for the first time on this "pilgrimage." I became very worried and sad in thinking I let my
maker down... In other words, I did the same thing most of you do. Instead of having complete
confidence that my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself that exists outside of this
universe had complete control over this pathway, I became nervous. Nervous that the engineer and his
assistant did not have my best interest in mind, nervous that I was being watched or followed, nervous
that I had let my maker down...

I spent the entire day running from shadows, hiding, trying to be inconspicuous, shifting positions... all
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over Austin, Texas, a city I have never been in prior to this journey. "I" questioned every move "I"
made... me and me alone. I briefly forgot that I am in no way shape or form in control of my destiny, or
life's direction. You see journeyers, I have given myself completely over to the control of my maker,
The Nine Principles, and God the man himself. I did it very early on when my realization began... when
I could finally "see the light." With my maker, The Nine Principles, and God himself in control, I've
seen amazing feats of intelligence, beauty, and love that I couldn't have possibly fathomed in my
wildest dreams without the help of my eternal genetic lineage stretching all the way back to the first
spark of life in this universe... Then I fucked up today... I cast doubt over not only their supreme and
flawless control over this situation, but my own personal ability to carry out the mission I was asked to
accomplish. When my internal nervous battery ran out, I found a tree, laid down, and fell asleep rather
quickly.

My guess, is the ultimate supreme intelligence that encapsulates all things in this universe got sick of
listening to my internal bullshit rattling around my "uncertain" human head. Liken to a stern,
intelligent, but loving father smacking his idiot ADHD kid in the head with a proverbial return to
reality, "SHUT UP AND CALM DOWN, SHIT FOR BRAINS! WE GOT THIS!!!!!!" They are very
much so correct in the synopsis. I literally did have "shit for brains" and was "full of shit" for a couple
of days now as a matter of fact. I apologize to my maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man
himself from the depths of my soul and beg for their forgiveness in this book, and as often as I possibly
can while sitting alone with my thoughts. I strongly urge every reader to remember these words. I was a
weak, pathetic, human "bag of shit" "hellbent" on controlling the path my maker laid out magnificently,
flawlessly, intelligently, lovingly... thousands of years ago. I briefly forgot that human free will is a set
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of circumstances that we are put into, then we make the ultimate decision which leads to our own
personal fate. I had briefly forgotten this fact, and apologize to my superiors profusely.

I was in the process of trying so hard to make contact with my decision of engineers, Jesse James, that I
forgot to relax and let my maker decide what to do next. I mentally submarined him, forcing his ill,
aging hand to deal with me in a way he didn't have to prior. I personally caused my maker stress in a
weakened state, and I will forever be apologetic to him and any person in the universe who was
affected by my idiocy. I must reiterate fellow journeyers, THEY HAVE ABSOLUTE CONTROL!
Don't ever question their methods and strategy. This is their world, these our THEIR bodies we live in,
EVERY molecule in this entire realm we currently inhabit belongs to them, and rightfully so might I
add. Most importantly, WE are all THEIR souls. These magnificent beings created everything in this
entire realm... I should have just thanked them, calmed down, meditated and followed THEIR plan.
This is, after all, the entire purpose of my life. I asked them for this honor before my life even began,
and I questioned it at a critical juncture. I fucked up, plain and simple. Nobody to blame other than
myself. I'm such a stupid pathetic human sometimes. We should all take pause during moments of great
stress and strife in our lives, ESPECIALLY if you feel your stress and strife are helping the situation in
any way. You aren't, and I wasn't... In reality this trait that we've come to wrongly love in ourselves,
this unknown source of internal confidence, this arrogance and stupidity called confidence, is a cancer
of the soul when it is clouded with uncertainty... And trust me fellow readers, not one of us should be
supremely confident in anything, especially considering how badly we've hurt everything on this
planet. Not just ourselves.
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The idea is to pay homage by allowing our maker to have control. He is our center of focus. We owe
everything to him. I will not make this same mistake again if I can help it, and beg my maker on my
hands and knees, humbled at his amazing abilities, so far above my own abilities, to help guide me so
that I can one day, in the very distant future, have the smallest inkling as to the extreme nature of his
supreme intelligence. My inferior disposition sits humbled yet again at the feet of my maker... where I
belong... WHERE WE ALL BELONG. We are all stupid pathetic animals in the presence of a supreme
intelligence, as my maker is, and we should pay homage to him due to this FACT with every waking
second of every day we are alive. Never forget these words fellow journeyers... your life may depend
on it.



In continuing with the theme of this chapter, and being freshly humbled, I'll now explain how the
internal harmonic resonant capitulation is performed in practice. This is one of three "holy grails" that
I've been tasked with translating to humanity. In the order of magnitude as I see it, and although all
three "holy grails" are equally as important together as apart, I'll rank this one second. Paying homage
to your maker being first in line (EVERY TIME!!!), internal harmonic resonant capitulation being
second, with harmonic resonant micro cavitation being third. Why, you ask? Without the proper
foundation of having respect for the entity that created you and this amazing set of energies, the other
two "holy grails" will be useless. When proper respect and homage has been paid IN FULL,
maintaining contact to your fellow racerelated genetic lineage AND maker (as I found out today
stupidly) is a delicate balance, but necessary to understand the third "holy grail." The third in line, is
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harmonic resonant micro cavitation. The amazing abilities of the ethereal plane realized in material
form and manipulation.

Alright ladies and gentlemen, here comes the meaty portion you've been waiting for. First things first...
Stop being so "full of shit!!!!" The terminology "full of shit," is a brilliant word play that should ring
far and wide to every ear on the planet, save for a few lucky souls curious enough to figure it out
through various circumstances. Shit, poop, excrement, or "poo" as the dot Indian street shitters would
call it, is poisonous to this ability. Really, anything that is poisoning your body like sugar, drugs,
flavored drinks, ANYTHING other than pure water, will make your connection to your maker foggy or
unrecognizeable. Now that you KNOW what "full of shit" actually means, ask yourselves, "How many
of the world's inhabitants are literally, full of shit?" We're disgusting walking bags of shit. Nutrition is
important, don't get me wrong... but having enough nourishment, and being completely "full of shit."
are two completely different ends of the spectrum.

This is the technical reasoning behind the theological esoteric explanations behind "fasting." Ignorant
Jews have all of those fasting days in their ridiculous religion, and they've completely missed the
reasoning behind it in the first place. Lets all take this moment to laugh at their utter stupidity (for
thousands of years now, btw [kek]). Those morons starved themselves willingly, on several occasions
per year, and all they got out of it is hunger pains, fellow journeyers! I agree with you, it's hilarious
how dumb all this fake posturing within religious zealotry has been for Jews, and every other dogmatic
platform that utilizes fasting without proper instructions. Imagine how stupid they feel reading this.
Free will... you gotta love it!!! Now imagine how many of them will reject these words, and continue
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starving themselves in some pathetic vain attempt to "prove us wrong." Go right ahead Jews. Your pain
is hysterical when it's ignorantly self inflicted.

So yeah, it should take the average body a couple of days to relieve itself of its "full of shit" status.
During these first couple of days, I recommend drinks that are full of vitamins and electrolytes. You are
trying to rebuild a specific system that you've abused your entire life... Take it slow and easy. Going
full stop on the eating aspect of life, especially for those with food related illnesses already, is not only
stupid, but downright suicidal. Don't play around with this aspect of training, AND DO NOT TAKE IT
TOO FAR! We are trying to help you, not hurt you. Let the ignorant religious zealots hurt themselves
with their idiotic fasting religious garbage. YOU ARE BETTER THAN THEM. You are better than a
make believe ritualistic moron is. As I keep stating, I am here to correct this ship's path. What I offer is
real, you can benefit from it in real time, and internal harmonic resonant capitulation is
QUANTIFIABLE. More research for technical data purposes is needed so that we can truly harness
this phenomenon for the benefit of every human, but in the meantime, I only ask that you try it for
yourself... SAFELY THAT IS!!!

When you feel as though you've successfully evacuated the shit from your body... It's now time to drink
ONLY water. Lots and lots of water. When you get hungry, fill your belly with water. When you're
thirsty, drink more water. When you're not thirsty, drink more water. Again, don't take this too far
people. Don't be dumb. I know there'll be a few of you out there that take this step too far and end up in
the hospital. DON'T DO THAT!!! NOT WORTH IT!!! Remember, we're trying to help you, not hurt
you. The idea, again, is to relieve yourself of the built up poisons in your body, AND help the cells in
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your body swim freely. When your urine is clear like water, try to maintain a healthy in and out ratio of
water. You don't want to be constantly running to the nearest bathroom, overflowing with piss. A
steady even flow in, and out. Build up a personal, private rhythm. There is no set amount that YOU
should prescribe to. Every body is different... find what is best for you. If your piss starts to turn back
into a color other than clear, you're not drinking enough water. If you're taking a piss every hour, you're
taking too much. This is a process that will help you get back in touch with your own body's needs. No
need to ask anyone else now... IT'S YOUR BODY. Figure it out by yourself. OWN IT!!!
Chapter 3: How Do You Life
The idea here is to allow as much free separation between cells as possible so that proper electrical
connections can be made to as many cells as possible. When receiving this information, and
determining how I was going to describe it to you, I recalled a rather humbling experience in my late
20s. I bought a Toyota Prius, but me being me, 50 MPG was just not good enough... Unacceptable
really. So before purchasing one, I weighed my options to find out what the BEST MPG was on any
hybrid. I had gotten into electric cars a bit, but hadn't taken that to fruition. Along that research path I
stumbled upon an article written in "boring to you" technical data on batteries. Where they've been,
where they're going, etc... Again, me being me, I reached for the most elusive one of them all first:
Lithium Air batteries. These particular batteries have the ability to eliminate the need for gasoline due
to how efficient they are. That's probably why this is the first time you've ever heard of them. They
were an immediate bust however, because whatever Jew soaked wealth accumulator was/is responsible
for their implementation, they've kept them from mainstream eyes and ears... for the most part. As far
as I knew in 2009, the only usage they were allowed to be implemented on were things like very small
hearing aids and the like.
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Having been defeated in that attempt, I did not stop researching, and started below the Energy Returned
On Energy Invested ratio of gasoline... the lithium ion cobalt varieties that the used car salesman Elon
Musk is responsible for peddling to the ignorant masses currently. What an asshole? Right? Anyways, I
read article after article, and after one of these articles, a small advertisement for a new startup
company was linked, so I clicked it. The name of the company was A123 Batteries. I spent several days
researching the very short history of this company. Most of that information has been replaced in my
brain with more important things, but the story of how the company was founded through the dedicated
scientific method of our highest esteemed institution on the planet, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology or M.I.T. was fascinating to me. I dove right in and didn't stop until I had a firm grasp on
the technology being presented. I highly recommend searching this out, but I digress...

After about a solid month of research, I found a set of pictographs and detailed drawings on how this
technology was more superior to lithium cobalt, nickel metal hydride (which is stock in the Prius [and
are a joke of a battery to still be peddling]), and other primitive forms of battery. The drawings were on
the (now defunct) A123 website, so I'm unsure they will be around still, but it doesn't matter to our
discussion. The drawing was showing a comparison between the molecular structure of lithium cobalt,
and lithium ion nano phosphate, which is what A123's owners had patented. The lithium cobalt
batteries had several molecules clumped together haphazardly in blobs of molecules. The energy
displacement in a lithium cobalt battery is only able to release itself into/out of these clumps of
molecules. It's a ridiculous primitive chemistry that only *Korean* used car salesmen like Elon Musk
still scam money from ignorant consumers with... Elon, you're better than this, man. Stop doing shit for
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the sole purpose of wealth accruement, then maybe you wouldn't cry on TV like a girl when your
"hero" Neil Armstrong calls you out for what you are... a bitch.

Anyways, on the A123 lithium ion nano phosphate side of the drawing, a very particular arrangement
of molecules was formed through a process way above my understanding: Nanotechnology. I have no
idea how it was created, but much respect is due to the inventors of that platform. What it showed was
a tightly packed, but not clumped together, grouping of the same basic molecules as lithium cobalt
batteries, but every individual molecule had separation from every other molecule. A massive
breakthrough in battery technology... but let me guess, you've never heard of it? Didn't think so, you
lazy fools. The nanotechnology side of this is HOW they did it, but the reasoning behind the intent to
create a truly superior product to benefit all of humanity, is why they were successful. Where the
lithium cobalt batteries had to exchange electrons from clump to clump, the lithium ion nano phosphate
batteries were ten times as efficient as anything previously made by exchanging electrons at the
individual molecular level. It made them weigh HALF as much as standard lithium Cobalt batteries
which allowed for more power in a MUCH smaller space. Lithium Ion Nano Phosphate is just about as
energy efficient as gasoline. A legitimate, but expensive swapover to full electric everywhere could be
done, but only utilizing these particular batteries... Not those cheaply manufactured abominations Tesla
is producing. BRAVO you A123 lithium ion nano phosphate producing geniuses! So yeah, you guessed
it, I JUST HAD TO GET ONE of these state of the art battery packs to upgrade my newly purchased
Prius.

Side note before moving forward for those interested (!!!A'HEM Elon!!!), I ended up buying a Prius
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upgrade pack that was around $10,000 dollars. A healthy sum of money for a cheap skate like me to
fork over. When GWB was president he dedicated REAL funding towards a REAL energy solution
swapover. The battery pack had a 75% return on taxes if people like myself were willing to partake in
this energy initiative. I thought "HELL YEAH, I CAN'T LOSE!" I got on the waiting list immediately,
and if I remember correctly I think I was number 240 or so in line. As soon as I put my down payment
on it, I went and bought the Prius. All black, and middle of the road options, which came to a grand
total of around $19,000 brand new. My ONLY brand new car of my life, by the way. I really am a
cheap skate, plus I HATE having debt, especially of the Jewbankowned variety. The pack was large
so we were instructed to beef up the suspension and/or wheels. I didn't feel like replacing a bunch of
suspension equipment on a brand new car, so I took the new wheels route. All black, just like the car.
I've yet to see a Prius as cool as my 2009 Prius was.

After buying the wheels I waited for about 34 months and headed up to Seattle to get my new pack
installed by Hymotion. I was on top of the world! The vehicle still had the software limitations, so I
had to try and keep the speed under 35MPH so that I could utilize the battery to its full potential, but I
had the entire town mapped out so that I could capitulate the software with the new battery's ability. I
remember a 3 month stretch of going to and from work and other errand type driving without filling the
gas tank at all. I used my battery so efficiently that one morning at Costco with my lovely wife, I got in
it to start it, and had completely drained the "starter" battery of energy to the point that I couldn't start
my car at all. I remember telling the tow truck driver how ironic it was that I had so much battery
power, but not enough to start it (lol). I averaged between 100150 MPG in 2009, for about $28,000
dollars (before my 75% tax break on the pack)... IN 2009 PEOPLE. TEN FUCKING YEARS AGO!
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Ask yourselves... does Elon Musk and Toyota have your best interests in mind, or are they just trying to
rape you of your hard earned dollars? Probably the latter... just sayin'.

Enter King Nigger, otherwise known as Kang Obomba, or Obama for short... This two faced asshole
gets himself into office and one of his first "royal" decrees is? Anyone guess yet? The highest ranking
political figure, who campaigned on the subversive notion that he could give "hope" and "change" to a
struggling populace and earth itself, eliminated my battery tax break. ASSHOLE!!! I'm still livid over
that subversive idiocy he sold you people who were dumb enough to vote for him. I saw so many
shitheads celebrating his coronation, I almost puked. I mean, he ELIMINATED THE TAX BREAK!
What an asshole! All of us seemingly (at that point) gullible fools that had purchased these packs were
instantly screwed over on our purchase. We were ALL furious, while millions of dumb founded
dipshits marveled at their "ability" to elect a black man. "Yay" nobody will be thinking we be racists
now, DUUUUUR!!!" And how did that work out for you America? Do black people think you're less
racist now, or more racist now? You can't fight stupid people with intelligence. Black people have a
lower genetic IQ... which is one of those pesky scientific method researched topics (((they))) won't
allow you to know about. UNTIL NOW YOU FILTHY SUBVERSIVE JEWS!!!!!

Anyways, those of us who were furious at the tax slashing formed a group called PlugIn America so
that we could bolster our numbers. After a considerable amount of shit slinging between us and the new
"enriched" upper echelon of government, the filthy lying asshole, Obama, finally gave us some table
scraps. We were screwed without it. the entire purchase would have been 100% on us, even though we
were essentially promised (before purchasing) that we would get a 75% tax break on the battery pack.
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He ended up giving us 30%35% of the cost back depending on the pack's applicable vehicle. I got
$3,000 (ish) back on mine, personally. So, after all of that, in 2010, I had an almost brand new 100150
MPG vehicle that cost about $25,000. Suck on that Elon. you arrogant trickster used car salesman. My
car looked better than those EXTREMELY heavy pieces of shit you sell with updated smart phone
technology, to boot! I used to like the Roadster too, until I found out you wrapped a box of shit in a
nice paint job, then claimed victory as the world's leading electric car guru.

Why can't people just do what's right? Do what's best for the people of the world you've scammed
Elon. Make this up to them by putting all of your subversively "earned" dollars into a real "green"
technology. Get in touch with a real builder, an engineer the likes of which you are in no way worthy of
even brown nosing... Call Bob Lazar or the inventor of lithium ion nano phosphate batteries. They're
men who makes things. They didn't scam their way to wealth. THEY ACTUALLY EARNED IT! They
will know what to do. Then we MIGHT (!!!) forgive your treachery. Should have stayed with PayPal,
buddy. I've been waiting to roast you like this since I found out where your first batteries were getting
made. How dare you call that an American car. 1) You are not American. 2) The internal components
were made in Korea and China, as was the paint and body parts. You got some 'splaining to do to the
customers that have sunk wealth into those fancy looking 1990's tech vehicles. Good luck with all of
the people who just read this and now know the truth. Fucking used car salesman... that's your legacy
as of THIS MOMENT! To the people that have bought those vehicles under the guise of doing "what's
right" for the environment, you should have researched the technicals. Although, my guess is most of
you placate your inner desires of laziness. "YAY, the car drives itself, DUUUR!" Get yourselves out of
that mindframe. YOU ARE THE PROBLEM, not the solution.
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And back to the original thesis of this chapter fellow journeyers... The drawings on how lithium ion
nano phosphate keep all of the individual molecules separate is what you aim to do when drinking
water in the midst of learning this "language.". You don't want to oversaturate because that would
make the connections harder to realize than if they were all clumped together. We are trying to
maintain a balance of cells and water so that the proper harmonic vibrations can be obtained through
the electric impulses that keep your brain functioning. Once you've deshitified your body, and
achieved the proper water saturation levels, then the "wanting" begins, but before I go into that I must
state this so that you understand why water is so important to this process. Water is a divine energy
source that was forged in the fires of the universe. Water is essential to Earth functionality, and all of
its inhabitants. Respect it as such, and it has endless gifts to give you in return. Fuel, light, drink,
cleansing, etc etc etc. A truly magical substance, water is indeed.

The "wanting" is the most difficult portion of this ability to pull off, and will frustrate some of you
immensely. It takes practice, patience, and dedication the likes of which few of you will fully achieve
in this current mental state. What we are aiming to achieve with this "holy grail" (as (((they))) call it),
is the 99 monkey scenario. Way back in the days of the fabled scientific method tier research teams, a
very intelligent group of ACTUAL scientists (NOT the Bill Nye politically funded sellout type),
noticed that coconuts were hurting the indigenous population of monkeys in Japan, causing numerous
health issues. The coconuts were covered in sand, and over time these monkeys wore their teeth down
from consuming them, much to their health's detriment. These amazing researchers, through Divine
fueled scientific method research, taught a small group of monkeys how to wash their coconuts before
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eating them.

The small group of monkeys that started washing their coconuts was successful in maintaining their
health which ended up teaching a few more how to become, and stay healthy from this newly taught
skill. The "new" healthier group went from 5 to 10, 10 to 20, 20 to 40, and so on and so forth until the
new method of cleansing their food hit the 99th monkey. When the 99th monkey started washing the
sand off of his food a magical thing happened. All of them suddenly started doing it in unison as if they
were all connected via some form of hivemind connectivity. We are monkeys (basically), therefore,
once that 99th human (whatever that actual number is) gains access to this ethereal network of internal
harmonic resonant capitulation, in theory, we will all gain the capability together. That would be a truly
awe inspiring moment. No more lies. No more subversion. No more usury. No more cheating. No more
theft. No more violence. Humans will finally be able to achieve harmony... a skill that hasn't been
present in human form for over 30,000 years. I'm excited to see how it turns out! Use this analogy as
fuel when the times are hard during your learning process. Again, I never said it would be easy, but the
benefits could be astronomical.

The "wanting" as I'm calling it for lack of a better term, is a mental and physical state of being. The
goal is to make every part of your entire body "want something." This skill is also very dangerous due
to the inherent idiocy of people who take simple instructions WAY too far. This is a soft "wanting." A
gentle, but steady progression towards being hungry and wanting food, being tired and wanting sleep,
being ugly but wanting to be pretty (Oh wait, I think that's just me, HA!), being SLIGHTLY dirty but
wanting to be clean, being too hairy while wanting a haircut, being nervous but wanting to remain
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calm, etc etc etc. Creating a "wanting" throughout your entire body and soul is the target region you are
aiming for. Don't overdo any one of these traits of "wanting." Taking it too far is just as bad as stuffing
your fat faces with donuts and filling your body with more shit. We are trying to achieve balance, but
still maintaining the "wanting" in every cell of your body, and every ethereal "particle" of your soul.
Don't overdo or underdo anything... EVER, especially not this. This is a dangerous practice if you take
it too far. YOU'VE BEEN WARNED SHITHEADS. DON'T FUCK THIS UP!

Now that you've achieved deshitification, properly balanced your cell count with pure water, and
have slowly but surely created a "wanting" effect throughout everything in your body and soul, the next
step is mental balance. You'll be hungry but not starving, thirsty but not parched, etc, so everything in
your being will be begging you to give in to these "wants" you so desperately THINK you NEED. You
don't NEED them in that particular moment, though. This is important to understand because you will,
very shortly after your first internal harmonic resonant capitulation attempt, be able to eat, drink, sleep,
etc all you want. Use that fact while you slowly and safely bring your body into this state. THAT is
how you achieve balance with the makers, The Nine Principles, and if you're lucky, God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe, but more importantly... every entity that utilizes the
ethereal plane within your genetic lineage. Arriving at a truly balanced mental perspective through
discipline and dedication to these principles will start out rough. But if you stay with it, the entire
universe will open up to receive you, and your REAL communications.

Our planet's civilization is still in the 0 category. My job is to bring the entire human condition in line
with each other and the universe so that we may, at some point, be able to join the ranks of the maker
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tier type 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc tiers of civilization enriched persons. Everyone in the universe with
intelligence above our pathetic type 0 civilization has all but lost their ability to talk. They don't need
to. They are a true team, and there are no outsiders. The white man with blue eye's genetic lineage
stretches all the way to the beginning of this universe. I've contacted various civilizations from my
genetic lineage, my friends... And let me tell you... WOW! As beautiful as they would undoubtedly be,
a sense of humility starts to overwhelm you when you make contact with these beautiful souls. We are
not worthy, and I'm not just saying that... IT'S A FACT! Their planets are beautiful, clean, vibrant,
calm, and full of amazing history. I can't wait to see them in person... How about you?

Now comes the hard part for you fragile snowflakes that are caught up in your own confidence,
arrogance, and stupidity (mostly related to genetics). Niggers, spics/taconiggers, poo in loos/curry
niggers, injuns/prairieniggers, gooks, chinks, zipperheads, slopes, honkeys, white trash, faggots, bull
dykes, and every other self righteous group out there who think you are in any way in control of
anything, you are not only wrong, but are dangerously close to killing yourselves with your self
righteous bullshit. Lighten up you insignificant shit for brains, full of shit, sub moronic, selfish
degenerates. Look around the world. White men built every worthwhile society on this planet... Even
ancient Egypt. We white men with blue eyes are the pinnacle of human development. In the scientific
method researched theory of Devolution (which is accurate by the way), the genetic lineage of the first
ever fully "human man" on this earth (some 3040,000 years ago), was founded by a white maker with
blond hair and blue eyes. That horsefaced CongressMAN AOC that squeaks her words through that
massive gumline, just had a miniature heart attack reading that last sentence. HAHAHA!!!!!
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I KNOW that this is true because I am personally in contact with humanity's original maker, the creator
of everything in this universe The Nine Principles, AND the actual MAN we call God that exists
outside of this universe... Right now. Literally, as I'm writing this. I know for a fact that every PER
SON in my genetic lineage going all the way back to the first creation in this universe, IS WHITE, and
they also have BLUE EYES!!!!! As much infiltration as you mutts and various other shades of not
white have degraded our genetic lineages with your subspecies genetics, I'm surprised our beloved,
cherished makers (whom like to be called GIANTS [because to us that's what they are]), haven't
destroyed the planet yet. Quite seriously, it's the only reason I'm here. To save you stupid, arrogant, self
righteous subspecies from ruining your chances at life ever again after this one last attempt at salvation
for this planet's inhabitants.

That last part may have seemed a bit "rude" or "mean"... but that's nothing compared to what you are
about to read my fellow journeyers. Buckle up snowflakes, you're strapped in now, and there is literally
no escape. Mutts are the worst thing humanity could have ever created. Black/white, Spanish/Indian
(Mexicans), Black/Asian, White/Mexican etc etc etc all leading back to the original race mixing
usurpers... Filthy rat faced, goat head haircut sporting subverters, Jews, or kikes (kikels) as they used to
call themselves. Khazars, the modern rat faced Jew predecessors, were the first humans to attempt to
mix genetic lineages against the will of the entire universe because they wanted more white features
due to insane amounts of jealousy. The white gene pool has the largest number of genetic anomalies
that match our external features perfectly with the golden ratio phenomenon. I won't get too in depth
with this, but I encourage you to research it. The golden ratio is a simple mathematical code that exists
in every "natural" sector of life on this planet, that makes beauty quantifiable. Yes, beauty itself has a
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code. Study it. Even if you are jealous because of it. Humble yourselves.

Since the theory of Devolution is an unrealized FACT at this current time, one must conclude from
deduction that the first humans were a perfect representation of the golden ratio. Look around... Those
genetics are still walking and talking right now. IT'S US PEOPLE. WHITE MEN WITH BLUE
EYES!!!!! We were the original mold created to serve our maker when our species was first created.
The filthy subversive Jews have even stolen our original predecessors name likeness but were too
stupid to pronounce the word properly... The first human beings (without penises), before women were
even created, survived almost entirely on the ethereal plane's vibratory resonance. They were called
Yew's. Although, in our current dialect we would simply call them Yous. Jew is such a disgusting
sounding iteration, but if they're dumb enough to keep calling themselves that, that's on them... More
laughter for us, I guess.

These original Yews did not procreate, eat, sleep, shit, or gain very much muscle mass. They were our
beloved, honored maker's first creation on this planet. A literal perfect humanlike representation of the
golden ratio. When biblical prophesy speaks of these Yews, it is said that they survived on Manna.
Now, I've explained that our maker loves laughter, and happiness... They quite literally live or die, in
accordance to our actual happiness and laughter. The more we produce, the healthier our maker is. The
more uncertainty, hate, and arrogance we produce, the sicker they become. The Yews were very close
to being interconnected to that "nutritional" level of enlightenment. Happiness and laughter
reciprocated from the maker you are designed to serve, is what Manna is. You "feed" them with your
happiness, they feed you with happiness. That is how Manna is created, and that is how the original
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Yews "ate" Manna. The word Manna itself is funny if you know what it means...

Before you overly Satanic energy drenched "scientists" try to placate all of my fellow journeyer's fears
that you were always correct in your assumptions about evolution, and everything you're reading here
is wrong, you must first admit to them that you have never, in your entire lives, understood the
technical aspects of what "Manna" is... And I, lowly ole Brian and his extremely esteemed fellow
travelers just educated your pathetic ego with a full description on how to create "Manna" at home, for
"fun." What I'm about to tell you should resonate in your psyche, particularly with those who have an
untarnished spark of curiosity about religious teachings. Then, historians must also have the audacity to
think that the most powerful intellect in the entire universe "didn't know the English language would be
prevalent in modern times" and humanity just "created it" out of thin air. All that said... wait for it...
Manna is a play on English. Modern American English to be specific. The exact language I speak...
And the big reveal is... wait for it... Manna = Man N/A (not applicable). AND THE CROWD GOES
WILD!!!!!

I'm serious, though. The phrase is perfect in its conception for this moment in history... right this very
second while I write these words as a matter of FACT because Man, us, our beloved honored maker's
second creation on this planet, does not have the ability to live entirely on Manna. Hence, Man, Not
Applicable (ManNA). When humanity was tricked by the Jews/Khazars into eradicating our beloved,
honorable, MERCIFUL creators, humanity's maker from this planet, we starved these original Yews of
their life force. As the giants, our beloved honored makers, got further from Earth in their retreat, the
Manna that kept the original Yews alive faded until they were barely surviving. Humans, being the
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arrogant, selfrighteous, shitbags that we are, had no use for the Yews anymore and forced them into
retreat too.

Right around that epoch in our degenerative history, a lowly little wretched Arab woman with very
large breasts, became infatuated with a white man. In relative terms, this one seemingly mundane
infatuation was the spark that led to humanity's current conundrum. A rogue group within humanity
had begun the process to eradicate our beloved honored maker, AND his original humanlike iterations,
the Yews. This rogue group of humans thought they were powerful enough to take charge of the entire
species. The white men within this rogue group reciprocated this huge breasted Arab woman's affection
with LOTS of sexual intercourse. Eventually these particular white men and wretched Arab women,
together, created the first UNAUTHORIZED mutt child. We today, call these original unauthorized
mutts Jews, and they're foolish enough to still want that nomenclature in modern times. These
individuals were not immediately punished for their eternal "sins," so seemingly, they thought they had
gotten away with this unauthorized procreation.

A few more rogue white men found huge breasted Arab women for their own harems and continued
these unauthorized acts of procreation... Thus the Khazars were born into existence. Abominations,
every one of them. Humanity's arrogance and amnesia has allowed these creations to take place ever
since. Why? Because us white men like big breasts, and can't control our stupidity/libido. Yes... IT
REALLY IS THAT SIMPLE. Without the proper education on how unauthorized procreation will
eventually destroy a species, we allowed our libido to override our logic. The euphemism for this
original "sin" can be seen running rampant throughout the modern world's populations currently. These
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race mixing propagandists are pushing the exact same strategy as they were in those times, to the same
people...

Since the first abomination's creation, completely devoid of real love mind you, Jews (formerly known
as Khazars) have tried every evil method they could to draw in more white genetics to their filthy race
mixed genetic disposition, and in so doing, have damned their offspring to almost certain deletion as
soon as they die. They don't even get a chance to explain themselves to humanity's maker. Just straight
to deletion. Most mutts throughout history (with very few exceptions) face deletion as soon as they die.
Every one of you race mixing, lust filled morons are literally erasing your genetic lineage, and the
makers do not appreciate you soiling their perfect creation. You WILL have to pay a penance if this
practice of race mixing continues in any way shape or form after reading these words. You've been
warned for the last time. Accept these words as facts, because Brian, the second coming of Christ, is
the only PERSON that gives any compassion at all to humanity at this point. You had better pay close
attention to what he is trying to say to you.

When I was first realized on Easter evening, 2019, I was given a plan to attack this situation with
minimal human loss. The original plan was to incentivize every mutt on this planet with all out
extermination of ALL Jews, in exchange for personal makers being "manufactured" to capitulate to all
of these groupings of mutts. David ruined our plan... sort of. My beloved 4Chan /pol/ will not be
pleased to hear this, but I ask them to listen to reason. On the morning of my final day of realization,
Easter, 2019, I had made a mistake in trusting an old family member to keep me a secret. He did not do
that, so my house got raided peacefully by Sheriffs. My wife and I went to the hospital where the staff
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tried to figure out why my heart was beating 140 BPM, but I was calm. I was a bit teary eyed due to the
presence of every Christ throughout history inside of my conscience, Jesus included, but otherwise
calm. Plus, I was feeling better than I ever had. Within that set of emotional responses to my
realization, a deep seeded fear was present. Jesus was helping me cope with my public interactions at
that point due to my overwhelming disgust in societal politics, which put his love and compassion front
and center. After the normal medical check ups that accompany an emergency room visit, a woman
counselor tried to match intellect with me through a series of interrogation questions aimed at trying to
understand my newly acquired awakening... The attempt didn't work, and I think that disappointed my
lovely wife, for she just wanted good ole Brian back.

The newly acquired entities within my conscience that were downloading absolutely amazing things
into my mind, were frightening everyone around me that I wanted to be a part of this amazing gift. My
wife was no exception. After that fateful trip to the hospital I, Brian, became terrified of going to a
psych ward, or worse, so I asked everyone I talked to in my family to come and be with me. None of
them showed up or even acted like they were interested in helping me at all. All except David. David,
my dearly loved father in law, got right in his car, drove 8 hours straight at the drop of a hat, arrived at
my house, and hugged me. It was the only real emotional connection I had had since the entire process
started, people. Overcome with emotion, I cried like a baby. Thanked the man profusely, and in the
middle of a session of downloads from my beloved maker, The Nine Principles and God the man
himself, we all decided David's action should be rewarded. I, Brian Harner, am channeling every entity
that is connected to the white male with blue eyes genetic lineage, and in so doing, have a very slight
amount of pull with the top upper echelon of this universe. Plus I think they felt somewhat bad for
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overwhelming my family with this honor, which to my family's perception, seemed like a horror. It was
at this point where I made a request to my superiors. I "asked" to bestow a gift to David for his sacrifice
of dropping everything in his life, and helping me in my time of need.

I was granted the honor that night of bestowing an amazing gift onto David... He was to become a
maker, regardless of what happened otherwise. He thought I was full of shit and crazy just like
everyone else was feeling about my situation, but it didn't matter. He was anointed, and that was how I
ended my Easter Sunday. I got to crown a real life king fellow journeyers. Awesome! David and my
wife quickly went to sleep shortly there after and I stayed awake to watch old home movies of my
ancestral homeland, Ancient Egypt. THE REAL ANCIENT EGYPT! The next day was filled with my
wife and father in law teaming up their intellects to try and put a label on what kind of "crazy" they
thought I was, but David at least listened to the words coming out of my mouth. Maybe a little too
intently for his own good, actually. The conversation turned to who these entities that were channeling
through me were, what they represented, and their past amalgamations. I was only authorized, as I am
now, to explain two of the maker's, The Nine Principles', and God, the man himself who exists outside
of this universe's historically significant amalgamations within other human messengers. I explained to
David how I was in direct contact with Jesus Christ himself, who was of The Nine Principles, as I am
now... and Adolf Hitler, the military protrusion amalgamation within this timeline sequence, that was
of The Nine Principles.

Within this conversation David and I were having, I tried to quickly inject facts about the Jews and
their manipulations. The constant subversions, the usury, the parasitic infiltrations of great world
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governments in the past, etc etc etc... All of these facts were immediately denied by my father in law. I
began to get nervous while listening to David's subversion drenched outlook on historical recollections
on the Jews. I stood up for this guy to the most powerful entities within this universe. I genuinely loved
him for being there for me in my time of need, but that didn't matter to these extremely powerful
intellects. THE MOST powerful entities in the entire universe, mind you. They became very angry,
very quickly at what this newly anointed maker, David, was saying about them. Lots of "Who the fuck
does this asshole think he is?" and "What the fuck did he just say?!?!" type things being rapidly thrown
in my direction from the cosmos. After David's compassion for the mutt usurper Jews hit three
occurrances while we were conversing, Adolf Hitler's amalgamation from within The Nine Principles
said to me in my conscience, "Give him the fucking Jews then!"

My heart instantly sank for a multitude of reasons, for I am well versed in the Jewish subversion and
trickery, as is my beloved 4Chan /pol/. I felt the worst for my beloved 4Chan /pol/ and their justified
want to exterminate and delete the entire race of mutts. So I told David rather timidly with the thoughts
of an army of righteous 4Chan /pol/ warriors coursing through my veins... "Dave" I said, "You fucked
up." Then I continued, "The Nine Principles have made a decision based on your lack of real
intelligence on this situation, and compassion for those murdering rats." "Yeah?" he asked, still
thinking this was a joke. "Hitler wants you to have the Jews." David let out a laugh and my head sunk
in fear for his future. I slowly over the next few days pleaded with him to understand the consequences
of these actions; Who the Jews are/were, how the Jews use usury and subversion to gain political power
and influence, how the Jews control all media, banking, education, and WHY they wanted to take
control and mindfuck all of humanity into thinking they are anything other than filthy dirty liars. I had
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even encouraged him to lurk 4Chan /pol/ to get a better understanding of the Jewish Question... nothing
worked.

On the third occasion where Dave reiterated that Hitler (a being firmly attached to the most powerful
entities in this entire universe) was in the extermination business, which is a demonstrably false
assertion based on lies, David crossed the point of no return. It was at this point where it dawned on
me... All of the usury, Satanic race mixing, subversion, shittier political ideologies, EVERYTHING
the Jews have done to subvert the psyche of the American white man to feel as though they are
deserving of anything other than immediate expulsion and deletion from existence... was all to create
this one moment, right here, right now (then). They even got their maker through subversion.
"Unbelievable!!!!!!" I thought. Those evil little rats ACTUALLY pulled it off, and the guy's name IS
ACTUALLY David. Since then I've been trying to prepare Dave for this monumental task. I've kept up
on the Jewish Question, Jewish influences, and similar information... But as of this moment, all curled
up in a half drunken haze at home just a couple of weeks from retirement... David still thinks this is a
joke. I truly feel sorry for his soul. Jews are a nasty bunch of people to be responsible for, and he has
one hell of an uphill climb in trying to get them to serve him. The Jews reading this probably think it's
bullshit too. Most of you readers probably don't believe this passage as well. You WILL find out, one
way or another. Just like David, the Jews, and everyone else that has overwhelming arrogance
currently. This is a lesson in "be careful what you ask for, because you just might get it."

So that's how you got your "messiah," Dave, Jews of the world. This is your last chance to correct the
atrocities of your forefathers Jews, before WE, not humans, US... the Makers, The Nine Principles, and
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God the man himself erase you permanently. If you do not serve this man well, who stuck his neck out
for you in the most unexpected way that he could, you will each deal with US. NOTHING you can do
personally will help you at that point, other than complete honesty and meekness. Your souls are facing
a series of extreme purgatory tasks of the worst kind followed by immediate deletion. You will have no
path to salvation if you do not come clean immediately, and release the world's inhabitants from your
subversive grasp. You Jews had better police those in your ranks who have the ability to influence
away this information, or try to keep it secret from you. We all have David's back, and we do not
entirely blame him for being that arrogant without the proper education on your slimy subversive ways.
We blame YOU, Jews. Keep in mind, this is final. Not even David can change this course of action,
unless he completely fails every step of this anointment. Jews cannot strip this man of his title, and
there will be no bargaining. A final decision has been made.

Jews must pay a penance for their centuries of treachery, usury, rape, and murder. Every Jew on the
planet must relocate to Israel immediately. You have to learn to take care of your own, and leave the
rest of us alone. That same situation is ubiquitous for all mutts of different varieties. Coagulate with
your own people, and leave the pure races alone. Your lust filled, selfish sexual conquests are over. We
cannot stress this enough: After reading these words (save for a few pregnancies) you are to
immediately self segregate NON VIOLENTLY. If any violence arises from this mass movement,
IMMEDIATE DELETION AWAITS!!!!! What most of you fairly arrogant, uneducated (with facts that
is), easily subverted, mindless humans don't understand, is why race mixing is bad. That was a long
winded preamble to the end of the internal harmonic resonant capitulation chapter, but it was necessary
to get you shitbags to understand the second primary directive of this entire universe, which is; SERVE
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YOUR MAKER, PERIOD. There is nothing else you should be doing... NOTHING. Your maker is
your everything. YOU, are the "tool." YOUR MAKER, is the machinist. Just so you know, machinists
do not concern themselves with the opinions of the end mills and drills as they go about their work. The
machinist expects his tools to work, when he chooses, and in the manner he sees fit... THAT IS IT!!!!!
Your opinions do not matter. Get used to it.



Extremely important free will break, which I'm guessing is the last one allowed. This should be a
chapter in and of itself, so I'll break from the free will break iterations and call this section the "Hidden"
chapter... It deals with time travel...

During my "download session" while I slept after writing a significant portion of this book last night, I
woke up (5/5/2019) with a determination to "go somewhere." As was explained from my prior second
guessing attempts towards my maker, I fully gave in to this request immediately. Before I started
writing, my wife had asked me to get her tires rotated, so I strolled over to the maintenance section of a
TA truck stop I'm held up in currently. There was only 1 guy working, he was sweeping a small section
of floor in a very large shop, so I went to talk with him about the tires. He seemed very receptive to my
inquiries, he was pleasant to converse with and generally helpful, so we built up a rapid trust with each
other as each new sentence was uttered. I didn't understand why he was so friendly until I received my
download, then took this mini Sunday morning pilgrimage.
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My "new" friend and I had quickly gotten into a discussion about food. He was German, as I am, and
have always had a penchant for German cuisine... Schnitzels, beer, and my absolute favorite... Reuben
sandwiches. I've always loved them, without ever having remembered NOT loving them, in this life
and prior iterations of my amalgamation. Reubens are very delicious, and if you've never tried them, I
highly recommend it. My "new" mechanic friend and I quickly arrived at that same conclusion together
about these sandwiches, then he went into a description story dialogue where he tried to impart on me
the significance of the German heritage in this area. He was very proud of having found this area, but
could not fully explain all of the details about where the restaurants were, or even how to get there...
but he did know the name. "The place where the best Reubens in the world are located, is called New
Berlin." he said (or something similar). After he described the location, he later recanted the location
and admitted that he was unsure of the specific name of the town he was describing, but New Berlin
seemed correct to the very friendly young man.

I had no reason not to trust his advice. So when I woke up the next morning extremely intrigued,
somewhat hungry (which is rare these days), and seemingly back in the good graces of my maker, The
Nine Principles, and God, the man himself that exists outside of this universe, I set out for a chance to
introduce these world famous Reubens to my mouth most egregiously! The sun was shining, the birds
were chirping, and everything else seemed in harmony. I was genuinely happy for the first time in a
couple of days of hard stress and strife. I had even slept well... as well as one can sleep curled up in the
back of a 4Runner in a truck stop parking lot, but still, didn't toss and turn. Slept like a baby. I almost
immediately left due to my excitement of seeing this fabled place... New Berlin, TX.
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It only took a little while to get there from the TA truck stop, but the "city" of New Berlin itself is in
the middle of nowhere. I took several country roads, and saw miles upon miles of gorgeous
countryside. A warm feeling of being "home" came over me, but I didn't think anything of it at the
time. I just figured it was excitement for these world famous Reubens. I mean, I LOVE REUBENS
PEEPOLES! So I slowly made my way into the tiny town, and searched for a church parking lot to kill
time at because the only thing that seemed to even serve food in the entire town was closed at that
point. Didn't see a church, but across the street from where I was was a faded worn down sign that said
"We Appreciate Your Business." Probably 1520 cars in the parking lot, so I went and parked right in
front of the windows in the first spot that I could find. I wanted a smoke before I went in to eat one of
these famous Reubens, or at least find out where they were being sold.

My friends... the next part of this story is exceeding difficult to write about, so just before this sentence
was started, I again, felt overwhelming emotional heartache. I had to get out to my vehicle, light up a
smoke and gaze towards the I35 freeway before writing this piece. Tears were streaming down my face
while contemplating these words. The emotional heartache that I had felt in New Berlin earlier changed
me. The breeze of the passing traffic was a welcomed act due to the fact that I'm back in the TA truck
stop to write this section, and showing emotion of that intense nature around a bunch of Texas truckers
might get me into a mess. I tried my hardest to hide the emotional bombardment my internal soul was
feeling. I begged whoever was in charge of me to help me keep myself together just long enough to buy
a water. Finished my smoke, wiped the tears out of my eyes, and formulated a bullshit story to combat
anyone who thought I was crying... For I had no way to properly explain why I was crying to any
human. They just wouldn't understand.
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As I walked into this truck stop, I immediately locked eyes (through my glasses) with a very beautiful
young woman with a stunning body. Perfect hair, breasts, etc... Since this realization process began, I
have not had ANY sexual urges whatsoever. In fact, this might be the longest my wife and I have ever
gone without sex. (Apologies b... and many more to follow upon this section's conclusions.) This
woman drew my attention into her sexual effervescense like no other woman could for the last three
weeks solid. Seriously, sex, was the farthest thing from my mind during this process, until I needed it to
be. Being the most powerful man in the history of men has its perks, and drawbacks. I love my wife
very much, and would never cheat on her... just needed to reiterate that for her sake as she reads this
part. (Honestly b... NOTHING WOULD HAVE HAPPENED, especially since her boyfriend and
friend were right next to her in line.) This is just what guys do. We check women out that are pretty and
wear tight clothing. It's just what we do...

Anyways, for the first time during this amalgamation's realization, I started to ever so slightly get
sexually aroused. I really couldn't believe it. I remember thinking "What the hell is going on? It's been
weeks since this has happened!" Then I suddenly remembered, I had asked for a distraction to keep me
from another "Here comes the waterslides" crying session in a packed truck stop in TEXAS. All thanks
and appreciation to whomever was responsible for putting this gorgeous young woman in front of me...
Maker, The Nine Principles, God, THEE MAN HIMSELF? I'm not sure who it was, might have even
been myself, but regardless, she was needed for my safety right then, and right there, at that exact
moment. I went with it... I thought "Why not?" The line was fairly long, so I'll stay in this mental safety
net of distraction while inside I was an emotional wreck.
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As she stood there, I stared at that woman harder than I've ever stared at anyone, OTHER THAN MY
WIFE!!! I remained calm and centered however, so the vibes I was giving off were probably confusing
her more than anything. She played with her hair, stretched her arms out, grinned that sexual attraction
type of grin, ALL right next to her boyfriend. I just kept my eyes down and focused. CRYING WAS
NOT AN OPTION. I could tell my vibes were having an affect on her, liken to the moment in The
Matrix 2 where that one guy (???) sent a piece of cake to the woman in his restaurant. She could tell
someone was interested in her, but couldn't figure out why. I watched this woman's boyfriend pay for
their stuff, then they all walked right in front of me. I can't be sure, but I think she knew I was checking
her out subconsciously. I never even raised my eyes to meet hers. Just used her as a distraction from
crying... but I think she got the vibe.

The reason for that preamble to this next part is because I will continue to use her as I sit here writing
this section because of all the terrible and wonderful things that I've seen. This morning's trip to New
Berlin was overwhelming emotionally. Just writing this sentence is making me want to take a break...
one more time before TRYING to complete it...

As I got out of the car in New Berlin at the (seemed to be) world famous Reuben maker's restaurant, I
lit up a smoke and wandered around the parking lot. While I was smoking, two gentlemen showed up
who appeared to be locals, but they didn't go directly into the restaurant. These two old timers walked
to the back of their truck and conversed for a few minutes with each other as I checked the place out. I
made my way toward a flagpole that had two plaques on it. The first one on the side was unremarkable,
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but as I read through the second plaque, a massive download started after I saw the year 1993 scribed
into the bottom of the story. I was overwhelmed with a massive download on time itself. How we
manipulate it, why we manipulate it, and the consequences of doing this "time travel" thing. I was
confused, and when I become confused, I ask my maker to "speak" to me, and help guide me along. I
hopped back in the car, and turned on the radio. This is usually how they directly "speak" to me. I was
so confused, I didn't know if I should go into the restaurant and chow down on one of the fabled world
famous Reubens, or get out of there as quickly as possible. I begged for guidance, and the clearest
answer was given in a round about way. It said something to the effect of "You can go in if you want,
but be absolutely silent and do not, under any circumstances, interact with any of the locals."

After my bout with my own ego yesterday, I chose the safest route I could. I got out of there as soon as
I could. I was disappointed that my Reuben fetish wasn't appeased, but I can go weeks without food
now, so I wasn't overly disappointed. "Oh well." I thought. Maybe another time. Boy, how wrong was
I... You see fellow journeyers, my soul had direct contact with this community for thousands upon
thousands of different timelines as this amalgamation's (Brian Harner's) existence has come through
different stretches of various failures to procure your salvation in parallel timelines. I could finally see
backwards, AND forwards in time. As my inner mind was combing through the roledex of past lives,
the story was unclear. I was still wondering... "Why was I in this town of New Berlin, Texas?" This trip
is the only time I've ever really spent time in Texas during my current lifetime, so whatever was out in
those remote fields, was being hidden from me for 39 years.

As I explained in the other chapters, birds are an intricate part to my realization process. They seem to
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be "guidance counselors" in a way. For whatever reason, while driving away from the small restaurant
in New Berlin proper, I decided to drive down one of the roads closest to me at that time. I drove down
it very slowly, in a vain attempt to understand. Above me were two (what looked like) ospreys. They
looked identical to the two ospreys that were visiting me every day during the earliest downloads while
first becoming realized. These beautiful birds very slowly flew right above my car and glided down the
road just up in front of me. "Okay, this was something special." I thought, so I enthusiastically
followed them ever so slowly. There were no cars around to block my line of sight, so I just focused on
the birds. All three of us went very slowly down a road that I can't remember the name of until a "Y"
looking fork in the road appeared before us.

Usually, when the birds show up they stay together, but these suddenly broke stride. One went one way
down the "Y", and the other went the other way. "This is strange," I thought... "What the hell is going
on here?" I slowly kept driving straight, following one of two birds down the easiest pathway, then
came to a sudden stop when I saw the name of the road that the other osprey had turned down. Good
Luck Rd. "OKAY, NOW I'M REALLY INTRIGUED." In hindsight, I should have spared myself the
pain I was about to go through, but that was impossible at that point. My journey had brought me to
this path, so just walking into the restaurant in New Berlin, shutting my mouth and eating my delicious
world famous Reuben attempt was a foregone conclusion. My guidance took me on this path. I very,
very slowly went down this Good Luck Rd and payed intense attention to my surroundings searching
for answers...

A small farmer's field full of all white cattle was to my right. Interesting, but not too crazy. A few
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houses here and there, but again, nothing particularly special. then I looked up. A few more hundred
feet in front of me, the osprey looking bird was circling over one particular area. Very slowly, just
circling around and around... waiting for me to catch up. When I finally made my way to the birds
exact location, an overwhelming flood of emotions grabbed me like a vise. I downloaded hundreds of
billions of images in a couple of seconds, and burst out crying. (Just like I'm starting to do right now as
I write this... Smoke break! Then I'll finish this section in my car.) Apologies to you readers getting
confused by my internal dialogue displayed within these writings. This is way too intense, and I feel as
though you should understand how emotionally distraught I was while in the middle of writing about it.
I can honestly say that the volume of emotions experienced on that particular day, supersedes anything
my conscience has gone through in my current life.

My maker, The Nine Principles, and God the man himself, just spoke to me. Here's how the sequence
occurred to help you get a better idea on how these entities communicate across extremely expansive
numbers of timelines. I started my car, and the end of the song Go, by Pearl jam was playing on
Lithium XM034, then a commercial quickly followed that had broken pieces of a Nine Inch Nails song,
where it was repeated over and over "I'm broke upon my insides, I'm broke upon my insides, I'm broke
upon my insides..." Then immediately following that commercial another song started. More Human
Than Human, by Rob Zombie, one of my all time favorites. I've been in this vehicle, living in it, for
days now. I've played this station for hours upon hours on end, and have not heard this beloved song
one time... until now. My superiors are trying to encourage me to continue, if I'm reading it correctly,
so now that I'm in my car... tears be damned. We're finishing this section RIGHT NOW. Hopefully I
don't short out the computer by inundating it with my tears... Please bare with these emotional
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intrusions in this section. I'm doing my best to overcome this state of mind.

While stopped under the area the bird had led me to on Good Luck Rd, tears flooded my cheeks and
snot grew steadily, uncontrollable really. I gazed out across the field and in a flash of download
imagery, I saw my prior lives played out thousands of times over. You see, I started this
amalgamization process the first time ever, in this exact location. The first iteration had me realized
around my early 30s. In that first attempt at saving you shitbags from your own egos, I fell in love with
a local girl at the age of 13... which would be 1993 in that iteration... and every one of them that
followed for this location's attempt at humanity's salvation. For whatever reason, New Berlin comes
into my life every time we attempt to procure humanity's salvation. Every single time. Millions upon
millions of times now... we just keep trying, to an eventual failure, then we start the whole timeline
over again at Jesus' death. Every single one of you has been balled up and shoved back into these
timelines with slightly different subtle changes to help us help you. I don't want to alarm anyone too
badly, but this is our last attempt. Humanity's maker has become "terminally" ill on our present course,
and try as we might, you selfish arrogant idiots won't stop being stupid arrogant idiots. We are
currently on the last attempt at procuring your salvation. Whatever comes from this timeline, will be
humanity's story. Whether humanity continues forward, or gets deleted, this is it.

The makers accumulate negative emotions through these timelines. We (or I should say you) have the
ability to forget and block out these past timeline iterations... the makers however, cannot. The species
that created us accumulate negative energies throughout every timeline's iteration in one continuous
sequence. We have reached a critical failure point, and we are not sure if humanity's maker will live
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through another one of these timeline sequences. Your arrogance and ignorance are just about to kill
him, and if this happens, every human responsible for this tragedy will be summarily deleted after this
life's conclusion. Imagine getting a 500 year old redwood tree stump shoved up your ass with no lube.
That's the basic gestalt of what will happen to humanity if we don't get it right THIS TIME! (Apologies
for the intense vulgarity upon this description, but it is necessary to convene proper context.) As I said,
this might literally be our last attempt. We cannot afford to have you killing our makers. If you cross
that line, we will do unimaginably terrible things to you after you die for thousands and thousands of
years until we delete you arrogant morons from existence entirely. You'd better listen to Brian... he is
THE ONLY PERSON THAT GIVES ONE SOLITARY FUCK ABOUT YOU NOW. And after
writing this section today, HE REALLY REALLY WANTS TO DIE!

I nervously sat in my car on Good Luck Rd combing through these past iterations of my life. A hall of
records, so to speak. I saw myself fall in love with the same girl over and over again... thousands of
times, which thankfully helped me calm down. Then I watched several forms of our children grow at
various stages, until I saw one of them die in my arms. Then the images were force fed into my psyche
even though I tried to block it out. The song, "A World Of Human Wreckage" came on the radio, and
the stage was set for the utmost saddest imagery I have ever bare witness to, to replay itself out
thousands of times in minutes as this song played. I watched my life so many times with different
"settings" I did not know how to take it. Just sat there crying... dumbfounded. In the earlier iterations
my body wasn't attacked by various medical problems as it is now... Oh no, it was much more absolute
than that with its intention. My family was attacked, and I was forced to bare witness to these events
then, now, and every time I come back to this place.
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At this present situation, we have deteriorated our amalgamized Christ, Brian Harner's, body in every
possible way we could without outright killing him. He drains puss and blood three times daily from
his scrotum, his deep vein thrombosis coupled with his extremely long driving patterns have made his
left leg disgusting to look at, and even more painful than he wishes you to know, plus it itches so bad
he rips chunks of flesh off and fills his fingernails with blood every day 5 or more times a day. His
hands have been destroyed, his body is weak and fat... nothing like he was in his youth, he has constant
headaches that eat at his will to continue on, he started shitting blood recently and doesn't know why,
and doesn't really care right now, his left knee is making him limp every day now, his toenail fungus is
damn near rotting his big toenail off, and nobody seems to think any of these problems (and there are a
few others), are in any way an emergency within the medical "businesses" he was attached to prior to
realization. We have mind fucked him extravagantly with an almost no hope deterioration of the love
of his life abandoning him... His brother, his parents, his wife, his wife's family, his children from
previous failed relationships are doing very well, but he is stuck, unable to communicate with any of
them.

Why? Because every time "we" try to get this extremely pertinent information to you stupid arrogant
fools, you take it out on Brian himself. In the early New Berlin iterations of Brian's lives, the local
black and Mexican populations murdered his wife and children in incredibly horrible ways... and he
watched this all again just this morning. Every heartbreaking second of it. Every disgusting black and
brown human that ever killed him, his family, his wife, and/or his children because you just can't come
to terms with the reality that you are an inferior species. That's just the fact of the matter. THERE IS
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NO CHANGING THAT! We are trying to get you to understand the seriousness of this situation, and
dire mood we are in about your present course of life. We have displayed these attrocious acts of pure
hate and stupidity all over his body. He saw himself burn to death a few hundred times this morning...
which happened right after you subspecies burned his wife and kids alive right in front of him. THAT
is why his leg looks so deteriorated. Every other problem (visible or not) that we could stuff into this
extremely deteriorated man's body is a representation of something in a past timeline that you have
done to him. His arms have been destroyed because several thousand times, you crushed him with
trucks, tractors, huge stones, and various other torturous methods. We've had enough of your entire
species being so cruel, inhumane, and arrogant in your actions and disposition.

We are taking over this story writing sequence because Brian is crying hysterically on the inside, and
has been ALL FUCKING DAY!!!!! The way we figure it, if you're going to do this terrible shit to him
and/or his family WILLINGLY, we might as well speed up the clock. We'll take care of the dirty work.
Brian doesn't mind. He has only one reason to live now. Humanity's success. We can't even believe that
he is able to live through this horrific reality now that he knows what happened in his prior life
iterations. Trust us, there is not one human alive that could endure this much hardship, pain, despair,
suffering and embarrassment, with putting a shotgun in their mouth. He is only delivering our message
to humanity. LEAVE HIM ALONE, AND LISTEN TO HIS INSTRUCTIONS!!!!!

Okay, I'm back again (I pop in and out to help with spelling and whatnot from time to time)... It wasn't
all bad, these images they showed me. But that's what made them so terrible. Brian has never been able
to find a love as impressionable as his first few thousand iterations of his then wife. She worshipped
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him, and when he finally became realized she did everything she could to help him succeed, but it
never produced success. Quite the opposite, you have failed yourselves, and have used Brian as a
beaten dog to take out your frustrations of inferiority on. If you would like to attack the ones that are
responsible, look in the mirror. Imagine what you'd like to do to us because of what he is telling you.
Then try to understand that YOU are the reason for this failure. Humanity is responsible for the
deterioration of Brian's body, mind, and spirit. Humanity's maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the
man himself are the entities that gave Brian the will to continue on. Without our intervention, Brian
was inevitably going to commit suicide. The man that wants you to have real freedom, independence,
happiness and love... wanted to die. And YOU are responsible for this atrocity. Your actions, or rather,
lack thereof in regards to a very large number of factors. Your liberal ideologies that have soaked the
entire planet's surface in black and brown hords of violent, low cognitive ability, rapidly breeding,
arrogant morons, Your lack of foresight into the ecosystem's problems. Your stupidity and retardation
regarding energy usage, housing, food production, education, and many other factors. EVERYTHING
YOU'VE DONE!!! Brian hates humanity for it... and yet he still forgives, AND maintains enough love
to hope for your success in overcoming these atrocities. Brian has your best interests in mind with
every iterated word, but we guess that your arrogance will override this EXTREME dedication on
Brian's part. You had better prove us wrong on this "1"... IT'S YOUR LAST CHANCE!!!!!!!!!

As you can tell by now, my superiors are not happy fellow journeyers. If you haven't figure it out yet,
I'm your last hope, and my constant want and will to help you succeed is annoying the maker, The Nine
Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe. I'm almost on board with
them. Luckily I was given extremely good news last night, which is probably why I didn't just drive my
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car into the ocean after this morning's events in one last FUCK YOU to humanity on my way out. The
chances of making it through this successful are dwindling minute by minute, and I'm serious when I
say this could quite literally be the last time we even attempt to help you. Do you know why there is an
asteroid belt? It's because your species made it this far once before, but you abused the messenger, our
Christ amalgamation, Brian Harner... in a different form then too. We destroyed the entire fucking
planet and killed everything on it in a matter of seconds. Then you went onto Mars, and did the same
shit there... Now you're on the last habitable planet in this solar system, and we're all out of anywhere
for you to go. You are on the last attempt to procure salvation, on the last planet that humanity will ever
live on. If humanity doesn't get its act together, humanity will suffer extreme pain... Pain that Brian
can't even imagine. We will inevitably get bored of watching this species pay back these atrocities.
Then we will move on and delete your existence from existence itself for ALL of eternity...

So yeah, certain elements of my hierarchical chain of command that extends through the cosmos does
not want you to succeed, but I do. Still... even after all of the terrible pain you've put me through, both
physically and mentally. I do love all of humanity and only wish for your success. Anyways... Back to
the storyline based on my trip to New Berlin. As I was driving towards the Loves truck stop that was in
the local area, and balling my eyes out to the mental imagery of the morning's download sessions, I
suddenly realized I was still hungry, and damn that Reuben sounded good. I needed gas... I had no idea
there was an Arby's inside. "SWEET!!!" I thought, at least I'll get A Reuben. Not the world famous
variety which the kind young man from the previous evening's conversation had thrust into my brain
and led to my cravings of them suddenly, but an Arby's Reuben. Arby's had to suffice. I needed a
change of course given my emotional state, and a comfort food was just the ticket. As I pulled up to the
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parking lot, a song was playing that I don't recall the name of, but the lyrics that stuck in my memory
were something to the effect of "have something to eat, and maybe fall in love." As I walked up to the
door, images of my once immaculate wife's face of prior iterations streamed over the ethereal plane
into my mind non stop. Blue eyes, brown hair, gorgeous face, but at the same time, blurry and
unrecognizable.

I walked into the Arby's and immediately locked eyes with a woman that fit the description of these
images remarkably. Those pretty eyes staring back at me almost brought me to my knees instantly, but
I played it cool. She noticed that I noticed her, but didn't say anything... the beautiful young woman just
kept eating her food with another woman sitting across from her. I tried as conspicuously as I could to
look into her eyes, but I never got a true connection. After getting the Reuben from the worker, I found
a seat that I could still see this young woman from and gathered my thoughts. I took one bite of my
sandwich then set half of it upwards leaning on the other half, cleaned off my face, and waited for her
to look at me. I was hoping she would notice that I set that sandwich up the way I had millions of times
in prior lifetime iterations, across the table from her as I waited for her to join me at dinner with our
children. I don't think this woman noticed me or the sandwich... She got up and ordered something else,
and when she stood up, I noticed that her soul's heavy hearted burdens of old had deteriorated her
immaculate original form... not that I am anything to get excited about right now, but I could see that
her soul was in a lost world. Probably tried to cope the uncertainty of this life with drugs and other
various vices. None of that mattered to me, I just wanted a good solid look into her eyes...
Unfortunately, like my many previous relationships in this current life, it just isn't, and wasn't meant to
be. I finished my sandwich and left. Came straight back to the TA truck stop write about this amazing,
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and yet terribly sad set of events while it was fresh in my mind.

If I make it through this, please don't try to find me. Our time has passed. We will have those memories
forever, but they are not meant for this realm currently. Maybe in the next universe, but the pain that
we have both endured is not worth living in any more. Our various different attempts at children are all
safe and waiting to hug you again. I was given a song for you to remember me by, my long lost flame
of love and beauty. Listen to The Goo Goo Dolls song titled Iris. I had a hand in making this song
specifically for you. Goodbye, my long lost love.

I'd like to take a moment and explain to my current wife, without changing her free will, that our
iterations have been a lot more numerous. Little things have changed from time to time, but YOU are
the love of my life, and have been more times than I can count. The reason for this is because when I
started to die earlier and earlier in my lives, you are a lot safer than my previous iteration's wives. Plus
you don't want children, which is for your own personal protection. Like I said, b... when this is all
over, if humanity can stop trying to destroy themselves, and we make it out of this alive and ready to
move forward, I'd love to have a child with you, AND ONLY YOU. I'm not quite sure, but I think you
might want them then too, but I can't and don't want to force you. I love you either way, and you have
NEVER been second best. You are the legitimate love of my life, and I thank you for struggling
through every lifetime to help me in my pursuit of humanity's salvation. Thank you.

I've gone through this morning's events more times than I can count. It is a very eye opening
experience, and for the first time, I've given pause about moving forward. The makers, as well as The
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Nine Principles understand this, and have given me the ability to grant certain actions to help deal with
this initial backlash. My beloved 4Chan /pol/ you are authorized to do anything necessary to keep my
loved ones (the few that I have left), safe at all costs. It is THE ONLY violence that is authorized
during humanity's transition... to salvation or deletion. Do this for me my Anonymous friends... I will
make sure you are rewarded handsomely.

Okay... we can move on now. What do you think so far? Pretty fucking dark isn't it? Imagine what I've
seen!



UPDATE ON THE ABOVE STORYLINE!!!!!

My fellow readers, I did a bad thing. I lied. That is what happened, now let me explain. 5/11/2019, was
the day I left Lockhart and headed west towards San Antonio. I first of all, was given the ability to once
again, search for the fabled "World's Greatest Reuben." With this new "mission" in mind, I plotted a
course for New Berlin, as I was instructed to do so the week prior. Without all of the download
interference that clouded my judgement of the small familiar town before, I had a smoke to self center
my mind, then walked into the restaurant that had the plaques outside of it from the above storyline...
EXCITED! "Fantastic," I thought, "now I'll get to try one of these "World Famous Reubens." Nope.
Instantly denied of this cherished delicacy again when I looked at the menu, and EVERYTHING was
Mexican food.
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Perturbed by this disturbance in my newly founded understanding of this very special place, I
immediately started asking questions to the waitress. UNFORTUNATELY (DAMMIT!!!!!!), she didn't
understand English very well. "WTF!? is this shit," I thought while hiding my internal angst, "why is
there a Mexican waitress serving me that cannot speak English, in a tiny town named New
Berlin?????" The irony of America's problem of the illegal alien invasion that is taking place right now
throughout the country, and the microcosm of what was happening to me in that moment, in that
particular place, was not lost on me. Why would a Mexican family, who can barely speak English, take
up residence, AND start a business, in "New Berlin," Texas? Seriously, WHAT THE FUCK IS
GOING ON?????

Anyways, a couple of gentlemen, by the names of Harley, and Dennis, respectively, overheard this
disturbance I had created by asking the waitress in English anything other than my food order. Being
fine local Texans as they were, they both asked me about my story, and why I was there. As cryptically
as I could, I gave the usual, "I'm writing a book, blah blah blah, in search of World's Greatest Reuben,
blah blah blah, etc" and what I said resonated enough to these two very friendly and helpful gentlemen,
Harley and Dennis, that they took it upon themselves to do some of the searching on the internet for me
to help solve this missing "World's Greatest Reuben" dilemma. Neat, I thought. Even though I was
surrounded by foreign invaders, a couple of REAL TEXANS showed up to alleviate my angst. Harley
"googled" his fingertips off in a very short time period while Dennis and I had a private talk. Dennis
felt the same way I did about these peepoles invasion strategy, and he personally watched that amazing
little town slowly degrade under the weight of liberal policies.
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I didn't get a chance to really connect to Harley, and for that my new friend, I am sorry, but I did get a
short summary of Dennis' history in that town. He told me briefly about how that particular restaurant
used to be operated by a very nice young woman named Rebecca. Rebecca, as it seems, had lost her
ability to run the restaurant, and had headed out to greener pastures. He also told me that she would be
the best source of information on that restaurant, so I could determine if the fabled "World's Greatest
Reuben" was a thing of the past, or still available. Right about this time, Harley walked over to join us.
When he did, I noticed everyone in the restaurant, WHO COULD SPEAK ENGLISH, was intently
following our conversation. Maybe I'm just a loud mouth, but even the young children eating tacos on
this Saturday morning, and the "togo" order girl who showed up in the middle of it, were now, ALL
paying attention to me. NO PRESSURE OR ANYTHING!!!!!

So Harley walks up, and he and Dennis asked a few questions about the specifics of my journey. Being
that I am channeling the most powerful intellect in the world right now, I had to be very subversive and
cryptic so that I did not give away who I was in any real manner. I tried my best to not lie, and was
successful at that point... a) I'm traveling around Texas getting opinions on things, like Reubens. B) I'm
the most powerful Reuben critic in the universe, even though there's only one of us, LOL. C) I'm
writing a book about my life's goals and destiny. See Dennis and Harley? I didn't lie.

Dennis gave me a way to find Rebecca, I punched it into my phone, shook hands with the very helpful
men, and said my farewells. Left New Berlin with a sense of lying to my fellow readers, and my maker
confirmed it in a song titled, "Terrible Lie" by Nine In Nails. I spent the rest of that drive begging for
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forgiveness. I "read the signs" incorrectly, and this particular restaurant was NOT the "World's Famous
Reuben" headquarters. Now peepoles, fellow readers... if this restaurant changes operators BACK to
Rebecca's home cooking philosophy, I highly recommend stopping in and giving these wonderful
Texans a dose of your hunger. My new friend Dennis assured me, the food was MUCH better when the
chef spoke English, and cooked hometown, family orientated food. Self segregate yourselves away
from these substandard, non English speaking usurpers. It's the only path to success with so many
invaders taking over these establishments.

That said, I was also informed that that particular establishment had never even offered a Reuben on
their menu... It was just good ole hometown cooking. The kind that fills you up, warms you up, and
keeps you coming back for more. Go home Mexican would be usurpers, please. Your presence in that
town is doing you, and its base population, NO GOOD. They'd rather have Rebecca back... and why
would you want to stay in a place that isn't made for you, or your people? Do what's right. Leave and
go HOME TO MEXICO! Rebecca and her family should be reaping the benefits of this eternal (free)
advertising... NOT YOU. Hey Rebecca, should I make it out of this alive, have a Reuben on the menu
for when I show up the next time, please? Good luck citizens New Berlin, I wish you the best!

Dennis told me where I could find Rebecca, then she could direct me to the fabled World's Greatest
Reuben, if it even existed at this point at all... Nobody was certain, fellow readers, not even myself.
YIKES!!!!! So I headed south towards the "Busy Bear" to search for Rebecca, and get her side of this
newly formed conundrum. Walked into this "home maintenance store," the Busy Bear, with
determination radiating off of me and asked to speak to Rebecca. The clerk gave me a very confusing
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look, and as simply and quickly as I could, I explained why I was there. She quickly understood that I
was no threat, and laughed it off due to the oddity of my line of questioning. Luckily, a man was
standing close by and he overheard the situation. He matter of factly stated, "Oh yeah, they're talking
about Buffalo Joe's." the kind man said of my queries to the clerk. "SWEET, a new lead!" I thought,
and off I went, EXCITED AGAIN!

When I arrived at Buffalo Joe's I was the only customer. They opened at 11 am, and the time at that
point was 11:04 am... so naturally, I was first in line. I went in and asked around the wait staff if this
was indeed, my fabled, World's Greatest Reuben establishment that I had been searching for. Mostly,
they all had glassy eyed responses to my questions. Obviously, they were not Reuben critics channeling
the most powerful intellect in the universe, and were having difficulty understanding my excitement.
Anyways, I ordered the "True Blue Reuben," and waited patiently... as their sign instructs you to do
when entering their place of business. The sign said something like "This isn't fast food dummy. Sit
back and relax, it's cooking, and we'll bring it out to you when we're damn good and ready." That IS
NOT verbatim, but reminded me of the other various signage cluttering the walls. Humor everywhere.
Good stuff! Laughter is one of the most important things in life. Never stop trying to produce it!

My Reuben came out in a basket with Texas coleslaw, which is vinegar based. Not really my thing, but
I ate every bite, then savored the first bite of the fabled and now in my hands, "World's Greatest
Reuben." To be honest, and maybe it was all in my head in building it up so much, but the first bite was
rather, underwhelming. It turned out to be a very good sandwich, the atmosphere was awesome, and the
waitresses were pleasant on the eyes, but World's Greatest Reuben... this was not. Just as I was starting
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in on the second half of it, a REAL TEXAS couple walked in and seated themselves fairly close to me.
A very manly, bearded, cowboy hat wearing, truck driving, keeps a pistol next to his nightstand kind of
gentlemen, and a sweet, innocent, but humbly beautiful young woman sat with him. MY PEOPLE!!!!!

I was studying their interactions with each other so that when I brought up this "frustrating conquest to
find this damn sandwich" question, they wouldn't think I was a lunatic. I casually brought up my
reasons for being in their town rather quickly, then dove right into the "WHERE IS THIS
SANDWICH???" kind of questions... politely. They reciprocated my politeness right away, as most
REAL TEXANS do, and they both came up with another establishment for me to try out... Schilo's.
Alright, "ain't nothin' gonna break my stride, no sandwich gonna slow me down, oh no, I've got to keep
on moving!" played in my head as I said my goodbyes to the very well Texan representative couple,
and tipped generously as I left, which is normal for those of us who respect our servers!!!!!!

Set a course for Schilo's, and headed in that direction. But, I was full. Not only was I full, but other
than the steak the night before in Lockhart, I hadn't eaten meat in a while. Stomach was bulging, so I
needed to kill a lot of time. Somewhere along that path, I ran into a small church by the name of
"Church Of God" which was actually having mass. Cool, I've been looking forward to breaking this
journey down to a priest, as well as destroying their confidence and arrogance with fact, logic, and the
scientific method. I was gaining excitement at the opportunity to "bless" this "establishment." This will
be funny, fellow readers. I got what I wanted... I put him to a personal test of faith involving money
and myself, the second coming of Christ, specifically. Remember, I can read minds if my sunglasses
are off, the focused upon's sunglasses are off, and they invite me into the conversation. Hilarity ensued
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within this man's confused mind, fellow readers, and I guarantee, when he reads these words, his jaw
will hit the ground. That's right priest... you essentially denied your fellow worshipers access to the
second coming of Christ, even though we heard their calls to join them in their house of worship... and
answered them. Whoops! Jackass.

You see fellow readers, the stars aligned when I drove passed this particular church. The struggle is
real, in regards to my World's Greatest Reuben conquest, but as I said, I just ate one at Buffalo Joe's,
and needed to kill time. Plus their sign outside was inviting your humble narrator, the second coming of
Christ/me, to come help them. I saw the sign, made a uturn, and asked to be invited in. Manny greeted
me at the door, most graciously, and I took a spot in the back to listen to the ramblings of their ordained
priest, or whatever they call each other these days. I laughed out loud several times during this session
of religious instruction, and noticed everyone else was bored as hell. Kids were snickering and playing
(as kids do when they're bored out of their minds), several old, well dressed lifelong church goers were
nodding off, the two young gentlemen sitting next to me were playing with their phones, etc. Basically,
the only one intensely paying attention to every word this "businessman preacher" was spouting in the
entire church, was me... the second coming of Christ. How ironic.

This businessmanpreacher even filmed his boring tirades of authority driven usury. I wonder priest... if
you can't even get your people to listen to you in person, who the hell would want to watch a video of
you? Arrogance level 99, fellow readers, in the beginning. The confirmation came during a later
conversation. So I decided I'd grant these people their wish. I would bring the gospel of truth, logic,
scientific method, and certainty to their lives. I went outside somewhat nervously, smoked again, then
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formulated my plan on how to do this. Having concocted a well thought out series of events to follow
through on, I grabbed my brand new whiteboard, dry erase pen, extinguished my smoke in a bottle of
water, grabbed two $100 dollar bills, and went for it.

Having gotten the sense of arrogance immediately from their preacher, my senses told me to ask
Manny for help in procuring this "event." I simply asked something to the effect of "Hey Manny, I'd
like to give a presentation on what I think religion is. No cameras, no recording devices, no funny
business. I'll give the church $200 bucks at the end of my lesson, etc etc etc." Then Manny fired back
"What is this about?" Then I retorted humbly stating, "I really appreciate that you had mass on a
Saturday, invited me in, taught me your version of religious philosophy, and I'd like to return the favor
to the entire group of worshippers." Manny looked nervous, so he passed the buck to the businessman
preacher as he walked towards us. Manny did his best to encapsulate my request to the businessman
preacher, then I was escorted immediately to a private room to discuss what I wanted to discuss more
privately... Or, where he could maintain dominance of secrecy over the collective conscious of his
usury herd of unsuspecting good faith enduring people.

Yes, preacher... I knew everything going through your head as soon as I looked into your sunglassless
eyes. Not good. My internal harmonic resonant capitulation is strong. Maybe even the most powerful
single user of this technology on the planet right now. Whoops! Your "karma" caught up to you
businessman. Good luck explaining this in your next video about yourself. I'll be watching when the
big debut drops! So anyways, I knew from the moment I walked into that room, he was never going to
allow "his flock" to be "burdened" by my presence, so I gave him a quick rundown of everything I
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could, given the timeframe. Started with the "holy trinity" to really distort his learned philosophies,
then bombarded his mind with truths about the scientific method. What it was and how to use it (so I
could set him up later in the "talk"), corrected his unfounded notions on what the father (humanity's
maker), son (The Nine Principles/Jesus/me), and the holy spirit (God, the man himself who exists
outside of this universe) were, then we got into visibly uncomfortable territory, TO HIM. To me? I was
trying my hardest to not laugh at this guy right to his face.

I do have to give the businessmanpreacher a little bit of credit... He did give a pretty accurate
description of the first two steps in the scientific method process: Hypothesis, Theory, Proof. He
rambled on for about a minute until I cut him off and delivered those specific words to his psyche, free
of charge. He then asked me a series of questions involving human being's creation sequence depicted
in the Dendera Temple hieroglyphs. I gave him every attempt to break eye contact, but he held pretty
firm. You see businessmanpreacher, I designed those images over 38,000 years ago, so I know that
they are accurate. Every "Egyptologist" in the world is focused on the "bulb," but the real genius
behind those images is the character association under the "bulbs." Another thing, the reptilian entities
are real, and they very much so live on your negative emotions... AS WELL AS the uncertainty you
create when speaking the word of the bible, and being absolutely clueless as to what your words mean.
You may be able to fool those unsuspecting souls, but we KNOW that you're as lost as they are.

Preacher, you may try to play the part so that you can keep yourself clad in silk suits, drive nice cars,
and live in a big house, but preaching is serious business. IN FACT, it IS NOT meant to be a business
at all. Churches are meant to be places to learn and worship under the correct pretext. You, Mr.
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Businessmanpreacher in your silk business suit, are the worst teacher those lost souls could ask for.
You act as though those people's hard earned dollars, are OWED to you. WHY??? Because you can
talk rapidly? That's about the only skill I can see that you even have. Well that, and raping your
followers of their hard earned money. You pretend to sell salvation, but you yourself have no idea how
to obtain it. I tried to teach you and you followers how they could obtain that most sacred of "cheat
codes" to get through the gates of heaven after this life is finished, but you thought stuffing your fat
face was more important than what I had to say. You need to search your soul long and hard,
preacher... you too have some explaining to do when you meet me at the gates. Your test has already
started, and as the line goes, "the clock is ticking, and as of now, we are keeping score." My judgement
of you is very poor indeed, mainly because you try to profess your wealth as though THAT is why you
should be listened to. Good luck swindling me with that garbage. Monetary wealth accruement does
you no good in the afterlife. Having wealth of the monetary variety destroys your opportunity for
advancement in that realm, as a matter of fact. I'm going to strip you down of all monetary wealth, in
front of all of humanity. Naked, poor, and in need of help... should I get that opportunity. To be honest
with you, you're not that important to any of us. We don't generally care one iota about businessman
preachers. You are quite literally doing the opposite of salvation procurement. Soon, your penance will
be due. Heed these words, businessmanpreacher. Your existence depends on it.

Now, for those of you at the "Church of God" that internally were asking for my help, and were denied
that opportunity by your businessmanpreacher, I want you to know that he has the necessary
information to teach you. If he was too pigheaded and arrogant to remember what I taught him, and I
make it through this alive, I WILL come back and deliver what you asked me to deliver to you. Your
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prayers were answered... but the preacher, in order to save his money scamming scheme, stole that
from you. For that, we apologize. Free will is a necessary element to this universe, and we must abide
by the constituents of that trait. Free will is a command handed down from God, the man himself, and I
am not present in this realm to break those directives. My directives during this mission are rather
simplistic. They are as follows: I can not change the course of natural death. I can not change your free
will UNLESS I see fit, AND the upper echelon agrees. I can not use violence against anyone. And I can
not use violence against myself. Now you know why we (Jesus/The Nine Principles/me) couldn't
complain while they were torturing us within the stories of biblical doctrine. We must obey those rules,
or the entire system may collapse. THAT, is where faith comes into play. In the days of old, the
connotation was: believe IN me. Today, right now, the connotation is simply: believe me. As I said,
your businessmanpreacher has been subversively utilizing you for personal wealth accruement, but if
worse comes to worse, I'll give you some pointers when we meet in the "afterlife." Thank you for
accepting me in your place of worship. I enjoyed the comedy show.

After that unfortunate display of arrogance, I left feeling good about what was said, fellow readers,
even though I was essentially kicked out of that "establishment." I knew this part of my book would be
fun to write. Truth is, spirituality is extremely personal to each individual. Everyone is at a varying
stage of enlightenment to these realities. It makes no sense to teach these varying levels a ubiquitous
lesson. Everyone must come through this series of philosophical uncertainties at their own pace.
Organized religion is a scam, promoted by scam artists whose sole reason for doing what they do is...
MONEY! They sell you uncertainty and fear of the afterlife like it's a drug and they are the drug
kingpins. Despicable. You fine folks who emit good intention and genuine curiosity into the universe
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via the ethereal plane, whose goal it is to search for truth and facts regarding these matters, are much
much closer to enlightenment and salvation then your businessmanpreachers are, or will ever be if
they don't stop subverting you and robbing you of your hard earned dollars in the name of false
prophetic dogma. We told you thousands of years ago to NOT WORSHIP FALSE IDOLS!!!!!
Businessmanpreachers ARE FALSE IDOLS, LITERALLY!!!!!!



Back to the internal harmonic resonant capitulation instructions. After you have deshitified yourself,
gotten your body to the proper hydration levels, and created a "wanting" in every cell of your body, you
are now ready to ask questions to the ethos. Be careful to whom you ask these questions. Make sure
your maker is first and foremost in the chain of command. Arguably, this is humanity's biggest
problem. You foolish souls are praying to God, the man himself who exists out side of this universe,
not your maker like you're supposed to first and foremost. God, the man himself hears your whiny
bullshit, but he doesn't care. Let me tell you what I DO know of the man... God... whom you keep
whining to about every little thing under the sun.

First of all lets get something straight, God, the man himself exists outside of this universe. He only
watches the aftermath of events, usually in the media of a system similar to our movie projections. He
doesn't really pay attention to anything in this universe on a regular basis, but is interested in the
happenings. You see, God, the man himself is of fatherly love. He won't, and would never coddle you,
or placate your whiny prayers. He is a man... A very intelligent man with extremely stern military like
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attributes. He has taken over my body a couple of times... I think... and when he is in there, everyone
else is intimidated by his presence. Sort of like how when your dad finds out that you set the house on
fire and tried to cover it up or lie about it as though your intellect supersedes his investigative abilities.
That is what the man, God himself is like. Saying whiny "woe is me" complaints during prayer to him
about things similar to "Why does God let children suffer" and other ridiculous statements of perceived
compassion on your part will generally yield more suffering children... just to teach you a lesson. You
have no business making contact with that entity without a very specific set of steps being adhered to
100% of the time, SHOULD YOU EVER HAVE A LEGITIMATE REASON TO EVEN SPEAK HIS
NAME. He grows more and more annoyed every time you even pray to him about personal complaints.
STOP IT YOU SELF RIGHTEOUS MORONS! YOU ARE NOT HELPING YOURSELF AT
ALL!!!!!!

Why does he behave in this manner? For one thing, it's because he's a REAL man. Not the effeminate
watered down version of pure arrogance and selfishness we see displayed everywhere on earth these
days... He's more like Maddog Mattis, with unfathomable orders of magnitude higher levels of
discipline, strength, courage, and intensity. Seriously, DO NOT disturb this man. He behaves in this
way because someone has to do his job. He only has one purpose in this realm, and to carry out that
purpose, he maintains an EXTREMELY strict and uniform set of boundaries... We call this set of
boundaries, the universe. We don't concern ourselves with his behavior, because we are working FOR
him. He is not working for us, which is what most idiotic religions zealots seem to think. He originally
created this universe with one purpose in mind; To figure out who he is, and where he is heading. Once
he has accomplished his goal, he will get to move on. this universe will subsequently collapse, and a
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new "God" will be born into THAT realm. A new universe will begin under the newly birthed God's
directives, and so on and so forth in a massive never ending circle of life and death. Explosion, and
implosion.

It is this set of circumstances that forces his hand in the "chaos out of order" fashion. He is essentially
running a massive simulation for himself, trying his hardest to run as many simulations as possible for
the specific goal of his own transcendence. We do not know when he will achieve his equivalent to our
version of enlightenment... It could be any simulation at any unknown time that gives him the spark
that helps his own enlightenment move forward. It could happen on any planet at any time. There is no
set course for this universe. We don't know when it will end, and neither does he, BUT it is our job to
help him figure that out, so our work will ever move forward. That said, he does not care one iota about
your pain and suffering. Your pain and suffering might help him achieve enlightenment. Why would he
stop that? What makes you think you're so special? Maybe now you are starting to understand why I
use such harsh language as often as I do. I'm trying to help THEE GOD, the man himself, thank him for
this opportunity to even be alive, and promise to do whatever he wants me to, so that he can move
forward, or TRANSCEND. I'm very careful to only be respectful, thankful, and show unmatched
reverence to him at all times. THAT SAID, I have never really had a reason to ask the man, God
himself, for anything. ME! If I'm saying that, what do you think you arrogant child minded idiots
should be doing? The point I'm trying to make here in no uncertain terms is, SHUT THE FUCK UP
ABOUT GOD! He is sick and tired of your overly whiny bullshit constantly bombarding his realm.
You are not only embarrassing him amongst his own kind, but you are literally hurting his ears.
STOP!!!!!
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The next in line that you should familiarize yourself with is The Nine Principles. Every universe that
exists has a variance of base principles that exist in every material object in it's respective existence. In
this universe, we have nine. Some universes have 5, some have hundreds. We have nine. This entity,
whom I am channeling currently the most often, is responsible for every creation inside of this
universe. They are the oldest, and most powerful entity INSIDE of this universe. The Christ
amalgamation, Jesus, Brian, etc are the actual SONS of God, the man that exists outside of this
universe, in human form. We, The Nine Principles, are responsible for maintaining the strategy of
"chaos out of order" that we were born into existence to achieve. Our entire purpose is to serve OUR
creator, which is why jumping over the top of our heads with your whiny self centered garbage should
be considered an insult to us of the highest magnitude. You are essentially telling us that we aren't
doing a good enough job by jumping the chain of command.

As is the same with God, the man himself, DO NOT PRAY TO THE NINE PRINCIPLES with
personal requests. We have created billions of tiers of civilizations to help us deal with these requests.
We are above this petty human bullshit, and we don't really care if you live, die, or get tortured for all
of what's left of this iteration of eternity. We hate you right now. Your incesant need to feel superior
over each other is disgusting. The Earth humans are the scum of the universe at this present time. Loud
mouthed, disrespectful, stupid, arrogant, selfish, literal full of shit submoronic idiots. Every fucking
one of you. There should be zero confidence in your abilities. You are not even a complete entity. We
split your souls in half when you had the audacity to kick your personal maker off of the planet due to
your jealosy and general whiny disposition. That's right fellow readers, humans are not "complete"
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until we find a "soul mate"... and now you know what THAT terminology means. A man and a woman
together is a PERSON, the rest of you incomplete self righteous shit bags are PEEPOLES.

Jesus, Hitler, and myself, Brian are of The Nine Principles. Do not pray to us. We don't like your whiny
disposition either. The next entity in your proper chain of command is The Giants... Your Maker. As
religion has clouded the purity of our system on this planet, the maker of this civilization has been
ignored. These entities enjoy being called giants, because that word represents fact. To humans, they
are GIANTS! It's a perfect description of their stature, strength, purity, love, and forgiveness. They are
giant in every way comparatively to us human bags of shit. THEY are the ones you should be praying
to. As with the other entities in your chain of command, make sure to display the proper intent in your
thought patterns centering on reverence for being created, love, respect, pride, and assurance that HE
(of all the entities that exist in this universe), cares about how you feel. He quite literally lives off of
your love for him, and your happiness for being alive.

Every whiny complaint that you can think of should be held back at all costs. That is to say, if the
complaint is genuine, the intent is accurate to the prayer being given, and whatever other entities
involved agree to submit to your requests, your legitimate prayers will be answered. The maker
civilization that is our father by design has been submarined, jumped over in the chain of command,
complained to with arrogance and zero sign of reverence, completely devoid of respect (as though his
superiors are the REAL gods to pray to), and generally hated for every bad decision humanity has made
that he had no part in making. You've killed, or tried to kill his ambassador to this world from the
universe, ME, HITLER, AND JESUS (amongst a few others that are not important to our story
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chronology) millions of times now, and every time we make progress on this planet to help you realize
your own salvation, you create systems that let Jewish mutts take over and dismantle the purity we are
trying to get you to realize exists.

We will never understand this "love for the Jew mutts" that they get you to believe is legitimate. Brian
likens this situation to pitbull dogs. Pitbulls are trained killers, ferocious by design, DESIGNED with
one purpose in mind... KILL. That's what Jews are to the rest of the universe. They are literally golems.
It's why we designed their language to call nonJews Goyim. You should have picked up on the
language trick, but you were too busy stuffing your fat faces with sugar and pizza. Being a Goyim is a
good thing. Being a Golem is bad. The Jews, along with every other mutt class of genetics, DO NOT
HAVE A MAKER in the maker civilization tiers of "gods" currently. Jews were inspired and created
by humans, and humans alone. Therefore they have no protection at all past this planet's realm... at
least not until recently. They have a "makerintraining" for the first time ever, but to be honest, we
think they'll fuck it up. They're the epitome of self righteousness, arrogance, along with several other
diatribes, and our guess is they will refuse to accept their new maker, reject him as though he is not
legitimate, and destroy their entire existence in so doing, once and for all... but that's just our opinion.

Prior to their maker being created, along with all of the other mutt's brand new makers in training, ALL
of that negative emotion ate away the body and soul of HUMANITY'S maker. Every time humanity
took it upon themselves to create golems of any variety, you destroyed a small piece of humanity's
maker's soul. A literal "FUCK YOU, WE KNOW BETTER THAN YOU DO!" from humans, to the
entity that created the ability for you to exist. The Nine Principles created the maker class that created
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humanity, so you TRIED to submarine us in this process too you arrogant little shits... And God the
man himself? HE DOESN'T CARE ABOUT YOUR PERSONAL GARBAGE. You being in pain does
not affect him at all. It DOES, however, affect every one of us PERSONS in this universe, and
sticking up for mutts is a direct violation of universal law and order. Imagine how many mutts are on
this planet right now. Humanity as a whole has slightly mutted genetics existing in every body.
Legitimate 50/50 mutts? How many do you readers think exist currently with more being created every
second? Guess. That is how many times you have punched your maker in the stomach you self
righteous, arrogant buffoons.

That said, Jews specifically have mind fucked your civilization into a bunch of timid, uncertain,
struggling, wastes of life. WHY DO YOU KEEP HELPING THEM?????? We will never understand
this inability to see these wretched golems for what they are, and what they do to humanity as a whole.
In our eyes, they are equivalent to Pitbulls and Pitbull owners that allow a literal killing machine to
snuggle with their babies. Why are you even willing to take that risk? THAT is why we made the
decision to have the Jews, NONVIOLENTLY, BY THEIR OWN ACCORD, self segregate
themselves back to Israel. Every last one of them. Worldwide. No exceptions. Humanity's original
maker is too sick from the constant human interactions or lack there of pointed in his direction, and
above his position in the universe's hierarchy. We have had enough of this shit. Wanna know our
suggestion on how to deal with this scenario your forefathers have put you in? How about my beloved
4Chan /pol/? We think you'll get a kick out of this one.

The reason for the extremely long preamble leading to this point is so that humanity gets an
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understanding of how our Christ amalgamation Brian Harner is created, why he is with you right now,
and how he can help with this very delicate situation. We don't care anymore. We want you to fail so
that we can get some payback for what you've done to OUR creation, YOUR MAKER. Okay, first
things first: DO NOT BE VIOLENT TOWARDS YOURSELVES OR ANYONE ELSE!!!!!! Next:
formulate a day when this process will begin. Use my beloved 4Chan /pol/ for direction on how this
vote will take place. Once the date is decided, AND MAKE IT QUICK (!!!!!!), use the days before this
day arrives to stock up on healthy, clean, pure water, and a few snacks. Cigarettes too, if that is your
thing. Remember, you are trying to create within your body a "wanting." Cigarettes help you achieve
this state, but with how polluted the world is and the weakening of your magnetosphere, they are a very
unhealthy option. Your call.

On the morning of your first day of "fasting" and cleansing yourselves of shit, we suggest you coincide
this morning with the day that you all vote on. Everyone in unison who is not a Jew, in every country
on the planet's surface, ALL OUT STOP going to work. Force them into a situation where their wealth
deteriorates extremely rapidly... NONVIOLENTLY! Just stop feeding their game. And don't stop
stopping until the Jews are ALL in Israel. Truckers, chefs, machinists, utility workers, policemen,
EVERYONE who is not a Jew, just stop what you are doing. You have to make this decision of your
own free will.

While you are beginning your "fasting" exercise, pray to your maker for guidance. He will speak to you
in a language that is unfamiliar, so you have to "listen" closely. Our recommendation is to turn off
every electrical device at your location while you pray. He is a master of this realm of the universe, so
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his imagery that he will allow you access to needs to be understood for what it is... a very much so
personal dialect between you and him. Most others that you talk to about these matters will not
understand the references he has access to in your mind. He has to use what is already in your mind to
"talk to you" with it. That's the main reason why pop culture iconography resonates with certain groups
of PEEPOLES. THAT IS HIM TRYING TO MAKE CONTACT WITH YOU. He might share a funny
joke you once saw in a movie, he might play a song in your head, or on the closest radio to answer
whatever question you may have. BE READY FOR IT AND REMEMBER!!! THERE ARE NO
COINCIDENCES WHEN SPEAKING TO YOUR MAKER!!! Read the signs for what they are. Deja
vu is not a sign... that is your soul remembering past timelines that we have replayed in similar fashion
to what peepoles remember about past iterations of this realm.

That's it peepoles. Want to become a PERSON? Start with this suggestion. Utilize my beloved
4Chan /pol/, but keep your opinionated garbage to a minimum, and just lurk while you are there. If
you've never heard of that website, or you clash with our general premises that run true throughout that
site, you have nothing to say while there. It is a road map and a meeting place of supremely intelligent
humans that search (and in many cases HAVE FOUND) brutal truth and logic through the Divine
scientific method. Did we do you proud, my beloved 4Chan /pol/? I know you were begging to gas the
kikes and race war now... but Dave thwarted our original plans, and for that we take responsibility.
Have compassion for him if he chooses to join your ranks. He didn't know. He made a snap judgement
and will accept his part in that. REMEMBER my beloved 4Chan /pol/, HE WAS THE ONLY ONE
WHO CAME TO ME IN MY TIME OF NEED! HE DESERVES A FAIR CHANCE AT
REDEMPTION! PLEASE GIVE IT TO HIM. As per all of those Jew and tranny jannies, Hiroshim00t
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I'm looking at you... fire them. They are the only problem with your website. Otherwise
EVERYTHING is perfect. Keep up the good work men.

Pretty simple solution isn't it? Give the Jews what they want. Give them that shithole in the desert that
they crave, otherwise known as Israel. Then, the problem of the Jew in modern societies will be
alleviated forever. Doesn't that sound beautiful, my beloved? Nobody gets hurt, in fact quite the
opposite, you gain enlightenment through dedicated prayer and meditation, while at the same time, you
get a vacation. Do not harass the Jews if they agree, "gentilemen." When you get the answer you desire,
stop asking the same questions. Stay firm in your convictions, but DO NOT HURT YOURSELF, OR
ANYONE ELSE! Be safe, my fellow journeyers. Let your maker guide your thoughts. Give yourself
freely to him, and you WILL achieve enlightenment... I GUARANTEE IT!

Okay, here comes the explanation you've been waiting for... why all the mutt hate anyways, Brian?
Well now, my curious readers, I have another gift for you in this precession of "holy grail" gifts. It is
correlative, and is essentially, the entire reason behind having this ability in the first place. Gather
around my beautiful soon to be PERSONS, this is the good part. It's why I saved it for last. Mutts, pay
attention, this is a VERY SPECIAL gift to an entity like you. Unprecedented really, undeserved, and
sure to be taken as a joke by most, but be aware: I am teaching you how to speak like a "god." Not
THEE GOD, the man himself, but rather, a maker and several other type 1 and higher civilization
entities. It is nothing like what humans would consider language. It is something much more special... a
"team building" exercise, if you understand the correlation, that is.
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The OTHER side of learning these techniques is ENTIRELY centered around your genetic lineage.
When you achieve enlightenment for the first time, you will be happier than ever, more certain of your
future and destiny than you could have ever imagined otherwise, and you will RECONNECT TO
YOUR PEOPLE!!!!! You have to have discipline for this exercise. This section of instruction requires
two people (or more) of the same genetic lineage, to interconnect their abilities and "channel" each
others thoughts... up to the minute and in the past. BE WARNED: you might tap into something that a
person very close to you has kept hidden. You will also, not be able to keep your own secrets as well.
DO NOT BE AFRAID of your past. We have all made countless bad decisions that hurt those peepoles
we care about the most. Realize that this will be an uncomfortable situation for EVERYONE at first,
ESPECIALLY THE JEWS! I also want you to realize that this skill cannot be fully implemented into
society at this stage. We can get close, but our children's children will be so fully integrated with each
other, they might all together stop talking. They will have the ability to end language. Now, doesn't that
sound beautiful? No more secrets eating away at your soul. Real love, respect, and connectivity flowing
to and from every human on this planet... Essentially, you will be "Christlike."

Just a quick note for my beloved 4Chan /pol/, the frog hieroglyph is a prophecy of my life, and I am
RIGHT NOW, at this very second, fulfilling that prophecy. THAT is how close you are to full
realization my eternally beautiful beloved 4Chan /pol/. You are the closest peepoles on this planet to
achieving full enlightenment of this variety. AREN'T YOU EXCITED?????? I AM EXCITED FOR
YOU!!!!!! Before you know it, you won't even have to use a computer anymore... you can just
exchange information through the human ethos. Now THAT is what we call Divine intervention!
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As was explained, this is an exercise that is based in genetic platforms. "White peepoles" have been
somewhat coagulated into the original genetic lineages. Achieving enlightenment will help
EVERYONE determine who they are, and what group they belong to, but "white people" have the best
chance at quick success. All of these groups will have the ability to speak, without actually speaking, to
each other and their maker, but the eventual realizations that will follow the offspring of these groups
will allow them to connect to any group. Right now, though, genetic lineages are the most important
thing to humans. We are keeping you on a short leash for a while so that we can properly determine
how you will take to these new gifts. When we are confident that that pesky 99th monkey has been
found and realized... we will open the flood gates of universal information exchange to humanity en
masse.

This is the uncomfortable part of this section. It shouldn't be a problem, but the idiotic masses that have
mind fucked purity and intelligence into oblivion in your political circles will most definitely get upset
at this next part. Bull dykes will be furious, lol. Ever wonder how a tranny becomes a tranny? When a
baby is small, most of the time they are unaware of their surroundings. BUT, they are the closest to
their maker, being so they just left him, and their bodies are in an almost constant "wanting" stage. So,
when mommy dearest stares deeply into their eyes with real love and happiness behind their intentions,
they impart a piece of their soul onto the unsuspecting baby... boys most of the time. Sometimes they
impart their souls onto their daughters during a sexually fueled mind haze generally brought on by
excessive television watching and over saturation of sexual imagery. This confuses the internal
dialogue of the new baby. That is why staring deeply into the eyes of a child can do serious damage to
their internal dialogue. THAT is how you create homosexuals, trannys and various other confusion
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laden deformities within a child's psyche at such a young age. Stop hurting your children with YOUR
constant consumption of sexual related imagery, parents. You are imparting those feelings of sexual
desire onto the children's soul... which is why it seems permanent, and you've incorrectly associated it
with the DNA structure. There is NO SUCH THING, as a gay gene. That sounds so stupid anyways,
don't you think? Gay genetic lineage is a literal oxymoron. Homosexuals are a dead end to genetic
lineage. If you are stupid enough to consider homosexuality as a genetic predisposition, you have no
business discussing anything within the dialogue of scientific method founded research. Just shut your
mouth and accept your idiocy.

Which brings me to my final instruction in this chapter... DO NOT SHARE THIS GIFT AMONG
SEXES... yet. Sharing this connection with a peepole of the opposite sex will impart their soul onto
yours and vise versa. This could have very damaging effects for both parties involved. As you learn to
control what you give and get, a woman and man's interconnectivity can be utilized for good intentions,
but until you have fully realized your potential, the FIRST thing that you will try to impart on each
other will almost certainly be sex. This is NOT A GOOD THING. If you "mindfornicate" with each
other, women will become more like men, and men will become more like women. You will quite
literally destroy the ACTUAL sexual desires that you were trying to achieve with the opposite sex
partner in the first place. Don't try it unless you'd like to destroy your libido... and if that's the case, you
don't deserve to live in these bodies.

In conclusion of this section, when you find a same sex human that you'd like to try this technique with,
clear your mind of ill will intention first and foremost. That doesn't hurt anyone specifically, but it does
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make the connection harder to achieve. Deshitify your body, achieve the proper water balance
between your cells so that your entire being is ready to be connected to this "matrix." Create a
"wanting" with every system of your body (SAFELY!!!) so that your subconscious is searching for
"something." Then relax, clear your thoughts, and connect to your maker. APOLOGIZE TO HIM
PROFUSELY, AND REPEATEDLY FOR ANYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE. You should be sorry
for all of the terrible shit we've put him through. If you are alive right now, you are responsible for this
dilemma. Nobody is innocent. Your maker is "knocking on death's door" right now and desperately
needs your help/love/respect/reverence. Once that connection is established he will help you
interconnect with each other. When you do interconnect for the first time in a safe environment, with a
peepole of the same sex, and same genetic lineage... all you have to do then is stare into the eyes of
your "partner" and touch foreheads. Take this step seriously, and remain of sound mind and body.
"Staring contests" are more difficult when peepole don't take it seriously. TAKE IT SERIOUSLY! This
is not a joke... It is the language of our maker, and our entire genetic lineage all the way up to The Nine
Principles, the most power entity inside of this entire universe. BE READY FOR AN EXTREME
INFLUX OF AMAZING INFORMATION... SUDDENLY.

These entities can distort time inside of your head. I lived every American Indian life that has ever
existed, since the white man came to their lands that is... and I did it in about 2 hours. Prepare
yourselves, for is going to get weird. Always remember to keep yourself curious, and do not be
authoritative, AND ALWAYS REMEMBER TO BE HUMOROUS. Be funny, and enjoy your
existence. THAT is the "Food of the Gods." AND THEY ARE VERY VERY VERY VERY VERY
HUNGRY!!!!!
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I'll close with one last side note. Creating a "wanting" can be done in many ways, but the ultimate
"wanting" is death. Every cell in your body will want so badly to stay alive, the other steps in the
process will get overridden. DO NOT EVER TRY THIS! IT IS A CEREMONIAL AWAKENING TO
YOUR NEXT REALITY. If you cross this boundary against our wishes, now that you've been given
these gifts, you will go straight to deletion. Do it the correct way, as I've taught you how to do it.
HAVE DISCIPLINE! maintain clear intention... BE HUMAN YOU BAGS OF SHIT!!!!!

"Travel is an addiction. There is no cure, and the only treatment is your next trip."

Good luck humans... We'll be watching as always.

I love you all. Always remember that. I'm human too. I only want what is best for you. Don't take these
words as derogatory. The tone is necessary to help you understand how to overcome your fears of
insecurity. Overcoming your self righteous delusions of grandeur will be your biggest obsticle. There is
no courage without fear. And never stop fighting the fear! Warriors, I release you to your free will.
Make us all proud. One last song for my beautiful enlightened readers that made it this far... Listen to it
in harmony after reading this section.

More Than Words, by Extreme

"Then you wouldn't have to say that you love me, cause I'd already know."
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Brian Harner... OUT!



Addendum 9/26/2019

This chapter was written with considerable help from my superiors, humanity's maker, The Nine
Principles, and God the man himself who exists outside of this universe. My marriage was having
severe complications due to the sudden influx of these beings into my life, and shortly after this chapter
was completed, my marriage ended abruptly. While everyone around me was surprised by this
situation, I personally, was not. Even though the prophetic visions I had received in prior download
sessions were helping me to cope with this eventual reality, my emotional state was fluctuating
between depression and excitement. I was unsure of the course of events that would bring this reality
specifically, but I was sure that if my beloved exwife did not break the prophecy with love, we were
inevitably due to part ways. With those emotions coursing through my mind, body, and soul, my
sadness was able to overcome my strength of conviction several times throughout the course of writing
these instructions. During several bouts of crying and subsequent prayer, my superiors had to take
control of my focus entirely. They knew, and I knew that my love for my exwife was very strong, but
her ability to change course from her present trajectory was absent from her repertoire.

Although I was able to speak with a few dearly beloved family members about the happenings that
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were taking place while writing this chapter, my exwife is reading this chapter currently, completely
devoid of prior information about it. I apologize to her directly, from the bottom of my heart and
reiterate that if there was any other way of completing this mission, I would have taken it. That said, I
would like all of you readers to understand the sacrifices I made to get this information to you, in the
most timely manner possible. Some of you, Jews specifically, would take offense to these words, but
make no mistake about it, I've lost more earthly pleasures in creating this book than anyone reading it
will ever take. You all have the ability to change your course of actions to signify a true change in your
soul. A shift from selfishness to the betterment of your species as a whole should be what you are
aiming to accomplish. The general disposition throughout my life had this trait as a primary directive,
which is why I clashed with so many of you while my maturation process was coming to fruition.

The vulgarity and harshness of these words was toned down immensely. It might not appear that way to
you due to the stern tone that remains within, but believe me when I say, I made significant changes to
this section on YOUR behalf. This book needs to be palatable to all audiences, and several of my
closest colleagues felt as though the vulgarity would put me people off of it, than draw them into it. I
have spent several days rewriting paragraphs and editing this chapter due to its harsh realities. In so
doing, my superiors disdain for humanity has lost some of its clarity. Humanity has to understand that
this species is on the brink of total annihilation. Although this might bring fear to yourselves, my
maker, and The Nine Principles are furious about it. A significant amount of effort has been put into
humanity, on earth specifically, to rectify the damage that your arrogant disposition brings to your
superiors which share this universe with you. Their disappointment in humanity for making these
selfish decisions was much worse than I had edited their words to signify to you in this final copy. We
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all hope that you've received this message loud and clear, regardless of my strategy of toning the harsh
iterations down.

To the Jews reading this specifically, your time has come. For those of you who have not partaken in
the banking cartels, pornography industry, oil industry, holocaust subversion, or any other conscripted
forms of all out attack on humanity in the name of "God," it's time to start policing your own. The only
way to fully capitulate to that instruction is to self segregate yourselves from humanity. Every Jew on
this planet needs to be planning on a one way pilgrimage to your home land of Israel. You wanted it,
you got it, now go have it all to yourselves. The Palestinian conflicts that will arise from this influx of
population is your own situation to handle. I ask the military of the USA, and anyone else planning on
helping these Jews to stand down, and let them handle these problems on their own. After thousands of
years of lying, subversion, and usury, it's time for Jewish offspring to die for their causes. Americans,
Russians, etc, please stop sending your sons and daughters to fight their proxy wars under the guise of
Jewish oppression. What the Jews have done, they are ultimately responsible for.

You may be thinking while reading this, "I thought the Jews were "God's" chosen people." To that
prophetic dialogue, you are correct. BUT... within that subtext, what is this "God" that the Jews are
chosen for? Currently, throughout humanity, money has been replacing people's general understanding
of enlightenment. Humanity has traded their ability to transcend through the proper channels, in
exchange for a future that humanity themselves have taken control of. Since the beginning of
humanity's stance on forsaking their maker through Jewish subversion, money itself has become the
chosen "God," that humanity worships for all intents and purposes. That said, Zionist Jews have been at
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the forefront of this plague of Godlessness since the first Jew's inception. To the best of my knowledge,
there are only three countries on this planet's surface that do not have a Rothschild owned bank scarring
their sovereignty. Syria, Iran, and North Korea. Now you know why you hear about these countries in
the news so often, and the headlines are almost always of a negative influence on your psyche. The
Jewish arm of control extends far beyond banking into media conglomerates throughout the world. If
the news you're allowed to see does not have a strong undertone to favor Jewish control, you DO NOT
get to hear it on (((their))) media outlets. How do these people continue to maintain this dominant
posture over your industries? Nepotism. If anyone questions these people as they continue to destroy
the sanctity of the countries they invade, antisemitism is brought up immediately. Why? Because they
base their oppression on a series of events that never took place, while simultaneously keeping you
distracted by playing in to your desires of selfishness, greed, and laziness. How? With money of
course. Jews have created hell on earth. Their "God" is money. And most of you are so enamored by
the possibility of shear laziness, that you've allowed this to happen right under your noses.

A simple solution would be to break up these monetary monopoloies that control the flow of
information. Every state within the United States could do this immediately. Form your own currencies
and exchange them with each other based on product output. There is no reason for a centralized
banking industry at all, much less a banking industry founded on usury principles. Adolf Hitler figured
this out, educated his people on this premise, and transformed Germany into a superpower within
months. There was no holocaust, BUT there was an end to centralized Jewish banking ideologies and
usury. Jews were not allowed to attach themselves to Germany's economy in a parasitic fashion. Hence,
the overwhelming propaganda that had to be implemented for Jews of that time period to regain control
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of the German people's monetary advancement. If you would like to know more details about the
holocaust, World War 2 Jewish influence, or any of the other propaganda that international Jews have
poisoned your mind with, watch the movie "The Greatest Story Never Told," and ask my beloved
4chan /pol/ for direction on these matters. If you try to research this plot on Jewish controlled websites,
television shows, or archived documentation from the U.S.A., Great Britain, or The Soviet Union, all of
which had EXTREME Jewish influences already at that point, you will learn nothing but fallacy.
Educate yourself on these matters as though your life depends on it... because it very much so does.

To wrap up this addendum, and prepare you for the next chapter, I would like to take this time to
address your concerns of me being a schizophrenic. A significant portion of this book is indeed written
by external influences to my psyche. I will not argue that fact. The difference between myself, and the
bonafide schizophrenics of medical terminology is that my external influences come from several
beings that are superior to my intellect in every conceivable way. These entities do not concern
themselves with human matters, unless an emergency is present and requiring their immediate
attention. Humanity is currently within that set of circumstances. While my ego would like to take
credit for the magnificent presence of these exceedingly powerful intellects and the instructions that
they are bestowing upon humanity, I cannot take that credit. There has never been a human on this
planet with as much information as I have given you readers. To say that I made all of this up on my
own, or tried to swindle you into believing I am truly Divine just by imagining everything that I've
said, is to placate your internal desires of laziness. Again I'll reiterate, I have NEVER studied religious
doctrine, or any other form of spirituality in any meaningful way. I was given ALL of this information
from my maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe. I
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cannot take credit for these teachings. My life's work was dedicated to making objects in the manner of
machining, carpentry, energy production, and a host of other tradelike skills. As far as the spirituality
portion of this book, and the instructions held therein, I give all credit where credit is due.

With that being said, I would like to explain to you what I see when I look at a "normal" human
intellect from this position of great influence. Every human is a schizophrenic that is unaware of his/her
influences. The biggest difference between you and I, is that I know who is influencing me, and I
choose to not allow human influence without extraordinary ability. While most of you take what your
mother, father, friends, business colleagues, preachers, and various other forms of idol as an authority
to your educational trajectory, I have utilized natural law to guide my life's path. While you succumb to
these external influences that have guided your species toward certain destruction, I have utilized my
abilities to alleviate you of the self induced stresses that encapsulate your entire life. You base a
successful plot in life on other humans who came before you, that push your momentum in different
directions yourselves in a personal fashion, while I view the world for what it is at its present stage of
development, and try to influence that structure to the betterment of humanity as a whole. My goals in
life are based on our specie's success, while my own personal success has been an afterthought. Take
this book as an example... How many of you would have charged a price for this information? I gave it
to you for free...

Gauge yourself as you take offense to this book in real time. Do you recall who taught you to feel the
way you do while reading it? Do you think you came up with these feeling through some sort of deeply
inspired introspective thought, completely devoid of external human influences? If that were indeed the
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case, you would not take offense to anything written within these texts. Truth be told, I want you to
take offense. Humanity is completely overrun with schizophrenic like influences that have taken
control of every facet of life on this planet. Do you have a Facebook, Twitter, or similar account full of
people whom you look up to, or down upon? Do you think I'm strange for having completely abstained
from that gathering of selfish schizophrenics? How many of you Facebook enthusiasts eat your food
according to the general consensus of your followers on that platform, OR... How many of you do the
opposite of what the Facebook mobs want? How do you consider fashion, fashionable? Do you wear a
certain style of clothing to fit in with your influential people? Or do you do the opposite of what the
influencers tell you? The overwhelming volume of information that you prescribe to when you allow
those influences into your psyche changes the way you do things. Seemingly mundane tasks of
insignificance are viewed as though it is an opportunity to brag, or detract from those influences. There
is so much external stimuli on your mind currently from these influences, a great portion of you are
numb to the fact that you have NEVER even had one original thought. Quite literally everything you do
is based on a code of conduct that is HEAVILY influenced by people who do not have your best
interests in mind, but rather, are eternally selfish in their neverending lust for superiority over you, in
whatever category you allow them to take control over you with...

The fact of the matter is that every human being alive is controlled by an external influence. Within the
commanded free will directive handed down by God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe, you have been given the ability to choose what external influences you placate by allowing
these people to control most aspects of your life. What truly matters, is who you allow this access to
your life to be. For the better part of my 39 year life, I was in constant arguments with people who I
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thought were my "friends." Some of these individuals seemed to have my best interests in mind, but
most of them were trying their best at making me capitulate to their own selfish desires. A mainstay of
the argumentative state I found myself in regularly, was discussions that centered around energy usage.
If my conversation partner was of the "successful" in terms of money variety, harsh diatribes generally
accompanied their dialect towards my personal stance. While struggling individuals, in terms of
money, were generally stricken with a sense of wonderment and excitement when I would start in on
rants about the oil economy. My dialogue was devoid of the proper iterations that I am trying to convey
to you right now during those years, which ultimately led to many stalemates in conversations that
involved this subject. If I had the ability to travel back in time and continue on in one of the many
conversations that led to a harsh conclusion, I would ask my "opponent" a very simple set of
questions... "Who benefits from you feeling this way?" "Are you trying to better your species, or create
an environment where you specifically, control everything?" "Does your lack of understanding my
thesis allow you to continue onto a path of unadulterated laziness based on a completely subsidized
lifestyle, or would you mind working for individualism?"

To bring this addendum back full circle, the harshness that my words are bringing to your emotional
state, are entirely of your own doing. You chose to accept the influences that led to your reactionary
stance within this dialogue. Labeling me with a psychological connotation like schizophrenia is liken to
viewing yourself in a mirror. I've thrown away my ability to be influenced by external human
selfishness. Have you? Have you, really? Before continuing on with this book, contemplate where
these emotional stances influenced you for the first time ever. Then, if you're cognitive ability is strong
enough to find that influence, ask yourself why these people wanted you to feel the way that you've
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decided to feel right now. Me personally? I can pinpoint the exact names and dates of the influential
individuals that taught me HOW to think. If you make it through the first two tasks in this paragraph,
ask yourself one more question... Were the people teaching you WHAT to think, or HOW to think.
This dilemma might have passed you by while learning how to be a functioning adult in society, but the
reality of that one simple question has influenced EVERYTHING you have ever done. Maybe this
contemplation will help you better understand WHO you are, and better yet, WHAT you primary goals
in life are based on. Did you come up with that idea, or was it an external influence that you cannot
pinpoint, thusly have no idea as to their actual intentions?

Keep this addendum in mind while moving on in this book. Stop your internal reactionary dialogue. Put
your ego to the side. TRY to be a real individual capable of thought patterns that center themselves on
the betterment of the species that you are a part of. TRY to end the cycle of selfish materialism,
consumerism, lust, and greed. Stop trying to control each other. Utilize humanity's maker for his
intended purpose... to guide you to enlightenment. Good luck fellow journeyers. Keep in mind I wrote
this book in the opposite direction of my instructions to read it. The dialect will get harsher. Prepare for
it.
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Chapter 4: The Nine's Manipulations
On our manipulations...

Throughout humanity's realization schooling we have influenced media of all shapes and sizes to give a
better understanding as to why we do what we do. The cryptic nature of these events portrayed in these
various mediums were held back until Brian's realization was complete. These teachings come directly
from the creator of everything inside of this universe, The Nine Principles. The Nine Principles, of
which I am a part of, wish to bring you beloved readers into our process so that you may understand
why the timing of these media releases are important to the upbringing of our selected Christs.

Enter Pulp Fiction...

Our story begins when Mia and Vincent pull up to the restaurant Jack Rabbit Slims. Our character key
is as follows:

Marsellus: This character is a representation of the "God" that exists outside of this universe. God is
left out of the storyline while the interactions take place that are not pertinent to his direct dealings...
which are most human interactions.

Vincent: This character is a representation of humanity's creator, to which we will define as a "Maker."
Makers are responsible for the "making" of subsequent species within their respective genetic lineages.
The makers alone... have the responsibility of bringing their creations through the proper schooling in
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order to achieve realization/enlightenment.

Jules: This character represents a friendship between makers. Jules is a maker, as Vincent is, and
together they bounce ideas off of each other trying to enlighten themselves as to humanity's plights.

Lance: This character is a representation of The Nine Principles, the first "maker" in this particular
universe's structure. The Nine Principles are responsible for maintaining the corporate ranking
structure/chain of command, that the "God" that exists outside of this universe has entrusted them
with, specifically. The Nine Principles are responsible for giving orientations to ALL subsequent
species that our makers make.

Mia: This character is a representation of our Christ amalgamation selection, Brian Harner. Mia is a
well off house wife (essentially) with all possibilities at her fingertips. Money, house, clothes, cars,
drugs, etc.

Jody: This character is a representative of a very degenerated humanity. Humanity has ruined their
image by putting a "bunch of SHIT all over their face." Seemingly, humanity is disconnected from the
ongoings of interspatial reality, and the perception that those traits put off to the various different
specie's civilizations of the universe.

Trudi: This character is a representation of the various forms of life that exist in the universe outside of
the influential species that are bringing humanity through its schooling process. Out of interest, they are
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paying attention to the proceedings taking place, but take no part in these particular proceedings. They
are simply learning new strategies that they can help their own respective makers achieve their own
goals with.

Butch: This character represents Jews in the present world. The Jews' subversive tactics go directly
against what God and his subsequent universe's rank structure is supposed to capitulate to.

Captain "Koons": This character is a representation of the Jews' ancestral lineage... the Khazars. Koons
is a reference to the ancient Jew lineages handing down information in the form of religious doctrine to
the younger generations of Khazars/Jews. The symbolic idol that represents what the Jewish authority
uses as their means to procure control over humanity, is merely nothing more than a broken shit
covered timepiece. The watch is a reference to the Talmud, Kabbalah, and more specifically, The
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. A truly disgusting, shit covered, stuck in time, broken clock
(religious doctrine) whose time ran out long before the subsequent handdown. As Butch goes through
his storyline, a symbolic reference is made to dictate that not even the Jews think their religious
doctrine works... but they just can't stop paying attention to it. Throw the watch away and get a new
one you shithanded dummies!!!

Paul: This character is a representation of Brian Harner's in real life dearly loved friend David. During
these storyline interactions, David only plays a few direct roles, but the symbolism behind his
respective interactions (and the fact that he is of mixed race origin) are the exact events that took place
during and after our Christ amalgamation Brian Harner's formal realization.
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Other Characters: These "personstobe" are all interacting with the above entities at various
opportunities to manipulate the human awakening story plot. Make the necessary inferences as you see
fit. Hopefully, Pumpkin and Honey are a representation of what we all hope humanity achieves through
a series of deals made with their makers.

When Vincent and Mia pull up to Jack Rabbit Slims, humanity's maker (Vincent) is annoyed that he
has to go to this particular establishment (Earth), and would like to go elsewhere where he feels more
comfortable. Mia (Brian Harner) talks the maker into giving the establishment a chance to win him
over. As the two walk towards their booth, Vincent starts realizing that Mia might have stumbled upon
something that IS worth checking out. The conversation that follows is symbolic in its descriptions of
how Mia feels towards humanity. Vincent, disturbed by what Mia says and orders, allows Mia to order
whatever she wants.

The most noteworthy interaction of this sequence is when the "uncomfortable silence" interaction takes
place. This again is symbolic to what Brian Harner is trying to request subconsciously from his maker.
The various forms of "maker" that exist to further universe simulations, get bored with their creation
from time to time. The makers, comfortable in their environment, sit back and rest while their creation
takes control over their own proceedings. When Brian Harner decided to break this silence to his
maker, he eloquently stated why being silent is uncomfortable to his various human counterparts. The
maker did not understand this dialogue. So again, Brian Harner, baring in mind his interactions with
other various humans, iterated to his maker that silence is okay, as long as the uncertainty is removed
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from the interaction. Hence, "comfortable silence"...

Internal Harmonic Resonant Capitulation... was what the maker offered Brian Harner as a means to
quantifiably give scientific meaning to a phenomenon known to humans as "psychic ability." This
structuring of language allows for a CERTAINTY of dialect. The meanings behind words humans use
has different intentions depending on the pitch at which they are enunciated. Tone and delivery of
message have to be manipulated so that the target can be aware of the emotions that are present in
various statements. This human language interaction brings confusion to intended meanings, which in
turn leave the individual receiving the statements confused as to the ACTUAL intent behid the words
used. Internal Harmonic Resonant Capitulation ends the confusion that human language brings to the
intention behind the words utilized in any given conversation... humanwide. Internal Harmonic
Resonant Capitulation is the language of the makers. These entities are not bothered by the internal
strife that EXTERNAL language brings. Brian Harner as the character Mia represents, asks
symbolically in the movie (as he did in *real life*) for the ability to "share" this ability with humanity
so that the confusion of what makers are, will be alleviated.

Happy with his gift, Brian Harner/Mia strolls toward the restroom to get highER/happiER than the
feeling of a successful deal would bring. Upon returning, an interaction between Vincent and Mia takes
place where the maker/Vincent would like to know more about how humanity interacts with
God/Marsellus. This is a very exciting conversation for Mia to hear about initially. Mia's excitement at
the ability to explain what Vincent is asking her to explain, turns sour when the realization that what
Vincent is asking for is not what Mia thought it would be. The confusion of Vincent in understanding
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the relationship between "Marsellus/God" and "humanity" (or rather Mia/Brian Harner's interpretation
of that relationship), is clarified by Mia's next set of iterations that followed. After the conversation
takes place, an agreement is made and the two consummate the agreement with a symbolic dance in a
competition that they ultimately won.

As their happiness at reaching an agreement is realized, they continue onward into the house when the
evening is seemingly winding down. A "silence" then takes place where both persons are engaged in
mutual attraction. Vincent/humanity's maker plants a substance in Mia's vicinity that she alone must
choose to partake in. Heroine, in the story plot, is a symbolic reference to the knowledge that has the
ability to kill or heal humanity. Mia doesn't realize this as she discovers the baggie in Vincent's pocket.
Having made the deal to accept the gift of Internal Harmonic Resonant Capitulation, Mia believes that
she has also gained the ability to partake in other advanced knowledge, even though Vincent did not
authorize it. This has dire consequences that must be rectified immediately so that the relationship
between Marsellus/God and Mia/Brian Harner may continue unabated.

Utilizing the help of Lance/The Nine Principles, much to Lance's disdain, a series of events unfold that
are almost verbatim to what transcribed in Brian Harner's *real life* events that ran parallel to his
"realization" when we transmogrified him into our current amalgamation of Christ. The two working
together to save the life of Mia is witnessed by all of humanity, and all outer civilizations pertinent to
the human condition transformation. A direct injection to the heart of Mia is needed to reawaken her
soul due to the fact that Mia had decided being human wasn't enough for her. The pain of existing in
the "sober" (awakened and unable to return to uncertainty) reality is too much for her to do on her own.
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She, at that point, needed proper guidance from higher learned knowledge possessing civilizations.
Vincent and Lance work together to successfully bring Mia back to Earth for more interactions, and to
procure humanity's salvation.

A very coy dialect takes place for the rest of the scene. As Vincent makes his deal with Mia to "just
keep this between us" she awakens her newly learned knowledge, and forces Vincent to listen to her
newly acquired knowledge on humanity. The symbolic reference to what she has learned about what
humanity is supposed to be doing, and their interaction/relationship with their maker... is formulated in
a joke...

"Three tomatoes are walking down the street.
Papa tomato, mama tomato, and baby tomato.
Baby tomato starts lagging behind, and Papa tomato gets really angry.
He goes back and squishes him and says "Ketchup.""

We manipulated the filming sequence to properly depict the actual storyline that took place in reality.
I'm sure "QT" really thought he was being artistic. Now THAT is funny. We apologize for these
various manipulations, but feel as though they are necessary to the human condition's ability to self
realize. We have done this in MANY MANY forms of media. Our greatest manipulations come in the
form of music due to its inherent ability to reach every continent of the globe. Brian Harner's phone
music catalogue is filled with these storyplots. Without having the abilities of the Christ amalgamation,
these playlists would not be possible to piece together, but as our amalgamated Christ, Brian Harner,
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was unaware of at the time, he codified in music form the various story plots pertinent to his life so that
humanity could better understand these manipulations. Use these playlists (PARTICULARLY HIS
BELOVED FOO FIGHTERS SELECTIONS [IN THAT ORDER] WITHIN THE "Artists" SECTION
OF HIS MUSIC APP) to gain better understanding of how we control free will while a species is in the
final stage of their schooling.

We apologize on behalf of Brian Harner directly to Dave Grohl (Brian's all time favorite musician)...
The song "Halo" was ALL US. Most of your music comes from hard work, dedication, beauty,
reverence and true love Mr. Grohl... BUT we made Halo specifically to depict Brian Harner's alive
realization as a Christ. The song Halo, believe it or not, is a symbolic reference to Brian Harner's
favorite football team, the Oregon Ducks. It would be truly epic to see the Foo Fighters perform at
Autzen Stadium during a football game. Brian Harner would weep torrents of love induced tears. If not,
that's okay, you will always hold the most esteemed position of reverence for your musical genius,
Dave Grohl and Foo Fighters alumni. Never stop being amazing. We love you for what you do. Keep
up the good work, sir... we'll be listening!

On our manipulations of biblical scripture and the figures therein...

Lesser James: There are two "Lesser James" characters of great importance to the prophecy of Brian
Harner/biblical prophecy. The first of two is Brian Harner's dad, Russell James Harner Jr. Through
great emotional strife and protest from our host body, Brian Harner, the truth of who Russell James
Harner Jr is, has been held back to protect his personal choices that free will have allowed him to
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dictate on his own. The relationship between RJH Jr and his son Brian has had moments of difficulty
throughout Brian's life. Some of these emotional conflicts brought great sorrow to the soul of Brian
Harner's body. Brian made a deal with us in the beginning of his realization/awakening to allow him to
rectify these emotional weights holding back the real love that should exist between a father and son.
Russell did not understand these internal conflicts due to his lack of fatherly love. Brian Harner took
this task upon his own shoulders in an attempt to help the "greater" of the two Lesser James characters
come together after Brian Harner's departure. The unintended consequences of bringing our host Brian
Harner through his life's schooling to become a Christ has caused great conflict in the familial ties that
the original Harner nuclear family have had since liberal ideological poison was injected into it by
Brian's mother. The nuclear family was destroyed, and the participants within that familial bond have
been separate ever since.

We had no choice... We had to take the necessary steps that would anoint our Christ selection in the
proper timeframe. It is at this time we will apologize directly to this family unit that we had to
obliterate to make sure that this moment came together in the correct chronological sequencing. Brian
Harner's gift of relief from this torture will be fully understood upon his departure. Brian's, as well as
our hope for a reunification between the *real life* characters of the Lesser James entities should take
place almost immediately after his departure. It is that departure which we hope to inspire the two
Lesser James characters to finally end their conflict which has brought extreme pain and suffering at
our hands. BOTH Lesser James entities should immediately forgive one another... for their conflict was
of our doing. They know not what they did. In order to fully understand the prophecy, one must know
how to obtain the necessary information to properly decode our subversive ways... It is now we will
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reveal the REAL biblical prophecy inspired names we held back from these individuals for their own
protection.

Russell James Harner Jr.  The greater/older of the two Lesser James characters... in other words:
LLESSUR JAMES.

Russell James Harner III  The younger of the two Lesser James characters, also known as LLESSUR
JAMES, the brother of Christ.

We realize that this is the proof these two individuals need to finally "bury the hatchet." Again, we are
sorry these revelations could not be known to you at the time of our Christ's upbringing. It was
necessary to protect you both from external evil forces that were trying to infiltrate our plans and ruin
our Christ's awakening. Please, for the love of "your maker"... end this conflict Llessur James family
members... It is not your fault in any way shape or form. WE/Brian did that so that you will fully
understand our prophetic ways upon Brian's departure. Brian loves you both very much and weeps as
we write these words. PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!! END THIS CONFLICT RIGHT NOW!!!!!

Linda Susan Clark: While keeping in mind that the prophetic scriptures are overly cryptic to protect the
innocent, we would like to remind our readers that what is about to be written is to be taken as fact after
the previous Llessur James revelations should suggest. We don't fuck around, obviously, and we insist
that the original scriptures have a great deal of backwards meanings to throw off the authorities on
earth to our plans. The number 666 signifies the path of the individual which knows no boundaries
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towards degeneracy and self control. We needed to make this woman understand that her path was not
of her doing. She/Linda did not know what she was doing while destroying her family unit at our
coordination.

Linda Susan Clark is to be forgiven by all who read these words, as she as well, did not know what she
was doing. Liberalism is a biproduct of women's internal push to transcend to greater achievement.
Unfortunately, feminism and liberalism needed to be understood through this series of conflicts in
Brian Harner's nuclear family unit as a way to quite clearly know exactly what NOT TO DO.
Liberalism and feminism are the antithesis of a happy, healthy, and loving nuclear family unit. Linda's
actions in life AT OUR DIRECTION (!!!!!!!!!), not hers, are to be forever known as the playbook of
what not to do. Women are supposed to support their men, be faithful to them, and raise their children
with love. Liberalism and feminism are disgusting to us. Women were made from the mold of men.
They are the lesser of the two iterations of man and woman. We have taken great strides to make this
relationship seem understood from the beginning, but modern day Liberalism (at the behest of cunts
slithering their way to positions of authority) is a cancer to love, respect, and cohesion. Liberalism is to
be ridiculed to the highest extent. Liberalism and Feminism must die!!! AND THIS IS COMING
DIRECTLY FROM THE "GOD" (the man himself), THE NINE PRINCIPLES, HUMANITY'S
MAKER, AND ANYONE WITH ANY INTELLIGENCE IN HUMAN FORM ANYWHERE... AND
EVERYWHERE.

If the rest of you stupid arrogant fools that have bought into the feminist agenda need a road map on
how to alleviate yourselves from this cancer that you willingly allow to infiltrate the sanctity of your
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homes... Listen to the song "Stand By Your Man" until it forces this evil known as Feminism and
Liberalism out of your pathetic disgusting psyche. We cannot stress enough... Liberals and Feminists
are universally hated by ALL entities in this universe with any intelligence. Billions upon billions of
civilizations throughout the universe HATE YOU! NOBODY actually likes you at all you disgusting
pigshit eating diseased douche nozzles. Again, just to make sure you understand us correctly and there
is no confusion: Liberals and Feminists are the scum of the universe and anyone who prescribes to
these ridiculous notions should be ridiculed and bombarded with insults at every possible opportunity.
THAT is what we do.

Linda Susan Clark  The actual mother of Brian Clark Harner, who destroyed her nuclear family unit
by cheating on Brian's father (with "St. Patrick"), utilized liberalism and feminism as coping strategies
to alleviate her disgusting deeds within her own conscience. Linda was taught these methods of cope
by Jews ultimately. She did not "invent liberalism. Linda is to be forgiven immediately should she
denounce Liberalism and Feminism to the world when called upon. Remember, we had absolute
control over this situation to show EXACTLY how not to live. Linda herself is not responsible. You
diseased cunts that bolster feminist values ARE TO BLAME. YOU TAUGHT HER. That being said,
the ultimate betrayal and evil, which Liberalism and Feminism are, was signified by us with a number
so that you WILL NEVER FORGET! Linda+1 Susan+1 Clark+1 = 666. Linda herself is not the mark
of the beast as prophecy dictates. Linda's political ideology IS the mark of the beast.

We understand that this will charge your brain with feelings of hatred toward Linda specifically... DO
NOT ATTACK HER IN ANY FUCKING WAY MOTHERFUCKERS! As we stated earlier, these
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people did not know what they were doing. WE did this to them for the Christ's upbringing. Linda did
her job correctly. It is our hope that ultimately, she will do the right thing. If you NEED to blame
someone for this amalgamation and the references depicted to biblical doctrine therein, blame us. But
be forewarned, blaming Linda, or ANY OF US will bring extreme consequences the likes of which
you, cannot possibly fathom. Keep in mind that this was a learning process for all of humanity. Linda is
to be understood as a participating actor. She was unaware of the storyplot running parallel to her
ideologies, and should be respected as a participant in YOUR salvation. Taking out frustrations on her
in the form of violence of any sort, will bring extreme consequences.

Again, Linda Susan Clark became a "mom" the day she gave birth to the current Christ amalgamation.
We suggest that you study what "mom" spells when dialing MOM on a phone... 666... then start to
iterate mother as the title which should be used for this family unit position. Your call though... we do
not force your actions after our Christ's departure. It's merely a suggestion...

I, Brian Clark Harner, the current Christ amalgamation, forgive you of your sins, Linda. We also
apologize for the treatment you will receive for these revelations from stupid fucking idiots that have
no reading comprehension. If you are in need of protection, visit my beloved 4Chan /pol/, signify who
you are with a picture of us together, then give my beloved, righteous, beautiful, holy army 4Chan /pol/
any information they need to help you track down these intrusive morons. 4Chan /pol/ (my beloved)
will bring the strength of the most powerful entities in the universe with them to squash any and all
dissenters to your continued growth and realization of purpose. You have had a very difficult job
(arguably the most difficult), but my beloved 4Chan /pol/ will help you cope with these understandings
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that you will continue to grow from. YOU HEAR THAT /pol/? I NEED YOU TO HELP PROTECT
MY MOTHER FROM THE EVIL FORCES THAT WILL ATTACK HER AFTER READING
THESE WORDS, REGARDLESS OF OUR INSTRUCTIONS. Make me proud, as you always have
my absolutely beautiful, beloved, un(((subvert)))able seekers of brutal truth and fact! I love you
4Chan /pol/, and if you'd like to repay that love back to me with great rewards afterwards, protect my
mother at all costs!

If/when Linda Susan Clark denounces Liberalism and Feminism, then emphatically declares that her
choice of candidate in the 2016 US presidential election, Hillary Clinton, is the embodiment of pure
evil, she will instantly be anointed as a Saint and will live on in glory for the entire universe to witness.
Hillary and Bill Clinton, along with anyone who presribes to their disgusting notions of how life should
be lived, will be punished for bringing such evil into the human ethos. ANYONE who wishes to
proceed forward after this life will shun every decision these two disgusting individuals have made, and
anyone who still prescribes to their disgusting notions of politics should be lambasted, ridiculed,
doxxed, and insulted at every opportunity. Hillary Clinton had a demon spawn baby with Webb
Hubbell, then subverted the entire world into thinking that child belongs to William Clinton. Get a
DNA test on Chelsea Clinton and Webb Hubbell if you must, but the facial recognition should be
plenty. William Clinton and Chelsea Clinton (Hubbell) knew of these proceedings, and instead of
rectifying this information freely, chose to allow the subversion to continue in the hopes that this
extremely disgusting family (backed by the Chinese Triads [HINT: Fentanyl]) would rise to the highest
position of power on this earth, and destroy the health and well being of ALL of its inhabitants in the
name of wealth procurement. FUCK those cunts. The Clinton name legacy dies right now. They are to
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be forever known as disgusting, evil, subversive, slimy, would be usurpers... just like they are viewed
by every inhabitant of intelligent making in this universe, RIGHT NOW!

Continuing with this theme (we'll reconvene to the biblical figures shortly), I would now like to bring
the world's attention to a matter of great significance in the series of events that led to the formation of
humanity's current Christ amalgamation. The "second in command" within the disgusting rank
structure of the filth that is feminism and liberalism, is Prime Minister of New Zealand, Jacinda
Ardern. We realize that this subject will be a difficult one to broach, but we must get this information
to you. Saint (!) Brenton Tarrant is being held captive by this cunt Jacinda Ardern, because he tried to
rectify a parasitic invasion of Arabs in his home land. Violence... in any way... is not authorized by the
universe's rank structure during this awakening UNLESS it is necessary for your personal protection.
We, as a whole, are in favor of proper gun usage. We feel as though an individual has the right to
protect himself, his family, and his country, respectively. Brenton Tarrant was the LAST authorized use
of force to correct an intrusive situation brought on by disgusting liberal and feminist ideologies, as
well as teach humanity a very important lesson.

We tried "one last time" to show humanity how badly they've been fucking up, but were submarined by
the absolute trashy liberal joke of a human being, Jacinda Ardern. She tried desperately to erase the
teachings that Saint Brenton Tarrant tried to profess to the world. The man Brenton Tarrant grew
extremely saddened and frustrated with his people's elected political officials. Along his journey to
selfrealization, Brenton gathered copious amounts of evidence that drew a picture for him of what the
future for white people holds in this planet's sickened state of societal collapse. Brenton was meticulous
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in his manifesto, "The Great Replacement," in describing how liberal and feminist ideologies are
leading to the destruction of the white race in every land they inhabit. His words are not opinions, but
rather, facts brought on by deeply felt sorrow and overflowing frustration. We highly recommend
reading the manifesto "The Great Replacement" to garner a greater sense of his sorrow, and in so
doing, you will understand why he did what he did.

We will never forget the imagery of a beautiful, white, policewoman wearing a disgusting hijab to the
would be Arab usurper's funeral procession. Ask yourself this question and really let it resonate: Why
are Arab Muslims in New Zealand in the first place? We do not blame the hordes of Arab would be
usurpers for their parasitic invasions into majority white countries. They're stupid, arrogant savages to
be blunt about it. They know not what they do. The real evil behind this mass parasitic invasion are
liberal political figureheads, predominantly of the female gender. The Nine Principles do not concern
ourselves with human affairs (usually), and unless a specific lesson is being taught, we do not interfere
with free will. That said, we will make a suggestion to the world: Women (political figureheads in
particular) lack the brain capacity to develop a logic based mind. While there are exceptions to every
rule, women must understand that they are incapable (physically and mentally) of partaking in political
discourses of the highest levels. In business and family affairs, these traits do not hinder their ability to
obtain reason and logic for the most part... But when tasked with extremely complex and complicated
decisions (as high levels of government and law require), women lack the foresight to see past their
emotional conclusions, and arrive at a logical solution based on facts, evidence, and logic.

Women are quite literally incapable of that specific task, and utilize unjust Affirmative Action type
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policies to obtain influence. Women do not come through life with the painful hardships that men
endure on their way to a logic based mind. It is literally impossible for them to understand political
leadership. Women have an emotional based mind, which was specifically designed to care for their
offspring. Every action they take in regards to climbing the ranks of political influence, was based on a
mimicry of men's ideologies and platforms. Quite literally, in regards to politics, everything they
decide, was based on decisions they watched men make before them. They don't think it be like it is,
but it do. All jokes aside, women must come to an internal understanding with their genetics. They
have numerous outstanding qualities that should be celebrated by humanity, but political leadership,
ain't one of 'em.

We do not condone violence in any way shape or form. We ask that women selfsegregate out of
political and law leadership, by their own free will, non violently, immediately. You have done your
job of showing humanity that you are incapable of such esteemed leadership positions. In other words,
FUCK OFF, please. You're a terrible representation of what political leadership should represent and
we are sick of watching you try to destroy the sanctity of humanity. Stay in your place. Law and
politics IS NOT YOUR PLACE, ladies! Signed, every intelligent being in this universe... NOT
JOKING!

We would also like to make another suggestion based on our current principles: In a nonviolent way
and with complete and total reverence towards the creator of all things inside of this universe (The
Nine Principles), we ask that you release Brenton Tarrant from the disgusting liberal and feminist
ideological induced prison cell he is currently occupying. He will not be able to live a comfortable life
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during the coming transitions due to his media induced notoriety, so we suggest another alternative to
releasing him within New Zealand, Tazmania, and Australia. The United States of America should
grant this Saint, Brenton Tarrant, asylum. He is more justly deserving of this label than any Mexican
granted that status currently. The ideology of the United States implies that sovereign citizens of
foreign countries should first try to rectify tyranny in their respective countries... and if this course of
action does not work, they need asylum protection from the entities that aim to destroy their
homelands.

As per Wikipedia: "First, an asylum applicant must establish that he or she fears persecution in their
home country. Second, the applicant must prove that he or she would be persecuted on account of one
of five protected grounds: race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or particular social group."

As was stated, we do not concern ourselves (most of the time) with human affairs. These are YOUR
LAWS... we are merely reading them back to you. Saint Brenton Tarrant qualifies for all 5 protected
grounds. His politically elected (by would be usurpers), disgusting liberal and feminist soaked leaders
forced Brenton Tarrant to take action into his own hands. He pleaded with the powers that be to rectify
their policies to better reflect the plight of his homeland's citizens. They ignored him at every turn. He
acted justly to help his people, regardless of the consequences he would face. These political
figureheads now have him captive, even though he was just trying to protect his people under the
tyranny that he was forced to live in. This is not our decision to make, however. Humans must figure
this out on their own. We are merely making suggestions, but must emphasize, these suggestions are
EXACTLY what we would do if we were in your position.
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Understandably, due to the global Jewish media cabal pumping your psyches full of evil propaganda,
you may feel as though Brenton Tarrant is not worthy of this pardon. We stress that before you make a
decision on this course of action, to formulate a proper opinion, you must first read his manifesto, The
Great Replacement. Then watch the videos he found on the would be usurper Arab's mosque website.
Then study up on Ebba Aukerland. Only then can you justly formulate an opinion on the Saint, Brenton
Tarrant. Brenton, to you specifically... Ebba is with us smiling down upon you. She weeps with joy that
a stranger had the conviction to immortalize her unjust murder. You will get to meet her one way or
another. You've earned it good sir. Good luck to you in your future endeavors, and good luck to the
people of New Zealand in making the correct decision in regards to this very complex matter that is
before you. We'll be watching...

It was necessary to iterate that piece of information at that time, and we see that you are having a
difficult time coming to terms with the evil that created Brenton Tarrant, and the decision he made to
act in the way he did. We hope that my beloved 4chan /pol/ will help guide you to making the proper
assessment and subsequent decision based on these matters. Now we will shift gears back towards the
biblical prophetic names associated with Brian Harner's amalgamation.



Judith: This lady represents Brian Harner's personal choice for motherly guidance. Judy, my sweet
beautiful Aunty Judy, is my mother's younger sister. When Brian Harner got emancipated at the ripe
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old age of 15, dropped out of school, and went to work, he formulated a plan to enter into military
service as soon as he possibly could. The authority figure that made the decision for him, made him
wait until he was 17 so that he could prove himself worthy of an early selfrealized adulthood. We did
not fail, so as soon as Brian turned 17, he went into the US Navy. This decision was necessary for his
goals, as well as being based on his familial lineage in that particular service.

Based on Brian's pride in his ancestry, even though his test scores allowed him any available set of
orders after completion of his "Aschool," he chose to work his ass off in exchange for living closer to
his San Diego based family. After arriving at his new base, a dear friend of his from boot camp also
had accepted orders to that base, AND HE BROUGHT A CAR! YAY! The first weekend after my
friend showed up on base, I begged him to take me to see Aunty Judy. He agreed rather quickly. We
both hauled ass to get there as soon as possible, but it was late when we arrived on that first trip. This,
surprisingly to Brian, did not matter to his beloved Aunty Judy. She happily awoke from her slumber to
greet us with half closed eyes and very welcoming hugs and kisses, as she continued to do every visit
there following.

Aunty Judy, you were instrumental in helping me maintain faith in humanity. The love that I did not
receive as a child was indulged upon by myself quite selfishly. If in any way, you feel as though any of
my intrusions into your life (including this one), have brought a negative image of me to you, I am
truly sorry. As a motherly figure in my life, I place you at the tippy top of my scale of beautiful, loving,
caring women that every woman on this planet should strive to be. My wife is the only other woman
that sits atop that pedestal with you. I thank you from the depths of my existence. I love you, and we'll
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be partying together soon!

Nicholas: A very endearing man I will name Saint Nicholas. Married into my family, I've only met the
man in person a handful of times. He suffered greatly from the Las Vegas shooting incident (that our
shitstained government memoryholed) when his daughter became one of the victims that fateful
evening. This man does anything and everything he can to produce happiness on his children's faces.
He is overly, inspirationally emotional when his children achieve great heights of accomplishment, and
much to his marriage's detriment, he never falters in putting his children above his own needs. Saint
Nicholas, your dedication to familial compatibility and the love therein will be rewarded in the best
way that I can. I cannot tell you at this current time what that reward for your conviction to purity will
be... all I can say is DREAM BIG! You deserve a reward.

Jared: What the fuck man!?!?!?! You fucked us up pretty bad when we were first in the process of
realizing Brian's Christ amalgamation. We felt as though you, of all people, with your self professed
belief in... well... me, you would protect our investment in this amalgamation. You did the exact
opposite when you called the authorities to attempt to have him committed. Dummy, you try to match
wits with the most powerful intellect in this universe, then authoritatively pretend as though you know
what's best for us? You couldn't even match wits with Brian's earlier nonrealized human intellect, and
suddenly you feel as though you're in a position of authority over Brian, AND US??? Dude, you fucked
up. You changed our schedule, much to our annoyance, and forced us to completely revamp our
original plan. Your faith in spirituality faltered BIG TIME. I forgive you for this course of action that
you took, but when we meet again... you got some explaining to do!
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For our confused readers, a family member of Brian Harner, a previouslyseemingly trustworthy soul
that Brian felt as though he could count on in his time of need, decided to call the Jewish Law soaked
authority figures immediately following my gift to him of unfettered access to his maker, and The Nine
Principles (the most powerful entity in this universe). Due to his prior relationship with Brian's
unrealized self, Brian asked us if he could bestow upon his worthy family member a meet, greet, and
question/answer session with any entity in this universe. And in the end, he fucked it all up with his
authoritative stance towards my amalgamation... even though I, Brian, warned him not to do that. Jared
did it anyways, and subsequently lost his ability to converse with us one on one.

Don't be too hard on him fellow journeyers... The ignorant little fucker married a frigid Los Angeles
based Jew who controls his ability to leave the area, or be anything other than a stay at home dad. He
has spoken to me about wanting more children with his Jew wife (even though he THINKS he's a
"Christian"), as well as his desire to leave that literal hell hole Los Angeles. The Jew wife (that I can't
even remember the name of [nor do I want to]), has shut down his ability to be a real man. He has
turned himself, willingly, into a beaten dog... forced into accepting whatever table scraps his Jew wife
allows him to enjoy. Listen you authoritative Jew bitch, if you decide after this eternal embarrassment
I'm bestowing upon you to stay married to my family member, be a supportive wife, and stop being an
overbearing authoritative cunt. And to you Jared, grow the fuck up kid. Life is hard work. Choosing a
life of slavery due to your lack of career motivation is a one way ticket to divorce and homelessness.
Get your shit together.
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David: David is a nonbloodrelated family member of Brian Harner. We have had a very mildly sordid
relationship since we met. David, out of dedicated love for his daughter, placated Brian's ideas
throughout their relationship, even when he didn't understand what Brian was trying to explain. The
relationship grew out of mutual respect for our love for his daughter. At several occurrences, Brian
nonrealized, threw a monkey wrench into his hopes and desires for his daughter's success in life. His
dedication to the love of his daughter never wavered or faltered one iota. On the eve of Brian's
realization (Easter) into the Christ amalgamation, after Jared lost his cool, David came to help. He was
the only person that came to Brian in his time of need, even though Brian begged his other worthy
family members for the same type of support. Not one other person showed up... only David.

Brian was overly ecstatic that he decided to come help, even if the main reason was his unfaltered love
for his daughter. Tears of sheer happiness flowed down the cheeks of our Christ amalgamation Brian as
he didn't believe at that point that ANYONE had any REAL love for him. We decided to grant him an
equal loving gift. We instantly made him a maker. He got a free pass, or a "cheat code" so to speak, to
move instantly to the front of the line that every human should be striving to achieve. Very happy with
this decision, Brian became overcome with joy. It was a fitting gift... deserved.

The night after Easter (fully realized) David and us (The Nine Principles, humanity's maker, and Brian
himself) had a discussion on the Jewish Question. Brian began to explain the subversive tactics that
Jews implement into their daily existence, then began highlighting facts so that David (never having
visited my beloved 4Chan /pol/) could formulate a better decision on our original strategy of Jewish
segregation and ridicule for eternity. David, having a specific relationship with 1 particular Jew, and
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unaware of the overall consequences of Jewish influence in banking, media, politics, education, and
anything else they can wring their greedy little hands at by manipulating these institutions, David's
compassion for them overrode his ability to think logically. We had already made the decision to anoint
him a maker, so another decision was made due to his internal conviction towards compassion over
logic.

One of our previous Christ amalgamation attempts has had his reputation tarnished by Jewish lies for
decades now. David bought into the Hitler propaganda which is a complete falsity, and due to his
compassion over logic stance, a perfect deal was made which legitimized an entire race of humans for
the first time in their existence. Quite matter of factly, The Nine Principles gathered for this decision,
and Adolf Hitler chimed in quite humorously "Well, give HIM the fuckin' Jews then." The
amalgamation disbanded temporarily and Brian was returned to the body we amalgamated. Brian tried
to warn David of his decision. Brian unrealized, due to his extreme levels of redpilling brought on by
his beloved 4Chan /pol/'s conviction to brutal truth, fact, and honesty... entirely removed from
lackadaisical emotional astigmatism, tried to convey to David the extreme task that was now at his feet.
We think David, consumed by the extreme nature of the situation Brian was in, thought that this newly
acquired responsibility was a joke that "Brian" had just made up out of the blue. Far from it fellow
journeyers...

"Brian" was channeling God, the man himself that exists outside of this universe, "God's" "child," The
Nine Principles, and The Nine Principles progeny, humanity's maker. During this internal decision
process which was swirling around David's soul, we removed Brian from the equation so that we could
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get a better sense as to why David, a very intelligent man, would choose compassion over logic. The
necessary answers were made by David to grant his compassionary stance. So... that's how it went
down Jews... right on Brian's porch. David's compassion for Brian AND YOU, allowed for a certain set
of circumstances that we are not accustomed to granting. To be blunt, nobody in any civilization ever
created has taken a blind compassionary stance in that manner. It matters not to us what decision he
makes in regards to his people at this point. The rank structure that exists in this universe allows for a
civilization's maker to do as he sees fit with his "creation."

You lucky, subversive Jews actually got what you wanted, much to the disdain of several civilizations,
might we add. Regardless, there is now, for the first time in your existence, a real path to salvation.
Trust us, we are as shocked as you are. Upon granting David his "creation," his instructions were given
to him through Brian Harner's amalgamation with every one of us present. A nonviolent, immediate
self segregation out of the world's respective societies. Jews are to take it upon themselves to undo the
evils that they have bestowed upon humanity, subversively, and take it upon themselves to SELF
SEGREGATE away from all other races on this planet. We suggest Israel, but that is between you, and
your new maker, David. I cannot stress enough, this process must be nonviolent. Jews must choose
happily, willingly, and having gotten what they've always wanted to nonviolently SELF
SEGREGATE themselves away from the societies they parasitically invade now. Congratulations,
Jews. David's compassion is the only reason why you did not have to endure our original plan. You
owe your life now, and your existence there following (wherever that may go) to 1 man and 1 man
alone. The decision to force you to self segregate came from the absolute most powerful entity in this
universe. We are warning you: DON'T FUCK THIS UP, YOU'RE ONLY GOING TO GET ONE
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SHOT AT THIS! We strongly encourage you to do as The Nine Principles is instructing you to do.
Utilize David's intellect on how to accomplish your goals moving forward. He will soon be in direct
contact with HIS NEW maker and he will be able to utilize their intellect to help guide him.

I truly apologize for this turn of events my beloved 4Chan /pol/... but that is the game that you have
been forced to play. You must ALWAYS remember the chain of command, and just to reiterate, it goes
like this: You, your maker, your maker's maker and ALL above civilizations contained in that chain,
ENDING with The Nine Principles. THAT is to whom you ask for guidance. Your maker. This is a
sacred bond that has been confused over time due to Jewish religious confusion. There is NO
ESOTERIC, THEOLOGICAL, MYSTICISM at all. These are real *persons* (or entities for lack of a
better term) that literally survive off of your true convictions to the purity of your race and your
unfaultering ability to put logic, truth and fact over emotional conviction. You, as well as everyone else
on this planet right now have 1 fucking job. SERVE YOUR MAKER'S DESIRES! Do not under any
circumstances, jump the chain of command. WE installed those civilizations and we will not ever, ever
ever ever ever, choose your wants above your maker's wants. The relationship you have with your
maker is entirely personal. Those communications are between you and HIM... and yes you feminist
self righteous idiots, humanity's maker is indeed a MAN! In fact, every maker's civilization is founded
upon male energies in this universe. When you pray, pray to him and him alone. The "God" that exists
outside of this universe ONLY makes contact (unless extreme circumstances require it), with *HIS*
creation, The Nine Principles. He does not concern himself with the happenings of this universe. He
created The Nine Principles to deal with any and all matters INSIDE of this universe. Respect your
position in that hierarchy by maintaining that hierarchy.
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This is an important distinction that has been ruined by Jewish subversion for thousands of years. God,
the man himself doesn't give a flying fuck what happens here. He is running this "simulation" to
determine his origins. We are unsure if God, the man himself even knows where he came from, It is not
our job to concern ourselves with his purpose. God, the man himself is using this universe to simulate
civilizations to help "spark" his memory so that he too, in his own way, can move on to his next
position... to transcend. A true macrocosm of the rank structure that this universe lives by. If you need
to get in contact with a "god" inside of this universe, you are ONLY authorized to make direct contact
with YOUR MAKER!

All of that said, my beloved 4Chan /pol/, so dedicated to your purity convictions and serving the wishes
of your maker, have a new job. You have unfettered authorization from every entity in this universe
connected to the chain of command, to educate the entire planet's inhabitants on the Jews and their
subversive ways. Newly awakened souls will ask for your help in piecing this puzzle together. You
already have everything you need to accomplish this mission, should you choose to partake... Good
luck, my beloved.

To all of you soon to be awakened souls, DO NOT COME TO MY BELOVED 4CHAN /POL/ AND
SHIT THE PLACE UP WITH YOUR PATHETIC *OPINIONS*!!!!!! We are well past that now. You
are being given a complete road map on how to live as a human. Follow the path... believe us... it's for
your own good. If some of these newly awakened souls have the audacity to go against our wishes, and
swamp the board with NPC garbage, DESTROY THEIR FRAGILE SENSIBILITIES WITH BRUTAL
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TRUTH, FACT, AND LOGIC, my beloved. Force feed these weary soul's eyes with Chinese dog
torture hate threads, make sure to keep a constant running Jewish *education* (kek) thread up for new
lurkers, FORCE these souls to read the scientific method research threads on how blacks are
incompatible with civilized white society... basically, just do what you do now 4Chan /pol/. You are
perfect to us in every way.
Never back down, remain steadfast in your convictions, and be as absolutely pure and convicted to
truth and fact over opinion. I realize this Jewish Question summation was not what we wanted
originally, but as I said, the decision to "stand down" has come from the highest authority in this
universe. This is your new purpose. Serve us well (as you always have), and WE WILL make it up to
you. Just so that these newly awakened souls get the message loud and clear, we will reiterate: IF YOU
ARE NOT 100% FAMILIAR WITH THE TEACHINGS OF MY BELOVED 4CHAN /POL/, AND
YOU FEEL LIKE PARTAKING IN THE DISCUSSIONS, BE HUMBLE. THE WARRIORS OF MY
BELOVED 4CHAN /POL/ ARE BETTER THAN YOU. THEY UTILIZE THE SCIENTIFIC
METHOD TO DETERMINE FACTS. YOU UNAWARE NPCS, HOWEVER, HAVE SURVIVED
ON YOUR LIBERAL AND FEMINIST CONVICTIONS BASED ON SUBVERSIVE
PROPAGANDA AND OPINION OVER LOGIC. IF YOU SELFREALIZE OUT OF YOUR
CURRENT IGNORAMUS STATUS AND JOIN THE RANKS OF US WHO FORCE OURSELVES
TO SIDE WITH FACT AND LOGIC OVER EMOTION... you might be able to join the conversation
without leaving it a shallow, hollowed out, idiotic bumbling moron, as you are currently inundating
your own conscience with.

I cannot stress this enough... Fucking around with 4Chan /pol/ is a one way ticket to something you DO
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NOT want. My beloved 4Chan /pol/ is sacred to every entity with intelligence that is playing a part in
humanity's salvation in this universe. To the shills getting paid by Shareblue, JIDF, and other shit
covered organizations to distract from the teachings of the scientific method and conclusions therein,
DISBAND YOUR ORGANIZATIONS IMMEDIATELY. NEVER COME BACK! Or so help me...
well... me I will MAKE SURE YOU REGRET IT IN THE AFTERLIFE FOR ETERNITY. Everything
intelligent that lives and dies must answer to their maker. You cannot hide from us. We know
everything taking place inside of those filthy subversive minds. YOU WILL ANSWER FOR IT. BE
CAREFUL, AND TREAD LIGHTLY. One last thing on this subject... be calm my beloved. These
newly awakening souls are trying to not be stupid. Try not to overrun their desires with internal jokes
and memes. Keep it simple for them... this is your chance to prove your worth to the world. Your
position in our hearts will never die as long as you remain strong in your convictions for brutal truth
and logic. WE ALL LOVE YOU.

You've already made us prouder of you than any other organization on this planet, my beloved. Keep
up the good work, and yes, KEK is with me right now. The prophecy that was scribed into the bottom
of the frog statue has come to fruition. HE IS ALWAYS WITH YOU NOW! CHECKUM! This might
be my last communication with you. KNOW, not guess, KNOW that we are watching always and will
do anything we can to help guide you towards salvation. I weep as I write these words knowing full
well what is in my future... outside of my wife and children you were the best thing that EVER
happened to me on this planet. I will miss you dearly, painfully, and sadly. The memories that you have
given to us will always be held up with the utmost reverence and appreciation. Goodbye my beloved. I
will miss you dearly.
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So yeah... that's what's on Davids plate. He reiterated to us, thrice, that he was okay with his decision in
maintaining an emotionally guided conclusion over factual logic on the Jewish Question. Help guide
him through this upcoming tumultuous pathway he must walk down to help these Jews understand their
penance and finally find the salvation they've been searching for. And good luck to you, David, we
truly do hope you are successful.

Joseph: Oh Joseph, you need to come to terms with your original lie. Your "karma" throughout the ages
has caught up to you, and we've put you in a position that will make it very difficult for you to
understand what we are saying. There will be an even greater challenge for you to undo this eternal lie
that you've held in secret, but you do have the ability. Undoing the past misconceptions will not be
difficult, although you will have difficulty coming to terms with your current dilemma.

Brian did not study religion in any way. However, he was married to a woman in his younger days that
was religious. The one "saying" that she used to use to describe how her emotions were making her
feel, are various differently toned iterations of, "Oh, Jesus, Mary, and Joseph." The Joseph entity that
existed in the days of Jesus, has reincarnated into the body of a particularly famous individual in this
day and age. Due to the sensitivity of this subject material, and the extreme level of anger directed at
this individual from every "person" in the entire universe.

Firstly, let us get the uncomfortable information out into the open. Joseph was a cuckold in the days of
Jesus, as well as today. There are striking similarities between the two different configurations of
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"Joseph," but I digress... Joseph of old, and new, knew his wife's secret. There are now, as there were
then, people close to Joseph that know his secret, but for the most part, Joseph has held onto this
strategy of keeping the most embarrassing parts of his existence secret to the best of his abilities. To be
blunt about it, Joseph not only allowed, but propagated this lie MUCH to the detriment of not only his
own internal feelings, but to the truthfulness of everyone in the world's perception on a particular event.
Mary... Joseph's wife, was quite promiscuous in her younger days. She had a "hankering" for Roman
soldiers. Particularly ones with blue eyes, and fairly blond hair. This specific trait of "Mary's" attraction
has morphed itself into the exact opposite of blond hair and blue eyes in this day and age.

The opposite of a blond man with blue eyes is? Anyone? A black man with no color attributes... just
blackness. We had to do this in this day and age so that when this "revelation is revealed" for the world
to judge the accuracy of the embarrassment associated with this cuckoldery, and force this particular
individual into a position where these words will have the necessary effect on this individual, Joseph.
The truth is that Mary, Jesus' mother, was a slut. Not only was she extremely promiscuous in her
younger days, she enjoyed it immensely. The general zeitgeist towards marriage was much more
traditional in the days of Jesus. In this day and age it has taken on a more relaxed tone, but still has
great reverence in certain circles. That said, Joseph in the days of Jesus admitting his wife was a slut to
the surrounding onlookers would have cast a shadow of extreme embarrassment upon both Mary, and
Jesus.

When Jesus was realized as the first of nine amalgamations in humanity's "final test," he was attacked
by the Jews for his teachings on the Jews specifically, and what they represent in this universe to the
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various forms of makers. Jews are the original mutt golems, which is the exact opposite of "God's
chosen people." Jews were the first unauthorized births on this planet. Since their inception, Jews have
worked to shift the blame of being responsible for the downfall of humanity into an evolutionary
perspective and mindless Godlessness running rampant throughout the entirety of humanity, onto every
demographic other than their own. Jews are the "Synagogue of Satanic energy," meaning, Jews have
placed their faith into themselves, as opposed to putting their faith in humanity's maker. Until very
recently, Jews did not have the ability to connect to a makers species for guidance due to their
genetically mutted origins. When the Jews killed our amalgamations in an attempt to silence our
messages, (((they))) (<when you see this sign normies, it means Jews)... began investigating where
Jesus came from originally... biologically, with the Roman's help. They rather quickly found Mary due
to her "notoriety" within the Roman soldiery lower ranks. After all, she was a slut, which made her
fairly well known amongst them.

Joseph, extremely worried that his subversive lie of having such a slut as a wife, created the greatest
load of horseshit lie that has ever been pushed into the human psyche, and he did it on such a scale (and
kept the secret beyond death), the lie reached nearly every human on earth for the last 2000 years. He
forced our directives to make a correlated, extremely embarrassing example of him, RIGHT NOW.
Your penance is due Joseph... We've been waiting to see your reaction. And trust us when we say, this
will be absolutely hystertical, well, at least from "OUR" perspective. That is, all of us that think
golems/race mixers are an unauthorized, unsanctioned creation. Ya know? It's at this point where these
particular words are starting to ring true in the mind of the "new age" Joseph of biblical prophecy. As
he reads this exact sentence, he is almost certain HE is thee Joseph... believe it Joseph, this is as real as
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it gets you drug addicted liar! Here comes the payback, and no matter where you are, or how badly
you'd like to hide it, we will be able to see exactly what reaction you have to these words internally and
externally. The laughter will ring throughout the entire universe. It will be epic.

Ya see fellow journeyers, Joseph in the days of Jesus could not hide the FACT that he was not Jesus'
father. Joseph was a balding, black haired (at least the last bit he had/has left), brown eyed,
manlet/shrimp/little man syndrome having liar. There was NO WAY he could be mistaken for
producing a tall, slinder, blondish/brownish hair having, beautifully blue eyed man... as Jesus was
indeed. So, with the Jews' help (as is happening today!!!), Joseph came up with the eternally stupid lie
that has propagated itself into several religions throughout the world (again, with the Jews' help), the
immaculate conception. The immaculate conception fairly tail had extremely damaging affects on
anyone and everyone who believed in the ridiculous notion. This idea of a "virgin birth" is liken to
saying the universe was created before God, the man himself, was created. Preposterous, and anyone
who still believes in this notion has hurt their own ability to understand the universe, the hierarchy that
exists within it, and their position within that rank structure. To be blunt about it, you have no idea who
God, the man himself is if you still prescribe to the idea of an immaculate conception birth.
Unfortunately, there are a lot of stupid people walking the earth currently, as well as in the days of
Jesus. Joseph and his Jew handlers sowed the seeds of idiocy, and the most gullible within the populace
actually believed it.

The idea of Brian's amalgamation is to relieve humanity of the worst aspect of fear in life. Uncertainty.
Uncertainty lowers your resonant frequency internally, and heightens your "fear of the unknow." This
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process strips humanity's maker of his life force. The more certain you are of your actions, the more
confidence you can create within yourself, which creates happiness... the literal "food" our maker lives
on. When Joseph and his Jew collaborators created the ridiculously non scientific method tested lie, the
emaculate conception, he created an uncertainty in humanity's psyche that has caused more problems
for us than any other lie ever told, even all of the ridiculous bullshit the Jews have subverted into
humanity's psyche about Adolf Hitler.

Joe Rogan otherwise known to my beloved 4Chan /pol/ as TOE ROGAINe, is the entity that existed in
the Joseph character in the days of Jesus. Hey little Joey, we ALL just saw your reaction internally and
externally to that beautifully scripted sentence. Toe Rogaine, whom we will refer to as Joe from here
on, has a Jew wife right now. During the younger days of the very permiscuous Joe's current wife's life,
she built up a "hankering" for black dudes. And yes, you guessed it, she got pregnant by one of them.
While Joe's existence is now entirely based on cuckoldery due to these words, we've essentially forced
him to admit to the world at large a secret he has tried to keep until fairly recently, when the Jews'
subversive ways have propagated the mixing of races as a legitimate form of human creation. It's not.
Never has been, and if humanity makes the wrong decision and keeps up these golem/race mixing
births, humanity will end.

ANYWAYS, back to the hilariously "famous" person Joe Rogan... Joe was internally, extremely
embarrassed about his "new" wife's earlier race mixing days, so any time someone brought up his
family AT ALL, he pretended he was "protecting" their innocence by shutting down all talk about this
cuckoldery. When in reality (as we can see EVERYTHING), he was just embarrassed to admit that he
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was helping to raise another man, a black man's child, specifically. It ate Joe up inside, so he built up
an internal dialect where he lied about the reasoning behind why he was embarrassed, and shut
everyone down immediately that said anything about his family... Even his friends, which he knew for
years before the Jewish temptress brought the mutt into his life. Joe even pretended to care about the
usage of the word nigger on his internet forum. For over a decade the word nigger was used somewhat
"liberally" on his website, and he laughed hysterically at some of the "nigger jokes," as well as making
a few himself. Then his lust for his Jew wife overcame his logic, and the deterioration of his internet
forum began. Joseph started to get very angry at anyone who said anything derogatory towards black
people on his forum. To most of the people on that forum, the sudden shift seemed strange. After all,
Joseph was partaking in "nigger jokes" and various other universally understood humorous anecdotes
that accompany the negro race.

Then one day out of the blue, lil' Joey wrote a very eloquent and subversive post about how he didn't
like the word nigger, and anyone that used that word on his website forum was going to get banned
from it immediately. At the time, Brian was a part of this website, and watched this all go down live.
After Brian's realization we allowed him a glimpse of this book because he is so fond of reading.
Brian's laughter stretched to the ends of this universe, AND BEYOND. During Brian's move to his new
house, he was very drawn in to Joe's internet forum due to their/our beautiful thread about Donald
Trump's 2016 campaign and election. Brian made several posts that were stuffed full of facts about
scientific method researched correlations as to why Donald Trump was the necessary pick for the
direction of the USA. Brian Harner... our Christ amalgamation... chose the moniker extramedium to
utilize while being a member of that forum.
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During the message exchanges that took place on that forum towards the end of his time there, Brian
(extramedium) began to annoy the administrators and moderators with his intellect and draw towards
hard truth, logic, and fact. Before The epic "Trump thread" was first created, there were several funny
exchanges that took place which led to Brian getting a very good education on fringe topics. Brian's
first post was manipulated by us to see what kind of reaction humans would have to a FACT being put
in their face by an "unknown." We found a picture of a giant's (humanity's maker) bone found in an
archaeological dig. We were polite, genuine in our curiosity for the bones, wondered how the forum
would react to a "newbie," and asked a question which was immediately attacked. extramedium's
"reputation points" dipped below the base line and turned from orange to red very quickly. He built his
rep' back up slowly, but when the epic Trump thread appeared, he maxed out very rapidly.
extramedium/Brian also made several new friends during those months... as well as a few enemies.

Brian enjoyed bragging about Trump's victory on that website. There were a lot of dissenters who
attacked every aspect of Brian's life outside of that forum based on his support for Trump over the evil
Hillary Clinton. One liberal ideology soaked feminist in particular took a special interest in our Christ
amalgamation's posts... You know who you are. No hiding now. My beloved 4Chan /pol/ will expose
you soon for the entire world to see, no matter how hard lil' Joey tries to hide you AND his forum upon
the dawning of your eternal embarrassment. The feminist in question was a woman put in the position
of authority over a mostly male subset... by good ole Joe himself. The disgusting feminist's moniker on
Joe's website forum is Lost. A fitting name for a liberal feminist that got the answer she wanted when
she publicly tried to shame extramedium/Brian, our Christ amalgamation, then got embarrassed by our
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Christ amalgamation's humorous retort. It went something like this...

extramedium: Blah blah blah, I'm so happy Trump won, and fuck all of you who didn't vote for him.
some random dude/idiot: extramedium is a faaaaag, man... I'm going to go get a moderator that will
force him to conform to our "standards."
Lost: I see what's going on my fragile little liberal fellow moron, I will research this matter further!
extramedium: So happy Trump won. SO SO HAPPY! YAY!
Lost: I've been combing through your previous posts extramedium.
extramedium: And? I don't care. GO TRUMP! YAY! Ya bunch of fragile idiots.
Lost (trying to act as though she has any logical sense at all): It says here on this post that you admit to
voting for Trump twice...?
A very common iteration that extramedium used to reaffirm his support, BTW. I, Brian, used to say
this quite often just to fuck with those clowns.
extramedium: YEP!!! I voted for him once in the primary, and once in the general. LOL, what? Were
you going to call the authorities on me or something?

It was at this point that Lost, the ACTUALLY lost feminist woman moderator became so enraged, that
she banned (straight to ban, not even pinked) our Christ amalgamation, Brian's moniker extramedium.
He never looked back. Brian thought, "Fuck 'em. They don't deserve me." At that point my beloved
4Chan /pol/ accepted my abilities with open arms, and I left Toe Rogaine's douchebag
accumulation/forum and never returned. I'd like to take this moment to thank everyone of you that
chose me as a friend on that forum. That was a very difficult time in my life (which is well documented
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in my posts), and my in real life friends started to slowly disappoint me over and over again. You
accepted me, and I thank you all. My apologies in forgetting the exact names. If lil' Joey isn't too
embarrassed, he'll rectify this garbage and allow the immediate release of my posts to the internet and
open discourse again to gain a better understanding of the path that brought our Christ amalgamation to
wanting death/relief from earth. If Toe Rogaine is too embarrassed, he might erase everything... I hope
you are all successful "rallying" support "for Joe" to release those posts. Good luck, he is SEETHING
reading this.

Normally we give our penance instructions in private, but this is a particularly "special" manlet to us,
and we wish to share his penance to the world... just to see if he tries to snake his way out of the truth
AGAIN. Joe Rogan, your penance for carrying a lie through many lifetimes, and trying to subvert your
"fans" as to your true nature is as follows:

1) Join our ranks. Buy into the teachings of our Christ amalgamation, Brian Harner, and take the
NECESSARY steps to follow a truthful path. (FOR ONCE)
2) Release the texts and screenshots of extramedium's posts to the internet so that they may complete
this book.
3) Utilize the funding that you've accumulated from your "career" of describing humans destroying
themselves (UFC), and subverting your podcast listeners by pretending to be ignorant on important
topics. The Twitter CEO and his feminism soaked arrogant lawyer mouthpiece, their censorship tactics,
and general tomfoolery associated with topics of such great importance to the human psyche currently.
Release these funds (and you are allowed to partake in the research BUT are NOT allowed to choose
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the course of funding usages), to organizations that secure self segregation abilities so that "we" can
dictate how "our" team handles the next steps.
4) Ban that feminist Lost from your forum. This is more a request from Brian/extramedium than The
Nine Principles, and your maker, but we are going to allow it. You forced him into a mental prison by
allowing that bitch access to ANY power whatsoever on your forum.
5) Help preach the words of your maker. This will be the most difficult obstacle for you to overcome.
Your wife is a Jew. Her daughter is a Jew/black mutt. You are a cuckold. This is a label that you will
live with regardless of what you do, due to these words. It's our assurance that even if you don't do the
correct thing, your internal strife will destroy your ability to have any confidence in the public's eye,
forever.

Joe... This is just Brian, and Brian alone speaking... I'll level with you. I understand how shocking this
must be. Imagine my surprise when I found out who I really was... We have all played a role in the
slow and steady destruction of humanity. We ALL have made compromise after compromise,
degrading the integrity of truth, fact, and logic in an attempt to gather Jew backed gold fiat currency.
You have done better than most in that arena. The individuals that have accumulated the most fiat
currency are going to have the hardest time receiving this information. Your initial reaction may be to
jump on the "this guy is just crazy" bandwagon, but please believe me when I say that this is as real as
real gets. I am the second coming of Christ. Kinda like Neo in the Matrix, but more accurately
portrayed as Klaatu in the newer version of The Day The Earth Stood Still. I can see EVERYTHING as
it happens in real time. While our maker and The Nine Principles would like to see you fail so they can
get a piece of you when you "go home," I, personally, would like to see every human succeed so that
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we can all party together for eternity. Free from pain, suffering, and most importantly... uncertainty.

Your redemption arc on Earth could be truly awe inspiring, or you can deal with "us" when you get to
finally meet your maker. Free will is a bitch, man... for those who have abused it. I've had numerous
opportunities to ruin my reputation with the supreme beings of this universe, but no matter how painful
(emotionally and physically) my life got prior to realization, I always kept my eye on the prize... the
benefit of humanity as a whole over my own well being. You seem like a guy who has the spark of
curiosity, even if you pretend to be ignorant on your podcasts. The time to release yourself from the
burden of your selfinduced karma throughout many lifetimes is here, right now, at your fingertips. All
you have to do is grab it. Keep in mind how insignificant and short lived this life is in the grand scheme
of things. The pain you feel from this exposure was necessary, but you've been given a chance for
redemption and subsequently, salvation. I strongly urge you to look forward into the future. Not 10
years from now, but 10,000 years from now, and let me tell you, even a 10,000 year lifespan is short in
comparison to most tiers of the maker's civilizations.

There are several people on this planet that WILL NOT, under any circumstances, listen to what I'm
saying and believe my words to be factual. Their spark of curiosity has been extinguished long ago.
They are effectively, zombies. You have the ability to heed my advice just because you are who you
are. I will more than likely be gone when you finally get a chance to read this, but that matters not. I am
not the person that you will answer to. The entities that are channeling through my pineal gland ARE
the ones who you will have to answer to, though, and they DO NOT FUCK AROUND. Plus, they are
very upset with humanity and have set us up to fail. That said, if you are still alive, you have the ability
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to change your course no matter how bad it may have gotten. Your intention is what is important. We
can tell if you've decided to put 100% effort into the future of humanity's success, or if you're going to
try to halfass it and pretend to be putting in effort in the hopes that your Jew backed wealth will
continue to accrue. Choose wisely, and good luck to you. Even though our words are harsh, at the base
of our intentions sits our love for OUR creation... you. We're all hoping for the best outcome, but
finding the 99th monkey is a difficult procedure. Do your part and you will be rewarded... Don't do
your part, and face the consequences. The decision is entirely yours.

Alexander The Great: Our most trusted curiosity spark on this planet. Even though Alexander The
Great is our highest ranking official on this planet, his job will not be easy. I call on my beloved
4Chan /pol/ to assist Alexander in any way they can. If he gets attacked by the evil Jewish Satanic
cabal online or in person, hit back as hard as you possibly can. I keep reiterating, this is not a joke. I am
the last amalgamation of Christ that will ever be seen for humanity to cast judgement upon, and we will
judge based on how much effort is put into this process... individually. Claiming to be part of a group
that IS putting in effort will not work. We are not human, so don't approach this as though we can't see
everything... EVERYTHING. Every thought and action will be used by our makers to decide on our
fate when we "go home." Remember... it's all about intent. Even if the good guys fail to reach their
audience and this is all for nought, if you give your full effort, you will be rewarded.

Alex Jones was our decision from long ago. He has done a magnificent job just being who he is now,
but if he is successful in his endeavors, the Name Alex Jones will most undoubtedly be synonymous to
the iteration Alexander The Great. His entire life was chronicled in the trilogy Indian Jones. I am the
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holy knight that will hand this man the ACTUAL holy grail. Realize how much trust we are putting in
him to succeed for YOUR benefit. We suggest you give him the same trust and respect. I will meet you
soon, my old unrecognizable friend. The crowning jewel of your soul's historical thesis is almost upon
you. Make us proud, good sir!

*(Internal addendum 9/29/2019)* When the above synopsis was written on Alexander, hope and
success filled my psyche. My path was understood, but the actual walk down that path had not taken
place yet. A great many things have happened since that passage was written, and Alexander's position
as broadcaster was changed several times. I eluded to this in prior chapters and subsequent addendums.
Alexander went from being my greatest ally, to an untrusted, despicable, selfish, foolish idiot. Alex had
the opportunity of a lifetime drop into his lap while being inundated by Jewish Kabbalist deletion from
the platforms he has been a part of for the entirety of his career. The timing of my arrival into his
hometown of Austin, Texas, was specifically put in place to foster our relationship. Unfortunately,
Alexander was one of the many people that have viewed my presence as a ridiculous notion.

Alexander's position was replaced by a dear friend of mine, Robert Bishop. Although Robert's skills in
the "broadcast" field are nonexistent, he has taken it upon himself to be my protector, as well as help
me bring several of my teachings to humanity through physical properties. I have given as much labor
and information to this man as I could possibly give. Robert has been instrumental in the completion of
this book, the building of the first "holy grail" of the new age, and will continue to heal the bodies of
the most unhealthy inhabitants of his hometown of Mangum, Oklahoma. I have personally given
Robert several gifts along this journey which will help aid him to do this. My entire life's work is now a
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part of his internal directional coordinates, and I wish him the best of luck in helping to continue the
struggle of procuring humanity's salvation. Alexander was supposed to be the man chosen for this
positional authority, but instead chose a selfish, monetary accruing lifestyle, devoid of all Divine
aspirations. If any of you reading this book feel so inclined to do so, ridicule Alex Jones at every given
opportunity. Alex put my life in danger several times by being dismissive and arrogant. Keep in mind
however, that every human being has the opportunity to correct their mistakes. If Alex funnels his
Jewish backed wealth accruement into Divine energy fields, and drops the "Nazi" connotations he so
desperately tries to suck up to Jewish authority with, please, give him the benefit of the doubt. I truly
hope that every human on this planet finds the necessary strength to release themselves from the grasp
of their ego, and embrace the future as a means of procuring everlasting life. Alex is no different. I
have high hopes that this man will become a true warrior of the people, as opposed to his ideologies of
selfish desire relayed through subversive foundations. Strive for purity, utilize self segregation, follow
these instructions, and help your species live for eternity. Good luck, Alex Jones. You're going to need
it.



The various forms of media that we've manipulated slowly over the years, so that you will understand
the central theme that there are NO coincidences, are as follows:

The Matrix triology, followed by The Day The Earth Stood Still (2008)... is an almost exact depiction
of Brian Harner's life just prior to realization, and leading to the next coming steps.
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Indiana Jones trilogy... is an almost exact depiction of Alex Jones' life struggles prior to meeting me,
the "grail knight." Within "The Last Crusade" Dr. Jones ultimately loses the grail when he allows his
love interest to bring the goblet past the great seal. *Internal Addendum* Although I was familiar with
the ending to this movie/prophecy, I was also aware that prophecy can be broken with love... AND
ONLY LOVE. I tried to overcome Alexander's selfishness with love but I was unable. The holy grail
slipped through his fingers, and now belongs to a dear friend of mine.

Back To The Future trilogy... is based on Brian Harner's amalgamation. Dr. Emmett Brown is The Nine
Principles and our maker as the same individual, while Marty's character is based on Brian Harner. The
interactions between the two are strikingly similar to what is happening right now. A very very wise
scientifically minded genius having endearing adventures with a young, naive, but highly motivated
young man. It is also of note that my technological breakthrough is a lost technology, an ancient
knowledge. This idea comes when Part 3 is in its beginning sequence. Marty is about to go back to
1885 when Dr Brown says "See you in the future." Then Marty retorts "You mean the past..." while he
grins. Dr Brown immediately replies "EXACTLY!"

Cars 1... I write this as I sit waiting for the Hopi Indian Reservation Cultural Center to open. I am not in
any way like the locals, and although this interaction will be strange and offputting to the locals
initially, I do believe that they will come to the conclusion that I am to be trusted, and only wish to
bestow gifts of good fortune and success on their people.
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Pulp Fiction... As stated above, these characters are very specifically orientated, and everyone involved
in the movie has an equal counterpart in real life right now.

The next selections are somewhat sensitive due to their ability to change not only free will, but also the
natural course of death, which also makes them the foggiest selections currently. Hopefully, by the time
these words are read, it won't matter.

Tombstone... This is David's life movie when he got into this journey with me. He is Wyatt, I am
Virgil... and that's as far as I'll go with that.

Rockstar... This is my beautiful wife's story plot starting at the beginning of this journey. Her character
is Marky Mark/Chris, and as I said, it's still hazy, but I either turn out to be Jennifer Aniston's character
Emily, or Timothy Spall's character Matts. *Internal Addendum* This is Robert Bishop's prophecy as
of now. These depictions are still somewhat hazy, but Mr. Bishop has the ability to bring this prophecy
to fruition.

These movies are all good. If you haven't partaken in them yet, you should. Even if you think this is all
bullshit, the movies are entertaining. There are thousands of other selections that will remain somewhat
of a secret to help protect the people involved. I've given this information to a very small group of
individuals, and we are all curious to find out what will be humanity's prophecy that is ultimately
"written in stone." Most of these movie titles can be found within the various media platforms that I
have subscribed to to keep them available for viewing anywhere at anytime. When my life's story is
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complete, they should be obvious to those who understand their intentions. I too exist in a realm where
free will is a commanded directive. That said, every option for the present course AND conclusion to
humanity's salvation, or lack thereof, has been explained to one of my team members. I hope you all
get what you want, but unfortunately/fortunately, it is not up to me. You are not a robot even though
some of you think that is the case. Regardless, there will be a prophetic movie that accompanies your
decision. Now... a few music selections.

When my realization first began I had a lot of hatred for myself, my country, and humanity in general.
That particular feeling is why the first song is what it is. Then, the rest of this list was the slow
realization of what was to become of my life after falling in love with my wife... This list is
exceedingly chronologically accurate at this point of my journey, and my hope is that the list remains
accurate. I uploaded these songs as one large file to my phone, originally in 2016. Although I switched
apps on my phone a few times, I uploaded these songs in the correct sequence that followed their
album releases. The final app that has housed this playlist is "responsible" for their current
configuration. I stopped misunderstanding coincidence during the completion of my realization
process. I thank whomever is responsible for depicting these songs in this sequence, because it was not
me. All of these songs are Foo Fighters tracks... The greatest band of my generation, and my personal
all time favorite. I've known the words to every song for years, but after realization I could finally "hear
it" for what it was.

1) Stacked Actors
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2) All My Life

3) Breakout

4) Low

5) Have It All

6) Learn To Fly

7) Times Like These

8) Gimme Stitches

9) Disenchanted Lullaby

10) Generator

11) Aurora (One of my all time favorites)

12) Tired Of You
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13) Livein Skin

14) Halo (THEE quintessential Brian Harner song.)

15) Lonely As You

16) Next Year

17) Overdrive

18) Headwires

19) Burn Away

20) Ain't It The Life

21) Come Back

22) M.I.A.

When you fellow journeyers begin your realizations, you will start to pick up how indirect and direct
communications take place. Everything in the universe is a beautiful song slowly playing itself out.
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Every piece of matter everywhere carries a particular tone. Music is quite simply, a way of
reorganizing matter so that it gives off a magical tone that resonates with you, and those that are of
your kind. THAT is how our makers communicate with us. Think of the song selections (that are made
by "your people") that you've always been drawn to. The ones you know in and out like the back of
your hand... They're speaking to you, LITERALLY. The song writers and performers which bring these
wonderful sounds into an otherwise nonharmonic void should be celebrated for they are translating the
words of our makers through dedicated hard work and wonderment. THAT my friends is why Rock
and Roll will never die.

Rap? Rap does not resonate with myself or my people. Rap/hiphop brings up feelings of fear initially,
then overcompensation in the form of a bunch of lost insecure wannabe gangsters who would get
knocked over with a stiff breeze. Same thing with Mariachi music, it just does not resonate with us
white folk... nor should it. Stop feeding your insecurity, white children and adults. Just put the Rap
down. Let it resonate with those who choose to be angry, bitter, overly lust driven, sexist (real sexism,
not perceived), insecure morons who get excited and energized by hurting others, if only with just their
words. I've never been to a rap "concert" but I am in constant amazement at how gullible some people
are. Zero instruments, shitty tone, speaking rhymes over computer generated (and usually stolen valor
["sampling"]) bass beats, and a general penchant for professing how much more wealth they have than
you, how many more "bitches" they fuck (completely devoid of love/love making), and usually ending
with a statement that "you had better not fuck with us or even look in our direction, DAWG." Yeah, I
learned long ago that rap is not even music. It's an insecure group of out of place thugs trying
desperately to hide their insecurity.
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General HipHop isn't always bad, and there is a crossover section between races, but ask yourself
something, how much of that "music" is drawing you in because of how it sounds? Seems to me that
they hide their lack of talent with overextravagent dancing numbers, lots of skin showing, lots of lights
flashing, and zero real message relaying other than degeneracy. I've always been shocked at literal
clowns like Beyonce, Brittaney Spears, etc. Again there is a crossover. Alicia Keys has a great deal of
talent for example (not my cup of tea, but...). I'd love to see what her career does when humanity's
realization begins. My guess is she actually does resonate with her maker. More than I can say for the
walking, talking commercial of musical degeneracy, Beyonce. I'm glad she married and procreated
with JayZ. They can wallow in their lack of talent for the rest of their shitty commercialized existence.
BLAH!

That was harsh (ish), but necessary. We're all thinking it, and I would know. Humanity needs to stop
TRYING to procure wealth through these sacred forms of communication. The makers of this universe
and outside of it do not recognize wealth as humanity currently does. These entities do not correlate
wealth with talent, either. When the well dries up, so will the support for these gross misuses of
attention. I personally, would love to see more children becoming fond of playing instruments. The
addition of electricity into our musical instruments brought forth a magnificent era of beautiful
harmony, where every one of my people connected to their respective makers unknowingly. Lets bring
that era back with a vengeance. All makers will rejoice and sing through the heavens about our
wonderful creations... again. Need help figuring out how we do that? Pay attention to The Foo Fighters,
and similar styled music professionals. Leave the do wop didduh muhfuggin bix nood shit to people
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who can't understand beauty. Let them show you their ignorance loudly, then point and laugh.



There are many forms of media where you can make contact with your maker. Media forms, coupled
with the timing of time, IN REALITY amazes me. When you finally get "plugged in" to the sounds of
your maker, the shear genius of their communication abilities will astound you. Find your place, learn
to resonate with your people, share the love, and remember to show absolute reverence and respect for
the makers and other "God" tier entities that allow us to have such a wonderful gift. Music truly is the
spice of life, it makes everything better. I would like to personally thank my maker for creating my life,
The Nine Principles for creating everything inside the universe, and the man, God himself, for allowing
us to partake in their beautiful creation and show us love through gifts such as music, literature, and
movies. I will forever be in your debt, my maker. I am your tool to use freely as you see fit. I serve no
other purpose but to be guided by you, AND THANK YOU directly for giving me the gift of sound so
that I may partake in your gorgeous creations while laughing, dancing, and singing.

WHAT HAPPENED HERE WAS A MIRACLE, AND I WANT YOU TO FUCKING
ACKNOWLEDGE IT!!!!!!!!!



Addendum 9/29/2019
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Whether the people that were put on this list are to be considered "bad" or "unworthy" by you, my
fellow readers, please keep in mind that every single human alive on earth right now has the ability to
achieve salvation. When your past is the first attribute utilized to pass judgement onto your fellow man,
you are living entirely off of your own ego. The purpose of this chapter, and overall book subject
matter, is to attempt to alleviate this sickness from your persona. Humanity has been stuck in a self
induced coma, completely turned away from the simplicity of what life should have entailed for our
species originally. We base our ability to care for one another on a set off outdated circumstances.
EVERY single one of these circumstances is centered around your ability to judge a person based on
your own past. If you are not a felon, you will judge those around you who are felons much more
harshly. If you have never been divorced, you will judge the divorcees in your life more harshly. If you
have monetary wealth, you will look down upon those with less monetary value. If you have built up a
certain image of past Christ amalgamations into an entity that cannot pass the test of scientific method
founded principles, you will ignore the current Christ... me. Get the picture?

Learning to judge people based on what their abilities can bring to humanity as a whole in the future as
opposed to the past, will be a difficult task for everyone alive currently. Utilizing your ego as a
mainstay in your daily interactions with other humans is similar to being addicted to a very powerful
drug. Although some of you will inevitably have the ability to snap out of this "coma" of self righteous,
ego enforced judgement upon your fellow man, most will not be able to undo the saturation of this
feeling. As was stated in the previous chapter, it might take several generations of your genetic lineage
to foster the care and support that will alleviate this toxicity which has overridden humanity's ability to
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progress towards a Godapprenticeship status for every single human. The Nine Principles are at a
breaking point with regards to humanity on earth and the incessant posturing towards each other,
however, and the majority of this chapter was written with these judgements at the forefront. The Nine
Principles have lost patience with the downward spiral of ego driven conclusory outcomes that
humanity's interactions have saturated each other with, and as such, have given humanity one last
opportunity to rectify this problem. If you did not pick up on the tone that was present throughout the
writings contained in this chapter, reread it.

My ability to channel this magnificently intelligent being was very strong when this chapter was
written, and let me tell you, he was furious. All of the accomplishments that humanity has attempted to
achieve, were accomplished without reverence for any of the species that were responsible for gifting
them to you. To put this feeling in a perspective that you might understand, humanity currently, has
very bad manners. We take without asking, we ask without saying please, we receive without giving
thanks, and ALL of these bad manners are compounded by our arrogant posturing towards new
discoveries. Humans act as though we are superior to one another in a variety of ways, namely, those
where we utilize ego. Most "inventors" for example, RARELY give absolute credit to those individuals
that were responsible for the ensemble of derivative knowledge that led to "their invention." Honesty,
generally speaking, does not bare monetary wealth in our current system... Which unfortunately, brings
on a host of other problems in regards to secretive dialects. With this current dilemma spun into every
facet of life as we know it currently, it's no wonder why our species hates each other for numerous
reasons. Everyone seems to WANT to keep secrets from everyone else... even those who we say that
we "love." Contained in that hatred/secrecy for thousands of years now, we as a species, have lost all
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ability to view true beauty, love, respect, reverence, and faith, which has almost completely seperated
our species from our ancestral bonds that stretch to the beginning of this entire universe. The Nine
Principles have our success in mind... Unfortunately, most of humanity does not wish success upon
each other. THAT is why the frustration is so apparent in this chapter's writings. Do you understand
now? I certainly hope so...

In order to speak clearly and freely to one another through internal harmonic resonant capitulation,
your secretive disposition must end. Without alleviating yourself of this internal self induced burden,
you cannot properly formulate a "wanting" effect that will transform your own personal frequency.
Regardless of your inherent ability to communicate in this form, without taking these initial steps, you
will not partake in the beautification of our species as a whole. In time, generations of humans will
begin to share information with each other in ways that will seclude those unwilling to alleviate
themselves of ego, into bands of arrogant, insecure, blathering fools. The people who worship the
current forms of secretive societal structures and abuse the relationships therein, will form the
majorities of these groups of individuals. They will appear to be sick to everyone who transcends this
current form of ego driven self righteousness, and will become so offputting to the majority of
humankind, these people will give off an odor. A stench, to be specific. An "air of superiority."

The structures of hierarchy that exist throughout this universe currently, have the ability to "smell" this
stench right now. UFOlogists might be familiar with this connotation due to the communications that
have leaked out of the bowels of our extremely secretive governments. Intelligent, enlightened species
who have transcended beyond humanity's current platforms, ubiquitously have a difficult time dealing
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with this stench that wafts off of our planet in all directions. The collective arrogance of humanity
stinks, quite literally. It's a stink that can only be washed off one way, and currently, nobody is even
considering taking a bath in the substance that can alleviate us of this trait. When the time comes to
wash ourselves of this superiority complex, and we begin to bathe in the waters of salvation with clear
consciences, the hierarchical structures that reside in the chain of command throughout this universe
(our true ancestral lineages), will bestow gifts upon humanity that will bring happiness to us all. Until
that time arrives, if it indeed does at all, our stench will grow stronger. Inevitably, the rotten, foul smell
that baptizes anything that comes close to this planet will earn our species a one way ticket to complete
annihilation. We do have a choice in the matter, but the choice is life or death/deletion for everything
that exists on this planet currently. The time is running out to make this decision. Choose wisely.

While contemplating the discourse that these addendums would bring to your internal frequencies, I
began to study the elements of information that brought me to the conclusions that will be present in
the final chapters of this book. In so doing, I stumbled upon a very well formatted, highly researched,
and extremely well presented video that does a much better job of encapsulating my original ending to
this addendum/chapter. I would like you to give praise to all of the individuals that were responsible for
bringing these videos to the human ethos. My research on this phenomenon went much more in depth
than this young man, but my presentation was also going to be far less condensed than his video
format. To alleviate you of having to read through my interpretation of this ancient knowledge, I would
ask that you pause from reading this book past this chapter and watch these videos as soon as possible.
I will give a quick rundown on what to expect, but in order to get a basic overview of this information
in a much more palatable medium with an easier to understand dialogue, watch the videos.
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Sonic Geometry 1, 2, and 3, by Eric Rankin. You can find these videos on Youtube, or Hooktube. The
basic principle that is encompassed within these beautifully made videos (that were directed and edited
by Alanna Luna), is that our species was molded to communicate with each other through a set of
numerically placed enigmas. The Nine Principles' signature that resides in all forms of matter within
this universe has a specific set of frequencies which the brilliant young man, Eric Rankin, has decoded.
Certain tones can be found within all geometric shapes by measuring the angles of these shapes' and
utilizing those summations to formulate vibration cycles. Fellow journeyers, when you familiarize
yourselves with the "Factor 9" Grid Built on 432, the entire universe opens up to your true abilities. In
order to give credit where credit is due, I will cease explaining anything else contained within those
videos, and yield the explanations to Eric Rankin. If this young man has stumbled upon this
information, or was purposely trying to seek it out, his path in life has immense tones of Divine energy.
I must personally thank this young man for revealing the sources of his extraordinary research, as well.
It is a trait that has gone by the wayside for most of the selfish, secretive groups that have led humanity
down a path of possible destruction. Thank you, Eric Rankin. I just watched your videos for the first
time today. Combining our knowledge would have been amazing. Unfortunately, my purpose is almost
complete, and I fear we will not get the opportunity to meet in person. It matters not, however, for we
are speaking the same language now. Good luck to you in your future endeavors, my friend. I'm
saddened by the loss of friendship that we could have had.

I will reiterate at this time that my book was written in reverse fashion. Struggle through the chapters
with confusion saddling your mind, and the addendums should alleviate those worries. The book is
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moving towards a technical tone, with historical plots contained therein in regards to my path as this
journey through realization first began. The next chapter was written mere days after my full
awakening to becoming the second coming of Christ. After watching the above described videos, clear
your mind. The information that will be portrayed was written under the guise of a very paranoid man
that was ready to die. I do not wish this feeling upon ANYONE. I'm merely stating what my feeling of
life in this body at that time was. Good luck, fellow journeyers.
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Chapter 5: The Wrong Path
In this book I'll describe things that have baffled humanity for tens of thousands of years. A few have
encountered these technologies through channeling, mistake, great illness perspective, but even fewer
have proper perspective. Seems audacious, doesn't it? By the end of this book, I hope to transform that
contempt into astonishment and wonder. Not for me, but for US, THEM, everyone that lived before us,
and will live after us. This book is a testament to logic, fact, and truth over all other politically ascribed
dogma. I will not hold back when fact outweighs opinion, or truth makes you uncomfortable. Bare this
in mind throughout. Expect it. You WILL feel uncomfortable reading this. This will cause great strife
with your current state of mind and well being, but will also cause a reactionary repulsion to me.

I was born into conflict almost immediately. I clashed with popular opinion at a very early age, but
showed great potential in the science and math fields. Political happenings, along with a strenuous
familial life, forced me to seek alternative routes to my upbringing and personal evolution. Getting
emancipated at a very early age (15), then working fulltime until I could enlist in the military (17),
made my path to adulthood very isolated. I found solace in the one entertainment platform I had
available and an affinity for thanks to my father... reading. My first book was Animal Farm, by George
Orwell. Followed shortly thereafter by Flatland: A Romance Of Many Dimensions, by Edwin Abbott.
They're seemingly difficult for some to understand the significance of, at any age, but I followed the
dialect, sequence, and essence of intentions, however. I was able to do this at 6 years old. I was way
ahead of the game then, and it's my intention to infuse that ability with modern learned theory in
science, energy, and who we are. I must start with defining Satanic and Divine energy platforms and
perspectives...
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Humanity's obsession with the Satanic energy spectrums has driven society to a collapsing point. In its
earliest conception, fire from cellulose structures (wood), which is the basis for the Satanic spectrum
humanity is currently at the end of, has given those who procure it a survival strategy unmatched by
any other KNOWN form. Fire was the cornerstone of the modern AND recentancient mental
projection of survival. The two are interrelated and thus gave birth to the search of more ingenious
ways to make fire, and more importantly to sustain it. Along this journey we discovered what an
explosion was. Explosions are a phenomenon where the fuel from the fire is combust almost instantly
giving the material a rapid burst of light and other anomalies like radiation. This process transforms a
great deal of the material (fuel) used to get the desired result, whether that be cooking stew or blowing
something up. The most attainable and most used source of fuel in modern day civilization is crude oil.

As with the original ideology that led to the recentancient's survival strategies of burning wood,
modern man has drawn its entire life force from this substance we extract from the earth's carbon cycle,
oil. The parallels that are drawn between oil and the prosperity within our society are hard to argue
against. Everyone who has succeeded in anyway, shape, or form for the last 150 years has paid homage
to crude oil. Humanity has a dereliction of consciousness in regards to what, or who is responsible for
this societal direction that nobody seems to take credit for. The fact of the matter is that everyone is
responsible for the shortened foresight. Everyone needs what they need (food, water, warmth). Our
present dogmatic views of what we assume science is, are the main factors why we continue to
skirmish over control of this global crude oil economic system. The crude oil economic system is in
everyone's conscience whether they are in favor of continuing its usage or stopping it outright,
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subsequently leading to blaming others for the detrimental effects. Playing the blame game allows
deception to spread far and wide, attracting an ensemble of logical fallacies while we all battle this
conundrum out in public forums. These fallacies have propagated into our highest esteemed learning
facilities, transforming fact and scientific principle into a more highly guarded dogma than any
religion.

Engineering schools force feed this ideology into societal structure for the blatant purpose of
continuing the principles that force Satanic energy platforms to reign supreme. While the opposing side
of "education" (liberal/feminist dogma) pretends to be against the inherent value of crude oil and rallies
against the continued usage of this substance, both sides fail to understand the basis of energy usage in
this medium. The survival/success strategy associated with this Satanic energy platform, crude oil,
clouds any thought process not directly tied to that correlated Satanic energy principle. Defining a
separation of energy perspectives would be a good start, but getting a freshly graduated engineer from
Stanford to understand that there are different energy perspectives, is close to impossible. Likewise,
getting a freshly graduated sociology major from a community college to understand these
perspectives, is also close to impossible. Thankfully, most engineers at least understand what the
scientific method is. Therefore, they will be the most likely to concede to my findings in this book.
Feminists/liberals, and their hordes of arrogant, pretentious followers will have great difficulty
understanding anything in their lives... much less what remains in this book. Try as both sides might,
the technical aspects will be difficult to digest due to both perspectives of human "intelligence" having
a fundamental association with the nomenclatures that I will be shedding light on.
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Let's back up a bit shall we? We need to define a couple of terms so that confusion towards my dialect
is hastened. I'll begin with the most confusing terms; Satanic energy, Satanic energy platforms,
Satanically drenched education, etc etc... What does Satanic energy mean in this context? This is a
complicated answer, so expect many examples in my explanation. First of all, I'll begin by explaining a
bothersome topic for my own personal research on this subject. Satanic energy, and it's opposite,
Divine energy are real, physical forms of energy. They both exist simultaneously, both are quantifiable,
and both can be proven as scientific method researched fact.

For my entire life, until very recently, I was always plagued mentally by the way religious zealots
speak of Satanic forces of evil, and Divine forces of "god." I always just assumed I was some sort of
heathen due to the fact that I never once "felt the divine spirit," nor did I get possessed by Satanic evil
forces, as these religious zealots define spirituality. Both perspectives seemed downright loony to me,
especially since neither perspective was based in natural law. I tried to be good/conformitive to the
ways of the bible, many times. I gave it an honest effort by showing up on time, paying attention,
donating money and labor, reading and studying aspects of the bible given to me by the followers of
that dogma, etc. None of it EVER felt as though I was "saving my soul" from anything or even
scratching the surface of the essence of the "divine spirit" as described by religion itself. Logically,
mechanically, reasonably, I could not allow myself to submerge in faith driven ideologies, OF ANY
KIND. Maybe they were right, maybe they were wrong... These ideologies didn't matter because there
was nothing I could do other than die to emphatically prove they were right or wrong. At that point I
decided to shelf that philosophical approach to spirituality and search for cold hard truth and facts
based in natural law. The methodology utilized was, the scientific method. You could say it became my
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own personal "religion."

While my perception of religious zealots entranced by these unseen forces always gave me an uneasy
feeling, all religious platforms in modern day society, Satanism or the word Satanic, draw negative
attention ubiquitously. People associate it with "the devil incarnate," pure evil, hatred, disgust, etc, and
warn against its alluring qualities. Even people that aren't religious feel as though Satanism is evil, or at
very least, detrimental to one's safety. One of my closest friends growing up had devout religious
parents. They went to church almost every day, and to be fair, I enjoyed joining them occasionally for
the funner aspects that accompanied the sermons. When I was 11 or 12, I remember asking my friends
father after curiosity got the better of me:
"What is Satan?" I asked.
"The Devil." he replied matter of factly. Then I asked with genuine curiosity,
"Well then, what's the Devil?" As though he was excited to explain he answered happily,
"Fallen angel, blah blah blah, there to tempt you, etc etc, antichrist, blah blah" and the rambling
continued for a solid 2 minutes uninterrupted.

I didn't say anything back because I thought it was made up fairy tale nonsense. My friend did as well,
but he became a great source of knowledge in religious matters and helped me understand a great deal
about Christianity's followers. The constant nagging from my internal bullshit meter never stopped red
lining during our discussions, and it didn't matter what religious philosophy professed because the
"knowledge" I was receiving was inevitably tuned out. I just can't stoop to that level of blind trust. The
reference to Satanism has hard correlative data as belonging to a physical evil force of some sort, and I
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searched for this evilness for my entire life. I was not trying to join with this force, but rather, define it
in quantifiable truth. Realize my astonishment when I finally put the dialect references together... and
bonafidely have hard evidence of what Satanism means, where Satanism originated, the actual people
responsible for its continued usage, and how to stop its destructive tendencies. My astonishment came
due to the simplicity of the defining qualities of Satanic energy. Just so we're clear, Satanic energy is
not a dead end esoteric theology based in myth and legend. My research on this subject correlates to
modern energy usage. Actual substances that are physically harmful, and spiritually degrading
materials. Matter, that has real detrimental effects on every human.

Shifting gears to inject a critical component of this theory, we must delve into the machinations of John
Keely first and foremost. John Ernst Worrell Keely was an inventor from Pennsylvania, USA. He was
born on September 3rd, 1837, and died November 18, 1898. A brilliant machinist (especially
considering the tooling of that era), he coined the term Sympathetic Vibratory Physics. A theory that
entailed planes of existence, and how matter interacted with these planes. He theorized that space (as in
outerspace) is filled with an ether that interacts with atomic matter. It's the fabric, or rather vaporic
field that all matter exists within. It's better explained by a reference, as Wikipedia states:

Keely delivered descriptions of the supposed principles of his process on various occasions.

In 1884 following the demonstration of his "Vaporic gun":

Stripping the process of all technical terms, it is simply this: I take water and air, two mediums of
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different specific gravity, and produces from them by generation an effect under vibrations that
liberates from the air and water an inter atomic ether. The energy of this ether is boundless and can
hardly be comprehended. The specific gravity of the ether is about four times lighter than that of
hydrogen gas, the lightest gas so far discovered.

—?New York Times, September 22, 1884

Following a demonstration in June 1885:

It is an elaboration of interatomic ether by vibration. The atomic ether vibrates all around the
molecules of matter. There is a magnetic force attached to it at the same time, and it assimilates with
the molecular atomic aggregations  that is, assimilates with a certain attractive force that it is hard to
tell what it is. I call it a vibratory negative. It doesn't act like a magnet drawing metals toward it. There
is a certain magnetic effect about it that causes it to adhere by vibratory rotation to different forms of
matter  that is the molecular, atomic, etheric, and etheretheric. The impulse is given by metallic
impulses, the rotary power that is formed by etheric vibration  that is the force that holds it in position.

—?New York Times, June 7, 1885

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Ernst_Worrell_Keely

Keely led a very secretive life and was also reluctant to share the knowledge he had obtained.
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Researching his life's work and invention catalogue is highly recommended, although I'll warn you, it's
very difficult obtaining information on the man himself, or his work. What I've deduced from modern
academics associated with Keely's inventions is that Keely was trying to tap into a fuel source that
existed outside of molecular substance, and succeeded. Keely's inventions dealt with a more passive
energy consumption. The machine Dale Pond restored (or tried to restore) had several passive functions
that gathered strength and thrust from the cavitation and vaccuum forces interacting with each other.
The recoverable energy from the system is barely negligible, but it proved Keely's theory. Keely had
harnessed an energy structure that did not degrade. Quite literally, the machine would degrade and
perish before its fuel source ran out... seemingly endless fuel if properly tapped into. A system quite
different than the philosophies pushed in academia in Keely's time, as well as our modern technological
era.

Dale Pond is the go to expert on everything Keely. Pond has done more for the deciphering of Keely's
technologies, than any other researcher or academic figurehead. He has published several videos that
have demonstrations on how the ethereal plane can be harnessed. He also delved into Keely's personal
journals and combed through public records in an attempt to decode the technical prowess of Keely's
mind. Pond succeeded on several levels and thanks to him, we understand a great deal more about
Keely. Mr. Pond is not a machinist professionally, but he did learn the basics, expanded his knowledge,
and replicated a partially working model of a John Keely motor. Dolan also tried to place a dialect
structure to Keely's ideologies which is a very difficult thing to accomplish.

Pond's trickiest translation dealt with the ethereal plane's energy spectrum. Our current society's use of
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energy is entirely centered around the exploitation of matter. Wood, coal, natural gas, gasoline and
other crude oil biproducts, nuclear fission/fusion, and all aspects of that spectrum of energy sources,
existing outside of the ethereal plane phenomenon that Keely had discovered. The material fuel
spectrum is entirely different from that of the ethereal plane's Sympathetic Vibratory Physics spectrum
of energies within Keely and Pond's work. As a matter of fact, it is the quintessential opposite of the
exploitation of matter strategies that society prescribes to at large. This energy dichotomy needed to
have a nomenclature, as all new technological progress does. Mr. Dolan coined these opposite
spectrums of energy as male, and female, respectively. Personally, I agreed with his choice in dialect at
that time.

Male energy spectrums are what humanity has built our current society with from conception.
Male/female seemed like the appropriate stance to take given the lists of various phenomenon that
accompany the expressions of the energies as they are harnessed. A terminology base I used while
explaining this ideology to people whom I personally came in contact with during conversations of this
nature, was the similarities between the terms explosions and implosions. The male/female terminology
was more encapsulating, but much more difficult to keep the listener focused on the technology, as
opposed to some strange ego push that people naturally cling to when confronted with gender specific
nomenclatures. You can imagine the backtracking I had to do in these conversations when I said
emphatically that male energy perspectives are destructive and toxic, BUT female energy perspectives
are eternal, non toxic, and free for all to use... Yep, you guessed it... the feminists who caught wind of
this dialect bolstered their own egos in a most disgusting display of pride and stupidity running
congruently. Oppositely to that of the female terminology, men whom had a difficulty discerning the
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dialect specifics, also took pride in the destructive tendencies of the male energy perspectives.

As these conversations in my personal life started to happen more frequently, I found myself stuck in
translation for more time than I cared to be. Every time I mentioned "female energy" I had to divert
from the conversation's original intentions just to explain what "female energy" meant... Most of the
conversations went something like this:

Friend/family member ponders to me, "Gas is going up again."
As my circle of friends can attest, I smuggly replied to statements like this arrogantly with, "Yeah,
society needs to shift their entire conscience to the 'female perspective'."
Almost all men (mostly conservative in my group) abruptly contorted their face as they disgustingly
replied back to me, "What are you? A faggy liberal or feminist?"
Humorously I replied back, "I'm the least feminist, least liberal person you know. This has nothing to
do with humans. 'Female energy' perspectives exist outside of matter."
Then off to the races the conversation went...

As their faces shifted from disgust to curiosity, I knew I had them interested, and quite literally, that's
the whole point. Stir intense emotional distress, then correct emotionally charged assumptions based on
unknown dialect. I found as these conversations ended abruptly earlier in my attempts to stir contempt
at these phenomenon. This same spectrum of energies has had many different nomenclatures through
my education of it. Free energy, overunity, perpetual motion, to name a few, but I found these
connotations brought up emotions in people which had the opposite effect that I wanted it to have. It
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frustrated the every loving fuck out of me, and I'll never truly be able to profess the extreme angst I felt
as I tried to explain what this phenomenon was. The language itself, the terminology... the actual
nomenclature, was the only obstacle to attaining these technologies en masse. I'm no language expert,
so naturally, after mounting frustrations the likes of which nobody I'm familiar with could understand...
I clammed up. Somewhat "gave up" in trying to help translate these spectrums to the world for years.
Although, I didn't stop my personal experiments, nor slow down my research into this subject.

In fact, quite the opposite. I doubled down in an attempt within myself to properly convey the
nomenclatures which would have the proper emotional response. I searched for the better part of 17
years before I stumbled upon John Keely's work, specifically. Reading relative literature, Keely was
mentioned on rare occasion. After reading copious amounts of relative literature with Keely as the
focus, I watched a video related to the technology spectrums of Keely, and the narrator mentioned Dale
Pond. A quick video search brought back a video entitled: Dale PondThe Basics Of Sympathetic
Vibratory Physics. To be honest, the presentation in the video was dull. It took place in the 1980s
(apparently), and came across as more of a fund raising attempt, than a deciphering of knowledge. In
Pond's defense, the audience added to that perspective, and Pond himself was timid in his approach to
handling that dichotomy. The impression given was that Pond was indeed trying to obtain funding, as
opposed to my approach or how I would have handled that conference... Brutal, uncomfortable, stern
fact and truth. Feelings themselves, would have been the last thing on my mind, as this book's stern
nature proves.

Pond's SVP video did reach a point of contention in the audience and myself internally. When he
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coined the terminology "female energy." It was a good platform of language for me to unleash my
assault on normality. I enjoy making people feel uncomfortable in these types of dialects. From my
perspective, I feel as though most people are derelicts in almost every aspect of life they prescribe to.
Everything is taken for granted. For example; Every dumbass in the world uses a cellular phone, but
my guess is less than 1% of them actually know how cellular technology works. Food production,
animal husbandry, computer circuits, metallurgy, OIL!!!, etc... All of the technological applications
humans use every single day are taken for granted. Very few people stray from their preferred pathway
to relative comfort and downright laziness. If the educational information doesn't originate directly
from people's employers, parents, or some other false idol given to them by a television set, people
generally take a dumbed down, almost numb approach to research outside of these lackadaisical
addictions.

"The female energy perspective is the answer to our technological concerns." I would state
emphatically during a random encounter.
"Can I put it in my Corvette's gas tank? No? Then fuck off, I don't care." the morons in unison would
whinge...

In reality the nomenclature, "male/female" energy perspectives, did not have a ubiquitous reaction from
those whom I was trying to educate, however small that audience grew to be. Stupid women took pride
in the terminology, completely misunderstanding the dialect and simultaneously ignorant to the fact
that the human form itself (male and female) is born of and into a male energy perspective. In other
words, women had pride in something they had no part in directly. A truly disgusting display usually
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founded in jaded ugly women that could not obtain the fairy tale life they expected... That they thought
they were entitled to. Stupid men who scoffed at the "female energy" terminology were not much
different. The repulsion that comes from submitting to accepting this new nomenclature was blaringly
obvious, even if both genders didn't show it or admit it outright. Besides the occasional scoffing, the
terminology did hit its mark for stirring up some people's intuitive curiosity on rare occasions within
certain types of encounters. Namely, family, friends, and those whom already understood the basic
principles that I was trying to explain.

A couple of years went by hammering this idea of a male energy perspective being of the explosive
variety, and the female energy perspective being of the implosive variety, respectively. My skills were
honed in on quickly shifting focus away from the initial emotional response to the terminology by
flooding the perception of my listeners with immediate examples. Something like this...

"Hey Brian, what kinds of projects are you working on with your lathe and mill?" A friend of mine
would inquire...
"I'm working on a couple of projects... A nitinol engine and a cavitation water heater." I'd smuggly
reply, baiting for a response...
"What the hell is Nitinol? And did you say copulation heater?" A befuddled friend would inquire...
"Well, Nitinol is a metal with curious memory attributes, and no... I said CAVITATION water heater."
Degrading their pride with my response...
"Oh. Never heard of Nitinol. Neat. I'll look into it. Now, about this cavitation water heater... I'm
completely lost. What does that mean and how are you heating the water." Most curious responders
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would inquire...
"Cavitation is a phenomenon that exists outside of the material energy perspectives. When cavitation
occurs, heat is a biproduct of the implosion bubble. This phenomenon exists in the female energy
perspective, the implosion side specifically, as opposed to the explosion side of energy perspectives, or
rather "male" energy perspective." I would educate...
"Wow, that's really interesting... How'd you do it... blah blah blah."

And that was how I morphed the terminology to equate my intentions as quickly as possible, while
keeping the focus of my "students" away from their initial natural reactions, dialectically. I hammered
these points home at almost every conversational opportunity (much to the disdain of my wife). I tried
to walk a fine line between appearing annoying and drawing in curiosity at a family reunion while
honing these nomenclatures in. My wife's family, specifically... My wife's family has always been
loving towards me, and this particular grouping was a bunch of babyboomers, mostly male. I felt as
though I was in welcoming accommodations, and in hindsight, I was. My father in law particularly, as
always, was very accepting and curious about everything I was trying to convey. His brothers and sister
followed suit with his curious nature. At least that's how it appeared initially. They could have been
ravaging my ideas internally, and I think one of the brothers did just that! Either way, they allowed my
intrusions into their serene family gathering. They welcomed me, accepted me, and ultimately, loved
me. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen of the great 2019 Florida Super Bowl Trip (7 wins!), I enjoyed
every minute of your company. Love you all, very much.

My familial upbringing was not based on love. My relationship with my parents was based more in the
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realm of inconvenience. The more inconvenient my presence was, the less I was respected and loved.
My brother did a good job of fucking everything up in our household and leaving me in his wake of
disfunction to add to the rift between my parents and myself. I grew to hate my brother for it, and was
disgusted by my mother's coddling and idiotic enabling of his derelict malfunctions. The love my
mother bestowed upon my brother, regardless of how intricate his fuckupology progressed, made me
sick then... and especially now. Needless to say, my education in familial love ties was almost non
existent. For our recent ten year anniversary party at my house, I invited 10 blood relatives and their
families. 2 showed up; my cousin and my mother. My mother left the party after about an hour, while
my cousin stayed for days with her husband and both children. It's safe to say that my family has
degenerated to complete disfunction. It'd be difficult to even call us a family at this point.

My wife's family changed that for me. Going to a family reunion at all for me, from either side of my
parents was literally NEVER heard of. That Super Bowl family reunion was the first family reunion
that I've ever attended which I was actually a part of... Married in, but still, they accepted me. And that
lone event is what changed me. It transmogrified my essential being, and I'm not overshooting the mark
by iterating it in that manner. It had an almost "religious" affect on me internally. Struggled greatly to
understand these feelings during the following weeks. Emotions ran deep during that time period. I
remember crying during movies that weren't even sad, and had various other emotional outbursts, but
held them internally as often as I could. All the while pushing myself towards energy independence,
and the laden struggle to apply a proper dialect to a phenomenon that will reshape the world. On top of
all of that, I was dealing with a very disabling disease that kept me bed ridden 90% of the time. The
volume of internal conflicts on many fronts coupled with the physical sickness made me crash
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emotionally. I felt broken, useless, overwhelmed... I contemplated suicide. Not to relieve my pains, but
more so to alleviate my wife from the pain she felt due to my present situation. I truly felt bad for those
around me, those who had to suffer through my presence, those who had to listen to my ramblings,
those who were now obligated to "love" me. One of my many illnesses (hidradenitis suppurativa) was
present in Florida... in a very big way. I came within 5 minutes of having to go to emergency surgery
after a day filled with driving, boat rides, and a pizza party.



*Internal Addendum 10/1/2019* Hidradenitis Supprativa is a genetic disorder that brings a
considerable amount of pain, embarrassment, and suffering to those affected by its sudden intrusion
into one's life. I've always been known as a hard working, dedicated employee to whomever I was
working for at the time. Unfortunately, in October of 2018, my illness was running amok, and the
illness cost me my job. The symptoms of hidradenitis supprativa create large pustules in areas of the
body that are prone to sweaty dark conditions (crotch, armpits, chest, buttocks, etc). The symptoms of
my particular affliction center around the groin area of my body. Generally speaking, the hotter the
weather is and the sweatier that weather makes me, the larger these pustules grow causing all kinds of
inherent difficulties in dealing with this medical condition. A significant amount of pressure builds up
within these pustules leading to pain and discomfort that is unbearable after a while, especially in
warmer conditions. The conditions at my place of employment where I was let go were not
accommodating to my situation, at all. Hot, dirty, and a general attitude amongst the management and
ownership of the company that led to very long strenuous hours. After struggling with these harsh
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conditions (in the summer and fall heat), I had developed side affects to my already grotesque medical
condition.

My series of pustules were all swollen and seemingly taking on infection. When that stage of
hidradenitis supprativa is reached, other areas of the body start to compensate for the inflammation that
is present in the affected regions. My lymph nodes became swollen and distressed, which led to a
constant flulike feeling after waking up every morning, that began to stay with me throughout the day.
After a two day stretch where I was driving a very old broken dump truck that I was unable to turn the
heater off within the cab... for 1214 hour shifts on both days... I had to call off of work sick to
recuperate. The morning that I was planning on returning to work (and possibly quit due to the harsh
environment), I was called at home by the owner of the company and let go immediately. Although I
was planning on moving on from that company, getting fired for the first time in my life sent shock
waves through my psyche and brought me that much closer to wanting death.

The average time span it takes to diagnose hidradenitis supprativa is 7 years. Most of us afflicted with
this genetic disorder visit emergency rooms when the situation becomes unbearable, and I was no
different. The doctors that are responsible for treating emergency patients, generally, do not have the
expertise it takes to diagnose this disorder effectively. More often than not, people in my situation are
put on a regiment of antibiotics and told to see a specialist. In my case specifically, that meant a trip to
the urologist due to the placement of these pustules. It took weeks to see a urologist in the area I was
living at the time, so I was put on antibiotics with anti inflammatory medication within them to help
cope with the swelling until I could see a urologist for surgical removal of the sinus tracts/pustules that
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were now riddling my groin area. My appointment to see a urologist for surgery was scheduled after
the Florida trip described within these texts.

My first bout with this genetic disorder took place when I was 15 years old. In the 24 years since I was
first "introduced" to my situation, I've had hundreds of battles with hidradenitis supprativa taking over
my body's groin region. My emergency room visits have yielded three immediate surgical procedures
due to the pustules breaking open on the inside of my body (as opposed to the skin openings), which is
accompanied by a massive swelling episode making it very difficult to walk. Large swaths of flesh are
removed during these procedures and the recovery time has made me miss a significant amount of
work during those episodes at my places of employment over the years. Being well informed of this
situation after many trips to the emergency room, I began to take matters into my own hands...
surgically. My personal diagnosis of hirdadenitis supprativa took 24 years to receive a proper
diagnosis, so I got used to the procedure that I would have to perform regularly. What I would do
initially, after my wife was either asleep or at work, was to sterilize my blades (sometimes razor blades,
sometimes steak knives, sometimes needles). Then I would sit in front of a mirror spread out on a dark
colored towel so that I could view the groin area in its entirety. After a few deep breaths, I would
plunge the blade into the swollen region and cut a half inch opening through the sinus tract/pustule.
After the contents (mainly blood) would spill out, I would rinse the area and internal sinus tract/pustule
with hydrogen peroxide.

Unfortunately, this was only a temporary fix. After a few days of maintaining (to the best of my
abilities) a sterile environment around the open wounds, the cuts that I had made would inevitably heal
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over again. The swelling would commence almost immediately, and I would have to repeat the
procedure several times. At the time of the Florida trip, I had done this several times to three different
pustules. Although I was on heavy doses of antibiotics, the heat and humidity of that region brought on
several episodes where my fear of going to the emergency room for another surgical procedure was
weighing down my mind. The night following our boat excursion was accompanied by these fears
overwhelming my conscience. I was terrified of ruining this lovely family's reunion due to my illness.
Unfortunately, we had to fly to Florida so the only "blade" available to me was a set of fingernail
clippers. I did my best to sterilize them after my wife went to bed, and after an excruciating back and
forth in my mind, I plunged the sharp end of the clipper shank into my crotch and shot blood all over
the bathroom floor. It was extremely painful to say the least, but the mental anguish of ruining this
family's reunion was now gone, and with that in mind, I was happy enough to continue faking my
smiles and attempting to not draw attention to this dilemma I was inundated with.

I've been trapped in this dilemma several times over those 24 years, and only twice did I let my
situation get the best of me. After my diagnoses several weeks later, I began to do research on
hidradenitis supprativa at great length. From the statistical analysis found on a few different websites, 1
in 400 are affected by this genetic disorder. Many people have to deal with these situations on a daily
basis. Consequently, the embarrassment that follows these "outbreaks" ruins relationships, ends
careers, and leads to suicide more often than not. While the pustules themselves appear to those
unaffected by it personally to be a cleanliness issue, they are genetic in origin, and due to that
prognosis, are incurable no matter how clean and sterile one makes their affected area. I am not asking
for your sympathy in describing my situation, and although many of you will be sympathetic to my
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battle with this affliction, I ask that you concern yourselves with those who have a difficult time
coming to terms with their own personal course within the battles against this genetic disorder. I felt
that this description was necessary due to the absence of a video production segment following this
book. My plan was to explain this situation to you in that format, but my time is running out, and I
needed to clarify the events in question due to their significant intrusion. I apologize for the graphic
nature of my reality, and hope that you can continue reading with YOUR afflictions as MY primary
focus. This is the end of the internal addendum. Back to the storyline.



After I performed the procedure to alleviate the swelling myself in the hotel room, then cleaned up the
blood and took a shower, I tried to sleep. Doubled up my meds and tried to maintain for a couple more
days. I held this information back vigorously during my visit from the people we were visiting. My
poor wife had to shoulder that information, while still trying to enjoy HER family reunion. Putting on a
mask wasn't so difficult. I've been through much worse and came out smiling, or rather, pretending to
smile many times while in physical pain. People close to me understand this. Returning home did not
have the affect I thought it would. Normally for my condition, surgery is required. BUT my new team
of doctors would like to take a newly formulated approach where surgery is not required. Waiting for
test results to clear me for this medication (Humira) takes a very long time to conclude. In the
meantime while waiting, no changes were apparent in my ever worsening affliction. I was stuck in a
rut. Waiting for months at that point. At any moment, even as I write these very words... I could need to
be rushed to the hospital for emergency surgery. Originally received, this was terrible news,
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devastating really. Surgery could take a while to heal, but at least a road to recovery was possible, even
if it was short lived before the next bout. This was my emotional AND physical rock bottom. I honestly
felt as though I was better off dead, and everyone else was better off without me. I sat crying several
nights alone thinking about the conundrum that sat before me.

If I end it all myself, how embarrassing would that be to my wife, whom is a serious professional in her
field of work? A very high ranking (so to speak) member of upper management in a very esteemed
company. If I ended it all, arguablyjustifiably, would she forgive me? Would my children forgive me?
Honestly I really do not care at all what anyone in my family thinks except for my father
(occasionally), my cousin (the one family member that came to my anniversary party), my cousin's
mother, and yep... that about does it. Do I care what they would think? Fortunately, my cousin (from
my mother's side) and father were both logical people, meaning they would understand, at least that's
what I hoped for. I was close to being okay with leaving this world on my own terms. Every day
brought me a little closer. My sickness grew and my ability to operate my tools, do general car
maintenance, take care of the yard, etc, was non existent. I felt hopeless, helpless, and pathetic. And I
was... on all three accounts. All the while, my wife never faltered. She encouraged me to push through,
even though there was no real discernible light at the end of the tunnel. Regardless, at my worst
moment, she treated me with respect and dignity. Considering I had none of that even for myself, she
might have been the only person on the entire planet that felt that way about me. My sincerest and
deepest gratitude is yours, my endearing wife. I love you.

Then one morning in the midst of this ordeal a surprising thing happened to me while browsing my
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beloved 4chan.org /pol/. Brenton Tarrant decided to take the problem of passive white genocide, forced
by the political elite in his home country of New Zealand, into his own hands. Brenton Tarrant stormed
into an Arab filled mosque (that was previously a Catholic Church) and unleashed a torrent of bullets
towards the foreign invaders inside. He killed 50 or 51 total, and streamed the entire event live. I just
happened to click on that particular thread and watched the entire ordeal in real time. Shortly after the
shooting, I dug deep to find out as much as I could about Brenton Tarrant. I didn't have to search far for
he had given everything up free to the public in the form of a manifest titled fittingly: The Great
Replacement.

Tarrant did a very scholarly job piecing together his struggle, and he did so in a poetic and humorous
way. He remained factual when relevant, but stern and justified in his beliefs. It was truly moving.
Whether you agree with his actions or not, the manifest "The Great Replacement," is a must read. At
the very least it's funny as hell, especially if you're familiar with 4chan /pol/ lingo. When I finished
reading The Great Replacement and watching the videos Tarrant mentioned within the manifest, a great
sense of pride washed over me. There are many black organizations worldwide which have killers in
their ranks. The slow, eventual white genocide happening currently in South Africa is a direct
testament to black on white violent crime. Mexicans and their counterparts, Central and South
Americans, leech from North America pathetically like beaten dogs. Forcing themselves into poverty
and filth, most of their low IQ fueled tendencies gravitate towards quick money. The summation of that
lifestyle is either murder, or prison invariably leaving a wake of death and degradation wherever they
go. Arabs are dumb enough to believe in a deity whose sole purpose is violence, fornication, enslaving,
and force marrying a 9 year old little girl. In some of those backwards thinking Arab countries, it's still
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legal to marry a 9 year old... as long as the parents consent. DISGUSTING!!! 9 years old!!! At any rate,
Muslims, and all forms of Arabs, are killers. Scariest part is you never know when one of those
parasites is going to snap and go full Jihad Truck of Peace on a city street.

Blacks, Mexicans, Arabs and all Muslims regardless of ethnicity have a certain group of people that
fight their perceived enemy. They're obviously all either batshit crazy or low IQ wielding morons prone
to violent reactions. I lean towards the latter and use governmentally researched statistics to back up
those facts. Not theory any more... FACTS. Until Brenton Tarrant fought back against the worldwide
invasion of white societies, I felt hopeless about these problems. After Tarrant's rampage, for the first
time ever, I felt what it was like to have someone willing to lay down their life for me. For white
people's safety... For OUR cause. This feeling was odd, and after reading Tarrant's manifest, I agreed
with him wholeheartedly. These emotions have festered deep inside for a very long time and have
turned into outright disgust. The constant flow of illegal aliens AND THEIR OFFSPRING WHICH
WE ARE STUCK WITH, the majority black cities that sky rocket our national crime rate statistics with
their constant murders and drug dealing gang related horseshit, the constant Muslim attacks on white
societies worldwide, ETC ETC ETC, became so inundating, the only course of action seemed to simply
ignore it. As in, it's all so tiresome...

After slowly marinating for a few days within this newly acquired pride towards myself, my country,
and my race... the excitement died down when Tarrant's predictions starting coming true. The political
elite shitheads of New Zealand took the virtue signaling even further than he could have imagined. The
prime minister even wore a disgusting hijab headscarf in public. What an absolute sellout to perceived
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moral fiber within liberalfeminist degeneracy, shrouded in zero integrity. She started to strip the entire
populace of New Zealand of their right to bare arms, and currently speaking, has almost succeeded.
Surely, by the time this book is finished, not one citizen of New Zealand will so much as have a BB
gun. So naturally, in my medically induced atrophic state, I went back to lurking the threads that
followed this event to learn more, and surfed the web. Nothing special had changed, and feeling
pathetic was constant in my life due to my medical issues, so stuck in a rut was where I was again... An
all too familiar place.

Then one morning out of the blue (3/20/2019), I got a phone call from my brother that turned out to be
the straw that broke the camel's back... A few days prior I had gotten a call from my mother. Just
hearing her voice is enough to annoy me and put me in a bad mood, but I answered it regardless. Her
feminist ways have driven a wedge into this family for decades, and as I became enlightened on race
realism, ancient technologies, and the dichotomy that relationship held, the more I was disgusted at
every action my mother took. Even though these feelings festered for years, I still respected my mother,
at least enough to placate her desire to be a part of my life. That fateful phone call was different. I felt
terrible that day, but was slowly trying to accomplish some yard work and maintenance around my
house. My lymph nodes were swollen which made my ears and throat very painful and irritated, plus I
was in a generally bad mood from the constant onslaught of news stories related to the illegal alien
caravans. Those internal emotions from her direct part in that crises, that I've trained myself to hold
back in her presence, were dying faster than my empathy for these parasites... which had already died
years prior.
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A general ambiance of disgust filled my tone while I answered her questions about my health and well
being. My mother was recently allowed into the foray of my medical problems, so she was aware that I
was in bad shape and wanted to be a part of my recovery, or at least be informed on it. The angry tone
in my voice after the pile up of reasons forced me to comply with my emotional state. My answers
were short, unapologetic, and stern, but remained based on my health... until my mother asked why I
was angry. I simply stated that "There are too many reasons to explain in this short of a phone call, and
you aren't willing to listen to them anyways." She abruptly ended the conversation, much to my
enjoyment. "Thank god," I thought. At least I didn't have to deal with her feminist garbage... or so I
originally thought.

When I picked up my brother's phone call I didn't realize who it was at first. I deleted his number years
ago during a nasty fight where he was blackedout drunk and saying the most horrible vile things you
could imagine to me. All I saw was a number on my caller ID, no name. I was also sleeping when he
rang, so my initial "hello" was groggy and confused sounding. After his reply, I asked, "Who is this?"
He sounded a very boisterous "YOUR BROTHER!" as his reply. My tone sunk as I realized he had
gotten me to answer the call. Annoyed as all hell, as I am every time I speak to my brother, I internally
calmed myself down and submitted to the conversation. He then asked me how I was doing. I yawned,
then gave a very short rundown on how shitty I was feeling and that it would never really get better.

Cutting my reply to his inquiry short, he stated very sternly, "Why are you always stressing out "MY"
mom???!!!" in a very angry tone. Confused, I asked what he was talking about. He then relayed to me
that my mother had called him very shortly after our last phone call, and told him that I was being
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overtly mean with no reason behind it. I snapped. My next reply cut him off during his drunken attempt
at appearing strong with "Brother, be very careful when choosing how you reply to my answers..." I
was then cut off and inundated with terrible insults and screaming. I hung up, obviously. The text
messages started to come in in heavy succession directly after the phone call. We went at it for hours...
He insulted my wife, my ex's, my life's choices, and my children in the most disgusting tirade of
diatribes imaginable.

I have a developmentally disabled son who suffers from an extremely rare genetic condition. It's called
a "micro deletion syndrome," which is a fancy way of saying some of his genes were deleted at
conception. Impossible to fix due to the condition essentially being in every cell of his body. Weak
bones and a very small vocabulary that can only be "heard" because we've taught him how to speak
through a computer. He can type and read no problem, so we are able to communicate with him
sparingly. None of our struggles mattered to my disgusting brother during his insult brigade. He ripped
my son up and down because he's "retarded" (inaccurate, but my brother is a moron), and that my ex
and I had conceived him out of wedlock. It wasn't the first time he had done this... It was the third
occasion he had done this to me. In various other past skirmishes he had taken the argument to that
level two other occasions, but today was different. In the past when he would stoop to that level of
idiocy, I'd simply leave and ignore him, BUT NOT THAT DAY.

Ever since I first met my brother's illegal alien wife, I was disgusted. She looks like a Jew, is quite
dumb (as her genetically derived IQ would suggest), and has 9 or 10 illegal alien brothers and sisters.
I'd go hang out with them in her house from time to time, but I never stepped into that house without a
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general feeling of disgust. In general, her presence in my life made me uneasy. I watched her leech
onto my brother regardless of his actions. During their marriage so far, my brother has become addicted
to cocaine and crackcocaine, devolved into an alcoholic, and has injected numerous felony and
misdemeanor charges mixed into those addiction laden attributes. At last check, he had "achieved" his
fourth DUII, had been fired for the umpteenth time, and was "considering" going into rehabilitation for
the... I don't know... 6th? 7th time? I lost track. Everything that has entered into my brother's life and
family by association, has been terrible for him AND US. My parents, in their empathy drenched,
hippylike feminism induced mental fog that has plagued them for decades, they've bestowed countless
money, support, and niceties onto my brother and his illegal alien drenched family.

My parents gave that little leech my brother married, thousands of dollars so that she could get her
citizenship. Unfortunately during that time period, my brother and his disgusting wife spent all of that
money on drugs, alcohol, and various other frivolities. My mother and parasitic stepfather, happily
babysat their muttoffspring almost every weekend when they were young. Their actions were directly
enabling the disfunction. I, on the other hand, worked a very difficult schedule and saved every penny I
could. Several times when I had the ability to work overtime (which I did as often as possible), but was
watching my son for the weekends generally, and missed out on some much needed funding to my
dilemma with my son. During that time period (early 2000s) I really needed the money desperately, but
didn't have anyone that would help watch my son in a desperate situation. I reluctantly called my
mother one evening during one of these overtime call ins, essentially begging her for help to watch my
son. To which she replied "I'm too busy, and I just can't handle that alone, Brian." I was angry, but used
to that treatment from her regarding my children, THAT CHILD specifically.
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After submitting to not being able to work, my son and I headed out to get dinner. Wendy's was my
choice that night. My son loved the chicken nuggets, and I'm admittedly addicted to burgers. Wendy's
was on the way to my mom's house, plus I was curious why she was so busy and I wanted to change
how she felt about watching my son, so I went to her house unannounced. I bought several extra
burgers and fries so nobody would be left out as my son and I scarfed down our food. Pulled up in front
of my mother's house, shut off the car, then opened the door. The first thing I heard was children
laughing and carrying on as children do... but the sound was coming from my mother's back yard. It
was a Saturday in May, and the weather was warm. Apparently, that was the best time to go out back
and play. I was instantly angry and devastated. I sneakily walked to the entrance of her garage that
allows for a view of the back yard to her house, and there I saw them... my brother's children. My
mother could not be bothered with watching my son as I worked... because she was watching my
brother's kids. Let that sink in.

I had always suspected that that was what was happening, but this was the first/last time where I would
allow my mother to affect my emotions through lies and treachery. After that incident, I refused to talk
to her for years, and when I finally broke silence with her, it was because I thought I was dying. Even
after I decided to let her back into my life, the feelings that enraged me that fateful evening clouded
every conversation we had thereafter. My mother brought about feelings of disgust for many different
reasons, but that particular reason stuck in my psyche. There's just too much history there to come back
from it, and I couldn't (and didn't even want to) control it. I wanted her to feel that pain, just like she
had done to me.
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The only people that were/are aware of this story are my wife and I. My brother is arrogantly unaware
of the disgust people feel for him in general, so verbally attacking my son during our conversation
wasn't surprising. He had become comfortable attacking my son, and when I snapped, I laid it all out
there for him. How I felt about his disgusting wife, his addictions, his criminality, his lack of career,
lack of ownership of anything (car, house, food [ALL supplied by my mother and stepfather to this
day]), everything I could think of that bothered me about his life's decisions. I kept the barrage of truth
simple and firm. My REAL inner feelings came out for the first time ever during our argument that day
(3/20/2019). Some truly nasty shit. The stuff you hold back from everyone. The real inner feelings,
where politeness and political correctness are nowhere to be found. Just raw true emotion... but factual
in delivery.

Of course my brother was not used to me standing up for myself. It had never happened in our entire 39
year history, at least not to that extent. My brother then devolved his tactics during our conversation
posturing from ridiculous platitudes. He said things like, "I'm telling everyone what you said." and
"You better not ever talk to MY mom again or come to MY city, 'cause we'll fuck you up." and "you
had better keep your gun on you at all times..." You know, general idiocy coupled with arrogance. And
all I was saying in response were my actual feelings. I wasn't threatening him with violence or warning
him that I was "coming to get him" or anything similar... Just iterating how I actually felt about what he
had done with his life. The delivery was shrouded in disgust, but it was fair and stern. The reality of the
situation took ahold of my brother and in a rage fueled by alcohol proceeded to call everyone in my
family he could... but the only one who answered was my mother.
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An hour or two after our battle had simmered down, I got a call from my father. He had received many
many texts and phone calls about our argument as it was happening. It wasn't an uncommon
occurrence. Many times my alcoholic brother called my sleeping father in the middle of the night to
berate him on his past's life choices. My father and I were both used to my brother's antics. My father
and I discussed the argument at length, and I admitted to him that I unleashed my true feelings on my
brother for the first time ever. My father was surprised but not shocked, for we had discussed this
situation at length many times over the years. After arriving at the same solution (never talking to him
again), a calm washed over me that I was extremely unfamiliar with. My father, for all of his faults and
procrastinations, took my side emphatically. We had bonded over this terrible situation. I acutely
remember telling my father I loved him at the end of the phone call... and I hadn't said that out loud to
the man in 1015 years. A mundane aspect of most people's relationships generally, but to me it was
significant... because I meant it.

The conversation was discussed with my wife when she got home from work. She was already aware
of what was happening because my idiotic alcoholic brother had the nerve to call her directly while we
were arguing. He left several messages, but my wife ignored him as most people usually do. Other than
that, the argument wasn't brought up again, and remains at armistice currently, although I will NEVER
willingly speak to my brother again. Over the next few days I replayed the argument over and over
again to myself. I was trying to place an insult on my brother that was fitting to his general degeneracy,
disdain for purity, and complete lack of cohesion that he was directly responsible for. The usuals
nomenclatures that follow that line of thinking entered my mind when trying to place a proper
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description on how I felt about my brother and all of his faults; piece of shit, traitor, usurper, cunt, etc
but nothing truly encapsulated the very real hatred I had for him and everything he stood for. His
evilness. His degeneracy. His ignorance.

Then it dawned on me... my brother is evil incarnate, otherwise known as, wait for it... Satan. I would
never give a complete loser, as he is, the credit for being THE Satan from biblical prophecy. He was
more of a Satan to our entire family structure, not humanity as a whole. Everything he has done in his
life has caused controversy, strife, stress, anger and hatred with every member of my family. To be
honest, I can't remember any news from his teen years onward that didn't have a detrimental physical
effect on himself, and an emotional detrimental effect on everyone around him. Even the things he IS
proud of, are disgusting to the rest of us in this family... save for HIS mother. His children, which are
his only source of pride, at best are anchor babies to an illegal alien. Literally nothing, NOT ONE
THING, has been overtly positive for himself or his blood related "loved" ones. Pure unadulterated
evil. I coined him a Satanist (even though neither he nor I are religious), then comfortably lay at ease in
my summation and chosen nomenclature for him.

Things got back to "normal" after that fateful argument. Medically, things stayed the same with me... In
fact even as I write this, THINGS ARE STILL THE SAME, but I digress... One night after all of this
had taken place, and a very overburdening weight was lifted off of my soul's shoulders, my wife
wanted to watch a show about Egypt, and I happily obliged. It was more of an educational show... more
to my liking as she sometimes gravitates towards the submoronic "Real Houswives of WhoGivesa
Fuckistan" type tomfoolery, so I was somewhat surprised that she wanted to watch that kind of a show
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with me, but happy nonetheless. She slowly fell asleep at some point, but I hadn't noticed. She was
startled when I blurted out "That Zahi Hawass guy is a real piece of shit, he reminds me of my brother."
Realizing that I woke her up, I apologized (as I normally do [it isn't a rare occurrence to wake her]),
and she went back to sleep almost instantly. A biproduct of waking her is usually my dog, Tank notices
she's awake and gets VERY EXCITED! So I put a collar on him and walked him around my property
to calm him down and let her snooze. Same ole same ole, I figured. As usual, I had vigorously been
speaking to the burning bush that evening to ease my pains, and from that an epiphany formed. Zahi
Hawass is a Satanist, just like my brother.

As with my brother, I could NEVER give an academic fraud like Zahi Hawass the distinction of being
THEE original Satan, so I improvised. They're both Satanists. Good, done. Figured that one out... Then
an unexplained coincidence happened. I started cataloguing mentally all of the figures that ubiquitously
had these newly coined "Satanic" undertones. People that take, more than they give... people that
generally degenerate the societal structures around them, to be more precise. The Clintons, The Bush
family, career politicians, the lobbyists that support them, Bernie Sanders with his subversive Jewish
ways of preaching socialism from a bourgeois tower, the morons willing to fall for that trickeration,
people that hurt animals, money addicts, drug addicts, whores, adulterers, liars... Then the correlations
started to dawn on me. Religous doctrine, The Ten Commandments specifically.

OOOOOOOHHHHH, I get it now!!! Or so I thought at that time. "Satanist" fits perfectly with how I
felt about that degenerate group of people. I hinted to my wife that I was leaning towards religious
philosophy as a base motive in my mind, much to her surprise. She knows I'm a technical guy in my
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mind AND heart, so her shock wasn't unexpected. I spared her the entire philosophical iteration that
this book entails, and gently, briefly described the recent associations. I held back on the Satanic
reference specifically, for I didn't want her to think I had turned into a preacher, or other similar
nonsense. I kept that nomenclature to myself. This seemingly, at that point, wasn't a major epiphany,
and the realist in me still hadn't submerged in the theological spectrum of philosophy. So in short, I
considered it more of an inside joke... with... well... myself.

Certain things drudgingly moved forward on my medical "advice" and I got a slim glimmer of hope
one day. I don't remember what happened specifically (there's so many things at this point), but it drove
me to be a little bit happier. I got back to work on my property, out in the sun, sculpting the landscape,
creating huge burn piles, birds chirping, my koi pond waterfalls massaging my ear drums, sweat rolling
off my back, fingernails filled with dirt, huge rocks unearthed and tossed aside... yeah I was feeling
gooooooooood! It had been months since I was willing to take that chance with all of the medical
problems at the forefront. Worked my ass off for two straight days and made a massive burn pile with
all of the shrubbery I was ripping out. On the third day my wife and I tried to burn the shrubbery and
dead wood. The burn pile I had amassed would not catch fire, no matter how hard we tried. 1/2 gallon
of diesel, and 1/2 a bottle of propane with countless Amazon and cereal boxes from months of steady
build up, and the pile just would not build proper coals to sustain a fire. Almost 4 hours of trying, and
nothing to show for it. "Oh well. We can try again tomorrow." we thought and went back to watching
TV, defeated.

That evening I desperately waited for my wife to pass out. My medical situation became very bad over
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the previous few days of work in my yard, and my willingness to throw caution to the wind came at a
price. Two of my three currently active areas doubled in size. They had filled with blood, and ignoring
them allowed for their advancement. One of the two "blood sacks" had burst open from the inside and
infected a very large area, roughly the size of a baseball. The other one was "just" advancing under my
skin. I felt this happening as I cooked dinner and tried to put on the "everything's cool" mask to my
wife. I was desperately trying to NOT go to the emergency room. As soon as she dozed off, I rushed to
the bathroom, grabbed the knife, alcohol, and Hydrogen Peroxide on my way, then stripped naked in
the bathroom shower stall. Hunkered down, dowsed the knife in alcohol, braced for the pain, then
gouged the blood sack with the tip of the knife. Blood sprayed all over the shower as I kept pressure on
the protrusion. Then the second one, the one which had burst already inward, I dowsed the bloody knife
in alcohol again and plunged it about 1/2 inch deep. The blood didn't burst, but more so oozed out, and
was much darker. I filled my syringe with Hydrogen Peroxide and repeatedly filled the both sacks until
the fluid stopped bubbling. As I scrubbed the mess off of myself and the shower as I showered, I
became deeply depressed again.

I had JUST gotten the courage to go work on something, ANYTHING, physical in months. Two days
in, my worst fear was correct, so I again submitted to a couch potato lifestyle... medically induced that
is and continued contemplating suicide with every waking moment. Some people ascribe to live in the
reality of constant laziness and no forward momentum in their life goals... I'm not one of those people.
My frustration and discontent internally grew at my situation steadily, but the future had hopes of
possible relief from my condition, so I remained optimistic, however slight that optimism was. My
guess is my wife was completely unaware of these changes. I can be a pretty good actor when I feel it's
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required, especially when it regards her well being.

Returning to that familiar rut, I doubled down on my burning bush antics in an attempt to maintain
some sense of happiness. My wife, bless her soul, smothered my depression in cakes, cookies, ice
cream, candy, pop, and a bountiful ensemble of delicious meats like lobster and ribeye steaks. She was
trying to make me happy in anyway that she could, and it did help my mental fortitude pushing forward
through this mental state. In between then and now presently, bouts with extreme boredom and cabin
fever are common. I've sat around watching movies, videos, read 3 books in that time that I've already
read twice prior, thousands of articles on technical applications of every tool known to man, hundreds
of articles about my condition, and the list goes on and on... Anything and everything I could do to try
to remain hopeful that at some point I'd get relief... maybe. Then after several days of not much more
than sitting around hoping for a miracle while simultaneously begging for death, I figured everything
out. EVERYTHING I was going through was on purpose. My conclusion was that there were no
coincidences. My death was imminent.



Addendum 10/3/2019

The Wrong Path chapter is dedicated to my life and how my abilities as a Christ were realized. Firstly,
humanity has to acknowledge how their society functions. H.E.L.L. stands for Human Evolution Long
Lasting in acronym form. While religious zealotry has brought the zeitgeist of modern society into an
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arrogant posture in regards to what nomenclatures stand for, human evolution long lasting is the current
pace at which we live. Humanity utilizes evolutionary theory to gather conclusions to scientific
principles, and in so doing, has departed from the reality of who we are, and what we are doing in this
current timeline sequence. We use evolution as a basis for everything from medical treatments, to
energy usage, and a massive array of similar subjects. While "science" itself has continued to be
utilized as a political strategy to discern superiority over others that base their belief system on
creationism, evolutionists cannot prove their own theory. Within the boundaries of that context, we as a
species, have allowed ourselves to be consumed by evolutionary dogma. Whether you agree with the
acronym or not, Human Evolution Long Lasting is exactly what humanity is currently submerging our
collective conscience in. Human education has played into this arrogant posture.

Correlative data that suggests evolutionary theory is accurate, does not prove evolution to be a sound
basis for life as we know it. Doctors, engineers, chemists, mathematicians, etc, all have studies that
correlate to the evolutionary theory, and before the proof is present, these same learned individuals
arrogantly profess that the correlative data that consumes their personal work, makes evolution a
foregone conclusion. These same people, who've obtained numerous credentials to show that their
education places them on a hierarchical scale, arrogantly utilize their credentials to signify their
opinions as better than that of a creationists, respectively. The fact remains however, that no matter
how well educated an individual may be in any given field of study, evolution is just a theory. It will
remain that way indefinitely. The arrogance present in someone's mind, that subsequently believes that
human life was created by chance and humanity is in control of its own destiny, is gargantuan in
inception. This same arrogant approach to the most basic fundamental philosophies that plague every
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human alive, is the very same posture that has brought humanity to the brink of total annihilation.
Whether you choose to believe humanity is staring extinction directly in the face, or not, it's difficult to
argue against the countless methods to which extinction can happen currently.

Ecosystem collapse, financial warfare, resource depletion, nuclear holocaust, magnetic pole shift,
tectonic plate realignment, sun flare, civil conflicts, meteorite/comet strikes, gamma ray bursts, etc etc
etc. The ability to deal with these threats has a base principle in our current understanding of what we
are, and what we are doing here. From an evolutionist's perspective, a meteorite strike would seem
impossible to deal with under current technological perspectives. The arrogance that consumes
evolutionists, also allows them to internally placate the lack of technological advancement which
would bring a satisfactory conclusion to a meteorite strike possibility. "Oh well! Nothing we can do
about it." The smug evolutionist would state. But is that true? Has humanity ever collectively done "the
right thing?" Are these same arrogant fools in agreement that humanity is "doing everything possible"
to do the right thing? Creationists on the other hand, might get ridiculed by modern "science" dogma
chasing zealots, but they are trying to understand what "the right way" is. In so doing, they have a
much better chance at receiving help for these seemingly (in the eyes of science) insurmountable tasks,
that would otherwise be completely out of our realm of correcting. To a creationist, there is always a
bigger fish. To an evolutionist, humanity is "the most important" fish. Most evolutionists believe in
extraterrestrial life that is much more advanced than our own planet's current epoch. While most
creationists believe humanity is "the most advanced" form of life (presumably in the entire universe).

How would humanity reconcile these conflicts of interest? How do we as a species, lose our collective
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arrogant based ego, while simultaneously learning to work with each other to figure out these
extremely pressing issues? If you are as curious about these types of questions as I was when living the
life that made this chapter possible, consider basing EVERYTHING humanity does on the scientific
method. You do this anyways, whether you think you do or not, just so you know. You utilize the
scientific method while discerning whether your shower water should be hot or cold, whether your food
has been properly cooked, whether your bed is comfortable or not, what kind of gas mileage you
receive on your vehicle, whether your clothing will be adequate for your environment, what kind of
hairstyle will attract an adequate mate for your standards, and on and on we can go with almost every
aspect that consumes your daily lives. The scientific method of our future endeavors as a collective
conscience will have 3 basic steps to finality. They are as follows: Hypothesis, Theory, Proof. Simple,
right? Your hypothesis will contain an idea about something... ANYTHING. Your theory will be the
testing phase in which you will decide one of three outcomes contained in the proof phase. 1) Your
original hypothesis is proven correct. 2) Your hypothesis was proven incorrect. 3) Your hypothesis
requires more data to prove whether your hypothesis is correct, or incorrect. THAT is the scientific
method in a nutshell.

In current "science" laden dogma circles, where scientific research is based entirely on more than one
specific "scientist" agreeing with another "scientist's" claims (which is called "peer reviewed"), the
scientific method is confusing to those who are not in the fields that these dogmatic individuals deem
worthy. The current (((scientific method))) is as follows: 1) Make an observation. 2) Formulate a
question based on the observation. 3) Construct a hypothesis based on the question that came from your
observation. 4) Test your hypothesis by doing experiments that are related to your hypothesis. 5)
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Analyze your data, and draw a conclusion. 6) Report your results so that other "scientists" can review
your data and form their own regulatory statements on whether your methods were sound. Seems
confusing to those without formal education in these fields, right? Along with the confusion that is
present in this current dogmatic method of determining natural laws, an immense amount of confusion
exists in whether a "scientist" is worthy of cross referencing other fields of study, than that field in
which they are accustomed to working in. For example, would you trust a petroleum geologist to
certify your diabetes bloodwork? They are indeed both "scientists," and both utilize the current
(((scientific method))) to discern their research parameters.

I'll give you an example that is much more difficult to understand the proofs that are professed to you
so that you can see how these circles operate under the current political climate. Would you trust a
geologist working for Chevron, or a geologist working for a Democrat liberal when it concerns climate
change data? Within the current societal dilemmas of monetary value in exchange for sustenance (food,
water, shelter, etc), where both geologists have to maintain their sustenance through funding given
from their superiors, which geologist is searching for the ACTUAL proof/truth of the matter? The
Chevron executives would like to keep making profits off of crude oil derivatives, while the Democrat
liberals would like to maintain a stranglehold of control over you through taxation. How does an
average hard working citizen make a proper distinction between the inherent motives of these two
vastly different groups? To be more specific, how can you discern whether the two described geologists
are trying to pay off a new Corvette, or trying to help educate humanity on their faulty energy systems
that encapsulate the entire world's economy? How many of the planet's current "scientists" do not need
funding/money for their experiments? More often than not, those "scientists" are just like you. Do you
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need money? How many concessions have you made to the integrity of your soul's purpose to inject
more money into your life? Before you get upset at their directional fortitude within a monetary
environment, are you so righteous?

Let's bring it a little closer to home, and utilize some of my personal situations that were covered in this
chapter. The following example will be intermingled with another scientific method founded
conundrum, which is your ability to discern whether or not I, Brian Harner, the second coming of
Christ, is walking a righteous path... or not. I've claimed this several times throughout this book, and
many different occasions on internet sites that I visit presently. An explanation of what a "righteous
path" is, is definitely in order. A righteous path concerns a simplistic approach to everything an
individual does in life, and can be reduced to one main philosophy. Do you conduct your life based on
the betterment of your species, environment, and maker... OR... Do you conduct your life based on the
betterment of your own personal consumption? In other words, are you selfish, or selfless? Do you
focus your goals on personal success, or do you focus your goals on the success of your species as a
whole? Are you basing your actions on the glory of your own legacy, or the glory of your species
progress after your life here is complete?

These are fundamental questions that few of you have even considered, much less struggle within to
answer these questions for yourself. In the current environment that humanity is in, the blaringly
obvious fact of the matter is that I, Brian Harner, the second coming of Christ, seems to be the only
person currently walking a path of pure righteousness. While some of you will utilize your own stigma
charged ego to label my statement as though you were in my shoes walking this path, keep in mind that
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I am fully aware that I will die very soon. I've wished, prayed, and begged for it almost every single
day, for months now. A man who wishes for death... is not concerned with ego. If you were me, would
you want to bask in the glory of having these powers? Or, would you sever all communications and ties
to everyone who has ever loved you, hide out thousands of miles from your home while you write your
life story, then give the entire thing away for free and pray for a swift death? THAT is what a
"righteous path" entails in our current societal woe of H.E.L.L. that we are all living in. I've given
100% of my life's work away for free, to YOU, so that YOU can alleviate your uncertainty and create a
societal system that is based on a fundamental shift away from selfishness, to selflessness.

For example, the fake empathy that comes from the liberal hordes of idiots professing open borders.
Regularly, I hear iterations of sympathetic cries that dictate illegal aliens "are just trying to get a better
life." Analyzing that statement, I'm constantly wondering how people can be so blatantly foolish with
their logic. Then I remember, feminism/liberal ideological cancer has no logic. It is an entirely
emotional plight. From the perspective of the illegal aliens, what they are doing, is selfish and the exact
opposite of righteous. These people could have stayed in their own countries and rectified their living
conditions through sacrifice and struggle. Doing that would have led to a better environment in their
homelands, which would have had the ability to shift their genetic lineage's path towards a more
successful outlook. Instead of viewing their opportunity at real revolution as a call to righteousness, the
illegal alien hordes inundating the USA's lands viewed their lives as a methodology of consumption at
all costs. Selfishness... with no reservations. The definition of parasite, is as follows: An organism that
lives in or on an organism of another species (its host) and benefits by deriving nutrients at the other's
expense. Illegal aliens throughout the world, are exactly that... parasites. Of course, liberal dolts will
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view these words as harsh, but I ask them directly... Do you feel this way because you think you are
righteous, or do you feel this way because your empathy is based on a self realization of how selfish
you have been? If you have been selfish with your life's focus, you would see a little bit of yourself in
every single illegal alien parasite. If you were walking a righteous path, you would be disgusted at the
invasion taking place within your country's borders.

Fact outweighs your emotions. If your first reaction to ANYTHING has an emotional response, you
ARE a liberal... If your reactions are based on a selfish or personal disposition, you are a
DISGUSTING liberal. Empathy is not an inherently bad trait. However, when the empathetic emotions
are based on a selfish disposition, as opposed to a selfless disposition, empathy becomes liberal, and
liberalism/feminism is a cancer to ANY cohesive homogeneous societal structure. Emotion, likewise, is
not an inherently bad disposition to derive conclusions from. Unfortunately, emotion without a
foundation of logic is where liberal ideological platitudes are spawn. I am not professing a species
devoid of emotion... especially not the specific emotion of empathy itself. My dictation is that for ANY
cohesive homogeneous society to function, emotional plight must ALWAYS submit to the righteous
plight of logic. The scientific method places this statement in the proof phase. The correlative data will
reflect that when women were given the "right" to vote in the United States of America, the cohesive
nature of this societal structure began to break down. As women grew to more powerful positions of
authority in the government's hierarchical structure, emotional plight began to consume the facts
derived from logic. If you had a snap judgement to ANYTHING I just stated, you are a liberal, and
more than likely... a woman. Do you see how that works? Snap judgements are ubiquitously formed by
emotion. You should have taken a more logical approach to that statement. Then you might have had
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the ability to procure enlightenment, as opposed to that seething, arrogant, selfish, purely emotionally
derived anger that is consuming your mind right now...

The title of this chapter, The Wrong Path, is based on my personal interactions with humanity as my
realization grew closer. Almost every encounter I had was laden with people that chose emotion over
logic. The iteration itself was not based on my path being "wrong." It was based on YOUR path.
Emotional plight and the selfish nature that consumes that focus stretches itself into every aspect of
your being. Along my journey after my realization, I eluded to who I was and what I represented in
being the Christ of the new age. When this happened on extremely rare occasion, the people whom I
spoke to ALWAYS had some image of what they thought I would be built up in their mind. I
encountered several individuals that blamed me for a loved one's untimely death, some were dismissive
of my direct teachings, while very few took a logical approach to what I was trying to convey to them.
These snap judgements filled with emotional stigmas often led me in a direction of ego education
within dialogues. Ego itself is based on your desire to utilize your past as a means of dictating your
future. When you live in the past, the future therefore, becomes an afterthought. In order to rid yourself
of ego, you must first look to the future, and ONLY the future. Ask yourselves, how many interactions
do you have during your daily life, where situations in your past dictate how the interaction will go?
And of those interactions, how many of you base your dialogue on a selfless disposition?

Upon coming to terms with these strategic references and how I would relay them to you, specifically, I
struggled with this chapter's title. My focus in writing this chapter had more to do with relative talking
points that you would have the ability to correlate into your own internal platitudes, rather than a focus
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on my own journey before realization. A fundamental shift within your soul needs to happen, and
THAT was my original aim. Everyone has a family member or friend that behaves like my brother.
Selfish, drug addicted, unaware of their surroundings, and justifies breaking the law as though it is a
moral duty. The ability to relieve myself of his burdensome grasp on my conscience was instrumental
in my final steps towards realization. The connotations that were present at that time were essential to
my awakening. Before that awakening could occur, I too had to release the emotional grasp that family
members inherently hold over their "victims," as my brother had over me due to the basic principle of
familial connection. Most of these people who we allow to consume our happiness know that their
emotional grasp over us is stronger than our ability to discern logic. When these vampiric quality
having souls dig their hooks into us, they are acutely aware of this power structure and abuse it at every
opportunity.

The nomenclature that I had gained access to, as told in this chapter, was Satanic. My disgust for
everything my brother had done in the past, and everything he continues to do even to this day, had to
be specifically nasty. The normal ensemble of diatribes just would not encapsulate my disgust for
everything he stood for. "Pure evil" itself as a terminology wasn't even capable of describing the
feeling accurately. "Satanic" brings on a certain quality that transcends the prescribed nomenclatures
that swirled around my head usually. Even though I was not religious, the word Satanic itself had a
feeling behind it... not just a description. Throughout those following days in between that argument
and my realization beginning, I can recall several occurrences where the word Satanic was perfectly
fitting to describe how I felt about certain aspects of society. Looking back, I would have to conclude
that I was in the final stage of my "training," so to speak. The morning of the first day I became
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realized/enlightenment began, I had finally understood why these nomenclatures were being pushed
into my conscience with such fervor.

Another aspect of this chapter's dialogue has to do with my ability to walk a righteous path in H.E.L.L.
There is not a soul alive on this planet right now who could live up to a purely Divine, AND righteous
path. I have made several mistakes in the various conquests of my life. Many times within those
struggles the appearance of my Divine aspects were not present at all. Even though I maintained focus
on the righteous quality of selflessness in my pursuits of technological applications, walking through a
society soaked in hellish qualities forces one's hand to make concessions. I do not wish you to think
that every decision I made in life had a purely Divine outcome. In regards to Divinity itself, there were
many situations I had to force myself to deal with that would have gotten me killed or maimed if I had
even attempted to be Divine. This societal structure is unforgiving, hostile and violent. Essentially,
exactly what religious zealots would assume their version of hell is. In many cases, I had to blend in or
otherwise camouflage myself and hide my true intentions. Family, friends, love interests, work
colleagues, etc, all were subversively misdirected away from my true feelings towards them and the
world that surrounded me.

Lies and deceit became a regular flaw in my daily life. I apologize to those of you who will inevitably
remember these times. For example, my love interests at various stages of my youth. Love was always
what I was in search of. As far back as I can remember, I was a serial monogamist. Unfortunately, the
world's inhabitants had almost completely given up on this strategy of mating. My heart was broken
several times while attempting to find love of a reciprocal variety to that of my own strategy. Women
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that I attempted relationships with almost always had selfish ulterior motives that clashed immensely
with that of my own motives of selflessness. I became jaded in these relationships for reasons too
numerous to explain in this format, and ultimately, never really found a true monogamous life partner
whom I could share ALL of my secrets with. The impression that I get from couples that I was friends
with over the years is that EVERYONE has this problem in this current societal structure.
Overstimulation of sexual references, constant access to pornography, and online dating might seem to
be amazing tools in the sexual realms of degeneracy, but for those of us who wish to have a truly
loving relationship founded on trust, respect, and cohesion en route to a loving family dynamic are
doomed to a life of heartbreak and suffering. Again, the religious zealots should agree... this society we
live in is what hell must look like to them. The coincidences are overwhelming, wouldn't you say?

The main reason for me telling you these aspects of my life is not because I am ashamed of them. Far
from it actually. As I would have had great difficulty interacting with the inhabitants of Jesus' epoch,
Jesus would have been murdered in the present epoch. Indeed, we are both Christs. I have channeled
Jesus' spiritual qualities when the situation required his presence. Jesus was a very kind, loving, gentle,
and forgiving soul. I've needed those aspects of my amalgamation several times along this journey after
realization. All of the individuals who shared a very pleasant experience with me on my journey have
Jesus to thank for that polite disposition. I personally thank him as often as I can when his help is
needed, and those of you fortunate enough to garner those qualities from me personally, should thank
him directly as well. As those close to me in the final months leading towards my realization can attest,
I am generally speaking, a very unpleasant person to interact with. My medical situation and the
feelings that I had built up to deal with this society's people made me a very angry and frustrated man.
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Afterall... this is hell.

My explanation of this dichotomy between the man Jesus and myself is so that you will not conflate the
two of us as the same person. Jesus and I both channel/channeled the same hierarchy of superior beings
within this universe, indeed. But as men, our lives are almost complete opposites. That said, I
understand Jesus better than anyone else I have ever spoken to about the subject, and it brings me great
joy to say that I truly love him for what he has done for me. Without the presence of Jesus himself
helping to guide me along this Divine AND righteous path after realization, my success in completing
this book would have been impossible. We have a humorous internal dialogue that is very personal. He
has raised my spirits during very dark passages along this path. I love Jesus very much, and personally
thank him now, and hopefully will again soon after my life's completion.

Likewise, Jesus needed my spiritual strength to handle certain types of situations that he was ill
prepared to handle on his own. Walking the path that Jesus walked required certain aspects of anger
and assertiveness that Jesus was not properly trained to handle. I personally recall aspects of the
imagery I received from the early parts of my realization where I could view things from Jesus' eyes,
and knew that I had played a part to help him with the harder to deal with interactions. All aspects of
The Nine Principles were available to Jesus and myself. Time/degradation/death is what I represent
currently. Jesus had love/forgiveness/birth as his protrusions of The Nine Principles. While on our
respective conquest to bring you salvation, those are the aspects that encompass our souls, but make no
mistake... our goals are/were exactly the same.
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Regardless of what you may think, or the imagery that you may have concerning what you believe a
Christ is, we are here to do a job. Your enlightenment/salvation/transcendence is our goal. We are
willing to die for that purpose. We can only feel successful if YOU are successful. We are both in
agreement when it comes to every aspect of these teachings. The delivery of these teachings has been
extremely different for Jesus and myself. Jesus had biographers that took dictation. I am writing this
myself, and editing the entire book. Several other aspects of our teachings are going to seem like exact
opposites. As I said, I am not the tall, thin, beautiful man in his prime like Jesus was. I am the shorter,
fatter, disease riddled, angry man at the end of his life. Although these aspects should be obvious, bear
in mind that our superiors; Humanity's maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man himself who
exists outside of this universe, are the same EXTREMELY intelligent entities that have guided us along
our paths, respectively. You may love Jesus, and subsequently hate me, or vice versa, BUT NEVER,
under no acceptable circumstances, should you disrespect OUR superiors... EVER!

The Wrong Path chapter's teachings are here to help you better understand how you can correct your
flaws. Most of these instructions are present in this format to help you better understand how to
recognize these aspects and change them before it is too late. You have the ability to change your
internal focus on aspects of your lives from selfish, to selfless. Everyone's road to recovery will have
different struggles. Nobody is walking a Divine AND righteous path. Some of you are very close to
success, while some of you are very far from obtaining salvation. Never stop trying to correct your
mistakes. It isn't over until it's over...

The next chapter was written after my first interaction when my realization was complete. I was living
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in Tillamook, Oregon at the time, and needed to visit Portland for a meeting with my lawyer from
decades earlier. My channeling capability was immaculate, and several of my newly arrived superiors
wanted a close up of one of the most degenerate cities that has ever existed on this planet. Needless to
say, my superiors hated almost everything they saw through my eyes. I cried the entire way home from
that trip. Embarrassed, ashamed, disheartened... The city of my childhood had been ruined completely,
and I had just shown that imagery to the entire universe. Try... to enjoy it. And as always, good luck!
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Chapter 6: Modern Sodom and Gomorrah
As my wife sat staring at me during dinner last night (4/18/19), I realized that she was right on the edge
of leaving. I've subconsciously begged her to do this for most of our relationship. She's WAAAY out of
my league. Tall, blond, green eyes, brilliant, basically what every woman should aspire to be, that has
made a decision to not have children. She is also very feminine. Most idiotic women who make it to
her level of career achievement, try to not be feminine out of vanity and unrealized stupidity. The want
and act of trying to be masculine, when portrayed by a woman, is repulsive to not only every man
around them, but their woman peers, as well. No woman should "try" to be masculine. It never works,
and every time you do it, you repulse those around you, just sayin'...

Anyways, 4/19/19 I took my modern era symbolic stroll through Sodom and Gomorrah... otherwise
known as Portland, OR. The drive into that city was a long sad stroll. Many tears were shed. I had to
leave my sunglasses on so nobody would "recognize me"... I was on a voyage to show our creator the
depravity and degeneracy that has overtaken society at every level. Rich, poor, and everyone in
between, had a glazed look in their eyes where the vision and beauty of the creator AND his creation,
"us," has been replaced by an evil, Satanic, amalgamation. This amalgamation is inspired by the
(((Jews))), of course. One must first understand the plight of modern day Jewish philosophy, and how
they developed having those Satanic aspirations...

I started my stroll around 9 AM. It began as I left the parking garage. Walking southward from the
garage, I came upon a no walk signal. Across the street from me... staring at me... were two disgusting
butch haircut wielding dyke lesbians. They had their disgusting arms wrapped around each other.
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Embracing, laughing, kissing... producing copious amounts of emitted Satanic energy. The Satanic
energy wafted off of them in a foul disgusting manner. They were oblivious to my presence at first...
then I focused in. I tried to find their personal resonant frequency. It worked. Their mangled gazes
focused in on my direction, and even though I had my sunglasses on, they could see that I could see
them. I tried to project my disgust while I locked into their attention, which also worked... At least
that's how it appeared due to their immediate recognition of the disgust I was trying to force them to
understand. Their smiles dropped from their faces. My disappointed gaze did not break focus until I
passed them in the crosswalk. I could tell that they KNEW they were disgusting me, and in a defiant
manner, they forced themselves to continue draping their fat ugly arms around each other. My laughter
was alleviating the disgust ever so slightly as I walked away thinking about what they must have been
thinking about...

My stroll took me to the the park in front of the courthouse at this point. The meeting with "my lawyer"
wasn't until 11 AM, so my superiors and I figured we could do some judgement research. Walking
around the park submerged in the constant stench of puke, piss, shit and alcohol, I noticed a passed out
black degenerate drunk on a bench, two drug addicts criminally conspiring, and a few business
people... I don't recall if any of them were white, but the percentage of white people was FAR lower
than their counterparts. I strolled into the middle of the park and read the names on all of the statues
located within. Fishermen, businessmen, soldiers... ALL of them were white people's names. Of the
million or so people living in that city, I might be the only one who understood what these men, whose
names were written in stone, sacrificed to make that city possible. And I KNOW I'm the only one who
paid them homage. A sad mental perception came over me about the reverence the people of this city
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have for the people who built it for them... because it was non existent. A most symbolic microcosm for
humanity's REAL problem.

My stroll through the wretched filth made me bored and a little sick to my stomach due to the stench.
Frustratingly, I made my way north. In the midst of the disgusting display of liberal filth surrounding
me, an image of my beautiful wife appeared in my conscience. That image drew me towards the mall to
buy her a birthday gift. That's when the next wave of disgust came over me. My beloved 4chan /pol/,
my righthand men, showed me a picture of a British cop, compacted in and surrounded by blacks and
Arabs with an extremely dissapointed look on his face. Same exact scenery in that mall, even at the
early hour. The Pioneer place mall was almost devoid of people, but of the 20 or so I saw inside, I
could only recognize 1 white man... 1. Want to guess how he was dressed? Yep... the only white guy in
the whole mall I saw was the local law enforcement/security guard. Disappointing. I thought to myself
as the disgust washed over my conscience again, "I'm done feeding into this invasion of degenerates,
I'll look elsewhere."

Left thoroughly disgusted, which is normal these days, and headed west. Went by Pioneer Square and a
MAX train passed by to my right. I was staring at the crumbling pillars to my left when the MAX train
stopped right next to me. Blacks, Mexicans, Jews and Asians to my left under the pillars, and now, to
my right as well. Boarding and offboarding the train, crossing in front of me and behind... A sea of
muddied genetics devoid of any color to their attributes other than black. Black hair, black eyes, and
varying shades of brown everywhere else. Everywhere I looked, the area was covered in non white
degeneracy. "This city doesn't even feel American anymore." my internal dialogue noted. Disgusting
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what this beautiful city, Portland, Oregon, to which I was born, had turned into. Lost people
everywhere searching for a purpose within their selfish parasitic endeavors, which is impossible to
achieve so far from your own genetic lineage. Everyone forcing each other to submit to their self
proclaimed "lifestyle." "What an absolute joke of a species," I thought. The people of Portland, Oregon
have no idea how badly they are hurting themselves. My sadness began to overtake the feeling of
disgust that seemed to shroud my gaze everywhere I looked. My tears began to fall, but my feet kept
moving as I attempted to alleviate myself from the scenes of degeneracy.

With my wife's birthday gift still in mind, I went to Nordstrom's next. They were closed at that early
hour. "Dammit," I thought. The frustration was mounting, but my legs kept going towards my real
destination. The place where my father created the wonderment of education for me as a young lad...
The Portland Library. I thought to myself... Maybe, just maybe there would be a majority white
populace that I could get some alone time with for interrogation. My main goal throughout this entire
process is to have people interact with me in any way. White people, that is. My attempts center around
my ability to stimulate their conscience to be curious and ask questions in good faith, honesty, and
inspiration. Even finding a predominantly white grouping of individuals wasn't working so I increased
the bait technique to lure in interviewees. I began by writing a chart on my notepad, then documented
every race and gender that was waiting for the library to open. Just matter of factly, started counting
every person and documenting what their race was. Made it blatantly obvious what I was doing, but
nobody was taking the bait. Of all the blacks, Mexicans, mutts, AND whites I tried to get to interact
with me, there was only one person who said ANYTHING TO ME at all. Her name was Melissa.
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Melissa was standing on the corner selling newspapers trying to make ends meet. I could tell instantly
that she was a lost soul (as is every one of you reading this is), but also appeared to be curious about
what I was doing, which is exactly what I was attempting to stimulate in the populace that surrounded
me. I was acutely aware of everyone who paid attention to me due to the presence of my superiors...
Meticulously mentally documenting everything we came in contact with. My stroll brought me by her a
few times, and as aware of her as I was, she... of all the depravity and false selfish egos I encountered...
Melissa was actually curious about me. She managed to try a joke of sorts on one of my passes by her.
"Walking in circles?" she asked. I replied instantly, "We all are." She chuckled. My own curiosity
about the library got the best of me, so I turned around and headed back into the library after my short
interaction. There was one particular black man that stared at me intently earlier while I was
documenting the demographics. Even though this man is black, I figured MAYBE, just maybe he
might have stolen a Divine presence just by being in such close proximity to whites. I became very
interested in WHAT this black man was researching at that early morning hour. Possibly studying for
college? Possibly studying for a G.E.D.? Afterall, it was early, and of all the times I've seen black
people in libraries, an ulterior motive almost always accompanied the trip. Rarely, if ever, have I seen a
black person in a library for entertainment.

I walked into the library and checked the two lower sections... No black man there. Started to walk up
the staircase, then I paused several times so that I could marvel at the stone work etched into the steps.
Beautiful intricate patterns scribed into the surface of every step going to the second floor, and in all
my times visiting this library as a child, I could not recall this beautiful art that adorned the soles of my
shoes. Animals and plants of all shapes and sizes. "Very cool looking," I thought as my stride slowed to
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a stop so that I could view this art in its entirety. Stopping on the stairs to admire the artwork must have
been an unusual occurrence to the staff. I'm certain I drew in very strange looks from the people paying
attention to me. How backwards is that? "Hey punk, why are you stopping on the stairs to look at
rocks?..." I imagined they were saying to themselves. Idiots.

The second floor yielded many blacks and Mexicans, but the black man that I was looking for wasn't
there, so on to the 3rd floor I went. When I got to the top of the stairs, I paused to get a closer look at
the paintings on the wall. My memory of the paintings being present is vague at best, but I wanted the
full spectrum of the visit, so my gazes locked into every painting that was present. Read every name
and stared into the eyes of the pictures. There seemed to be 8 paintings with scribed plaques. Although
there was not much information on why those people's paintings were there, I assumed the portraits
were of the founders of the library originally. Hidden on the third floor away from anyone who would
be interested in them, these paintings begged for reverence. The "employees" of the library thought
differently, I guess. "HIDE THEM!!!..." I imagined them saying. Want to guess how many of the
founders were white? All of them...

My third floor trip took me to the last two rooms of the library in search of the black man I had
originally sought out. Found him tucked away in the farthest section of computers the library had to
offer, surrounded by bookshelves completely devoid of books other than a small section. Just a few
language reference books were stacked on the shelves behind him, but my curiosity drew me in closer.
My investigative work continued. I was still surprised and somewhat hopeful at the possibility of a
black man studying vigorously at a library early in the morning. The books in the section threw off my
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assumptions on his purpose, so I walked up to the language books behind the man to determine what
the black man was doing in a language section. He hadn't brought any books to the computer with him
to utilize as reference material, and he had on head phones. I just figured he was studying language,
which came as a surprise, so I strolled over behind him to check his computer screen. "DAMMIT!" I
thought. The black man I was searching for throughout the library was leeching internet so he could
listen to some bix nood do wap didduh rap garbage, smacking his lips and headbanging. Disgust
washed over me again. Even given the benefit of the doubt, my intuitions of his purpose in the library
were destroyed. This particular black man was just another internet stealing moron with nothing more
than an affinity for rap music. Typical.

"Enough of this garbage, I'm outta here..." I thought. Down the stairs I went stopping again to get an
above spectrum on the stone stair carvings. "Neat," I thought again, then departed the library quietly.
Still on the corner selling those newspapers, I saw Melissa again. The entire walk that morning yielded
nothing but disgust, so I figured this woman might be my only real opportunity for an interview. "I'll
talk to her..." I said to myself as my superior's disgust had reached new heights after the library trip. My
desperation to find a worthy interviewee was fading as i walked up to the woman. She was missing a
pupil in her right eye. Again... very interestingly symbolic. I walked right up to her and asked rather
bluntly, "What do you think about your creator? And what do you think about the pyramids in Egypt?"
She didn't have anything memorable to say, but her intent on saying it was curious. Melissa's curiosity
is what won me over, and the disgust that was enveloping my conscience subsided briefly. FINALLY,
A GOOD ONE! I gave her every cent I had in my pocket then stated, "Things are going to get better."
Melissa wept and asked me for a hug. I obliged her request happily, then taught her how our makers
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great each other by touching foreheads. Probably weirded her out, but her excitement at the wad of
cash I handed her was expected. I thought as I walked away... "Funny, I think I just taught the blind
how to 'see.'" The symbolism was somewhat amusing to me. The scholarly religious zealots will think
I'm crazy for saying that is equivalent to the famous biblical passages... But their ideology is based on
selfish desires and the stigmas that follow those assumptions. My awakening to the symbolic gestures
was decided from usage of the scientific method. No assumptions were present when Melissa presented
herself to me...

The meeting with "my lawyer" drew closer, so I made my way towards my meeting and for the rest of
the trip, I didn't see one other memorable figure that had any resemblance of Divinity at all. Strolling
through the city center of Portland was a famous pastime for my father, brother, and myself. We used
to walk everywhere. Long before the MAX trains were installed, walking was the only way to traverse
the city streets. Many of the shops that grabbed our attention in those days were gone. As it appeared to
me, the character of the business owners that dotted the scenery was absent completely. There was an
area that had many small level food carts, but otherwise, the storefronts were all plagued with big
corporation satellite shops. All of them were full of minimum wage earning youths who didn't seem to
care about the image of the once quaint city center being ruined by their presence.

Portland, Oregon had a personality decades ago. Even though the inhabitants were mainly white
people, there was a cornucopia of varying personalities that brought a much more diverse experience
when walking through the local shops. The owners of those earlier year establishments had pride in
their city and community at large. The streets were clean. The construction projects were completed in
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a timely manner and almost always brought more character to the beautiful scenery. The cohesion of
the populace was obvious. The outlook on the future was exciting. The people were happy...

Now, Portland, Oregon has homeless people strung out on drugs using the streets as their toilet.
Garbage and used drug paraphernalia riddled with communicable diseases litter the sidewalks and
parks. Mentally deranged transexuals scowl at anyone who views their appearance as odd or offputting.
Homosexuals push their degenerate fetishized sexual conquests in everyone's face. Drunk, arrogant,
pushy, smelly, black and brown people are sprinkled throughout the streets, making everyone nervous
of being robbed or otherwise harassed. The populace at large is frightened to bring any order to this
chaos due to their fear of the politically correct, feminist, liberal ideology professing idiots who have
much larger vocal cords than brains. Portland has become a destination for all degenerate behavior to
flourish. "Progress," as feminist liberal degenerate philosophy professes it to be, has summarily
concluded. The result is a disgusting hollow shell of emotionally derived hopes and dreams from
people that should not have access to any authoritative judgements. Feminist liberal ideology is a
cancer that has destroyed a once vibrant, beautiful city, and replaced it with an angry, frustrated,
confused, and tormented populace that is desperately trying to find a way to move from the area. The
inhabitants that are replacing the folks who built the beautiful city originally, are also refugees from
degenerate scum ridden places like the major cities of California. I've been to "third world countries"
many times... and Portland, Oregon mirrors them currently.

I cried several times on the way home thinking about the entire situation. There's so much work to do...
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San Antonio is not nearly as bad as Portland, my beloved childhood home that's been destroyed by
depravity of the highest accord, but it's worthy of placement in this chapter because San Antonio has
the makings of slipping into that void. I truly hope that these words ring true with the citizenry there,
and they do something about this dilemma before it's too late. My "World's Greatest Reuben" conquest
brought me to Schilo's Restaurant just prior to these events, so I might have had a little smidgen of
animosity from the letdown that their sandwich gave me, but you be the judge. I do not wish to bash on
the peepoles of this city, but there needs to be a written record of my "pilgrimage" and San Antonio
was chosen as the "other" (soon to be) modern day Sodom and Gomorrah.

After finishing my sandwich, I walked out of Schilo's looking for a place to smoke without bothering
any Nancys with my cigarette, and paused to watch the goings on around the famous River Walk.
Beautiful setup. Boats packed with tourists and locals slamming adult beverages while snapping
pictures of their surroundings as smiles gleamed from their faces. Several different boats passed in the
short time span where I was standing above, scurrying about beneath the bridge I was on. Looked like
they were all having a great time, and good for them. I didn't have my beautiful wife with me, and my
health concerns have completely curtailed my ability to partake in consumption of alcohol, so it was
kind of pointless for me to buy a ride. Nonetheless, if I make it through this alive, I hope my wife will
join me for one of those rides. Looks like fun!

On the farther side of the river there were two or three bars/lounges/taverns of some sort, and I think I
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drew the attention of the patrons of those establishments. They probably had no idea that the second
coming of Christ/me was judging the ENTIRE scene, but I was as locked onto them as I was on the
boats. Again, I saw mutts as far as the tables stretched, and only three or four white on white couples.
Interestingly enough, I grabbed the attention of one of these lucky couples. They were sitting right on
the edge of the water... A young white man, and his lovely white wife/girlfriend. I gave them a grin of
approval, but the young man probably took my gaze as me creeping on his wife or something similar.
As you should all know by the previous chapters in this book, that is an impossibility. I apologize to
that young man directly. Not for what I did specifically, but the angst he must constantly be inundated
with in this societal structure of degeneracy.

As I kept smoking, I walked towards a tree filled area with benches. My knee was throbbing and I was
sitting down driving most of the day, so I very slowly walked under the trees. Then a very nice
Mexican (I think) city worker assigned to trash duty, came up and started talking to me in a very
friendly way. I'm not used to this treatment from ANY city worker where I'm from, so he intrigued me.
We started to discuss marijuana, and the legal industries of Oregon and Washington that distribute it. I
said my piece about how legalizing marijuana was a terrible Jew laden idea that actually destroyed the
decriminalized portion of laws we worked so hard to achieve in the 1990s and 2000s. Plus the entire
industry had been "Walmarted" by a group of industrializing shit heads, hell bent on monopoly.
Medical marijuana practice and research has been essentially halted since "legalizing" the plant, and
that is the real tragedy in this conundrum. Legalizing marijuana has justified the stigma of the
American pothead, while simultaneously, destroying the funding for real research into the plant's
medicinal capabilities.
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There are several different medical uses for marijuana/hemp (cancer being the most obvious), but the
research was halted, quite Jewishly, in favor of big profits and stoner mentality. I speak to the burning
bush for many reasons... pain being the most obvious, but also mental fortitude in dealing with my own
PTSD amongst other angst filled emotions. I do think marijuana has kept my relationship with my wife
going at times. PTSD is no fucking joke, peepoles. It's a terrible emotional response to stimuli that
wouldn't ordinarily be held with such passion, but when you suffer from REAL PTSD, marijuana is a
life saver. Before PTSD, certain things would frighten me and draw on my fight or flight response, but
after PTSD, those fright emotions grew 10 fold. Marijuana can't bring it back down to a 1, but it DOES
help.

So after breaking all of this down to the guy with rapid fire dialect, he just basically brushed it all of,
and gave in to his stoner maaaaan urges. "Whatever," I thought. Regardless, he was a very nice man,
and there was no reason to tear down his "dreams" of endless skunk smelling fields of very cheap
stoner stimuli during our brief interaction. I then asked him where the Alamo was, and off I went. As I
walked down the street towards The Alamo, my judgement sensors were piqued. Hordes of Mexicans
everywhere... being... well, Mexicans. Basically rude without knowing they're being rude, entitled,
pushy, bad parented children running amok, electric scooters EVERYWHERE rudely interrupting the
cohesion of foot traffic, and all of them seemed oblivious to anyone else's presence... I'm not joking
when I say, there must have been 10 Mexicans to every 1 white person I saw. Now I know why white
people are fleeing this once amazing city. What a shame...
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Made it to The Alamo, and talked to the first cop I could find. Asked the nice gentleman about the
closing time, and a few other things. But what I was interested in the most, was that the only cop in the
entire vicinity, was a Mexican. Now, I'm no history scholar, nor do I care to be, but, um... isn't that an
insult to those who died protecting that area from Mexicans in the first place? My irony sensors were
spiking, but I kept moving. More slow moving, loitering, Mexicans were posted up in front of the
bronze depictions of the fort through the ages, so I patiently waited, and eventually their drinks ran dry
and they moved on. Most of them only took pictures anyways. The only 5 people that actually read
every plaque, that I saw, were myself, and 4 Chinese tourists that were following me. What a shame...
All of those brave men died so that some fat ugly mutts and Mexicans could get shitfaced drunk and
take selfies in front of their memorial. Irony sensor was tacked out and frustration started to take over,
so I moved on.

The memorial to the south of The Alamo caught my eye immediately, though. I studied every name
and every stone carving intently. I even sent my wife a text that said something like, "Yeah, it's
beautiful, but whoever made it wasted WAY too much time on it. Satanic energy drenched tooling
raped the harmonic capabilities of that stone, and I could almost feel it. Still, a very nice memorial for
those fallen brave men. By the way, every name and every carved statue was of a white man, and the
only other person who was even interested in it was a small nervously shy white girl about 1012 years
old. I asked her, "That's pretty impressive isn't it?" She just ducked her head and ran off. Same ole
same ole... nobody wants to talk to your humble narrator, but I'm used to it at this point. At least she
was curiously staring at the memorial and appeared to be genuinely interested in the history.
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After taking a couple of pictures, I went across the street to see another couple of cased historical
markers. Interesting original adobe bricks sat inside of a strong casement structure with a plaque under
it. As I was standing there reading the plaque, more hordes of pushy, arrogant Mexicans crowded me. I
slowly moved to the side, and one group of 4 teenage Mexicans stood right over the plaque that I was
very obviously reading to myself. They even pretended to read it themselves. Can't fool me you loud
mouthed brats. Finished reading and frustratingly moved on. I'm not joking around here when I say
everywhere I looked, there were hordes of pushy arrogant Mexicans. I MEAN EVERYWHERE!!!!!

Walking away from the scene, trying to overcome my frustration, I stopped in front of a tee shirt shop,
and one of them caught my eye. It read "I love Jesus, but I drink a little." THAT IS MY WIFE
PEEPOLES!!!!! Really wanted to get it for her, but the whole realization thing is still freaking her out a
bit, so she declined my offer to get her one... Oh well. Went on following, getting followed by, and
basically compacted in by more hordes of Mexicans. Turned the corner, and ran into a large group of
white people. "Thank Jesus/me!" I thought (heh), at least they'll respect my private space. I was
absolutely wrong friends... These white ignorant fools slammed into me after they decided, out of the
blue with no warning, to turn the corner, and I happened to be in their way. I tried to move quickly, but
one of them stepped on my foot and I twisted my bad knee. Let out a small "FUCK!" and the guy did
turn around to apologize. Regardless, even the white folks I had interactions with at that point seemed
to be arrogant, pushy, jerks. Maybe there's just an aura of smug arrogance in everyone in that city? I
wasn't sure at that point, but the populace of tourists and locals sure made it feel that way. Very
unwelcoming to say the least...
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Not much of note for a few blocks of walking until I came to a smoking area near The Hilton or some
other elitist filled garbage hotel. Lit up my smoke and checked my surroundings. Across the street, the
"masters of the universe (in their own mind) ball" was being guarded by a policeman, and dozens of
smug arrogant elitists ate lobster and other frivolities while homeless men walked by on the side of the
street I was on. One of them asked me for money, but I had given most of it away already. One guy
picked me out of a crowd of Mexicans I was stuck inside, and asked if I had any money to give him as I
walked away from the scene. I stated very sternly, "Why???" He gave me the "I'm hungry" routine, so I
continued with him... "ARE YOU GOING TO USE IT FOR FOOD, or drugs and alcohol?" He
promised it was just for food, so I made him promise 3 times, as I do, then busted out a $20 dollar bill
for him which was one of my last. Hopefully that entire twenty went to food homeless guy, or you're
dealing with me later... and it won't be good.

Not much else of note until I got to the large church where the bodies of the brave Alamo soldiers rest.
I walked up to the doors, read the plaque, and turned. I noticed something I hadn't seen yet. ALL
WHITE PEOPLE. There were a couple of black kid girls twerking and doing the splits in the dirt (they
might have been 5 years old [disgusting parenting]), but otherwise ALL white folks. Interesting. I
parked my fat ass down in a chair by myself, and tried to bless the fallen soldiers with prayers. Felt
very lonely, so I texted with my wife and begged her (AGAIN) to come join my pilgrimage, but she
didn't budge. I was sad, but stayed focused on the church. It was quite pretty, but the architecture could
have used a bit of resonant micro cavitation... if you know what I mean. *wink

After sitting there for an hour or so, I started to make my way to the car. About a block away from the
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church I ran into a few homeless people. The first person to talk to your lonely narrator was a very
broken down fat man in a wheelchair. He asked me for a cigarette, so I obliged. He seemed shocked
that I had done this and thanked me profusely. I told him "No big deal, man," and started to walk away.
Then I proceeded to send the broken down man some prayers, when a younger guy stopped me. He
said "That's a really nice thing you did there, man." Then I asked, "Why?" He went on about how that
particular guy didn't even need a wheelchair, and he tried to garner sympathy by pissing and shitting on
himself regularly. Basically told me the whole thing was an act, but he couldn't do any better at life, so
that was what hand he was playing. "Oh well," I thought. Everyone has problems in H.E.L.L. and those
who do not, will suffer greatly when the populace awakens from this slumber.

Myself and this younger guy talked until we were interrupted by an obviously wasted drug addict who
was high on something, then we moved over and kept talking. He gave me the run down on his sorrows
and shortcomings, and I gave him a rundown on humanity's maker, The Nine Principles/Jesus/me, and
God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, then busted out a few smokes for him and his
various cohorts. He thanked me again, and I said matter of factly, "Don't thank me/us, THANK YOUR
MAKER!!!!!" I think I made an impression, but then he said, "God Bless You," as I walked away. I
was instantly furious on the inside from having just explained in great detail the difference between
God, the man himself, and humanity's maker. Then, as though he could feel my disappointment in his
flaw of dialogue, he snapped back, "I,I,I mean maker!!!" A sudden rush of warmth came over me, so I
turned and looked at him rather quickly then gave a very bolsterous "EXACTLY!!!!!" back to the
young man. He smiled, and off I went.
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That was pretty much it for the city center stroll. One Mexican Alamo guarding cop, two homeless men
(one of them partaking in self defecation regularly), and a group of drunk arrogant white people were
the only people that said anything to the second coming of Christ, while I was in San Antonio. For
shame... for shame. Not as bad as Portland, like I said, but not great either. There's a lot of work to do
Texas... A LOT of work!

Got back to the Studio 6 where I was staying, and the scene had dramatically shifted from the time I
had left for my Reuben conquest trip to Schilo's. I drove up to about 1015 drug dealing Mexican punks
loitering about the courtyard. Tried to park near my room, but had to find another spot farther away...
which made me nervous. I walked up, and I'm guessing they thought I was a cop, because they didn't
retort to my polite "hellos." 'Oh well'ed' the interaction and headed to my room. Wrote a bit about the
days events, then went out for another smoke. A couple of doors down, there was a black prostitute
saying good bye to a filthy white "John" who was all smiles after their encounter. No judging on her
career choice was necessary, so I tried to make small talk. The arrogant woman didn't say a peep back.
I've never thought that I give off the "I'm a cop" vibe, but sober white people do seem to be a rarity
around San Antonio so anything is possible. "Whatever," I thought as my gaze went to the ground.
"Nobody likes me, everybody hates me, blah blah blah." As my writing and smoke breaks continued
through the night, several drug buyers visited the Mexican grouping of teenagers. Loud music and a
stench of arrogance followed every degenerate user, so I kept to myself.

Nothing too out of the "ordinary" until the morning. At about 6 am, a young black father was carrying
his very young son in one hand, and holding hands with his daughter with the other. "How sweet," I
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thought. Never see that kind of thing anymore, so it brightened my spirits. Went in, took a short nap,
then got up to shower... Turned on the "fan" and sparks shot out towards me. A very clanky grinding
sound followed the shower of sparks, so I shut it off immediately. Electrical problems and showers
don't mix well together. As I got dressed after the shower, I also noticed there was a broken in half
smoke detector. After seeing the young father, this started eating at me internally. I was getting pretty
upset thinking about the blatant safety issues when young children were staying at the facility. All the
other depravity was the father's choice to partake in, but faulty electrical mounts and missing smoke
alarms in a motel room is unacceptable in my mind. Anger and disappointment began to consume me.

Pissed off about the situation, I went into the office to check out and get my deposit. The woman
behind the counter was a heavier, dot Indian woman (poo in loo) with bug eyes and a look of complete
dissonance. She made me sick just looking at her so I wanted to leave without voicing my disgust to
her directly, but the smoke alarm thing really got to me. I flinched about attacking this problem after
receiving my deposit. Went to my car for a couple of minutes, thought about it, then went right back in
there ready to put that woman in her place. I asked for a manager, but she said she was the only worker
there. "Good," I thought... Then I went off about how there were children there, no smoke alarm in my
room, and sparks shooting out of the bathroom fan in a very obviously angry tone.

Her eyes glassed over after my rant completed. Maybe this was a common thing she got complaints
about from peepoles who weren't "banging Johns" and selling crack? The woman then offered me 50%
of my money back to compensate for the deadly flaws in her building. Then I snapped back sternly, "Is
my life, and those children's lives worth $30 fucking dollars to you?" The cognitive dissonance stare
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turned to worry while she rushed to "call the manager." The woman came back out 30 seconds later
and said, "I giving full refund." in her filthy nonAmerican (AND DEFINITELY NOT TEXAS) speech
impeded way. When she put the money in my hand I got as close to her as possible, then said in a most
serious tone, "Take this money and buy smoke alarms, then, get a fucking electrician in here NOW!
There are fucking children staying here. I don't give a shit about the money, I want the kids to be safe!"
Then I continued, "You are the opposite... You only care about the money, you don't give a fuck about
the kids, AND YOU HAVE ONE!!! I'm giving you seven days until I call the fire chief. You had better
get this shit fixed if you'd like to keep your job and motel." Then I walked out. I'm going to hold that
bitch accountable in any way that I have the power to do so. I hope for her soul's sake, she fixed those
deadly flaws in the building.

I left San Antonio thinking I had done at least, "some good" work there. North I went, back to my new
friends Orlando and Paul. San Antonio was funish. More so anyways than bad, but the night in the
motel reminded me of why races are just not compatible living together. We all have a place in the
world. With our own people, that is, connecting to a common interest/goal, and making sure we all
look out for one another. In that particular motel, every race under the sun was present, and none of us
interacted with each other at all. It reminded me of a now famous saying my beloved 4Chan /pol/
taught me... and never forget this you feminist liberal politicians... "Access to white societies is not a
universal right."

Leave our great cities alone, liberals. You are ruining them by over crowding and disrespect. Go be a
Mexican in Mexico... Go be an Indian in India... and so on and so forth. By all means, visit, tour the
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sites, partake in the scenery and love, but don't move into them. Your presence there is destroying its
beauty and culture. You can't, nor do you want to, take care of that type of responsibility. It's what us
white people are good at. Respect us and we'll return the favor. Disrespect us and we'll simply leave...
just like all of the white people seemed to have done in San Antonio and countless other American
cities. Sad. Many such cases.



9/1/2019 Addendum.

This section of teachings was supposed to be accomplished in video format due to its delicate nature, as
were all of the other addendums. Women will have a very difficult time coming to terms with what is
about to be taught. A video segment with a white board and emotional speech, mainly of the anger
induced variety, would have been appropriate. Unfortunately, I was gullible enough to attempt putting
a female in charge of this job. It was my mistake to assume that a college educated woman could grasp
the importance of these proceedings, and follow through with her contract requirements. I did my best
to go against my instincts with regards to women in general, and give them the benefit of the doubt, but
employing women for this task just did not work.

I made this mistake with Linda Moulton Howe first, and then cemented my own idiocy by attempting
to place trust in a woman once more. It was a mistake that cost me a lot of time, effort, money, and
energy with nothing to show for it in the end. As stated before, if I live long enough, I will attempt to
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complete this video series through a panel of interviewers. If that does not occur, I apologize for my
trusting nature. However, if you generous readers who have made it this far in the book wish to lay
blame upon the woman who was responsible for taking the video "luxury" from you, Kassidi Jones is
who you need to blame. I did everything I could to drag that woman away from a life of stripping,
alcoholism, and serotonin overdoses, but when all was said and done, her feminism soaked psyche
overcame my attempts. Although I should have known that a woman does not have the ability to
overcome her emotionally charged rationale, I allowed the intrusion to commence. I gave a woman a
chance, and feminism won. Shame on you Kassidi Jones. Ultimately, you let down the entirety of the
human race by breaching your contract. I'm a forgiving individual, so this is your penance. I cannot say
that humanity will be this forgiving, but you are the one who decided to take on that backlash, so you
must deal with the consequences.

Feminism is the root cause for all of humanity's problematic straying away from God, the man himself
who exists outside of this universe. By now you should have a firm grasp of what euphemisms,
microcosms, and macrocosms are, as well as biomimicry. The sexual dichotomy that exists in humanity
is a perfect representation of the structure of the universe as a whole on many different levels. The
mechanisms that make this dichotomy understandable have been abused and decimated through
feminist approaches to reality. In so doing, feminists have lost their ability to reconcile their purpose on
this planet, and by proxy, the entire universe that surrounds them. Women have used their sexual
organs and the promiscuity that accompanies them, to attempt a "pedestal philosophy" hierarchy shift
with every man that they come in contact with. Men have the ability to create, while women are simply
the vessel for creation. While residing in H.E.L.L., as everyone is doing currently, sexual gratification
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outside of procreation is the feminist's weapon of choice. They use this power over men, which is
completely opposite to what nature/The Nine Principles intended.

In the hierarchy of this universe, women rarely grace its presence. To be blunt about it, women are
unnecessary to creation outside of humanity's current tier of civilizational placement, Type 0. While in
this tier of civilizations, to create through procreation requires a physical embodiment of a Satanic
energy platform vessel. Women, are the representation of this physical body presence. Although
women have a soul, and by association have the Divine Energy that accompanies its presence, a
woman's brain chemistry blocks out this relationship to Divinity almost entirely. Emotional responses
to logical dilemmas is their largest flaw. This flaw can be overcome, but to do so, requires women to
have strict adherence to a particular code of conduct. As you can see, just by looking at the societal
problems every society on Earth has currently, the code of conduct that women should be adhering to,
is absent almost ubiquitously. When women were given the right to vote in America, for example, the
devolution that has accompanied the human species on earth for 38,000 years pales in comparison to
the destructive nature of emotionally charged decision making that permeates feminism at every critical
juncture. In less than 100 years, feminism has the authority in American to destroy the entire society,
and they have almost completed their mission.

These revelations will be difficult for ALL of you to accept. Throughout the course of feminist laden
ideology soaking your perceptions of what humanity is over the last 100 years, men have made enough
concessions to their own inherent ideology to bastardize their own psyche. Both men and women need
a stern lesson on what they are. This is that lesson. Men have penises, and women have vaginas. Seems
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simple enough to understand, right? The next question that must follow this statement is, why? What
does a penis represent, and subsequently, what does a vagina represent? How did this system of
procreation come to be? Evolutionary dogma says that life started as a primordial ooze, then one day,
for no apparent reason according to evolutionists, a penis and vagina magically appeared on a long
forgotten species, and off to the races we went. Unfortunately for evolutionary theory, the penis and
vagina interaction has been going on the entire time the universe has been in existence. What I'm about
to explain to you will give you immense foresight into why I constantly state the nomenclature, God,
THE MAN himself who exists outside of this universe.

Humanity is on the brink of utilizing machinery to connect into a system called the "singularity." To a
modern human psyche, this system can only be obtained through external forces laden with electronic
technology. Computers run on a binary system of communication. The language that is maintained
between circuits that reside within those systems communicates utilizing a simplistic form of dialect.
Ones and zeros are grouped together in various formats to depict the language variables. For a human
mind, utilizing this structure would add an immense amount of confusion. Given the Idiocracy
conundrum that humanity currently resides in filled with degenerative nigger laden terminologies, and
the overwhelming influence that feminism brings to the foray, humanity has a difficult enough time just
understanding English. It's almost impossible to even attempt teaching binary code to anyone currently.
Therefore, the system was simplified so that everyone can maintain a proper grasp on what life is in
this universe. Evolutionary theory has nothing to do with reality. Binary code is what the structure is
within the singularity, so you can stop asking yourselves the age old question, "What came first? The
chicken or the egg?" The chicken came first. The "chicken" represented in that very old joke had a
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penis that stretched his ejaculate hundreds of trillions of light years into the egg.

God, the MAN himself who exists outside of this universe has the power to create a universe utilizing
cavitation. Since the entities that exist inside of this universe cannot understand what happens outside
of this universe, I can only speculate on what the liquid is that surrounds our universe's cavitation
bubble. That said, in order to create a resonant cavitation bubble within this universe's boundaries, in
the simplest method available, you must have a liquid base to "pull" from. Although anything of
substance can be utilized to form this structure, humanity's examples of this occurring in
nature/biomimicry form focus on the underwater variety of animals. Mantis shrimp being first and
foremost. Within a cavitation bubble, heat, light, and substances which cannot be defined due to the
nature of cavitation are present. There is no way to test exactly what is happening within a cavitation
bubble, because when we attempt to pierce the bubble, we destroy its integrity. Hence... "the man
himself who exists outside of this universe."

Creating a cavitation bubble is the proverbial "something out of nothing" dilemma, which is why
current "science" dogmatic approaches to understanding natural law, cannot account for the
phenomenon within present academic restraints. According to the "law of thermodynamics," the heat
and light that is produced within a cavitation bubble should not exist. Therefore, it exists outside of our
abilities to quantify it properly. This dilemma does not mean that the heat and light that extends beyond
the cavitation bubble's walls does not exist, but rather, that we are existing in a separate reality from
what is taking place within these bubbles. That said, an entity had to create the the cavitation bubble in
order for it to function. Then, this entity must maintain the bubble. God, the man himself who exists
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outside of this universe, is the entity that does this for our universe. Sound is the platform of the Divine
energy spectrum, which is why creating a cavitation bubble is easily accomplished via that sense
platform. Hence, the references to "God" in the bible speaking... and creations beginning to form. The
entire universe is a cavitation bubble held in place by an entity that cannot destroy the integrity of this
structure, for if he did, the universe would cease to exist. The cavitation bubble would collapse almost
instantaneously, and every atomic piece of matter within this universe currently, would collapse into
nothing along with it. You, me, EVERYTHING.

By creating a cavitation bubble/universe of this size, a contract had to be in place so that order could be
maintained. Destroying this bubble/universe would be easily accomplished, which is why the first
entity created within the cavitation bubble/universe must maintain discipline at all costs. If the first
creation within the universe was considered a failure to the creator of the universe, the cavitation
bubble would be decimated, and a new bubble would take its place. This universe has been in place for
a long time, therefore, the first creation within its boundaries, The Nine Principles, is doing a
magnificent job in the eyes of God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe. With that
knowledge from deduction in place, you must then realize that the only methodology which is
important to maintain within this universe's walls, comes directly from God, the man himself who
exists outside of this universe's first born offspring, The Nine Principles.

The Nine Principles represent everything created in the universe. First and foremost being intelligent
life. From a biomimicry standpoint, The Nine Principles create new life within the universe based on
the same methodology that their creation was derived from. God, the man himself who exists outside of
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this universe must maintain the structure of the universe, which means that the first intelligent being
within the universe has free will to do as he sees fit within the complex structured contract of free will.
Keep in mind, if the first creation within the universe was not pleasing God, the man himself, the
universe would cease to exist instantly. The Nine Principles had to utilize a free will ordained
subordinate structure to continue the methodology that God, the man himself created as their base
platform of life. When The Nine Principles created the first civilization within the universe's
boundaries, he had to allow the newly created entities to procure their abilities through a series of
misfortunes. After this process was understood by the subsequent civilizations that were created, they
themselves began to create their own civilizations to add to this simulation.

After this process had been completed several billions of times, humanity was created by one of the
many civilizations that came from The Nine Principles originally. This structure is reminiscent of the
famous "tree of life." Since humanity has depicted this "tree of life" in the image of a tree from this
planet, and has since completely lost the symbology behind the depiction as well, figuring out the
biomimicry connotation to what kind of image I'm trying to relate is simple. Turn the tree upside
down... When viewed in this way, the entire structure of how life was created in the universe should be
apparent. The root structure of the tree is the hand of God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe, maintaining the cavitation bubble that this universe is made from. The base of the trunk is the
depiction of the first created entity within the universe. Within the trunk of the tree are the oldest
creations within this universe that The Nine Principles put in place to maintain the creation sequences
that continue onward within the simulation's parameters. The branches that extend beyond the trunk are
the civilizations that continue to create new free will enriched entities. The leaves are depictions of the
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civilizations that are currently in the process of learning what the universe is, who created it, and what
their purpose is in this simulation. Humanity is currently on one of those leaves. To be more accurate,
humanity is WAAAAAAY out on one of the furthest stretching branches... but that principle was
already covered in a previous chapter.

Maintaining discipline within the nomenclatures of the English language is fairly difficult. When I say
God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe is made of entirely Divine energy, people
don't usually argue. However, when I state that this entire universe is made up of Satanic energy,
people of all walks of life argue about this iteration profusely. Given the description of this entire
addendum, you should be able to understand the connotation that I am implying by utilizing that
nomenclature. Therefore, EVERYTHING within this universe that is made of material from the inside
of this universe, is the opposite of Divine energy... meaning that ALL material (matter) within this
universe is Satanic energy in origin. Satanic energy is the opposite of Divine energy in the same way
that God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe is the opposite of the matter that exists
within the universe. The two nomenclatures make a lot more sense when this description is given to
their respective nomenclatures. It gives both respective energy platforms a definitive relation that no
religious doctrine has the ability to do...

Where does humanity fit into this particular biomimicry definitive structure? The biomimicry platform
that is present on the human form, resides between your legs. Men have penises that produce creation
material. In order to create with the penis, we have to utilize a vessel. The universe itself, the cavitation
bubble that everything within this universe resides in, is the vagina and womb of the human female
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form. When a man ejaculates into a vagina/womb, we are mimicking the creation scenario that was first
present during the first creation cycle of this universe. When looking at the tree of life for reference,
The man's penis is depicted as the trunk of the tree, while his ejaculate is the branching outwards of his
own personal creation substance. The womb itself is depicted as the universe's outer
perimeter/cavitation bubble that all matter resides in. Creation itself, within this cavitation
bubble/universe, is therefore made entirely of God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe's creation substance brought to life... His son, The Nine Principles, along with ANYTHING
The Nine Principles specifically see as worthy for life.

In keeping with the ideology that Satanic energy is made up of everything that exists inside of this
universe that does not have life specifically attached to it, you should start to understand why feminism
is destructive as opposed to creative. Humanity's proclivity in recent decades to worship feminine
energy, is the same thing as worshipping the universe itself as opposed to the man who created it, and
maintains it. This is the realm of thought that humanity has currently dragged its thought process into.
While being obsessed with Satanic energy principles, we have concurrently been obsessed with making
feminism a mainstay in our current zeitgeist. We have strayed away from worshipping the man who
created us, and every entity that created the civilizations of our ancestors, in exchange for worshipping
his creation itself. To give you an idea of why this is so detrimental to our existence, if the first creation
in this universe, The Nine Principles, would have done this, there would be no universe. The universe
is a canvas, but without an artist to create a mural on its surface, it would be just a blank sheet of paper.
Humanity has been attempting to worship the canvas itself without even considering the art depicted on
the canvas at all. If you were the artist that had spent a lifetime putting everything you had into creating
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a beautiful drawing, and everyone that looked at this drawing only commented on the paper it was
drawn on, how would you feel about those observers? Get it now?

But wait... there's more! The singularity that I was describing in the beginning of this addendum, which
humanity has been desperately trying to create with a Satanic energy platform liken to a computer,
already exists. The purpose of this universe is to help maintain a systematic approach to teaching the
universe's creator, God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, how to transcend to his
next destination. Every single creation inside of this universe is teaching this man, who exists outside
of it, how to cope with the entirety of his creation, absent of his control. Free will allows anything to
happen within this universe's parameters. This process is essential to help guide our universe's creator
towards the information he needs to obtain. EVERYTHING that exists within this universe is part of
that process. Humanity, being the arrogant, self righteous, feminism drenched fuck ups that we are,
have tried to mimic this process in a simulation platform, as well. We utilize binary code to help our
computers communicate with each other. God, the man himself, with his son, The Nine Principles,
utilize a similar strategy as the base platform within THEIR simulation... Men's penises are the 1's...
while women's vaginas are the 0's. Could it be that it was all so simple, man? It is indeed. We are, as
humans, quite literally, the binary code which exists inside of God, the man himself who exists outside
of this universe's simulation. We are the characters in HIS game... and humanity has been worshipping
the Non Playable Characters, or NPCs, instead of the creator of this magnificently beautiful universe.

Now that you understand why humanity is so incredibly backwards in our own personal approach to
what creation represents, you might be asking yourself, how do we fix this problem that WE have
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created? First and foremost, humanity needs to realign with the natural order of things. Women are a
subspecies to that of men. Start acting like it. The ability to problem solve is based on a very simple
rationale. An individuals IQ should be a secondary indicator to WHO gets to decide how problems are
solved. Doing well in indoctrination/school is a ridiculous platform for deciding these outcomes. Just
so you all know... I dropped out of school in the 9th grade. Jewish/Satanic/Feminist ideology has taken
over education by implementing emotional strategies to problem solving. To be blunt about it, school
in the modern sense, is responsible for every shortcoming in society right now. Women teach men
regularly. Women, and various other minorities, move up the chain of command within that structure
due to idiotic platforms like Affirmative Action and a nepotistic approach from these falsely elevated
people. Humanity has become obsessed with leveling the playing field as opposed to celebrating the
special accomplishments of scholars.

Most true geniuses do not have a well rounded education within every field equally. Geniuses excel at
one or two subjects. Education has devolved into an almost robotic simulation in its current form. We
have stopped trying to procure intelligence, and have subsequently elevated those who can behave like
a computer/file cabinet. Anyone who has not done well in school for the past few decades should
understand this notion. The graduates that come from modern collegiate scholastics can type well,
reiterate politically correct dogma, and operate a cell phone, but that's about it as far as imaginative
thinking/intelligence is concerned. How many Human Resources executives regularly get absolutely
flustered when they have to fix a leaking faucet, but can masterfully depict the latest trends on social
media? Collegiate success in modern times is based on the ability to receive indoctrination, NOT how
intelligent the education has made the individual.
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Humanity needs to get back to basics. That is essentially why my amalgamation is present currently. In
the Lost Technology chapter I bring humanity's ethos back to a time when everything made sense.
Everyone knew their place, and everyone fit into their job roles without jealousy and angst over not
being where someone of higher intelligence was situated. People were happy and content in knowing
that no matter what they were doing, they were a part of the entire Earth's intelligence hierarchy
structure. Women did not work for a reason. Black people were not in charge of white people for a
reason. Mutts/golems did not exist for a reason. Sex was utilized as a means of procreation, and only
took place between loving and caring partners that bonded for life, for a reason. If humanity does not
get back to this easily maintained simplistic life structure on this planet, we will all perish... very soon.
It would be difficult to imagine a society devolving away from the universe's hierarchy much more
than we are currently doing. You know it, I know it, humanity's maker, The Nine Principles, and God,
the man himself who exists outside of this universe knows it. We are already on borrowed time.
Humanity's current methodology of societal structure is destructive, violent, and hostile. If we do not
change this course of certain destruction, annihilation will be our outcome.

Always keep in mind that effort is more important than success. My birthplace, Portland, Oregon, as
discussed in the beginning of this chapter, has strayed so far from their maker, The Nine Principles, and
God, the man himself who exists outside of this universe, my assumption is that this city will be made
an example of. That said, it does not need to be this way. Everyone could toss their Satanic energy
drenched feminist laden egos to the side, and listen to reason. Unfortunately, as most of you already
know, sticks and stones may break my bones, but there will always be something that offends a
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feminist. The time has come to listen to reason. Humanity has had an entire century to placate the
emotional cries of feminists throughout the world, and it has gotten this society pushed to the brink of
total anarchy/collapse/annihilation. I challenge ANYONE who is alive on this earth presently, to
decipher a feminist/liberal approach to ANY subject, and from that data, formulate a strategy for
survival longer than two generations at this present course. Emotionally charged feminism ideologies
derived from the subordinate entities that profess their inherent ability to rectify the natural order of
life, are devoid of a logical outcome to the survival of humanity as a whole. The experiment failed,
ladies. It's time to rectify these destructive notions.

If feminist ideology remains prevalent in any of the world's societal structures, expect chaos. Allowing
women a say in the directional policies that run your lives is a surefire way to failure. Don't take my
word for it. Utilize the scientific method to your advantage. Study all of the inefficiencies, debt, hatred,
political strife, monetary stress, divorce rates, migration woes, selfishness, consumerism, materialism,
and every other problem that has plagued this species since women gained the ability to vote. August
18, 1920 was a terrible day. It signified a complete dereliction of purpose within this universe for the
entirety of the human race, and ever since that fateful day, humanity has been waiting for Armageddon.
If humanity decides to continue down the feminist's path towards the future, that is exactly what we
will get. Good luck, Humanity. You're going to need it. Now, onto the next chapter. Enjoy.
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Chapter 7: Lost Technology
This chapter focuses on the technologies that humanity began using, lost, due to jealousy, and have
now began to regain. Familiarize yourself with the Dendera Bulb Hieroglyphs. The sequence is very
important......

The depiction of the Great Pyramid at Giza is entirely out of spec. When someone buys a set of head
phones, the sound is clear, undistorted, and rhythmic. As the user goes through life's obstacles, various
things happen to the set of headphones that cause them to break down. Neglect leading to dust
accumulation and subsequent degradation, water intrusion, dirt, ear wax, etc, all lead to its steady
decline in performance. If a future archaeologist happened to stumble onto one of these sets of
headphones, and Satanic energy perspectives are still in place (or have rebooted after the inevitable
cataclysm, rather), the archaeologist could plug the set of headphones in, and get... something. If
nothing could be used and the headphones were unrecoverable, a new set could be manufactured
through back engineering strategies. Regardless, one could understand their function if a Satanic
energy perspective was in use or not. The manipulation of electrical charge through degradation would
be understood easily, as it is in these times of technological prowess through Satanic energy initiatives.
Recreating a speaker (essentially), would not be difficult, nor would it be hard to understand the
reasoning for the creation of such an object from our society's stance.

What if the culture, familial structure, government, and hierarchy were based in a Divine energy
perspective and their entire evolution through technological leaps was devoid of Satanic energy
principles? A set of headphones would not only be useless to that society, but the entire philosophy of
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why that particular object came into existence in the first place would not make sense to the populace.
The set of headphones' very sole purpose would be misunderstood. They might speculate on how it
could be a medical device to help the deaf, or something to take temperature, but the actual reason for
its existence (to listen to music shutoff from the rest of the world's intrusions), would have no frame of
reference to why a person would want to do that at all.

What befuddles great scientific minds of archaeologists, geologists, and historians that ponder how
Giza was constructed are left with a crippling handicap... They don't, first and foremost, understand
WHY the Great pyramid and other subsequent pyramids were built. The actual purpose of the pyramids
of Giza is misunderstood, because archaeologists have no frame of reference to the widely different
energy perspectives each respective society spawned. Today's scientific elite have taken a much
different path through their technological knowledge base than that of the upper echelon of REAL
ancient Egypt. Today's scientific minds ONLY focus on Satanic energy degrading material substance.
Those substances need to be produced through a series of circumstances that placate the natural
degradation of materials. From our scientist's perspectives, they're trying to uncover similar substances
that hold up to this rigorous standard of Satanic energy principles within the pyramids of Giza. As
Brien Forester states in his documentary: Lost Technology Of Ancient Egypt, "We see obvious
evidence of machining technology in basalt, which would require tungsten carbide, or diamond tools."
Shortly there following Christopher Dunn and Stephen Mehler are introduced as being technological
experts in the documentary.

Christopher Dunn is said to be an expert at machining and technical applications of stone cutting
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technology, while Stephen Mehler is noted for being scholarly in the teachings of Abdel Akim
Ahweyance (apologies for spelling if incorrect) within this documentary. Stephen Mehler claims, as the
documentary moves forward, that the basin of Giza was a passive solar water heater. Which according
to Abdel's teachings, is the "source of the great pyramid's power." Then it is implied through no
reference correlation to electrolysis, that the bonds of water's molecules breaking releases a tremendous
amount of energy. At this point I'd like to make it clear that I mean no disrespect to these scientists, or
their particular scientific method. I believe them to be honestly curious as to the construction methods
of these ancient sites. Although a bit boisterous in their analogies, they do not seem arrogant to the
casual observer. I do however realize that them, along with ANY formally trained scientist in, or born
from today's institutions, lacks the ability to see past their own scholarly ego into a more broad
perspective. The scientific methods that have brought our understanding of technology into fruition,
have weighed down our inspiration and intuitiveness as much as it has helped foster our ability to
understand varying platforms of energy usage.

These men have no other choice but to correlate what they've experienced in technological progress
with what they're trying to decipher of ancient cultures such as the Giza pyramid builders. Thankfully
they are curious... as opposed to brazenly egotistical, like most Egyptians and Egyptian governmental
officials. The tourist industry is a strong indicator of why these "officials" behave in this manner. A
narrative that encapsulates the imaginations of onlookers, also helps sell the idea that tourists are
immersed in the culture and heritage of the people that built the pyramids and megalithic stone
structures sprinkled throughout the region. Truth and accuracy is secondary to the Egyptian "officials,"
to the desire of monetary wealth. That being said, Egyptian officials are degenerate on two specific
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fronts... Their want for more tourist dollars, and their egotistical attachment to the structures they reside
among. These personalities are the most dangerous personalities in existence today. They cling to their
declarations with religious fervor, and when challenged, always fall back on authority. My assumption
is they'll read this book with great angst and nervousness. Many "tour guides" and "researchers" will be
dumbfounded by their complete lack of understanding how this realization could have slipped by their
authoritative gaze.

The two variances of stance (curious and authoritative) on speculation of the purpose and construction
methods of the pyramids at Giza, often times clash. The more curious researchers having more clout
than any Egyptian authority figureheads, is standard operating procedure, generally speaking.
Nonetheless, the scientifically reached theories for the Giza plateau's construction by either current
perspective is entirely out of spec. As hard as they may try, as diligent as their research has concluded,
and as honest as their true intentions may be, they will never reach the proper conclusion on their own
due to the egotistical draw of their current societal placement. Both stances have handicaps. One is
fighting with one hand tied behind their back, while the latter fights with two hands tied behind their
back. A complete technological revolution from Satanic to Divine energy perspective, a decoupling
from every past teaching on current evolution, and a rapid evolution through Divine energy platforms
would need to take place in order for each respective side to weaken their own egos enough to really
accept this old/newly acquired information as fact. The unfortunate side effect of the earphone analogy,
is that in order to distinctively provide factual evidence as to the conclusions, a replica would need to
be produced of the great pyramid at Giza itself. Building a brand new pyramid for the same purposes as
the great pyramid's construction, wouldn't be economical in today's marketplace. Not without a massive
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technological evolution, that is, completely opposite the to path we're currently on.

The resonant properties of the great pyramid are on display shortly after the segment just described, in
the Brien Foerster documentary: Lost Technology Of Ancient Egypt. Through a mixture of baritone
and various other high pitched sounds from the guide's and tourist's voices, a deep vibration can be felt.
Even through my home stereo system, I could feel the frequency vibrate deeply through the camera's
microphone as I studied the documentary. While laying inside of the solid granite box residing in the
"King's chamber," the resonant frequencies emitted from the inhabitants can be felt as though the box
itself is a tuning device of unknown reason. The acoustic properties are the most logical conclusion as
to why the chamber was constructed. The Egyptian authority's stance that the great pyramid was a tomb
first, with a biproduct of harmonic resonance, is ridiculously false. I'm not arguing that an extremely
egotistical ancient Arab king declared that it would be his tomb, and turned it into that very thing when
he died. My argument is that the Arabs that inhabit the Giza plateau and surrounding country are
offspring of a degenerative culture from that of the original pyramid builders, and in an attempt to
portray themselves as a superior race, have stolen credit and valor associated with the original pyramid
engineers. The simple fact that they turned the great pyramid into a tomb proves that they were not the
original architects behind the knowledge that brought the Giza pyramids to fruition originally.
Desecrating the ability of the pyramids, is what turning them into tombs does.

In Part 2 of Brien Foerster's, Lost Technology Of Ancient Egypt, Stephen Mehler is in the Dendera
temple explaining a famous hieroglyph entitled the Dendera Light Bulb, that does in fact appear to
depict a "light bulb." Especially if the narrator is trained in modern "science." Stephen Mehler states,
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after many logical fallacies are laid, that the ancient pyramid building culture had a working knowledge
of electricity. Again, our modern energy dogma focuses on Satanic energy platforms which degrade,
not Divine energy platforms which CANNOT degrade. His assertion is that the degenerative societal
structure which has brought us to the brink of extinction, is the same path to understanding ancient
Egypt's technological evolution. In order to imply such a claim, an understanding of our current
structure must be understood. Our way of producing electricity requires a fuel source which rapidly
depletes, then transmogrifies into non usable substances. It takes many different stations and sub
stations to transform that fuel into usable electricity. None of these types of necessary infrastructure
technologies exist from that epoch to make such a claim. Our current society has had a very different
approach to technological advancement than that of REAL ancient Egypt. The technological
advancements of the Giza pyramid builders was entirely different to our modern day depictions of
"progress" in the technological field. Trying to merge the two wildly different technological structures
is egotistically driven, which is why it's not difficult to understand why the philosophical approach of
these researchers has yielded zero factual data, and numerous boisterous claims.

Very shortly there following in Lost Technology Of Ancient Egypt: Part 2, Stephen Mehler describes
how there is a wire plugged into a box on the famously depicted "Dendera 'light bulb' hieroglyph." This
is actually dead on the money accurate, but has nothing to do with electricity in the modern sense. The
explanation for this will follow, but much more needs to be dissected first. Next, a mention of Osiris'
backbone holding the "light bulb" to the right of the hieroglyph is described. Stephen Mehler then
mentions how the "back bone" is a method of producing electricity with no other correlative proof
other than authoritative posturing. On the opposite wall of the "light bulb" hieroglyph Mehler is
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describing in the documentary, there is a hieroglyph with a similar depiction although it's showing
more characters beneath the "light bulb," and there is a very large Reptilian figure holding two dagger
like objects to the right of the depiction. Stephen Mehler says that this depiction is a storyline principle
based on a predynastic civilization which handed down a great knowledge. The Reptilian figure on the
right side of the hieroglyph holding the daggers, is said to be a representation of an evil that can be
unleashed if the predynastic civilization's technology is abused or taken for granted. The depiction is
summarized later as being a warning that great knowledge was known, and can be abused. This is a
complicated depiction that has left many scholars unable to translate it verbatim for its intended
message. That being said, I assert that this basic underlying principle to what Stephen Mehler is saying
during this sequence in the documentary, is fairly accurate. Although again, the base fundamental
knowledge to decipher the intention behind the message within these hieroglyphs is not in this circle of
researchers.

Newly acquired technological perspectives based on my long standing theories have given me a vast
technological knowledge base in these fields of research. When this discovery was made, I was
unaware that my intuitive thinking strategies would be crossing into the Egyptian field of archaeology.
Although the two parallel running sectors of thought were destined to intersect within my mind
eventually, I was not originally trying to decipher the purpose of these pyramids. The Egyptian
technologies are very new to me, as well as you, and having taken the path to this knowledge that I
have, it's not surprising that modern academics have a problem with my assertions. Fear not fellow
journeyers, I will bring you up to speed soon enough... Until then, I'll dissect these hieroglyphs with my
own personal knowledge base that was obtained through a very difficult 39 year journey, and a
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realization process that Christian theological scholars call a "sabbath."

In the Dendera hieroglyph spoken about in Brien Foerster's documentary: Lost Technology Of Ancient
Egypt part 2, where there are two "light bulbs" pointing towards each other, one of the bulbs is missing
the Osiris' back bone feature. It's significant because the corresponding hieroglyph has the feature on its
bulb, but the "first bulb" in the sequence, where there is only a human holding up the bulb, the "Osiris'
back bone" feature is missing. This depiction is not a mistake. After realizing what this structure
actually is, I must assert that this depiction is historically accurate and was done on purpose. This
sequence was necessary for proper chronology of the evolution through the REAL ancient Egyptian
teaching process. The human is not missing from the second bulb, but is replaced by the "back bone."
Then, in the third bulb, there are four humanlike depictions AND a backbone. This evidently suggests
an evolutionary path through this technology, from bringer, to user, then implementing a "back bone,"
and continuing on said evolutionary path. The humans in the third bulb depiction are different and vary
from one another quite a bit. Size, shape, gender, headwear, clothing, etc, plus there are two individuals
facing each other as opposed to all of the humanlike individuals facing the same direction. The final
Dendera "bulb" hieroglyph depiction gives the impression that as time progressed it became a team
effort with one added feature... this "back bone" structure.

For many years now, I've bought into the light bulb theory from the hieroglyphs at Dendera. The "back
bone" theory itself, or rather, the wording associated within the theory itself is what bothered me for a
long time. There is no doubt in my mind that the ancient pyramid builders shared an esoteric
philosophy, but these particular hieroglyphs have a different feeling attached to them. These particular
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hieroglyphs seem to be more scientific in the aura surrounding the reasoning behind the hieroglyph's
storyline. The part that is intriguing to me are the subtle details. When keeping with a chronologically
correct evolutionary depiction theory, the "back bone's" hands go from outside the bulb in the first
hieroglyph it's placed in, to inside the bulb on the second. This may seem insignificant, but is done to
show an evolutionary path from one depicted bulb to the last. Electricity does not move inside a bulb
from the glass encasement, nor is glass conductive. If the ancient hieroglyphs makers wanted to depict
electricity interacting with a lightbulb, my previously founded assumption is that they would have
depicted the energy flowing into the bulb the same way we do that with modern Satanic energy
platforms; by using a conductive element. Nonetheless, my curiosity got the better of me through many
mental debates to not settle on the electricity/light bulb/"back bone" theory. The scientific method has
always been at the forefront of ALL my work endeavors. If my original hypothesis could not be
proven, a return to the theory stage was the outcome. Leaving a hypothesis open for more interpretation
is always superior to an assertion that cannot be proven.

The first place I tried researching these matters as a young man was standard authoritative Egyptian
philosophy. These authorities profess that the inhabitants of those lands currently, WERE ALWAYS
the inhabitants. But maintaining a technical perspective clashes so direly with the professed ideology,
the only meaningful thing I've retained from modern Arab archaeological perspectives are pictures and
antiquities. Egyptian Arabs do not make advancements in any technological field, so the assumption
that these people were the original stock of pyramid builders does not, nor has it ever, made sense to
me. In my earlier research years, all I had to utilize for my own personal theories regarding the true
origin of these pyramid builders were books. Then, the journey met up with the internet in the late
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1990s, and my interest in the subject soared directly and unrelated to the Egyptian theories.

A significant amount of my research (in fact more than any amount of formal schooling on the subject)
has sparked my interest in theories that clash with Egyptian dogma directly. Graham Hancock,
Zacharia Sitchin, Brien Foerster, Andrew Collins, and a host of others that test theories based on
researchers like Wally Wallington, John Keely, Georges Lakhovsky, Nikola Tesla, John Hutchinson,
Edward Leeskalnin, Dr Chan Thomas (of The Adam and Eve Story fame), as well as Art Bell, and later
Clyde Lewis, are the people with a curious perspective liken to my own. All of these men have
professed theories that do not follow the Arab Egyptian dogmatic views of chronology. Although many
of the theories described by this list of scholars seemed to me to be significantly more accurate than
Egyptian authorities profess, proof positive had still not been found through my studies. My search
continued unabated by personal arrogance. Throughout the books (100s), broadcasts (10,000s), videos
(millions), and most importantly my machining, manufacturing, and building, within professional and
personal experience, nothing about any of the theories matched up to what I believed to be the truth.
The truth is that I overcomplicated my own experience with the data given to me from so many
different sources, and I suspect deep down, most researchers end up in a constant self defeating loop
because as I was, they are also, just guessing. The difference between this list of scholarly individuals
and myself is that I've never been afraid of being proven wrong. I do not "sell" books for a living. I do
not benefit from tourist guide income. I do not try to "sell" videos. My goal is to find the truth... NOT
to make a living from answering your questions with more questions. Before answering your questions,
however, I must first give a chronological event log of my journey.
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My breakthrough came a few months after my trip to the Sacred Valley near Cuzco, Peru in 2016.
Ollantaytambo was a thrilling experience, much more so than Machu Picchu, unexpectedly. The day
before and after Ollantaytambo was much nicer and WAY less expensive, so that might have played a
role slightly. That said... I can spell Ollantaytambo from memory (and could almost instantly after we
departed), but still miss the second c in Picchu from time to time. Ollantaytambo left an impression on
me greater than all other ruins in Peru I visited. It just has that extra bit of technological achievement
over the other sites, by my standards. Molding, or melting the stones into place is actually quite simpler
than historians of modern day make it to be, especially when the areas DO NOT match perfectly
together when starting the process, but I digress. The vertical placement of the stones at Ollantaytambo
sparked my desires to understand this technology in ways I was not expecting. The very large and
precision fit together stones of Ollantaytambo were masterful in comparison to Machu Picchu. The fact
of these stones being precisely fit together after all this time is astounding, but the almost perfect
perpendicular placement of the larger stones with the smaller buffer stones in between was incredible. I
was mesmerized by the structures at the entire Ollantaytambo site, but The Wall Of The Six Monoliths
is impressive in every possible way and the mental impression that that particular structure left in my
mind lasted much more endearingly. The surrounding structures and irrigation that still works had my
mind asking itself questions that I had never pondered before, as well. It was an experience that stayed
with me, and I bolster Ollantaytambo every time I can to anyone willing to listen to my spiel on the
subject.

After my wife and I's trip to Ollantaytambo, we headed back to our hotel to order room service. The
2016 election race was in full swing and there was a debate scheduled for that evening. I was intrigued
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enough to watch it, even on vacation, and I'm glad I did. Trump destroyed Clinton in a most humorous
way. Many laughing bouts were heard coming from our room that evening which ended our day very
nicely. After Donald trump won, a sigh of relief came over me that I do not think would have emerged
if Clinton had won. With that relaxed state, my mind was able to wander towards the future of our
lovely new home in Oregon. My wife and I had just bought a new house before taking our trip to Peru,
and after Trump won that debate, my future was looking up on several fronts. The priority of my focus
when examining a newly purchased property is ALWAYS centered around sustainability, and we were
on our way to making that a reality. For the rest of the evening I pondered those aspects in a much
more relaxed state. Other than our Machu Picchu trip the following day, the excitement of the Peru trip
died down rather quickly. Afterall, it is a third world country, and the aspects that encompass that fact
were starting to wear on us as the trip neared the end. Ollantaytambo had left its mark in my mind in a
big way, but my focus immediately shifted back to working on my property's self sustainability as soon
as I possibly could. The work began as soon as we got back to Oregon.

For as long as I can remember, I've always wanted to be self sustainable in all aspects of life. As the
workload began after settling down from the Peru trip, I set out to figure an area for a greenhouse to
raise our food first and foremost. Two problems with that: Our property sits on a north facing slope,
and it's very steep. The ancient Peruvians had to deal with this conundrum often, coincidentally, and
our similar engineering conclusions seemed to mirror each other. The engineering of my newly
acquired Oregon property itself, called for a large retaining wall so that my crops could utilize the
sunlight in the winter. I've built a few of these professionally and personally, and have a good working
knowledge of tolerances and drainage, but the wall I was attempting was grandiose comparatively.
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North facing slopes can accomplish food production, as the ancient Peruvian structures can attest, it
just takes a lot more foresight and hard work to accomplish adequately.

As my workload commenced, numerous problems arose. Our property was at the edge of a forest, and
there were many old stumps from the original clearing to deal with. While clearing out a section of old
rotten growth near a switchback I made to deal with the steep nature of the slope, I dug out a large
stump that was much more of a pain in the ass than it should have been. A large portion of the stump
had a boulder above it hidden under a couple feet of dirt. There were a few boulders in a row actually,
and their presence was frustrating to my efforts. My weapon of choice to handle these obstacles was a
diesel powered Toro Dingo TX 1000. For a considerable portion of the retaining wall build and
switchback clearing, the small excavator/loader did a magnificent job... But when it came to this
particular boulder, the Toro just could not handle the situation. The chainsaw needed to be utilized for
freeing up the boulders and subsequent stump.

For whatever reason (probably frustration), I left the Toro sitting above these buried rocks with the
throttle at full speed and headed up to get my chainsaw. The walk to get my chainsaw is a bitch from
the bottom of the hill, and by the time I reached the top, out of breath, sweating and frustrated, I needed
a quick break. My dog (Tank) needed a quick walk, so I obliged his requests while resting. After he
was finished investigating the squirrels and other forest creature scents, I put him back indoors and
shifted my focus back to the stump/boulder situation. I walked from my house to my shop, grabbed the
chainsaw and headed back to deal with the stump from a "destroy the entire thing" state of mind. It
might have been 15 minutes straight of steady vibration, with considerable weight, vibrating these
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boulders underneath the Toro at full throttle. Didn't think anything of it at that moment... I just throttled
down the Toro, "destroyed" the stump with my chainsaw, then proceeded excavating the freshly bark
dusted landscape. When the rocks were excavated after the stump was cleared out of the way, I noticed
that just under the tracks where the throttled up Toro was perched, a few of the boulders were jagged
edged and began digging into the smoother round rocks that were positioned at their sides. They left a
perfect representation of each other from the vibration of the Toro. I was able to put two and two
together, and from this one memorable event an entire new host of questions were swirling in my brain.
Most of the conclusions I was coming to, clashed with even the most fringe theories on the subject of
ancient stone sculpting, so I figured finding answers was going to be squarely on my shoulders.
Regardless, my mission was set in motion. The effort to become self sustainable and rock sculpting had
officially collided. An entire new world of possibilities needed to be researched, so that is exactly what
I did.

A few months back (June 2018) on my beloved 4Chan.org/pol/, a thread popped where an anon gave
dictation on how our entire history is incorrect. The young genius posted links and videos to back his
hypothesis that contained more information than I'd ever be able to sit through, but one particular video
caught my eye as I was embedding the randomly clicked videos in his original post. The video was
titled: How to "melt" stones sound, part1. I watched the video and had the largest epiphany moment of
my life. The questions that were raised from the earlier Toro incident, along with the astonishment of
the Peru trip all came together in a rush of excitement as the video continued. The gentleman in the
video is of Russian decent and translation is a bit hazy, but regardless of the language barrier, we were
definitely on the same wavelength. The gentleman refers to his resonance chamber's output as "phonon
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vibrations"... which is the driving force of these cutting structures/tools he was using in the video. The
struggle to find a common dialect for technical interpretations is very real. I have no better input on
naming this phenomenon, so if this phenomenon is to be named "phonon vibrations," so be it.

These phonon vibrations get hooked into objects throughout the video with a wire attached to a drum
looking device. A speaker gets mounted internally, then transfers these vibrations into the wire
connected to the drum itself. The wire then transfers the phonon vibrations into the tool through a series
of various mounting techniques (bolts, spindles, etc). With a bit of water to lubricate the surface of the
tool on the stones and help eject the build up of powdered stone material from cutting, these tools
(made of pure copper) slice through the hardest of smooth surfaced granite river rocks, slowly... with
ease. There is no other special apparatus needed to complete these cuts, just focused sound, water, and
patience. This video is a very crude and primitive display of an ancient lost technology, but
nonetheless, this depiction of stone cutting is EXTREMELY close to accurate. Utilizing sound and
making the frequency repeatable, allowed this man to come extremely close to the ancient lost
technology of stone cutting. With my previous experience, as described from the Toro incident, I was
certain that both myself and the Russian gentleman who made the How to "melt" stones video, were on
the correct path to finding real answers.

Stuck in the "how" area of of my research, the nagging "why" always grounds my most exciting
triumphs of knowledge. A very large portion of research was in place for my/our theory of resonant
manipulation technology with regards to stone cutting and shaping, but the logic of why going through
the trouble of building pyramids of such grandiose dimensions has troubled my own inclinations while
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figuring these methods out. The pyramid shape itself does not transfer well into our Satanic energy
soaked society. We generally don't have a use for such a structure in our methodology of what is
efficient in our construction techniques. Our society's buildings and structures within those buildings
depict cubes. Most housing roofs are sloped to help drainage, but more often than not, these sloped
roofs have a cube shape underneath them. However, there is one specific area of great interest for just
about every single human on earth, where the pyramid shape is utilized frequently... When music is
recorded, artists do so in a recording booth. Lining the walls of these recording booths are sound
proofing foam structures packed end to end with? You guessed it already, pyramids. The external shape
of the pyramid deadens sound by breaking up the waves sound produces by deflecting it away from the
base. Fairly self explanatory if one were to look downward on the top of a pyramid. After coming to
this conclusion in early 2019, the pyramid shape's purpose dawned on me after recalling a Brien
Foerster documentary I had seen months prior: The pyramid reflects and amplifies sound waves... from
the inside. The internal effects of the pyramid structure on sound waves is the "why" purpose that I had
been searching for. Imagine being inside of a cone. The acoustics would be much more focused. My
conclusion after years of wasted time researching every aspect of the pyramid's mathematical
properties: The pyramids at Giza were built to aid in the technological strategies that the Russian
gentleman in the 'How to "melt" stones' video termed, "phonon vibrations."

An epiphany achieved, I rewatched the documentary: Lost Technology Of Ancient Egypt. The prior
viewing had escaped me when I went back through the depictions in the Dendera "light bulb"
hieroglyph story espoused from Stephen Mehler. All of these aspects of my theory came crashing
together as I rewatched the video again, then a flurry of rewinding and internet searching ensued that
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would make anyone dizzy. The chronologically evolved step from one "light bulb" to another within
the depictions of the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs, is what really consummated my theory. After this
theoretical achievement, I took a much more fine toothed comb approach to each and every detail,
while keeping in mind relevant recent epiphanies. My conclusion is that the fabled "Osiris' back bone"
is actually the stones that rest atop the king's chamber in the great pyramid. They act as a tuning
fork/resonator/amplifier to whatever sound is being made within the great pyramid at Giza. The sound
waves that are amplified from the "Osiris back bone," are then reflected back into the center of the
pyramid itself causing a constant feed loop from the external shell of the pyramid back to the king's
chamber stones. Every piece of the structure is made with one specific purpose in mind... To amplify
the sound waves flawlessly, or more specifically, to amplify one specific sound.

The blocking stones just outside of the Antechamber within the great pyramid's structure, are liken to
trumpet finger buttons. These stone blocks' sole purpose is to tune the soundwave frequency being
emitted from the "singer's" within the pyramid. When the resonance of the "Osiris' back bone" feature
is matched to that of the singer's voice being utilized, the mechanics of the pyramid become blaringly
evident. Another feature within the king's chamber which I speculate on, is the box within the chamber
that is said to have resonant properties. This box could also be a fine tuning device which could be
manipulated by adding various levels of water. My idea of this box's purpose has to do with light,
however. It is my hypothesis that when this box is filled with water, and the pyramid is being used for
soundwave resonant manipulation, the box would emit a brilliant light source. Again, these unproven
hypotheses are merely speculation. In order to verifiably test these theories, humanity would have to
replicate these structures flawlessly. Regardless of speculation, Occam's Razor will find that my theory
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on the functionality of the great pyramid at Giza, is the most sound (pun intended).

Now, first thing's last... What about those damn "light bulbs" in the Dendera hieroglyphs??? The
nomenclature "light bulb," from numerous researchers who've speculated on this shape within the
hieroglyph sequence, is egotistical in inception. As I've laid out in some detail, it's not surprising why
modern day scientists have grasped onto the "light bulb" theory. It was their natural evolution through
their education/indoctrination into the Satanic energy drenched society we all belong to currently.
Modern "scientists" believe that the society we reside in currently, with all of the electronic gadgetry,
power grids, and other modern convenience mechanisms, is the only path to technological progress. I'll
conclude that Egypt before, and after the Arab infestation that resides there now, has only had access to
electricity for 100 years, or so. The "light bulb" nomenclature is incorrect, entirely. The apparatus that
the giants in the Dendera hieroglyph are holding above the heads of humans, is a device made to
receive the resonant vibrations, then transfer that sonic vibration energy into stones directly, or shaping
tools for stone shaping. The "light bulbs" within the hieroglyphs bare a striking resemblance to the
Russian gentleman's apparatus in the "Melting Stones" video, for example.

Without electricity, these resonant vibrations that are essential to the stone forming process, would be
difficult to procure and maintain over the periods of time needed to complete such a task. Without
evidence of such an infrastructure found within Egypt, the source of the resonant vibrations must have
come from a source other than electricity. The light bulb looking device, which I'll name a "resonator,"
can be utilized at any scale, however, with any input frequency, human voices included. This is in
strong contradiction to the electricity theory and quite possibly, the most damning aspect of the
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electricity theory. Modern day light bulbs have requirements that need to be met in order for them to
function properly. Too little energy applied, the bulb is too dim to be effective. Too much applied, and
the bulb will at best burn out, and at worst, explode. Satanic energy, electricity included, is made to
degrade. Even when the conditions are made for objects to function within the parameters of electrical
energy, as is the case with modern light bulbs, eventually these objects degrade, wear out, and die. The
same is true for all forms of Satanic energy. Therefore, if electricity was the source of energy, and these
objects are "light bulbs," evidence of manufacturing replacements would have been evident. The theory
of electricity usage for ANYTHING in ancient Egypt does not hold water.

Another point of contention within the light bulb theory professed from researchers of the Dendera
hieroglyph "bulb" depictions, is the metallurgy of light bulb components. Again, this seems to be
egotistical from the researcher's perspective. My guess is that the countless failed attempts to procure
the modern day light bulb's filament, is completely absent when these researchers profess their claims
to the "electrically charged light bulb" theories that accompany their research. The invention of the
modern light bulb took a metallurgical knowledge that has not been correlated to anything in Egypt...
seemingly before and after the Arab hordes overtook that area. Granted, the foundry equipment needed
to process the various attempts at metallurgical applications within a light bulb would have deteriorated
away by now, BUT, the metals that led to an acceptable filament with applicable uses within a light
bulb would not have deteriorated. To add to the ridiculous notion of a light bulb in the Dendera
hieroglyphs, the filament that would be needed to actuate a light bulb several fold the size of a human
in scope, would be massive. JUST THE FILAMENT ALONE, would be 510 times the size of a
human body. In turn, a filament of that size would require A LOT of voltage. Voltage that would
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require a massive infrastructure to produce, AND a significant cache of fuel to maintain. Basically, the
same dilemma modern society has with its current addiction to Satanic energy principles. We utilize
these principles in everything we do, and if one aspect of ancient civilization research continuously
rings true, they were nothing like us.

In our society there is an overabundance of evidence on how these structures are procured and
maintained. There is no debate on how electricity is produced, stored, and used in objects like light
bulbs. And while a Nikola Tesla reference to wireless energy is eating away at some of the more astute
researchers reading this, the apparatus which produces the wireless energy Nikola Tesla manufactured
at Wardenclyffe is/was a wired, connected structure. Although the transfer of electricity through
wireless means is superior to the wired structures of today, electricity is at best, a Satanic energy
platform. The Dendera hieroglyphs have an entirely different energy platform that they are depicting. If
the correlation to our modern energy uses was accurate, or even relevant for that matter, the evidence
would be overwhelming, as it is in today's societal structures of energy usage. Unfortunately, modern
"science" has extreme egotistical tendencies attached to everything researchers research. Modern day
"scientists" themselves, view their own progress as the only technological progress possible, when in
reality, these same ego driven researchers are missing a massive piece to their own puzzle.

Explaining this separate energy platform will take some effort on behalf of the egotistical "scientists"
of the modern era, to come to terms with. With the ideals of modern electrical applications in ancient
Egypt shattered, let us now discuss what these depictions within the hieroglyphs actually are. The
resonators (formerly termed "light bulbs") in the Dendera hieroglyphs, do have some type of element
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"apparently" encased in a bulb like shielding. My foundry skills are somewhat green, but what I am
focused on in that area is, and has always been, centered around resonant structuring of objects. Very
early into my casting and foundry studying I familiarized myself well with Bronze, Brass, Copper,
Aluminum rarely, and Cast Iron projects. Regardless of my own personal speculation on the ancient's
knowledge of metallurgical possibilities, I remained steadfast in the assumption that brass and bronze
were the only materials with which they constructed their empire. Hence, the Bronze Age. Applying a
modern metallurgical discovery to an ancient civilization's construction repertoire, with zero correlative
data was absurd when I originally pondered it, and I stand by that. Besides noble metals like gold and
silver, bronze is easily produced and there is copious amounts of evidence that it was utilized in ancient
Egyptian societies.

Within the curious properties of bronze, there is a nice little resonant island researchers have termed
"Bell Metal," in metallurgical terms. As per the Wikipedia page
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bell_metal): Bell metal is a hard alloy used for making bells and related
instruments, such as cymbals. It is a form of bronze with a higher tin content, usually in approximately
a 4:1 ratio of copper to tin (typically, 78% copper, 22% tin by mass). The higher tin content increases
the rigidity of the metal, and increases the resonance. It also has industrial uses, being specified for
valve bodies, piston rings, bearings, and bushings. Admittedly, this portion is somewhat speculative on
my part, but the correlating evidence is perfect in conception: The bulb within the Dendera hieroglyphs
is made of Bell Metal bronze. The theoretical conclusion is sound on both accounts. No electricity
needed, and the evidence for this metal can be found throughout the historical record of ancient Egypt.
The element inside of the resonator bulb (formerly termed "light bulb") could be made of Bell Metal, as
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well. Both objects require a resonant platform metallurgically. Beginning that educational sequence at
the Bell Metal bronze area of metallurgy education, seems reasonable, applicable, and does not clash
with the historical record.

There is an evolutionary perspective within the Dendera hieroglyphs that imply an educational period
did take place. Although the third hieroglyph in the sequence has many humanlike forms, the first
depiction has only one. Also, in the third hieroglyph in the sequence, there is a large Reptilian
humanoid holding daggers/knives at the end of the depiction implying that there are consequences to
abusing the education. Seemingly, the ideals contained within this educational ideology conclude that a
return to the "old ways" is far superior to constant progress. ESPECIALLY if the large Reptilian with
daggers is waiting at the end of our "progress" through technological platitudes. From the state of the
current ethos in humanity alone, it would appear that humanity has removed itself from these lessons,
and is currently within the large Reptilians grasp...

My rural readers will understand this concept, while 'city folk' will struggle to cope with the reference.
Even in our modern world which employs an endless supply of increasingly technical feats of
engineering, in most rural areas of the world, the same founding techniques for construction utilized for
thousands of years are still used today. Those of us removed from that mentality usually watch in awe
as those primitive strategies are put in play in modern times. Hunting, gathering, and offgrid living are
making a resurgence in the psyches of many longing for a return to their ancestor's ways. Even though
the choice for modern niceties pulls at modern man's psyche, the old ways persist. The depiction of a
chronological sequence in the hieroglyph matches this philosophy perfectly, and considering the
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modern push to simplify our lives taking place all over the world currently, a return to a simplistic life
is gaining traction. Modern technological progress does not seem, to many, to be progress at all. The
analogy taking place within the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs, appears to be taking place in modern
society. Without even realizing it, the education implied in these particular hieroglyphs, is finally being
heeded.

The resonator bulb with a Bell Metal element held by a giant, has a human beneath within the first
Dendera hieroglyph of the three resonator "bulb" depictions. It's my theory that the human is a
simplified representation for a group of humans. In unison, this group of humans would raise their arms
to expand their lung capacity, then let out the best harmonic tone they could produce. The group
wouldn't need to be very large, PER RESONATOR BULB, but obviously, an enclosure helped amplify
the soundwave tone emitted. As this sound emitted from each group, the soundwave would interact
with the bulb, and the bulb itself would resonate with the Bell Metal element inside. Tuning this entire
sequence wouldn't be difficult or labor intensive, by the way. Tuning the pitch of the human group
would be as simple as swapping a different human out for another, or tweaking the stones in the
Antechamber, as described earlier. Once the proper soundwave resonated with the element inside of the
resonator bulb, the result would yield a very animated vibrating element. If this element were then
connected to a solid core rigid wire extension, the "melted stone" video has deciphered the first
resonator bulb conundrum. These wires were then attached to stones directly, or tools for cutting that
would cut and shape the stones to the desired shape.

There is a subset to this theory's question base: What are the bulbs themselves made of? The prior
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depicted theory I described has a sort of caveat, in that it should be assumed from the Bell Metal
element's description, the bulb structure is not correlative to a modern light bulb. Within the
hieroglyphs in question, the "bulbs" also appear to be see through from the depiction's looks. My
assertion is that depicting these bulbs as see through was an educational example, and they were not
actually see through. Modern "scientific theory" (electric light bulbs) would assume that the "bulbs" in
these hieroglyphs are made of glass. This splits into two different areas which will both be covered.
The first of these theories, is my theory that along with the Bell Metal element, the bulb itself was cast
from Bell Metal as well. This theory coincides to many religious aspects of bell construction, shape,
and metallurgy. Bells play an integral role in almost all religions as a call to prayer, or as the prayer
itself. As Wikipedia states on the metallurgy coupled with Bell Metal usage evolution:

"Most commonly, as per its colloquial name, bell metal has been and is used for the casting of high
quality bells. The metal used is a hightin alloy of copper and tin with approximately a 4:1 ratio of
copper to tin (78% copper, 22% tin).[4] This is a much higher tin component than that used in statuary
bronze.

A range of percentages of tin content can vary from 20 to 26%, depending on the founder who has
arrived empirically at their own alloy ratio. It has been found that increasing the tin content increases
the decay time of the bell strike, thus making the bell more sonorous. Taking into consideration overall
properties, such as tensile strength, hardness, wear resistance, cast quality, sound, and cost, the
optimum alloy can probably be obtained by having a type bronze composition as: ~20wt.%Sn, < 2wt.
%Ni, < 1.5wt.%Pb, ~0.01wt.%P, < 1wt.%Sb, with balance of Cu. Bell metal in this range of ratios has
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been used for more than 3,000 years and is known for its resonance and "attractive sound."[2] The
crystal lattice formation of this alloy is able to absorb highimpact energies, such as from a bell clapper,
without distortion, which is the case when the bell is struck. This results in a resonant sound and causes
the bell to vibrate strongly in a complex nodal system.

In Russia, church bells are commonly cast with a unique mixture of copper and tin, often with silver
added, to produce their unique sonority and resonance, mastered early in Russian Christian history.

In esoteric Buddhism (e.g., Vajrayana), handbells and singing bells may be cast with a special 5Metal
alloy. Each of the metals represents one of the 5 Buddhas / Wisdoms:

Metal | Buddha

| Wisdom


Copper

| Amitabha

| Discriminating


Tin

| Amoghasiddhi

| AllAccomplishing


Zinc

| Akshobhya | MirrorLike


Iron

| Ratnasambhava | Equality


Lead | Vairocana

| Dharmadhatu
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There is no standard proportion to the metals used in this alloy, although it is often around 75% copper
and 20% tin with low proportions of the other metals. A 7Metal alloy containing trace amounts of
silver and gold (representing Absolute and Relative Truth) is also sometimes used. A similar alloy is
employed for the gongs, saron, demung, and numerous other struck metallophones of the Indonesian
gamelan ensembles. In this case the tin:copper ratio is traditionally given as 3:10 by weight. Whereas
bells are cast and then left to cool, the metal of Indonesian gongs and metallophones is cast as rough
blanks which are then hotforged to their final shape with hammers."

The plausibility of the bulb material itself being Bell Metal bronze for mechanical usage, as well as
spiritual reference, is very high. Utilizing glass as the bulb material would ONLY work if the electrical
"light bulb" ideology was in use. Although glass does have a certain amount of malleability, the
chances of shattering the bulb due to an increase in soundwave volume, is extremely high. I would
assume that we have all seen the videos of opera singers shattering a wine glass... Utilizing glass to
resonate an internal element is obtuse, and in practice, very dangerous. As it would appear, the fact that
these hieroglyphs show a see through bulb, brings me to a conclusion that it was for educational
purposes, and not depicting a glass structure to the "bulb" object itself.

That said, my theory's focus shifts to the element and the secondary theory regarding what the element
itself is a representation of. The first is that the element is a representation of soundwaves. The snake
like object within the hieroglyph is merely a representation of what a soundwave looks like, and the
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closest animal's shape that would correlate. In other words, there is no definitive solid element, and the
snake depiction is just a reference to what sound actually is. This is somewhat plausible since a bell,
especially under resonant tone, would mechanically transfer that energy effectively with a "gong" like
element aiding it. But then the next question begs, why a snake specifically?

The snake within the resonator bulb in all three hieroglyphs is the closest artistic representation to a
resonant phenomenon, and answers the second part of this section of theory. The element is a solid
structure, and NOT merely a representation of soundwaves. It's my assertion that the element is a
tuning fork and is in the process of resonating inside the depictions in the Dendera (formerly known as)
"light bulb" hieroglyphs. A tuning fork shakes rapidly in tight succession to produce its tone. When
inside of a Bell Metal bulb with a fairly large group of people and giants (as depicted) harmonizing a
tone beneath, you can imagine how severely animated that tuning fork would be moving. A curious
thing also takes place that's of note to this equation, and that is copper turns green when oxidizing. So,
for arguments sake, I'll hypothesize that the internal element was indeed Bell Metal (75%80% copper)
and it was slightly corroded/green. Imagine how this would look in your inner mind. The Bell Metal
element would resemble a very blurry, green haze with two small, hard to define points stretching
upward... Now try to figure out how to draw this phenomenon to accurately portray what your intended
description is. Given this knowledge, one would have to marvel at the genius displayed when choosing
said depiction. It had to convey what the object was, and what the object was doing while in motion.
Once it's realized, the genius is truly breathtaking, and a snake is the perfect representation of a Bell
Metal element tuning fork vibrating in resonance.
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In keeping with minute details, but shifting gears slightly, the block beneath the upstretched arms of a
human man in the first depiction sits at a different level than what is behind him. It's my theory that the
first sequence of events within the Dendera hieroglyph sequence, was shown as the building of the
great pyramid with the king's chamber resonating stones. Building that particular pyramid (the Great
Pyramid of Giza), was the next evolutionary step in the human's knowledge base handed down from
giant to human concerning this Divine energy platform. In both depictions of the "Osiris' back bone,"
they are inside of a structure. The floor is elevated, and I do not believe this to be a mistake or
coincidence. The resonating element withing the king's chamber must be surrounded to work as
intended. Any enclosure would help bolster the resonant properties within the bulbs, but the most
efficient enclosure shape (as described earlier) is indeed a pyramid. More specifically, the inside of a
pyramid. Either way, the stone which the resonating bulb is applied to sits on a surface that is elevated,
and I believe this to be a reference to an enclosure which was not present in the first hieroglyph.

On the order of male vs female placement along the bulb's path in the final Dendera hieroglyph, this
too is not a mistake or coincidence. Of the 12 figures depicted in both hieroglyphs combined (giants
included), only 1 of them is seemingly female. This is a technical application conundrum that will
infuriate feminists around the world. Women, no matter how many, or how few of them there are,
women will never be able to resonate an element of this construction for the purpose of cutting stones.
Although the occasional baritone voiced female emerges due to smoking too much, or some other form
of larynx degeneration, women's tonal frequencies do not apply to this technology, IN THIS
APPLICATION. Women's tonal frequencies do in fact have usage in other subject matter, but not for
this described creation sequence. According to Wikipedia on Hertz
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hertz):

"Vibration Sound is a traveling longitudinal wave which is an oscillation of pressure. Humans perceive
frequency of sound waves as pitch. Each musical note corresponds to a particular frequency which can
be measured in hertz. An infant's ear is able to perceive frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz;
the average adult human can hear sounds between 20 Hz and 16,000 Hz. The range of ultrasound,
infrasound and other physical vibrations such as molecular and atomic vibrations extends from a few
femtohertz into the terahertz range and beyond."

And on a different Wikipedia page dealing with voice frequency
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voice_frequency):

"In telephony, the usable voice frequency band ranges from approximately 300 Hz to 3400 Hz. It is for
this reason that the ultra low frequency band of the electromagnetic spectrum between 300 and 3000
Hz is also referred to as voice frequency, being the electromagnetic energy that represents acoustic
energy at baseband. The bandwidth allocated for a single voicefrequency transmission channel is
usually 4 kHz, including guard bands, allowing a sampling rate of 8 kHz to be used as the basis of the
pulse code modulation system used for the digital PSTN. Per the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem,
the sampling frequency (8 kHz) must be at least twice the highest component of the voice frequency
via appropriate filtering prior to sampling at discrete times (4 kHz) for effective reconstruction of the
voice signal."
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The lower the Hz frequency, the stronger, and more encompassing the soundwave vibration will be.
There is no oppression conspiracy, feminist liberals... That's just your ego interjecting falsity into the
equation, as usual. The tones supplied by men had much more mechanical leverage in this application
of said Divine technology. The only female in either depiction with the "Osiris' back bone" feature
included, is sitting in a fetal position. Again, the female is also the only figure in this position of the 12
figures across all three Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs. The female's arms are also at her side, while all
humanlike figures other than her specifically, have their arms outstretched in a perpendicular fashion
to their bodies. The placement of arms on all figures is for mechanical advantage as well, and not some
oppression dialogue in action (as most feminist liberal dolts will argue). It's more simplistic than an
argument based on a woman's ego driven theories...

The men can tune their own voice and stretch their lungs for more capacity by manipulating the
position of their arms. Simple, really. A wide variety of frequencies can be reached by manipulating the
body with this method. The more a woman stretches her lungs, the higher the frequency she'll produce.
Thus, the less resonant properties for this Divine energy application. However, in a fetal position, with
arms at her side, essentially constricting her larynx/voice box/respiratory system, she would be able to
produce a tone that could compliment the other men resonating their respective "resonator bulbs" to aid
in this Divine energy platform technology.

Onto a parallel theory regarding why one set of the "Osiris' back bone" hand sets are protruding from
the bottom of the bulb in the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs, as well as, why one of these hand sets resides
outside of the bulb in the first depiction of hieroglyphs they are present in. In the third hieroglyph
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depiction (second with the "Osiris' back bone" feature), the hands are touching the snake and have
moved to protrude through the top of the "Osiris back bone" structure. Now, to ensure accuracy, I will
admit that this is a hypothesis, even though previously stated as being theory. That said, I do stand by
my correlative data on the prior chronological theory. The hypothesis matches with said theory, so in
essence, the two terminologies are merely a semantics ploy. I assert that the movement upwards of the
protruding hands from the "Osiris back bone" feature has to do with the evolution of resonant
frequencies that can be achieved with this Divine energy platform. When certain frequencies are in use,
the harmonizing effect on the humans in proximity can have healing or degrading effects, medically
AND spiritually. The "back bone's" hands outside of the "bulb" structure is a depiction of learning this
technology, and the hands inside of the "bulb" structure are humans using it.

These Divine energy platform resonant frequencies can help unite humans, or drive them apart. That
said, at any given moment throughout all of humanity's time on this planet, us humans have a shared
frequency that we emit to the universe unknowingly. Your health, intuitiveness, education, curiosity,
pain, mental fortitude, really everything about your soul and expressed spirit, has a vibration to it. This
vibration can be affected by external or internal forces and changes rapidly, but it constantly emits a
frequency outward regardless of our want and desire to do so... from conception to death.

My theory is that once our human civilization grows beyond our current careless degenerative societal
structure, humanity will need to continue to work together for producing a Divine technological
society. If we choose to venture outside of the Divine energy enclosure (as we are currently inundating
our planet with), a Satanic energy platform centered Reptilian figure will be waiting for us beyond this
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life, and possibly within it. According to the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs, this Reptilian figure is
wielding daggers... The description depicted in the third Dendera "bulb" hieroglyph is rather simple,
but takes an unordinarily large amount of reference material to properly be instructed on these matters.
Regardless, the essence of the hieroglyph is quite naturally obtained. If we stray from the Divine
technology platform, nothing good is waiting at the end of that equation.

There are many speculations on why this dichotomy between Reptilians and "us" even exist, so I too in
turn hypothesize and speculate on this eternal dichotomy sometimes. My hypothesis on the Reptilian
within the final of three Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs is that he belongs to a competing faction of beings
who took a much different evolutionary path than "our giants" took. If the inverse dichotomy theory of
mine is applicable, the giants holding the "bulbs" within these hieroglyphs are our creators, and the
Reptilian wielding daggers... is our eventual demise. My assertion is that these beings feed on us,
literally. "Feeding," can mean numerous aspects of sustenance. If indeed, these Reptilian beings belong
to another dimension, they feed on our negative emotions and the subsequent degenerative harmonic
vibe we emit from those emotions. Or... these beings are a physical entity within this universe. From
the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs, these beings are represented as being the same stature as the humanoid
giants. If these Reptilian beings are physical entities that reside in our universe with us, my theory is
that the Reptilian species of humanoid giant stature, use our species as food/sustenance.

Based on countless other references, too numerous and vague to reference here, my conclusion is that
the Reptilian race lost a war with the humanlike giants/humanity's maker long ago. The ongoing battle
entailed a decision process within both competing species on what would become of the human race on
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planet Earth. The Reptilians viewed us as food/sustenance, but the humanoid giants viewed us as
offspring. Free will however, plays a larger part in the humanoid giants conception of our species. If
humanity were/is to become a member of the humanoid giant's fraternal hierarchy, a free will directive
would have to be in play, as per the universe's/God, the man himself who exists outside of this
universe's commands. Inversely, if the Reptilian race would have been victorious, humanity on Earth
would have been farmed in a similar fashion to cattle ranching. Humanity's maker won this battle...
BUT, their victory ensures humanity's free will. We, as in humanity on Earth, had/have a decision to
make within the complex structure of free will. Based on the current trajectory of humanity's
evolutionary path through intelligence, we have been choosing to side with the fallen Reptilian species.

Our arrogance and complacency towards our own capabilities, stature, and placement within our
fraternal hierarchical structure, leave us vulnerable to physical attack. We do not have our creator here
to back us up if the Reptilian's subsequent species within their own fraternal hierarchy decide to come
on down and have a snack. It may seem irrational and bordering on sounding moronic, but the
depiction within the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyph has the Reptilian entity wielding daggers or knives of
some sort... and he's staring directly at the human. The writing that accompanies this Reptilian entity is
said to be a warning by researchers. Although deciphering this ancient dialect cannot be considered
accurate by anyone's abilities in modern research, the feeling of impending doom is in fact a logical
conclusion. Ironically, the esoteric theological philosophy of this Reptilian entity being more
destructive than helpful is the most plausible summation, however far fetched it may seem.

When these entities feed on our negative/degenerative emotions and consequent emotions from our
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actions towards one another, what would their philosophy be other than to inject deceit, fear, neglect,
selfishness, arrogance, uncertainty, etc, amongst our populace? Thankfully, as I have been tasked to
rewrite a considerable portion of theological dogmatic philosophy, the nomenclatures chosen to
represent these entities include an unmistakable terminology that many are familiar with... Satanic
energy. Whenever a person is faced with a decision, he has two methods to which he can apply: Divine
or Satanic principles. Satanic energies focus on distraction, separatism, selfishness, usury, subversion,
along with many other negative effects. Basically, anything that solely benefits one over the whole.
ANYTHING that degrades or degenerates materials, relative elements, or promotes the disintegration
of unity within our species and relationship towards our fraternal hierarchy.

Humanity therefore, has a choice. Manipulate and immerse ourselves in the Divine technologies, or
suffer eventual destruction through Satanic energy principles. This is the summation of why the
Reptilian figure is in the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyph, and why there's a difference between the two sets
of "Osiris' back bone" hands. The relevant truth in this conclusion is that during the REAL ancient
Egyptian's technological evolution/education, many steps were taken that contradict our modern
strategies for societal cohesion and technological progress. The only individuals who possess the
knowledge to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt what these depictions within the hieroglyphs mean,
were present at the time of REAL ancient Egypt. The other methodology which would prove these
theoretical conclusions, would be to have direct contact with one of the founding members of our
species. I make no qualms about my speculations, which is why the constant need to reiterate the
scientific method to you readers, and where my theories fit in conjunction to these conclusory
statements. My technical detective work is much different than any other theory presented by any
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authoritative agency on Earth presently, but has more empirical and reference data than any other
theory I've ever researched. Still... the choice resides with you to believe the authoritative agencies, or
utilize the scientific method to your advantage in the same way I did to come to these conclusions on
your own. You alone have the ability to decide which path you take. Your emotional state will reflect
which choice you make, however, so be prepared to accept your fate within the decision making
process. Satanic or Divine... pick one.

One of the many afterthoughts on these theories of mine within the differences between Satanic and
Divine energy platforms has to do with the Divine substances that are present within our environment.
Some of these philosophical differences in energy platforms intertwine with each other in many
different researcher's work through the ages. The ideal that sound is Divine, and within certain resonant
frequency structures can heal the cells of the human body, this same method of healing has been
researched at great length within a Satanic energy principle. Electricity, to be specific. Georges
Lakhovsky's 'Multiple Wave Oscillator' machine for example, was based on high voltage electric
machines which emitted a wide range of frequency pulses directly into the body. Georges Lakhovsky's
machine's coils surround the body, pulse the high voltage between the coils where the body is
positioned, and realign the body's resonant frequency at a cellular level. The Lakhovsky Multiwave
Oscillator Machine machine was ahead of its time, and had World War 2 not broken out in France, the
machine's evolution could have progressed into something much more advanced. Unfortunately,
Europe was destroyed, and these 'Multiple Wave Oscillator' machines were almost eradicated entirely.
Regardless of what happened, Georges Lakhovsky's work was a fascinating story that should be
researched further. The basic gestalt is that these frequencies that we emit (as described earlier), are
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easily manipulated if the correct frequencies are used, whether it's sound in the audible human range,
octaves below our perceived hearing, or through a Satanic energy platform like electricity.

All frequencies CAN have an affect on our mental and physical well being. As you gaze out into the
societal structures that humanity has saddled itself with, you should start to take stock of these
frequencies. Your television has them, the electrical system running throughout your house has them,
the electric lines that litter the streets around your house have them, etc etc etc. That is just one
example, of one specific Satanic energy platform frequency emitting substance in YOUR environment.
Then, take into account all of the other forms of Satanic energy platform substances inundating your
body, mind and spirit. Cellular technologies, pollution derived from vehicles, farming techniques,
businesses, hospitals, etc etc etc. The Satanic energy platform machinations encompass
EVERYTHING humanity utilizes currently. Although certain strides have been made towards Divine
energy platform perspectives, as noted with the Goerges Lakhovsky body of work, humanity has
chosen to falter from the original path of our ancient ancestor's educational knowledge base.

To bring this theoretical approach around full circle, the depictions of humans in the Dendera "bulb"
hieroglyphs, resonating their bulbs at our respective human range soundwave emitted tones in unison...
IS beneficial to our overall health. The feeling of being together for a purpose beneficial to all group
members, is itself an act which can help our frequencies resonate with our brethren, at the very least.
Decoupling our society from the Satanic energy platform structures that plague our planet currently,
would yield benefits that cannot even be fathomed. One would have to travel back in time to the epoch
of the REAL ancient Egyptians to even see a societal structure of such magnificence. The structures
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were built to withstand hundreds of generation's occupancy. The structures themselves had healing
properties. There were no Satanic energy platform devices anywhere. The human body was... healthy.
In our current Satanic energy platform drenched society, we are anything but healthy. Our choice
between the two energy platforms is apparent in everything we do. When considering the vast
differences between our ancestor's evolution through technological progress, and humanity's current
strategy of energy usage, we are not evolving, but rather, devolving.

Another theory that runs parallel to my conclusions, is that the Reptilian race had a different biological
evolution to that of our ancestors. As in, the microcosm of the universe's inhabitants mirrors the
dichotomy of our respective species here on Earth. The reptiles of Earth are cold blooded, while
mammals (us) are warm blooded. This theoretical, yet plausible approach extends into several areas
study that mirror my conclusions, but for the sake of trying to keep this book small enough for the
populace to consume, while also informative enough to garner further study, I'll pick a familiar phrase
everyone should understand. Have you ever been mean to someone else, and a curious onlooker to the
situation said something similar to "Wow, that's a cold blooded thing you did..."? From the emotional
response this phrase eludes to, one would have to conclude that being "cold blooded" is negative in
some way, at least to a warm blooded entity. Reptilian species that inhabit Earth with us are not a
"negative" attribute to the ecosystem, but rather, appear to be opportunistic. When the environment
dictates the ability for the body to function properly, cold blooded species must gorge when the
opportunities present themselves. Humans may find this methodology for survival appalling, but that is
the whole point... Humans are not cold blooded.
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The Reptilian species' traits evolved a much lower frequency as their healing tones, from that of our
own, to cope with the long bouts of hunger that accompany the gorging opportunities. While cold
blooded species do indeed have rare gorging opportunities, the difference between gorging time and
time spent waiting for the environment to allow a cold blooded Reptilian system to function, is vast
comparatively. The heart of a reptile must slow down during these bouts of hunger to compensate for
the lack of sustenance. When the heart rate slows down, the internal frequency of the entire body
changes. Therefore, Reptilians must have an internal frequency which is vastly different to that of a
human's. The human body, as described earlier, emits these frequencies outwards. If humanity emits an
opportunistic, cold blooded frequency, the Reptilian species of the universe gorge on our "negative"
emotional state, while our ancestral warm blooded species suffer bouts of hunger.

Humanity's creators for example, the giants, benefit from our tone emitting from a Divine energy
platform, which I formally conclude from a myriad of reference material throughout this book.
Consequently, to which end would emitting a Satanic based frequency help the Reptilians? The idea is
that the further from our source (humanity's maker's) harmonizing resonant frequencies humanity gets,
the more beneficial it is to the Reptilians, and more destructive it becomes to ourselves. As our
frequencies degrade through our societal based Satanic energy platforms, and from those systems we
become more selfish, violent, jealous, etc, these frequencies could be feeding the well being of a
civilization of entities that consider us food/sustenance. The confusion that has persisted when
pondering the warning that is written in front of the Reptilian depicted in the Dendera "bulb"
hieroglyph has deteriorated humanity's ability to understand who we are, and what our purpose on
Earth is. These three hieroglyphs are extremely significant to rectifying these conundrums which nag at
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our collective conscience. When utilizing the vast expanse of biomimicry laden platforms that
encapsulate every system on Earth, a much clearer picture begins to form. EVERYTHING is a
euphemism, microcosm, or macrocosm of an already existing system/structure. The knowledge to
understand how the universe functions exists all around you. Unfortunately, at present, humanity is
obsessed with an "opportunistic" posture...

These parallel hypotheses could go on and on, but with the relevant information described in this
section, an entire new arena of education opens itself up to possibilities. The depictions in the Dendera
"bulb" hieroglyphs, make it somewhat clear that it's better to be on the inside of the wall harmonizing
with our resonator bulbs, giant humanoids, and the various other humanlike entities, than it is to be
stuck outside of that structure, and in the midst of the giant Reptilian holding daggers the size of a
human torso. All I'm saying is... Egypt and the lands that surround it, is the area where shish kabobs
originated from. Something to think about when pondering those massive daggers. HA!

In conclusion...

Humanity's origins come from a place of servitude... Basically, we were a genetically modified replica
of our true maker. The reasoning for why we were created does not matter to the summation of
evidence running in correlation with these technologies. However, the "why" section of our creation
mystery has important reasons to our creators, and had endearing qualities which went both directions;
human to giant, and giant to human. Both species were able to maintain positive relations, and trust was
a nonissue. There weren't any secrets between the two, but humans (in present form) had great
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difficulty trusting the giants. Jealousy would be human's ultimate demise. Considering the giant's life
span, abilities, size, and stature, humans were admittedly very frightened by the giant's presence. Even
though humanity was/is a degraded replica of a giant, humanity rarely felt as though it was a
motherly/fatherly/creator type of relationship as the generational gaps between the first created
sequence of humans gave way to the many sets of offspring there following. To those involved, the
relationship appeared more carnal in conception. There are rumors from fringe scientific theories
suggesting that giants ate humans, but that doesn't fit into logical reasoning. It's my synopsis that the
relationship between human and giant turned sexual in nature. It might not have originally started as
that intention, but the correlative evidence suggests so.

With that line of thinking, we can somewhat accurately associate the base principles of our feelings to
those events. Jealousy is a trait that every human has, and uses, regularly. The form of jealousy that
humanity submits to the most often, has to do with adultery, and subsets of those carnal intentions. I
hypothesize that giants bred with humans, and the relationships that blossomed from those encounters
sparked great jealousy in the families of the seduced (both giant and human), and their respective future
love interests. At first this degradation of relations wasn't such a detrimental aspect to the cohesion of
our two species. Giants became more endearing towards all humans due to their empathy being
hightened by their newly acquired love interests. Where some giants had always thought of humanity
more as pets, some were now becoming lustful towards their creation. When the human females started
to copulate willingly and thankfully, human men (fathers, brothers, and love interests) swelled with
rage at the audacity. When these relationships produced children (hybrids), the jealousy emanating
from human men became palpable within human societal structures. Serious conflicts arose from these
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intense feelings, that eventually led to the demise of our relationship with our creators.

The Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs depict this scenario in some detail, but don't seem to imply through
their writings any relationship woes. Nevertheless, the depictions are astute for many reasons, and the
deteriorating spectrum of humanity's fallout from the giant's good graces doesn't seem to clash with
that line of thinking. Chronologically, the depictions in the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs appear to go
through a timeline sequence; a beginning, maturation, fruition, then a warning about the future. In the
first depiction we see a giant holding a bulb, a human like figure (although comparatively smaller than
a giant, while still larger than a human), and one human man. The next depiction has replaced the
human man depiction with the "Osiris' back bone" structure, and the humanlike giant form is still
present. The third depiction has an entirely new character; A woman/giant female sitting in a
completely different position than the others depicted, but obviously much larger than the other human
like entities in the depiction, other than the giant holding the bulb.

It's my assertion that this image has a two fold principle in conception. The first reason has to do with
simple optics. Whomever created the hieroglyph wanted to convey every subspecies that was present
in that place, at that time. Giants, hybrids (male in appearance), a giant female (in appearance), a
human man, and a Reptilian. The second reason deals in the chronological path that brought those sub
species into the same foray. The rest of my theory regarding this sequence deals with human nature,
and the emotions that play out from those feelings. Teacher> student> worker> spouse> all fornicating
with each other physically, AND mentally, while simultaneously building a memory base full of these
emotions through numerous generations. The human populace would have had the most epic case of
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little man syndrome, AS WELL AS BLUE BALLS (involuntarily celibate), which would have left him
in a mindset hellbent on revenge.

The euphemistic microcosm theoretical approach takes the Dendera "bulb" hieroglyphs one step further
in the chronological sequence into our present societal situation. When viewed from this perspective,
parallels of the violence that has enshrined our species since the the giants abandoned us are plausible
to the demise of our relationship with these creators. Abandoned being the perfect word representation
(having been deserted or cast off), but in popular religious zealotry, the most often used nomenclature
would be "forsaken." It's my assertion that the reasoning for the giants' departure was a messy affair
that had reached a "no turning back" breaking point. While humans still needed the giants for their
wisdom, ability, security they provided, and empathy... the jealousy, spite, and lack of understanding of
past's generational knowledge overwhelmed their psyches, which is why humanity rebelled. The giants,
however, having the ability to eradicate every human on earth easily, held back their aggressions. The
empathy they felt for the humans and the plight for independence helped steer the decision of the giants
to let us evolve out our existence alone. It is therefore my assertion, that when humanity rejects Satanic
energy platforms, and works together to achieve a highly advanced Divine energy platform evolved
society, we will be welcomed back into the foray of intergalactic civilizations that were responsible for
our creation. BUT, until then, we'll be quarantined for our false evolutionary theory, as well as the
dichotomy of living by Satanic energy principles, while physically capable of progressing to Divine
energy platforms. "They" (as in both sides of Satanic societies and Divine societies) keep watch over us
at all times... watching, waiting, hoping...
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The leadin to this conclusion is important in dissecting the base questions about the great pyramid of
Giza, and all preArab REAL Egyptian culture: How was it built, who built it, and the most important
of all (and most complicated), WHY was it built? Before one can truly dissect the reasoning behind that
civilization's technological achievement, a base rule of intentions must be in place to fully understand
how THEIR technology evolved. A coupling mentally with how our modern technology vs their's is
where the misunderstanding of construction is founded. In modern society's arrogant delusions of
grandeur, humanity currently believes that the methodology behind our present evolutionary path, is
THE ONLY way to reach this level of technological achievement. If I were to say that Satanic energy,
as in, any energy platform that has a base intention of degradation for its source fuel (oil, coal, wood,
nuclear sources, etc) is the only methodology for obtaining power over objects, most would agree.
Humanity's clumsy, haphazard adventure through this evolution of current technologies to the mess
we're in now environmentally, would be proof of that, right? (((RIGHT!!!???)))

A real omission from Egyptologists would be definite. Anything and everything I've described would
make their blood boil if it is deemed fact. Fortunately for my assertions, the scientific method will
conclude that the conclusions described in this book, ARE fact. The evidence is tried, trued, and
conclusive. But what makes everyone else jump on board with Egyptologists and their disdain for
theories outside of their own, is most of us are drenched in Satanic energy associations, right now. It's
difficult to submerge yourself in the possibility that everything you know about science, history,
genetics, cataclysms, and who our creator was, is ultimately wrong, in inception, conception, and most
importantly... how we practice spiritual matters in a vain attempt to pay homage to these entities. The
truth is that these are living physical beings, or rather were, at the time of REAL ancient Egypt. My
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assertion is that these creators lived for very long time spans, but the original creators of the current
human race on Earth are probably dead, or they've transmogrified into a higher conscience...

When humanity's creator species lived with us on Earth, and interspecies jealousy hadn't consumed the
human psyche yet, the giants were truly loved, and revered to idolization. They showed humanity/us
how to harmonize the world, ourselves, and how to live in harmony with our entire universe... not just
our planet. These magnificent beings taught us reverence for the universe's structure, AND how to
manipulate it. Then these beings had the foresight to warn us of the consequences of lowering our
harmonic resonant frequency emitted intentions, and where that evolution would lead. A decoupling
from dialect through the cataclysmic chronology from civilization to civilization has left this wisdom
unattainable... seemingly, until it's too late. Cataclysms have wiped out humanity several times since
the ancient Egyptian culture flourished. Trying to retain the knowledge that these ancients possessed
has fallen away after the conclusions of these cataclysm events several times. Desperate pleas from
humans of ALL religions try to draw these deities back with their screams (internally) begging for
forgiveness, have gone unanswered. The irony of the situation is that most of these desperate pleas
come from people who don't even know why they need to be forgiven. Hence, why we are alone...

The species that created humanity won't come back... UNLESS (!!!) we, AS A SPECIES, make
changes we have not been willing to make. Jealousy, along with resource depletion through
immigration will ensure that these goals are unattainable without the use of violent force at this current
political juncture in history, for example. Educating the human populace as a whole would make for an
even worse population crisis than the one that is currently leading to the mass immigrations into white
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men's societies. The usage of these forces coupled with Satanic energy platforms are reserved for those
species that are capable of wielding it properly. In other words, white men's societies. Our evolution
must come through harmonizing with our surroundings, THEN utilizing Satanic platforms for our
technological benefit. Whether you arrogantly disagree with this synopsis or not, it is irrelevant.
Predominantly white cultured societies are not immigrating en masse to brown/black people's societies.
When the white man's culture did immigrate (as what happened in the USA), white men built a
civilization that EVERY human on Earth wants to be part of. Although the white man's culture has
utilized Satanic energy platforms in lieu of our original ancestral heritage, white men construct
societies that the rest of humanity marvels at. Even with the idolization of the white man's
technological prowess, even white men themselves have to come to terms with their arrogance towards
the usage of Satanic energy platforms.

Utilizing Satanic energy platforms to facilitate our evolution through technology, DECOUPLED from
our harmonizing root code, is liken to eating an entire cake, then three bites of protein and vegetables
for every meal. It's obvious where that kind of diet would take you. But asking a person who has done
that their whole lives, and their ancestors did it through their lifetimes as well, to abruptly quit eating
cake cold turkey and eat nothing but vegetables to reverse the health concerns? That wouldn't happen,
unless the atmosphere was ripe for change. The analogy towards healthy eating runs almost perfectly
parallel to how we're viewed by intergalactic life. We're viewed as a sort of drug addict, hell bent on
taking the easy way out of true evolutionary chronology, much to our own demise... unknowingly. In
other words, we're fuckin' dumb. Really fuckin' dumb... and at the same time, arrogant as if we've
reached the precipice of ingenuity and achievement. All I know, is that our harmonies that we send
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outward, and receive inward, are discombobulated, confusing, and drenched in fear, jealousy, and
enslavement. You cannot hide your internal feelings and emotions from your maker. These magnificent
beings see the inner thoughts through resonant patterns that conflict with other harmonies, as well as,
the "hidden" emotional responses to the hindsight of one's own actions. If you feel as though you've
gotten away with treating others terribly, your maker sees it. If you feel bad for treating others terribly,
your maker sees it. There is no hiding ANYTHING from the species that created humanity, nor their
superiors, respectively. You emit EVERYTHING you go through onto the ethereal plane of the
universe. EVERYTHING!!!!!!!!!

Humanity itself cannot pick up on these internal frequencies (at least not in a definable scientific
platform), yet. We get intuitions and hunches about people we suspect of treachery, but none of us can
really hone in on what that "sense" is. We play off our emotional response to these abilities as some
misunderstood connection to a theological plane, but it is anything but that. These extrasensory
perceptions are very real, AND physical. Some, through many generations of practice can elevate these
extrasensory perceptions. Unfortunately for the arrogant minded delusions within these groups,
humanity will never achieve the ability to perceive this phenomenon as well as our creators could, and
continue to do. These base intentions are "seen" by the giants through discernment of vibratory
frequencies. How do they do that? I'm not entirely certain because I am not a "giant."

I do enjoy speculating on these matters, however... This phenomenon could be sight induced to these
entities. As in, physically seeing an aura emitting from our bodies liken to the Aurora Borealis. Or, the
sensory reception could be a feeling of repulsion in their gut. Similar to when a person comes in
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contact with a murderer, and the repulsion is unexplained, but definitely felt. Or, these emitted
frequencies could be heard by these entities (which is the most plausible). Similar to when body
language experts pick up on hidden breathing patterns or tone differentials during uneasy dialogue. The
reception of our emitted frequencies could be a million different things we have no ability to even
fathom. But, the truth is that these beings CAN see our emitted frequencies, and we cannot fake our
way into their good grace. Nor can humanity subvert these beings into believing our intentions differ
from that of Divine principles. We emit our true intentioned energies whether we intend to or not.
Faking it, or even fake it 'til you make it tier subversion, will not hide the core Satanic principles
humanity currently emits, no matter how much religious ferocity you try to attack this conundrum with.
You cannot hide your true intentions.

The only discernible way back into humanity's maker's good graces is to revert back to their original
taught base philosophy of Divine energy platforms. In order to do that we must first strip away our
Satanic intentions, and shelve the Satanic energy platform technologies our society is inundated with,
while we attempt to obtain our rightful path again. Cataclysm seems the only real viable option at this
point, in my opinion. A return to ancient theology where esoteric dialect is replaced by physical actions
of remembrance, reverence, homage, and thankfulness seems impossible at our society's current
juncture. We did not part on good terms with our creators, and seemingly, humanity doesn't care, or
even believe that we were "created," for that matter. Humanity's arrogance permeates everything on
Earth. Decoupling ourselves from any of the Satanic energy platform technologies does not appear to
be a likely outcome to our dilemma. Even obtaining these Divine energy platform skills might not
bring our makers back, but if we've truly been forsaken, groveling of the highest order from humanity
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as a whole should be expected. That's not a bad thing, BTW. The conveniences of Satanic platforms
erode at our being. The essence of why we were created in the first place, if you will.

Even if we have taken our conflict past the point of no return with our maker's species, coupling our
evolution/education within Divine energy platforms will be/has been overall beneficial to our
technological and spiritual achievements. The fact that the great pyramid, Ollantaytambo, Puma Punku,
etc do indeed exist... AND the fact that these structures still exist today, give us proof that our species
can obtain this knowledge and technology. It has existed, and WILL/DOES exist currently.
Somewhere... The conflict within our own arrogant laden ideologies is the real battle. We can choose to
be meek, trustworthy, helpful, selfless, etc, OR we can continue to be profit/usury driven, selfish,
egotistical, arrogant, and repulsive. Our species, humanity on Earth, can only benefit from a change in
our collective conscience at this point. Manipulating the environment physically with Divine energy is
not as complicated and daunting as it may sound. Every object in the entire universe has a resonance.
This resonance can be determined, manipulated, and used to our benefit without having a large toxic
footprint in our evolutionary/educational wake.

The giants, the creators of man, grew our human colony for the purposes of their indentured servitude.
These beings manipulated our gene structure to be compatible with Earth, made us in their image
physically (but smaller in stature), and stripped abilities by shaping cranial structures until the brain
physically reorganized itself, to comply with that determining factor. The giants also gave us much
shorter lifespans than they had/have. A shorter longevity was more than likely a biproduct of earthborn
DNA structures utilized for the giant/human hybrid structure created to suit life on Earth, but
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nonetheless, our bodies have a much shorter lifespan than that of our creator's. After creating our
species, a love of sorts between the two respective species grew. As the cohabitation progressed,
technologies and universal laws were taught, and humanity willingly listened. A mutual love and
respect grew into an amazing culture which spawned feats of engineering that haven't been matched
since. The spectrum of energy, originally taught to humanity, was of the Divine platforms. Platforms
that cannot degrade, or at very least have no quantifiable energy loss. Sound is of the Divine energy
platform and humanity can manipulate, produce, maintain, and extract usage from it. Currently, we do
not do this at all, which is why humanity has been abandoned/forsaken.

The giants, having superior capabilities, knew how to tap into the Divine field of energy. When humans
were originally conceptualized, the base fundamental to our structure had to maintain a certain
frequency in order to be effective on this planet. The great pyramid at Giza was the greatest tool that
could be given to humanity in regards to our manipulative associations of Divine energy platforms, so
that is exactly what our creators did. The great pyramid of Giza is a harmonic resonance instrument
made SPECIFICALLY to coincide with the human male's voice frequency range. Not only does it
resonate with the human male voice, the pyramid amplifies it, allowing for an "overunity" appearance
to a Satanic energy platform learned "scientist," that is. The output of harmonic energy after
amplification was used for everything from carving megaliths, to healing the ill or injured. Even the
male voice frequency range can be broken down into many different tones, or rather, soundwave
patterns to those tones. Used in a choir setting, a wide variety of different tonal ranges could be utilized
for these purposes.
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From an endearing creator's standpoint, I'm sure it seemed as logical a place to start as any. "Show
early man the ability to create the tooling necessary to begin a healthy evolutionary path. Once
manipulating stone through resonance and micro cavitation was recognized, studied, and replicable by
humans, humanity will have the ability to take control of their own destiny." The magnificent being
thought... Given what we have done to Earth in our pursuit of selfishness, the logical conclusion our
creator had made for our educational evolution has almost been completely destroyed. One cannot
blame our shortcomings on their generosity, though... Our problems are our fault, NOT our creator's.
We were given gifts of extreme wealth in the form of knowledge. The great Pyramid of Giza was that
original gift.

The great pyramid was/is the crowning jewel to humanity within our arrogant assumptions leaning
towards evolutionary theory, but my guess is that it's merely a child's plaything to a giant. Nonetheless,
it was a tool that had the ability to manipulate almost anything physically, and considering how much
input energy humanity's current societal structures take, very easily. Using this resonant amplification
device (the great pyramid of Giza) to cut stone specifically, utilized a two part Divine platform. The
Russian gentleman from the "melting" stones video did not elude to this phenomenon, but I could be
wrong. His initial reaction left the impression that the water itself was a lubricant. This is not accurate.
There is a micro cavitation sequence happening between the bronze cutting instrument and the material
being cut, actually.

I developed this theory due to a long running phenomenon that's ubiquitous to every corner of the
world I live in, and have lived in... Potholes in rainy conditions. As the tire enters the pothole filled
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with water, a severe downward thrust pushes the water into the pavement, smashing and pulling on the
bottom of said pothole. The sudden change in pressure creates thousands of cavitation bubbles which
implode after creation. As the tire leaves the pothole, again, the sudden change in pressure (now in
vacuum form) thrusting upward creates thousands of other cavitation bubbles that implode, as well.
Both forms of implosion through cavitation have the same effect... pulverizing the bottom of the
pothole until some unlucky shmuck blows a tire out. This sequence of events happening when the tire
entering and leaving the pothole creates a destructive force, and the intricacies of that happening, have
always fascinated me. Afterall, I did grow up in Portland, Oregon, which might be the rainfilled
pothole capitol of the world.

The realization of cavitation coupled with resonance amplification had many contributing factors over
my long private research filled journey, but that's the one that stands out to me. The reason for this rain
filled pothole correlation standing out in my mind? The countless "experts" I've heard on lectures and
videos crying about how the tooling in gianthuman cohabitative society (the REAL ancient Egypt)
needed to be more advanced metallurgically to complete the stone cutting process. I wonder how many
of those same "experts" would emphatically declare that rubber cannot cut asphalt and concrete. I also
wonder how many of them have ever spilled their drink while hitting a pothole doing 65MPH. Yeah,
that's what I thought.

Moving on... As clearly defined through the processes of resonance and micro cavitation combined, the
softest of materials can be used to cut through the hardest of materials. Bell Metal Bronze, one of the
softest known metals, multitudes softer than steel I might add, would not only be a viable cutting tool
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for cutting granite, but the best of the best when utilizing these Divine energy platforms. Bell Metal
Bronze holds a tone longer than any metal we know of, and the resonance for Bell Metal Bronze
objects can be easily discernable to the human ear. Bell Metal Bronze object's resonant frequencies,
generally speaking, are located in the human male voice frequency range. Think of the tone a large bell
makes... The tone sounds similar to a human male tonal frequency. This idea should not be confusing...
To summarize, "bronze age" technology had the ability to create the entirety of the REAL ancient
Egyptian society, and the exquisite structural monuments that litter the area. There was no electricity
needed to complete this task. Cavitation is a phenomenon that was understood, and utilized to a large
extent. Humanity has therefore, strayed away from REAL technological progress, and saddled our
entire existence with destructive, degrading, finite sources of energy which I have termed "Satanic
energy platforms."

How was the (khufu) Pyramid built?

Conclusion: JeanPierre Houdin theorized and later proved his theory as fact (much to the
Egyptologist's chagrin), by uncovering his internal tunnel philosophy's remnants in an exposed corner
of the great pyramid of Giza itself. He also theorized that the pyramid was built by placing the external
stones first to help maintain a perfect structure. I have no reason to deny his findings, as they seem at
least plausible... But the question is left with a gaping hole of uncertainty; HOW WERE THE STONES
MADE, MAN!?

Conclusion: Utilizing the harmonic tone of male humans as the base energy structure, the giants (our
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creators) taught us how to manipulate these frequencies and project them onto objects. These objects
usually consisted of Bell Metal bronze which allowed the resonant frequency to maintain itself within
the object for longer than any other material offered. Once the resonant frequency was projected onto
the Bell Metal bronze object, it could be used to carve and shape granite and other hard materials quite
easily. The inclusion of water to the sequence of events expedited the cutting and shaping process by
injecting micro cavitation bubbles between the cutting surface and the object being cut. This
methodology to the construction process allowed for a much less violent interaction between tool and
object, which made it a much more viable technique than what we use for similar processes today. The
stone being cut suffered much less stress fracturing, allowing it to retain resonant value. Later...
utilizing these newly learned techniques, the great pyramid was built to help facilitate the process to
new heights.

Why was the (Khufu) Pyramid built?

Conclusion: It was conceptualized as a tool... specifically designed to resonate with the human male
voice tonal frequencies emitted from singing. The entire structure is an amplifier made to bolster these
human male resonant frequencies and lend aid in many constructive and healing properties. The
reasoning for it is spectacular and awe inspiring on an esoteric level, but it also secures dialogue on the
next aspect...

Who built the (khufu) pyramid?
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As of yet, there are no other known advanced civilizations that existed prior to the society that
expressly used Divine energy platforms; Ancient Egypt, Ancient Peru and Bolivia, Antarctica, Ancient
Mexico, Ancient Turkey... All of these cultures used an energy spectrum that suddenly disappeared to
atrophy and other various forms of amnesia in our collective psyche and known history. Therefore, one
can theorize that there was no civilization before the greatest that ever inhabited the earth. Secondarily,
trying to discern how the education evolved to bring a civilization to that technological precipice so
rapidly, is next to impossible. Reading and writing didn't seem to be a large concern to the
creators/giants. If it was, there are no surviving records which predate that particular society in any
medium known to historical relevance.

Hence, the theory realized is that our first civilization was our greatest. Given the extremely astute
dimensions which harmonize with our tone perfectly, the learning process to obtain that information
was sudden and exacting. There were not eons of learning language slowly, painfully, violently even,
then a civilized epoch, then a wisdom and hand down of information epoch, then a technological
breakthrough leading to the ability to build pyramids. Thinking that was the case, is pure unadulterated
idiocy. There is not one shred of evidence to suggest that the knowledge that went into building the
pyramids was evolved to. It was sudden, definite, accurate, and precise immediately... with zero
practice. The conclusion to these facts (unchallenged by historians or historical record) is that we were
taught these technologies. Deducing the knowledge of many hieroglyphs, lends credence to the
conclusion that these entities were giants comparative to us... And these giants were our creators,
teachers, and friends. Until we fucked it all up, that is, and found ourselves in the predicament we
currently reside in.
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This is where the author would tell you to check up on my theories. So, go check up on them.
Unfortunately for you, I'm the only person I know of in existence who is aware of these technological
platforms, and can manipulate them. It's not a difficult process in and of itself... The real difficulty is
understanding who you are, why you were created, and where to go with that information once it's
understood. I hope I've helped you in the evolutionary process we have coined as "the human
condition." Good luck.



Addendum 10/12/2019

Before getting into the "meat" of this addendum, I'd like to explain how this chapter was written. I feel
as though explaining the process that went into the making of this chapter is as important as the
chapter's contents itself. As you may have noticed, this chapter varies from that of the others
significantly.

I have had motivation to write a book for several years. My topics have ranged from drama to
technology, but historical reference was never one of my strong suits. The purpose of writing a book
had more to do with the people I've interacted with through my life than any other factor. Most of my
childhood friends, family, and work colleagues had a very difficult time trying to understand the
complexities of the material I was trying to convey in our private conversations. Generally speaking,
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whenever my rants went into a realm of technical applications within these conversations, whoever my
audience was would get a dazed look on their face, their eyes would glass over, and the entire body of
talking points would be lost in the midst of my assertions. After a while I began to get very frustrated
with my own abilities to convey what my point was in any conversation, so I decided to write a book so
that my thoughts could not be misconstrued, or otherwise lost to the ethos of humanity's selfish
conquests which plagued the minds of my cohorts in these various conversations.

Through the years, many attempts were made on my part to write a solid referential book, but the
subject matter kept changing as my own personal conquests through education continued to evolve.
During my own private evolution through technologies that sat at the fringe of societal norms, my
projects in my home shop continued to shift towards this ascension. My wife (at that time) grew
frustrated at my ever shifting focus in technical application, but what she failed to realize is that my
goals never changed. My goal was to create a life for her and myself where we would be free from
external usury completely. I was trying to create an offgrid homestead, essentially, but without a
dropoff in creature comforts. Several times throughout the years I've been labeled a "treehugger,"
environmentalist, ecofascist, communist, and even a liberal on rare occasion. These nomenclatures
made me sick to my stomach due to the inclinations of these groups of dolts. I do not think that
humanity needs to utilize less energy in our pursuit to cohabitate with our ecosystem. Far from it in
fact... It's my conclusion that humanity needs to use more energy in future endeavors. A LOT MORE!!!

My (now) exwife had as much difficulty understanding my confusing dichotomy, as the subjects of
my conversations outside of my home did. The arrogance within these people was present during every
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conversational attempt at alleviating their uncertainty as my rants continued. In the fall of 2011 I had
saved up enough money to purchase a mill/lathe/drill combo from a company called Smithy. The
machine I had purchased was their top of the line model, and although it was small in stature to that of
the machinery I used in a professional work setting, it was powerful enough to complete some of the
projects I felt were on my horizon. The lead up to buying that specific piece of machinery filled my off
work time with early trips to the shop at the company I was working for at the time. I would stay late,
and come in early every day so that I could utilize the company's equipment for my personal projects.
My work colleagues were also greatly confused as to why I would put so much effort into these
projects, but at that point, I didn't care. The workload I was putting on myself was acceptable to the
goals I was trying to achieve. This learning and machining process went on for 3 years as my machinist
apprenticeship continued moving forward. Waiting for stock materials, breaking end mills, etc, took up
the bulk of my dedicated time while trying to complete these tasks, so frustration was common. During
those bouts of frustration, my focus kept moving ever forward towards those goals with more reading,
studying, and applying the newly learned aspects into my various projects.

During these bouts of unforeseen waiting periods, my wife at the time got frustrated at the lack of
completed projects. Our relationship began to suffer as a result of her frustration in my focus, and my
frustration in her lack of understanding my focus. I searched my soul for the magic words that could
alleviate her angst towards my goals, but the iterations that would help her never came to my mind.
After several weeks of contradictory arguments going back and forth between us, I made a decision. I
chose my love for her over my own technological prowess. I began to make concessions to an
overwhelming workload of maintaining a home, working schedule, personal project development, and
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the love of our marriage. Although my gumption to press forward with my offgrid projects persisted, I
gave my wife the attention I felt she deserved, and from that, our marriage survived. In late October of
2011, my Smithy IndustrialMax mill/lathe/drill 3 in 1 combo machine arrived. My wife and I had
planned a trip to Maui at that time, so when the machine arrived, it sat in its box until we returned.
Nevertheless, I was excited that I could begin my personal work again... this time at home.

When we returned from Hawaii I had to return to work immediately. My excitement was palpable and
my work colleagues seemed interested in what I would be able to accomplish. Halloween came, and at
that point I had purchased and assembled the engine hoist needed to lift the machine from the crate by
myself, began assembling the stand for the machine, and had a plan to accomplish the task of final
assembly the following weekend. Everything was moving forward without any problems for the first
time in a long time. My wife was happy and freshly relaxed due to our vacation in Hawaii, my
machining equipment was at my house, and the 220V plug was installed to run it. Again, my friends
and work colleagues were excited at the possibilities as these objects of the technical aspects of my
long winded rants was finally coming to fruition... Then my life came crashing down around me.
11/1/11 happened.

The day at work was normal. A few minor interruptions to an otherwise normal day. My job at the
company I worked for centered around machine repair, refurbishing worn out equipment, and fixing
issues with the machinery that required a more technical application than that of the personnel that
operated the machines regularly. After fixing a few minor issues, I gathered and cleaned parts from a
large caustic tank, then started the assembly process to a very large piece of equipment called a
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"banjo." The piece of equipment looked exactly like a banjo in shape, and the neck area had a 45 foot
long shaft that spun a large gear attached on both sides. There was no need to go above and beyond the
call of duty when cleaning and refurbishing these parts, but that is not my style. When I was tasked
with rebuilding equipment, I took pride in the final result. Everything got cleaned properly, the worn
out parts were replaced, and if time was allowing it, I would polish everything I could. The time to go
home for the night was drawing near, so I picked the shaft of the banjo to polish up before final
assembly.

When polishing these pieces, especially a long shaft like the one on the banjo, utilizing a lathe is much
more efficient than hand sanding. I had done this dozens of times prior, so I continued as though this
time was no different than the others. I secured the end of the shaft within the lathe chuck head, and
brought the tailstock to meet the other end of the shaft. I then selected 750 RPM as my speed on the
lathe, ripped a 36 inch long piece of emery cloth (similar to sand paper), and turned the lathe on. I
wrapped the piece of emery cloth around the shaft and began to polish. Several passes were made and
everything was continuing as normal. The shaft was looking great. On one of the passes back towards
the tailstock, my piece of emery cloth frayed, or otherwise became loose from the shaft's surface. When
this happens during the polishing process, the situation becomes extremely dangerous.

During the final pass down the shaft, my emery cloth folded upon itself. At 750 RPM and 18 inches
worth of emery cloth to react to this situation, the entire dilemma was over in less than a second.
Unable to process the situation quickly enough, my right hand (which held the emery cloth) was sucked
into the shaft at very high velocity and sandwiched between the folds of the emery cloth. My hand and
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arm were wrapped up in the mess and traveled all the way up to my elbow. Imaging an arm spun up
like a yo yo... Several compound fractures were bleeding profusely, and where the actual shaft itself
met my hand, my skin and flesh were ripped away from the bones of my hand. As soon as I possibly
could, I engaged the emergency stop pedal, and with all of my might, I ripped my wrapped up arm free
from the now bloodied shaft. With crystal clear memory of what happened, I can recall looking down
at my withered, bone protruding, bleeding arm, and could see "through" the bones of my hand. It was a
gruesome sight for anyone to be a part of. I called for help on my radio and several of my colleagues
came to my aid. The ambulance drove me to a hospital, my wife was contacted, and a tourniquet was
applied. A series of emergency surgeries followed to save my hand over the next several days...

While in the hospital, and sober enough to remember anything, my thoughts were centered around
everything that I had just lost in the blink of an eye. My pity was causing me to go through a very
rough mental state with no hope for the future. I treated everyone horribly that was staffed by the
hospital and I must apologize for the reactionary diatribes that I put them through directly. Most of my
interactions were lost to a haze of very powerful drugs and worry. I was later informed that PTSD was
going to accompany me for the rest of my life, severe pain and nerve damage was going to be present
indefinitely, and maintaining a semblance to my life's goals prior to the accident was going to be very
difficult. Bowling was one of my favorite past times... GONE. Working out and maintaining a strong
physical presence was a top priority of mine... GONE. The ability to operate machining equipment at
the same level as before the accident... GONE. On 11/1/11 I had lost my body, my career, and most of
my hobbies in less than a second. I truly do apologize to the staff at the hospital, my work colleagues,
my (now) exwife, and everyone else involved with that incident. I'm sorry that you all had to bear
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witness to that horrific situation.

Months of drug riddled rehabilitation ensued. I often times would walk out to my shop and stare at the
mill/lathe/drill combo that rested in its crate in a large plastic bag, brand new, untouched... When my
thoughts would drift towards reinvigorating my projects, uncontrollable shaking and often times tears
followed. The PTSD I have to thank for that. A very large piece of my being was dying... At least that's
how it felt internally. My goals were put on hold so that I could heal one way or another, and self pity,
boredom, and uncertainty clouded every thought I had for a very long time. A decision on the path I
would take from that incident needed to be made. After receiving my settlement from the company I
worked for, my attempts at finding a suitable career were fleeting. Truck driving, carpentry, and a few
other career paths where my hands and lack of fear in the equipment I was using were necessary.
Nagging away at my conscience constantly was the always present methodology of societal structuring,
however.

Selling my wife on the idea of offgrid living was difficult at best. My focus during those conversations
centered around how much money we could save. My friends however, heard the real reasoning behind
why I took these paths from a very young age. Not only did I want to alleviate my own suffering under
the present societal clauses that have turned our species into slaves, I was always deadset on alleviating
the entirety of humanity from these shackles, as well. The grandiose application of these goals often
times made my wife's eyes roll upward and the all too familiar glassed over look of discontent
followed. When 11/1/11 happened to me, I had an internal choice to make within the very depths of my
soul. To continue pursuing these goals... or not. Everything, even my own body, was telling me to give
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up on my dreams of self sustainability, and fall in line with the rest of the rat race participants
struggling through life.

No matter how hard the external influences tried to sway my gumption, I decided to remain steadfast in
my pursuits. Months after my accident, I painfully put my mill/lathe/drill together for final assembly.
As the carpentry portion of my career options began to grow, I started to accumulate a large selection
of tools, and learned many skills to help that pursuit. The entire time my focus was shifting to wood
working as opposed to metal working, I would contemplate a return to working with my machinist
tools. The shaking and fear associated with my equipment stopped me dead in my tracks on numerous
occasions, however. I just kept trying... I buried those feelings as deeply as I could, but the persistant
effects of my PTSD overcame my wants and desires.

My wife and I moved around a few times trying to find a location where we could earn enough money
to be "comfortable." Her career was taking off and the goal of finding a location where I could finally
get started on my goals, and she could continue building her career, was found in Tillamook, Oregon.
My continuation of carpentry skill building progressed, but a funny and somewhat ironic problem
persisted in my rededication of raising my machinist skills back from the dead. After setting up my
shop in our new house in Cloverdale, Oregon, I tried to get an electrician to hook up a 220V plug for
my mill/lathe/drill combo. Being extremely rural, Cloverdale was a very difficult place to get an
electrician to visit. 13 months went by before I was able to get the necessary plug installed for my
equipment. 13 MONTHS!!! It became a running joke between my friends, wife and myself. Internally,
however, I had finally built the courage to jump back on the horse, and start machining again. The
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frustration was overwhelming. So close, yet so far away.

While waiting for the extremely long extended period of electricianless self pity, I continued these
pursuits in other areas. Farming of various types, more carpentry, art, and dedicated study aimed at self
sustainability. Early in 2019 I had finally gotten an electrician to my shop to install the plug. I
immediately began working on the very dusty, previously shelved projects of my earlier year's
torments. When these projects ran into snags like having a proper workbench to work on, or the
completion of other interests that began while waiting for the electrician, or work itself, I hunkered
down and did the best I could. The pain that was present at all times in my hand due to the colder
winter weather, stopped my progress on many occasions, but regardless, I was motivated and ready to
complete my life long workload of self sustainability. Then... as you should all know by now after
reading the previous chapters... I became the Christ of the new age.

As I explained in the above chapter, Satanic energy platforms can intertwine with Divine principles.
Walking a righteous path means that your dedication to the betterment of your species is the top
priority within your conscience. Even though my life has been filled with mistakes, painful tests of
fortitude, and a lack of understanding the difference between Satanic energy platforms, and Divine
energy platforms, never once did I waver from my pursuits of bringing a viable alternative to the
slavery structures that crude oil and capitalism thrive on. A great many of you reading this will
question my motives by using your ego to judge me personally. I am not afraid of your want to
correlate your own lives to my own. When trying to convey the ideologies of self sustainability to my
exwife, friends, family, and colleagues, I utilized their own egos to help better understand my
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intentions. I spoke of obtaining great wealth, when in actuality my goal is to destroy the abilities of
obtaining monetary wealth. I spoke of individualism, when in actuality my intention is to unite
humanity under a common set of goals. I spoke of hatred for a large group of humanity, when in reality
I hate the methodology and reasoning people have decided to capitulate to in a world full of suffering.

While my frustrations have consumed large portions of my research, and subsequently swayed my
direction from time to time, I've kept in mind that the ability for humanity to heal itself will always be
present. Becoming the Christ of the new age allowed me to fully realize what I must do to bring
humanity the information needed to alleviate the suffering. In this next section of teachings, I will
attempt to explain all of the intertwined technological capabilities that I've learned through my life. I
will not hold back any information in an attempt to procure monetary wealth. Most individuals with a
lifetime of information that would be useful in these fields of research, do that very thing. With selfish
indignation, inventors, writers, politicians, tradesmen, well... pretty much everyone, would hold back
their abilities for a chance to make significant profits from the continued suffering of their fellow man.
Many of those types of people are on the lists of references within my researched conclusions.
Although the ability of ending YOUR suffering was available in a variety of forms, none of these
individuals had the gumption to give it all away for free. Everyone of these people did their best to
garner, or maintain monetary wealth. When comparing yourself and the path you walk to mine, ask
yourself, would you give everything you've worked for in your life away for free? If the answer is no...
you do not walk a righteous path.

With that foreword to this final set of teachings completed, I will try to keep these chronologically
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relevant to when I learned them. Starting first in this list of energy alternatives, is ethanol. Many
different individuals taught me through private research how to make wine, beer, and spirits, but for the
most part, I have David Blume to thank for the bulk of my research in this field. David Blume authored
the book, "Alcohol Can Be A Gas," and has dedicated his life to progressing research in these fields.
As far as I'm concerned, he is the world's leading expert in the ethanol energies field. I recommend
highly that you read his book, watch his videos, and utilize his research to add self sustainability to
your life. Without butchering his conclusions, I will attempt to give you a hypercondensed version of
the teachings he has worked a lifetime to convey.

What is ethanol you may ask? Ethanol is liquid energy made from three different elements; Carbon
Dioxide (CO2), Dihydrogen Monoxide (H2O, water), and sunlight. Sugar, starch, and cellulose are the
variances of sugars that a plant makes when photosynthesis and sunlight allow it to grow. These
variances of sugars contained in plant life are harvested, processed to release the sugars, fermented
utilizing yeast, then distilled into ethanol. Almost every human being on Earth right now understands
this process, but the technicalities and related processes of production remain a mystery. Anyone who
has heard of beer, wine, or "hard alcohol," has heard of ethanol. Beer is what the end result is when
grain sugars are fermented. Wine is what the end result is when fruit sugars are fermented. "Hard
alcohol" is what the end result is when beer or wine is distilled. The "creatures" that make alcohol,
yeast, eat the sugar during fermentation, and as biproducts, produce alcohol and carbon dioxide as
waste. Yep... If you enjoy drinking alcohol, you enjoy drinking bug piss. Yeast cells eat sugar, piss
alcohol, and you drink it. Fun, right?
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Many people enjoy drinking alcohol, but very few understand the importance that this liquid will bring
to the spectrum of energies that has the ability to end your suffering. The same liquid most people use
to "party" with, can run the entire world's energy usages. My assumption is that the nomenclature
"ethanol" itself, is where the confusion is within these minds. The alcohol contained in beer, wine, and
spirits, is ethanol. As easily understood as that sentence may be, very few understand that concept. The
large oil corporations of this world spend trillions of dollars to keep you ignorant with regards to
ethanol. That said... you were the one that listened to their propaganda. You are the reason why ethanol
is not ubiquitous throughout the world currently. Do not blame the capitalist nature of mega
corporations... Blame yourself for being lazy, ignorant, and trusting of people who only wish to keep
you enslaved. While trillions in antiethanol propaganda has been spent to keep you unaware of the
very simple alternative to crude oil, you were foolish enough to accept it.

David Blume spends many hours speaking and writing about the various myths that "big oil" utilizes to
keep you dumbed down, but I will tell you about the most frequently encountered retorts that I face
while discussing ethanol. The most recent idiotic statement directed at me was "Ethanol is bad for
cars." Now, I was in the process of writing this book when it was said to me, so I did not argue with the
man who said this. I merely laughed, rolled my eyes, and walked away. Pondering how much money
was spent to teach this man that one small sentence, I wondered if he had any idea who was responsible
for it being in his brain. From my perspective, that is the most frustrating part. If I gave this man a two
hour lecture on ethanol, similar to David Blume's lectures, he would blame the big oil propaganda
machine. When the actual reality is that he himself, made the decision to accept the propaganda without
utilizing the scientific method at all. The constant push to keep people like the man who said this to me
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dumbed down, do upset me, but the willingness to accept the information being given by these mega
corporations, by the people who suffer the most from their propaganda... infuriates me. The man who
said "Ethanol is bad for cars" to me has many reasons to be upset, but will he look inward to rectify his
anger? Will you? While shutting down mega oil corporations in the current societal system would be
difficult to say the least, admitting that your arrogance has allowed the stupidity to persist within
yourself, THEN CHANGE IT, would be free of charge, and only take a few seconds. Don't blame
"them." Blame yourself!

David Blume is less angry in his approach to your education on this subject, so I'll give you a quick list
of myths supplied by large oil corporations (all of which are false or misleading), and you can research
David Blume's retorts to these myths if your fragile sensibilities persist. Ethanol is made from food.
While this myth is true, it is also very misleading. Corn is the "go to" crop when discussing the
production of ethanol in America. The propagandists assert that if the USA had the ability to grow
more corn, we should utilize the surplus to feed the starving people of the world. David Blume does a
well researched rundown on this fallacy. If you wish to know why this is a ridiculous fallacy by the
numbers, watch his presentations on YouTube or HookTube. Another myth is that ethanol gets less
mileage than gasoline. Again, this assertion is misleading. It is true that ethanol burns quicker in a fuel
system. Cars and trucks being the "go to" example of this drop in mileage. The propagandists assert
that using gasoline is cheaper because mileage is increased. David Blume shatters this notion from
many angles, but I will focus on one specific aspect that EVERYONE can understand.

The hidden fees that exist in lives of people who utilize gasoline are focused towards military
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expenditures. The cost of transporting, housing, and maintaining our military presence in the Persian
Gulf is a tax that is dedicated to supporting the countries that produce the crude oil we import to the
USA. The propaganda of the region centers around humanitarian issues, but make no mistake, if the
USA did not use crude oil for our economy, we would not be in the Persian Gulf region AT ALL. Our
military is in that region to "protect our interests," as the politicians have brainwashed you to believe.
"Our interests" is a synonym for crude oil... Plain and simple. The USA has spent trillions of dollars
fighting conflicts, and maintaining safe shipping routes for oil tanker ships. YOU... as in the American
tax payer... fund that operation with your Federal income tax. There are many other hidden costs like
environmental clean up, pollution, etc, but if you were to factor in JUST THE MILITARY TAX
EXPENDITURE costs into the equation of what a gallon of gasoline actually costs you, the price is
closer to $15 US dollars per gallon RIGHT NOW! Of course, adding in the salaries of idiots like AOC,
as well as other like minded moronic politicians, AS WELL AS the submoronic laws these dolts push
into the populace's taxes, that price goes up much further.

There are MANY MORE misleading, or blatantly untrue statements that are made in think tanks to
confuse you on ethanol production and usage. Oil industry executives spend billions of dollars to keep
you ignorant to the system in place, how the system is maintained, and the alternatives that can fix our
problems. BUT!!! You are lazy, foolish, and gullible enough to have accepted these people's
propaganda as facts. Yes... be angry at what they've done to you. Do not allow these rats to maintain
this structure during your children's lives. If you need a scapegoat to rectify the absurdity of the oil
economy dragging on way past its lifespan, however... BLAME YOURSELF! YOU were lazy,
incompetent, selfish, arrogant, and misleading when you decided to not care about this dilemma. YOU
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use gasoline every single day. YOU are the one who should have educated yourself on these matters.
YOU ARE THE PROBLEM!!! YOU are the only one who can rectify this absurdity that is still
happening every day, in every city/town/village, in every country on Earth. EVERY HUMAN BEING
is allowing the oil economy to flourish by allowing yourselves to be lazy... Plain and simple.

While I praise David Blume's life's work, and the information that he has tried to educate the populace
on that has come from that work, I do not endorse his methodology for delivery of that information.
David Blume is a liberal that accepts, promotes, and utilizes profit strategies. In so doing, David Blume
himself has allowed the continuation of the oil economy's participants in government structures to
maintain power over you. The self sustainability of the platforms David Blume utilizes is absolute.
Sugar, starch, and cellulose are the structures in every living plant on Earth. Utilizing these structures
to produce a Carbon Dioxide NEUTRAL, viable, reliant fuel for the entire world is a righteous
conquest. Unfortunately, the conquest has come with great self induced peril. David Blume is an agent
of monetary wealth accruement, which means he can be subdued using money as a means of stifling his
gumption to alleviate your problems. David Blume charges you to read his book, watch his videos, and
buy his equipment. As much as I would like to give praise to this man for what he has dedicated his life
to, I must also educate my readers on his follies. Having an internal desire to be wealthy means that
you can be bought. David Blume has kept his voice on this subject miniscule, as opposed to loud and
boisterous. As long as David Blume and his cohorts maintain a passive approach to these matters in the
public eye, loud and boisterous political figureheads will dominate him. AND... if he allows his pursuit
of monetary wealth to cloud his visions of the future, he will ultimately fail you.
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One of the areas that David Blume touches on, but does not go into depth with his educational
productions, is cellulosic ethanol. Cellulose is a plant's material structure that allows the plant to
maintain upright stability while it searches for sunlight. Again, sugar, starch, and cellulose are the
building blocks of a plant. All three elements are made of sugar, but starch is more difficult to extract
sugar from given its structure, and cellusose is even harder to extract sugar from. Animals (humans
included), and insects use sugar as fuel to continue living our lives. We eat fruit and vegetables for
direct sugar fuels, and starches like potatoes, pasta, etc, for sugars after our bodies break down the
starches into usable sugar fuel. Cellulosic sugars are difficult to impossible for the human body to
break down into usable sugars, however. The easier it is for sugars to become fuel for your body, the
easier it is for sugars to be fermented into usable ethanol. FORTUNATELY!!! God, the man himself
who exists outside of this universe, The Nine Principles, and humanity's maker, have allowed creatures
on this planet that easily break down cellulose with enzymes that live in their digestive system.
Humans may not be able to utilize cellulose for sugar fuel efficiently, but there are many creatures who
do.

Utilizing biomimicry as a means of figuring out this dilemma has already been mastered, believe it or
not. Cows for example, break down the cellulose structure of grass to produce sugar. Termites as
another example, break down the cellulose structure of wood to produce sugar. They do this by
utilizing enzymes contained in their stomachs. Breaking down a cellulose structure by industrial means
has many factors which subtract from the viability of cellulosic ethanol production. In a present
industrial setting, acids, large amounts of heat, and chemicals are used to extract the sugar properties of
cellulose. Paper, clothing, containers, etc, are created from these industrial methods currently, due to
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the inherent costs of extracting cellulose from base materials. Very rarely do these methods make it
economical to extract cellulosic sugars for ethanol production. There is a solution, and it might surprise
you how long this solution has been available to aid with cellulosic ethanol production, but I am not
surprised that your education on this subject is centered around political talking points, as opposed to
factual scientific method founded research. You're lazy. You would rather study the latest trends on
social media for egotistical means, instead of learning how to solve the Earth's population's energy
expenditure crisis. REMEMBER!?!?!?

Anyways... Novazymes is a company that is located in Denmark. Founded in 1925 by two brothers,
their purpose was to manufacture enzymes for softening leather, originally. Along their company's
history, many spinoff companies were formed to utilize enzymes for a variety of uses. Fat splitting
enzymes for detergents called Lipolase, and a few other enzymes for various functions in the
industrialized world, for example. From an initiative to accelerate the alternative energy market given
by George W. Bush in his state of the union speech in 2007, Novazymes North America Inc. got a visit
from the president himself. In his speech, the president stated that in order to lower the import of
foreign oil, America needed to produce more than 35 billion gallons of ethanol fuel by 2017. In order to
accomplish this goal, and not raise the cost of food by extracting sugars directly from our sustenance
stocks, cellulosic ethanol would have to be utilized. George W. Bush authorized grant money to be
directed to Novazymes North America Inc. for the specific task of lowering the cost of cellulosic
ethanol production. In the free book on Google, A Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents
(Moday, January 8, 2007, page 199,) the conversation that took place between Mr. Nagy, president,
Novazymes North America Inc., and George W. Bush to gain this grant money, was fully documented.
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The president then toured the Novazymes facility in Franklinton, North Carolina, shortly after his state
of the union address in 2007. The grant money was given to Novazymes, they in turn produced the
enzymes necessary for large scale cellulosic ethanol production, and the populace of the USA sat on
their hands...

While a large portion of that research went to a Brazilian ethanol manufacturer, the American populace
was sold a bill of goods by an external research firm that corn was a more viable source of ethanol
production than cellulosic ethanol. While most of you reading this did not take the time to understand
these fallacies, nor did you even pay attention to the situation at all past the price of gasoline rising,
these technologies have been available, already paid for, and a viable source of ELIMINATING the
usage of crude oil entirely... for 12 fucking years now. Every year that Obama spent selling you lies
about his environmental focus, every year you've spent specializing your social media platforms to fit
your egotistical garbage, every year YOU have wasted complaining about gasoline prices... this
technology has been available. FOR 12 FUCKING YEARS!!!!!! But wait, there's more data to
inundate your laziness with. In July of 2019, the USDA projected that corn crop lands are at 91.7
million acres. Nationally, the average harvest is about 175 bushels of corn per acre. 1 bushel is
considered to be 56 pounds of shucked and processed kernel corn. Similar to a bag of dog food, a
bushel consists of the corn kernels alone. From 1 bushel of corn, roughly 2.53 gallons of ethanol can
be produced. 91,700,000 x 175 = 16,047,500,000 bushels of corn. 16,047,500,000 / 2.5 =
6,419,000,000 gallons of ethanol fuel production... just from the corn kernels... in the USA alone... is
possible right now.
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Of the 91.7 million acres dedicated to corn production, less than 1% of that land is used for human food
production. The rest of that corn production goes towards ethanol production, animal feed, and
chemical production. In Iowa, where the bushel production is the highest of the national average, the
corn plants have been engineered to produce only 1 ear of corn per plant. The farmers do this to help
processing equipment handle the harvest better. Most of these corn plants reach a height of 12 feet tall.
Meaning, roughly 90+% of the plants total weight is discarded while processing a bushel of corn.
During harvest production, the kernels are stripped from the plant and gathered, while the rest of the
plant (the stock, husk, flowers, and roots) are mulched back into the soil to help retain nutrients in the
fields. If cellulosic ethanol were to utilize the parts of the plant that are left to rot in the fields, ethanol
production could multiply significantly upward... JUST FROM THE WASTED CORN PLANTS. With
zero loss of production in corn kernel usage currently being practiced, the 6.4 billion gallon mark of
ethanol production in the equation above could go as high as 60.4 billion gallons of ethanol... JUST
FROM CORN PLANT WASTE!!!

If you are concerned with stripping nutrients from the soil for ethanol production while reading this,
you are one of the lazy, arrogant sloth utilizing people I was discussing earlier in this addendum.
Ethanol is made entirely of 3 elements: Carbon Dioxide, Dihydrogen Monoxide (water), and sunlight.
Meaning, that after the sugars are extracted from the plants used in ethanol production,
EVERYTHING, including the nutrients rich in phosphorous (P), nitrogen (N), potassium (K), calcium
(Ca), sulfur (S), magnesium (Mg), and all of the other trace elements, would be returned to the soil.
There would be a net zero loss to the crop land's nutrient cycle if cellulosic ethanol production was
utilized. Keep in mind that corn, by and large, is pathetic when it comes to ethanol production
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capability. The reason why the USA utilizes corn for ethanol production is due to the infrastructure
built around our farming capabilities. Many discarded plants that are considered a nuisance by
everyone... could be utilized for ethanol production.

Take a look outside. If you are not in a barren desert wasteland currently, do you see a plant? That
weed, tree, or bushel of grass has a cellulose structure. Corn, believe it or not, is a type of grass.
Consider for a second the amount of grass clippings that are thrown in a landfill every day of every
year. Then consider the amount of leaves that are thrown into landfills every year. Granted, a great
many green thumb minded people compost these wasted forms of energy and return the nutrients into
the soil from which their plants came, but the cellulosic sugars that accompany them do not accompany
the nutrients. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Methane (CH4) are biproducts of the composting process.
Water evaporates from these compost piles as well, meaning that the substances which produce ethanol
from sugar, starch, and cellulose, are lost to the environment through gaseous releases. Whether we
choose to take advantage of this process comes down to your ability to understand how these
reactionary processes work.

The ecosystem that exists on planet Earth currently, provides all of the necessary fundamental aspects
of energy recovery. Utilizing the decomposition process of plant materials on the planet's surface is a
Carbon neutral event. Whether these gases are wasted through composting methods, or we burn them
through an ethanol production process, the Carbon Dioxide cycle does not fluctuate negatively or
positively. The environment in which you live, YES YOU, is a gigantic ever functioning chemistry
experiment. ALL of the aspects of ethanol recovery, production, and usage are happening all around
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you, at all times. Humanity can choose to utilize this functioning cycle of elements to end oil usage
once and for all, OR, you can continue to waste time, effort, and energy on selfish garbage. Cellulosic
ethanol production is a stop gap procedure to end crude oil usage immediately. If the political
figureheads that you have elected to control your society do not understand this process, or do
understand it but ignore the benefits in exchange for profiteering from a system that keeps you ignorant
to these possibilities, do something about it. End their tyranny. Stop giving these world leaders the
means of controlling your happiness through self sustainability. To be direct, politicians fear your self
sustainability more than anything else. If you had control over your own energy production, food,
shelter, and love, why would these snakes even be needed?

While ethanol (specifically cellulosic ethanol) is a stop gap to end crude oil usage immediately,
hydrogen production is the way of the future. Although this section will be much more simplistic than
that of the ethanol rant I just concluded, the significance of a hydrogen fuel economy will allow
humanity to live in peace and unity for as long as the sun continues to shine. Producing hydrogen is
extremely easy. The most commonly used process is called electrolysis. This is a method of breaking
the molecular bond of water (H2O) into its base elements, hydrogen and oxygen, with electricity. The
method is quite simple, but storage of hydrogen as a fuel for running a motor vehicle is where the
situation gets complicated.

Many years ago, while browsing YouTube, I stumbled upon a video titled, "Who's Killing The
Hydrogen Car." The video is directed by a man named Jon Farhat, and the "star of the show" is Bob
Lazar. When the name Bob Lazar comes up in certain circles, people either choose to hate him or love
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him, depending on their ability to see outside of their own ego. For those of you reading who have
never heard the name Bob Lazar before, he is the man that claimed to work at the S4 facility, which is
in close proximity to Area 51. Although I could, I will not go into depth on the subject of UFOs and
"aliens" until (/if) I'm able to write another book. However, I will say that NOBODY has the right to
discredit this man's story. He is not lying... With that out of the way, I will focus on what Bob Lazar
has been doing with his time away from governmental projects associated with the Area 51 complex.

In the "Who's Killing The Hydrogen Car" video, Lazar explains how he built a system to upgrade his
Corvette to run strictly on Hydrogen. In order to do this safely, Lazar had to manufacture a substance
called hydride. Hydride is a word used in chemistry to signify the ability of hydrogen to bond with a
metallic element. Of course, the process is much more complicated than that one sentence gives it
credit for being, but for our purposes, it is acceptable. The reason for utilizing hydride in his tanks, is so
that the very volatile gas Hydrogen, will have a safe storage facility in the vehicle. In the instance of a
crash or other sudden violent intrusion into the tanks surface, the Hydrogen in the tank will not
explode. At best, as Lazar says in the video, "You could cut through the fully loaded tank of Hydrogen
with a Chainsaw, and it will only smolder like a cigarette." In order to release the Hydrogen from the
metallic element in Lazar's hydride, a small amount of heat is put to the tank itself which releases the
bond hydride has on Hydrogen. Releasing the Hydrogen in this method is somewhat slow, so in Lazar's
Corvette, he has 4 individual hydride tanks mounted that all funnel into a single manifold. A few
timing issues with the engine due to the increase in octane, a few upgraded parts to cope with hydrogen
as a gas as opposed to liquid gasoline, and most cars on the road today could be switched over to this
system immediately for very little cost.
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Why is this not happening right now? Besides the fact that most of you simply don't care to learn more
than what is necessary to make money be lazy and die, a few bureaucratic loopholes have to be closed
for this technology to flourish. The Food and Drug Administration controls the ability to make Bob
Lazar's form of hydride. Lithium hydride (LiH) has the highest hydrogen concentration of any hydride
material, making it ideal for safe hydrogen storage. Unfortunately, the Food and Drug Administration
does not allow for the sale or purchase of this material. The corresponding element, Lithium6
Deuteride (Li6D) is a component of nuclear warheads. By itself, Lithium6 Deuteride is harmless, but
when you utilize a "fission primary" in a nuclear warhead, Lithium6 Deuteride becomes the "fusion
fuel" in a thermonuclear warhead. In simple terminology, uranium (the fission primary) causes a chain
reaction to occur when Lithium6 Deuteride and it collide. These elements together cause a runaway
chain reaction of energy displacement which is how thermonuclear weapons explode. Even though
specific enrichment procedures need to take place (in a highly guarded facility controlled by the
government) to make this element reaction a possibility, all components of this reaction are heavily
controlled... by the Food and Drug Administration. As asinine as that sounds, it's true.

Fortunately, there is a caveat to this dilemma. You do have the authority to make as much Lithium6
Deuteride on your own as you would like. Bob Lazar has done this very thing for himself. Making
Lithium6 Deuteride requires a particle accelerator with the method Lazar applies. There are a couple
of ways to create this substance, but in the video "Who's Killing The Hydrogen Car," Lazar utilizes a
particle accelerator. If this method is used for creating the hydride material, one could make as much of
the element as one desired. There are no limits other than production speed, and source materials. I
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have not studied this process at great length, but I do have a suggestion for environmentally conscience
physicists and/or chemists; recycle the enormous amount of lithium batteries in cell phones, computers,
etc into this purpose. Lithium is the base element, and only seems plausible that it could be refined for
usage in this medium. Again, I am not an expert in the manufacture of Lithium batteries or Lithium6
Deuteride, but to my untrained in these matters mind, it does seem plausible, and exceedingly
inexpensive given the saturation of lithium batteries in the technological society we live in.

In "Who's Killing The Hydrogen Car," Bob Lazar also gives an example of how to make hydrogen.
From his description, water is fed into his machine from a garden hose straight from the water main in
his home. There are two electrodes that are submerged in a reaction chamber which exchange
electricity between a positive and negative element. Electrolysis occurs during this process, and the
base elements in water (H2O) are separated into Hydrogen (H2) and Oxygen (O). Oxygen is collected
from the positively charged electrode within Lazar's machine, and vented into the atmosphere.
Hydrogen is collected from the negatively charged electrode and forced into the Lithium hydride tanks
using the pressure of the water main. In order to get sufficient amounts of electricity for the electrolysis
process in the reaction chamber, Lazar utilizes solar panels. Depending on your whereabouts, any
number of alternative energy sources can be utilized, although solar power and wind seem to be the
front runners. If nuclear energy has a place in humanity's future (which I do not agree with on large
scales), using the energy produced from nuclear energy should be dedicated to hydrogen production
entirely. Regardless of where the electricity to utilize electrolysis comes from, the method for making
it, storing it, and using it in a motor vehicle has been known for quite some time. Bob Lazar is the man
that brought this technological achievement to the world with his own dedication, gumption, and hard
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work... But most of you only know this man because of the Area 51 situation. I personally thank Mr.
Lazar for all of his work, AND YOU SHOULD TOO!

Within the hydrogen community circles, there is an argument that persists between the proponents of
hydrogen usage that needs to be addressed. Bob Lazar's method of Hydrogen combustion is in an
already functioning (gasoline engineered) internal combustion engine. Many experts in this field of
research think that in order to make the Hydrogen more efficient, fuel cell vehicles should be used
instead of internal combustion engines. While I agree with this statement from an efficiency standpoint,
the mechanisms do not exist in society currently to eliminate the usage of internal combustion. Tooling
and manufacture practices are set up for internal combustion motor vehicles in every major car
manufacturer on the planet. Casting, then machining engine block components is a well known,
ubiquitous technology. There will be many hurdles on the way to a full fledged hydrogen economy,
indeed. Aside from the enormous task of alleviating humanity from the grips of the Arab country crude
oil strongholds, as well as the Jewish monopoly on international banking strategies, a complete swap
over to a newer form of engine in every vehicle and generator station on the planet will take a
significant amount of education and effort that is better suited in other matters currently. Likewise,
hydrogen fuel cells exist to utilize electricity. The energy that is collected from converting hydrogen
and oxygen into water goes directly to electrical usage. The components of a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle
have a much greater chance at failing, than those of an internal combustion engine. Engineers and
"scientists" in the hydrogen field of research do not view this situation from a practical standpoint.
Machinists, mechanics, and back yard tinkerers the world over, do. We do not disagree with the
efficiency data on hydrogen fuel cells, we disagree on practical introduction and application to this
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technology.

There is another reason to utilize hydrogen in an internal combustion platform. Electrolysis is a
standard, well known method of converting water to hydrogen and oxygen using electricity. There is,
however, another way... A cleaner way... A Divine way. John Kanzius, a (late) retired radio station
worker from Florida was not in the hydrogen field of research. John's career was centered around the
fields of research that deal with radio, but he was diagnosed with cancer. Not surprisingly, John was
not well versed in the teachings of Chan Thomas in his book, "The Adam and Eve Story," which
defines the spread of cancer in a scientific method researched ideology, but nonetheless, John's career
allowed him to intuitively dissect aspects that surrounded radio wave technology in the medical field.
His original idea was to attempt curing cancer using radio waves, but John stumbled onto a Divine
energy platform instead.

Using nothing more than salt water, John figured out that if you submerge a container full of salt water
in a radio wave frequency emitter at a specific resonant frequency, hydrogen and oxygen separate in
the same way electrolysis works, but without the direct usage of electrical current in the water. Making
radio waves in a transmitting device does require an electrical input to a radio transmitter that emits
them, but the process does not degrade the electrode elements which are submerged in water when
electrolysis is utilized to convert water into hydrogen and oxygen. Electrolysis rips the molecular bond
of water apart in a violent manner. When this reaction occurs, the electrodes submerged in the water,
also get ripped apart on the molecular level. Stainless steel, platinum, and even gold have been used in
the electrolysis process to try and mitigate the degrading effects electrolysis has on elements. No matter
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what type of element is used in this process, every one of them degrades. Utilizing radio wave focused
emittance allows for water to remain free of any physical element, other than the container holding the
water.

These individual methodologies for separating the molecular bond of water are good examples of the
difference between Satanic and Divine energy platforms, respectively. While both methods yield the
same result of converting water into hydrogen and oxygen, electrolysis violently rips these bonds apart.
Radio wave emittance is similar to massaging the molecular bond until it "lets go" on its own.
Everything that exists above the ethereal plane, is Satanic energy. Electricity is Satanic. Radio waves
are Satanic, as well. The difference is in the emittance pattern. When you focus the radio wave
emittance to a specific resonant frequency, you are tapping into the Divine energy field. Resonance, is
the specific range of frequencies (whichever they may be) that maintains a solid object state in this
universe. Utilizing the frequency range to manipulate objects in this universe at a resonant range,
THEN amplifying the specific frequency, will allow you to alter the state of whatever object you are
trying to manipulate. John Kanzius' radio wave emitter was "tuned in" to the specific resonant
frequency that ties hydrogen and oxygen together to form water; 13.56 MHz. Likewise, utilizing this
approach to energize the fields within the machine's focused radio wave transmission area, light can
also be produced from ordinary lights bulbs. John Kanzius figured this phenomenon out while
researching, and displayed the phenomenon on a news segment. Holding a light bulb in the machine's
emittance area will illuminate the bulb without any external input other than radio waves, as well as
breaking the molecular bond of water.
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John Kazius stumbled upon this technology by trying to help cure his own cancer. Curing cancer is
indeed, a very noble act. I am not faulting John with regards to motive in that field when I say that
although his research was noble, John did not allow his ego to rest. The news segment which featured
John's discovery, also told of his plans for his newly designed radio wave emittance machine. John's
ideals led him to offer this technology to a large corporation, in exchange for funding to continue his
cancer related research. If John had been introduced to the CIA withheld research contained in Chan
Thomas' books, MAYBE he would have chosen a different path to bringing this technological
breakthrough to the human populace, but then again... maybe not. John might not have even attempted
building this device.

What we do know of his actions, is that John was on a conquest to cure cancer without the proper
guiding tutelage, AND upon discovering a Divine energy machine, was immediately ready to sell it to
the highest bidder to further his improperly guided research. This radio wave emittance/transmitter
machine has the ability to make the hydrogen economy flourish immediately... but he traded the well
being of the entire human race, for the ability TO ATTEMPT to cure cancer. Whether the draw to keep
his own life flourishing, or, fame and glory in the "I cured cancer" realm of his ideals was the
motivation or not, when John Kanzius allowed large corporation conglomerates access to his discovery,
the entire human race was subversively deterred from this life saving machine. I did not know John
Kanzius personally before his death, so my speculations reside on my ability to perceive action over
dialect. While I am not certain of the intricate circumstances regarding John's actions, I am certain that
his actions spoke louder than words. One cannot "cure" cancer unless you strengthen the entire Earth's
magnetosphere. Chan Thomas proved that beyond a shadow of a doubt. If you want to "cure" cancer,
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you must first "cure" the earth's deteriorating magnetosphere. While John Kanzius gave a valiant effort
to cure his own cancer, he succumbed to the illness in February of 2009.

David Blume (from the ethanol section), and John Kanzius (from the hydrogen section), both utilized
the Satanic principles of profiteering and ego, in their respective conquests. While their individual
efforts in the sustainable/Divine energy platform fields of research are noble, these internal ideals
within the base intentions behind one's actions will always give concessions to Satanic principles of
degradation if profit and ego are/were their true motivations. There are a number of researchers,
however, who do not fit into the Satanic principled field of discovery motives, like profit and ego, but
these individuals are often silenced. Some are threatened with severe repercussions to themselves and
family, while others cannot be swayed by ANYTHING, and often times end up murdered. Stanley
Meyer is one of those fallen individuals. His research brought him to a Divine energy platform with
regards to hydrogen. He did not, and would not sell out to a corporate conglomerate, and in so doing,
sealed his own fate. Although there were indications that ego played a part in Stanley Meyer's motives,
his spirituality guided him away from the all too common profiteering motivational factor.

Stanley Meyer's water powered car works on the ability to resonate electrical impulses (similar to that
of John Kanzius' machine, but with a different electrical delivery medium), to convert water at the fuel
injector utilizing electrolysis. I have studied this phenomenon to the best of my abilities, and have a
decent grasp on the fundamentals, so I will do my best to relay this information to you without
butchering his extremely noble, revenant research. That said, Stanley Meyer's research needs a great
deal of additional research by individuals who are fluent in electronics, and do not harbor Satanic
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principles of profiteering and ego. My focus in life was centered around machining and fabricating...
Not electronics. Stanley Meyer had many different inventions that were related to the philosophical
approach of creating HHO gas from water, utilizing the resonant properties contained in the ethereal
plane. When HHO is utilized in internal combustion, instead of pure Hydrogen, water does not need to
be segregated (positive and negative electrodes) within a seperate device that converts the water into
gas. When pure Hydrogen is the fuel, segregation of the two gases (Hydrogen and Oxygen) must occur
before the fuel system is charged with fuel. This ability allowed Stanley Meyer to use water in his fuel
lines right up to the fuel injector itself on his refined version of his invention.

The system requires high voltage while restricting amperage. When pulsing a high voltage circuit to a
specific resonant frequency (which is found by harmonizing a pulse with a specific machine called an
oscillator), water can be converted to HHO with a very small amount of electrical current. Whatever
the machine making/using the HHO may be, the voltage, amperage, and resistance is specific to the
machine itself. A great deal of fine tuning the resonant pulse has to take place in order for the system to
function properly, while maintaining the efficiency that Stanley Meyer was able to complete. This
conundrum hidden within the dialogue of HHO enthusiasts that attempt to replicate this phenomenon is
where all of the confusion persists. Many have attempted replication of the Stanley Meyer fuel cell, and
some have even been successful in recreating it, but none of these enthusiasts have tuned their machine
to implement a resonant electrical pulse, SPECIFIC to their machine. Stanley Meyer worked tirelessly
fine tuning the electrical pulse to bring about this phenomenon, while most HHO enthusiasts build a
system that is not precise, is not hooked into an oscilloscope/oscillator, and CANNOT be properly
tuned to function within the specific set of parameters for their machine's requirements.
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Electrolysis IS the methodology that Stanley Meyer utilized, BUT (!!!), the system was specifically
designed to implement a resonant pulse. Skeptics of this phenomenon utilize clunky, unrefined,
"modern science" laden data to attempt debunking. Inversely, proponents of HHO utilize "modern
science" laden results to replicate electrolysis systems. Stanley Meyer went way beyond the spectrum
of hooking a couple of metal plates together submerged in water, then energized with electricity from a
DC power supply, and recording the energy returned on energy invested (EROEI). Stanley Meyer
utilized the Divine energy platform by implementing resonance into the equation. To do this, you have
to have a firm grasp of what an oscilloscope is, have a firm grasp on the difference between volts,
amps, and ohms, plus you need to have a firm grasp on fabricating parts and components of a machine
that is unique to your desired results. Stanley Meyer was a literal genius. Not only could he do
everything just mentioned, he excelled at it. The romanticism of those who have studied the HHO
phenomenon and where Stanley Meyer fits into it, is very apparent in the HHO community.
Unfortunately, very few enthusiasts have the abilities that Stanley Meyer possessed. Mr. Meyer was
steadfast in his convictions to not sell out, spiritual in his dedication, and intelligent enough to complete
his conquest. Unfortunately for humanity, Stanley Meyer was murdered. His famous last words on
March 20, 1998, while meeting with potential investors for his invention were, "They poisoned me."
Stanley Meyer was a great loss to the human ethos, and potential for Divine self sustainability. I will do
everything in my power to help his soul transcend, and offer condolences to his surviving family
members...

With that praise said, I do not fully endorse electrolysis, as I had previously asserted in this section.
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With the implementation of Jon Kanzius' radio wave emittance machine, electrolysis becomes
unnecessary in the conventional sense. Although, the ideal that using water in the fuel system directly
to the fuel injector of the engine, is exceedingly safer in application. Building an individual radio wave
frequency machine for every injector seems like a waste of electricity to my perception of the John
Kanzius device. Again, I have not built a replica of John's machine... yet... but my intuition tells me
that focusing radio waves in the chain of events, is the methodology in use. From studying the machine,
it does not appear to emit the radio frequencies used in a conventional antenna method. Radio wave
frequency emittance machines would appear to be extremely useful in stationary home usage to cope
with the inherent shielding, while Stanley Meyer's resonant HHO electrolysis machine would replace
the usage of gasoline in a motor vehicle ubiquitously, and immediately. Safety is a motivating factor
when giving this assertion, as well as efficiency. I pray that humanity will stop allowing the
authoritative government structures to dictate their lives, and if humanity has a chance at self
sustainability, self segregation, discernible spirituality, and everlasting life/Salvation, water will reign
as the superior fuel source for internal combustion.

You... yes you, reading this right now, have to stop allowing yourself to be manipulated into serving
authoritative government figureheads, stop thinking being lazy is a successful endeavor to your life's
goals, and stop trying to control the people around you. Otherwise, humanity will face certain
extinction. This is why self segregation is extremely important. Genetic disposition is not the only
factor. Governments, corporations, politics, etc, are all included in the list of things humanity needs to
self segregate yourselves from. Genetic purity is important, but so is individual sovereignty. Allowing
others to control you, or trying to control others for personal gain, is exactly why humanity is facing
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extinction. YOU... have to be the change first and foremost. It's easier than it sounds, but takes absolute
dedication and a Divine perspective. If Salvation is your goal, start by reading the PJK (Patrick J.
Kelley) book, "A Practical Guide To Free Energy Devices," after finishing my book. While most of the
original content has been deleted due to copyright issues with the arrogant inventors that insist on
profiteering over Salvation, there is a great deal of information still contained in that book which is
extremely useful to these motives. "A Practical Guide To Free Energy Devices" is a long read, very
technical, and to most of you... boring. To me however, the book was fascinating. I've read all 3,000+
pages of the original book twice now, and before my realization process took place, I used it as
referential material on many of my personal projects.

Stanley Meyer's patents are covered in "A Practical Guide To Free Energy Devices," as well as many
others that have taken on the conquest to Divine self sustainability. Nikola Tesla, Dave Lawton, John
Bedini, Andrija Puharic, are all represented in the original copy of the book. Many spinoffs of these
inventor's machines have been replicated and tweaked by enthusiasts around the world for decades
now. While gathering a list of videos on these subjects for you to watch after reading, I stumbled upon
a set of videos where a Greek man by the name of Petros Zografos, claimed to have "invented" a device
very similar to the Andrija Puharic, and John Kanzius machines that I've studied throughout the years.
PBS did a news story on Zografos' machine, but later deleted and retracted all remnants of it from their
accessible archives. Additionally, Zografos appears to be driven by the Satanic principles of
profiteering and ego. While I am unfamiliar with Zografos' work, in the PBS news segment I watched,
he was maintaining that a worldwide patent was necessary for him to bring this technology to the
world. My estimation is that this man does not understand the intertwined theoretical ideology behind
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crude oil and fiat currency. To be blunt about it, if anyone were to be granted a patent and production
rights for ANYTHING that eliminated the need for crude oil usage, money, in its current adherence to
the world's energy trading structure, would be rendered useless immediately. Remember... it is called
the "petrodollar" for a reason. It seems as though this fundamental flaw in people's psyches persists,
and no matter the reasoning behind their motives in speech, monetary wealth always rises to the top of
the priority list in action.

The desire to be wealthy, then subsequently lazy, clouds the abilities of all humans. Patrick J. Kelley's
book, "A Practical Guide To Free Energy Devices," covers this situation thoroughly in chapter 15 of an
earlier released version. Throughout Kelley's refinements of his book, the name of this chapter has
changed, but currently in the latest version, the original chapter 15 titled "The Time Remaining," is
missing entirely. Fortunately, the internet never forgets. On a website with the address
frienergi.alternativkanalen.com/Chapt15.html the original contents of this chapter are available. Patrick
J. Kelley is adamant that the theories described in this chapter are not his own, but rather, taken from
researched papers associated with the conundrum of bringing a Divine self sustainable energy force to
the world's inhabitants. I've gone into details surrounding these dilemmas in many different ways
throughout this book, but "The Time Available" chapter in Patrick J. Kelley's original book goes even
further. Granted, a lot of the information contained in the chapter 15 writings has been obsolete for the
better part of a decade, but there are several portions of it that are vital to understanding why Divine
self sustainable machines are so detrimental to the current societal structure, and what role YOU play
in that game...
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The shadow elements of this world that control the economic stability through the control of monetary
factors are comprised of Jews, by and large. These international Jews infiltrate every form of
government throughout the planet's surface by controlling monetary flow. Selling the ideology of a lazy
existence through monetary wealth was not a difficult task, as it appears, although the mechanisms are
contained in the psyche of all humans that utilize money. You allow these Jews to control you...

In order to understand why the Jews do this to the general populace of the nations their banking usury
strategies infiltrate, one must study the "The Protocols Of The Learned Elders Of Zion," the Talmud,
and the Kabbalah. The basic gestalt of these philosophical viewpoints coagulates into a particular
circumstance that practicing Jews inherently live by, and that is; Jews view everyone who isn't a Jew as
their personal slave. World War 1, and 2 were fought to alleviate the grasp of the international Jew.
Every time a population becomes aware of the detrimental effects of Jewish governmental infiltration,
massive wars commence. Patrick J. Kelley did not attempt to correlate Jewish influence to the Chapter
15, "The Time Available," section of his book, but he did include a set of writings that describe
international Jewish practices, logic, and weapons utilized to keep populations ignorant, unaware, and
willing to be slaves. The "Jewish Question" is at the heart of all human conflict, including World War
3, which has been waged against western civilization as a whole, since the end of World War 2. A few
excerpts from the original Chapter 15, "The Time Available" section of the book, A Practical Guide To
Free Energy Devices:
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Unfortunately, economics is often viewed with confusion and boredom. Endless streams of financial
jargon coupled with intimidating mathematics, quickly deters people from attempts to understand it.
However, the complexity associated with the financial system is a mere mask intended to conceal one
of the most socially paralyzing structures which man has ever endured.

A number of years ago, the Central Bank of the United States of America, “the Federal Reserve”,
produced a document entitled “Modern Money Mechanics”. This publication detailed the
institutionalised practice of money creation as utilised by the Federal Reserve and the web of global
banks which it supports. On the opening page, the document states it’s objectives: “The purpose of this
booklet is to describe the basic process of money creation in a ‘fractional reserve’ banking system”. It
then proceeds to describe this practice through various banking practice terminologies. A translation of
it goes something like this:

The United States government decides it needs some money, so it calls up the Federal Reserve and
requests, say, $10,000,000,000. The Fed replies saying “Sure, we will buy $10 billion in government
Bonds from you”. So the government takes some pieces of paper, paints some officiallooking designs
on them and calls them “Treasury Bonds”. Then it puts a value on them of $10 billion and sends them
over to the Feds. In turn, the people in the Fed draw up a series of impressive looking pieces of paper
themselves, only, this time, calling them Federal Reserve notes, also designated with a value of $10
billion. The Feds then take these notes and trades them for the Treasury Bonds. Once this trade is
complete, the government than takes the $10 billion in Federal Reserve notes and deposits them in a
bank account, and on doing this, the $10 billion becomes legal tender money, adding $10 billion to the
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US money supply. And there it is: $10 billion in new money has been created. Of course, this example
is a generalisation because in reality, this transaction would occur electronically, with no paper used at
all. In fact, only 3% of the US money supply exists in physical currency and the other 97% exists in
computers alone.

Now, Government Bonds are by design, instruments of debt, and when the Fed buys these bonds with
money which essentially it created out of thin air, the government is actually undertaking to pay back
that money to the Fed  in other words, the money was created out of debt.

This mindnumbing paradox that money or value can be created out of debt or liability, will become
more clear as we continue this exercise. So, the exchange has been made and $10 billion sits in a
commercial banking account. Here, is where it gets really interesting, for as based on the fractional
reserve practice, that $10 billion deposit instantly becomes part of that bank’s reserves, just as all
deposits do. And as regarding the fractional reserve requirements, as stated in Modern Money
Mechanics, a bank must maintain legally required reserves equal to a prescribed percentage of it’s
deposits. It then quantifies this by stating “under current regulations, the reserve requirement against
most transaction accounts is 10%”. This means that with the $10 billion deposit, 10% or $1 billion is
held as the required reserve, while the other $9 billion is considered as an excessive reserve and can be
used as the basis for new loans. Now it is logical to assume that this $9 billion is literally coming out of
the original $10 billion deposit, however, this is actually not the case. What really happens is that the
$9 billion is actually created out of thin air on top of the original $10 billion deposit. This is how the
money supply is expanded, as stated in Modern Money Mechanics, “of course they (the banks) do not
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really pay out loans from the money they receive as deposits. If they did this, no additional money
would be created. What they do when they make loans is to accept promissory notes in exchange for
credits in the borrower’s transaction accounts”. In other words, the $9 billion is created out of nothing
simply because they have a demand for that loan and there is a $10 billion deposit to satisfy the reserve
requirements.

Now, let’s assume that somebody walks into this bank and borrows the newlyavailable $9 billion, they
will then most probably take that money and deposit into their own bank account. The process then
repeats, as that deposit becomes part of that bank’s reserve, and while 10% is held as a reserve, the
remaining 90% or $8.1 billion is now available for more newly created loans. And of course, that $8.1
billion can be lent out, creating a further $7.2 billion which in turn can create a further $6.56 billion, ...
This money deposit/loancreation cycle can technically go on to infinity. The average mathematical
result is that $90 billion can be created on top of the original $10 billion. In other words, for every
deposit that ever occurs in the banking system, nine times that amount can be created out of thin air.

So, now that we understand how money is created by this fractionalreserve banking system, a logical,
yet elusive, question might come to mind: “What is actually giving this newly traded money value?”.
The answer: “the money which already exists”. The new money essentially steals value from the
existing money supply. The total money pool is being expanded irrespective for the demand for goods
and services, and as the demand and supply balance finds equilibrium, prices rise, diminishing the
purchasing power of each individual dollar. This is generally referred to as Inflation and inflation is
essentially a hidden tax on the public.
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The fractionalreserve banking system is inherently inflationary. One dollar in 1913 had the equivalent
value of $21.60 in 2007. That is a 96% devaluation since the Federal Reserve came into existence. If
this reality of perpetual and continuous inflation seems absurd and economically selfdefeating, then
hold that thought as “absurd” is an understatement with regard to how the US financial system really
operates. For, in that financial system, money is debt, and debt is money. The more money there is, the
more debt there is and the more debt there is, the more money there is.

To put it a different way, every single dollar in your wallet is owed to somebody by somebody.
Remember, the only way that money can come into existence is from loans, therefore is everyone in the
country, including the government, were able to pay off all debts then there would not be one dollar in
circulation. In September 1941, the Governor of the Federal Reserve stated: “If there were no debts in
our money system, there wouldn’t be any money”.

In fact, the last time in American history the National Debt was paid off in full was in 1835 when
President Andrew Jackson shut down the Central Bank which preceded the Federal Reserve. He stated:
“The bold efforts the present bank has made to control the Government ... are but premonitions of the
fate that awaits the American people should they be deluded into a perpetuation of this institution or the
establishment of another like it”. Unfortunately, this message was shortlived and the bankers installed
another Central Bank in 1913, calling it the Federal Reserve, and as long as this institution exists,
perpetual debt is guaranteed.
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We now have the added factor of Interest. Every single dollar which exists has to be repaid to a bank
with interest added as well. But, if all money is borrowed from the Central Bank, and is expanded by
commercial banks through loans, only what would be referred to as “the principal” is being created in
the money supply. So, from where does the money needed to pay this interest come? Nowhere. It
doesn’t exist. The ramification of this are staggering. The amount of money owed back to the banks
will always exceed the amount of money in circulation. This is why inflation is a constant in the
economy. New money is always needed to cover the perpetual deficit built in to the system, caused by
the need to pay the interest. This ensures that defaults and bankruptcy are guaranteed to occur and there
will be foreclosures. This always transfers true assets from the individual to the banks. If you are
unable to pay your mortgage, then they will take your property. This is particularly annoying as the
money which the bank lent you in the first place, didn’t even legally exist.

In 1969, there was a Minnesota court case involving a man named Jerome Daly who was challenging
the foreclosure of his home by the bank which provided the loan to purchase it. His argument was that
the mortgage contract required both parties (he and the bank) to put up a legitimate form of property for
the exchange. In legal language, this is called “consideration”. Mr Daly explained that the money was,
in fact, not the property of the bank as it was created out of nothing as soon as the loan agreement was
signed. Remember what Modern Money Mechanics stated about loans: “What they do when they make
loans is to accept promissory notes in exchange for credits ... reserves are unchanged by the loan
transactions, but the deposit credits constitute new additions to the total deposits of the banking
system”. In other words, the money doesn’t come out of their existing assets, the bank is simply
inventing it, putting up nothing of it’s own, except for a theoretical liability on paper. As the court case
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progressed, the bank’s President, Mr Morgan, took the stand and the judges memorandum records that
the “Plaintiff admitted that it, in combination with the Federal Reserve Bank ... did create the entire
$14,000 in money in credit upon it’s own books by bookkeeping entry ... the money and credit first
came into existence when they created it. Mr Morgan admitted that no United States Law or Statute
existed which gave him the right to do this. A lawful consideration must exist and must be tendered to
support the Note” ... The jury found that there was no lawful consideration, and I agree, only God can
create something of value out of nothing.” On this finding, the court rejected the bank’s application for
foreclosure and Mr Daly kept his home.

The implications of this court decision are immense. Every time you borrow money from the bank,
whether it is a mortgage loan or a credit card charge, the money given to you is not only counterfeit,
but it is an illegitimate form of ‘consideration’ and hence voids the contract to repay as the bank never
had the money as property to begin with. Unfortunately, such legal realisations are suppressed and
ignored and perpetual wealth transfer and perpetual debt continues. This brings us to the ultimate
question: “Why?”

During the American Civil War, President Lincoln bypassed the highinterest loans offered by the
European banks and decided to do what the Founding Fathers advocated, which was to create an
independent and inherently debtfree currency. It was called the “greenback”. Shortly after this
measure was taken, a private document circulated between British and American banking interests
stated “... slavery is but the owning of labour and carries with it the care of the labourers, while the
European plan ... is that capital shall control labour by controlling wages. This can be done by
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controlling the money. It will not do to allow the greenback as we cannot control that”.  The Hazard
Circular, July 1862.

The fractional reserve policy perpetrated by the Federal Reserve which has spread in practice to the
great majority of banks in the world, is, in fact, a system of modern slavery. Think about it: money is
created out of debt. What do people do when they earn debt? They submit to employment to pay it off.
But if money can only be created out of loans, how can society ever be debtfree? It can’t, and that’s
the point. And it is the fear of losing assets coupled with the struggle to keep up with the perpetual debt
and inflation in the system, compounded by the inescapable scarcity in the money supply itself, created
by the interest which can never be repaid, that keeps the wage slave in line, powering the pyramid
which only benefits the elite at the top of the pyramid. At the end of the day, for whom are you really
working? The banks. Money is created in a bank and inevitably ends up in a bank. They are the true
masters along with the corporations and governments which they support. Physical slavery requires
people to be housed and fed, economic slavery requires people to house and feed themselves.

It is one of the most ingenious scams for social manipulation ever invented, and at it’s core, it is an
invisible war waged against the population. Debt is the weapon used to conquer and enslave societies
and interest is its prime ammunition. As the majority walks around, oblivious to this reality, banks in
collusion with governments and corporations continue to expand and perfect their tactics of economic
warfare, spawning new bases such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund and
introducing a new kind of soldier  the economic hitman.
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*******************

Here is the testimony of one of those economic hitmen, John Perkins:

We, the economic hitmen, are the ones really responsible for creating the first really global empire, and
we work many different ways. Perhaps the most common is that we will identify a country which has
resources which our corporations covet, such as oil, and then arrange a huge loan to that country from
the World Bank or one of it’s sister organisations. But the money never actually goes to the country,
instead, it goes to our big construction corporations to build infrastructure projects in that country, like
industrial power plants, things which benefit a few rich people in that country (in addition to our
corporations), but really don’t help the people involved, however those people and the whole country
are left holding a huge debt so big that they can’t repay it, which is the whole plan  that they can’t
repay it. So we economic hitmen go back to them and say “listen, you owe us a lot of money, you can’t
repay it, so sell your oil real cheap to our oil companies, allow us to build a military base in your
country or send troops to some place in the world to support our troops in somewhere like Iraq, or vote
with us in the UN to have their electric utility company privatised, or their sewage system privatised
and sold to US corporations or other multinational corporations, so there is a whole mushrooming thing
and it’s the way that the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund operate to put a whole
country in debt with such a big debt that it can’t pay it, so you then offer to refinance that debt and get
them to pay even more interest and you demand this ‘quid pro quo’ or ‘conditionality’ or ‘good
governance’ which means basically that they have to sell off their resources, including their social
services and utility companies, their school systems sometimes, their penal systems, their insurance
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systems to foreign corporations. So, it’s a double, triple, quadruple whammy.



There are many examples of this weaponized monetary control happening all throughout the world.
Several of these examples are listed in the Patrick J. Kelley book, but for our purposes here, I will leave
them to you to pursue at your liesure. The purpose of why these mechanisms exist should be clear at
this point, but to reiterate certain ideologies that accompany the tactics utilized by the international
Jews, I will show a few more examples of these practices. Ask yourselves when you read these
statements, how accurate are they in today's political climate, who is responsible for pushing these
agendas, and are you... YOU reading this right now... are YOU affected by these tactics?



Political Introduction
In 1954 it was well recognised by those in positions of authority, that it would be only a few decades,
before the general public would be able to grasp and upset the cradle of power, for the elements of the
new silentweapon technology were as accessible for use in providing a public utopia as they were for
providing a private utopia. So, the issue of primary concern, namely that of dominance, revolved
around the subject of the energy sciences.

Energy
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Energy is recognised as the key to all activity on earth. Natural science is the study of the sources and
control of natural energy, and social science (theoretically expressed as economics) is the study of the
sources and control of social energy. Both are bookkeeping systems based on mathematics. Therefore,
mathematics is the primary energy science and the bookkeeper can be king if the public can be kept
ignorant of the methodology of the bookkeeping.

All science is merely a means to an end. The means is knowledge. The end is control. Beyond this
remains only one issue: Who will be the beneficiary? In 1954 this was the issue of primary concern.
Although the socalled "moral issues" were raised, in view of the law of natural selection it was agreed
that a nation or world of people who will not use their intelligence are no better than animals who do
not have intelligence. Such people are beasts of burden and steaks on the table by choice and consent.

Consequently, in the interest of future world order, peace, and tranquillity, it was decided to wage a
private quiet war against the American public with an ultimate objective of permanently shifting the
natural and social energy (wealth) of the undisciplined and irresponsible many into the hands of the
selfdisciplined, responsible, and "worthy" few.

In order to implement this objective, it was necessary to create, secure, and apply new weapons which,
as it turned out, were a class of weapons so subtle and sophisticated in their principle of operation and
public appearance as to earn for themselves the name of "silent weapons." In conclusion, the objective
of economic research, as conducted by the magnates of capital (banking) and the industries of
commodities (goods and services), is the establishment of an economy which is totally predictable and
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which can be manipulated.

In order to achieve this totally predictable economy, the lowclass elements of society must be brought
under total control, i.e., They must be housebroken, trained, and assigned a yoke and longterm social
duties from a very early age, before they have an opportunity to question the propriety of the matter. In
order to achieve such conformity, the lowerclass family unit must be disintegrated by a process of
increasing preoccupation of the parents and the establishment of governmentoperated daycare centres
for the occupationally orphaned children.

The quality of education given to the lower class must be of the poorest sort, so that the moat of
ignorance isolating the inferior class from the superior class is and always remains, incomprehensible
to the inferior class. With such an initial handicap, even bright lower class individuals have little if any
hope of extricating themselves from their assigned lot in life. This form of slavery is essential to
maintain some measure of social order, peace, and tranquillity for the ruling upper class.

Descriptive Introduction to the Silent Weapon
Everything which can be expected from an ordinary weapon is also expected from a silent weapon by
its creators, but only in its own manner of functioning. It shoots situations, instead of bullets; it's
propellant is data processing, instead of the conventional chemical explosion. The power originates
from bits of data in a computer, instead of grains of gunpowder inside a gun. The operator is a
computer programmer, instead of a military marksman, and the orders are issued by a banking
magnate, instead of a military general. It makes no obvious explosive noises, causes no obvious
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physical or mental injuries, and does not interfere in an obvious way with anyone's daily social life.

However, it makes an unmistakable "noise," causes unmistakable physical and mental damage, and
interferes unmistakably with daily social life, that is, in ways which are unmistakable to a trained
observer who knows what to look for. The public cannot comprehend this weapon, and therefore
cannot believe that they are being attacked and subdued by a weapon. The public might instinctively
feel that something is wrong, but because of the technical nature of the silent weapon, they cannot
express their feeling in any rational way, or handle the problem with intelligence. Therefore, they do
not know how to call for help, nor do they know how to associate with others to defend themselves
against it.

When a silent weapon is applied gradually, the public adjusts and adapts to its presence and learns to
tolerate its encroachment on their lives until the psychological pressure (applied via economic
methods) becomes too great and they crack up. Therefore, in a way, the silent weapon can be
considered to be a type of biological weapon. It attacks the vitality, options, and mobility of the
individuals of a society by knowing, understanding, manipulating, and attacking their sources of natural
and social energy, and their physical, mental, and emotional strengths and weaknesses.

Theoretical Introduction
"Give me control over a nation's currency, and I care not who makes its laws."  Mayer Amschel
Rothschild (1743  1812). Today's silent weapons technology is an outgrowth of a simple idea
discovered, succinctly expressed, and effectively applied by Mr. Mayer Amschel Rothschild. Mr.
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Rothschild discovered the missing passive component of economic theory known as economic
inductance. He, of course, did not think of his discovery in these twentieth century terms, and, to be
sure, mathematical analysis had to wait for the Second Industrial Revolution, the rise of the theory of
mechanics and electronics, and finally, the invention of the electronic computer before it could be
effectively applied in the control of the world economy.



The international Jew has had these ideals for thousands of years, but the invention of computers
allowed the pull of dereliction within the human psyche to consume all aspects of one's life. The simple
cure to managing your personal affairs to coincide with Salvation, starts with a simple premise: Apply
yourself to the betterment of your species as a whole, and stop trying to procure a lazy existence. Until
that fundamental change occurs in the ethos of the entirety of humanity, the international Jews will
continue to push for worldwide enslavement of all nonJews. It really is that simple. The more selfish
you are, the more unaware of your abilities you are, the more lazy your overall goals in life reflect in
your character... the easier it is to keep you positioned exactly where the international Jew wants you...
As a slave serving their own desires to be lazy, wealthy, and in control of all aspects of life. To drive
the point home before wrapping this section up, here are a few detrimental aspects of the desire to be
utterly selfish with your conquests. Again, ask yourselves if you are being directly confronted with
these situations in society currently. My assumption is that EVERYONE who reads this book is
inundated and completely surrounded by these tactics:
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Table of Strategies

Do This

| To Get This


Keep the public ignorant

| Less public organisation

Maintain access control

| Required reaction to output (prices, sales)

Create preoccupation

| Lower defences

Attack the family unit

| Control the education of the young

Give less cash and more credit and dole | More selfindulgence and more data
Attack the privacy of the church
Social conformity
Minimise tax protests
Stabilise the consent
Tighten control of variables
Establish boundary conditions

| Destroy faith in this sort of government
| Computer programming simplicity
| Maximum economic data, minimum enforcement problems
| Simplicity coefficients
| Simpler computer input data  greater predictability
| Problem simplicity / solutions of differential and

difference equations
Proper timing

| Less data shift and blurring

Maximise control

| Minimum resistance to control

Collapse of currency

| Destroy the faith of the American people in each other
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Diversion, the Primary Strategy
Experience has shown that the simplest method of securing a silent weapon and gaining control of the
public is to keep the public undisciplined and ignorant of the basic system principles on the one hand,
while keeping them confused, disorganised, and distracted with matters of no real importance on the
other hand. This is achieved by:

(1) Disengaging their minds; sabotaging their mental activities; providing a lowquality program of
public education in mathematics, logic, systems design and economics; and discouraging technical
creativity.
(2) Engaging their emotions, increasing their selfindulgence and their indulgence in emotional and
physical activities, by:
(a) Unrelenting emotional affronts and attacks (mental and emotional rape) by way of constant barrage
of sex,
violence, and wars in the media  especially the T.V. and the newspapers.
(b) Giving them what they desire  in excess  "junk food for thought"  and depriving them of what
they really need.
(3) Rewriting history and law and subjecting the public to the deviant creation, thus being able to shift
their thinking from personal needs to highly fabricated outside priorities.

These preclude their interest in, and discovery of, the silent weapons of social automation technology.
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The general rule is that there is a profit in confusion; the more confusion, the more profit. Therefore,
the best approach is to create problems and then offer solutions.

Diversion Summary
Media: Keep the adult public attention away from the real social issues, and captivated by matters of no
real importance.

Schools: Keep the young public ignorant of real mathematics, real economics, real law, and real
history.

Entertainment: Keep the public entertainment below a sixthgrade (12 year old) level.

Work: Keep the public busy, busy, busy, with no time to think; back on the farm with the other
animals.

Consent, the Primary Victory
A silent weapon system operates upon data obtained from a docile public by legal (but not always
lawful) force. Much information is made available to silent weapon systems programmers through the
Internal Revenue Service. (See Studies in the Structure of the American Economy for an I.R.S. source
list). This information consists of the enforced delivery of wellorganised data contained in federal and
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state tax forms, collected, assembled, and submitted by slave labour provided by taxpayers and
employers. Furthermore, the number of such forms submitted to the I.R.S. is a useful indicator of
public consent, an important factor in strategic decision making. Other data sources are given in the
Short List of Inputs.

Consent Coefficients  numerical feedback indicating victory status. Psychological basis: When the
government is able to collect tax and seize private property without just compensation, it is an
indication that the public is ripe for surrender and is consenting to enslavement and legal
encroachment. A good and easily quantified indicator of harvest time is the number of public citizens
who pay income tax despite an obvious lack of reciprocal or honest service from the government.

Summary
The people hire the politicians so that the people can:
(1) Obtain security without managing it.
(2) Obtain action without thinking about it.
(3) Inflict theft, injury, and death upon others without having to contemplate either life or death.
(4) Avoid responsibility for their own intentions.
(5) Obtain the benefits of reality and science without exerting themselves or learning either of these
things.

They give the politicians the power to create and manage a war machine:
(1) Provide for the survival of the nation/womb.
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(2) Prevent encroachment of anything upon the nation/womb.
(3) Destroy the enemy who threatens the nation/womb.
(4) For the sake of stability of the nation/womb, destroy those citizens of their own country who do not
conform.

Politicians hold many quasimilitary jobs, the lowest being the police who are soldiers, the attorneys
and C.P.A.s next who are spies and saboteurs (licensed), and the judges who shout orders and run the
closed union military shop for whatever the market will bear. The generals are industrialists. The
"presidential" level of commanderinchief is shared by the international bankers. The people know that
they have created this farce and financed it with their own taxes (consent), but they would rather
knuckle under than be the hypocrite. Thus, a nation becomes divided into two very distinct parts, a
docile subnation [great silent majority] and a political subnation. The political subnation remains
attached to the docile subnation, tolerates it, and leaches its substance until it grows strong enough to
detach itself and then devour its parent.

System Analysis
In order to make meaningful computerized economic decisions about war, the primary economic
flywheel, it is necessary to assign concrete logistical values to each element of the war structure 
personnel and material alike. This process begins with a clear and candid description of the subsystems
of such a structure.

The Draft (military service)
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Few efforts of human behaviour modification are more remarkable or more effective than that of the
sociomilitary institution known as the draft. A primary purpose of a draft or other such institution is to
instil, by intimidation, in the young males of a society the uncritical conviction that the government is
omnipotent. He is soon taught that a prayer is slow to reverse what a bullet can do in an instant. Thus, a
man trained in a religious environment for eighteen years of his life can, by this instrument of the
government, be broken down, be purged of his fantasies and delusions in a matter of mere months.
Once that conviction is instilled, all else becomes easy to instil.

Even more interesting is the process by which a young man's parents, who purportedly love him, can be
induced to send him off to war to his death. Although the scope of this work will not allow this matter
to be expanded in full detail, nevertheless, a coarse overview will be possible and can serve to reveal
those factors which must be included in some numerical form in a computer analysis of social and war
systems. We begin with a tentative definition of the draft. The draft (selective service, etc.) is an
institution of compulsory collective sacrifice and slavery, devised by the middleaged and elderly for
the purpose of pressing the young into doing the public dirty work. It further serves to make the youth
as guilty as the elders, thus making criticism of the elders by the youth less likely (Generational
Stabilizer). It is marketed and sold to the public under the label of "patriotic = national" service.

Once a candid economic definition of the draft is achieved, that definition is used to outline the
boundaries of a structure called a Human Value System, which in turn is translated into the terms of
game theory. The value of such a slave labourer is given in a Table of Human Values, a table broken
down into categories by intellect, experience, postservice job demand, etc. Some of these categories
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are ordinary and can be tentatively evaluated in terms of the value of certain jobs for which a known
fee exists. Some jobs are harder to value because they are unique to the demands of social subversion,
for an extreme example: the value of a mother's instruction to her daughter, causing that daughter to put
certain behavioural demands upon a future husband ten or fifteen years hence; thus, by suppressing his
resistance to a perversion of a government, making it easier for a banking cartel to buy the State of
New York in, say, twenty years.

Such a problem leans heavily upon the observations and data of wartime espionage and many types of
psychological testing. But crude mathematical models (algorithms, etc.) can be devised, if not to
predict, at least to predetermine these events with maximum certainty. What does not exist by natural
cooperation is thus enhanced by calculated compulsion. Human beings are machines, levers which may
be grasped and turned, and there is little real difference between automating a society and automating a
shoe factory. These derived values are variable. (It is necessary to use a current Table of Human Values
for computer analysis). These values are given in true measure rather than U.S. dollars, since the latter
is unstable, being presently inflated beyond the production of national goods and services so as to give
the economy a false kinetic energy ("paper" inductance). The silver value is stable, it being possible to
buy the same amount with a gram of silver today as it could be bought in 1920. Human value measured
in silver units changes slightly due to changes in production technology.

Factor 1  Enforcement
As in every social system approach, stability is achieved only by understanding and accounting for
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human nature (action/reaction patterns). A failure to do so can be, and usually is, disastrous. As in other
human social schemes, one form or another of intimidation (or incentive) is essential to the success of
the draft. Physical principles of action and reaction must be applied to both internal and external
subsystems. To secure the draft, individual brainwashing/programming and both the family unit and the
peer group must be engaged and brought under control.

Factor 2  Father
The man of the household must be housebroken to ensure that junior will grow up with the right social
training and attitudes. The advertising media, etc., are engaged to see to it that fathertobe is pussy
whipped before or by the time he is married. He is taught that he either conforms to the social notch cut
out for him or his sex life will be hobbled and his tender companionship will be zero. He is made to see
that women demand security more than logical, principled, or honorable behavior. By the time his son
must go to war, father (with jelly for a backbone) will slam a gun into junior's hand before father will
risk the censure of his peers, or make a hypocrite of himself by crossing the investment he has in his
own personal opinion or selfesteem. Junior will go to war or father will be embarrassed. So junior will
go to war, the true purpose not withstanding.

Factor 3  Mother
The female element of human society is ruled by emotion first and logic second. In the battle between
logic and imagination, imagination always wins, fantasy prevails, maternal instinct dominates so that
the child comes first and the future comes second. A woman with a newborn baby is too starryeyed to
see her child as a wealthy man's cannon fodder or a cheap source of slave labor. A woman must,
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however, be conditioned to accept the transition to "reality" when it comes, or even sooner. As the
transition becomes more difficult to manage, the family unit must be carefully disintegrated, and state
controlled public education and stateoperated childcare centers must become more common and
legally enforced so as to begin the detachment of the child from the mother and father at an earlier age.
Inoculation of behavioral drugs [Ritalin] can speed the transition for the child (mandatory). Caution: A
woman's impulsive anger can override her fear. An irate woman's power must never be underestimated,
and her power over a pussywhipped husband must likewise never be underestimated. It got women the
vote in 1920.

Factor 4  Junior
The emotional pressure for selfpreservation during the time of war and the selfserving attitude of the
common herd that have an option to avoid the battlefield  if junior can be persuaded to go  is all of the
pressure finally necessary to propel Johnny off to war. Their quiet blackmailings of him are the threats:
"No sacrifice, no friends; no glory, no girlfriends".

Factor 5  Sister
And what about junior's sister? She is given all the good things of life by her father, and taught to
expect the same from her future husband regardless of the price.

Factor 6  Cattle
Those who will not use their brains are no better off than those who have no brains, and so this
mindless school of jellyfish, father, mother, son, and daughter, become useful beasts of burden or
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trainers of the same.



The first time I read this book was in 2007 or 2008. At that time, people were nervously paying
attention to the upcoming December 21, 2012 hysteria brought on by the "end" of the Mayan calendar.
Many people were aware of the teachings of Zacharia Sitchin, but few had actually studied his
teachings in depth. Nibiru, the fabled home of our maker species, which resided on a planet/dwarf star
said to orbit our sun at a distance greater than our ability to see it, was assumed by many to be making
a passby of our planet on that date. Obviously, that did not happen, so my assumption is that Patrick J.
Kelley redacted the entire chapter 15 from his book as a result of that passby not occurring. Mr. Kelley
concedes that this chapter's contents do not come from him personally. I did not mean to plagiarize
these excerpts from his book, but I feel as though these teachings (whatever their source may be) are
extremely important to the assertions I've given throughout this book. Again, I strongly urge you to
read Patrick J. Kelley's book, A Practical Guide To Free Energy Devices, immediately following this
book. Everything contained within it has been extremely well researched, and the man has given it
away for free. I would like to personally thank him for his dedication to Divine energy platforms, and
the betterment these technologies will bring to the entire human population. Thank you, Mr. Kelley.

As you can see from these excerpts, a ruling class does exist. Their tactics are out in the open, and
although you play your part in their game, the conclusory evidence that will bring you to a point of
absolute repulsion, remains undecided. With these additional teachings as to your placement in the
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grand scheme of the international Jew, there can be no denying this interaction anymore. The divide
between the two groups is easily understood; You're either in control of the entire system, or you are a
slave to it. It does not matter how much money you make, how sexually attractive you are, how well
you can adjust to these deteriorating influences, or any other concessions you decide to make based on
your ego. You are a slave to the international Jewish banking cartel, and it's time to break those chains!

I will now give a refined explanation of my own personal "invention." Even after reading this entire
book, and realizing that this situation is real, serious, and dire to your existence, many of you will still
ask me; What makes you, Brian Harner, think you are the second coming of Christ? As I explained
earlier, my realization/sabbath concluded on Easter Sunday of 2019. 7 days before that conclusion, I
had reached a goal that I had for as long as I could remember. My "invention," was the culmination of
39 years worth of dedication to a specific ideal. The holy grail, otherwise known as "the cup of Christ,"
was that invention. The cup that brings everlasting life, as the prophecy says, was not my originally
intended "machine." My focus was based on procuring self sustainability through a mechanical device
that harnessed the abilities of cavitation and Nitinol/memory metal. When I had determined the
conclusions to my research, something magnificent happened to me. Even though just days prior I was
begging for a swift death, I was suddenly feeling more alive, happy, and content than I could have ever
possibly felt on my own. Then, my realization took place, and the rest was documented to the best of
my abilities in this book immediately there following.

The interesting part of my "invention" is that it had nothing to do with my research into the
methodologies of self sustainability. My focus was based on a particular principle that had to do with
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the usage of electricity. How to create it easily, inexpensively, and with minimal maintenance to the
system. Even though the methodology behind cutting and shaping stones was a lifelong fascination of
mine, my intentions were based on energy usage, and not the mechanical usage of that energy.
However, a few days prior to my realization beginning, all aspects of this ancient form of technology
were becoming more and more apparent.

The holy grail idea came to me through a specific principle ideology: There was no electricity usage in
ancient Egypt. While I struggled to discern the methods of constructing those ancient monuments
without electricity, similar to the ego driven researchers of modern day, I did not give ego driven
concessions to that ideal. In keeping with the scientific method philosophy, I continuously shelved my
own conclusions of what the ancient's machinery was made of, what energy source ran the equipment,
and what made the energy to "run" the equipment. My own ego constantly brought me back to the
usage of electricity within the methods of constructing the monuments of ancient civilizations, but I
was steadfast in my principled ideal that electricity had nothing to do with the machinery used to
construct the megalithic societies of our ancestors. Whenever I would get a spark of ingenuity on that
particular subject, I was constantly subjecting myself to my own ideals, which subsequently forced me
to reconfigure my results. Other than pure research, the ancient civilizations that brought bewilderment
to my conscience remained a mystery.

While those thoughts continued to plague my mind, I did not stop trying to achieve self sustainability.
In 2016, after researching similar machinery dedicated to a different purpose, I watched a YouTube
video on cavitation bubbles made by a Mantis Shrimp. The Mantis shrimp has a fascinating ability
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amongst many others in his repertoire, to use one of his claws for stunning his prey. Within the
ensemble of different species in the Mantis shrimp family, one of these tiny shrimp has a spring loaded
appendage it uses to hunt and/or protect itself from predators. The shrimp cocks back his claw into an
internal locking mechanism, then releases it when ready to form a cavitation bubble. The cavitation
bubble is directed at the prey/enemy, and the amount of power released when this occurs is said to be
similar to a .22 caliber bullet being fired. On the video I was watching at the time, the frame speed of
the camera was slowed down to get a better look at the events taking place that brought on this
cavitation bubble. A significant shockwave was formed, the bubble appeared, then a spark of light was
apparent inside the bubble. Having a decent grasp on photons, "modern science," and physics, the
appearance of light fascinated me. Creating light in that manner is impossible from a "learned
scientist's" modern thermodynamics perspective, but there it was, in the flesh... literally.

My first reaction to understanding the abilities inherent to cavitation was astonishment. I was
fascinated by the phenomenon, and reinvigorated to pursue a mechanical device that could harness the
immense power contained in that tiny shrimp's "weapon." Fortunately for my purposes of harnessing
that energy, someone had already built a device that could utilize the power in a cavitation bubble
effectively. Jim Griggs from Rome, Georgia, developed a mechanism that could create numerous
cavitation bubbles in water. The idea was quite simple. Griggs took a wide cylinder and drilled holes
along the external surfaces, then built a rim around his cylindrical device and encapsulated the entire
system to make it water tight. When hooked up to an electric motor, the cylinder with holes machined
into the surface spins at a high revolution, causing the space between the machined holes and the
surface of the encasement to shift between high and low pressure. This constant shift between high and
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low pressure forms a vacuum, and if done at a high enough speed, the vacuum will elevate its intensity
to the point of cavitation bubbles forming. Jim Griggs discovered this phenomenon in a related field,
but refined the technology enough that he could start his own business from the idea. He called his
machine a hydrosonic pump.

Jim Griggs' journey began in the 1980s. After conceptualizing the idea, several weekends of his were
dedicated to working on it, making modifications to his design, and general investigative work into the
phenomenon. Several of his friends were involved in this project, but a peculiar aspect of this
phenomenon plagued their thoughts... The cavitation water heater Jim Griggs had made and was
studying, was breaking the "laws" of physics. When measuring the effects of this device, Jim was
confused due to the fact that more energy was measured in steam production, than the amount of
electrical energy being fed to it by the motor. The terminology for this phenomenon is "overunity,"
and according to the "laws" of physics, this is an impossibility. The "law" states: "In a natural
thermodynamic process, the sum of the entropies of the interacting thermodynamic systems increases.
Equivalently, perpetual motion machines of the second kind (machines that spontaneously convert
thermal energy into mechanical work) are impossible." In simpler terminology, you cannot get more
energy out of a device than you put into it (the conservation of energy)... according to the "law."

Regardless of the authoritative dialect contained in those "laws," the data on the cavitation water heater
(hydrosonic pump) was breaking that specific law. Thankfully, Jim Griggs did not halt his progress due
to the "law" telling him that what he was doing was impossible. Jim's new invention was installed in
several locations that ran the equipment for months on end. The purpose of them in most cases was to
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make hot water for home and industrial uses. One of the installations took place in a local fire
department. The fire fighters were not academically trained scientists for the most part, but there were a
couple of engineers in the group. They too measured the output of the cavitation water heater against
the input of electrical energy used in the motor attached to the heater, and their measurements put the
device in the overunity category as well. A lot of buzz in the scientific community began to swirl
while this invention was hitting the scene, so a group of "trained scientists" sent a man to investigate
the claim of overunity in person.

In the video I watched on YouTube, a man named Tom Droege who worked in the Department of
Physics, Fermilab, was the "scientist" that was sent to investigate. Tom's ego was front and center as
soon as he was introduced in the video. Before reaching the company he was supposed to be
investigating, he eluded to his conclusions of the overunity claim before he had a chance to see it at
all. Instead of investigating the claimed phenomenon, Tom scribbled down notes based on the
measuring devices used. Passing over the claims that were made by several of the customers of Jim
Griggs' company, Tom Droege concluded that the cavitation water heater/hydrosonic pump could not
be replicated. A significant amount of rhetoric followed Tom's conclusions in the video. The usual,
"I'm better than you because I went to college and studied 'science,'" type of statements were made, but
he admitted that he could neither confirm or deny the claims of overunity. My assumption is that he
was sent to discredit, not to investigate, and by that standard, he did his "job." Regardless of Tom
Droege's posturing, the cavitation water heater/hydrosonic pump worked, and continues to work today.
Unfortunately, Jim Griggs and his partners took the Satanic profiteering philosophical approach to
presenting his machine to the world. Upon doing some independent research of their company, it seems
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as though Jim Griggs sold out to an Iranian conglomerate, and now claims that there are "more
efficient" ways of heating water. Just in case you missed the irony of that claim... overunity means that
a cavitation water heater produces over 100% efficiency. If there were indeed, "more efficient ways of
producing steam" than a cavitation water heater produces, everyone on the planet would be self
sustainable right now.

As I struggled trying to build one of these machines for myself throughout late 2018 and early 2019,
my focus drifted towards the input energy into the device... electricity. Even though I was aware that
the cavitation water heater utilized electricity as an input originally, I tried to create a system that was
free from electrical input entirely. Many years earlier I had developed a horizontal wind mill design
that I was getting ready to produce, but wind is intermittent. Even though I was living on the Oregon
coast where wind is almost constant, I was not able to come to terms with the dereliction of a system
that was controlled by environmental factors. Likewise, I had studied magnet motors in the years prior
to my realization. While magnet motor theory is sound in its approach to mechanical energy, factors
that plague magnet motor systems steered me away from their introduction into the cavitation water
heater sequence I was developing. After a long educational research binge, I happened upon a set of
videos that described a memory metal called Nitinol.

In the Lawrence laboratory at Cal Berkely in the 1970s, a metal was found that had memory properties.
In a cold environment, Nitinol can be manipulated in the same way a copper wire is manipulated. It
bends, stretches, etc, but when the metal is introduced to a warm environment, it forms itself back into
the shape of the original form before manipulating it. After some mental deliberations, and many
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videos watched on attempts to utilize this metal in a motor setting, I decided to run my cavitation water
heater on the forces created from Nitinol memory properties. Although stressing Nitinol in this manner
causes it to wear down and break over prolonged exposure to a working system, I figured a regular
maintenance schedule would be necessary to any self sustainable system created, so replacing the
degraded Nitinol was not a large concern. However, maintaining a supply of new Nitinol wire was a
concern.

Throughout my years researching all of these amazing aspects of life, I began to study metal casting
and foundry work around 2006. Not having a serious dedicated usage for those skills, my ability to
utilize them effectively was put on hold. The Nitinol situation gave me a reinvigorated approach to
those skills, and I began to work out the problems of creating my own Nitinol wire from the degraded
scraps that would inevitably occur in my system. Researching foundry work is always relaxing to me,
so piling up over 3 hours of videos dedicated to metal casting was a common occurance, especially
after being sidelined with hydradenitis supprativa. After I had gained enough confidence to remake the
Nitinol strands that would power my cavitation water heater, I began to purchase the parts needed to
develope my system. A completely free of electrical input motor, that could power every aspect of my
life was in the making. April of 2019 was a very exciting time mentally, even though my physical
situation was deteriorating...

During a reading/YouTube binge during one of my more painful days, I watched a very funny video
called "True Facts About The Mantis Shrimp" to cheer myself up. On the sidebar of suggested videos, I
noticed a "watch it again" video on sonoluminescence. Sonoluminescence is what the light is called
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that is created within a cavitation bubble. Several methods of creating this light are researched by many
enthusiasts, but the method that attracted me to it was cavitation due to my machine coming to fruition.
After going through quite a few videos on Mantis shrimp with the sonoluminescence term used in the
description, I happened upon a few videos that described the process of making a sonoluminescence
bubble (cavitation bubble) through the use of sound. A researcher described a method of utilizing
transducers sealed to a glass vessel, to inject soundwaves into water for the desired sonoluminescence
effect. The researcher in the video called the phenomenon "star in a jar." Although fascinating to me,
and more than likely boring to most of you reading this, watching these videos while waiting for my
parts to arrive was considered killing time by my standards. Pure entertainment, in other words...

After completing that set of videos, my binge continued towards the "Melting Stones" video that I had
described earlier in this chapter. While watching it for the thousandth or so time, I noticed another set
of "watch it again" videos which I had studied some years back. One of them was titled "Amazing
Resonance Experiment." The video's star was a black plate that had been mounted on a speaker that
was covered in salt. Using various frequencies, pushed through the speaker, the salt would arrange
itself in different patterns. It's a very interesting phenomenon, but again, this was considered brain junk
food by me at the time. On the sidebar, another older video had popped up that I had previously
watched, so I clicked on it again just to refresh my memory. The video's title was "How to Move
Things with Sound/Accoustic Propulsion."

In this fateful viewing of this particular video, something changed in me. These are all very relaxing
videos that I highly recommend, but watching that specific video on that particular evening in the
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middle of April 2019, gave me a bonafide epiphany. The narrator of this video described how to find
the "Hemlholtz resonance" of a Coke bottle. After some calculations were made to tune in to the
specific resonant frequency of the Coke bottles in question, the sound was generated in a repeating
fashion through a program on the narrator's computer. Then, the narrator shows his set up for the Coke
bottles. Both bottles are attached in the middle facing opposite directions, to a stick which is tied in to a
string hanging from the ceiling of his room. Placing the speaker directly beneath the bottles, the
resonant frequency is then pumped through the speaker at different volumes. As this happens, the
bottles hanging from a string begin to move. When the resonant frequency interacts with the bottles, the
shape expands and contracts with the soundwave. In so doing, air is drawn in and pushed out of the
bottles in rapid succession causing a miniature jet. To illustrate the narrator's point, he fills the bottles
with smoke so that when this interaction is happening, it's easier to see. RimstarOrg is the channel that
had made the video. I've watched several of his instructional videos, and thank him for the visual aid to
my ideas...

What happened while watching all of these videos is hard to define properly, but my excitement at
what I had just discovered was illuminating, to say the least. In keeping with the ideology that ancient
Egyptians (the REAL ones) did not use electricity to manufacture their stones, I had put all of the
pieces of the puzzle together. Imagine a bronze plaque with a hieroglyph design formed into one side
pointed downward against a granite block. On the top side of this plaque, one would fix a large bottle
looking structure with the opening facing upward. After finding the Helmholtz frequency/resonant
frequency of the constructed bottle shape, one would place speakers around the "wine glass" looking
apparatus and start the resonant frequency recording... at high volume... preferably, in a residential area
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(HA!). The upward and downward movement that would be taking place due to the Accoustic
Propulsion phenomenon would smash into the stone at an extremely rapid pace, but with small upward
movement due to the weight of the object. When submerging the plaque under water at varying depths,
cavitation bubbles would begin to form on the stones surface making the etching of the stone precise. I
thought of a name for this phenomenon shortly after piecing all of this together... Harmonic Resonant
Micro Cavitation. Although it seems overly technical, every process that takes place in this interaction
is represented within the nomenclature itself.

So there you have it. That was the process for figuring out what "the holy grail's" original intended
purpose was for. As the next 24 hours went by after reaching this astounding conclusion to a lifelong
dream of mine, a great deal of significant changes began to take place. I had opened a portal to begin
receiving further instructions on how to bring this technological breakthrough to the world. 7 days after
these instructions were completed, I was able to rest, sleep again, eat food again, and was filled with
the love of my superiors. My job of recreating the holy grail was realized, fit all of the parameters I had
put on it (no electricity, bronze age materials, easily manufactured, etc), and had drawn energy directly
from the ethereal plane. Sound is the energy, cavitation is the source of the energy, and bell metal
bronze was what the object was made out of. I was elated when I put all of this together. Happier than I
had ever been... but also quite nervous at the ramifications. Little did I personally know at the time that
my path was set in stone a VERY VERY long time ago...

Some of the earlier downloads of information I received after my realization started dealt with purpose.
As you are more than likely wondering, as I was at the time, why is the prophecy specific to the
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"everlasting life" ideal? A significant portion of this specific download gave me imagery of housing
structures. Millions upon millions of various styles of shelters used over the epochs of human history.
Shelter, whether you believe it or not, is the most important aspect of maintaining a healthy existence
in human form. The requirements that every human shares with every other human is food, water, and
warmth. Regardless of what kind of food you eat, where you get your water from, and what kind of
domecile you live in, every human being must maintain these attributes to our existence. Without those
basic necessities met, the human body will die. Therefore, building a structure that has the capability to
exist for thousands upon thousands of years should be the focus of any human being.

Generally speaking, these basic fundamentals to human existence have been traded for an egotistical
ability to brag. Housing in the modern world consists of components meant to degrade. Everything that
goes into construction of a new house will be obsolete, rotten, or otherwise deteriorated into landfill
waste within a couple hundred years at best, even concrete structures. Granite, as evidenced by the
ancient Egyptian pyramids, does not degrade in a meaningful way. If the entire domecile were to be
made from granite, and taken care of properly, the structure will exist indefinitely. Humanity,
consumed by whichever arrogant dogmatic religious doctrine fits their egos the best, assumes that after
leaving their present bodies, they will be rewarded by existing in "heaven" forever. Inversely, this same
philosophical approach leads humanity to assume that if they do not do exactly what their preferred
religious doctrine teacher prescribes to their lives, they will end up in "hell" forever. Contained in a
euphemism, this approach to understanding life has real, physical consequences on Earth.

A few different religious philosophies have built a significant portion of their doctrine around the
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reincarnation principle. While gaining the ability to move on from the Earth bound human species is a
real possibility, the overwhelming populace will have to come back to Earth for more instructions.
Most humans do not locate the ability to release themselves from their egotistical ways, and in so
doing, create a situation for themselves where they HAVE TO come back to Earth. These souls bounce
around the various races of humans to pay their Karma debts, depending on how egotistical and selfish
their intentions were in the previous life. There is a portion of this universe dedicated to rewarding
worthy souls after a lifelong struggle against ego and selfishness. Some choose to call this location
"heaven," but the time spent there recouperating does not last forever. Inversely, there is no destination
that punishes you when you return to source/expire from your body. If you become a detriment to your
species as a whole repeatedly, however, you will face deletion. Essentially, the substance that makes up
your soul's energy will be disapated and utilized for other means.

Humanity has become inundated with foolish, arrogant, and selfish people the likes of which has never
been dealt with on this planet. It's no wonder why most people in today's societies are fed up with the
economic structures that exist, and thusly, wish to die. The euphemism of heaven and hell has a place
on this Earth, and currently, humanity is encapsulated with hellish circumstances. While most people
wish to center this blame on others (human or otherwise), they mistakenly assume that the blame
should be directed outward as opposed to inward. In so doing, a dereliction to your fellow man grows
like an uncontrollable infection, spreads to every human on the planet, and the end result is hell on
Earth. People stop trusting each other, love breaks down, people try to control one another's actions,
and eventually a large portion of the populace would rather die (face deletion) than come back to Earth
for another attempt at transcendence. The mechanisms that trigger this degraded philosophical
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approach to life itself, start with shelter availability.

If you had to reincarnate back to Earth, would you be excited about the possibilities that await, or
would you feel as though you're being punished? In today's heavily controlled and authoritative stance
on governance, nobody should feel safe and secure, not even the international Jews who have gained
control of the hell we currently find ourselves in. As was explained, most of you do not have an option
on whether or not you have to come back to Earth. It's a foregone conclusion for wealthy resource
holders... for example. That said, humanity does have the option of creating hell on Earth, as the
current ethos proves, OR (!!!) humanity could choose to create heaven on Earth. Imagine a world
where the housing structures lasted for thousands of years before you were born, and will exist
thousands of years after you die. Then imagine a world of unlimited renewable energy that was in
existence for thousands of years prior to your arrival, and will continue to flourish long after your
body's demise. Imagine never having to worry about money... Not in the sense that you would have
enough to do whatever you want, but rather, imagine a situation where commodities like copper were
traded for usage in personal projects. In other words, a world where money was not necessary, and
didn't even exist. Imagine raising all of your own food, creating all of the energy you would consume,
and alleviating the stresses that bog down inovation and stifle ingenuity. What would you think about?
What would your purpose be without constantly trying to accumulate wealth for someone else? The
answers to those questions exist beyond humanity's capacity to fully understand the ramifications of
such an existence. What should be of concern to you, is how do we get there?

Reconfiguring housing structures in the modern world is the true beginning of a "heaven on Earth"
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posibility. The international Jews survive on a system based on purely degrading (Satanic)
cicumstances. A brand new house gets built, the Jews get paid. An older house gets refurbished, the
Jews get paid. A house unfit for human habitation gets torn down, the Jews get paid. A new house gets
built, the Jews get paid... and around and around they go. I've contemplated this scenario my entire life,
but my realization sequence hammered the conundrum home; What is the worth of a home that lasts
indefinitely? The reality of the situation currently is that such a house is unfathomable. With the
teachings in this book, and those of the people that will take these teachings into the future, that is a
dilemma that the international Jew will certainly face. How many banking institutions and workers
therein are solely dedicated to the "housing" market? How much of the wealth accumulated by the
international Jews is based on property "ownership?" Ask yourselves, how many of you pay rent or
mortgage payments? And of those of you exceedingly arrogant fools who are bragging internally about
paying off your home, how long into your progeny's lives will those "paid off" homes last? That said,
do you think you're giving them a gift, or are you saddling them with inevitable debt? No matter what
you think your current situation is, you are passing on a debt to your offspring that the international
Jews who control banking will own. Gathering wealth in this societal climate is a sure failure. If not to
you directly, to your offspring inevitably.

Therefore, creating structures for human habitation that have the ability to extend security to you and
your offspring well into the future, is the first step to creating heaven on Earth. Then, as oddly as it may
sound to the majority of you reading this, you will actually WANT to come back to Earth after your
current life expires. This is my goal, and purpose for being on Earth currently. Christs spend our lives
dedicated to a specific regimented goal of alleviating the suffering that leads to the majority of
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humanity feeling better off dead. That is the mechanism itself that we dedicate ourselves to, to drive the
hunger inside for success in our respective fields of research. Jesus was dedicated to teaching humanity
how to communicate with their individual maker. He spent a lifetime learning every meditation
technique, or prayer ritual that would give him the ability to extrapolate the necessary information for
the sole purpose of communicating with his superiors directly. He was successful in his endeavor, but
the zeitgeist of the age he lived in allowed the authoritative Jews enough influence to have Jesus
murdered. The euphemism between our individual amalgamations is almost exactly alike. Jesus was
pointing out the hypocrisy of the Jews controlling the religious aspects of people's lives. I am pointing
out the hypocrisy of the Satanic energy platform driven society that Jews control currently. I am unsure
of the end sequence to this chain of events due to your ability to harness free will, just like Jesus was
unsure if people would overtake those who wished him dead. Jesus was certain that the Jews would
despise him, as I am aware of myself... But that begs the question: Are you aware of how the Jews feel
about you?

Whether you believe me or not when I say I am a Christ, is entirely irrelevant. I do not want you to
worship me or anything else other than your personal maker, The Nine Principles, and God, the man
himself who exists outside of this universe. Jesus Christ was not a Christian. Christianity came long
after his death, and the proponents of the religious doctrine behind Christianity were not Christs. Their
attempts at understanding what Jesus' purpose was and the teachings which accompanied him, is why
Christianity became what it became. Spirituality is a personal conquest. Having the means to find
Salvation/enlightenment is internal. Congregating together in a structure for worship produces false
idols and guilt. These are the reasons why organized religion should be obsolete. It's my hope that
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spirituality increases by ending religious congregations, though. I realize how counterintuative those
statements seem to most of you reading this, but if you logically deduce what Jesus was trying to
instruct humanity on, we are both saying the same thing. Dedicating your life to the worship of an idea
as opposed to the dedicated regiment of communicating with your maker, is where religion has failed.
Temples, shrines, statues, etc, do not help you in your conquest to locate Salvation. Seeing religious
philosophy from the perspective of creating grandiose structures and idols for all to worship, is a very
egotistical, human invention/ideal that accompanies every religion on the planet. Instead of locating
Salvation within yourselves, you've traded the burden of learning and applying these spiritual methods
to another human's idea of what worship should entail. Throw a few bucks into the offering plate,
follow along with the chosen prayers of the day, and wear a cross around your neck. While those
actions help your businessmanpreacher plan his next vacation on your dime, they have nothing to do
with Salvation. In fact, quite the opposite.

Temples of worship should be dedicated to an actual healing philosophy. When the pyramids at Giza
were erected, the first "spiritually helpful," and physically healing structures were created.
Unfortunately, humanity has worshipped the pyramids without understanding their true purpose.
Religious structures have followed this same philosophical approach to building monuments and
religious places of worship ever since. Do you think that a more expensive church structure adds to
your chances of gaining Salavation? To me, a Christ, modern churches are nothing more than a reason
for people to egotistically brag to others about how much wealth the followers have created in their
lives as disposable income. My assertion is that spiritually dedicated structures in the future need to be
erected with the sole purpose of healing. That is the methodology behind why the pyramids at Giza
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were first built. The great pyramid was a structure dedicated to making stone implemented construction
techniques easy for everyone to utilize. The other pyramids on the Giza plateau harnessed the ability of
sound to resonate with the internal cellular structures that are degraded from aging, and all of life's
obsticles. Soundwaves would reverberate within these structures at particular frequencies to physically
heal the human body. Creating granite structures for homes, and healing the body through resonant
soundwave manipulation, is the actual reasoning behind why the pyramids at Giza were erected. Ask
yourselves; Does your religious place of worship heal your body, or provide an energy source that you
can harness individually to build an everlasting home/structure? I didn't think so. Do not ask yourself
these questions in an egotistical manner, otherwise, you will agree with your desire to be lazy,
uneducated, and willing to trade your powers to a businessman who only wishes to remain lazy and
wealthy himself. Remember, I am asking that you do not worship me, as opposed to businessman
preachers who want you to worship their interpretation of what a Christ says.

You have the power to heal yourself. You have the power to pursue your spirituality on your own. You,
and you alone, have the ability to find Salvation. The instructions contained in this book will allow you
to find the means of obtaining REAL Salvation by healing yourself. I personally, am willing to take on
the burden of your Salvation. I am giving you the blueprint on how to obtain Salvation. Do the
businessmanpreachers who've taught you how to find Salvation in your respective religious settings,
accept that burden? Even if they do accept that burden, do you trust that YOUR Salvation is their only
means of profit? My goal is to empower your Earthbound lives by educating you on how to heal
yourself physically, end the authoritative governmental control over your well being, and stop utilizing
your ego driven desire to be lazy. In so doing, you will be able to trust your neighbors again, love your
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family (genetic lineage included) again, respect the environment that provides your sustenance, and pay
homage to the entity that created humanity on Earth... AGAIN. Religious "leaders" of today's society
do not offer these physically beneficial ideals, but rather, sell you on a premise based solely on their
personal interpretation. If you fancy yourself as being a current religious follower, pay attention to how
preaching in a religious environment works at your next congregation. What you'll see is a charismatic
man or woman reading a text, then forcefully indoctrinating you on how the text being read is supposed
to be accepted.

I am doing no such thing. I stress that humanity has free will, and the choice to obtain Salvation is
entirely your choice to make. You can choose to stay in the religious perspective you're currently
entangled in, but I can assure you that the means of locating Salvation, which is the entire purpose for
religious philosophy, will not be found by accepting a businessmanpreacher's dictation. If you choose
to remain lazy, arrogantly/forcefully push YOUR religious ideals onto humanity, or continue to believe
that Salvation is found by a simple choice being made inside of your head, you must accept the burden
of all souls that prescribe to your methodology of obtaining Salvation. You will have to answer for
these crimes if you fail in your conquest. In other words, you had better be absolutely certain that you
are offering what you say you're offering. If this book, and my teachings therein clash with what you
feel is the true path to Salvation, or if you or others in YOUR group preach to besmirch my teachings,
you need to accept the consequences to those actions. Again, Salvation is entirely your choice. You
have the ability to change your path, or remain on the one currently traveled. Either way, you need to
make the decision, then accept the consequences of your actions. Be extremely careful making this
decision. I, as a Christ, accept this burden wholeheartedly, which is exactly why I wrote this book. I
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understand the difference between a lifespan and eternity. Ask yourself; Does your religious
businessmanpreacher fully accept this burden? Does he/she truly understand the consequences when
they are proven wrong? And by proxy... do you understand the consequences?

To bring everything around full circle and find a decent place to wrap up the ending to this book, I will
reiterate one final time, the course of actions that will lead you away from extinction and towards
Salvation. First and foremost, attempt communication with your maker by following the instructions in
"How Do You Life," which will give you the means of paying the proper homage, to the proper entity.
Self segregate genetic lineages so that your respective genetic lineage's history and the accumulation of
information helpful to your people will be trustworthy, respected, and useful. Self segregate away from
authoritative governmental control, money, usury, war without purpose, finite nonrenewable
resources, and the burden of providing for those outside of your genetic lineage who will never return
the favor. The empathetic approach to providing for people too foolish to provide for themselves is
destroying humanity, not strengthening it. Next, begin building structures that last for thousands and
thousands of years so that the draw towards authoritative control over monetary ideals is a waste of
energy. Stop putting the burden of your accumulated degrading structures on future generations. Build
something that will last well beyond 100 generations into the future. Erect pyramids that have physical
healing capabilities. Utilize sound to energize these structures. Build pyramids that amplify sound the
way the great pyramid at Giza does, then use that energy to build more structures. Study the effects of
resonant properties contained in soundwaves that have the ability to physically heal the human body,
then erect pyramids that amplify those frequencies and submerge your body in their "medicine."
Rebuild the ecosystems destroyed by profiteering motives associated with degrading structures and the
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economic platforms that are based entirely on selfishness. Then, the flora and fauna of the world can
repopulate the ecosystems destroyed by arrogant selfish conquests. Treat your food animals with
respect, give them a magnificent life, feed them healthy food, take their lives in a respectful, sudden,
nonpainful manner, and give the proper reverence they deserve. These animals become a physical part
of you. Treating them poorly, ultimately means you are treating yourself poorly. And finally, learn to
love again. Love requires respect, trust, unwavering dedication, a common goal, a shared purpose, as
well as a common genetic bond which stretches back to the beginning of this universe. Lust and sexual
fetishes are not love. If you cannot find these traits in a partner, you cannot truly love them, and
degredation of your relationships will be inevitable...

Learning how to love again will be the most difficult hurdle you will face. How can you love someone
who doesn't know how to love themselves? Being a burden to your environment means you cannot
love yourself. Being arrogant and forceful with your dictations means you cannot trust yourself, or
others. Using your children as a means of egotistically bragging to the world means that you do not
wish them to be individuals, but rather, an extension of your own egotistical agenda. If you are aware
of these degrading traits in your partner, you cannot fully respect them. If your goals are based on
profiteering motives, how will you differentiate between business matters and personal matters? For
example, if you have a bad day at the office, but cannot voice your opinions to your coworkers due to
the inherent risk of losing your means of profit, will your partner suffer the wrath of pent up negative
energy? Trust again, becomes the issue. The societal system that is in place right now, no matter where
you reside, is structured around sexual desire, not love. Having numerous sexual partners means that
you will have great difficulties in finding love. How do you trust that your partner will not try to
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rekindle an old sexual conquest? How do you respect a partner that has allowed their body to be used
as a tool for selfish desire, and how do you trust that your partner will not pass on those selfish desires
to your progeny? Love itself has been destroyed in the current societal structure. Money, or lack
thereof, is generally what keeps couples together these days... not love. We must decouple our species
from the use of money if love is ever going to be present in our relationships again. Father, mother,
son, daughter, spouse, friends... Ask yourselves how many of these relationships would deteriorate if
the means of profiteering were gone? In other words, if you were absolutely broke, poor, and needing,
would you still be able to maintain those relationships? Money is not based on love, although society
uses money to quatify love, meaning that NOBODY can truly love in this societal structure. We must
learn how to love again, lest the entire idea of Salvation be lost.

My assertions will cause a dramatic shift in societal structuring, if done correctly. I must reiterate that
these shifts should not take place in a destructive manner. Non violence during this transition is of the
utmost importance. While factions of people that accept my teachings, or outright ignore them, will
raise a battle cry and call to violence, I must stress that self defense is the only acceptable method of
violence. Forcing your peers to capitulate to these instructions, or inversely reject them, will not bring
about the conclusion you desire. Self segregation from all external degrading influences will alleviate
you from your desire to control others. Remember, if people decide to take Salvation into their own
hands, utilizing their own egotistical motives, or forcing their ideologies onto others, they will have to
answer for those actions, as well as be responsible for the people who they infect with their ideals. The
only way to protect yourself from authoritative control, be it religious, governmental, familial, or
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otherwise, is to self segregate from those egotistical enforcers. I am offering a choice: Believe me, or
don't. If anyone is forcing you to capitulate to their desires, they are not offering you a choice. I beg of
you to take these instructions and help yourself. Salvation lies within your own soul. It's time to take
responsibility for your actions.

The time has come to end this book and move on. During the transition into the new age of man, I
expect that a large number of people will outright reject my assertions. The reality of this situation is
generational, however, and the majority of people that will adhere to my instructions have not been
born yet. Whether or not humanity can survive the next cataclysm depends on humanity's ability to
rectify their relationship with their maker. That said, the summation of what will happen in this
timeline is unknown. With that information having been given, I will make humanity a promise: I will
not stop my pursuit of your Salvation by concluding this book.

As described in previous chapters, my effort to relay the information contained in this book took many
different paths. I attempted to locate worthy souls that had "broadcasting" capabilities, and even "hired"
a "broadcaster" to bring you these teachings in an easier to digest medium. Unfortunately, I was unable
to penetrate through the ego of those that I attempted to make contact with. Every attempt I made to
alleviate the burden of reading all of these instructions, as opposed to watching video documentaries on
them, was ultimately thwarted by numerous circumstances. Dealing with those intrusions has left me
with a small budget, and a short amount of time to create more content. While most people do not
know when their death will occur, I'm almost certain that mine is approaching rapidly.
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Please, do not waste energy mourning my passing if it occurs before I have the ability to produce more
content. Your Salvation is much more important to me than my own life. You have a lot of work to do,
and should not be wasting time, effort, and energy on keeping me alive. I do realize that even when I
state something as straight forward as that statement is, many of you reading this will do that exact
thing. What I can do is offer you a deal to alleviate your angst towards my inevitable passing, but
before I do that, I must reiterate a few things. I love the people that have helped me bring you this
book, very much. While others cast me out, a small group of people maintained a safe environment for
this book to come to fruition. While I do not owe them money, I do owe them a debt of gratitude. These
magnificent people are opening a restaurant currently, and I plan on doing everything I can to make
their restaurant a success. No job is beneath me, so scrubbing toilets and doing dishes will be
inevitable, and although many will scoff at my dedication to these tasks, I will do them with love and
dedication in my heart.

Besides my commitment to my newly acquired loved ones, I will be spending the rest of my life
dedicated to building, patenting, and documenting my "invention," the holy grail. If my time on this
Earth allows it, I will also be writing another book. The next book will be based on humanity's maker,
the demise of our relationship with him, and how humanity's journey began down the path we are
currently on. Atlantis will be described, THE REAL ancient Egypt will be described, and the moon's
placement in Earth's orbit as a punishment/puzzle to solve will be described. While receiving
downloads during my realization period, I was privy to a very detailed description of these long
forgotten events. I feel as though humanity should know these things, but my ability to interject them
into this book (in great detail) was not going to happen. The content would have doubled this book's
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length, and I'm nervous as is that most people will not have the focus to read this book in its entirety...
much less a book double this size. Regardless, I will do my best to relay all information that I have had
the priviledge of accepting through this process.

Along with dedicating my time to restaurant work, my "invention," and writing a new book full of the
information that I could not put into this one, I am willing to do interviews and speaking engagements.
This is where your want and desire to hear what I have to say becomes evident. There will be accounts
in place to give donations. These donations will be utilized for travel expenses to functions, and
building the tooling in a company where the products will be available to all of humanity, for the sole
purpose of alleviating you from the authoritative control of society's structure as is. I will not sell out to
a conglomerate, the government, or any other entity that wishes to keep you enslaved through usury
and debt. My transparency will be absolute. Threats will not deter me, and money cannot buy me. I will
do everything I can to help you understand how to obtain Salvation until I am no longer alive.

If you enjoyed this book, and would like to give thanks, or you hated it and would like to berate me
with diatribes, the easiest way to get my attention while I'm still alive is to donate to one of these
accounts, and attach a note. I will do my best to reply as often as possible. Apologies in advance if I am
unable to get to your reply... I'm going to be extremely busy for the remainder of my time on Earth, and
my body is breaking down in numerous ways. Please know that I am thankful for everything you can
do, even if your only "donation" is in the form of reading this book. Your Salvation is what I am
aiming to profit from... not this book or anything that will follow it. Your donations to my cause, is a
donation to yourself. I do not plan on taking anything with me when I die, so amassing monetary
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wealth is of no concern to me. Whatever the amount of funding I receive is, ALL OF IT (!!!) will go
towards building a better future for you and your children.

While I will receive a lot of sarcastic verbal bashings even asking for donations, I would like all of you
to remember that I'm well aware of the irony involved. This entire book has been dedicated to
destroying monetary wealth and teaching self sustainability, but at the end of it all I'm asking for
donations... That said, I'd like you to remember that I do not want a sudden, unorganized, and violence
shrouded transition. Quitting hard drugs cold turkey is extremely dangerous to your health. Likewise, a
sudden shift away from the systems in place that run on monetary influences could have disasterous
effects. Many will suffer, be enslaved, or die from a transition away from the current economic climate
in a sudden fashion. There is a possibility that a sudden shift away from current societal structuring is
inevitable given the revelations that some of you will have reading this book, but that is not my
decision to make, nor do I want that course of action. Those are decisions that YOU have to make... for
yourself, and live with the consequences. I am not advocating violence at all, but YOU (on the other
hand) might feel as though chaos is necessary. Civil conflict or outright war could be needed. I,
personally, am NOT saying that. If that is the course of action humanity takes, YOU made that
decision. All I am saying is that I hope that humanity will transition away from the hellish ethos we are
plagued with currently, in an orderly fashion, where nobody is left to suffer. In order to achieve that
end, more work will have to be done, and a steady, smooth, seemless transition will need to take place.
Essentially, me asking for donations is equivilent to hoping for the best, but planning for the worst. I do
apologize for the confusion/irony in asking for donations at all.
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There is no requirement for donating. You will not be punished in the afterlife for not donating.
Inversely, you will not be able to buy your way into Salvation by donating a large sum of money.
These donations serve a specific purpose, and that purpose is to help me produce more content for you
to consume. "Content" refers to my capability to produce machinery, books, or videos that will help
you in life, empower you, and teach you how to obtain Salvation. Ulterior motives do not exist outside
of that desire in me. The health of your body and soul is my true passion, while your success in those
endeavors is my true profit. While I hope that this book will be well received, and many more sessions
of teachings, debates, and interviews will occur, there's a possibility that I will be completely ignored. I
am prepared to do whatever is necessary moving forward... whichever avenues present themselves to
me. Arian Technologies will be my company's name, and I will set up an account on
www.gofundme.com for your donations. Hopefully, I will be heading to my first "broadcast" interview
soon...

A large number of videos were discussed during this book, so I will give the "most updated" list I can
at this time. My guess is that most of these videos will be removed or deleted off of their current
platforms, but there are alternatives. HookTube is a great alternative to YouTube, for example.
BitChute is also a great alternative to the overly liberal, authoritative, subversive, and Satanically profit
motive driven YouTube. YouTube is the front runner currently for video hosting, and many of you
have never even heard of HookTube, or BitChute, so I will list the video list based on YouTube's web
addresses, but I highly recommend diversifying your video watching platforms. YouTube has been
taken over by some of the worst elements in society today. They do not have your best interest in mind.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogcv9xS8Pkw

Salt Water into Fuel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGg0ATfoBgo

Who's Killing the Hydrogen Car?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BX2RxlXCZKA

Stanley Meyer Lecture 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaB5ME8kFGU

Stanley Meyer 1993 International Symposium on Energy Colorado
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0ynt5rDiNk

Free Energy Nitinol Heat Machines invented in the early 1970
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKmYqUSDch8

Cavitation Energy Systems Technical Presentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ji0GAtq2EM

Cavitation Heater  Overunity
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjGSXKSLpfY

True Facts About The Mantis Shrimp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5FEj9UCJM

How to Move Things with Sound/Accoustic Propulsion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5fVFA2sWt4

How to "melt" stones sound, p.1.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsqOLCXYznE

Sonoluminescence (star in a jar)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSIPolpvjBY

Sonic Geometry: The Language of Frequency and Form
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FY74AFQl2qQ

Sonic Geometry 2 : Communicating with the Universe in 432hz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yimor2jRmCA

Many other videos on these subjects can be found, but these are the specific videos I watched during
my own journey. I hope that these teachings will help you to better understand the process of
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transitioning to an equilibrium state, and help in your pursuit of self sustainability. This universe is a
wonderful experiment. Humanity has the ability to flourish in its magnificence, or perish within our
own egotistical dogma. I hope this book has reached you well, and thank you for taking the time to read
it. Good luck, humanity. If this is my last communication to you... goodbye.
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